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The Phonematics, Phonotactics And Para-Phonotactics 

of Southern Standard British Englis 

By: Fawzi El-Shakfeh 

ABSTRACT 

As the title indicates, this thesis is concerned with a 

thorough investigation of the "phonematic", "phonotactic" and 

"para-phonotactic" sub-systems of Southern Standard British 

English from the view-point of the theory of Axiomatic 

Functionalism. 

Like a sonata, this work is divided into three PARTS, and 

each PART is divided into a number of Chapters. Some of the 

Chapters are further divided into yet smaller Sections for 

simplicity reasons. 

PART I, which comprises eight relatively short Chapters, 

prepares the theoretical background to the actual descriptive 

account in PARTS II and III. The Axiomatic-Functionalist 

(henceforth A. F. ), views with respect to notions like. "phoneme", 

"distinctive features". "position". "the relationship between 

phonology and phonetics", to mention but a few, are evaluated 

in Chapters 2,3,4 and 7 and briefly compared with analogous 

ideas deployed and propagated by other linguistic schools of 

thought. 

The status of the "phonological" sub-discipline and the 

"para-phonotactic" sub-system in the overall structure of the 

theory of A. F. is discussed in Chapters 1 and 8, respectively. 
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In Chapter 5. howeverg the'significance of the A. P. 

principle of "functionality" and the relevance of the general 

concepts of "semiotic economy" and "availability of alternative 

choice" are highlighted and underlined. 

While Chapter 6 attempts to shed more light on the A. F. 

conception of "neutralization". and "archiphoneme", Chapter 7 

considers the importance of the notions "distributional unit" 

and "archiposition" and explains *hat is meant by the concept 

of "self-containedness" with-reference-to phonotactic 

structures. On the basis of the'discussion of the latter 

concept, three basic types of'phonotagm are'subsequently, 

established, i. e. "wholly attested". "partly attested" and- 

"potential" phonotagms. 

The "Supplement" to Chapter 6 is specifically concerned 

with outlining our view with respect to, the A. F. -ontological 

distinctions and relationships which, hold between "linguistic 

theory", "linguistic description" and "phonomenall and-their .0 

significance for the'recognition of "neutralization" and the 

establishment of "archiphonemes". 

The theoreticalconcept of "functional amalgamation" (which 

is assumed to be specific to A. F. ) is briefly considered in 

Chapter 7'and critically re-evaluated in Chapter 6 'of 'PART II. 

Against the foregoing theoretical background in PART 19 

the investigation of the "phonematic" and "phonotactiell sub- 

systems of the phonology of Southern Standard 
'British 

English 

is performed in PART II. Due to the diversity of the 

phenomena, PART II is., di7ided. into seven Chapterslof varying 

length. 
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Chapter 1, for instance, deals with identifying the total 

number of consonant'phonemes in the language and their 

distinctive features. In the'process of the-descriptive 

act in this Chapter, 20 consonant phonemes'and 5 sets of 

distinctive-features are functionally identified and 

established. ' Following this'. the established phonemes and 

their distinctive features are grafted onto-a newly established 

model called a "Lattice". An "Extended" version of the 

established basic "Phonematic Lattice" sums up the particulars 

of previous arguments in the Chapter and illustrates how this 

specific type of model can account not only for the relationships 

which hold between the phonemes and their distinctive features, 

but also for those which hold. between the, phonemes and - 

features, on thd one hand, and-, the archiphonemes, 'On the other. 

The set of all the established consonantal archiphonemes 

in the system and the neutralization-Mles which govern their 

generation are exhaustively considered in Chapter 2 of PART 

II (where 9 neutralization-rules are formulated to account 

for the generation of 8 archiphonemes). 

The vocalic system of the language under consideration - 

inclusive of the vowels, semi-vowels, archiphonemes and their 

distinctive features - is discussed in Chapter 3 of PART II. 

This system is taken to consist of as few as 6 basic nuclear 

phonemes, 2 sets of distinctive features and 3 postulated 

archiphonemes. The relationships which hold between the 

basic nuclear phonemes and their distin ctive features, as 

well as between these and the established archiphonemes, are 

mapped out in a number of specifically constructed "Phonematic 
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Lattices". The intrinsic identity and distinctive function 

of each nuclear phoneme and archiphoneme in the system, is 

demonstrated in terms of the set of oppositions into which 

the element in question is capable of entering. The ,ý 

consistency and adequacy of the much-buffeted terms "diphthong", 

"monophthong" and "triphthong" - which appear in most 

descriptive accounts of the vocalic system of Standard English 

- are cricitally examined in the same Chapter. 

In the "Supplement't to Chapter 3, we discuss and refute- 
the consistency of the A. F. view, which postulates a commutation 

in the nuclear position between'a vocalic element and "zero". 

Since each of the established phonemes and archiphonemes 

in Standard English is noted to demonstrate specific 

distributional potentials within attested phonological formsv 

Chapter 4 negotiates the possibility of establishing a single 

"distributional unit" for the purpose of accounting for the 

distribution of elements in major-type phonotactic contexts. 

The pros and cons of earlier A. F. methods of representing 

distributional unitsom discussed and dispensed with in favour 

of a simpler, more illuminating and more adequate representational 

device. The Mulderian concept of "semi-clusters" in the 

system is also critiCised and rejected. 

However, in order to, facilitate the checking procedure 

and at the same time determine the adequacy of the established 

model in Chapter 4, -a "Supplement" containing the different 

types of post-nuclear phoneme-combination in the system has 

been added., 
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Chapter 5 of PART II is devoted tolestablishing, the 

intrinsic identity and distinctive function of each consonant 

phoneme and archiphoneme in Standard English. The exact 

positional and archipositional occurrences of each phoneme 

and archiphoneme in the'established distributional model and 

its commonest types of'realization are included in't'Wo kinds 

of statement, i. e. "statements of distribution" and "Statements 

of realization". 

On further investigation of the different possible types 

of phonotactic construction in Chapter 6, it emergesthat a 

number of subsidiary types of phonotactic structure require 

establishment in order t6 accommodate those phenomena in the 

language which are a Drioril excluded from occurring in the 

major-type distributional unit. Since'the A. F. concepts of 

"upper" and "lower" limits of distinctive function and the 

phenomenon of "under articulation" are noted to play a crucial 

role in identifying the nature of all non-major type 

phenomena, they are specifically singled out for discussion. 

On the basis of the particulars of the arguments'in the 

Chapter, a coherent "Methodology" is de'velope'd for 

distinguishing between "major"-type phonotagms and "minoe- 

type phonotagms in the system. The "Methodology" contains 

"Two General Hypotheses" and "Seven Syllabification Criteria". 

As part of this "Methodology", six-(empirically, tested) 

parameters are used in conjunction with the "Two General 

Hypotheses" for the classification of all types of phonotagm 

in Standard EnglishIn one single taxonomic grid. However, 

before Chapter 6 isýbrought to a close, three typ - es o-f problem 
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related to structural ambiguity are briefly outlined and 

resolved. 

In view of the conclusions which have been obtained in 

Chapter 6, the arguments in Chapter 7 concentrate particularly 

on establishing two types of "minor" underlying bade-line 

structure in the system. These minor-type structures - which 

underlie all non-major phonotagms are subsequently id entified 

as "Minor Onset" structures and "Minor Coda" structures. A 

more detailed investigation of all minor-type phonotagms in 

Standard English has led to the postulation of two versions of 

the "Minor Onset" underlying structure and another two versions 

of the "Minor Coda" underlying structure in the system. 

Obviously, the identification and establishment of "major" 

and "minor" types of phonotactic base-line structure in 

Standard English is-only made possible by, the manipulation 

of criteria which are in essence partly phonotactic and partly 

para-phonotactic. In consequence, the-arguments, hypotheses 

and conclusions which are obtained in Chapters 4,6 and 7 of 

PART II may be viewed as being also relevant, to the discussion 

of the para-phonotactic-phenomena in the language under- ., 
description. 

PART III of this work is devoted to discussing the para- 

phonotactic phenomena in Standard English and consists of two 

Chapters. 

Chapter 1 of PARTIII opens by re-considering the consistency 

and adequacy of a number of widely accqpted,, theoretical notions 

in A. F., as well as in otherlinguistic schools.., The list 
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includes, among other things, the concepts of "prominence". 

"accent". "Juxtaposition", "contrastive para-cenotactic 

feature".. "distinctive para-cenotactic feature". "base" and 

"para-phonotactic unit". After proposing alternative 

definitions for the quoted notions, there follows a discussion 

of the phonological significance and function of the 

phenomenon of "Accentual Prominence" in the system, correlating 

this phenomenon (on the realizational level) with a'number of 

empirical parameters, notably "intensity", "loudness" and 
'"segmental length". Within each of these parametersq three 

levels of contrast are internally identified and established; 

thus, "intense". "semi-intense" and "lax"; "loud". "iemi- 

loud" and "soft": "long", "semi-long" and "short", respectively. 
These three levels and their internal sub-levels are then 

correlated with three basic categories of phonological accent 
in the language, as well as with eight internal distinctions 

within these three basic categories; thus, "primary accent 

of the first degree" (/P'/), "primary accent of the sennnd 
degree, ' (/p2/) and "primary accent of the third degree" 
UP 3/); "medial accent of the first degree" (/M'/), "medial 

accent of the second degree" (/M 2 /) and "medial accent of the 

third degree" (/M3/); "weak accent of the first degree" 

(^11) and "weak accent of the second degree" (/W2/). (The 

reason why there is no "weak accent of the third degree" in 

the system is properly explained in the course of the 

arguments). On the basis of these results, a phonological 
hierarchy of "accentual prominence" is consequently established. 

The nature and function of each postulated basic level of 

accent in the system is rigorously defined in the Chapter. 



The influence of the phenomena of "under" and ? 'over" 

articulation on the neutral realization of certain levels 

and degrees of "accentual prominence" is accounted for at 

the end of the Chapter. 

Chapter 2 of PART ITIbases itself on the finding of the 

preceding Chapter and demonstrates how the established levels 

and degrees of accentual prominence conjoin to co-occur over 

and above "simple" and (internally juxtaposed) "complex" 

base-line structures. The conc. ept of "accentual prominence 

pattern" is consequently introduced and defined before the 

gradient nature of all complex para-phonotacticlunits (and 

their realizational manifestations, as well) is demonstrated 

by means of two specifically selected instances from the 

language. The "Accentual Prominence Patterns" which 

correlate with "simple" and "complex" bases (up to three 

Juxtaposed phonotagms in each base) are classified at the 

end of the Chapter to add further corroboration to the 

consistency and adequacy of the proposed system of "accentual 

prominence" in Standard English. 
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FOREWORD 

The interest in studying language as a system designated 

for communication is probably as old as the, history of. man 

on earth. Over, the centuries, scholars have either madel, 

careful observations about language or attempted to, produce 

detailed descriptive accounts of their own or other people's 

languages. But like many other spheres of human investigation, 

the study of language has always been sensitive to intellectual 

changes and vicissitudes. It should not therefore be 

surprising to discover that each one of the numerous linguistic 

theories which have developed over the decades (and especially 

during the past 90 years or so) claims to offer new and 

profound insights into the nature of the linguistic study of 

language. Whether or not there are any grains of truth in 

such assumptions is a different matter which does not concern 

us here. Suffice it to point out that whenever these 

linguistic approaches are used for the description of a 

specific homogeneousset of phenomena, the resultant descriptive 

accounts which are based on these linguistic approaches are 

observed to be intrinsically different, notably unrelated and 

analytically incompatible. It is against such a background, 

and within such a context, that the present research into the 

"Phonematic". "Phonotactic" and "para-phonotactic" sub-systems 

of Southern Standard British English should be evaluated and 

considered. However, since it is theoretically and 

practically impossible for any descriptive act to commence 

from a vacuum, the point of view which the theory of 

Axiomatic Functionalism offers in this respect is the one 
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which has been adopted and consequently used throughout 

the descriptive process. Finally, the term "Southern 

Standard British English" is used in this work with reference 

to the "refined" language of the Queen and the Royal Family, 

the House of Lords, the educated classes, the inhabitants of 

the Midlands and the Inverness area, and BBC announcers, 

broadcasters and news readers. 
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CHAPTER le 

Phonology as a Sub-System of Language: 

An Axiomatic Functionalist Conception. 

A major f eature of the originality of F. de Saussure (1974) 

lies in his ability to foresee, though notIto formulate, a 

ge4eral. science of semiology, where language is seen as 

"a special system within the mass of semiological data". 
_ 

Saussure's advice passed unheeded even, by the majority of 

the many linguists, who took his ideas as their starting., point 

for creating and developing their own theories. Only a very 

few who took it seriously were able to advance in the direction 

towards establishing a comprehensive semiotic theory. 

A. Martinets' (1969) definition of the term "language" 

was the breakthrough. which later enabled J. W. F. Mulder 

(1968 et al) to reformulate and reinterpret this notion by- 

creating a genuine overall semiotic theory which embraces. all, 

systems of communication - "of which human natural language is 

but one specie. 9112., thus creating a theory which, complies with 

Saussure's advice to locate the theory of, languagegi. e. 

linguistics, strictly within an overall theory-of semiotics. _ 

For Martinet, language, as a social instrument with the 

prime function of communication, is, characterized. by its 

"double articulation". Every utterance, on the level of. the 

first articulation, is analysable into a, succession-of., units 

each of which is endowed with a vocal form and a meaning, i. e. 
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monemes. . The vocal form of these units can be further 

analYsed into-a series of distinctive units, i. e. phonemes, 

each of which is capable of distinguishing at least one form 

from another. 

,, 
One point that is unsatisfactory about such a view of - 

language is the fact that the two levels are not kept 

consistently separate from one another. They tend to merge 

via the articulation of the significans directly into elements 

of pure form, i. e. phonemes. Furthermore, Martinet's 

conception of the double articulation amounts... to a simple 

duality of. structure, where articulation (which is explained, 

but not defined) is a mere structuring by. means. of-discrete 

constituents, on both levels. 

Charles 
-F., 

Hockett's (1961 and elsewhere) approximation- 

to the problem is not basically-different (in general outline) 

from Martinets., Hockett suggests that t, ývo levels. (actually 

he calls them strata) of analysis are sufficient to, tackle 

all types of linguistic element. On the. phonological-level 
(stratum) of analysis he-deals with distinctive features, 

phonemes, syllables, etc. The grammatical-lev el-of his theory 

is interested in studying the morphemes (as atomic units), - 

words, sentences, etc. The latter level,,,, is said to ýe "mapped- 

into",, the "phonological level". 

Set against Martinet's naive realistic conception-, of 

"articulation" is Mulder's, narrower and more, precisely defined 

theoretical notion. "Articulation" is. defined as,, "set of- 
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ordering relations between constituents in combination". or 

"a potential. for ordering of constituents", and "phonotactics 

and syntax", which can be interpreted to mean "ordered 

complexity"., The notion "ordering" implies that the relation 

between the constituent elements of a complex can not be termed 

an "articulation" unless the complex in question is analysed 

into functionally ordered constituents, i. e. asymmetrically 

organized constituents, e. g. phonemes as constituent elements 

of phonotagms. 

As the two articulations proper manifest the same type of 

constructional relation between constituents, but do so-on two 

ontologically different levels, we shall restrict our 

discussion to the phonological articulation-proper (which 

tacitly applies to the grammatical articulation proper). 

The phonological articulation proper, phonotactics, deals with 

the atomic formal elements, phonemes, in terms of their "tac. tic" 

(ordering) combinability into self-contained phonotagms. 

This may be understood, to mean that, on this level of analysis, 

we are dealing with complex ordered phonological--constructions. 

A construction (combination) is said to be ordered (tactic) 

if the nature of the arrangement of the constituent elements 

is, in itself, separately relevant to communicative potential; 

in other words, functional. Changing the relevant organization 

of the elements in a combination, e. g. by permutation, entails 

a change in the communicative potential, e. g. /tarsK/, /arsKT/, 

/karsT/, -. /kartS/,, -,? /sarkT/, ? /tarkS/, ý? /tSark/, x /tKars/, ' 

3E/kTars/. x /kTSar/. which result in a list of-forms., Though 

not all permutations need to be well-formed, one, can generally 

say that some of them are well-formed and complete in English 
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(with different communicative potential), others (with 

question marks) are potential forms, and the last three 

asterisked ad hoc fo, ; are ill-formed 

precluded by the phonological rules of 

last three forms are not normally citei 

As most of the. '-notions in this Chapter 

investigated whenever n ecessary on the 

see no reason to capitalize on them in 

Chapter. 

and, therefore, 
_ . 

the language. These 

I in the description. 

will be thoroughly 

following pages, we 

this brief introductory 

In order to avoid giving any illogical relevance to either 

_ of the articulations over the other, Mulder prefers to talk 

about a "grammatical articulation" and a "phonological 

articulation". where both articulations are logically and 

ontologically different and independent of one another and 

are distinguished by the nature of the elements into which a 

given complex is articulated. 

This leads us to examine the definition of the notion 

"language" in Axiomatic Functionalism (henceforth referred 

to as A. F. ) 

"Language"3 is definedýin A. F. as "semiotic'system with 

double articulation". 

But a human natural language does not only have a phonology 

containing both a phonematics and a phonotactics, and a 

gramm r containing both a morphology and a syntax; it also 

incorporates a, para-phonotactic (see PART. III, Chapter 1) 

and'a para-syntactio, system4 Both sub-systems of 

phonematics, and morphology serve. to provide the basic elements 
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to the two articulations proper on both levels. via their 

interlocks, phonematics with phonotactics, and morphology 

with syntax. It is true that in the definition of the notion 

"articulation", as we have seen,., this fact is being stressed. 

But, the definition of the notion, "proper language",, 

specifically, includes not only the two sub-systems in 

question, but also two para-tactic levels. Thereforeg 

concerning all, human naturaIlanguages, what. appears in. 

Martinet's conception as, a two-tier-structure system, is in 

the theory of A. F. a six-tier-structure system. All we can 

say is that, for any human natural spoken language, hitherto 

encountered, all six types of sub-system. have to. be recognized 

if we are interested in having an adequate and, comprehensive,.. 

description., 
,- 

4, 

The relation between -the different types. of sub-system 

can be represented in the following. way: - 

Natural 
,,., language 

Allophony5 Allomo N5 
rphy 

. 00 

Phonetics Phonology Grammar 

Phonematics Phonotactics Para- MorphZology Syntýax-Para- 

phonotactics, Syntax. 

Mulder has recently, to the knowledge of the author, been 

thinking of adding two new (simple) sub-systems to the two 

articulations, the first to accommodate the "distinctive 
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features" on the phonological level, and the second to 

accommodate the "monemes" on the grammatical level. The 

discussion of'the theoretical consequences of such a step is 

beyond the immediate scope of this work, simply because the 

idea itself has not yet crystallized in the initiator's mind. 

Furthermore, since phonematics can already be said to contain 

an inventory of distinctive features, and morphology an 

inventory of monemes, the addition of two separate inventories 

would seem to be unnecessary, 

While "phonematics" is defined as a "complex unordered 

phonological system", "phonotactics", on the other hand, means 

"complex ordered phonological systemý. The notion "phonology", 

in natural language, stands for "phonematics, phonotactics and 

para-phonotactics" or"complex system of figurae"q and 

"phonological system" for "system of figurae". This by 

implication means that "phonology" in A. F. refers to the study 

of the "phonematics" and the "phonotactics" of the formal 

part of a given language, together with "allophony"# which is 

the realization'al level connecting phonology with phonetics. 

This implies that "allophony" does not deal with combinations 

of any sort. We can understand the functional role of 

phonology, in this respect, as the economical construction of 

purely distinctive complex phonological forms of distinctiveg 

but in themselves meaningless, components (phonological forms 

of figurae). This entails that within phonology we are dealing 

with two different and discrete sub-systems, the first of which, 

phonematics, is a complex system without ordering relations 

of any sort between its elements; while the other, phonotactics, 
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exemplifies a complex system with ordering relations between 

its entities.. Alongside with this, theoretical division, , 

the two sub-systems are connected, in the sense of "one system 

providing the basic elements of the other system". In other 

words, the output of phonematics, i. e. phonemes, is the input 

of phonotactics. - Phonematics is interested in dealing with 

the ultimate distinctive elements that can never. be analysed 

into further distinctive components. This would imply, not 

only the functional analysability of minimal phonotactic 

components into their ultimate phonematic components, i. e. 

distinctive features, but-also the converse of that operation, ' 

i. e., the economical construction of-phonemes. out of the 

component distinctive featuresi.,, (See Chapter 5 for further 

discussion of linguistic economy). ý By applying the functional, 

principle (see Chapter 5)-to the type of relation between 

elements in this sub-system,,, it will, immediately, 'be clear 

that no matter how we arrange the constituent ultimate elements, 

the resultant minimal phonotactic component will never be 

affected. This means-that distinctive features combine 

"simultaneously" to form a given phoneme. The way sounds are 

produced with all the mechanism implied in such an operation 

does not directly concern us here; its details are a matter 

for phonetics to deal with. The relation that holds between 

phonology and phonetics is discussed in Chapter 4. 

Phonotactics, on the other hand, is interested in studying 

the economical construction of self-contained phonotagms by 

combination and permutation of phonemes. Unlike the 

"simultaneity"-type of relation in phonematics, the nature 
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of combinations and types of structure on this level of 

analysis indicate that ordering (i. e. asymmetrical) relations 

can be established. In other words, we are dealing with a 

"complex ordered phonological system". 

Having arrived at such a conclusion, we can safely maintain 

that "language has a syntagmatic and a paradigmatic aspect"6. 

In other words, syntagmatic relations signify relations of 

functional ordering between elements within complexes, and the 

paradigmatic aspect refers to the type of relations between 

elements that can be substituted for one another in equivalent 

contexts in a paradigm. (For further information, see 

Chapter 5). 
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Notes to Chapter 1. 

1- See also A. Martinet's PhonologV as Functional Phonetics. 

2- J. W. F. Mulder and S. G. J. Hervey,, "'Language as a Sys , tem of 

Systems". 

The definitions in this Chapter come from "Postulates'for 

Axiomatic Functionalisne'. by J. W. F. Mulder, unless otherwise 

stated. 

For an extensive discussion of all other possible 
(or potentially possible) types of sem'iotic act,, th'e'reader 

is. referre'd to Mulder and Hervey's "Language as a System of 

Systems". 

The auxiliary disciplines of "allophony" and "allomorphy" 

are to be considered as realizational levels, rather than 

sub-systems; the first belongs to phonology, especially 

when we start dealing with "distinctive function". and the 

second belongs to grammar for similar considerations. 

J. W. P. Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology. 

/ 
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CHAPTER 2, 

The Notion "Phoneme" 

We can not claim, in this Chapter, to give an extensive 

coverage of the various definitions proposed by various 

phonological theories. Nevertheless, we feel that it would 

be helpful to give the reader a few representative samples of 

different phonological approaches towards-the notion "phoneme" 

and its nature. The definitions are deliberately chosen and 

arranged to show, in brief, the development of the notion in 

question, and the pros and cons of each suggested definition 

or explanation, until we finally come-to discuss the way the 

notion "phoneme" is conceived in Axiomatic Functionalism. 

The wrangling over the definition of the term "phoneme" can 

be dated as far back as the second half of the 19th century, 

when Jan Baudouin de Courtenayl attempted the formulation of a 

theory of phonemes and phonetic alternations. He maintained 

that the role of sounds in the mechanism of a language does not 

coincide with their physical nature, and that this 

non-coincidence obliges one to distinguish "phonemes" from 

"speech sounds". His definition of the phoneme is as "a mental 

reality". as "the intention of the speaker or the impression of 

the hearer, or both", or as "a sound imagined or intended, 

opposed to the emitted sound as a 'psychophonetie to, the 

'physiophonetie fact". or as "a psychic equivalent of the speech 

sound". ' The psychological overtones in the definitions caused 

the radical failing of his theory, on the grounds, to quote 

/ 
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Twadde, 12, that "we have no right to guess'about the linguistic 

workings of an inaccessible 'mine and that "the linguistic 

processes of the 'mine as such are quite simply unobservable". 

Though Henry Sweet (1877) and Paul Passy3'(1925 and elsewhere) 

were both aware of the significance of the idea of the "phoneme" 

and the phonemic principle in studying and teaching languages, 

neither employed the term explicitly. Sweet's "broad" and 

"narrovOl types of transcription may correspond roughly to what 

can be called "phonological" and "allophonic" representations, 

respectively. 

Passy, on the other hand, advocated "having a separate letter 

for each distinctive'sound; that is, for each sound which, 

being used instead of another, can change the meaning of word". 

In spite of his great contribution to the cause of 

Linguistics as a scientific study of languages and (crudely) 

of other semiotic systems, P. de Saussure's (1974) 

definition of the term "phoneme" was still under the spell of 

psychology. His definition of the term runs as follows 

"a phoneme is the sum of the auditory impressions and 

articulatory movements, the unit heard and the unit spoken, 

each conditioning the other". 

E. Sapir4 (1933) and J. Vachek5 (1966) pronounced similar' 

tendencies and viewed the-phoneme psychologically; where Sapir 

had to give negative evidence of the real mental existence of 

a phoneme, and Vachek refers to the "linguistic consciousness" 
6 

which is of similar nature to N. Chomsky's (1957'and 1968) 

"intuition of the native speaker". 
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Larry M. Hyman (1975), a phonologist working within the 

paradigm of transformational linguistics, does not hesitate to 

expound that "it is appropriate to think of (the phonological 

level) as approximating the mental representations speakers 

have of the sounds of words in their language". 

Even an advocate of the phoneme as a "phonetic reality" 

like D. Jones 7 (1950 and 1957) basically took a stand in 

favour of the psychological treatment of the phoneme; he writes 

"it is perfectly justifiable to take into account 'mine 

'f eeline , 'impressioe 
, 'notion7 

, 
'picturine' and other 

undefinable psychological terms in investigating the nature of 

the phoneme"* 

The view of considering the "phoneme" as a psychological 

unit was challenged by other phonologists. Their reaction to 

such attitudes can be summed up in the view expressed by 

N. S. Trubetzkoy (1969 et al) "reference to psychology must be 

avoided in defining the phoneme" since the latter is "a 

linguistic concept and not a psychological concept", and that 

"any reference to 'linguistic consciousness' must be ignored 

in defining the phoneme". Nevertheless, Trubetzkoy's 

definitions of the phoneme (in 1929 and elsewhere) suffered 

from the same flaw. This applies to some definitions 'Proposed 

by the followers of the Prague School, such as J. Vachek and 

V. Mathesius (see the references in footnotes 5 and 11). 

Daniel Jones" (1931 and 1957) aquaintance with Baudowm Jp- 

Courtenay's ideas helped to introduce him to a world entirely 

different from his own. His fascination with de Courtenay's 

concept of the "phoneme" was primarily responsible for his 
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adoption of a mentalistic approach to the phoneme. Upon 

finding-such an approach untenable in language teaching, he 

abandoned it in favour of a "more easily comprehensible" 

solution, i. e. the "physical phoneme". In his own words "I 

found it in the end impossible to escape the conclusion that 

the physical view of the phoneme is better suited to*the ends 

of ordinary teaching of spoken languages". His definition of 

the phoneme as a "family of sounds in a given language which 

are related in character and are used in such a way that no one 

member ever occurs in a word in the same phonetic context as 

any other member" 
8, 

or as "a phoneme is a group of sounds 

consisting of an important sound of the language, together with 

others which take its place in particular sound-groups 

(sequences)"'. A serious discussion of the above proposed 

definitions would show their theoretical inadequacy for the 

study of phonetic relations within a language, because the 

"phoneme" is entirelyýbased on its relation to the phonetic 

variants, In the words of J. Vachek9 (1932) "the phoneme of 

Professor Jones is a unit-the establishment of which was due 

to purposes of . phonetic transcription, not to the study of 

language as a functioning systemtl,, Jones never attempted to 

deny such charges; in fact, he confirmed them throughout his 

work Despite his genuine efforts to grasp the ideas of the 

"phoneme" and "theory of phonemes", he never had the intention 

of considering them anything more than an integral part of 

phonetics. 

H. A. Gleason's (1969) definition of the term "Phoneme"-is 

not radically different from that propounded by D. Jones. His 

phoneme is "a minimum feature of the expression system of a 
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spoken language by which one thing that may be said is 

distinguished from any other thing which might have. been said", 

and "a phoneme is a class of sounds which: 1) the sounds must 

be phonetically similar, and 2) the sounds must show certain 

characteristic pattern of distribution in the language or 

dialect under consideration". The phoneme for Gleason serves 

the purpose of labelling and grouping a number of phonetic 

elements. It is a feature of the actual speech-sounds. 

J. P. Wallwork's (1971) definition of the phoneme belongs 

to the same category. His phoneme,. then, "is the smallest 

unit of sound by means of which a, change of meaning can be 

affected in any one language". 

R. H. Robins (1971). who is aware of the difficulty implied 

in attempting to define the phoneme, offers an explanation 

which would look like a definition; for him "sounds are grouped 

into a single class or phoneme if they can be shown tolbe 

phonetically similar (containing some sort of articulatory 

feature in common) and in complementary distribution (not 

occurring in the same environment and so not distinctive)". 

Bloomfieldlo (1973 et al) expressed his dissatisfaction 

with the mentalistic treatment of the phoneme proposed by 

Saussure and Sapir. His approach to the phoneme is 

fundamentally in the structuralist mould current at his time. 

To him, the phoneme is conceived as a physical distinctive 

sound. It is a "minimum same of vocal features"; in other 

words, a sound or part of a sound which, whenever it occurs, 

distinguishes meaning, e. g. English /b/. the normal word-accent 
in English, the tones of Chinese. Elsewhere, the phonemes 
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are "the smallest units which make a difference in meaning" 

on the basis of the role each phoneme plays in the "structural 

pattern of speech forms". 

Bloomfield distinguishes between "distinctive" and 

/ 

"non-distinctive" acoustic features. While the first serve 

to differentiate meaning, and therefore essential to 

communication, the latter are indifferent, and therefore 

inessential to communication. The criterion for the 

distinction between the types of features lies entirely in 

"the habit of the speaker". Later, he defines the phoneme as 

"a minimum unit of distinctive sound-feature"; these distinctive 

features occur in lumps or bundles, each one of which we call 

a phoneme. The phonemes, then, are "not sounds, but merely 

features of sounds". But "the 'Phoneme features"' are 'present' 

in the sound waves". If a phoneme is viewed as a combination 

of distinctive features, it can hardly be defined as 11 a 

minimum same of distinctive features". The defining 

characteristic of Bloomfield's phonemes is their ability to 

differentiate meaning, i. e. they are not vacuous elements on 

the formal level. Though he failed to submit a satisfactory 

definition to the phoneme, he was not far away from 

recognizing its abstract nature. In his words "the phoneme 

is an abstraction obtained from series of utterances". 

C. P. Hockett" (1955), like Bloomfield and Jones, hesitated 

between the two extremes, the funtionalist, or rather the 

abstract view of the phoneme, and the physical concrete 

reality of its existence. 

Though H. E. Palmer (1931) attempted to produce'a phoneme 
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theory based on "abstract sounds"q his final result was not 

much different from Jones' conclusions. For him, the "phoneme" 

r7ov, - has an existential claim; it is not an empty, physicalq 

non-existing fictitious notion. Phonemes are based on concrete 

sounds which have been "abstracted" or "Picked out". Palmer's 

aim was, like Jones', the establishment of conventions for the 

graphic recording of languages. 

The view of regarding the phonemes as fundamentally 

independent of the phonetic features associated with them is 

the determining characteristic of the Prague School linguistics. 

The phoneme, for Trubetzkoy'2, can be defined "purely and 

solely on the basis of its function in the system of language", 

and "the phoneme is a member of such (distinctive phonological) 

opposition that can not be analysed into still smaller 

disti-mictive (phonological) u=its",. (Compare later om in the 

Chapter with notions of si=. 4lar nature employed in A. F. to see 

the difference). Therefore, phonemes are defined in terms 

of oppositions in a phonological system. Their function In 

the system is, (compare with Bloomfield), to differentiate 

"lexical meaning" in a given language. His phonological units 

(phonemes) can not be further analysed or represented &E 

sequences of still smaller successive components. None of 

the Oacoustic atcms* can be considered a phonological unit 

since all of them always occur in "unison" never in isolation. 

Accordingly, the phoneme is the "smallest distinctive unit of 

a given language", and "the sum of the phonologically relevant 

properties of a sound", they are those "phonological units that 

can not be analysed into still smaller successive distinctive 

units". Consequently, the phoneme is not a sound or a group 
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of. sounds, but rather an abstraction, an element which belongs 

to the phonological level of the theory. 

W. F. Twaddell's (19-35) somew-liat cumbersome conclusions 

agre. e. though roughly, with Trubetzkoy's findings. Twaddell's 

"micro-phoneme" is the "term of any munimum phonological 

difference among forms", and "the sum of all similarly ordered 

terms (micro-phonemes) of similar minimum phonological 

differences among forms" is called a "macro-phoneme". Both 

are opposition, members that can not be annalysed into sma2ler. 

constituents., Illwaddell's contribution, in this respect, 

consists of freeing the concept "phoneme" from both the 

Psych. ological and_the physical prejudices that have disfigured 

the nature of its identity. His rejection of the Cercle 

Linguistique de Prague definitions of the phoneme is based on 

their'"subýective mentalistic definition of units and a 

some-What truculent denial of the relevance of phonetic 

anslys--s". Twaddell's understanding of Saussure helped him 

in. assigning Legative values to the notion p1loneme, for him 

"it is a negative, relational, differential abstraction". 

It is a term of recurrent differential relations which comprise 

the system of "la langue", while the differentiated articulatory 

complex is a fraction of 'Ila parole". This is., in fact, w1jat 

makes 111waddell different from the Prague School lingu ists and 

from miany others whose phonemes are positive auditive entitiesq 

in. some cases possessing inherent poteLcies o1L utilizing 

distinctiveness, while TKaddell's phonemes, as we have seen,, 
33 

are negative relational entities. Following Saussure 

phonemes would have to be defined by starting Jorom differences 

not similarities; in ot"her words, by following the implications 
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of liis statement: "Dans la langue il n"y a que den diffdrencen 

sans termes positifall. 

I Within the field of diachronic, phonology, A. Martinet's 

(1955 et al) achievements are considerable. (A'general 

outline of his contribution is given in Eli Fischer-JArgensen 

(1975)). The definition of the'phoneme is what we shall be 

diýcussing in Martinet. The utterance, ' for him, " is*totallY 

analysable into a succession of distinctive units, i. e. 

phonemes, of limited number in the language (italibs mine)14. 

This unit (the'phoneme) is"6onceived by-Martinet'as "an 

articulatory habit", a conception which, in spite of his caution 

and advanced ideas, renders his phonemes as "realistic" notions. 

The phoneme, for Martinet, is defined as'"un ensemble de traits 

pertinents"qui se, rdalisent simiiltan6ment"; -a aefinitioii which 

maintains that a phoneme is a bundle of distinctive features 

between which no syntagmatic relations can be'established. "' 

"Simultaneity". for him, derives its meaning from the Prague 

School emphasis upon paradigmatic procedures, 'the establishment 

of which is performed by applying the commutation test15. 

Martinet's awareness, that the strict . 'application of his 

conception of the notion "Phoneme" is bound to''create many 

difficultiesl6, prompts him to devise three criteria, though' 

none of them is of a syntagmatic nature, -'to deal with the 

problem, i. e. 1- commutability, 2- correlation'in'the system, 

and 3- phonetic similarity. The shortcomings of such a 

solution lie in the fact that Martinet has to rely Positively 

on phonetic criteria in the establishment of his"miniijýum 

syntagmaýti'c components in a phonological description on'the 
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phonological level. His notion "simultaneity* suffers from 

the same phonetic consideration which affeote his criteria. 

Yet, his definition of the phoneme loses much of its 

significance if the phonemes in question can not be considered 

minimum atomic elements between which syntagmatic relations 

can be established. Martinet's "un ensemble de traits" are 

the phonemes; between these phonemes, according to him, no 

syntagmatic relation can be established. But the "atomic" 

elements in a paradigmatic sense are the distinctive features 

of phonemes, not the phonemes per 2e. Between phonemes, 

not between distinctive features, syntagmatic relation can, 

in fact, be established. 

J. W. F. Xulder17 (1968), a European functionalist and 

former disciple of E. M. Uhlenbeck and A. Martinet, was not 

wholly satisfied with the existing affairs in the functional 

camp. He finally dedicated his efforts to the creation and 

formulation of a rigorous axiomatic hypotheticP; -deductive 

theory which he called Axiomatic Punctionalism. 

The "phoneme", for Mulder, is a notion which plays a dual 

role in phonology. It is a "simultaneous bundle of distinctive 

features not extending over more than one position in a chain" 

when considered from the phonematic, i. e. paradigmatic, 

point of view, and a "minimum phonotaetic element" from the 

phonotactic, i. e. syntagmatic, point of view. The notion 

"paradigmatic" is defined as "the oppositional or distinctive 

aspect of semiotic entities", and the type of relation that 

holds between such entities is called "paradigmatic relation" 
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and defined as "relation of opposition between members of' 

a set". "Syntagmatic". on the other hand, is defined as 

"the ordering aspect of semiotic entities". these entities in 

conjunction with their relative positions in the distributional 

unit can establish "syntagmatic relations" between themselves 

(as syntagmemes). "Syntagmatic relations" is defined as 

"ordering relations between Bemiotic entities in combination"q 

(compare with Martinet). An element, a phoneme for example, 

can be analysed into its ultimate distinctive features 

between which no ordering relations can be established, i. e. 

the-different possible arrangements of the distinctive 

features of a given phoneme do not affect our final 

identification of the phoneme in question; in other words, 

ordering of constituents on this level of analysis can never 

be manipulated tolproduce different phonemes/elements. These 

features combine simultaneously to form the syntagmatic 

components1of the sYstem, i. e., phonemes. 
-Between 

these 

bundles of features, 
"i,. 

e. phonemes, one can establish 

syntagmatic relations within the framework of an established 

distributional unit. (See Chapter 7 for the discussion of 

the distributional unit). 

Unlike the phoneme-theories proposed by most other schools 

in linguistics, the phoneme in A. F. is an abstract notion 

which derives its existence from the theory it belongs to. 

In other words, it will be strategically more appropriate 

and consistent with the hypothetico-deductive nature of the 

theory to consider the "phoneme" a theoretical concept. 
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CHUTER 

Distinctive Features. 

Our intention, 
'in 

the following pages, is to treat a'notion- 

which is basically related to the notion "phoneme" (discussed 

in Chapter 2). Like the rphoneme", the notion "distinctive 

feature(s)" has always been a controvertial one. 

N. S. Trubetzkoy (1969) distinguishes, from the very outset, 

between'"two studies of sound" which rely on two different 

methods of investigation. The first of these, "phonetics". 

deals with sounds as concrete physical phenomena pertaining 

to the'act of speech, and the other, "phonology", studies 

the sounds pertaining to the system of language. The 

"phoneme". for Trubetzkoy, is a concept which belongs to a 

language system. The atomic elements on the phonological 

level (as we have seen in Chapter 2) are the phonemes which 

are not susceptible to further analysis, on that level, into 

smaller component units. The "acoustic (phonetic) atoms", 

(acoustic-articulatory properties), can never be considered 

"phonological units" since they always occur in "unison", 

never in isolation. Therefore, b. in its entirety is a 

Phonological unit that can not be analysed into "successive 

components", (this is in fact Trubetzkoy's example)., 

Accordingly, the phoneme is the "smallest distinctive unit 

of a given language", (see Chapter 2 for Trubetzkoy's other 

definitions). This does not prevent each phoneme from 
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having a "phonemic content" which should be determined, 

defined, and classified. This "phonemic content" indicates 

"all phonological distinctive properties of a phoneme", i. e. 

properties which enable a phoneme to be distinguished from 

all the other phonemes in the inventory. The determination 

of the phoneme-content "presupposes its prior classification 

in the system of distinctive oppositions existing in a given 

language". He goes on to say that "the definition of the 

content of a phoneme", (not the analysability of the phoneme), 

"depends on what oppositions this phoneme takes in a given 

phonemic system". Trubetzkoy establishes two types of 

opposition: "bilateral" and "multilateral". The latter 

of these was rejected by Jakobson who only accepted the 

"bilateral (binary) oppositions", (my italics). 

The classification of the phonemes and their phonemic- 

content requires some reliance on phonetics, but "the phonetic 

concepts with which the phonologist operates appear, of 

necessity, somewhat schematized and simplified". Thus, 

actually "very little remains of phonetics". The role that 

Trubetzkoy assigns to these distinctive features is to supply 

the classificational dimensions which would allow the 

segmental units to be arranged in the system. 

s 

In short, Trubetzkoy's interest lies in setting up a_ 

comprehensive taxonomy of the phonetic properties of the 

distinctive contrasts employed by languages. This would 

refute J. Lyons' (1972) statement that "according to 
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Trubetzkoy ... the phoneme is further, analysable into 

distinctive features". 

,,, Some of, Trubetzkoy's. and other early Prague School 

linguists',, ideas, in, this respect were carried over, and 

developed by his associate (and co-founder of-the Cercle du 

Prague) R... Jakobson' (and his associates M. Halle and 

C. G. M. Fant). The development of their distinctive-feature 

theory has passed through three stages. The first of these 

is an attempt to "discover" and establish azestricted and 

presumably. -universal, inventory of the inherent distinctive 

features which would account for the analysability of the 

phonological entities of all languages. ' In other wordsq 

Jakobson's contention is. that each language in the world draws 

the relevant features that-characterise its phonemes from 

this universal inventory. The second phase is to. eitablish 

the phonetic realizational substance of these distinctive 

features, primarily in terms of acoustic categories; though 

the distinction between acoustic and articulatory, terminology 

is considered unimportant by Jakobson. The final phase is 
the. analysis of all phonetic contrasts by means of binary 

features, i. e. in terms of "minuses" to indicate negative 

values, and "pluses" to indicate positive values. 

Overlooking for the Bake of the argument the psycho-physical 

overtones which underl;! Pthe whole approach, Jakobson and 

Halle's distinctive features are the ultimate distinctive- 

entities of languages, since it is not, possible to analyse 
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them-into yet. smaller linguistic. oomponents. These - 
; ndivisible distinctive features combine into "simultaneous 

concurrent bundles"q where. each bundle-of these features 

"forms" a phoneme. The converse of this operation is 

explicitly and implicitly-possible, in the sense that the 

phonemes, by virtue of being bundles of features, may be 

broken down into "the inherent distinctive features, which are 

theultimate discrete signals". , 
Unlike Trubetzkoy's 

classificatory features, these relevant distinctive properties 

are no longer, considered as classificational dimensions, but 

as components of phonemes, andaccordingly, as minimal 

linguisticunits. 

"The basic fallacy lies". as E. C. Pudge2, (1973) puts it, 

"in the assumption [made by Jakobson and others including 
11 Pant, Halle, and Chomsky] that there is a universal phonetic 

framework: by this we do not mean that 'any universal 

framework'is as good as the othert but that 'universal phonetic 

framework'is not a meaningful expression". Pudge advocates 

having "one universal framework for each aspect of_phonetics", 

(my italics). 

N. Chomsky and M. Halle (1968)9 who were inspired by-the 

Jakobsonian approach, based themselves, with some modification, 

on the works of Jakobson and his associates. Chomsky and 

Halle distinguish between features at the phonological level, 

which are described as classificatory, and features at the 

phonetic level, where a set of universal phonetic scales for 
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the final phonkic characterization are'treated. ' Both levels 

are described in'terms of the same set of features; in other 

words, the phonetic features are in some way parallel to the'' 

phonological ones,, so that the mappings between the two levels 

are not arbitrary. The distinctive feature', in phonologyý. - 

is viewed hot only as the minimal unit, but also as the only 

phonic unit which is regarded as having any linguistic status. 

Thus, *the description of the phonological and phonetic levels 

together. with the'rules'connecting them is formulated by'm6ans 

-following Jakobson, of distinctive features. They assume, 

the existence-of a"set of universal phonetic'features. The 

phonological features"of a specific language I will, by 

necessity, 'be a sub-set of the'univeirsal set'of phonetic 

features inventory', which'. according to R. L. Cheng3 (1966)". is 

"debatable". - They also assume that the set of-phonological 

features must be"isomorphic with the set of phonetic features. 

Consequently, the'phonological features for Jakobsong Hallev 

and Chomsky are no more than features derived from the 

universal phonetic list. While Jakobson "discovers" and 

establishes nine to thirteen inherent distinctive"features 
(depending on the different modifications to his distinctive 

features theory), Chomsky"and his followers establish a set 

of twenty-two features in order to avoid complicating their 

rules. ' While Jakobson's fýatures are treated from the 

acoustic point-of view, Chomsky's features are'described 

primarily in artiCulatory teims. 

It is not clear-iNhether the Jakobsonian or ChoMskýan 
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proposed-inventories are of open or restricted natureq i. e. 

whether the-number of the elements in each inventory'is, final 

and, therefore, limited, or whether the inventories are open- 

ended and., therefore, expandable. If they are-to"be 

considered hypothetical open inventories, (which in principle 

implies that they'-have existent , ial claim), then the addition 

of one or more distinctive features to the inventories will 

logically'cause theirýcollapse. The hypothetical restricted 

nature of the inventories, on the other hand, can very easily 

be refuted by the'addition'of one or more features to the 

inventories, in the sense that the hypothetical completeness 

of the sets in each of the inventories is being violated. 

At their best, the use of inventories of closed sets of 

features constitutes a procrustean bed which'tends to produce 

false conformity by butchering and destroying the language 

to fit in the pre-conceived moulds which are thought to be 

imnninised from refutation. 

By virtue of utilizing an Axiomatic'linguistic theory, we 

believe that the setting up of distinctive features. 

inventories represents a hypothetical descriptive act'which 

has to be, carried out separately for each-language., The- 

distinctive identity'of any distinctive'feature (and for that 

respect of any'other element) in a language hinges on its'' - 

overall distinctive function in that specific language. 

Therefore, -the distinctive function of any element is 

language-specific which-, is not isomorphic with the-functionsý 

of. -an apparently similar element in any other language. - '- 
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, S. A. Schane ý(1973), -, in an attempt to avoid inconsistencies 9 
resulting, from such'an epistemologically incoherent'approach, 

proposesýa list of five conditions for an appropriate set-., of 

distinctive features, among these requirements we can 

mention: --- I 

- I- The features must have their foundation in 

phonetics, and 

2- they must-be adequate for characterizing 

important phonetic differences between -, 

languages, etc. 

L. M. Hyman 5 (1975), who adopts a similar attitude towards 

the distinctive features, maintains that "phonological 

segments group themselves into phonologically definable 

classes", and that "it is important to recognize-that, the 

phonetic features are ultimately responsible for the-way- 

phonological systems function". 

L. Bloomfield 6 (1973) and most of his successors rejected 

the distinctive feature analysis proposed by some of-the 

Prague School linguists. Bloomfield maintains that "-the 

features of sound in any utterance ... are. the'gross acoustic 

features of this utterance. Part of the gross acoustic 

features'are indifferent (non-distinctive), and-only a'part cim 

connected with meanings and essential to communication- 

(distinctive)". - It is evident that "meaning" is his 

criterion for deciding whether a unit is, phonological or-, not. 

Distinctive features occur in "lumps or-bundles"-and, they are 
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present in the "sound-waves". but "it would be useleas to try 

to produce the'distinctive features in a pure state". 

Obviously, -Bloomfield is interested in the phonemes as-the 

smallest, units on the'phonological level, and not in the 

distinctive'features that form these minimum segmental 

phonemes, simply-'because, in his view, these components of 

phonemes'are of'purely phonetic nature. Though he proposes 

a phoneme-table with, features indicated to account for the, 

consonants of, American English (Chicago) p. 129, he warns, the 

reader to ignore "all non-distinctive features"'on,, the, grounds 

that they are "irrelevant to the structure of the language". 

B. Bloch and G. L. '-Trager (1942),, 'too, took a similar stand 

and divided all phonetic'differences observable in, the language 

into "distinctive differences"or contrasts" the role of which 

is to distinguish meaning., and'"non-distinctive differences" 

which are not used for such'an end, and therefore. ' irrelevant 

to phonology. 

A. Martinet's'(1955 and elsewhere) definition 'Of'theýphoneme 

mentioned in Chapter 2 gives us the clue to the nature of 

that concept. Being a "simultaneous bundle of distinctive 

features" implies that a phoneme is, in-fact, a combination 

of several relevant-features. The identification of these- 

relevant features requires the comparison of, the phonetic 

nature of a given segment with all other segments whichare 

in opposition to it. The final relevant features together- 

with the'segmental units distinguished by them can be arranged 
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in classes, e. g* nasaI. /m, n, apicalltq'ýdq n/9 etc. 

What is, implied in each label is, 'as Martinet puts itt' 

"the proportionality in the relationship" of one element to 

all'the other, elements. In order to show this'proportionality 

of the relationships denoted by the labels which refer, to'the 

relevant'features, ý the segmental units should be tabulated 

in accordance with theý-corresponding labels we attached to 

the features. Accordingly, each phoneme in a given'language 

will be distinguished from the rest of the phonemes in the 

inventory in terms of the special combination of features 

that it manifests. The fact remains that. - 

1- on the level of the 2nd articulation, there is 

no place for these distinctive features, -as the 

atomic elementsq for Martinet, are the discrete 

units, i. e. the phonemes, and 

2- the type of analysis that Martinet applies for 

the establishment of distinctive features is not 

entirely free from positive and direct phonetic 

considerations, which'constitute sufficient as 

well as necessary criteria for his analysis. 

This finally leads us to consider the-status-of "distinctive 

features" in the theory of Axiomatic Functionalism. - 

It is recommended to take Mulder's (1968---et'al),, definition 

ofthe phoneme for our starting point. The notion "phoneme", 

(as we have seen in Chapter 2), is a "simultaneous bundle of 

one or more distinctive features not extending over'more than 

one'position in a'chain". The establishment of, the phonemes, 
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by commutation in equivalent contexts, logically implies the 

establishment of the identity of their, 
-distinctive 

features, 

as well.. This in fact demonstrates a clear-cut case of a 

relation oflinterdependence between two types of entity. 

As a notion belonging to the theory, "distinctive feature" 

is defined as "minimum phonematic entity". which in a wider 

sense can be taken to stand for "any feature or complex of 

features that is separately relevant to the purport of the 

whole of which it is a part". Consequently, the, notion 

"distinctive feature(s)n is a model, which by, implication, 

refers to these structures, i. e. distinctive features, as 

instances of such a notion. Logically speaking, these 

models in the description are not, what the inductivists 

consider, concrete physical structures that can be, found in 

speech, but, as the theory conceives them, they are 

structures that appl to isolatable sections of speech. 

Accordingly, a complex phoneme, whichq by definitiont is 
I 

a phonematic complex, can be further analysed into. its 

constituent less complex entities which are not further 

analysable into yet smaller components. Between these 

distinctive components one can not propose a case of 
-., 

"contrast" in a functional sense, simply because "contrast" 

implies syntagmatic relations which can never be established 

between "features" of minimal syntagmatic constituents. 
_ 

We 

should not forget that the defintion of the "phoneme" does 

not specify that all phonemes should be complex entities; 

in fact, it dictates that a phoneme is a bundle of "one or 
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more" features' standing in one position in a chain' which 9 

tautologically' implies'that in our description of a language 

we, at times, encounter an element which can not be analysed 

into more than one feature, yet it is opposed to all the 

other elements in the''ifiventory, e. g. /i/ and /h/. in English, 

can not be analysed into more' than one functional feature'each, 

i. e. /1-ness/ and /h-ness/, respectively. 

We have already seen from'Chapter 2 that the ultimate 

elements on the phonematic level are the "distinctive features" 

which combine "simultaneously" to form the discrete formal 

atomic elements of a language. We are also fully aware that 

"simultaneity" indicates nsymmetrical relations". 

Consequently, the establishment of the functionality (and by 

implication the identity) of the "distinctive features" always 

requires paradigmatic operations. The notion "paradigm" is 

defined as "sets of entities in functional opposition in a 

given context, within a chain". and each item in the'paradigm 

is called a "paradigmeme" which is defined as "a member of a 

set of entities in functional opposition in a given context 

within a chain". i. e. "member of a paradigm" Having 

established the distinctive features of a given language in 

sub-systems9 the resultant paradigmatic functionýl features 

have to be generalized to account for the phonemes as classes, 

not as individual elements, by attaching labels to them which 

would imply generalizing their respective realizations. 

The labels which are used as descriptive expressions ofý 

distinctive qualities can be manipulated for classificatory 
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purposes,, (see further below). According to Mulder-(1968), 

these labels "serve as generalizations of the-relevant 

features of the phonemes which, can be established in the , 

sub-systems. Though, the names of the distinctive features 

are chosen with reference to the overall system, they have 

their roots in the paradigmatic sets and ultimately in the 

sets which I have called-phonematic paradigms"7., 

The identity of the distinctive features of any phoneme 

can, not be established unless we are able to assign the 

features in question to their respective phonemes in the 

system. The only way to test the correctness of our 

hypotheses is by applying a so-called Cartesian table (see 

PART II#-Chapter 1) where the phonemes can be projected and 

classified in rows and columns representing so-called "series" 

and "orders" based on the labels we have attached to the 

features. If each phoneme is correlated with at least one 

other phoneme in a row and at least one other phoneme in a 

column, we can, with caution, consider our results to be 

temporarily satisfactory. In the same way, it is important 

to ensure-that the analysis complies with the requirement of 

"phonetic adequacy" which implies, among other things, the 

plausibility of the analysis with respect to actual or I 

potential correlations and/or proportionalities, (see Mulder, 

1974 and 1975). The final step in the analysis is to 

examine the consistency of our operation and its results; 

this is usually done by arranging the phonemes and their 

respective distinctive features in an overall table showing 
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their various intersections. Establishing the identity and 

distinctive function of the phonemes is yet another 

precautionary measure which ensures that our analysis is free 

from contradictions or inconsistencies. 

Finally, both "phonemes" and "distinctive features" can be 

considered as n-tuples in the Cartesian multiplication tablev 

where an n-tuple is defined as "any term which results from 

a Cartesian multiplication"q (see Mulder, 1968, for an 

exhaustive treatment of this algebraic notion). 
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CHAPTER 4. 

Phonology and Phonetics. 6 

The main objective of this Chapter is to give the reader 

a relatively unbiased insight into the phonology: phonetics 

relationship as conceived by some linguistic theories. The 

emphasis on the A. F. point of view, in this respect, is 

justified by the fact that the present work lies entirely 

within the domain of that approach. 

F. de Saussure (1974) viewed Phonetics and Phonology as 

two distinct disciplines which should not be fused together 

under the same title. Phonetics is "a basic part of the 

science of language" (p. 33) and the prime object of 

diachronic (historical) linguistics. It analyses events 

and changes and moves through time. Phonology, on the other 

hand, is "only an auxiliary discipline and belongs exclusively 

to speaking" (p. 33). It is outside time, because the 

articulatory mechanism never changes. Its role is the static 

(synchronic) description of the sounds of a language-state. 

The two disciplines are not "opposites" but interdependent, 

in the sense that language is necessary if speaking is to be 

intelligible, and speaking is necessary for the establishment 

of language. This relationship can be summed up in one 

sentence: - "It is speaking what causes language to evolve" 

(p. 19). 

In spite of this, Saussure never. explicitly advocated the 
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disentanglement of the two studies as separate disciplines. 

This was due, perhaps, to his preoccupationwith the 

establishment of a distinction between the descriptive and 

the historical study of sound. 

However, Saussure's langue: parole dichotomy provided. other 

structuralists with the necessary theoretical background for 

developing this dichotomy to its logical conclusions. 

Trub6tzkoy"s (1969) views on this issue are significant. He 

sharply distinguishes between two types of sound-study, the 

first, i. e. phonetics, is directed toward the act of speech, 

i. e. a purely phenomenalistic study of speech sounds, and 

the second, i. e. phonology, is directed toward the linguistic 

function of the same sounds in the language system. Phonetics, 

which belongs to the realm. of natural physical-science, is 

defined as the "science concerned with the material aspect 

(Of sounds) of human speech", therefore, it should not concern 

itself with the lexical meaning of the sound complexes it 

studies. Phonology, on the other hand, is the discipline 

which belongs to the humanities, considers only "that aspect 

of sound which fulfills a specific function in the system 

of language" Despite their autonomous status as two 

independent types of study, some form of contact is 
_ 

recommendable, but it should always be kept within recognized 

limits. These theoretical limits were not always adhered 

to by Trubetzkoy whog in. Principles, uses phonetic criteria 

for the establishment of units on the phonological level., 
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2 Despite the fact that Baudou'm de Courtenay' (1972) referred 

to two types of sound study which may roughly correspond to 

"phonetics" and "phonology" (in their widest meanings), his 

proposals for such a dichotomy were met with little concern. 

Henry Sweet (1877), Otto Jespersen (1922 et al) and 

D. Jones (1932 ei al)' each implicitly recognized, the 

difference between the two approaches to the treatment of''" 

sound, yet failed to establish them as two distinct types 

of study on the basis of meaning distinguishing/ 

non-disiinguishing phonic properties. 

Set against the Prague School phonetic: phonology dichotomy 

is L. Bloomfield's (1973) three-fold distinction. He 

distinguishes between phonetics, practical phonetics, and" 

phonology. Phonetics is involved in studying the speech 

event without reference to meaning; it unravels the gross 

UcOustic characteristic features of phonemes. Practical 

phonetics is a skill, not a science, which enables the 

phonetician to recognize the'phonemic units in his language 

and how they are produced. Finally, phonology defines the 

phonemes by their role in the structure of speech-4orms. ' 

To achieve this, phonology involves the consideration of 

meaning. While the distinction between the first two types 

is never made explicit, the domain of phonology is left 

without any demarcation to its borders. The overlapping 

spheres of interest of the three types of study and the 

vagueness of Bloomfield's terminology result in a statement 

that "the study of significant speech-sounds is phonology 
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or practical phonetics", (italics mine), or that "practical 

phonetics and phonology presuppose a knowledge of meaning". 

K. L. Pike's (1971) distinction between phonetics and 

phonology is sharper than Bloomfield's and less ambiguous. 

Phonetics, or rather practical phonetics, establishes a 

technique for the description of the nature'and formation 

of all sounds in terms of the movements of the vocal organs. 

Phonemics, or rather practical phonemics, provides a 

satisfactory technique for processing the rough phonetic 

data and discovering the significant (pertinent) units of 

sound. It also tries to find out how these units are 

structurally, organized, in*a given language. The two studies 

are not considered separate domains of scientific study, 

rather two levels in a hierachy where phonemics is-entirely 

based, on phonetics. Pike's well known dictum summarizes 

the whole approach: - "Phonetics gathers raw material, phonemics 

cooks it". 

Despite his immense contribution to the establishment of 

linguistics as an exact science, L. Hjelmslev 3 (19ý7) 

misinterpreted Saussure's expressed intentions regarding the 

phonetics: phonology dichotomy. He maintained that Saussure 

did not mean to discard phonetics altogether, he simply 

meant it to be "subordinate to the study of the relational 

system", in other words, Saussure assigned to phonetics the 

"modest role of an ancillary science". 

It should be noted that, contrary to what Hjelmslev 
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maintains, Saussure assigned to phonology, not to phonetics', 

the'role of an "auxiliary discipline". (See beginning of 

this Chapter). 

Hjelmslev (1961) establishes four strata in his theory, 

namely, those of content substance and content form, 

expression'substance and expression form, which correspond 

roughly to-semantics, grammar, phonetics and phonology, 

respectively. As'we are interested for the'moment'onlyin- 

C the relationship between phonetics and phonology, we shall 

restrict ourselves to the discussion of that relationship., 

Linguistics, according to Hjelmslev, must become a 

discipline "whose science of the expression is not a phonetics 

000 Consequently, any description of categories of the 

expression should be carried out on a purely non-phonetic 

basis, -i. e. by stating relations between the relevant units 

under consideration. The non-linguistic analysis of the 

inherent nature of the "non-linguistic stuff", i. e. 'essence'' 

or substance of the units concerned, has to be carried out 

independently of the form which is the only subject of 

linguistic description. This phonetic analysis of the' 

"non-linguistic stuff" and the statements that follow will 

have to proceed on similar structural analytical lines. 

Consequently,, the phonetic analysis of this stuff, which 

Hjelmslev calls purport or substance, leads to a "i6rm""*hilch 

is essentially of the same sort as the "linguistic form",, 

though of a non-linguistic nature. The final product of 

the analysis will be a non-linguistic hierarchy which is 
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considered to "manifest" the linguistic hierarchy or "schema". 

Hjelmslev hopes that a physical (phonetic) theory "in itself 

would never speak of substance, or matter, if, not in a 

critical-sense". 

This boils down to saying that "linguistics describes 

the relational pattern of language without knowing what-the 

relata are, and that phonetics ... tells what these relata are, 

but only by means of describing the relations between their 

parts and parts of their parts",, in other words "linguistics 

is a metalanguage of the first degree, whereas phonetics 

-is a metalanguage of the second degree". 

Hjelmslev,, therefore, establishes a sharp distinction 

between the system and the way it manifests itself in actual 

speech,, each of which is independent of the other, and each 

belongs, to, a different domain of study. This does not mean 

that Hjelmslev denies "phonetics" a place within linguistics; 

he only implies that phonetic phenomena belong to a different 

plane of linguistic analysis. In other words, "sounds",, 

in,, their capacity as substance, can never be made thebasis 

of a. scientific, description of a language, simply because 

they do not form part of language. 

While Trubetzkoy and other Prague School linguists 

concentrated on Saussure's "lange: parole" dichotomy.. assigning 

phonetics and phonology to langue and parole, respectively, 

Hjelmslev, on the other hand, concentrated his attention on 

Saussure's idea of language as a "system of values". and 
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I 1ý ý. ý, 

elaborated-on it throughout his theory. 

A. Martinet"s 4. (1955) reaction to Trubetzkoy, '. B, theoratical 

distinction between phonetics and phonology, and to Hjelmslev's 

exclusion of phonetics, i. e. substance, from the linguistic 

treatment of the system, was complete dissatisfaction. 

Martinet carefully distinguishes between phonetics which 

studies "language-sounds as physical facts-to be classed as 

such", and linguistics (or functional phonetics) which deals 

with th e "classification of the phonic value for the 

maintenance of mutual understanding". 

Despite this theoretical division into two domains of 

language-study, where each one has its own methods of 

identifying its relevant components, we find, in practice, 

that the borderline between the two areas has not been 

precisely drawn and the two areas are left to gradually 

merge into one another. Take as examples Martinet's 

classification ofAhe phonemes of English, or his notion 

"Simultaneity" in the definition of the phoneme, or even 

his rules for the treatment of whether a consonantal cluster 

is one or two elements. His description of phonology 

(in 1955) as "functional phonetics" is fully consistent- 

with his actual practice, not with his theoretical division. 

Finally, we come to the discussion of the phonetics: 

phonology relationship in the theory of A. F. whose main- 

priority has always been to be as clearly and, as rigorously 

logical as possible. 
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It has been noted in Chapter I that J. W. F. Mulder's 

(1968 et al) interest was ziot only to formulate a linguistic 

theory for the description of the phonologies and grammars 

of natural languages, but to create an overall Bemiotic 
'3 theory for the description of all types of system of 

communication. Therefore, in such an approach we should 

n ot find any difficulty in maintaining the distinctions or 

indicating the relations between the different disciplines. 

While the doctrine of the "double articulation" takes care 

of delimiting the domains of phonology and grammar, 

respectively, it is the "functional principle" that determines 
the distinction between the fields of phonetics and phonology. 
The "functional principle", which pervades the theory as a 

whole, dictates that any feature has to be "separately 

relevant to the purport of the whole of which it is a part". 

disqualifies phonetics from being included within the 

boundaries of the linguistic theory proper. This is due 

to the fact that phonetics, as a science. -deals with sounds 

as physical entities, describing how they are perceived or 

emmitted, a process which involves studying the speech 

apparatus participating in the formation of these sounds 

according to their articulatory/acoustic properties. Being 

of an entirely physical nature, phonetics is usually levelled 

with the physical sciences, rather than with linguistics 

proper. This does not render phonetics in any way 

redundant to linguistics; on the contrary, it constitutes 

an important auxiliary discipline which helps us to formulate 

our statements of realization. These statements allow us 

to project our phonologically established elements onto 
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their respective phonetic perspectives to establish a 

phonetic realizational value for each one of them. In other 

words, these statements helps to actualize and assign a 

phonetic counter-domain to each phonological element in the 

system; otherwise, our phonological description of a 

language remains vacuous with no material adequacyq whatsoeverg 

to test its. validity. Therefore, phonetics is linked to 

phonology by an intermediary realizational level called 

"allophony" (or "functional phonetics" in A. F. terminology) 

which fully belongs to phonology, rather than to phonetics. 

(See the diagram given in Chapter 1 ). 
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Notes to Chapter 4. 

1- In the "Projet de, terminologie phonologique 

standardisde", Trubetzkoy offers the following definitions: - 
Phonologie: Partie de la linguistique traitant 

de ph6nomenes phoniques au point du vue le leur 

fonction dans la langue. 

l'hongtique: Discipline auziliaire de la 

linguistique traitant de phdnomenes physiques 
'0" du langage abstraction faite de klurs fonctions 

dans la langue. 

2- E. Stankiewiex, (editor), A Baudouin de. Courtenay Anthology. 

See also, Paul L. Garvin, "Review of Prolegomena to a 

Theory of Language", F. J. Whitfield, "Glossematics" and 
H. Spang-Hanssen "Glossematics". I 

See also, A. Martinet's A Functional View of LanMjage. 

See especially Mulder's Sets and Relations in Phonology 

and his "Postulates of Axiomatic Functionalism". 

Reference should also be made to Mulder and Hervey's 

"Language as, a. System of Systems" and to Hervey's "Mulders's 

Axiomatic Linguistics". 
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CHAPTER 

The Principles of "Functionality" an 

"Availability of Alternative Choice" 

and the Conception of "Semiotic Economy". 

The Functional Principle: - 

One of the most distinctive characteristics'. of A. F. is its 

insistence and reliance on what has come to be known as the 

"Functional Principle". Due to the vital role this 

principle plays in the theory as a whole, it was included 

in the first of the six basic axioms of the theory of A. F. 

According to the first axiom "all features in semiotic sets 

are functional", where a "semiotic system or set" is defined 

as a "self-contained system of conventions for communicationn 
(my italics), and "functional" stands for "separately 

relevant to the purport of the whole of which it is a part"'. 
This can be reinterpreted to mean: that nothing can be 

considered or established as a significant element belonging 
to a semiotic system, unless the element is question has 

shown itself to be, at the appropriate level of analysis, 
separately relevant (functional) to the system under 
consideration, i. e. it has complied with the requirement of 
the functional principle. By doing so, the functional 

principle not only takes care of limiting the scope of the 

theory, but does so by determining what may or may not be 

considered worthy of treatment and, therefore, relevant or 

irrelevant to the description. The conception 

and formulation of the definition of the notion "functional" 
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immediately relates it to the principle of "availability- 

of alternative choices"-(see further below) which implies 

"opposition"ýin equivalent. contexts; in other, words, the- 

functionality, of all and every element in-a-system must, -be 
demonstrated with respect to communicative potential by 

opposing. each-element in at least one context to'some 

other element belonging to the same level ofýanalysis. -or, 

to zero. ' , Unless the functional presence'and-absence of- 

the element in question (which is a matter-of, alternative 

choice ) can be manipulated, the element can never be shown 

to represent-ýany significance to communication, and, , 

therefore, does not qualify as part of the system. In 

English, for example, -the formal distinction between, "ar. and 

"an"-which ls-ýfunctional from the phonological-point-of-: view, 

is not grammatically functional. As realizations of. the 

so-called "indefinite, article", they are contextual variants 

("different-forms of the same-expression" the choice between 

'which is automatically determined by context) and; - 

consequently, the difference between the two, on'the 

grammatical level, is not, in itself significant to 

communication. -The same argument applies to the different 

forms of the verb "to-be" and the verb "to have" in English. 

The application of the same principle to the establishment 

and description of, the-consonantal phonemes of Southern 

English precludes, for instance, the glottal stop [73 from 

being established as a-separate, phoneme in the inventory. 

Linguistic Economy: Introductory - 

The reader will no'doubt be aware of the importance'' 
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functionalist linguists attach to the notion of the "double 

articulation". Among functionalists, it is possible to 

trace differences of opinion concerning the type and nature 

of elements on each level of analysis. These differences, 

which were alluded to in general outline in previous 

Chapters, do not concern us here, as we are mainly interested 

in explaining what is meant by "structural" or "linguistic 

economy"'and the "principle of choice", the latter of which 

can.. be reinterpreted, in the light of the A. F. theory and 

practice, to mean the "principle of availability of 
i 

alternative choices". 

As geologists andarchaeologists have,, relati'vely, similar 

views on the layering nature of geological formations or 

archaeological digs, so do functionalist linguists with 

respect to the layering or compartmental nature of the 

linguistic structure of languages. According to them, 

every meaningful act of human linguistic comminication 

(utterance2) of "experience" (Martinet3) can be broken down 

or analysed on the level of the first layer (first 

articulation in Martinetq grammar or plerology in A. F. 4) 

into a succession of meaningful constituents (signa); (ibid). 

Each of these discrete constituent signa is viewed as a 

conjunction of a particular expression and a particular 

content, none of which can be analysed on that level into 

smaller units each with_a certain form and a correlated 

content (Martinet, 1969 and Mulder, 1968). These 

isolable -. signa, as, self-contained units of form and 

11 

. 
content, may recur infinitely in other contexts to convey 
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different experiences or utterances, thus economizing on the 

number of simple basic elements in the inventory. In a 

sentence. like "I love Sandra", for example, each of the 

units "I". "love" and "Sandra", may occur again in other 

sentences to, commiinicate different experiences, e. g. 11ISandra 

gave her brother a bottle of milk". "My baby loves his, food", 

or "My wife and I visited Mrs Thatcher, our next-door , 

neighbour", etc. It is obvious that from a basic limited 

number of such units we can create an infinite number of 

more or less original "sentences,, 5. 

The-economy of the first articulation corresponds to 

another, autonomous (though complementary) type of economy 

which manifests itself on the level of the second layer 
. 

(articulation,. phonology or cenology in A. F. 6) 
where (oni 

the phonological form of the expression of any of the 

units of the first layer can itself be analysed into a 

number of purely formal distinctive constituent elements. 

ZacI2 one of these elements may participate in the formation 

Of other distinctive formal structures that, on the level of 

the first layer (articulation)q may serve to convey different 

messages, e. g. the phonological form of "pit" /pit/ is I- 

analysed into three formal components, i. e. /p/, /i/ and /t/,. 

where each can recur as a constituent in other constructions,. 

e. g. /p/ in /pak/ "pack". /i/, in /sin/ I'sin"t and /t/- in 

/tork/ "talk, 119 respectively. The number of these discrete 

phonological elementsq i. e. phonemes, in each language is 

limited 'to a restricted closed set. These discrete formal 

entities enable us to keep distinct the forms of units of the 
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first articulation. 

On the phonological level of analysis in A. F. we can 

establish a supplementary type of economy which we can 

justifiably call "phonematic economy". A language which 

utilizes a closed_set of functional distinctive features 

comprised of two harmonious articulations of "orders" and 

"series"q corresponding roughly to points of articulation 

and manner (mode) of articulation on the realiy; ational level, 

and allows each "order" to combine simultaneously with 

members of a useries" (though in certain restricted ways) 

to form the phonemes of the language, is more economical 

than another language whose features do not demonstrate the 

capability of intersecting with one another. This means, 

that while the speakers of language (A) will economize on 

the number of articulations which they have to keep distinct 

and, consequently, will be able to distinguish between a 

larger number of phonemes in their language by means of a 

limited number of articulations, the users of language (B) 

will have to keep separate, presumably, an equal or a 

larger set of distinctive features (or points and modes of 

articulation) to account for a lesser number of phonotactic 

elements. In a language like English, for instance, we 

can account for the twenty consonantal phonemes and the 

eight consonantal archiphonemes by means of as few as 

twelve functional distinctive features. The vocalic system 

of the same language can be exhausted by using five distinctive 

features to account for the six vocalic phonemes and the 

three vocalic archiphonemes. 
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The imýortance of the economy achieved by the second 

articulation, according to Martinet, lies in the fact that 

it establishes the "form of the significans independent of 
the value of the signigicatum and thus confers greater -- 
stability on the linguistic form"7. By excluding meaning 

in the analysis of the significans into elements of pureý 

form, we are, in fact, preventing "meaning" from exerting 

any pressure on the analysability and identification of its 

form. -This ensures that a formal element preserves, itsý., - 
identity wherever and whenever it occurs regardless ofýthe 

meanings of the combinations. Any variation or distortion 

to the realization of a specific phoneme, in the proximity 

of other formal elements can be_dealt, with on the ,,; 
realizationaLlevel. "allophony" only and not on any other 

leveloas, the adequacy of a phonological-description can not 

be judged in the-light of the semantic import of the message 

conveyed. 

Semiotic Economy in A. F.: - 
The deductive classification of., functional-types of 

semiotic system (including language) proposed by, Mulder8 

Mulder and Hervey9, and Herveylo in the process of the 

development of the theory of A. F. is entirely based on the 

manipulation of one "integrated A. F. theory of semiotic.,., 

acts" which is the logical outcome of the amalgamation of 

three mutually complementary sub-theories, i. e.: - 

ý I- Systemology ("theor7 of semiotic systems"; 

Mulder, 1980) 

2- Semiotics Mheory of indices"; Mulder, 1980) 
I 
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Ontology ("signum-theory"; Mulder, 1980) 

On applying these three sub-theories to the description 

of semiotic acts, we can roughly pick up and recognize five 

subsequent notions of particular importance, they are: - 

1- The definition of the notion "semiotic system" 

as a "system of conventions for communication". 

which delimits the scope of the approach. 

2- A potential for internal deployment of functional 

elements (i. e. analysability and/or combinability 

of elements). 

Types of relation holding between functional 

constituents in combination (i. e. simultaneity 

versus articulation). 

The principle of functional relevance. 

Degree of economy. 

These criteria are partly (not wholly) embodied in Axiom B. 

whereby: - 

"Semiotic systems contain simple, or compleg 

unordered, or complex ordered signa and figurae" 11 

(my italics). 

This advanced conception of the different types of semiotic 

system embodied in Axiom B makes it possible to foresee that 

all systems of communication in general, and every one of them 

in particular, must manipulate two mutually complementary 
,. 12 13 (though autonomous) levels of entity: figurae and signa 

These two levels represent two subsystems co-existing together 
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within the same semiotic system, but, -as-itIs obvious from 

Axiom B, neither of them can, by itself, constitute a semiotic 

system in its own right. With this restriction in mind, we 

can assert that all semiotic systems are "compoundn,, in the 

sense that each system, no matter how simple it may be, -. ý 

manifests two levels of inventory, a cenological, level, as well 

as a plerological level. Even where there is perfect and 

complete isomorphism between the inventory of figurae and-that 

of signa, the two inventories remain ontologically distinct. 

The simplest possible type of system, conceived by Axiom B. 

is a system which does not display any inherent potential, for 

combinability or/and analysability of/into semiotic elements. 

A system characterized as such contains a limited set of 

figurae, where each member of the set corresponds to and is 

isomorphic with a specific signum in the correlated finite 

set of signa of the system. This lack of discrepancy 

between the two inventories is a corollary of a zero-degree 

of economy on both levels of analysis. 

For the above reasons, a system of this type is formally 

labelled as an unproductive and uneconomical "simple semiotic 

systet"14. Hervey's (1982) example of the simple semiotic 

system currently in use on shower attachments in bathrooms 

provide us with an instance of such a system: - 

Figurae: /H/ /W/ /C/ 15 

00001........ 0001 lp a 4p 0 

Signa: 'H=hot watee "W=wa: rm watee 'C=cold-watee 
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The unproductive nature of this system and its lack of 

economy can be expressed (after Hervey, 1982) as a ratio of 

3: 3 on the cenological levelg and 3: 3 on the plerological 

level. Each numerical ratio. -represents the number of 

elements in the basic inventory and the number of elements 

in the overall inventory on each level of analysis. 

It is only when we'Set out to'examine systems of a complex 

nature that "semiotic economy" starts'to materialize in 

varying degrees. 

A "complex semiotic sYstem"169 tautologicallyg is'a system 

which contains two types 'of functional elements': - 

a- Simple elements which do'not'iendei themselves 

to fun'ctional analysis, and 

b- Complex-elements which are combinations' of simple 

elemen'ti. 

Though this sui generis quality of "combinability" is the 

backbone and the intrinsic characteristic of complex systems 

in general, we should not overlook the theoretical fact 

imposed by the logical deductive classific . ation of semiotic 

systems that the notion "complex" is a neutral concept with 

respect to the distinction between "complexity-*-on one level" 

and "double complexity" which is the distinguishing markOt 

"doubly complex systems". 

An exhaustive description of a "complex semiotic' system" 

can be arrived at by categorizing the elements on both levels 

of analysis in two separate inventories, 'if the number of the 
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permissible combinations is ostensibly restricted., 

Otherwise, the describer is obliged to formulate a set of 

rules or generalized statements indicating the conventions 

of combinability of the basic simple elements to form the 

complex entities of the system. 

This type of system can be termed, regardless of its 

degree of economy which may be extremely low or extremely 
high, a productive and, therefore, economical semiotic 

system. 

As it is not feasible to discuss '! combinations" or 
"complexes" without referring to the type of constructional 

relation that holds between the constituents in combinations, 

we shall proceed to establish two significant types of 

relation, i. e. "simultaneity" and "ordering" relations. 

On the bases of these additional features, two fundamentally. 

different complex semiotic systems-can be logically 

acknowledged: - 

I- Complex unordered system. 

2- Complex ordered system. 

A "complex unordered system"17 is endowed with the same 

qualities characterizing complex semiotic systems in general, 

except for the added specification of absence of ordering 

relations. The combinations, in such a system, do not 

display any latent potential for functional ordering of their 

constituents; in other words, all the constructional 

relations between the constituents in complexes are relations 
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of simultaneity, to be understood as: Relations of mere 

constructional togetherness. 

We can imagine with Hervey (1982ý týe existence of a 

hypothetical system of three basic simple entities (signa 

in his example): 'a hop', 'b = skipý', and 'a jump'* 

which can simultaneously combine to form unordered 

complexes with. only one convention restricting each element 

(signa)-to one functional occurrence (maximum) in each 

construction. The possible result, which can be termed 

the "overall inventory" of the system, will inevitably be: - 

Pa hop' , 'b = skip' , 'c jump' 

'vab/ba = hop and/or skip' 

"ac/ca = hop and/or jump' 

'be/cb = skip and/or jumpý 

'vabc/acb/cab, etc. = hop and/or skip and/or jump, 

i. e. 7 entitieB, where ab and ba, etc. are equivalent 

unordered (Bimultaneous) bundles of entities. The 3: 7 

economy ratio of this system is indicative of the relative 

"richness" of the system (compared with simple systems)- which 

is based on the discrepancy between its set of simple 

elements and its set of the possible and permissible 

combinations of its simple elements. If these simple 

elements (in the above example) can combine to form 

functionally ordered complexes, the potential output of 

entities will rise to 15. 
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The elements in a "complex ordered system"18, in 

contradistinction to those manifested by a complex unordered 

System, are characterized by their potentiality for 

structuring into orderable complexes, i. e. constructionally 

asymmetrical complexes. A complex ordered semiotic system 

can either be cenologically complex, e. g. the system of the 

Morse Code (Mulder and Hervey, 1975), or plerologically 

complex, e. g. the system of Arabic Number Writing (Hervey, 

1982, and Mulder and Hervey, 1975), or both. 

In a hypothetical ordered system of 32 basic entities 

(Mulder'Ps An Advanced Course in Descriptive Linguistics, 

forthcoming) with no limitation on the maximum occurrence 

of its entities in any one combination, the potential 

economical overall output and the richness of the system 

becomes incalculable and may reach infinity, whereas in an 

ordered system with restrictions on the occurrence of items, 

(only one maximum occurrence in the chain), the possible 

output can be calculated, though not without great 

difficulty. 

As the theory of A. F. is an all-embracing theory for the 

description and classification of the different types of 

communication act, it does not fall short of hypothesizing 

the possibility of encountering "doubly complex systems". 

A "doubly complex unordered system" is theoretically, 

conceived as a system with two complex unordered subsystems: - 
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1- A complex unordered cenological subsystem which 

is composed, of simple formal-elements combining 

simultaneously to foxn unordered combinations 

offigurae, and 

2- A complex unordered plerological-subsystem, 

composed, of " inventory of simple-signa 

combining. together to form simultaneous bundles 

of signa. 

The, only connection between the'two inventories lies-in 

the fact, that the-first subsystem contributes the formal 

elements to the other subsystem which utilizes them-in .- 

stating the forms of its signa. 

The "doubly-complex ordered system". on the other end'of 

the spectrum, is a system which is entirely composed of'a 

complex orderable cenological subsystem, and a complex 

orderable plerological-subsystem, i. e. two"articulations. 

Each subsystem contains, simple elements, (figurae or signa) 

orderable into complex figurae or signa without containing 

any unordered complexes on either of its two levels. Since 

we may equate ! ýarticulation" with "potential for ordering". 

a system with such features complies with and-fulfils,,,. the', 

minimim, requirement set down by the definition of the notion 

"language" as a "semiotic system with a double articulation". 

As the discussion from now on centres on examining the 

different possible combinations of the systems and subsystems 

hitherto discussed, I see no necessity for reiteration. 
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The reader is therefore simply invited to-reconsider the 

arguments'in the prvious Chapters as well as the published 

literature on the subject by Mulder and Hervey (mentioned 

in the sequence of the discussion), where the two authors 

finally and logically lead to the identification-ofthe 

optim6.1 type of semiotic "system of systems" exemplified' 

by "naturalýlanguage". 

Slimming up,, we . can say that systems manipulating the 

symmetrical'principle of construction are higher in the 

hierarchy of e6onomy-than simple systems, but are 

economically inferior to the ordered systems which employ 

the"-'asymmetrical'conventi6n of construction. "-Or'dered 

SyBtems'with no'structural restrictions on the, occurrence 

of the items are more'productive than those with 

restrictions'on the repetition of elements-in 6L construction'. 

It'remains to be"said that "natural language", which 

manifests all those features (in their totality'), can be 

saýid, -'to offer the-richest and most economically practical 

means'of communication. 

The Principle of Availability of Alternative Choices': - 

Closely connected with the notion of "semiotic economy". 

is the ýrinciple of the'"availability of alternative choice". 

According to Mulder (1968): - 

"Something is functional if it conveys information, 

and something can convey information if it 

involves a choice on the part of, the speaker", 
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i. e. only if it could an well 11je otherwise.., . -Sequential 

order, for instance, is only relevant if the order in 

question could equally well be different. Linear sequence 

in the realization of simultaneous bundles of distinctive 

features is, for example, not a matter of alternative choiceg 

simply because the relative physical position of each feature 

with respect to the other features in the same bundle is 

functionally irrelevant and does not convey any information. 

We can, in fact, maintain that on this level of analysis 

bundles of distinctive features do not include "symmetric 

order" in their structure because sequential order is a 

realizational phenomenon rather than a matter of deliberate 

"choice" on the part of the speaker. It is absolutely 

clear that the users of a language do not go through the 

process of. consciously picking up certain distinctive 

features which they see as combinable to produce the discrete 

phonological segments of the system every time they utter 

a sentence or intend to communicate. However, every 

member in a linguistic community has a particular functional 

choice, depending on the availability of alternative 

oppositions in his language, of using one element instead 

of another on the basis of the information he intends to 

convey, i. e. the choice between /b/, /1/, Ifl, or /m/, in 

an equivalent context such as /-eik/ will submit the 

following forms: - 

/beik/ "bake". /leik/ "lake", /feik/ "fake". and 

/meik/ "make". 

respectively, to choose from. The phonemes, as such, 
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serve to distinguish one fo= from the other because they 

themselves are specific choices recognized to be so by the 

speakers of any one language. 

The reader is recommended to consult an interesting and 

most illuminating discussion of G. K. Zipf, 's (1949 et al) 

"principle of least effort" which is intimately related to 

the two notions of reconomy" and "availability of alternative 

choices". The discussion of Zipf's principle can be found 

in Mulder (1968), Martinet (1962 and 1969) and J. Lyons (1972). 

L. Prieto's (1966) notions of the different types of economy 

with all their ramifications, and Hervey's (1982) contribution 

towards a logical deductive classification (and understanding) 

of semiotic systems, are two indispensable references to those 

interested in developing the argument beyond the limitation 

of this Chapter. 
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i,.. Notes-to Chapter 5. 

1- J. W. F. Mulder, Sets and -Relations in Phonology. 

2- J. W. F. Mulder and S. G. J. Hervey, "Postulates for A. F. ", 

whereby, 

"Grammatical-entity" for "signum in a semiotic system- 

that has a grammar". 

"Plerematic system" for "system of signa". This may be 

a simple or a complex system. 

" Gramrnar". for "complex system of signa". (alternative 

definition to Def. 2a3a). 

"Proper grammar" for "system constituted by the 

interlocking of one morphology and one syntax". 

"Utterance"-for "member of a sign (as a. class) such that 

it is'a, model for a single realization (in actual) 

communication) of that signum". See also Axiom F and 

Def. s la. and lb in the "Postulates". 

"Signum" for "the conjunction of a particular expression 

and a particular content, which mutually imply one 

another". 

A. Martinet, Elements of General Linguistics and 

A Panctional View of Lan guage. 

See the reference in footnote 2. 

"Sentence" for "signim such that it is a self-contained 

vehicle for conveying messages". See also Def. 20 in 
,, 
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the "Postulates" for alternative definitions. 

"Cenology" for "cenematics or cenotactics, or both".. 
lb (my; italics). For further information, see Def. 9 2b 

2blc, ?b le, ýa, &a, in the "Postulates". 

"Cenological, system" for "syste of figurae". This is 

not necessarily a cenology, i. e. it may be a simple system, 

(see below and compare with the definition of "plerematic 

system",, above). 

See the'reference in footnote 3., - 1v1. - 

8- See the reference in footnote 1. 

See the reference in footnote 2. as. wellas "Language as 

a System of Systems". 

10- S. G. J. Hervey, Semiotic Perspectives. 

See the reference in footnote 2.1 

12- "Figurae" for "semiotic entity which has only form". 

See also Def. 8a2 in the "Postulates". "I 

13- "Sign or symbol" for 'Ise-miotic entity with both form and 

information-value", simply called "sig "-or "plerematic 

entity". 

"Sign" for "si with wholly fixed conventional 
information-value". See also Def. 24 in the "Postulates" 
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and its application in "Language as a System of -Systems". 

14- "Simple system" for "system without combinations ofý 

elements". See also nLanguage as a System of Systems". 

15- We have reservations on the use of slant lines by the 

author to indicate the cenological status of form 1 

semiotic elements. The use of slant lines has always been 

restricted to signify and accommodate phonemes (and 

combinations of phonemes) in natural spoken languages. 

The < >-type of brackets, for example, is normally 

associated, in graphology, with any graphological element 

(or clusters of graphological elements). See in this 

respect William Haas, Phono-Graphic Translation; 

Gwendoline Soutar, "Written 'Language as a Semiotic 

System"; Fawzi El-Shakfeh, AGraphological Description of 

of the Consonantal WritiRE System of Arabic, (M. Litt. 

Thesis). It is therefore most appropriate to establish 

the convention of using a different type of brackets to 

enclose and refer to formal elements not belonging to a 

spoken or a written system. 

16- "Complex system" for "system with combinations of 

elements". See also "Language as a System of Systems". 

17- "Unordered system" for " complex system without ordering 

relations between elements". See also Def. 6b in the 

"Postulates". The reader is advised to consult the 

the references referred to in footnotes 1,9 and 10. 
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"Ordered system" for "complex system with ordering 

relations between elements". See also Def. 6a in the 

"Postulates" and the discussion of ordered system in the 

references listed under footnotes 1,9 and 10. 
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"J., CHAPTER 

"Neutralization" and "Archiphoname". 

Apart from Trubetzkoy, Hjelmslev and Martinet, J. W. F. Mulder 

(1968) is a linguist who has most effectively and thoroughly 

investi I gated the 'notions of "neutralization" and'"archiphoneme" 

in his theoretical'approiach, (see the Supplement to this Chapter). 

In order to arrive at logical conclusions and'to achieve 

simplicity and clarity I of vision, Mulder resorts I to'the 

manipulation 10. fI relation-theory, set-theory, and other devices 

borrowed from Mathematical logic and algebra. By doing so, 

Mulder has not only successfully avoided any reference-to the 

extralinguistic considerations of "feeling", "perception", 

psychological reaction" and "intuition"' of-the member*s of the 

speech community (which are characteristic of Trubetzkoy's 

(1968) and Martinet's (1969 et al) treatments) to I wards the 

phenomena of "neutralization" and "archiphoneme", -but he has 

also managed to relate these theoretical concepts to their 

phonetic substance without indulging in sheer theorization 

(which'is a tendency in Hjelmslev (1961)), and without relying 

too heavily and directly on the phonetic facts (like 

Trubetzkoy and Martinet). 

On the other hand, compared with the Glossematic and the 

Stratificational approaches, Mulder is emphatically, against 

allowing the notion of "neutralizatioe to operate. on any level 

other than the phonological. 
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According to him 
. 
(l968, p-59), "neutralization belongs, 

\phonology 
and not to grammar". (It should be noted in this context that 

nowh, ere in his printed literature does Mulder elaborate on this 

or give any further reasons for such a restriction, which is 

questionable). 

However, the. concept of "archiphonemen as a, theoretical" 

paradigmatic entity is formally defined by Mulder (1968) as 

a "simultaneous bundle of distinctive features in a phonological 

sub-system, which bundle is common to two or more phonemes in 

another sub-system and consequently in the over-all system! '. - I 
In 1974,,,, Mulder'defined the concept as "a self-contained 

simultaneous bundle of distinctive features common to two or 

more phonemes in, a phonological sub-systemn2. 

In view of this, the value of the notion "archiphoneme" is 

all the features common to the phonemes participating in the 

operation of neutralization. Since an "archiphoneme" is an 

an element which results from the regular suspension of 

distinctive function (or paradigmatic opposition) between two 

or more phonological elements, and since this archiphoneme can 

enter into paradigmatic oppositions with other phonological 

elements in the system, the notion "archiphoneme" can-be 

considered to be equivalent to a "phoneme" in certain sub-systems. 

This special type of "phoneme" does not only presuppose two 

or more, phonemes in the overall system, but it also represents 

(and is represented by), these respective phonemes, in the overall 

system., 
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Logically speakingg the tenns which participate in the 

operation of neutralization properly include-(*collectively and 

separately)-the product of the operation. As it-is acceptable 

in mathematical logicýfor the product of two terms; to be 

logically contained in the sum of its terms as well as in 

each of its terms, it, follows that an archiphoneme (as a'product) 

is a proper sub-set of each of its terms and of both of them. 

By following Mulders 'footsteps (1968), we canýdemonstrate 

in simple terms the'validity of this basic argumentation. 

Let the rectangle in the subsequent'diagram represent the 

set of all S. Z. ýphonemes other than /t/, and /d/; -and let it be 

understood that circle 1 represents class "tn,, and circle 2ý 

represents class "d"; thus, we have: -- 

-t-d 

t-d td -td 

12 

The product of "-tn and "-d" is everything which is neither 

/t/ nor /d/ in the universe if S. E. discourse. The product of 

"t" and "-d" is everything which is /t/ but not /d/, i. e. the 

distinctive feature /fortis/, and the product of "-t" and "d" 
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is everything 'that is /d/ but not /t/, i. e. the distinctive 

feature /lenis/. 'The product "td", which refers to the ' 

intersection'of'classes "t"'and. "d". designates everything 

which /t/'and /d/ have'in common, i. e., the features /apical, 

occlusive/-, '-In"other words, the distinguishing characteristics 

of /lenisness/ and"/fortisness/, which are responssible for 

keeping the two, phonemes apart-(e. g. "ten" vs. "den"), can and 

should'be"neutralized when'any of, them is preceded, for instance, 

by elements like IsI. /p/. or /g/ in examples like "steal". 

"kept", 'and "rigged", respectively. 

Though'the'above'contexts of neutralization can be 

generaliied-to cover correlations or classes, rather than' 

single phonemes, -'we have decided (for simplicity reasons) to 

postpone launching our generalizations to a later stage in 

this work. " 

With further reference to the above diagram, a, distinction 

should be*maintained between the two algebraic'concepts of` 

"sum" and''"Product",, 

The "sum" of the two classes "t" and "d" in the diagram 

means "either t or d or both t and d", i. e. (t-d) + (td) + (-td). 

Bearing in mind that (td) is the product of the intersection 

of classes "t" and "d". we come to the conclusion'that-- 

class "tit is equal to: - (t-d) + (td) 

and, class Ild" is equal to: - (td +. (-td). 
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In consequence, the product (td), which-represents, the 

intersection or-the overlapping between classes "t" and 1109 

is in fact contained (in terms of its-distinctive features and 
distinctive function) in the sum of its, terms as-well as in 

- each of its terms. This "product", which results from the 

neutralization of opposition between twoor more terms (or 

from the intersection of-two or more classes), ýcan'be 

linguistically identified as an "archiphoneme". 

The product (td), for instance, in the above diagram'happens 

to-refer to an established archiphoneme in S. E., i. e. 

archiphoneme /T/, (see PART II, Chapter 2). This archiphoneme 

results, from the systemic suspension of opposition between': - 
A/ and /d/ in the, context of a neighbouring (preceding) 

phoneme belonging to the correlation /lenis: fortis/, ' e. g. -- 

"begged". "kissed",, "kept". "stake",, etc. The value'of this 

archiphoneme is all the features common to /t/ and /d/ in their 

totality, i. e. the features /apical/, /occlusive/,, -as well as 

the neutralized features /lenis: fortis/. In accordance, with 

'the algebraic formulae above, the value of archiphoneme /T/ 

is equal to t-(-d) , i. e. the negation of the negated term, 

(see Mulder, -1968, p. 100). 

However, since the phonemes above share between them 
-- 

a set of distinctive features, the operation of neutralization 

can. be said to be directly applicable to these-distinctive 

features (a point which is relatively isomorphic with 

Martinet's postulation in 1936). Nevertheless, ý we-know from 

Chapter 3 that these distinctive features always occur in 
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bundles, never separately, i. e. they are bound elements. - 
Consequently, the whole operation of neutralization logically 

amounts to an indirect suspension of opposition between the 

phonemes themselves (which is-reminscent of Trubetzkoy). 

This in fact boils down to saying-that anyý. two (or more),. 

phonemes in the system (irrespective of whether they stand in 

an "exclusive relation" or a "bilateral opposition", or not) 

which share. a common feature-base (of one or more distinctive 

features) and are distinguished from one another solely by 

means of some other distinctive feature (or features) exhibit 

a potential case of neutralization. 

While this logical interpretation reconciles Trubetzkoy's 

and Martinet's, views concerning, the, domain ofthe operation 

of neutralization, it avoids their-pitfalls and their arbitrary 

conclusion. I 

In order to. regulate and systematize the. operation of 

"neutralization". Mulder (1968) postulates-three requirements 

for the establishment of "archiphonemes" in any one language3 It 

namely: - 

I- There should be, in one of the established sub-systems, 

two or more potentially opposed phonemes having a set 

of-distinctive features in common. -A requirement 

which we can reinterpret to mean that neutralizable 

candidates should manifest among themselves systemic- 

proportionality of relationship. 

2- The elements involved in the neutralization,: should be 

-distinct in, at least one context. 
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'3-'The context of neutralization mustýbe specifically 

identified whereby the elements participating in'the 

operation of'neutralization can never'be-found,, to be 

opposed to one another. ' The context can be indicated 

in terms-of single phonemes, correlation of phonemes, 

dimensions, positions, or otherwise. 

These three requirements can be'supplemented by a fourth 

condition-the function of which is'to facilitate the 

identification of the neutralizable candidates. This'condition 

runs as follows: - 
The decision as to which elements are to be neutralized 

in a specific archiphoneme'should, be based on and 

governed by their distributional characteristics as 

well as by the conventions governing their 

combinability/exclusiveness in the language concerned. 

Furthermore, the established archiphonemes require-some, 

representational convention to highlight, their special'status 

in the system. It is here that Mulder, (1968) adheres to the 

Praguean method of using capital-letter. notation'to represent 

archiphonemes. Mulder's only justification-for not using any 

other method is attributed to the fact (as he puts it) that , 

"archiphonemes are conventionally written'by capital letters"9 

(my italics), (Mulder, 1968, p. 25). 

Though the choice of any one specific label, rather than 

another, for the establishment of a convention is always ' 

viewed as involving a good deal of motivated arbitrariness 
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and therefore requires no further theoretical justification, 

we find certain linguistic quarters questioning the validity 

of such motivated arbitrariness. Objections of this nature 

have been raised, to mention but a few, by Martinet, Akamatsu, 

and Davidsen-Nielsen (-Bee further below). 

Since the established archiphonemes in this work will be 

represented by capital-letter notation, it is worth pointing 

dut in a casual manner (without involving ourselves in 

extensive theorization) that our reasons for representing 

archiphonemes by means of capital letters can be attributed 

to the following three interrelated factors: - 

I- Simplicity of representation. 

2- Economy of representation. , 
Practicality and appropriataness of 

representation. 

In order to clarify our point, we invite the reader to weigh 

the pros and cons of the following representational devices. 

Let us presume that we are asked to render the two S. E. 

examples "link" and "scrambles" into their. corresponding 

phonological forms, we shall represent them as: -- 

/liNK/ and /sKraNblS/, (see PART II in this work). 

However, according to Akamatsu (1981), Davidsen-Nielsen (1978), 

Martinet (1969), etc., the phonological representations of 

the two examples under consideration must undoubtedly be 

something resembling the following, (on the assumption, that, 

they accept the validity of our established archiphonemes): - 
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Akamatsu will write: - //li/n-m-U/ /k-g/// 

and, //s/k-g/ra/n-m-5/bl/s-z///. 

Davidsen-Nielsen will write: - /Ii (n/m/ý>4k/g> / 

and, /s4ýk/g> ra 1, n/m/5> bl <s/z> 

Martinet will write: - //li /n/m/U/ /k/g/ // 

and, Ils /k/g/ ra /n/m/U/ bl /s/z/ 

These proposals are especially attractive when we deal with 

monophonotagmic short forms containing at most one archiphoneme 

each and a limited number of other constituent elements. On 

the other hand, one can very easily figure out that such 

representational devices are not only impractical, inappropriate 

and uneconomical to operate with, but they are also clumsy and 

unnecessarily confusing when it comes to dealing with 

monophonotagmic (or even worse with polyphonotagmic) forms 

containing more than one archiphoneme at any one time (as it 

is the case with our two examples above). 

We believe that the Praguean and the A. F. convention of 

representing archiphonemes by"means of capital letters is 

practically more economical, more convenient, more appropriate, 

and simpler than all the other suggested representational 

proposals. 

Two Further Notions: - 

Before we bring this Chapter to a close, it is worth pointing 

out that in the interest of submitting a simple, coherent and 

precise account of the phenomenon of "neutralization" in S. E., 
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we shall need to introduce and deploy two new theoretical 

concepts neither of which, to our knowledge, is separately 

endowed with any theoretical status in A. F.. These are' , 

"neutralization-context" and nneutralization-case". 

Despite the fact that the former term (rather than notion) 
is well-explained and elaborated on by Mulder (196BY in hi's 

discussion of the theoretical concept of "neutralization'19 no 

attempt has been made, to define it in a rigorous theoretical 

Manner. In this sense, we are at variance with the common 
belief which maintains that "obvious" notions need not be 

defined in the theory. This is undeniably true of linguistic 

theories which are intrinsically based on ". traditional, grammar"g 
but not true of theories which follow an axiomatic hypothetico- 

deductive method of inference. We are of the opinion that 

ýý111 terms or notions in a scientifically constructed linguistic 
theory, irrespective of their degree of "clarity" or 

obviousness". should be rigorously defined if we are interested 

in consolidating the scientific nature of the theory in 

question. On the other hand, the theoretical significance 

Of the second concept has never been contemplated or raised 
by the theory of A. F. though it follows logically from the 

definitions of "neutralization" and "archiphoneme". as well as 
from Mulder's subsequent explanation of the undefined 
(primitive) term "context". 

In consequence, our newly proposed concepts may be defined 

ELS :- 
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"Neutralization-context" for "an element (or elements), 

a position, or a combination of both, whose 

presence in a form (or a unit) is a necessary 

condition for neutralizing the oppositional 

potential of a preceding and/or succeeding 

entity (or entities)". 

and, 
_"Neutralization-casell 

for "the unique interrelationship 

between a neutralization-context and a 

neutralized element". 
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Notes to Chapter 

I- Though "intuition" in such a context is a virtue of 

linguistic statements, it can not be logically used as 

positive evidence in favour of neutralizing certain 

elements rather than others since "intuition", on account 

of its nature, does not lead to the argument but it is- 

derived from its consequences, According toýMulder 

(1968i p-197) "it is often the case that intuitively for 

the native speaker the similarity between phonemes of 

neutralizable oppositions is greater than that between 

any other'two phonemes, but this fact cannot be used as 

an argumefit-for the establishment of "neutralization", 

because it may derive from the neutralization itself". 

2- Actually, Mulder's subsequent definitions of the, notion 

"archiphoneme" in 1974 and 1980 run as follows: '"a self- 

contained simultaneous bundle of distinctive features 

common to one or more phonemes in a phonological sub-system". 

We wonder how can such a common ground of features be-, 

established if the minimum requirement is theoretically 

reduced to at least one (! ) phoneme only. It is equally 

absurd to talk about features common to one phoneme and a 

zero since a zero has no distinctive features whatsoever, 

and subsequently it is not a phoneme in the system. We 

in this work consider the earlier definition of the notion 

"archiphoneme" in 1968 to be tenable and theoretic , ally 

valid, and the latter ones in 1974 and 1980 to be - 
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tentatively acceptable on condition that the minimum 

requirement is altered from "one" to "at least two"- 

phonemes. 

In order to guarantee the correct understanding and 

applicability of the notion "neutralization" and to free 

it from all ambiguity, Mulder (1968, P-197) furnishes us 

with a list of six directive guidlines capable of - 

sustaining the definitive differential between the three. 

superficially similar, phenomena of "neutralization". 

"defective distribution" (restricted distribution) and 

"accidental gaps". These points run as follows: - 

1: Paradigms are always restricted. That is to 

say, no paradigmatic class contains all the 

phonemes of the overall inventory. 

2: Restriction can be accidental, i. e. there may be 

accidental gaps in the pattern, or it can be 

significant. 

3: Something is accidental, unless it has been made 

part of the theory. No theory should include 

statements which are not simpler or more general 

than the corresponding statements of fact (i. e. 

the protocols). 

4: Significant restrictions to paradigms are due 

either to significant features of. distribution 

or to neutralization. 

5: "Distribution" as well as "neutralization" has 

a clearly defined determining context. Ergo, 
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if no well-defined determining context can be 

established, non-occurrence of an item in a 

certain paradigm cannot be shown to be 

ý, significant. 

-,. '6: --, Significant restrictions to paradigms pertain to 

"neutralization". if and only if the three 

conditions (for the establishment of archiphonemes) 

apply- which conditions can be deduced from the"' 

definitions of the notion "archiphoneme". In all 

other cases these restrictions pertain to 

"distribution". 
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Supplement-to Chapter 

The difference, between the theories which stipulate 

provisions, for the accommodation of the notions "neutralization" 

and "archiphoneme", -and the linguistic trends which are 

reluctant to provide such stipulations, can be attributed among 

other things to two intimately related factors: - 
I- Insistence on paradigmatic oppositions as opposed 

to syntagmatic relations in establishing-and 

determining the value and identity of linguistic 

units. - 
2- The type of relationship holding between the 

Aheoretical apparatus and the linguistic 

phenomena which is ultimately based on the 

"point of view" of the approach., 

Though the first factor has been properly dealt with by 

observers of linguistic trends, theimportance of the second 

factor to the two notions above has rarely been raised or 

discussed by the same surveyors of linguistic, approaches.. 

However,, since the first of these two reasons has been, dealt 

with properly in many places in the present work,, we shall 

presently devote ourselves to the discussion of the second of 

the two factors. 

It has been alluded to in a preceding Chapter that the 

descriptive models which a linguist establishes for any-one. -, 

specific semiotic system, and the descriptive solutions which 

he proposes for certain problems, are not independent of the 
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theoretical point of view with which'he'approaches the,, -" 

phenomena. 'Though the discussion of the full implications 

of such a statement lies beyond the immediate scope of the 

present, work., it'is worthwhile pointing out that an A. F. 

linguist always views the relationship between the theoretical 

backbone and the facts, which fundamentally, belong to two 

different and logically unrelated spheres of existence, -to 

be indirectly achieved via the linguistic description, 

(Mulder, -1980). In other words, it is only through the 

"linguistic description" that the "theory" and the "facts" 

come in touch with each other. 

Iogically then, the "description" not only acknowledges 

the prior presence of two independent spheres of existence, 

i. e. that of a "theory" and the other of the "facts", -but 

it is also directly answerable to both of them', in the sense 

that it should be consistent with the "theory" and adequatelv 

describing"the "facts". 

Consequently, a "linguistic description" can be considered 

as the new product resulting from this special and highly 

elaborate relationship between these two spheres of existence, 

i. e. "theory" and "facts". Such a relationship can'be 

represented after Mulder (1975 and 1980) in the following 

simplified manner: - 

Theory 4- Linguistic Description '0 Facts 
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The logical implications of, the arrows, which move away 
from the "description" towards the "theoryll and the "facts". 

should be unders-tood to mean "presuppose". "imply",, 'and 

"answerable'to", 

The representational device (above) clearly indicates that 

if there is any possibility of a relationship between the 

"theory" and the "facts", it should be via an established 

"linguistic description" -, 1. ('that is if we are interested in 

getting consistent and adequate results). 

Since-any relationship that can be established between 

the "theory" and the "facts" mustalways be via a, "linguistic 

description", and since there is in principle an, infinite 

number of "fields, of phenomena" or "sets of facts" requiring 

to be tackled and established in "descriptions", (that is by 

manipulating the same scientifically built "linguistic 

theory"), we are bound to arrive at the following conclusions: - 

a: There is a direct one-to-one relationship between 

each "set of facts" and the corresponding 

"descriptions", and vice versa. 

b: There is a direct, one-to-many relationship 

between the "theory" and the "descriptions", and 

vice versa, (i. e. many-to-one). 

c: There is an. indirect one-to-many relationship 

between the "theory" and the "sets of facts", 

and vice versa, (i. e. many-to-one). 
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These. three-types of rel,! ýonship can be visuallyýand most 

adequately represented by means of the following unconventional 

method of representation which demonstrates in more accurate 

terms. the aforementioned types of relationship; thus we have: - 

3. 

(The. "n" in some-circles refers to "infinity"). 
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Suffice it to say in this context that"with-the exception 

of the European functionalist approaches and to a lesser' 

extent-'some'functionally-orientated American tendencies, 'this 

logical'interpretation of the relationship between the three 

entities, i. e. theory, description, and facts, has hardly been 

seriously discussed or clarified. Even those who set out to 

promote a solution to this issue (with the exception of A. F. ) 

have failed to maintain a consistent and decisive distinction 

between the constituents of this trichotomy. In consequence, 

they could not build up logically convincing argumentations 

in favour-of their so-called-ocientifically established 

linguistic theories. 

The situation is'even less satisfactory with respect to 

'I some contemporary linguistic approaches which lay a pSeudo- 

claim to scientificity and deductivity, e. g. the different- 

phases of "Transform tional Grammar" and many "Bloomfieldian" 

and "Neo-Bloomfieldian" tendencies. An objective critical 

appraisal to the latter type of linguistic approaches will 

bear out our contention that it is very difficult to draiaý 

line of demarcation between the "theories" per se and'the 

I"descr. iptionall which are based on them, on the one hand, and 

between the "descriptions" and the "facts", on the other. 

In fact, the three entities merge to form one unidentifiable 

entity which makes it difficult to figure out which part of 

it belongs to the "theory", and which part belongs to the 

"description", etc. 

In consequence, we can generally maintain that the drive 

towards keeping the three entities apart is in fact implicit 
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(though not explicit enough) in what can be identified as 

"European Functionalist Linguistic Circles" as strategically 

different from the main stream of "American Structuralism" 

which has failed to observe the relational distinctions, 

between the three constituent entities. 

'Intuitively then, the application of such a numerous 

number"of linguistic theories to one specific field of 

phenomenon is bound to yield numerous descriptions having 

very little in common, other than perhaps the section to be 

described. Instances of such a diversity have'already-been- 

discussed'in'pree-eding- Chapters. 

It is exactly the presence or absence of'thisýspeciai and 

logical type of relationship (among'other things) holding 

between the three entities (i. e. theory, description and'facts) 

which distinguishes'European Functionalist Linguistics from 

American Linguistics. This distinguishing factor constitutes 

one of the determining impetuses behind laying, or not laying, 

provisions for the establishment and incorporation of-certain 

notions/models'in the'theory as well as in the description. - 

(See also Mulder, -, 19751, and Rastall, 1983). v- 'It ,ý- 
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CHAPTER 

Positions, Archipositions, and the - 

- Self-Containedness and Types of Combination,, 

Positions: - 
The immediate purpose of the present Chapter is to discuss 

notions which, to the knowledge of the author, have, never 

received the prope Aheoretical recognition from any theory, other 

than A. F. - 

An objective consultation of the writings of some prominent 

structuralist, functionalist, and other linguists, in, particular, 

A. Martinet',. L. Hjelmslev2 , Z. Harris3, K. Pike4,, W. A. Cook5 9 
O'Connor and Trim6, and others (including followers and 

associates) will bear out my contention that the concept 

"position" has always been used informally to indicate "linear, 

succession" or "sequential order". i. e. initial, medial, 

post-initial, pre-finalg etc. 

The use of the notion "position". among other things, by the 

Tagmemicists is no more than "expressing"jbut not "providing" 

insight into the relational characteristics of the, language. 

At its best, the-notion "position" amounts to the status of a 

device for, expressing the decision arrived at intuitively, but 

definitely not a method for coming to solutions. Furthermore, 

the vagueness of the notion "position" in the aforementioned. 

approach lies in, the. fact that the "structure" (broadly, - 

set of positions) and the "fillers" (loosely, elements) are 
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never kept apart. -This may be due to the fact that the 

distinction between theory and description is nowhere rigorously 

clarified or maintained either in theory or in practice. 
The optimal aim of the Tagmemia approach is to help in attaining 

quick, direct and so-called scientific phonological analyses. ' 

Similarly, Pike (1967 and elsewhere) does not hesitate to 

include meaning in a phonological description. His phonology, 

as we have shown earlier in Chapter 4. is similar in quality 

and nature to Martinet 's "functional phonetics". 

In view of the above, one can say that the Tagmemic theory 

is but a new endeavour the-aim, of-which is to revitalize the 

declining Bloomfieldian trend in the States and elsewhere. 

As conceived by the theory of A. F., the theoretical concept of 

"position" is not in essence a linear concept, but a functional 

notion aimed at the establishment of divisions within_. a chain 
(structure) "such that in every such division an entity, as 

an immediate constituent of the chain (structure), can stand 

and alternate (i. e. -commute) with other entities, or with 

zero". -,., "Positions". are also defined as "points on a chain 

corresponding to relata of direct tactic relations". . The 

notion "chain, (alternative terms: distributional unit, 

structure, phonotagm, or field of relations)7 which is, in 

phonology, a unit of phonotactic distribution,, is defi4ed as 

a "self-contained (simultaneous) bundle of positions", which 

can be understood to mean a self-contained (and complete;,,., -, - 
see further below), phonotactic construction. The minimum 
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requirement of a chain (construction) is that it should contain 

two positions, 
'and 

the maximum extension is, determined-for each 

language separately, -with reference to the maximum extension of 

its combinations, 

Tautologically, ordering (syntagmatic) relations can-be- 

demonstrated to hold. between elements (or groupsof elements) 

standing in their respective positions within the same-field of 

relations, This-field of relations, as explained above, is 

basically composed of a self-contained, group of interdependent 

positions., Within the domain of the established distributional 

unit, the. distribution of, the-phonemes. of a given language can 

be carried out-accurately and successfully in terms of their- 

distributional occurrences in positions or archipositions. -, -,, 

,. The distributional unit-as a model consisting of a. set of 

positions can be understood to mean just a set of eMPtyq 

unfilledjbut potentially fillable positions. A "phonotagm", 

on-the other hand, can be considered as an instance of a 

distributional-unit where the positions are filled by the relata 

of a self-contained phonological structure. Among these relata 

in their respective positions we are justified, to establish 
8 

syntagmatic relations 

. Furthermore, the rigour of the notion "position" provides us 

withýa powerful descriptive criterion not only for determining 

the minimum elements on the phonological level, i. e. the phonemes, 

but also for contributing towards the application of original 

descriptive solutions, and finally for submitting a highly 
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refined and economical description. An illuminating example 

in this context is the problem of how to account for. the 

phonological, distinction between the two French forms /ui/ [ujl 

"houille" and /ui/ (wi) "oui". where each of the1orms is 

composed, of the same phonotactic elements. These two forms 

might be interepreted, by some linguistic approaches, to form 

what-can be called "homoforms" (i. e. "alloform of one phonotagm, 

the realization of which corresponding to that of another 

phonotagm"; compare with Mulder's definition of-the notion 

"homophone", in the ! 'Postulates"). However, by manipulating 

the "nuclear: peripheral" dichotomy (PART II, Chapter 3) it turns 

out, that, the two fol-P under consideration form two different 

phonological forms from the-A. F. point of view. -In consequence, 

it is more'consistent and more adequate to represent the above 

forms either as /0ýi/ and /uio/, or as (ONS) and (SNO), 

respectively, whereby the 'Mot" indicates the centre of- 

"gravity" (nuclearity) in each structure, the-"O"-, refers-to the 

functional absence of any element in the peripheral-positions, 

the "N" stands for the nuclear element, and the "S" represents 

a semi-vowel or a consonant. 

The originality of the above solution does not primarily 

lie in considering, the phonetic forms (i. e. [3:. ] and [J3 
, 

Cu3- 

and [w]) as merely constituting realizational variants of two 

specific phonemes (i. e. /i/ and /u/, respectively), but in 

establishing such a distinction on functional grounds.. i. e. 

by logically attributing the differences between the 

realizations in each case to the positional, occurrences of the 

phonemes in question, 
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Arch ip o_s it ionýs: - 

The establishment of atleast one type of phonological 

"distributional unit" as the positional framework for the 

"mapping" o'f'self-contained (complete) phonotagms is conceived 

by A. F. to be a necessary condition for the 'comparison of 

phonological structures of a language. The inescapable 

descriptive 1, nece I ssiýy for such a unit is dic , iated ýY' 

the 'fact that the muchý-buffeted t'erms, i. e. "iniiial"_'- "medial" 

"final", *etc., (which are'used extensively by many contemporary 

linguistic theories to designate the positional occurrences 

of formal elements) a: re-too blunt, too loose and'too informal 

to g ive co I nsistent and adequate descriptions and/or solut - ions. 

The manipulation of such terms would necessarily suggest, for 

instance, that the /r/ of /riij/ "ring" occurs in the same 

position as the Isl of /sTrio/ "string", which is logically 

misleading and inconsistent, (please refer to PART II. -Chapter 4). 

Since the concept of "distributional unit" plays an . 11 important 

role in the theory of A. F., it can be properly described as 

the "over-all system of phonotactic positions". where the 

elements occupying any of the positions within the established 

maximum extension of a distributional unit contrast with all 

the elements standing in other positions in the same'unit, 

(but are opý6s"ed to those occurring in the same position and to 

each other). 

Ho , wever, it often happens that the occurrence of"a certain 

element in a specific context within a unit is distributionally 

bound to preclude the occurrence of any element'in one or more 

of the' adjacent positions; in the sense that the 'el'emen I t, i. e. 
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a phoneme, does not tolerate the-, adjoining position (or, 

positions)-being filled by other (separate) elements. 

Consequently., this specific element will, in a manner of_ 

speaking, "occupy" all the positions that are prevented from 

being filled. We shall call -this "space". which corresponds - 

to two or more, positions, of the maximal distributional unit, 

an "archiposition". -It follows that-an "archiposition" can. - 

be defined as a "suspension of contrast (or contrastive function) 

obtained between any two or three adjacent (but only adjacent) 

positions". This means that an archiposition is a position 

resulting from a'suspension of the distinction (based on "degree 

of peripheralness"; PART II, Chapter 4) between successive 

positions in'the-, "overall" distributional unit. By analogy 

with the notion "archiphoneme" (see Chapter 6), the 

"archipositionr, (as a product) is properlyincluded in. the sum 

of its terms and in each of its terms. In English, for 

instance, each-of /6/. or /h/, in /hriNK/ "shrink"-and, /hiIu/ 

"hew". respectively, stands in an archiposition resulting, 

from the'suspension of distinction or contrastive function 

between pre-e and el in the pre-nuclear (explosive) section of 

the distributional unit we have established for English, (see 

PART II, Chapter 4). The distinction between the two, - 

positions. pre-e and el is suspended because the pre-nuclear., 

occurrence of /A/ or /h/ inhibits the occurrence of any other 

phoneme in their vicinity, i. e. nothing can occur before them 

in the unit, nor between them and the immediately pre-nuclear 

element. This means that all combinations of thetype. 

3E/IýriNK/, R/qriNK/, 3E/P1iIu/, or R/Ijilu/ (where X stands 

for any phoneme of S. E. ) are rejected by the combination and 
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distribution rules of spoken English. Consequently, we 

establish archiposition 3 1., 
which, xeprei3ents, thesuspension of 

contrastive function between two positions, namely, pre-eýand 

el, to account for and accommodate the two elements /6/ and /h/. 

The establishment-of an, "archiposition" within the scope of 
the established distributional unit must comply with the three 

following requirements: - 
1-. Suspension of distinction must be between positions 

in immediate proximity, i. e. adjacent positions. 

2- The positions participating in this suspension-should 

be clearly established as separate and distinct 

divisions within the boundaries of the same 

distributional unit. 

- The conditions for the suspension must be clearly 

, identified and sPecified in terms of a 

type of context in which-the positions partaking in 

the suspension are never found to be distinct from 

one another (i. e. filled by separate, mutually 

contrasting elements). 

Self-Containedness and Types of Structure (combination): - 

The self-containedness of a structure (combination) or even 

of a set of functional entities (system), which was indirectly 

alluded to in the course of the discussion, refers to the 

completeness of the structure or sets concerned. In a sense, 

the mere mention of the term nstructure" or the term "systenP 

implies that Belf-containedness is tacitly subsumed. , As a- 
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general theoretical'notion, "self-containedness" is formally 

defined as "representing all relative dependencies of its 

members (constituents), as members (constituents) of the set 
(combination)-in question". The identity of each member/ 

constituent hinges on its being functionally relevant to a 

combination or distinct from all the other members of a set. 

The idea of''a'structure being self-contained can be equated 

with its being both well-formed and complete. In more 

simplistie'terms, a construction is considered self-contained 

if the elements participating in its formation do not require 

the presence of any other element outside the"combination in 

question (see Mulder, 1968, 'and Hervey, 1978). 

The application'of this theoretical notion (in the light of 

some other relevant concepts in the theory) to the-types ý'of 

combination'we encounter in the process of describing human " 

languages (and possibly other types of semiotic system-)'enables 

us to distinguish and establish three types'of combination9: - 

1- Wholly attested phonotactic combination 

(alternative terms "simple phonological word", 
"phonotagm". "structure"). 

2- Partly attested phonotactic combination. 

3- Potential phonotactic combinationlo. ' 

It should be emphasized that if "potential phonotactic 

combinations" are not properly accounted for (or at least 

referred to)'in the phonological description of a language, 

the autonomy of the form-producing compartment will''collapse 

and suffer'the consequences of exactly mirroring what is 
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utilized by the grammatical form-consuming system., Such, a 

description will, be corpus-based and unable to deduce and 

generate new material. This, as we know from previous 

Chapters, is entirely against the economical and productive 

nature of human languages. 

With, respect-to the three types of combination referred to 

above, we define 
11 

:-- 

YWholly attested phonotactic combination" as "phonotactic 

combination (by definition self-contained) 

corresponding to the whole of the form of an allomorph", 

e. g. /gOuld/ "gold", /dip/ "dip", /lrk/ nluck", etc. 

"Partly attested phonotactic combination" as "phonotactic 

combination corresponding to part of the 

(polyphonotagmic) form of an allomorph", e. g. /rbS/ in 

/rbSrrd/ "absurd", /lis/ or /klis/ (or more correctly 

/irs/ and /klrs/; see PARTS II and III) in /baklis/ 

(/baklrs/) "backless", or /eart/ in /kreartik/,,, 

"cathartic". 

"Potential phonotactic combination" as "well-formed 

(but not necessarily self-contained) phonotactic-- , 

combination whose well-formedness can only be 

established by implication, on the basis of - 

extrapolation from attested and partly attested-, -, - 

phonotactic combinations", e. g. 
? /sKl/ in ? /sKlan/ 

? nsclan", which has been extrapolated from the 

wholly attested phonotactic combinations /klan/ 

"clan". /sKan/ "scan". and /slandr/ "slander", - ;- 

(see Hervey, 1978). 
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Consequently, we temporarily define the notion "(complex) 

phonological word" (which iWmentioned casually in Mulder, 

1968, but not defined) as: - 
IlWhollyýattesýed phonotactic combination'corresponding. -, 

12. to the whole-of a (polyphonotagmic) form of an allomorph" e 
By implication, a "complex phonological word" (alternative-term 

"complex phonotactic combination") should be composed of at 

least two, phonotactic combinations. This minimumýrequirement 

of a "complex, phonotactic combination" will furnish us with 

three logical possibilities signifying three types of complex 

phonotactic combination; these are: - 

I- Complex phonotactic combinations (words) entirelyý 

constituted by at least two wholly attested 

-phonotactic combinationsg e. g. the complex phonotactic 

. combination /blak? rrd/ "blackbird" which is composed 
0 

of two wholly attested phonotactic combinations, i. e. 

/blak/ "black" and /brrd/ "birdn, corresponds to the 
0 

whole of the polyphonotagmic form of the allomorph 

"blackbird". 

2- Complex phonotactic combinations (words) containing 

both wholly attested and partly attested phonotactic 

combinations, e. g. the complex phonotactic 

combination /siti/ "city" which is composed of the 

, wholly attested phonotactic combination /sit/ "sit", 

and the partly attested phonotactic combination /ti/ 

ý,, "-ty", corresponds to the whole of the, polyphonotagmic 

form of the allomorph "city". 

The same argument applies to the form of the complex 

phonotactic combination /rlkik/ "alike" which is 
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composed of the partly attested phonotactic, ---.! 

combination /rl/ "al-11 and the wolly attested - 

phonotactic-combination /lAik/ "like". 

Complex phonotactic combinations entirely constituted 

of partly, attested'phonotactic combinations, e. g.. -, 

the complex phonotactic combination /imens/ "immense" 

is composed of two partly attested phonotactic 

combinations, i. e. /im/-, "im-" and /mens/ 11-mens", 

whose togetherness corresponds to the whole of the 

polyphonotagmic form of the allomorph "immense". 

It has been referred to--earlier that a "complex phonotactic 

combination" is-by definition na juxtaposition of at least two 

separable phonotactic combinations (structures)". This can 

be further clarified by means of the following diagraml3: - 

Complex phonotactic 

combination14 

E 

"O'ý ". 
'"C 

. 01 

or 

The, form of a given allomorph 

of the Expression is constituted 

by two or, more (juxtaposed) 

phonotactic combinations. 
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Since we are dealing with combinations of formal. elements 

(including potential forms15), the discussion of what the 

content may be lies beyond the scope of the present work. 

In terms of an attested neomplex phonotactic combination", 

the triangle above will look like the, following: - 

"establish" 

with an allomorpb whose polyphonotagmic 

form /isTablig/ contains the phonotactic. 

combinations /isT/, /tab/ and /blib/ 

whereby, 
/isT/ and /blig/ are partly atteBted phonotactic 

combinations, and 

, 
/tab/ is a wholly attested phonotactic combination 

which corresponds to the form of the allomorph 

'! tab". 

Functional Amalgamation: - 
The apparent difficulty in analysing "complex phonotactic 

combinations" into instances of attested simple phonotactic 

combinations (i. e. phonotagms) lies primarily in-deciding 

where,. the. boundary cuts should be maintained and applied. within 

the form of the "complex phonotactic combination". 
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Unlike most other linguistic theories which allow 

grammatical'. semantic and phonetic pressures to have- 

substantial influence on their phonological analysis, A. F. 

does not tolerate such-ontological violations. 

To cope with such instances where a non-arbitrary decision 

is required, A. F. ýhas developed the notion of "functional 

amalgamation" 
16., 

A wall between two rooms, or a ceiling/floor between two 

flats in a multi-storey building, provide a striking analogy 
0 for the case in hand'. Neither the wall, nor the ceiling/floor, 

can be considered non-arbitrarily as belonging exclusively 

to either of the two rooms, or to either of the two flats. 

Logically speaking, the wall belongs to both rooms, and-so 

does the ceiling/floor with respect to the bottom flat and-the 

top flat. If. however, we "count the number of spaces and 

walls-in a building, the sum total will differ fromthe sum 

total which is obtained by describing the rooms in terms of 

space and walls and then multiplying them by the number of 

rooms", (Mulder, 1968). 

By analogy, we notice that it is quite norm 1 and natural, 

in a phonological description, that some (but not necessarily 

all) phonemes in certain peripheral positions, i. e. at'the end 

of one phonotagm and the beginning of another, can, and 

should, logically belong to the two phonotagms at the same 

time. 
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In order to systematize and rationalize this logically 

conceived approach'to the problem of assigning elements 

on the borders, we require that all proposed solutions 

should comply with the*following two main conditions: - 
I- Direct evidence from wholly attested. forms in 

the language. - If this is proved impossible, 

evidence should come from partly attested fo?,,,;. 

2- Full agreement with the phonotactic statements 

governing the distributional occurrences of 

phonemes. 

Bearing these conditions in mind, the proposed analysis 

of the complex phonotactic combination /si: gi: g/ "singing", 

in S. E., into /siB/ and (by functional amalgamation) R /3jiý/q 

is highly questionable from the view point of conditions I 

and 2. which automatically preclude 1331 from occupying any 

pre-nuclear position. Consequently, a consistent and " 

adequate analysis of the form in question will have to be 

into /sil)/ and /ij/. 

Besides, the above two main conditions may be supplemented 

by a third, albeit less strong, condition the function of 

which is, firstly, to facilitate the analytical procedure 

and to contribute towards submitting logical conclusions, 

and, secondly, to resolve certain problematic cases of 

analysis. It is also important to point out that, whenever 

the application of this condition results in conclusions which 

are incompatible with the findings of the first two conditions, 
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the issue-should, be settled in favour of the findings obtained 
from the application of the first two conditions. This 

condition runs as follows: - 
Archiphonemes, which appear on the borders 

between two phonotactic combinations, in a 

complex phonotactic combination, are often 
(but not necessarily always) attached io. their 

contexts, (See below for application). 

If we now apply the three conditions to the analysis of 

a complex phonotactic combination like /kapSiul/, "capsule", 
0 

we are bound, to get: - 
13yýcondition 1: /kapS/ is directly attested (in 

analogous contexts) in the form 

/kapS/ "caps", and /siul/ is. 
0 

partly attested-(in analogous 

contexts) in the form /-siul-/ in 

"Peninsula". 

By condition-2: The distributional occurrence of ISI 

in a post-nuclear position (In 

analogous contexts) is corroborated 

by forms like /lipS/ "lips", /kopS/ 

"cops", etc., and the occurrence of 

Isl in a pre-nuclear position 

(in analogous contexts) is directly 

supported by forms like /BuIid/ 

"swede". /siIu/ "sue". /siIud/ 

, "pseud". 
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By condition 3: The archiphoneme ISI is attached to 

- its context, i. e. /p/. 

A seemingly more complicated situation is encountered in 

attempting to analyse complex phonotactic combinations like 

/lapSiU/ "lapsing", /hAidei/ "highday", and /pisTil/ "pistil"t 

each into itsýconstituent phonotagms (i. e. attested phonotactic 

combinations). Analysing: - III 
/lapSiU/ into /lapS/ and /iU/, 

/hAidei/ into /hAi/, and /dei/9 

and /pisTil/ into /pis/ and /til/, ' ý, 
is analytically unacceptable, as such an analysis gives 

precedenceýto grammatical (and possibly semantic) considerations, 

rather, than to phonological ones, to have direct pressure 

on the phonological analysis. By mapping the forms-in 

question onto the aforementioned conditions, the analysis'- 

should be, into: - 
/lapSio/ should be analysed into /lapS/ and Isiljl, 

both of which are directly attested (in 

analogous contexts) in forms like /lapS/ 

"laps" and /si: U/ "sing". I'- '' 

/hAidei/ should be analysed into /hAid/ and /dei/, 

both of which are directly attested (in. 

analogous contexts) in forms like /hAid/ 

"hide" and /dei/ "day". 

and, /pisTil/ should be analysed into /pisT/ and /til/ 

(or'possibly into /pis/ and /sTil/), ' 

both of which are directly attestedi'(in 
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9 

analogous contexts) in forms like /PisT/ 

"pissed" and /til/ "till" (or /pis/ "piss" 

and /sTil/ "still"). 

It should be remarked in this context that the'ialse 

numerical discrepancy between the number of elements in each 

of the complex phonotactic combinations and the corresponding 

number of elements in the constituent forms is attributed to 

the fact-(which has bee'n referred to earlier) that the sum 

total of elements in a complex form may, in some cases, be 

at variance with the sum total which is obtained by describing 

the constituent forms in terms of elements and then multiplying 

them by the number of the forms. If, however, the sum total 

of elements in a complex phonotactic combination is represented' 

by X, and the combined sum total of elements of the constituent 

foý is represented by )[, then the relationship between the 

complex and its constituents can be formulated in terms of the 

following simple formula: - 

Y 

where "0" refers to the lack of any discrepancy between the 

two sum totals, and "n" refers to any number of elements, 

(theoretically, from I to infinity). An element is said to 

be a member of "n" if and only if it is endowed with a dual 

function, i. e. closing the form of one phonotactic 

combination and initiating the form of another. A complex 

phonotactic combination like /biheiv/ "behave" is analysable 

into /bi/ and /heiv/, where the sum total of elements in 

the complex phonotactic form exactly matches the sum total 
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of elements 
. 
of, -the. two constituent phonotagm6p i. *e., /bi/,. and /heiv/, - 

"be" and, "have". It is a clear-cut case... of equivalence 

between X and Y, i. e. X=Y. 
, 
On the other. hand, a form 

like /lapSio/, demonstrates a sum total of elements which is 

at variance-with the sum total of elements of its constituent'.. 

forms, i. e. 6 compared with 7. This pseudo discrepancy can 

very, easily be solved if the analytical results are, represented 

as follows: - 
/lapSiD/ /lai 

17 

which represents a case where, 

y+ 

However, if we. have a form like /sivlAizeign/ "civilization", 

which is analysable into: - 

then, 

and 

/sivlAizeign/ = 

x=fl 

i5n/, 

Y+n= 13 

and because X and Y are equivalent, we write: - 

X=Y+n 

whereby, ý2 equals 2,1. e. 

/sivlAizeign/ = Isivll, /Jkiz/, /zei'gn/ 

12 
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Finally, it has been stressed earlier in the formulation 

of the supplementary condition 3 that "archiphonemes are 

often - (but not necessarily always) attached-to their contexts". 

The reason why the applicability of this condition has notl- 

been generalized is due to the fact that if it is allowed 

indiscriminate freedom of applicability, some conclusions 

which are based on its analytical application"may violate, 

the findings of the two main conditions. The' following, - 

examples are sufficient to demonstrate our contention and'to, .* 

Q! Iiminate-'any misunderstanding. Analysing, 

/Pars? uk/ upassbook", into /parsP/ and'/buk/, '- 

/botFlAi/ "botfly" into /botF/ and /flAi/, 

and'', /bokSPord/ "boxboard" into /b'OkSP/ and, /bord/ 
9 

should be rejected outright for violating condition number 1. 

While, the'forms /pars/-, /bot/, and /bokS/ are wholly and 

directly attested in S. E., i. e. they coincide with'th'e forms-'-' 

of "pass", "bot" and "box", the forms /parsP/, /botF/ and 

/bokSP/-ýcan hardly be shown to be either wholly or partly 

attested in'the same language. Failing to'comply'with 

'one o"f the two main conditions (see above) blocks the 

analytical"procedure from proceeding any further. 

In short, 'the whole argument up to this point deals with 

instances of so-called "internal juncture". In PART-III, ' 

however, this"argument will be developed further when we 

discuss the nature of the so-called "external junctureW. 
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Postscript: - 

In order to arrive at a valid and adequate model (or models) 

for the positional distribution of formal phonotactic elements, 

the A. F. linguist basically relies on the manipulation of the 

"nuclear: peripheral" dichotomy; c. f. Chapter 3 of PART II. * 

This dichotomy also provides the A. F. linguist with the functional 

means for the establishment of phoneme-categories each of which 

enkwed with definitive characteristics capable of keeping it 

distinct. from all the other categories or sub-categories in the 

system,, e. g. category of "vowels", category of "semi-vowels", 

category of "consonants", etc., as explained in PART II. 

In addition to his knowledge of the theoretical apparatust an 

A. F. linguist is recommended (though by no means obliged) to 

aquaint himself (properly, if possible) with the somewhat 

traditional ideas concerning the intricacies and peculiarities 

of'the'language (or any other semiotic system) he*intends to 

describe. A"linguist who is endowed, for instance - , 'with 

first-hand knowledge of his target will start launching his 

hypotheses without much labour. The theoretical validity of 
S one and only one of his major hypothesewill be finally 

corroborated by direct evidence from attested, well-f037med and' 

self-contained formal constructions (namely from those which 

underlie*lexical items). On the other hand, the task of an 

Axiomatic Functionalist linguist who is not quite familiar with 

the distinctive qualities of his phenomena is expectedly more 

a arduous than his former colleguev though not entirely impossible. 
ýV- 

Since he is incapable of launching or initiating proper 
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hypothetical propositions, he restricts his initial activity 

to attempting to work them out. In order to come to adequate 

conclusions, he starts by pin-pointing the fulcra (i. e. nuclei) 

and then expands rightwards and leftwards by continuously 

adding elements which demonstrate the capability of occurring. 

in peripheral positions, (Mulder, 1968, p. 226). This process 

is normally brought to a halt when no further successful 

expansion either way can be made. The final hypothetical 

model, which is supposed to represent the maximum extension of 

a distributional unit, can afterwards be worked out and 

established. 

Despite the differences between the methods of the two A. F. 

linguists for obtaining consistent and adequate results, both 

of them agree that only attested formal constructions in a 

language are of primary interest for the initial 

hypothesization and establishment of adequate basic descriptive 

models. ., 
They also share the belief that on the basis of the 

distribution of the formal elements of attested forms, the 

productivity, economy and potentiality of the system can be 

deduced and regulated, (see Chapter 5 of this PART). The 

importance and, significance of the extrapolational process for 

the establishment of the maximum extension of a distributional 

unit (or units) for S. E. will be clarified in PART II, 

Chapter 4. 
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(The reader is'advised to frequent himself with Def. s"7&, 9; 

ýa and 10b in the "Postulates"). 

8- "Syntagmatic relations" for "ordering relations between'--, 

semiotic entities in combinations". 

The-present attempt to distinguish the different types of 

phonotactic combination has benifit&A from S. G. J. Hervey's 

article "On the Extrapolation of Phonological Forms"', which 

was published in Lingua-5. (1978). pp. 37-63. 

10- "Potential phonotactic combinations" are usually referred to 
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in theoretical linguistics by the term "accidental gaps". , 

Among linguists, there is no general consensus as to whether 

"potential-phonotactic combinations" should be accounted, for 

in a-phonological description, or not. John Lyons'. (1972) 

hesitation, for instance, between the two options has 

virtually left him unable to decide whether to accept such 

"novelties". or to reject them. He even confuses "potential 

forms" with "irregular forms", and bases the acceptance or 

rejection of a proposed "potential form" on its being 

"easily pronounceable". "similar in form to other words" and 

"reflect (the) feelings" of the native speaker of a language. 

11- Alternative definitions to the three types of phonotactic 

combination may-be phrased in the following manner: - - 

"Wholly attested phonotactic combinationn as "monophonotagmic 

form of an allomorph". 

"Partly attested phonotactic combination" as "phonotactically 

self-contained part of a polyphonotagmic form of an allomorph". 

"Potential phonotactic combination" as "a well-fo=ed, (which 

may or may not be self-contained) phonotactic combination 

corresponding in whole or in part to the whole (or to the 

part). of the form of an allomorph which is totally based on 

(i. e. extrapolated from) evidence from wholly attested and 

partly attested phonotactic combinations". 

12- Alternative definition: - "Complex phonotactic combination" for 

"the-form of an allomorph which is composed of at least two 

phonotactic combinations". 
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13- The triangle in question is normally used to indicate the 

relationship holding between the "Sign" and its "formal" 

and "meaning-bearing" aspects, i. e. expresBion and content, 

respectively. See J. W. F. Mulder and S. G. J. Hervey, 

TheojZ of the Linguistic Sign, (1972). The following is 

a reproduction of the original triangle: -. 

Sign 

Expression Content 

14- A complex phonotactic combination may (In-most, but not 

necessarily all, cases) be equal to the form of a-complex 

plereme, on condition that each constituent moneme contains 
3 an identifiable nucleus. (See also definitions Bbq ELb and 

9A). 

15- Potential phonotactic combinations are implicitly accounted 

for in the present description. A form like /uilk/ "whilk". 
0 

for instance, is identified as a potential monophonotag#c 

combination. 

16- J. W. F. Mulder, Sets and Relations. 

17- It should be remarked that ISI and /a/ are no more than two 

different manifestations (realizations) of the same phoneme 

in two different ýositions, i. e. finally in one form 

after /p/, and initially in the immediately succeeding form. 
(See also the notion of "archiphoneme" in Chapter 6). 
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CUPTER 8. 

"Para-Phonotactics" As a Sub-System 

of Systemology 

Introduction: - 

In preceding Chapters (especially Chapter 1), the theoretical 

significance and relevance of the two'established sub-systems 

of "Phonematics" and "phonotactics", as well as the relationship 

holding between them, have been outlined and explained in a 

straightforward manner. In the present Chapter, however, we 

shall develop the argument a step further and investigate in 

brief the status of the "para-phonotactic" sub-system'in-the 

theory of A. F. and the nature of its relationship with the 

other established sub-systems of the systemology. 

-In dealing with'the above issues, the argument will probably 

concentrate on the logical interpretation of the intention of 

the theory in question, rather than on blindly accepting as 

axiomatic the wording of some of its theoretical tenets which 

are not a priori free of ambiguities and internal inconsist- 

encies. 
1 This will become clear in due course. Suffice 

it to emphasize from the very outset that we only aspire to 

provide the reader with a coherent, balanced and hopefully 

improved understanding of the A. F. theoretical framework. 

This is in fact necessary since the subsequent description of 

the para-phonotactic sub-system of S. E. (in PART III) needs 

to be based on clear and solid ground. 

The "Para-Phonotactic System" Defined: - 

As referred to earlier in general outline (Chapter 1 1). the 
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system of. "para-phonotacties" in A. F. is theoretically 

conceived as forming a separate sub-system of the "phonological" 

system of the systemology. It is solely concerned with 

simultaneously researching 

the identification and establishment of "para- 

phonotactic" features; 

the mapping of para-phonotactic features onto 

para-phonotactic bases; 

- the establishment of para-phonotactic units on a 

higher than phonotactic level; 

and, - the determination of the maximum extension of 

para-phonotactic units and the establishment of models. 

(Note that all "phon-" segments of the above terminolqgy-may 

be substituted for "cen-119s when discussing systems of 

communication other than natural spoken languages). 

However, before we could possibly proceed in our discussion, 

it 'is'worthwhile Po . inting out that neither the different 

versions of the official A. F. "Postulates", nor the proposed 

modified version of Gardner (1984), have taken the necessary 

steps towards providing adequate definitions to the much 

buffeted texm "para-tactic systems" (inclusive, of course, of 

"para-phonotactics" and "para-plerotactics"). Functionally 

speaking, one_can,, not start negotiating the identification 

and establishment of features/elements of a given system if 

the system in question is not a priori explicitly identified 

and established as separate and distinct. Accordingly, we 

propose introducing and defining "para-phonotactics" as: - 
"Para-phonotactics" for "complex system of distinctive and/or 
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contrastive-functional features providing unity, and identity 

over and, above, phonotactic constructions. It 

In this sense, "para-phonotactic features", which belong 

to a "para-phonotactic system", co-occur with bases which 

correspond to phonotactic entities and contribute positively 

towards the formulation of identifiable linguistic para- 

phonotactic units on a higher level of abstractiong e. g. 

forms of para-phonotactic phonological words, forms of para- 

phonotactic phrases, etc. This is logical since phonotactic 

combinations of whatever degree of complexity can not be 

subject to functional manipulation of alternatives without 

the presence, of some type of para-phonotactic features. 

Similar considerations also apply to established systems of 

para-phonotactic features in that they cannot be, identified 

unless they are capable of proposing alternative options 

over and above an operational field, i. e. bases which 

correspond to phonotactic entitieB, onto which they can be 

mapped. Since the, two "para-phonotactic" phenomena of 

flbasesýl and "features" are linked to each other in the 

explained sense, mutual occurrence dependency may be 

postulated to hold between them. Because this special and 

highly elaborate conjunction or co-occurrence of "bases" 

and "features" ultimately leads to the creation or-formulation 

of attested "para-phonotactic units" of varying degrees of 

complexity, significant logical conclusions may be deduced 

from such an encounter; primarily that "features" and "bases" 

presuppose the prio -existence 
of higher-than-phonotactic- 

level units, i. e. "para-phonotactic units". and that the 
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"para-phonotactic units"q in their turn, also acknowledge 

the existence of two separate types of, say, feature. 

whose togetherness is responsible for their identification* 

as "para-phonotactic units" of certain degrees of complexity 

and abstraction. This, in fact, does not contradict'the 

common hypothesis that a "complex para-phonot6etic unii" 

- by virtue of being a unit on a higher level'- is larger 

than its constit 
. 
uent parts/elements, simply'-because each 

one of them (to a certain degree) is logically implied in 

the other. 

Reviewing the Consistency and AdeSLuacy of Some Relevant 
Para-Phonotactic Concepts: - 

In order to clarify our position, it is necessary to 

examine in brief Mulder9s (1974) formulation of "Axiom C" 

and "Def. 1711 and Gardner's (1984) proposed modifications, 

noting especially that while "double brackets", ie. 

will enclose Mulder9s recent'alterations (to appear in An 

Advanced Course ... Gardner9s modifications will be 

capitalized and enclosed within a single pair of brackets, 

i. e. Thus, we have: - 
Axiom C Figurae ((cenological entities)) may have 

(COMBIffE WITH) Para-cenotactic features 

(TO, FORM PARA-CENOTACTIC ENTITIES) and signa 

((plerological entities)) (GRAMMATICAL- ý 
ENTITIES) may have (COMBINE-WITH) para--. 

syntactic features (TO FORM PARLSYNTACTIC 

UNITS) . 
Def . 17 -,. ("18" in the forthcoming version) -"Para- 

cenotactic features" for "features 
((corresponding to cenological form))p 
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accompanying, but not'detexmining. the 

identity of, cenotactic (PARKCENOTACTIC) 

entities".. Of, course, '' a c6notactiC entity",, 
in combination with such features'assumes 

an identity of its own onýanother level of 

analysis ((on the para-cenotactic level)). 

In cases where 

different enti, 

view, just as, 

maximum entity 

minimum entity 

this'is trivial. ' they ar6 only 

ties from different pointS"of 

for instance, 'a plereme, 'is a 

from the morphological:, - but a 

from the syntactic point of view. 

on proper investigation of the wording of "Axiom C" and 

"Def. *1711., we may single out three significant issues 

requiring our special attention, i. e. 

I- Mulder9s claim that "figurae" ((cenological" 

entities)) may "have" para-phonotactic features 

and Gardner9s proposed alternative "COMBINE WITH"; 

(Axiom C) , 
2-.; Mulder9s intentional and meaningful use of-the 

term "accompanying", (Def. 17), 

and 3- Mulder9s use of the-negative construction "not 

detexmining", (Def. 17). 

As to the first issue, one can very easily refute the 

consistency and adequacy of Mulder9s conceptual approach'bYý 

comparing the semantic signification of (may) "have"'with'': ' 

that of the infinitive of verb "accompany" in "Def. "17r 

("1811-in the forthcoming version). For, the primary - 

dictionary meaning of "have" implies, among other things. ' 
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"to be in material_possession of; own". "to possess as 
2 

a characteristic quality or attribute"t etc. Neither of 

these meanings, we believe, is accurate in the given context, 

because the definition of the concept of "para-tactic 

features" in the forthcoming version of the "Postulates" 

points out that: - 

Def. 17 "... the term para-tactic implies that the 

features involved are not inherent in the 

fom of the tactic constituents and their 

arrangementg i. e. that they are not merely 

realizational on the tactic level 3 

(my emphasis). 

Since para-phonotactic features can neither be functionally 

shown to be inherent in the forms (or parts of forms) of 

phonotactic construction, nor established as constituent 

parts of the constructions in question (because they are 

not a priori isolable phonotactic elements between which 

tactic relations could be established, nor discrete, disjunct 

analytical properties of elements), they can not be said to 

be "Rossessed" by lower level entities or any of their parts. 

Moreover, because the definition of "para-cenotactic features"' 

stipulates that para-tactic features "accompany" (in the sense 

of being in association with, rather than in combination with) 

cenotactic (PARLCENOTACTIC) entities, it is hard to postulate 

cases of proper "combination" between the two phenomena since 

the togetherness or co-occurrence of para-tactic phenomena 

(features) is entirely different from the togetherness of 

phonotactic elements/features. What we have here is that 
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"para-phonotactic features" are, in'a way, "(suýe 

imposeV4, or ", MUZed" onto "bases" (as-features, corresponding 

to'ýhonotactic units) to fom para-phonotactic constructions 

on a, higher level of linguistic abstraction. In view of 
this, one'may-conclude that para-phonotactic features 

co-occur-or`&rouý together'to give shapeýto entities provided 

by the'ljoint efforts of the phonematic and'phonotactic-sub-- 

systems. - 

,. 
Signi 

I 
ficant. enough, the above conclusions tie up nicely 

with the third issue under discussion in this section, i. e. 

that of Mulder9s use of the negative construction "not 
4 

determining"-in his definition of the notion "para-cenotactic 

features" (quoted above) which stipulates that "para- 

cenotactic features accompany, but do not determine the 

identity of, cenotactic (]PARA-CENOTACTIC) entities". Though 

we are mainly concerned here wit6investigating the theoretical 

significance. of the negative construction "not determining", 

we should not deliberately overlook ambiguities whenever we 

encounter them. For, if we re-consider the wording of-the 

above'definition, we are bound to notice that the term 

', identity" has been used in the widest possible sense, -i. e. 

we : are incapable of telling whether the term in question-. 

refers to the "intrinsic identity" of an item, to its-, 

"extr; nsic identity" or to "both":. (for an adequate'treatment 

of these issues, the reader is referred to Chapter 3 'Of 

this PART as well as to Chapters 1 and 3 of PART II),, ''In 

brief, it has been pointed out on many occasions that the 

establishment of the distinctive identity of an item'hinges., ý 

primarily on whether the item in question is endoweUwith 

any distinctive function in the overall system. This can 
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be functionally established by opposing the item9s 

differential potential to that of another item (and 

ultimately to those of all the other items in the inventory-) 

in (an)'equivalent context(s). Only if the-results of the 

oppositional procedure are satisfactorily corroborated 

one :" entitled to claim that the item in question has a 

"function"'and therefore it should be treated as a "distinct" 

and "discrete" entity. Obviously, the establishment of the 

"distinctive identity" of an item implies not only-the 

establishment of its-"intrinsic identity". but also the 

establishment of the "upper limit" of its distinctive 

realization. In other words, the three terms, i. e. 

"distinctive identity". "intrinsic identity" and, "upper 

limit". may be treated as equivalent with respect to the 

same theoretical phenomena which each of them implies or 

refers to, i. e. the overall set of functional features of 

an item which it does not share in its entirety with any 

other (i. e. different) item. 

However, because A. F. is radically different fro; n the 

main stream., of, the European functionalist movement, as well 

as from all other structuralist linguistic trends, itýdoes 

not-maintain that once an item is established as distinct., 

it always remains. so throughout the system (this is, -in 
fact, a rehash of Pike9s (1971) dictum "once a phoneme, 

always a phoneme"; the reader is also advised to refer to 

Chapter 2 of. this PART, and Chapters 2 and 3 of PART- II). 

For, in addition to the establishment of the "distinctive 

identity" of-each and all items in the inventory, the theory 

emphasizes that any consistent and adequate description 
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should investigate the cases, where the "distinctive 

identity" of, any one item is either, totally or, partially- 

suspended. (Note that-"total suspension" leads to the 

establishment of "arch iphonemes" and" partial suspension" 

leads to the identification of cases of "free-variance"; _ 

see PART II, Chapter 6 ). Put differently, the above 

argument amounts to saying that for any given phonematic/_ 

phonotactic item, three basic issues should always be 

considered in the following order of priority, i. e. 

1- establishing the item9s distinctive identity, 

2- examining the cases where its distinctive 

identity is totally. suspended, 

and, 3- e amining the cases where its distinctive identity 

is. partially suspended. 

Though the first two issues are normally dealt with, in 

the phonotactic sub-system of the syptemology, the treatment 

of the third issue, may or may not lead to adequate conclusions 

if treated likewise as a phonotactic phenomenon. Probably, 

the most adequate descriptive account of certain aspects of 

the phenomena of free-variance may only be obtained if these 

phenomena in question are treated in the para-phonotactic- 

section of the systemology; (see PART II, Chapters 6 and 

7 and PART III). Suffice it to point out in the context 

that while the alteration between [t: ) or Cej for instance, 

and the 11glottal stop" [7] in some varieties of English is 

an admittedly dialectal phenomenon which could be resolved 

by phonotactic means, the overlap between the lowest limits 

of the distinctive realizations of the six basic vocalic' 

elements in S. E. and the vocalic sound [83 (which is one of 

the standard neutral realizations of phoneme /r/) is definitely 
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not of a purely phonotactic nature because-it evolves 

from the mapping of para-phonotactic features onto certain 

types, of,. phonotactic complex base which are provided by the 

combined dynamic aptitude of the phonematic and phonotactic 

sub-systems. (For an extensive treatment of these issues, 

the reader is, referred to PARTS II-and III). 

In view of the above discussion, and in the interest of 

achieving optimal theoretical and descriptive consistency 

and adequacy, we propose modifying the wording of "Def 17" 

(in the 1974 version, but 18 in the forthcoming version) in 

the following manner: - 

Def. 17 "Para-cenotactic features" for "formal. 

cenological features (which may, or may 

not, be in direct opposition/contrast 

with one another) accompanying, but not 

determining the upRe limits of. the 

distinctive realization of cenotactic 

entities of para-phonotactic bases, adding 

groupment over and above cenotactic 

groupment". 

The significance of the above formulation does not, only 

lie in clarifying the ambiguity in the formulation of the 

original definition, but also in preparing the ground for 

distinguishing between "distinctive" and "contrastive" types 

of para-cenotactic feature. Purthermore, the-new' 

definition specifies neatly the nature of the function which 

both types offeature perform in human natural languages* 

However, though para-cenotactic features are attested to 
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contribute towards. confirmin'S the upper limits of the 

distinctive realization of certain cenotactic entities 

in complexes, they can., not be said to determine them since 

these can only be established by. 2. p2osition in equivalent 

contexts. This by no means implies that all cenotactic 

items are consistently immune to para-cenotactic pressures. 

For, alongside the upper limits of the distinctive 

realization of certain items, there exist potential lower 

limits of realization in identifiable marginal locations 

within attested phonological complexes. It is only in 

such marginal contexts (to be specified in PARTS II and III) 

that the established system of para-cenotactic features is 

noted to have some say in partially suspending the strategic 

distinction between the 11upper" and-the "lower" limits. of 

the distinctive realization of certain phonotagmic 

components. (Note that these issues - inclusive of our 

refusal to postulate distinctive/contrastive opposition/ 

contrast between para-cenotactic features and "zero" will 

be discussed in extenso in PART III). Suffice,, to point out 

that the implicit and hasty introduction of the two para- 

tactic sub-systems to the A. F. systemology - though it 

provided general guidelines towards accommodating issues 

which otherwise could have been lost forever to the theory, 

or posed a serious challenge to the adequacy of its scope 

has brought about with it problems sufficient to trigger a 

thoughtful review of much of the existing "Postulates". 

However, ''because such a thorough review lies beyond the 

immediate'scope of the present work, we shall restrict 

ourselves to proposing alternative definitions (only whenever 
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it is deemed'necessary) to facilitate the'descriýtive 

procedure and free it from any inconsistencies and - 

inadequaciý--is. 

Let us now examine the types of feature which one expects 

to encounter on the para-phonotactic level. 

The Types and Nature of Para-Phonotactic Phenomena: - 

originally, the discussion of the type and nature of 

para-phonotactic phenomena (from the view point of A. F. ) 

was envisaged as forming part of a thorough investigation 

into the phenomena of "prosody" in general and the ways these 

have'been handled, by prominent linguistic schools of - thought. 

Though, the actual research of the issue has been performed 

and, its results, have been properly documented, -it'has'been 

decided not to include this in the present work. - For, ' 

despite the treasure of information and detail, "-which', the 

results, containg they are neither of immediate relevance to 

a work-which adopts a specific "point de vue". nor have 

anything significant to add to the theory of A. F. as it 

currently stands. Henceforth, we shall devote ourselves 

in this theoretical section. to investigating in-general 

outline the types of phenomena which may lie within. ýthe scope 

of the para-phonotactic, sub-system of the A. F. systemology, 

leaving the actual descriptive account of some of these 

phenomena to be attempted, in PART III. 

In the light of published literature on the early 

development of A. F., the only source of information from 

which one could possibly formulate hypotheses concerning 
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the types and nature of conventional (or conventionalized) 

para-phonotactic phenomena in A. F., one may single out 

Sets and Relations and the different versions of the official 

"Postulates"; (see 'Ifn. 111). However, because the different 

versions of the "Postulates" contain qualitative'and' -, 
- 

quantitative differences in their accounts of what'may or 

may not constitute the-para-phonotactic phenomena (see above 

for instances), we shall take the most recent version of the 

"Postulates"6 (to appear in Mulder, An Advanced Course 

as a corner-stone and refer to the identified discrepancies 

with the earlier versions in corresponding footnotes. 

If we now carry out a proper investigation of the 

forthcoming "PostulatejB", we may conclude that only fou 

of the 122 definitions (not including the "Axioms") are of 

immediate significance and relevance for th e identification, 

determination and establishment of the para-phonotactic 

phenomena, i. e. Def. 17, Def. 18, Def. 18a and Def. l8b. 

For, according to "Def. l7n which deals with the notion of 

"para-tactic features". we have: - 

Def. 17 "Para-tactic features" for "... In natural - 
language-these are usually, but (from a, 

-functional point of view) inappropriately, 

lumped together under the term "prosody". 

This is because their j2honetic substance is 

L usually "y tch" or "stress, ", or a mixture of 

the two. But also "zause" or "juncture" plays 

a role in this respect. Another type of para- 

tactic feature., frequently encountered in 
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natural languaget is difference,, in 

sequential orderg i. e. permutation of the 

"'tactic, entities involved. , E. g. "can he do 

-it" versus "he can do itt'. This should not 

be confused with realizational-. pemutation 

-as'a-means of expressing syntactic relations, 

The tem para-tactic implies that the 

features involved are not inherent_in the 4oxm 

of the tactic constituents and their arrange- 

ment, i. e. that they are not merely 

realizational. on the tactic level. E. g. there 

is nothing in the phonemic constituence of the 

form of the word "blackbird-, 7 
nor in the fact 

that there are two phonotagms, that can account 

for the fact that it represents a unit on a 

higher than tactic level with an accent'(in 

neutral realization) on the first syllable, and 

nor is the fact that an entity represents, say, 

a clause, inherent in the conglomeration (which 

is not even "consituency") of tactic entities that 

correspond to its base. .. Not all semiotic 

systems have, however, distinctive para-tactic 

features. (My emphasis). 

On proper examination of the wording of the above definition, 

it transpires-that functional para-phonotactic phenomeýna may 

basically be one-of the following three types of feature,, orý 

all of them, i. e. 

a- features whose phonetic substance is either 

"pitch" and/or "stress" ("amplitude" in the 
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1974 version of the "Postulates"; seeý 

"fn. 

b- features of "pause" and/or "Juncture"; (see -- ý 

"fn. 811) v 
c- the feature of "permutabilityll of tactic .- 

entities. 

However, alongside the above three possible types of 

para-phonotactic feature, the last sentence in the definition 

implicitly lays down the ground (in a very casual manner) for 

the-possibility of sub-subdividing some or all of the 

aforementionedýtypes into "contrastive" andjor "distinctive" 

para-phonotactic-feature. , While the former is defined as: - 

Def. i8a "Contrastive para-cenotacticleatures" for 

"para-cenotactic features With the function of. 

groupment over and above cenotactic grouPMent"1,9 

the latter is defined. as: - 

Def. 18b "Distinctive para-cenotactic features" fpr 

"para-cenotactic features that are in a relation 

of direct opposition with one or more other 

para-cenotactic features, or with 0A 
typical example is distinctive "tone". as, for 

instance, in Chinese. Trivially., unless there 

is no one-one correspondence (in which case it 

would not be trivial), also the plionolo 

forms of distinctive intonations are distinctive 

para-cenotactic (para-phonotactic) features, 

whilst the intonations themselves are para- 
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syntactic features. One should not be misled 

- by the terminology in thinking that rcontrastive 

para-tactic" features are not functional. They 

are, as so many other things, e. g. syntactic 

relations, distinctive in a systemic not in a 

directly oppositional sense, "Distinctive para- 

tactic features" are, however, distinctive in 

the latter sense. 
10 (My emphasis). 

ItAs worth remarking in this context that since the 

present section is solely concerned with the determination 

of what may potentially constitute para-cenotactic (para- 

phonotactic) phenomena in S. E., we shall postpone discussing 

the consistency and adequacy of the foregoing definitions of 

the two terms to a later stage in this work. Suffice it 

for our immediate purposes to point out that "Def. l8b" 

postulates a fourth possible type of para-phonotactic feature 

which we shall casually look into in due course, i. e. 

d- the para-phonotactic status of the phonological 

forms of distinctive intonations. 

Be that as it may, we shall in principle acknowledge the 

possibility of establishing four basic types of para- 

phonotactic feature. Note that if the phenomena which are 

mentioned alongside footnote 9 are to be taken into 

consideration, then more than four types of para-phonotactic 

feature /system may probably need to be identified and 

established. Actually, whether the final relevant number 

of the established para-phonotactic systems/features for 

S. E. exceeds four, or falls short of this, is presently 
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immaterial since the above suggestions only assume the 

status of hypothetical postulates which are subject to 

prob"16'amendment and/or refutation. The arguments 

which-we-"shall'develop'in PART III will hopefully'clarify 

our conte7itl6n. 
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Notes to Chapter 8. 

1- Though the, earlier postulation (Chapter 1) that all -, 

natural human languages manifest a six-tier structure 

follows logically from the overall construction of the 

theory, it-is in fact at variance with some of the given 

definitions in the "Postulates". For, if the 

definitions of the notions "plerology" (grammar), 

"cenology" (phonology), "articulation", "double 

articulation". etc. are properly re-investigated and 

then, compared with the definitions of I'systemology" 

and the explanatory notes to the definitions which 

follow Axiom C, then the reader will be able to detect 

significant logical inconsistencies which are not 

apparent in the first instance to the naked eye. The 

presence of these inconsistencies may be attributed to 

the historical development of the theory as reflected, 

in the "Postulates". The fo=ulation of theý"Postulates" 

has actually passed through three main historical phases. 

At the end of each phase of which, a more or less newer 

version of the nPostulates" is formulated and proposed. 

These three essential historical phases which have 

contributed towards the production of the three versions 

of the "Postulates" may be accurately identified as: - 

1- The 1968 original version. 

2- The 1974 modified version (reprinted in 

Mulder and Hervey 1980). 

The forthcoming version (to appear in 

Mulder9s An Advanced Course ) 
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Despite the fact that 'one always expects the latest 

version of any printed material to be tighter in 

formulation and more mature than'all preceding versions, 

one can not escape pointing out that the forthcoming' 

version of the NPostulates" still abounds with-the 

same inconsistencies which have been referred to 

earlier. The reason is clear enough: ', The axioms 

and definitions which deal with the para-tactic 

phenomena have been added to the "Postulates" but not 

properly incorporated in the overall system, i. e. the 

conse quences-and effects of introducing "Axioms C& D"" 

to the "Postulates" on the definitions of existing 

notions are neither acknowledged nor taken into account. 

Since many of these inconsistencies have been 

investigated by Gardner (1984), we see no reason to 

recapitulate her findings or to reintroduce them-' 

. in this context. Suffice it to point out'that other 

inconsistencies and sources of inconvenience which have 

so far escaped notice may be referred to whenever 

necessary in the main body of the Chapter. 

2- The meanings are quoted from the Collins English 

Dictionary. 

It should be noted that Mulder2s present position in 

this respect is theoretically incompatible with his 

earlier postulation which stipulates that It '-accent' 

may be an intearal part of the phonological form of 

certain linguistic units", (Mulder'. 196B. ' p. '23)'. 
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4- The reason why non-segmental features-are referred to 

here'as "para-711 tactic features rather, than "supra-11 

or "super-" tactic features-may be attributed to the 

fact that the latter prefixes, assign implicit priority 

to phonotactic constructions over and, above theý 

functional non-phonotactic features. This, we believe, 

is highly, suspect and"misleading. (See further down'in 

the Chapter). ý 

It is worth reminding the reader that the upper. limit 

of,. the, distinctive realizations of phonotactic elements 

of given: para-phonotactic bases are only determined in- 

cenematics. and/or cenotactics in terms of the overall 

set of, oppositions into which each of them enters. 

Professor Mulder has kindly made a copy of -his recent 

version of.,, the "Postulates" available to the-present 

author. - 

It should be pointed out in this context that we, find 

this section-of the definition to be highly ambiguous 

and misleading. For, it may be true that in the 

specific case of "blackbird" neither the phonotactic 

construction /blakPrrd/ (phonetically [blEe_kb3-. d. 3 ), 

nor its corresponding underlying structure (which is 

actually, composed of two phonotactically different. 

constructions corresponding to two identifiable 

phonotagms) can be of any help in determining, or 

accounting for the para-phonotactic status of the unit 

in question. Yet, the phonology of S. E. is not exhausted 
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(as we shall, see in due course) by the above type(s) 

of underlying structure. Because, alongside the 

above type (or types) of structure, S. E. abounds with 

phonotagms (or strings of phonotagms) whose 

constructional form tions differ qualitatively and-,,,, - 

quantitatively from the aforementioned type(s). Among 

these, one-may refer to those whose nuclei are'either 

realized as 172ý1 9a or as b'3-like sounds; . (note 
a -0 

that the first type involves one of the neutral - 

realizations of phoneme /r/ in certain contexts, -and 

the second. type involves a reduceable Cb3 -like- 

realization of the six basic vocalic phonemes of S. E. 

in specific, contexts). e. g. /dIilr/ [di:, I*b, 3 "dealer". 

/ilekT/ E: hF-kt. 3 -"elect". etc. (See PARTS II and III). 

Since the underlying structures of the latter types-of, 

phonotactic construction may contribute positively 

towards providing-us with significant informationý 

concerning the para-phonotactic status of phonotactic. 

combinations, we may conclude that Mulder9a generalized 

theoretical statement - though applicable to certain , 

sections of the phonemena - is inaccurate and definitely 

lacks the universality of application. 
%, ý I- ý 

8- The definition of the notion "pam. -tactic f eatures" in 
. 

the 1974 version of the nPostulates" reads as follows: - 

Def. 16 "Para-tactic features" for "... In natural- 

language these are usually, but (from a 

functional point of view) inappropriately, 

lumped together under the term "prosody". 
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This is because their phonetic substance 

is usually simple "pitc " or "amplitude", 

or a, mixture of the two. The lack of, 

variation in substance leads to a great,, deal 

of amalgamation (physical simultaneity) and 

layering at the phonetic level, and 

disentanglement at this level is usually 

impossible. The following definitions make 

disentanglement possible at both the cenological 

and the grammatical, and within these at the 

contranstive, as well as the distinctive, 

levels. Another type of para-tactic featuret 

frequently encountered in natural language, 

is differences jLn se ential order, i. e. 

_permutation, 
of the tactic entities involvedl. 

E. g. nCan he do it" versus "he can do it"* 

This should not be confused with permutation 

as a means of expressing syntactic relations, 

e. g. "he hit me" versus "I hit him". The 

latter are inherent in the tactic construction 

and, therefore, not para-tactic", (my emphasis). 

Note that the phonetic substance "amplitude " has been 

changed into "stress" in the forthcoming version. 

Furtheimore, while the above definition does not contain 

any reference to "pause" or "Juncture" as possibleýpara- 

tactic candidates, the forthcoming version passes over. 

, 
them in a casual manner. In the 1974 version, "pause" 

and "Juncture" are referred to under the definition of 

the notion "Contrastive para-cenotactic features". (see 

below) . 
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9- The 1974 definition of the concept of "Contrastive 

para-cenotactic features" runs as follows: - 

Def. 17a "Contrastive para-cenotactic features" 

for "features with the sole functio'n of 

groupment over and above cenotactic 

groupment". i. e. para-cenotactic (para- 

phonotactic) features that give form and 

unity to cenotactic (phonotactic) complexes 

as such (i. e. form over and above the 

inherent form of the cenotactic entities 

themselves). Typical examples are "Juncture". 

and normnl, unit-accent, e. g. so-called "word 

accent". "word-group or phrase accent". etc. 

Juncture, especially when not always realized 

by "pause",, is frequently a function of accent. 

To be distinguished from unit-accent,. which 

- after Martinet -I prefer to call "contrastive 

accent", is "connotative stress" and other 

features fulfilling the same function, which 

may be considered as (usually non-discrete) 

features of an auxiliary semiotic system 

used to draw attention to specific parts of 

an utterance, at the cost of others, and so 

adds connotation to the denotationp which 

remains constant. Examples of connotative 

stress are seen, for example, in the difference 

between "he hit him". "he hit him", and "he 

hit him" (the stressed parts are underlined), 

which have the same denotation, but which. are,. 

different as to connotation. Of a similar 
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nature, and, often, occurring in conjunction- 

,... with the former, is what one might call 

"connotative modulation",, which usually takes 

the-form., of-pitch-modulation, similar-in 

appearance,. ýut to ýe. distinguished from, the 

phonetic forms corresponding to intonation. 

(Mulderl's and. my, emphasis). 

It should be noted that the definition of the above 

concept in the forthcoming version of the "Postulates" 

has dropped any reference to "connotative stress". 

"connotative modulation" and "pitch-modulation". The 

decision as to whether these features have any 

significant functional status, or not, will probably be 

referred to in the course of the arguments in PART III. 

10- "Distinctive para-cenotactic features" is defined in the 

1974 verBion as: - 

Def. 17b "Distinctive para-cenotactic features" for 

"para-cenotactic features that are in a 

relation of commutation with one or more 

other para-cenotactic features, or with "zero" 

A typical example in natural language is "tone", 

as, for instance in Chinese. Also the 

phonological forms of distinctive intonations 

are distinctive para-phonotactic features, 

whilst intonations themselves are distinctive 

para-syntactic features. (My emphasis). 

Two significant issues which the definition-raises require 
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special reference, the first is the postulated opposition 

(i. e. commutation) between para-phonotactic features and 

"zero", and the second is the para-phonotactic status of 

the phonological forms of distinctive intonation. While 

Mulder has clarified and resolved. the second of the two 

issues in his recent modified version of the "Postulates" 

(see "Def. 18b in the Chapter), the hypothesized 

opposition with "zero" has so far not been appropriately 

worked out. Whether para-phonotactic features commute 

with "zero", or not, will be determined in PART III. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

The Identification, Establishment and 

Classification of the Consonant Phonemes 

of Southern Standard British English, and 

their Distinctive Peatures. 

In foregoing Chapters, we have examined some of the major 

approaches concerning the nature of the notions "phoneme" and 

"distinctive feature". We Bhall presently Bee the application 

of the A. F. tenets in an attempt to identify, establish, 

analyse and classify the consonant phonemes of Southern 

Standard British English. 

Introductory: - 

It is worth reiterating here that the identification and 

establishment of any semiotic item hinges on its being 

intrinsically different (distinct) from at least one other 

item (of the same type), in the universe of discourse, and 

separately relevant with respect to communicative potential 

of at least one given context in which it occurs, (see rART I, 

Chapter 5). A linguistic item can therefore be considered 

distinctive' (f rom the view point of function) if and only ýLf 

it can be opposed to some other item or to "zero" in the 

language concerned. In order to establish this inherent 

differential capability of an element, the procedure of 

finding "one minimal distinctive pair" R! ay be considered 

necessary as well as sufficient to satisfy the minimum 
2 requirement of the com=itation test Nevertheless, a single 
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minimal, pair should not be judged in isolatiod from the other 

formal elements in the inventory. What is needed is a set 

of equivalent contexts (so that one can form a parad, gm4) 

within which all the potential candidates in a given language 

can alternate and interchange, and where each item is 

differentiated not just from one other item, but from each, 

and all the other items. In other words, if the. operation 

of substitutingone element for another (in a cer tain equivalent 

context) succeeded in bringing about a change in the 

communicative potential of a form, it follows that the element 

in question has a function and it should be considered a 

separate entity in the system; but if the element participating 

in the operation of commutation f, ll short of achieving 

distinctive difference to the comminicative potential of a 

specific context, it becomes obvious that such an element has 

no distinctive function and it should be considered part of a 

potential phonetie'realization of some other item (or items) 

in the list of commitants. 

Moreover, it is highly important for the validity of the 

commutation that the semiotic elements (participating, in the 

opposition) should be fellow-members of at least one paradigm. 

Failing to take this precautionary restriction into 

consideration will render, the pseudo-results of the whole 

operation of commutation descriptively suspect and misleading. 

The two phonemes /h/ and /U/ in S. E., as we shall see in 
, 

Chapter 4, have different phonotactic distributional 

characteristics and can never be found to be members of any 

one paradigm. Consequently, they can not be directly shown 
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to standý and commute with one another. in any equivalent context 

, i. e. they are n'Oninterchangeable elements. ' Nevertheless, 

their differential'nature, as two fundamentally distinct 

specifiable bundles of simultaneously operating distinctive 

features-, isensured with reference to the overall inventory 

of-S. E. consonant phonemes,, (see further below). 'In other 

words, ",, opposition by commutation, which is a, sufficient 

criterion for establishing the distinctiveness of the formal 

elements, is not a necessary condition for mutual non-identity. 

This in fact boils down to saying that the establishment of 

an "overall" system is a "mapping" of paradigms (subsystems) 

into one all-embracing system. 

Phonotactic Paradigms: - 

Though the phonotactic paradigms we establish for any one 

language are basic from the view-point of description,, and 

important with regard to descriptive generalization, there 

is virtually no demanding necessity to establish and 

enumerate them all, as the mass of detail that they contain 

show diminishing returns and have very little further 

Information to add to our general understanding of the data. 

Instead, an established limited number of paradigms will be 

sufficient to demonstrate the oppositional value of the 

elements participating in their formation. 

The differential capacity and relevance to co=unicative 

potential of each consonant of S. E. can be inferred from the 

examples in the following arbitrary chosen paradigms, where 
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each horizontal line demonstrates attested occurrences 

of an item in certain contexts, and the vertical axis 

indicates its distinctive oppositional value. Furthermore, 

the first set of paradigms demonstrates the pre-nuclear 

occurrence of the consonant phonemes of S. E., and the 

second set of paradigms shows their post-nuclear occurrence. 

Thus, we have: - 
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List 1: Pre-nuclear occurrences. 

PHONEMES CONTEXTS 
/-ii/ I /-an/I /-a: 5/ 1 /-en/I /-iNK/I /-or/I /-Iigl/ /-ai/ 

/b/ 

/p/ 

/e/ 

/g/ 
/k/ 

/m/ 

/ 

bill ban 

pill pan 

van 

f ill f an 

dill dan 

till tan 

than 

gill gan 

kill can 

mill man 

nill nan 

00 

sill 
? San sang 

hill 

- ? L; II 

bang ben 

pang pen 

vang Venn 

fang fen 

dang den 

tang ten 

then 

gang gen 

cang ken 

men 

0 

? Zen 

hang hen 

lang %em 

bore 

pink pore 

f ink four 

dink door 

tore 

think thaw 

gink gore 

kink core 

mink more 

nor 

00 

zinc 

sink sore 

share 

whore 

link lore 

.. 
by 

peag pie 

vie 

fie 

die 

tie 

thy 

thigh 

guy 

MY 

nigh- 

00 
? Xil I 

sigh 

gigue 

shy 

high 

league lie 

(The "blanks" in the paradigms refer to potentially possible 

combinations, 'i. e. "accidental gaps"5. the "zeros" indicate 

phonologically inadmissible combinations, and the "question 

mark" signifies the very marginal status of the marked items"). 
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List 2: Post-nuclear occurrences. 

PHONEMES CONTEXTS 
/ko-/1 /10u-/I /ba-/I /rIu-/I /bei-/I /li-/I /lo-/I /ha-/ 

/b/ cob lobe rube babe lib lob 66 

/p/ cop lope 6ap roup lip lop hap 

/V/ live have 

/f/ cough loaf roof 

/d/ cod load bad rude bade lid- ? Lod had 

/t/ cot bat root bait lit lot hat 

hk/ loathe bathe 

/e/ loath bath ruth hath 

/g/ cog bag log hag 

/k/ cock back bake-, lick lock hack 

? /X/ ? Koch ? Bach loch 

COM loam av'n room limn 
ýLoYA ham 

/n/ con loan ban rune bane linn 

/: D/ ý KooS bang ling long hang 

/z/ Cos rues baize ? Liz has 

/s/ COB bass base loss 

loge rouge beige 

cosh bash hash 

/h/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

/l/ col 6al rule bail ýUll loll Nall 

(The conventions which are used in this List are the same as 

those used in List 1). 
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So far, we have demonstrated that each of the phonemest 

in the Lists, is separately relevant (qua function) to the 

communicative potential in the language under consideration. 

This, provisionally, amounts to establishing the functionality 

and the separate distinctive identity of each item as 

different, not only from one other item, but from each of 

the other items in the universe of discourse. 

However, before we start analysing (if possible) each of 

the molecular elements into its atomic components of functional 

distinctive features, we would like to remark that the 

proposed closed set of distinctive features, which will emerge 

from the subsequent analytical argument, is not a'vacuous 

unsubstantiated set9 but a set'which ultimately (directlv and 

indirectly via allophonY6 ) secures its material adequacy in 

the distinctive phonetic facts of S. E., in the sense that the 

description must be answerable to (and preferably directly 

answerable to) the phenomena, which in this case are couched 

in the phonetic-distinctive protocols we establish for the 

S. E. phonemes. In other words, only those phonetic 

characteristics which contribute towards capturing the 

"upper limit"7 of a phoneme's distinctive function are deemed 

phonematically necessary and sufficient and should be 

established and accounted for-in the description. 

The phonological analysis of phonemes into distinctive 
8 features therefore can be viewed as an abstraction of or 

an elaboration on the output of the auxiliary phonetic'system, 

by means of a specially adapted filter called the functional 
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principle", (see PART I. Chapter 5). 

Though capturing the phonetic scope of a fea: ture or an 

element is a necessary condition for the establishment of 
the distinctive functions and identities of phonemes and of 
distinctive features, it is-not a. sufficient criterion"in 
that respect, as other principles, conditions and considerations 

have to be taken into account before conferring the qualities 

of "distinctiveness" and "identity" on an element. This 

will become clear in due course. 

Distinctive-Feature Analysis: - 
After such an explicatory theoretical expositiong we can 

now proceed towards the immediate target of analysing the 

consonant phonemes of S. E. into their respective phonematic 
bundles of functionaily"established distinctive features, 

which, we believe, will be relevant for the identification 

of the differential phonematic function of each and all the 

consonant phonemes in the language under consideration. 

On functional examination of the paradigmatic oppositions 

in Lists I and 2, it transpires that the following 

hypothetical sets, of correlated distinctive features can be 

isolatedq identified and established on . the basis of their 

potentiality to account for the similarities and differences 

between the formal elements in the system of S. E. consonants. 

Mark in this respect that the breaking-down of phonemes into' 

component distinctive features and the recognition of these 
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limited number of components as the ultimate minimal elements 

is logically implied in the definition of the notion "phoneme" 

as "a simultaneous bundle of distinctive features, etc. ", ,- 

In addition, the proper systematic order to which the proposed 

set of correlated features are subjected is, as we shall see 

from the following argument, of paramount relevance for the 

classification of the consonant phonemes of S. E., on the 

grounds that it gives dimensional precedence to certain 

correlated features over their rivals. However, it is 

premature to start discussing dimensions at a time when the 

function and identity of these features have not yet been 

established. 

These sets of features are: - 
Set 1: /labial/-/apic4l/-/dorsall-/hissing/-/hushing/. 

Set 2: /lenis/-/fortis/ 
-/nasal/. Set 3: /occlusive/-/fricative/ 

Set 4: /1-ness/. 

Set 5: /h-ness/. 

Notice in this context that while the features in Set 1 

can roughly9 be said to refer to what is normally identifiedv 

in articulatory phonetics, as points or, places of articulation, 

i. e. "properties of localization" (in Trubetzkoy's terminology, 

1969), the features in Sets 2 and 3 indicate properties 

reflecting the manner of articulation. - The member-features 

in Sets 4 and 5. as we shall see later, do not participate in 

any of these two subdivisions. 
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Moreover, we believe that Jakobson, Pant. afid'Haile's (1967) 

proposed acoustic binary opposition "Nasal" vs. "Oral"', -and 

O'Connor's (1978) suggested-acoustic/articulatory-correleýtion 

"Non-nasal" vs. "Nasal". etc. ''can,., not be established as 

distinctive (functional) correlations with reference to the 

five closed Sets of features above, " owing to-the fact that 

the features "Non-nasal" and "Oral" are concomitant'features' 

of /lenis/. /fortis/, /occlusive/ and /fricative/'phonemes. 

In other words, all /lenis/, /fortis/, /occlusive/ and 
/fricative/ phonemes are automatically and by implication 

. 
"Non-nasal" and "Oral". Logically, this amounts to saying 
that thefeatures'"Non-nasal" and "Oral" are concomitant 

redundant features whiclican not be considered functional. 
%J# 

Finally'g'-tlie assig, nment of the featuie /nasal/ to Sets 2 

and 3, at the same time, lies 'in the'unequivocal dictation of 
the "functi6nal principle" which represents themajor impetus 

behind any decision or 'solution we may adopt. It will become 

clear from the subsequent functional analysis of phonemes into 

distinctive features"that the features /lenis/ vs. I /fortis/ 

can be manipula ed to I istinguish'betw6en phonemes belonging 

to the /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/'correlation, e'. g. /b, p/ vs. 

/v, f/. etc. Iffevertheless, the same'correla I tion can not be'' 

said to be functional with respect''to the /nasal/'phonemes in 

S. E., i. e. /m/. /n/ and /a/, 'be'cause it can never be'' 

manipulated to distinguishq in'the functional sense of the 

wo . rd, between two /nsýsal/ phonemes'on the*'basis'that one 'of 

them is a /fortis, nasal/ and the oth6rIs'a /leni's, *nasal/. 
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It is precisely this constant absence of any functional 

opposition (in S. E. ) between a /lenis, nasal/ as opposed to 

a /fortis, nasal/ which prompts us to treat the articulatory 

concurrent feature /lenisness/ with all /nasal/ phonemes in 

S. E.., a phonetic realizational phenomenon which has no 

functional status in phonology. Since the feature /nasal/ 

is mutually exclusive with the features /lenis/ and /fortis/, 

we see no reason why it should not be considered as the third 

distinc. t term in the multiple opposition /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ 

vs. /nasal/. 

The same argument holds for associating the feature /nasal/ 

with the member-features of Set 3. It is necessary to 

maintain that the features in the /occlusive/ vs. /-fricative/ 

correlation can_be utilized to differentiate between the 

majority of the phonemes participating in the /lenis/ vs. 
/fortis/ dichotomy; nevertheless, the same correlation in 

question. can never'býe shown to be functionally relevant in 

relation to the--/nasal/ phonemes, - as it does not serve to 

distinguish between what can be considered as a /fricative, 

nasal/ as opposed to I an /occlusive, 'nasal/. It follows 

that whereas the features /fricative/ vs. /occlusive/ are 

redundant with ref erence to the /nasal/ phonemes, the f eature 

/nasal/ can be, as we shall see. from, the following logical* 

argument, opposed to each and both features. in'the correlation 

in question. In fact, the whole argument concerning the 

dimensional allocation of the feature /nasality/ boils down 

to saying that either the feature in question does not belong 

to any dimension (which is absurd), or it belongs, for the 
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above reasons, and-by equal right, to, both Sets, 2 and, 3. 

We in this work have, opted for the second solution which not 

only happens to be-more consistent with the analysis into 

distinctive features (see below), but because it is 

functionally logical and materially more adequate than. the 

first solution. 

A modified Jakobsonian-type matrix can be used at this- 

stage to sum up and demonstrate the validity and adequacy 

of the proportionality of the relationship between 

/b9 p. v. f. m/ and their distinctive features. This matrix 

can be constructed in the following manner: - 

-T TP V m lenis + + 

fortis + + 

nasal 0 '0 0 0 

occlusive + + 

fricative + + 

(Figure 

t 

(The "+" refers to a positive feature (value); the 

"-" stands for the absence of-the feature (value) 

in question; and-the "0" signifies a-redundant feature 

(value) or a "neither +, nor -, nor-both"). - ' 
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, 
Set 1: /labial/-/apical/-/dorsal/-/hissing/-/hushing/: - 

10 

The significance and/or relevance 
11 

of each and all the 

features in this complex network of oppositions, with respect 

to the formal elements under consideration, lies 'in its 

potentiality to pervade almost the whole, spectram of S-, E.,. 

consonant phonemes and divide it into five, provisionally 

unrelated, categories. By mapping these features., in the 

complex set, onto the formal elements in Lists 1 and, 2, we 

notice-that: - 

The feature /labial/ accounts for five elements, -I. e, 
/ in/ 0 
The feature /apical/ accounts for five elementsv i. e. 

a, n/. 

The feature /dorsal/ accounts for four elements, i. e. 
1g, k, (x), 1)/. 

The feature /hissing/ accounts for two elements, i. e. 

/Z, 0/. 
The featurelhushing/ accounts for two elements, i. e. 
119 9/. 

In their totality, these features can be utilized with 

reference to eighteen elements. 

Significantly, the functionality and the separate identity 

of each of the features partaking in this complex operation 

of opposition can at this stage only be said to-have been 

tentatively established. Furthermore, an-exhaustive 

phonological description of the phonematic, sub-systems of a 

language requires the establishment of the exact. distinctive 
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function and the identity of each item in the"universe of 

discourse of that language. The exact distinctive function 

of an item is calculated by establishing the class of all 

items with which it commutes, or to which it i's-"indirectly" 

opposed (by implication), e. g. /h/ vs. In other words, 

the exact distinctive function of , an item equals the product 

of all the oppositions into which it enters, 'aid the-negation 

of all the other'itemsl2in the' same' universe of discourse. 

The exact distinctive function of the distinctive feature 

/labial/ can, therefore,., be established in terms of the 

following sets of oppositions: - 

a) I /labiýl/'vs. /apie'al/ /b/ vs. '/d/ 

b) /labial/ vs. /dorsal/ 

c) /labial/ vs. /hissing/ 

ancL / p/ vs. / -L, / 

and vs. 

and 'vs. /e 

and /m/ vs. /n/ 

/ vs. / 

and /p/ vs'. /k/ 

ana'/v/ vs. /x/'-- 

and /f/' vs. 

/b/ vs. /z/ 

and /p/ vs. lsl'- 

and /v/ vs, /z/ 

and /f/ vso /s/ 

and'fitý/ vs*, " '/Z/ 

and* /m/'vs. ý /S/ 

d) /labial/13vs. /hushing/' vs 
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and /p/ vs. 

and /v/ vs. 

and Ifl vs. /6/ 

and /m/ vs. 

and /m/ vs. 

The functionality and distinctive identity of each of the 

other features belonging to Set 1 can be established in, the 

same manner. 

Set 2: /lenis/-/fortis/-/nasal/: - 

Owing to the fact that we are dealing with a substantial 

number of formal elements, the. established five distinctive 

features, in Set 1, are bound to distinguish between sets or 

classes of elements, rather than between members of each,,. - 

class. Assuming that the findings of the multiple 

oppositional operation-are! consistent and adequate, the 

present set of features /lenis/-/fortis/-/nasal/, develops., 

the analysis to a more advanced stage by, means of 

sub-classifying the similarities and differences of the 

earlier findings into three. further divisions. 

Though there are good, reasons to believe that Mulder's 

(1968) established features in the correlation "voiced" vs. 

"unvoiced" can lend themselves for the task of distinguishing 

between the majority of the consonant phonemes of S. E., 

we are unable to manipulate their services in an analysis 

where the principle of "functionalityll. overrides any other 

consideration. To put it differently, Mulder's proposed 
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appropr correlation /voi ced-unvo iced/ can not be 

for two reasons: - 

1- The failure of the correlation in question to be 

materially adequate with regard to the "upper 

limit" of''the featuresodistinctive function; 

(see following Chapters). 

Though the presence or absence of the feature 

I'voicedness" may, for instance, be significant 

for the identification of the so-called "plosive" 

elements, it is noticed that the feature in 

question may be either partly reduced or totally 

eliminated, e. g. the initial I and final occurrences 

of the partly or completely I'devoiced" [b3, as in 

[bjink]"Ibrink" and [bAlb] I, 'bulb", etc. We 

believe that this evidence is sufficient to refute 

the adequacy of Mulder's established correlation 

"voiced-unvoiced". (For an extensive coverage of 

this part of the discussion, the reader is referred 

to the references which are mentioned in footnote 

14); and, 

2- The correlation "voiced-unvoiced" still retains 

some qualities which are reminiscent'of the 

Praguean concept of "privative opposition". i. e. 

(marked) vs. "0" (unTo rked). 

Due to their variable unstable nature, the features 

"voiced" vs. "unvoiced" cannot be considered as reliable 
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distinctive parameters against which the distinction between 

the correlated pairs of consonants can always be unmistakeably 

pin-pointed and maintained. 

Unlike the features above, the functionality of the 

correlated constant features in the /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ 

dichotomy, with respect to the consonant phonemes of S. E., 

can be inferred from their ability to distinguish clearly 

and regularly between /b/ and /p/. /v/ and Ifl, etc. in all 

positions and contexts exceptq of coursep, in clear-cut cases 

of neutralizationl5. In other words, the features in the 

/fortis-lenis/ dichotomy can be said to comply fully with 
the two outlined factors (above), i. e. 

The correlation "fortis-lenis" is materially more 

adequate with respect to the data under 

consideration. 

2- The poles of the correlation "lenis-fortis" do not 

I. 
demonstrate an oppositional case where a positive 

value 11+" is opposed to a "zero" value (i. e. to 

nothing), but a case where two positive values, i. e. 

plusses, are opposed-to one another. It is a 

clear-cut case of anon-privative opposition. 

It follows that, we are virtually left with the only 

functional alternative which remains to be investigated, i. e. 

the establishment of the exact distinctive function and 

identity of the three features in the-/lenis/-/fortis/-/nasal/ 

correlation. 
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The distinctiveness and identity of the feature /lenis/ 

can be established by the following set of oppositions: - 

a) /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ 

b) /lenis/ vs. /nasal/ 

/b/ vs. /p/ 

and /v/ vs. IV 

and /d/ vs. /t/ 

and /6/ vs. /e/ 

and' /g/ vs. /k/ 

and - /z/ vs. /s/ 

and /I/ vs. 

vs. /m/ 

and /v/ vs. /m/ 

and /d/ vs. -/n/ 

and A/ vs. ' /n/ 

and /g/ vs. 1131 

The functionality of the other members in this correlation, 

i. e. /fortis/ and /nasal/. can be established in a similar 

way by just swapping places with the /lenis/ feature, and 

reversing'the positions of the columns. 

By-projecting the formal elements in Lists I and 2 onto 

the te of this dichotomy, we can establish that: - 

The feature /lenis/ accounts for seven elements, i. e. 

A, v, d, J, g, z, 

The feature /fortis/ accounts for an equivalent 

number of seven elements, i. e. /p, f, t'9 99' k, s, 

The feature /nasal/ accounts for three elements, i. e. 

/in, 
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Since the /, dorsal/, phoneme /x/ (which has a questionable 

status in S. E. as a whole) is not counter-poised by a /lenis/ 

analogue in the same. dimension, the distinction between 

/lenis/ vs. /fortis/ in this special exceptional case is 

suspended, as indicated in the table (see further below), 

although in realization the phoneme in question normally 

manifests the phonetic feature [fortis] . It-follows that 

the phoneme-/x/ can not be considered as a term in any of the 

oppositions in Set 2. 

The numerical product of the joint differential capability 

of the features, in this correlation records the second- 

highest number of elements in the hierarchy of feature 

relevance... i. e. 17. (One should remember that the multiple 

operation of opposition established, as /labial-apical-dorsal- 

hissing-hushing/ accounts for the highest number, of elements, 

i. e. 18, elements). 

Set 3: /occlusive/-/fri ative/-/nasal/16: _ 
The motive behind the Introduction of this third Set of 

opposed and opposing features is to furnish. the spectrum of 

the consonant phonemes of S. E. with a new dimension,,. the 

function of which. is the disentanglement between the 

correlated pairs of phonemes which Sets 1 and 2 were unable 

to set apart. Together, the three features in the 

/occlusive/ vs., /fricative/ vs. /nasal/,, correlation are 

capable of distinguishing and accounting for fourteen 

elements, assigning six of them to the potentiality of the 

feature /occlusive/, five to the feature /fricative/. and 
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assigning the remaining three elements to the distinctiveness 

of the feature /nasal/. In other words., 

the'feature /occlusive/ accounts for /b. pq d, t, g, k/, 

the feature /fricative/ accounts for /V, f, %ýq 0. (x)/, 

and, the' I feature /nasal/ accounts for /m, n, 

The reason why the /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes (see 

Set 1) are not included among the fricative phonemes in this 

correlation is due to the fact that they are not, and can not 

, -- 
be, count er-balanced in the /occlusive/ section of the 

correlation by any corresponding item. Consequently, we are 

logically justified to consider the phonetic feature of 

Efricativeness) in relation to the /hissing/ and /hushing/ 

elements as a non-distinctive matter of phonetic realization 

(concomittant with the features /hissing/ and /hushing/ as 

indeed these very terms suggest - which is one of the 

advantages of the choice of these terms). 

Similarly, the opposition /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ 

would have had to be suspended f or /g/ and /k/ had we not 

decided from the vex7 outset to consider the /dorsal, 

fricative/ phoneme /x/ as belonging, though very marginally, 

to the overall system of the S. E. consonant phonemes. While 

leaving this specific phoneme out or accounting for it in the 

description is a matter of judgement and preference, we have, 

in this work, opted not to ignore its peripheral status in 

the language concerned, (see our proposed phoneme-tables 
(matrices) further down in the Chapter). 
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Furthermore, it should beyemarked that the feature_/nasal/ 

constitutes. an overlap between what otherwise would be two 

completely separate dimensions, (see earlier discussion). 

The exact distinctive function of the feature /occlusive/ 

and its identity can be, established in terms of the following 

set of oppositions: - 

, a) /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ /b/ vs. /v/ 

b) /occlusive/ vs. /nasal/ 

and /p/ vs. /f/. 

and /d/ vs. /; Y/ 

and /t/ vs. /e/ 

and /g/ vs. /X/ 

and /k/ vs. /X/ 

-/b/ vs. /m/ 

and /p/ vs. /m/ 

and /d/ 
-vs. 

/n/ 

and /t/, vs. /n/ 

and /g/ vs. 

and /k/ vs. 

, 
Establishing the exact distinctive function and the 

identity of the features /fricative/ and /nasal/ can be 

carried out on similar lines, i. e. it is merely the 

counter! -. part of the establishment of the function and 

identity of the feature /occlusive/. 

Sets 4 and 5: /1-ness/-/h-ness/: - 

Though attempts have been made to analyse each of the 
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two phonemes /l/ and /h/ into, at'least, two phonologically 

functionalýfeatures having some'pertinent'affinity with the 

three-established Sets, ' none of'these efforts has led to any 

positive-, ' or even encouraging, conclusions. ' 

Since they can not be included in the phoneme-table for 

the S. E. consonants (see further-below) without violating 

the "two-in-a-coll]M]3-tw6-in. ý-a-row'I requirement, we are 

logically forced tO'identify them as "simple unclassified" 

elements. -with the'functionally established'distinctive 

feature /1-ness/ to account for and distinguish the phoneme 

/l/ from all the other phonemes in the system, and the 

distincti4e functional feature /h-ness/ as the distinguishing 

property'of the phoneme /h/. That is to say, each of the 

features"/l-ness/ and /h-ness/ stands simply for the global 

difference /l/ and /h/ manifest with regard to all the other 

phonemes in the system, and to each other. 

simply follows Mulder 1968. 

This,, of course, 

Mutual Compatibility and Exclusiveness of Distinctive- 

Features, and the Notion "Dimension": - 

Our main intention from the very outset of this Chapter 

was not'only to analyse the consonant phonemes of S. E. into 

their constituent distinctive features, but also to 

investigate the possibility of re-constructing these 

well-formed and self-contained molecular elements as 

complexes of simple'unanalysable (atomic) components. 

Despite the-fact that the two mod , operandi ope - rate' 
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within the scope of the same phenomena, the theoretical 

procedure and the optimal target which each-of, them 

manipulates and strives to achieve is sufficient to keep them 

as two, separate, yet interrelated, operations. While the 

"analytical"-operation (above)ýis mainly interested in,,, 

factorizing all complex molecular elements into their 

ultimate (unanalysable) atomic components (on the basis of 

their "functionality" or. "relevance"), the 'Ire-constructional" 

operation is interested in mapping well-formed and 

self-contained complexes, onto the findings of-the 

"analytical"-operation in, terms of the attested "mutual, 

compatibility", or, "mutual exclusiveness" between the, 

functionally established distinctive features. In order 

to achieve its ends, the "re-constructional" operation 

employs visual "geometrical" devices capable of modelling, 

the proportionality of the relationship holding, firstly, 

between "distinctive features" per se, and, secondly, 

between "distinctive features" and "phonemes". 
, 

Since the 

"phoneme: feature" relationship will be treated further down 

in this Chapter, we shall devote ourselves-in this Section 

to the discussion of the relationships. ý_holding between-the - 

five closed Sets of distinctive features, which have-been - 

established earlier in this Chapter, and the theoretical 

reasons for classifying them in five categorically 

semi-disjunct Sets. 

The only tentative and over-simplified clue which we 

have introduced earlier has been to the effect that, there, 

is a rough, (but not an exact) correspondence between-theý-- 
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member-features of Set i'and'the phonetic parameter"of 

"points of articulation" (i. e. order), and another 

corresponden'c'e between the member-features of S'ets 2 and 3 

with two phonetic'parameters of "manner'of articulation"; 

(i. e. series), ' Owing-to the-fact that each'of the remaining 

two Sets of features (in 4 'and 5) is composed 'of one el I ement 

only, it was not possible'to-include them inafiy of the 

not-too-precise sub-categories of "points" and llmanneýrll of 

articulation. Though equating some of the functionally 

established Sets-wiih the'phonetic sub-categories . or 

parameters of "points" and "manner" appears to exhibit the 

pseudo-virfue of consolidating the "phonetic: phonology" 

relationship. - this vague correlation, on the other hand, 

threatens to violate the consistency and the material 

adequacy of the phonological description of the-distinctive- 

feature, system, 

In order to avoid encountering such difficulties in the 

description, we believe that the whole theoretical approach 

to'this controversial issue has to be rethought and a newer 

solution to the problem has to be devised. The prerequisite 

of this'initiative, as we shall see,, should be exclusively 

based on "phonological" considerations. 

According to an earlier discussion (PART I, 'Chapter'2), 

the notion "phoneme" has been defined as "a simultaneous 

bundle of (one or more, ) distinctive features"; among these 

distinctive features only unordered constructional relations 
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can be established. The advantage-of such a theoretical 

conception of the. "phonemell, allows us to divide the phonemes 

of some, languages into rsimple" phonemes, and "complex" 

phonemes; whereby,. each member of the latter category (but 

not of the former), is,, constituted of or equivalent. tov at 

least,,, a pair of.., distinctive features. Since a. feature 

neither combines, with itself,,., nor contracts a positive 

relationship (as,, we shall see in due course) with any of 

the members in the Set it. belongs to, it is necessary to add 

that the two distinctive features in the pair., should neither 

be identical, nor fellow-members of any one Set. .. In other 

words, these sets of pairs (triples, quadruples, etc. ) of 

distinctive features. can be considered, after Mulder, 1968, 

as the product of a cartesian multiplication of two or more 

sets of distinctive features. Obviously, then, any. 

cartesian multiplication operation involves. at least two 

sets of distinctive, features. However, it should be pointed 

out, that these sets, may or may not be disjunct.. The 

decision as to whether sets are disjunct or not depends 

largely on the outcome of the analytical process of the 

phonotactic system of any one specific language. . Purthermore, 

theldentity, of each member-feature in a set is calculated 

negatively and relationally in terms of the oppositions it 

is, capable of entering into within the set. The outcome 

of this operation of cartesian multiplication is the formation 

of the well-formed and self-contained complex molecular 

formal elements of a given language. 

Since it is not possible for all the member-features of a 
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functionally established set (i. e. dimension) to combine 

freely with each'other to form complexes of distinctive 

features, it is fundamentally important, to point out. that 

the combinatory possibilities of any cartesian multiplication 

operation should-always be restricted to account for attested 

combinations of n-tuples. It is worth,. -, mentioning that 

the notion 'In-tuple" is generally defined by Mulder (1968) 

as ". aEl item which results from a cartesian multiplication", 
(my emphasis). The importance of our. delimitive 

specification on the freedom of the combinatory possibilities 

of a cartesian multiplication operation lies in the fact 

that it will automatically curtail and eliminate all 

possibilities of generating feature-combinations which are 

not themselyes. equivalent to attested complex combinations- 

in any one, system. It is sufficient to indicate that without 

these language-specific restrictions, the results of a, 

carteBian, multiplication will necessarýilyforce the describer 

to acknowledge the well-formedness (though possibly not.. the 

self-containedness) of certain non-occurring, or even . 
totally impossible, n-tuplesof distinctive features in the 

system, e. g. the feature-combinations /hissing, occlusive, 

lenis/ or /hushing, nasal/ indicate non-occurring n-tuples. 

in the consonantal system applicable to S. E., (see following 

Figures). In other words, if such language-specific 

restrictions are not recognized, the adequacy of the 

description is materially refuted. 

On account of such restrictions on the combinatory, 
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possibilities of feature-combinations, we find it more 

illuminating to distinguish between the notion 'In-tuple'll, 

when used in a general sense, -and the notion "attested 

n-tuple" when used"in a more restricted sense. '' While 

Mulder's definition of the former algebraic notion (above) 

can be used as a general theoretical guideline designating 

all imaginable combinatory results of any two (or more) 

sets of distinctive features, it does not take into 

consideration the arbitrary nature of the 'cobinatory 

restrictions which may be operationally active in certain 

languages. In this sense, any language-specific "n-tuple" 

does not in fact refer to "anv texmý', but to a "specifically 

attested term which 'results from a cartesian multiplication". 

It is this discrepancy between the two types of 'In-tuple" that 

makes all phoneme-tables (or matrices) testable. Though 

the formerly cited feature-combinations, i. ýe. -/hissing, 

occlusive. ' leni's/ and /hushing, nasal/. may at best be 

considered as theoretically possible "well-formed" n-tuples 

in S. E., they are definitely not attested n-tuples in the 

language under consideration, because such n-tuples are not 

equivalent to any one complex molecular element in that 

language, i. e. they are unrealized theoretical possibilities 

in the system. 

In conjunction with the previously executed-analysis into 

distinctive features, the discussion above allows us to 

identify two types of relationship holding between distinctive 

features, that of "mutual compatibility" and the other of 

, 'mutual exclusion". If the first type of relatiohship, 
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i. e. I'mutual compatibility". is interpreted as referring to 

"all permissible and attested simultaneous constructional 

relationships holding between distinctive features", then 

the second type of relationship, i. e. "mutual exclusion"q 

can be understood to mean "the absence of any such 

simultaneous constructional relationship between distinctive 

features". 

With the above "compatible: exclusionary" relational 

dichotomy in mind, the functionally established distinctive 

features for S. E. have been divided earlier into five 

semi-separate and'partially disjunct Sets of distinctive 

features. Since'none of the features of any one Set can 

contract a meaningful and positive relationship with itself 

or with other fellow member-features in the same Set, it is 

important to note that the type of relationship holding 

between the constituent member-features of any'one-given'Set 

is that of "mutual exclusion". This in-fact applies'to 

each of the five established Sets, even when'a Set is 

constituted of a single distinctive-'feature., It is only 

by. means of the "mutual compatibility" relationship that 

the member-features of the different Sets are allowed-to-, -, 

establish "permissible and attested" constructional 

relationships with each other. 

Subsequently, the notion "dimension" can be defined either 

as: - 
"The normal term for a set of opposed alternatives 

ranged along a common 
_parameter". 
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or alternatively as: - 
"The actual parameter along which mutually opposed' 

alternatives are ranged". 

In this sense, the function of the notion "dimension" 

should therefore be understood to mean: - 
"The partitioning of the overall set of distinctive 

features into subsets of correlated features on the 

basis of their compatibility and/or exclusion 

Obviously theng, the'eligibility of any one Set to be 

identified as a "dimension" in the system hinges on its 

ability to exhibit opposed alternatives, Which necessarily 

means the presence of'at least two opposed and opposing -, * ' 

features'in thecandidate Set. 

By mapping our five Sets of distinctive features onto 

the definition of the notion "dimension", it turns out that 

while the first three Sets of correlated features can be 

acknowledged as forming "dimensions", neither of the remaining 

two Sets (4 and 5) can be identified as constituting a 

"dimension" since they fail to display opposed alternatives. 

Though these two Sets of distinctive features belong to the 

overall distinctive-feature- inventory of S. E., they do not 

belong to the syste under consideration and, therefore, 

should be termed "unclassified". 

However, before we start assessing the appropriateness 
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of the available techniques for classifying the consonant 

phonemes of S. E. and their distinctive features, we would 

like -to introduce, a potential diagram, displaying in very 

simple terms all. the attested permissible intersections 

between the members of the first three dimensions (Sets) of 

distinctive features, and the relationship holding between 

each individual member of one dimension (Set) with an 

individual member of any of the other two dimensions (Sets), 

but never between the'individual members of any one dimension 

(Set). Indicating the logical product of the intersection 

between any two-distinctive features, as factors, in the 

diagram, has been postponed to a later stage in, the Chapter. 

I- 
The digtinctive features combinatory and relational diagram 

(hitherto called a I'lattice"17) can be constructed and 

represented in the following fashion: - 
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etý t04 

Nasal 

ortis 
Occl. 

Lenis Fric. 

Hiss. Dorsal 

Hush. pical 

Labial 

Dimension (Set) 1 

Unclassified Set 4 /1-ness/ 

Unclassified Set 5 /h-ness/ 

(Figure 2) 

Notice that in this specific periodic pattern, stress has 

beenjaid solely on the attested combinatory intersections of 

"atomic" distinctive features, rather than on the array of 

the "molecules" (phonemes). Furthermore, while the "slashes" 

on the connecting lines between the individual member-features 

of each. dimension (Set in the system) stipulate 

"non-permissible" intersections or relations and, therefore, 
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"mutually exclusive", the "square nodes" (with slashes 

inside) are used to logically align the feature /nasal/with 

dimension (Set) 2 and dimension (Set) 3,, which automatically 

prohibits it from entering into any kind of contact with the 

individual members of either of these dimensions (Sets). 

This logically leaves the options open for the member-features 

of. dimensions (Sets) 2 and 3, to establish relations of. the 

sortindicated in the pattern. 

A special remark should be added with respect to the 

"broken" lines in the "lattice" which connect the feature 

/dorsal/ with the features /occlusive/ and /fricative/. 

It has. been shown earlier that had it not been for-the sake 

of the very marginal occurrence of the /fricative/ phoneme 

/x/, the opposition /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ would, have 

had to be suspended/removed for/with reference to the /dorsal/ 

phonemes. /g/ and /k/, as the exclusion of the phoneme /x/ 

from the. calculations (and subsequently from the charts) 

would necessarily leave the /dorsal, occlusive/ phonemes 

/g/ and /k/ with no /fricative/ Counterpart. - ýThis in turn 

would result in the non-relevance of the feature, /occlusive/ 

with respect to /g/ and /k/. The two "broken" lines in. the 

"lattice", therefore, should be understood to refer to this 

'situation. 

The mimerical results of the functional distinctive- 

features analysis, together with our definition ofthe 

notion "dimension" and the two established types-of 
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relationship holding between distinctive features, are, as 

we have seen and as we shall see again later, of considerable 

significance not only for modifying existing phoneme-tables 

by means of re-aligning their dimensional prioritiesq but 

also for suggesting an entirely different, presumably more 

adequate, 'meth'od of representation which could supersede 

the more traditional functionalist approach of classification 

by means of "cartesian multiplication matrices". The 

positi-ve (and negative) aspects of our proposed solutions will 

become evident in due course when we start discussing and 

developing our propositions, 

Prolegomena to the Establishment of Cartesian Matrices 18 
:- 

The initial argument which we have been developing from 

the very beginning of this Chapter relies particularly, 

though not whole-heartedly, on the reco=ended manipulation 

of an orderly two-dimensional cartesian matrix. Though the 

Cartesian matrix itself is two-dimensional, the. system it is 

supposed-to; represent may be, as it is the case with the 

system we have been discussing so far, multi-dimensional. 

Suffice it to say at this stage that as a consequence of 

this discrepancy between what we may call the "competence" 

of the matrix and its "performance". this method of 

classification is liable not only to create many 

representational inconveniences, but also to raise unnecessary 

theoretical issues that have very little to add to our 

understanding of the system, or to our knowledge of the 

typical proportionality of the relationships holding between 
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its constituent elements. ' 

However, any Cartesian matrix, or any classificatory 

device for that matter, irrespective of the number of 

dimensions involved in its construction, will be required 

to be appropriatel9 for the purpose of: - 

a- Testing the consistency, adequacy and simplicity 

of a given distinctive feature analysis. 

b- Modelling the proportionality of the relationships 

between the established features and their 

intersections in attested phonemes. 

(List 

Moreover, the ". functional principle" requires the presence 

of, at least, two elements in each established dimension in 

the matrix, as the failure to comply with the declared 

intention of this-requirement denies an item any oppositional 

capability and nullifies its linguistic function and identity 

in the system concerned, as well as making nonsense of the 

notion "dimension" as the locus of opposition, by definition. 

Alongside with the two main requirements in List 3, we 

would like to point out that when we start evaluating the 

appropriateness of any phoneme-table, the following general 

guidelines should be taken into consideration :- 

a- All matrices contain some degree-of arbitrariness 

and distortion with reference to the facts. The 

I best, in this respect, will be-the table which 
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minimizes and logically justifies the amount 

and degree of arbitrariness and distortion 

-within the overall framework of the-established 

, features and their intersections. 

b- A table which consistently and adequately accounts 

for a greater number of elements, 'with as few gaps 

as possible, is deemed simpler and superior to an 

Iý alternative which accounts for a fewer number of 

elements and a higher percentage of gaps in the 

table. 

To the-above two general guidelines, we may add a third 

which, we-believe, is in complete accord and harmony with the 

spirit-of the'other two criteria, as well as with'the purpose 

of establishing matrices. Thus: - 

c- A matrix which demonstrates a potentiality for 

-incorporating the sub-system of archiphonemes 

, 
alongside with the appropriate,, phonemes is 

systematically more illuminating and- 

representationally simpler than'a t6ble-'which 

does not. 

(List 4) 

In order to avoid running into any unnecessary, polemic 
20 

concerning the problems of overloading the system, we shall 

refrain in this work from investigating the full potentiality 

of the last recommendation. In view ofthis, the 

recommendation in question can only be said to amount to the 
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status of an optional choice between a number of equally 

consistent and adequate systems, whereby only one of them is 

capable of displaying the relationships holding betweenthe 

archiphonemes, on the one hand, and the phonemes and their 

distinctive features, on the other, while the other systems 

can not. The obvious choice, we believe, will inevitably be 

in favour of a system which includes the archiphonemes over 

its rivals which do not. 

Earlier A. F. Models of the Distinctive Features of S. E.: - 

A complete Cartesian matrix embracing all the set of the 

S. E. consonant phonemes, which is a sub-set of the o. verall 

set of all S. E. phonemes, was set up by Mulder in 1968. 

That version can be reproduced, for the sake of the argument, 

in the following way2l :- 

Occlusive Fricative 
l N 

Voiced Unvoiced Voiced 
, 

Unvoiced 
asa 

Labial b p v m 

Apical d t ar 0 n 

Hissing z s 

Hushing 

Dorsal 9 k W 

(Unclassified /l/ and /h/) 

(Figure 
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The validity of the table with respect to the three major 

criteria of consistency, adequacy and simplicity9 remained 

unchallanged un. til 1976 when the author himself pointe_d out 

that the three-dimensional matrix (above), in its existing 

form, violated the minimum requirement of the "functional 

principle", in the sense that, to quote Mulder, 1978: -. _ 
The-dimension "unvoiced-voiced" in the case of 

"hissing" and "hushing" only occurs as built upon 

a single"item, i. e. fricative, of the dimension 

they are-linked to, i. e. "occlusive-fricative-nasal". 

As "voiced-unvoiced" has no direct connection with 

"labial-apical-hissing-hushing-dorsal", and the two 

ýprimary, dimensions involved are, therefore, 

"voiced-unvoiced" and "occlusive-fricative-nasal". 

and as in the latter there is, in the case of 

"hissing" and nhushing" only one item-playing'a'' 

part, the functionalprinciple is-violated. 

The following visual three-dimensional-construction which 

is a reproduction'of Figure 3. is sufficiently clear to 

demonstrate this violation: - 
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Occlusive 
Voiced Unvoiced 

Labial 

Apical 

Hissing 

Hus#ing 

Dorsal 

Fricative Nasal 
Voiced Unvoiced 

(Figure 4) 

(The dotted areas refer to empty boxes, the discussion 

of whichýwill be dealt with later in the Chapter). 

As an immediate result for this inconsistency, the, earlier 

Cartesian matrix (Figure 3) had to be scrapped, and a newer 

version consisting of ýtwo separate matrices indirectly 

related22 to each other (according to Mulder, 1978) via the 

/voiced/-/unvoiced/ dichotomy came into circulation in 1976. 

The two latest versions can be set up, after Mulder, 19809 

as follows: - 

Occlusive Fricative 

, l N 
Voiced 'Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced 

asa 

Labial b p v f m 
Apical d t 0 n 

EDorsal 1 
9 k I (X) I" 

(Unclassified /h/ and /l/) 

(Figure 
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and as, 

- Voiced Unvoiced 

Hissing z 8 

Hushing 
I 

I 
19j 

(Figure 

where the graphic three-dimensional reproduction of Figure 

will be: '- 

Occlusive Fricative Nasal 
Voiced Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced 

Labial 

Apical 

Dorsal 

Though this solution has succeeded in eliminating the 

inconsistency and removing all gaps in the system, it has 

failed in preserving the unity of the system in question by 

establishing two unrelated matrices instead of one. 

In order to test the relevance of the distinctive features 

in question with respect to the phonemes they account for in 

the matrix, Mulder (1978) supplements his two tables 

(Figures 5 and 6) by a Jakobsonian-type scheme which we 

(Figure 
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reproduce here for the convenience of the reader and in aid 

of the argument. This scheme can be established after 

Mulder, 1980, in the following way: - 

b p v f m d t t 9 n g k x 0 z s 1 6, 

Labial - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 

Apical + + + + + 0 0 0 0 

Dorsal - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 -0 0 

Occlusive + + + + + + 0 0 0 0 

Fricative + + + + + 0 0 0 0 

Nasal - - - - - - - - - - - -- 
0 0 0 0 

Voiced + + 0 + + 0 + + 0 + - + 

Unvoiced + + 0 + + 0 + - -0 - + - + 

Hissing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + 

Hushing 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + 

(Figure 8) 

As we shall be arguing the pros and cons of Cartesian-type 

matrices further down in this Chapter, we see no immediate 

necessity to elaborate on them in this specific section. 

Suffice it to point out at this juncture that Mulder's overall 

Jakobsonian-type scheme (above) can..., not be considered a" 

faithful reproduction of Figures 5 and 6, on account of, the 

following reasons: - 

As it stands, the scheme creates the misleading 

impression that we are dealing with one overall 

unified system of four'dimensions rather than with 

two dimensionally unrelated and different sub. ý. SYS tems. 

i, 
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2- The feature /nasal/ looks as if it belongs solelY 
to the correlation /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/, 

with no relation whatsoever with the /voiced/ vs. 
/unvoiced/ correlation, a point which is not 

substantiated by the findings of the Cartesian' 

matrix in Pigure 

Since the establishment of supplementary Jakobsonian-type 

schemes has to conform to:, the-provisions of the functionally 

established Cartesian matrices, Jakobsonian-type schemes will 

necessarily differ in many respects-according to which 

functionally established Cartesian matrix the linguist is" 

ready to adopt when faced by more than one equally adequate 

option. Therefore, the reader will certainly recognize 

fundamental differences not only between the different 

versions of Cartesian matrices, but also between the 

supplementary Jakobsonian-type schemes that go with them. 

Alternative Proposal I'll': - 

As the operation of setting up phoneme-tableB is a 

descriptive-hypothetical act, the acceptance or rejection of 

any descriptive solution should be mainly based on the three 

major criteria of consistency, adequacy and simplicity, and 

the ensuing recommendations that we have built on'them. in 

Lists 3 and 4. 

Bearing all these criteria and recommendations in mind, 

we believe that Mulder's latest established phoneme-tables 

(Figures 5 and 6), though a considerable improvement on the 
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1968 version, are stillýnot the most consistent. and adequate. 

Cartesian matrices to serve our representational-purposes. - 

In the process of the following discussion, we shall 

propose two alternative descriptive solutions to theýproblem 

of classifying andýtabulating the, consonant phonemes of S. E. 

and their distinctive features. While the first option 

conforms with the conventional functionalist method of 

classifying phonemes and distinctive features by means of 

Cartesian matrices, theýsecond option breaks with this 

representational tradition and introduces an, equally 

appropriate. but entirely different method of accounting for 

and representing the proportionality of the relationships 

between the phonemes, on the one hand, and between the 

phonemes and their distinctive features, on the other, in a 

consistent, more adequate, simpler and less arbitrary manner. 

In retrospect, it is worthwhile recapitulating the number 

of elements that each Set of features is capable of 

distinguishing: - 

The complex multiple operation of opposition which 

includes the features /labial-apical-dorsal- ý 
hissing-hushing/ accounts for 18 elements. , 

2- The correlation /lenis-fortis-nasal/-accounts 

for, 17 ýlements. 

The correlation /occlusive-fricative-nasal/ 

accounts for 14 elements. 
The simple features /1-ness/ and /h-ness/ with 
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'their respective pho I ne , me s which we have established 

earlier as "simple unclassified" elementst should 
be removed from our calculations because they do 

not partake in any of the listed oppositions, i. e. 
they have no feature in common with any of the 

other elements or features. 

(List 

Between them, the features eBtablished above account for 

all consonant phonemes attested in S. E., and do BO in such 

a way that'every phoneme is distinct from every other phoneme 
by at least one feature-opposition. 

It should also be remembered that the identification of 

Sets 1.2 and 3. as signifying three phonological dimensions 

does not entail granting any of these dimensions phonetic 

precedence over the others. Since the correlation between 

the notion "phonological dimensions" and the phonetic 

"parameters" of "points" and "manner" has been proven to be 

misleading and unsatisfactory, the established notion of 

"phonological dimensions" can be said to be firmly entrenched 

without recourse to any direct material support from the 

phonetic parameters. Any fortuitous correspondence thai'may 

be established between the "dimensions" and the "paramet - ers" 

would merely count as an "extra" advantage in favour of the 

"dimensional' established. 
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The difference between Mulder's modified tables.. (Figures 

5 and 6) and the following,, proposed alternatives not 

only , in the establishment of a different view of, Ahe 

"phonological dimensions" and the two types of,, relationship, 
holding-between the. -features in the dimensions butýalso in 

re-considering the priorities that can be assigned to. these 

dimensions in the light of-their numerical accountability. 
It will be noted that on the basis of their, potentiality, to 

account for, a-larger or a smaller number of phonemes, -each 
of the established three dimensions has been alloted a, 

specific numeral signifying its dimensional precedence in 

the matrix., -, Consequently, the multi-faceted oppositional 

network /labial7apical-dorsal-hissing-hushing/,, which forms 

a "dimension" and accounts for the highest number of elements, 

can be said to constitute the First basic dimension. The 

same consideration quantitively and qualitatively amounts to 

alloting the status of Second basic dimension, to the complex 

tripartite network /. lenis-fortis-nasal/. . This would., leave 

the complex opposition /occlusive-fricative-n'asal/, to be 

located-on the Third,. basic dimension. Though itis,.., 

immaterial as to whether the "first" basic dimension is 

indicated horizontally or vertically in the matrix, the 

"second" basic dimension can always be established on the 

available alternative which remains unoccupied. However, 

the case is slightly different with respect to the exact 

Whereaboutsof the third dimension. It has been shown 

earlier in the analysis into distinctive features that 

neither of the features in the correlations /lenis-fortis/ 

and /occlusive-fricative/ can be relevant for the 
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identification of the, /nasal/ phonemes, i. e. the features 

in these correlations can never be manipulated to distinguish 

between what can. be called /lenis, nasals/.. as opposed to 

/fortis, nasals/, -or, 
between /occlusive, nasals/ as different 

from /fricative, nasals/. Setting up the "third" dimension 

on certain sections of the first dimension will be basically 

against the functional, core-o f feature relevance. Purthermore, 

since dimensions 3 and 4 overlap with respect to the feature 

/nasal/. the only functional possibility which is left open 

is the establishment of the third dimension "on top of" the 

second dimension in the matrix. This solution does not only 

happen to be consistently in line with the foregoing 

feature-analysis, but it also does not clash with the 

phonetic facts of the S. E. consonant phonemes, i. e. it is 

materially adequate. 

On these bases, we can now launch the first of our 

proposals in the foxm of a unified two-dimensional cartesian 

matrix (with two potentially possible versions) accounting 

for a three-dimensional system to supersede the two tables 

in Figures 5 and 

The two versions of our proposed cartesian matrix can, 

accordingly, be visually constructed in the following 

manner: - 
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Hiss. z s 
Hush. 

Lenis Fortis 
N l asa 

Occl. Pric. Fric. Occl. 

Lab. b v If P m 

Apia. d t n 

Dors. t,, Z 

(Unclassified /l/ and /h/) 

"I ý (Figure 9a) 

lenis Fortis 
N l asa 

Occl. Fric. Fric. Occl. 

Lab. b v f p m 

Apic. d t n 
Dors. l, 

Hiss. z s 

'Hush. 

(Unclassified /l/ and /h/) 

(Figure 9b) 

The virtue of the two versions of our proposed cartesiEýn 

matrix lies in their ability to bridge the gap which caused . 
the split of the original chart (Figure 3) into two bipartite 

matrices (Figures 5 and 6). Furthermore, both versions 
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(in 9a and 9b) consistently and adequately account for the 

marginal occurrence of the /dorsal, fricative/ phoneme /x/v 

as the phoneme in question has been established as the point 

of intersection, between the two. distinctive features /dorsal/ 

and /fricative/. To put it squarely, though the feature 
[fortis) has been presumed earlier to be a significant 

realizational quality of the phoneme /x/, the phonological 

relevance of the quality, in question with respect to the /x/ 

has not been established, because it can never be functionally 

substantiated. Consequently, the opposition /lenis/-/fortis/ 

in the system: is irrelevant, for the identification of the 

phoneme /x/. This logically leads to considering the /x/ 

as an n-tuple resulting from the multiplication of the 

feature /dorsal/ (which is a member-feature of Set 1 on the 

first basic dimension) and the feature /fricative/ (which 

belongs to Set 3 on the third basic dimension), as alluded to 

above. In other words, the whole argument bears sufficient 

evidence to the effect that the phoneme /x/ can only belong, 

to the first and third dimensions, but the same argument can 

not be utilized to locate it on the second dimension. 

Moreover, it has been referred to earlier that had it not 

been for the marginal occurrence of the phoneme /x/ in the 

universe of discourse of some (though not all) speakers of 

S. E., we would have non-arbitrarily considered the /g/ to, be 

a /dorsal,,, lenis/ with the opposition between the features 

/occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ being suspend: ed in the overall, 

system. The same would have had to be applied to its 

/fortis/ counterpart, i. e. /k/. The only logically 
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consistent and adequate way to solve and represent this 

problem in the tables is to locate each of the two phonemes 

in question in-the middle, between two diagonal dotted lines 

and two diagonal solid lines (as we have done in. the above 

tables) where the diagonal dotted lines refer to the system 

applicable to those speakers who distinguish between /g/ and 
/k/ on the one, -hand, and /x/-on-the other, and the two 

diagonal solid lines signify the system applicable to those 

who do not maintain such a distinction. It should be noted 

also that the two vertical dotted lines in each table refer 

to the potential systemic suspension of opposition between 

the two features in the /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ 

correlation with respect, to the /g/ and /k/, (see the 

discussion above). 

The /hissing/ and /hushing/ elements manifest a certain 

resemblence to the /dorsal, fricative/,, phoneme /x/, in the 

sense that each of the four /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes 

constitutes an n-tuple which results from, the, multiplication 

of two features belonging to two dimensions. Jn the case 

of the two /hissing/ phonemes, they may be. identified as 

resulting from the cartesian multiplication of the feature 

/hissing/ (in its capacity as a member-feature in Set 1 on 

the first basic dimension) with either of the two features 

in the /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ correlation (as constituent 

features in Set 2 occupying two-thirds of the second basic 

dimension). Logically speaking, the elements which result 

from such multiplications can be said to belong only to the 

basic first and second dimensions, but never to the third 
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dimension. 

The above argument Also holds true for the /hushing/ 

phonemes'. in that they too belong only to the first dimension, 

via the feature /hushing/, and to the second dimension by way 

of the /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ correlation, but never to the 

third dimension since none of the features on that dimension 

are relevant for the identification of the /hushing/ elements. 

As we are interested in achieving a high degree of 
consistency and clarity, it should be pointed out in this 

context that the argument concerning the logical assignment 

of the /hissing/ and /hushing/ elements to the first and 

second basic dimensions, apply only to the matrix in Figure 

9b, but not to the matrix in Figure ga, as in the latter case 
the problem does not arise. In Figure 9a, the four phonemes 
/z, S, have been established on the convergent lines of 

two dimensions only, i. e. /hissing/ vs. /hushing/ on the one 

hand, and /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ on the other, where their 

relationship with the system is being terminated at that 

point. Consequently, there is logically no possibility of 

developing the argument beyond that limit, because none of 
the features on the third basic dimensioja is functionally 

relevant for the identification of the /hushing/ elements. 

This in fact follows logically from the distinctive-feature-, 

analysis we have performed earlier. 

The reason why these issues persistently demand 

explanation, is due to the limitations and shortcomings 
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inherent in the cartesian method of representing relations 

in general. This will be dealt with in a following section. 

Finally, it is obvious from the two Figures in ga and 9b, 

as well as from the preceding operation of analysing phonemes 

into distinctive features, that each of the following three 

phonemes /m, n, q/ is the product of the intersection of 

two features belonging to three dimensions. It has been 

shown that the feature /nasal/ non-arbitrarily participates 

in, the oppositional activities of Set 2 as well as Set 3 

and-, therefore it should be logically located on both 

dimensions. 

By comparing the two versions of our proposed cartesian 

table with Figure 5. we notice that while the feature /nasal/ 

has been logically established on sections of the second, and 

third dimensions in our proposed solution, the same feature 

in Figure 5 misleadingly invokes the impression of belonging 

to, -the same dimensions. The truth is that it does not, on- 

the assumption that the feature /nasal/ in Figure 5 has-been 

established as a member-feature in the /occlusive/-/fricative/- 

/nasal/ correlation, but definitel it has not been 

established as a term in the /voiced/-/unvoiced/ dichotomyt' 

(see Mulder, 1978, and M. Joos, 1969). Consequently, the 

box which accommodates the feature /nasal/ in Figure 5 should 

logically be divided into two boxes, where the feature /nasal/ 

occupies the upper box which corresponds to the secondý 

dimension, and the lower box which corresponds to the, third 
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dimension'should be left empty'. This discrepancy between 

the'ýtwo matrices can be represented in the following way: - 

Occlusive Fricative Nasal 

V. I Unv]. V. I Unv. 

(Dimensions 2 and 3 in 

Figure 

Supplementary Schemes 

Lenis Fortis 
I 

N l 
Occl. Fric. Occl. 1 Fric. 

asa 

(Dimensions 2 and 3 in 

Figures 9a and 9b) 

Since the purpose of establishing cartesian matrices is 

the mapping of all sub-systems into an overall comprehensive 

system by means of summing up all the permissible phonematic 

relations and the proportionality in the relationships 

holding between features/phonemes with other features/phonemes, 

the matrix in this sense can be considered as an appropriate 

device for quick reference and information. Nevertheless, 

due to the discrepancy in a cartesian matrix be tween its 

"two-dimensional" structure which is supposed to account for 

a "three-dimensional" system, this type of contruction does 

not render itself easily for inspection to see whether it has 

(or has not) complied with the conditions laid down by the 

functional principle and the "two-in-a-column-two-in-a-row'I 

requirement. It is therefore necessary to supplement a 

cartesian-type matrix by-an actual three-dimensional 

construction to ensure that these requirements have been met. 

As. we have been dealing with two versions of a proposed 

cartesian table in 9a and 9b, it follows that we require two 
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three-dimensionally, constructed tables. -rather than one. 

These,, tables can be represented in the following way: -, 

Lenis Fortis 

Hiss. 
Hush. 

Lab. 

Ap. 

Dors. :9 

Occl. Fric. Fric. Occl. Nasal 

Lenis Fortis 

(Figure 10a) 

Lab. 

Ap. 

I Dors. 

Hiss. 
Hush. 

N i- Ne l) 

ý, Lenis Fortis 

occl. Fric. Fric. Occl. Nasal 

Lenis Fortis 

(Figure 10b) 
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With reference to the unavoidable presence of gaps 
(represented by empty boxes) in most cartesian matrices 

hitherto established and discussed, it is important to, point 

out that the phenomenonof gaps in a phonematic system-does 

not refer to the richness or poverty of the system concerned, 

nor to any possible deviation or misapplication of the A. F. 

criteria-in the analysis into distinctive features, but rather 

to-the arbitrary nature of-language itself, and to the 

shortcomings and inappropriateness (see Lists 3 andý4) of 

the cartesian-method, of representation, which force us on 

certain occasions to'discuss matters-of relatively very 

little significance. We have seen instances of such nature 

in the case, of the /dorsal, fricative/ phoneme /x/, as well as 

in the case of the /hissing/ and /hushing/ elements. 

On the basis of the above, we categorically disagree with 

the_numerous attempts which try to interpret the presence 

of "gaps" in phonematic lattices/matrices otherwise-, 

One such attempt is represented by K. L. McCalla. (1983) who 

explored the possibility of setting up convincing 

justification for the presence of "gaps" In. -phonological 

systems. MaCalla claims that: - 

'Gaps in a phonological system should fulfil, the 

following requirements: - 

(a) they should represent phonemes which, if they 

appeared in the system, would not be 

structurally unstable; and 

(b) where possible, they should reflect the 
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dynamic reality of the system by representing 

III. phonemes which occurred at a previous stage 

in the language or which may reasonably 

be expected to come into the system in the 

future. (p. 62) 

We shall not, for the time being, concentrate, on discussing 

and refuting all the points that have been launched-in 

MaCalla's postulation; instead, we would like to draw the 

reader's'attention to two questionable issues, namely: - -- 

1) the author's loose use of the term "system". and 

2) his subsequent failure to distinguish between "gaps" 

in "phonematic matrices" and "gaps" in 

"paradigmatic" sub-systems. 

While MaCalla's use of the term nsystem" may be interpreted 

to. signify many different linguistic phenomena, i. e. it may 

refer to a "paradigmatic" (sub-)system, a "phonematic" system, 

a "communicative" s stem; etc., his conception of the notion y9 

"gaps" is not free from ambiguity. Functionally speaking, the 

presence of "gaps" in "phonematic matrices" 'is primarily-due 

to the inadequacies of the-method of representation, ''and the 

presence of "gaps" in "paradigmatic" sub-systems reflect the 

natural arbitrary construction of semiotic systems.. 

Furthermore, besides the A. P. point of view concerning the 

"closedness" of phoneme-inventories the linguist establishes 

for any one language (PART I, -Chapter 2), prominent authorities 

in linguistics, such as Saussure (1974), Martinet (1955 et'al), 
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Robins '(1971) , to mention but af ew, have propagated 

similar ideas., Consequentlyt attempting (as MeCalla has 

done) to set up provisions for an earlier or future possible 

occurrence of certain elements in a phonological system is 

incompatible with the functionalist creed and tradition. 

As the task of the A. F. linguist (and possibly of other 

functionalists) is to. establish "language" at a certain 

specific point in time, only synchronic conditions should 

be allowed to be included in the description. This 

unequivocally excludes all, albeit in themselves significantv 

diachronic facts from exerting any pressure on the synchronic 

analysis-Of a-'specific section of a language, * as these 

historical facts are normally dealt with under the different 

discipline of "historical linguistics". 

The-ramifications of this distinction between*the 

! Isynchronic" and the "diachronic" studies of a certain 

language allow us to re-state that the presence'of-! Igapoll in 

the S. E. consonant phonematic system, for instance, is, 

primarily due to the "arbitrary" nature of the language in 

question which does not make use, at this specific epoch of 

its history, of any extra element or elements outside those 

which have been established in the inventory, and secondly, 

to theAnappropriateness of the method of representation 

and classification which-is liable to leave the "gaps" clearly 

visible and recognizable. 

Therefore, the presence of "gaps" in the phonematic system 

is of an entirely different nature from the "gaps" we 
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encounter in the paradigmatic sub-systems (see lists 1 and 2). 

as in, the latter case we are dealing with potential instances 

of phonotagms as distinct from attested instances of chains, 
(see PART I. Chapter 7). While the phonemes in a phoneme- 
inventory we establish for any one language form a small, 

closed and limited set (see PART I, Chapter 2), the number 

of paradigms that can be established in the same language is 

extremely large and virtually non-enumerable, though not 

unlimited. 

Supplementary Schemes (2): '- 

As cartesian matrices sometimes fall short of lending us 

the means of testing the relevance of the distinctive features 

with respect to the phonemes they account for, as well as the 

validity of our feature analysis, it is necessary to supplement 

our two versions of the cartesian matrix in ga and qb by two 

Jakobsonian-type schemes. In the following tables, the 

phonemes have been arranged in rows and the features have 

been listed in coliimns. Each intersection between the two 

dimensions is marked by a "+", a "-", or a 11011; where the 

"plus" stands for the positive functional feature that a 

phoneme has, the "minus" refers to the opposition the feature 

in question participates in, and the "zero" symbolizes the 

absence of any potential opposition. Furthermore, the value 

of any item marked by a "+11 in any one section of a dimension 

is determined by the number and place of the items marked by 

a 11-" in the proper section of that dimension. 
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Theltwo Jakobsonian-type matrices for the S. E. consonant 

phonemes in ga and 9b can be constructed in the following 

way:. - 

b p v f m d t ý o n g k x U z s h 

Lab - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

1 

0 0 

1 

Apic. 
-- 

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 
Dors. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 
Hiss. - - - - 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 + + 0 0 
Hush. - - - - 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 - - + + 0 0 

Lenis + - + - - + - + - - + - - - + - + - 0 0 
Fortis - + - + - - + - + - - + - - - + - + 0 0 

*o000 .116; 

Nasal 
-0 -4. 

- 

oa- 

- 

*ooe 

-- 

**0a 

-- 
** 

- 

000o .00 

--- 

o0ooo1 

--- 

00o*o 

-0 
0o 

0 
.1a04 

00 0 0 

occl. + + + + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pric. - - + + - - - + + - - - + - 0 0 0 

- 
0 

--- A 
0 0 

I 

L-ness 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 

H-ness 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 

(Supplement scheme to Figure 9a) 

(Figure 11a) 
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b p. v f m' d t ;ý '9 n g k x 5 z s I 9 l h 

Lab. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 
Apia. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 
Dors. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 
Hiss. - - - - 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 + + - - 0 0 
Hush. 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 - - + + 0 0 

Lenis + + -* - + - + - - + - - - + - + - 

1 

0 0 
Fortis + - + + - + - - + - - - + - + 0 0 

Nasal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0000000a00000000 0000000000 000*0&00000 

Occl. ý + + - - - + + - - - + + - - + + + + 0 01 
Fria. - - + + - - - + + - - - + - + + + + 

i 
0 0 

f 
L-ness 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 01 

H-ness 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 

(Supplement scheme to Figure 9b) 

(Figure l1b) 

(Compare the findings of the above two supplementary 

schemes with the findings of the Jakobsonian-type 

scheme in Figure 8). 

The convention of using "solid" lines in the chart is 

intended to separate the three compartments which correspond 

to the three dimensions we have established in Figures 9a and 

9b. The combination of "solid" and "dotted" lines has 

the dual function of distinguishing between Set 2 and Set 3. 

and functionally- aligning the feature /nasal/ with both Sets 

in question on both dimensions. The "double solid" lines 

actually isolate the "unclassified" phonemes from the 
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classified ones in the system. Besides, we should note 

that any 11+11 which is not offset by a 11-" (or vice versa) 

on a specific section of a dimension amounts to nullifying 

the identity and the distinctive function of the feature in 

question, with respect to the phoneme under consideration. 

The two "minuses" on the /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ section of the 

second dimension for the phoneme /x/ in both versionsq for 

instance, or the two "pluses" on the /occlusive/ vs. 

/fricative/ section of the third dimension for each of the 

/hissing/ and /hushing/ elements in Figure 9b, can be avoided 

by stipulating the convention of ignoring any "plus" which is 

not counterbalanced by at least one "minus" (or vice, versa) 

in the appropriate section of the dimension. 

Hyper-Features and Hyper-Phonemes: _23 

In this specific section, we shall be dealing with yet, 

another important side-issue which results from the application 

of cartesian matrices for the classification of the phonemes 

of any one language. 

It has been noticed that neither the opposition /lenis/ vs. 
/fortis/, nor the opposition /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/, 

can be shown to be functional with respect to the /nasal/ 

phonemes /m, n, ý/, on the grounds that it is not possible 

to distinguish, within the /nasal/ Set, between what can be 

classified as (or analysed into) a /lenis/ or /occlusive/ 

/nasal/ as, opposed to what can be termed as its /fortis/ or 

/fricative/ counterpart. To put it differently, the three 
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/nasal/ phonemes in S. E. are uniquely indifferent with respect 

to these two dichotomies. This sui Reneris nature of the 

three /nasal/ phonemes and the peculiar position they occupy 

in the system ofthe S. E. consonant phonemes can be 

represented as: - 

Lenis 

Occlusive 

Fortis 

Fricative 

The /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes in the system under 

consideration, i. e. /z. sl and /1,9/, respectively, also 

display a tendency of indifference, though of a different 

type, towards the /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ dichotomy. 

It has been shown earlier that the dichotomy in question can 

never be utilized to distinguish within, each of the /hissing/ 

and the /hushing/ categories between what can be identified 

as a distinctively attested n-tuple such as /hissing. --. - 

fricative/ as opposed to another which can be called a ý, 
/hissing, occlusive/, or between a /hushing, fricative/ as 

different from a /hushing, occlusive/. As a result, the 

opposition /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ is suspended (in 

Figures 9b and llb) with reference to the /hissing/ and 

/hushing/ phonemes in the system of S. E. consonants. 

However, the /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes are always 

represented by a [fricative] realization; (fricativenes 3 s 

being a typically concomitant phonetic property of the 
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features /hissing/ and /hushing/. 

It 'should be pointed out in this context that the above 

argument does not apply to the same correlation in Figures 

9a and lla'since it does not play any role with'respect'to 
the /hissing/ and /hushing/ elements, i. e. it is a neutral 

correlation, 'but not neutralized. 

Moreover, it has been shown (Set 3) that the dichotomy 

/Jenis/ vs. /fortis/ can, in fact, differentiate between 

correlated pairs of /fricative/ phonemes, /v/ vs. /f/, etc. 

It remains to be said that in the case of the /dorsal, 

fricatiVe/ phoneme /x/. the opposition /lenis/ vs. ' /fortis/ 

is suspended. This suspension of opposition between the 

memb-er-: features in the /lenis/ vs. /fortis/ dichotomy with 

respect to the phoneme /x/ in the overall system of the 

consonant'phonemes of S. E. (Figures ga, 9b, lla and llb) 

results in assigning the term "hyper-featurell to the suspended 

opposition between the two features, i. e. "hyper-feature" 

/lenis/fortis/. This is due to the fact that'the feature 

/nasal/ still has a distinctive role to play in the 

"dimension" in question, i. e. it accounts for the distinctive- 

ne'ss of the phoneme Had this distinctive capability 

of the feature /nasal/ been irrelevant in the "dimension" 

under consideration, we should have had to establish four 

"hyper-phonemes", i. e. /z, s, ý, ý/v- in Figures 9b and-11b 

since in each case the distinctiveness of a whole 
"dimension" has been "neutralized", i. e. rather than "+ 
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in the /lenis-fortis-nasal/ dimension, as in the case of /x/. 

we here have 110 0 Oll in the /occlusive-fricative-nasal/ I 

dimension. 

It is worth pointing out in this context that, though the 

two notions of "hyper-featurell and "hyper-phonemell were 

first introduced by Mulder in 1978, they have so far not 

been incorporated in any version of the official "Postulates 

for A. F. ". In the 1978 account, Mulder refers to these two 

notions in a casual manner without properly explaining*or 

discussing the differences between them. 'Furthermore, he 

establishes the "hyper-phoneme" /x/ (for S. E. ) which, 

according to him, "can be maid to represent /dorsal, fricativev 

voiced/ as much as it represents /dorsal, fricative, unvoiced/". 

Despite the contradiction between his established phoneme- ' 

table for S. E. (Pigure 5) and his discussion of the dimensions 

applicable to S. E., the above solution seems to be entirely 

justified on the grounds that the /voiced/ vs. /unvoiced/ 

correlation forms-by itself a complete and-separate dimension 

with no relationship whatsoever with the feature /nasal/. 

However, such a solution can neither be considered adequate 

nor consistent with reference to the phoneme-tables we have 

established so far, whereby, the feature /nasal/ has been 

established as the overlapping area between'dimension 2 and 

dimension 3. In other words, though the correlations 

/lenis/ vs. /fortis/ and /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ form 

integral parts of the 2nd and 3rd dimensionsg neither of 

them constitutes a separate dimension by itself and in its 

own right since the feature /nasal/ is reckoned to be the 
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third relevant feature in both dimensions, i. e. an overiap. 

Consequently, the "hyper-phoneme" /x/ can not be systematically 

and consistently established in any'of the proposed systems we 

have established up to now. 

In order to make the theoretical notions of "hyper-feature" 

and "hyper-phoneme" more ostensible, we lay down*the following 

two. specific guidelines: - 

1- Whenever the distinctiveness of's, whole dimension 

is suspended, the result is a "hyper-phoneme". 

2- Whenever the distinctiveness of only part of a 

dimension is suspended, the result is a "hyper- 

,- leature". 

Consequently, in the absence of corresponding /hissing, nasal/ 

or /hushing, nasal/ phonemes in the system under consideration, 

the four /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes /z, s, 1, A/ can be 

said to constitute "hyper-phonemes" for which the distinctive 

potential'of the /occlusive-fricative-nasal/ dimension is 

totally suspended. 

Furthermore, since the requirement for the establishment of 

"hyper-features" is the suspension of part of a dimension, the 

following "hyper-feature" can be said to have been established: - 

"Hyper-feature" /lenis/fortis/ with reference to 

the /dorsal, fricative/ phoneme /x/ in all our Figures. 

However, the case in respect to the /nasal/ phonemesýis 
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e: 4tirely different. Though the /nasal/ elements have been 

shown to demonstrate total indifference towards the /1 . enis/ vs. 

/fortis/ and the /occlusive/ vs. /fricative/ correlations, the 

establishment of two hyper-features /lenis/fortis/ and 

/occlusive/fricative/ can not be logically justified, on the 

basis that the two correlations in question are not built on 

the feature /nasal/. In othir words, there is no potential 

distinction to suspen Furthermore, the relationship that 

holds between the member-features in the two correlations on 

the one hand, and the feature /nasal/ on the other, is that of 

mutual exclusivity. Consequently, the features in question 

can only be logically considered redundant throughout the 

system not. suspended in a part of it. 

Finally, the reader should be warned against confusing the 

two notions of "hyper-phoneme" and "hypher-feature" with the 

notion of "archiphoneme". (c. f. Chapter 6 of PART I). For, 

despite the fact that in both cases we are-dealing with-the 

phenomenon of "neutralization", it should be made clear, that. 

"neutralization" in phonematic contexts leads. to "hyper 

phonemes" and "hyper-features" and "neutralization" in 

phonotactic contexts leads to "archiphonemes". 

Alternative Proposal "2": - 

Having scrutinized and discussed the advantages and 

disadvantages of Cartesian matrices and other relevant issues, 

we have finally arrived at the point where the discussion-and 

establishment of a second potential constructional alternative- 

solution to the problem (an alternative alluded to earlier) 
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has become imminent. The shape.. of this proposed constructiong 

which, conforms, in every respect to. the consistent and 

adequate conclusions of a logically conducted analysivand 

argument, bears resemblance to the skeletal relational pattern 

which we have called a "lattice" in Figure 2. 

. 
1n, order to. make the construction of our proposed complex 

design feasible, we have based ourselves throughout on the- 

manipulation of certain theoretical tenets borrowed from, other 

scientific, disciplines. We can specifically mention in this 

context: The. mathematical form of algebraic structures, the 

scientific-conception of the notions "molecule" and "atom". 

and-the, conception of "attraction: repulsion" from astronomy 

(which is,,, approximately analogous to our previously established 

typeslof relationship between the members of the established 

dimensions, i. e. the "compatibility: exclusiot" relationship). 

XXXXX 

According to Sleigh Hecht and Eugene Rabinovitch's"(1955) 

conception of the notion "molecule" and its definition in th'e" 

Collins EMlish Dictionary (1979), each chemical "molecule" I is" 

viewed as a compound of at least two or more atoms, 'and each 

OaAomý is generally conceived as consisting of "protons". 

"neutrons" and "electrons". To maintain the identity and 
24 

unity of the molecule and its neutrality . the number of the 

"electrons" in the molecule must always be equal to the number 

of the "protons". As such, the distinguishing characteristic 

of any molecular element does not only depend on the'number 

of the "protons" (positive values) it contains, but also on the 
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number'of'the "electrons" (negative values) and the number of 

"neutrons" (neutral values) which necessarily coexist 

alongside'the "protons" within, any one specific molecular 

element. ' 

Similarly, though the "positive values" of any one 

linguistic element, i. e. a phoneme or a distinctive'feature, 

constitute necessary prerequisites for the identification of 

that particular linguistic element, the mere theoretical fact 

that the linguistic element in question belongs to an overall 

inventory containing other linguistic elements renders the 

"positive values" insufficient for the global relational and 

differential value of any one linguistic element from all the 

other linguistic elements in the system. For, in addition to 

its npositive values" (represented by npluses"), a linguistic 

element is potentially capable. 6f acquiring "negative valuesn- 

(represented by nminuses") and "redundant values" (represented 

by "zeros"). The total number of these "positive",, "negative" 

and "redundant" values in a linguistic element, say a'"phoneme" 

for instance, should be equal to the number of the "distinctive 

features"'(see further below) in the inventory we establish 

for, any, one specific language. 

Since each single "phonematic element" belongs to a' 

phonematic system, its global systemic value can only be- '-, 

determined with reference to the overall phonematic systemý 

(which is supposed to'contain all the phonematic elements'of 

any one language). It is then, and only then, that, the overall 

systemic constructional and differential value of any one , 
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specific phonematio, element can be established and recognized. 

In this sense,, the overall set of "phonematic features" of any 

one language can be envisaged as forming a set of system-bound 

satellites periodically revolving round other "phonematic 

elements" (of different type) situated in the middle. By 

applying the dichotomous concept of "attraction: repulsioii"v we 

can demonstrate that while some of these revolving "phonematic 

features"-tend-to move by the force of "attraction" towards the 

element occupying the centre, other "phonematic features" are 

noticed not to be fully attracted to the centre (by the force 

, ýof repulsion) but are distributed unevenly at different 

distances from it. This may be attributed to either of the 

following two factors, or to both of them: - 

1- It may well be that the central pulling force of 

gravitation is not strong enough (at times it may 

be very weak indeed) to exert sufficient attractive 

force to pull these elements to the centre.. 

2- The resisting repulsive force of the satellites is 

sufficiently strong to resist'any-kind of pressure 

from the central mass. 

In consequence, the relevance of each of these revolving 

"phonematic" satellites to the central body is bound to vary 

and differ. In the interest of clarifying our contention, we 

, -shall set up a "phonematic lattice" for the purposes of slimming 

up-the different types of relationship (and values) which are 

attested to hold between the phoneme /b/ in S. E., for instance, 

and the members of the overall functional set of distinctive 

.. 
features which has been specifically established for the 

language under consideration : Ln-previous discussions in this 
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Chapter..., The "phonematic lattice" for such a complex network 

of. relationships can be constructed in the following manner: - 

Dorsal 
Apical Hissing 

Labial Hushing 

ool 

01*1 

h-ness Lenis 

ole 

. 01 

ricative Fortis 

Occlusive Nasal 
1-ness 

(Figure 12) 
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This reciprocal relationship between any of the revolving 

"features" on the. one hand,, and the phoneme /b/ on the other, is 

marked by one of three different types of line; whereby, the 

solid line " 11 should be understood to mean "positively 

relevant to ... ", 'th6 dotted line 11 ..... " means "negatively 

relevant to ... 11, and the zigzagged line should be read 

as "redundant with respect to ... 11 or "irrelevant to 

Purthermore, the thick-lined circles in the "lattice" refer to 

the unclassified features as members of the overall set of 

didtinctive features, not as forming proper dimensions, or 

members of proper dimensions. 

However, it should be pointed out that though Figure 12 is 

capable of indicating all the relational and Bystemic, values 

which are necessary and sufficient for the global, systemic 

distinction of /b/, it does not, visually speaking, take care 

of displaying clearly the varying degrees of feature relevance 

with respect to the central mass /b/ other than by means of 

the connecting lines. Alternatively, if we are allowed to 

borrow some conventional techniques from. astronomy to 

establish our hierarchy of feature relevance, we can arrive 

at the following space-like chart which, can be deemed more 

adequate than Figure 12 because it takes into consideration 

-the varying degrees of feature relevance. This chart (which 

mayýbe, identified either as the "phonematic lattice of /b/11 

or as the "gravitation field of /b/") can be set up in the 

following way: - 
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Apical Dorsal 
0. 

Labial 

Fricativ 
Hissing 

/b/ 
Lenis Occlusi 

1-ness 

h-ness 

Nasal 
Hushing 

Fortis 

(Figure 13) 

The only representational difference which distinguishes 

this chart from Figure'12 is that the connecting lines--in the" 

latter Figure has been substituted for large "solid". "dotted" 

and "zigzagged" circles indicating the values of the features 

in-question, as well as the degree of their relevance (in'terms 

of distance) with respect'to the central element. The" 

meanings that we attach to these large circles are exactly 

analogous to those we have attached to the lines in Figure'12. 
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W 
Consequently, -the global, value of /b/ with reference to the 

overall systemic sets, of distinctive features can be inferred 

(from both-Figures) and expressed in terms of-"pluses". 

"minuses" and "zeros"tin"the-following way: - 

=,, /+ý-labialq + lenis, + occlusive/ 
/- apical, - dorsal, - hissing, - hushing, - fortis, 

- nasal, - fricative/ 

/0 1-nesag 0 h-ness/ 

In view of these conclusions, we should remark that the 

similarities between a "chemical molecule" and a "linguistic 

molecule" can no more be sustained, on the grounds'that'unlike 

the numerical equivalence between the "protons" and the, 

"neutrons" in the structure of a chemical molecule, the`-, 

numberýof the "positive" and "negative" values in-any, one 

linguistic molecule are not expected to be equivalent. 

The only requirement that we ask of such an approach is that 

the total number of values in a phonematic element should be 

equivalent to the total number of the periodically revolving 

phonematic elements in the "lattice". 

However, the reverBe of the argument (above) concerning the 

establishment of the global systemic value of /b/ is equally 

sound with respect to the multiple relationship holding 

between-one distinctive feature and the individual'members of 

the overall set of phonemes of S. E. -In this sense, any 

linguistic phonematic feature per se is potentially capable 

of possessing at least two of the aforementioned three values, 
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on condition that one of these values should always be 

"positive"; this is exactly the case with respect to the 

unclassified features and phonemes. In consequence, the 

overall systemic value of the feature /hissing/9 for instanceg 

can be inferred from the following "phonematic lattice" or 

"field of gravitation". Thus, we have: - 

(Figure 14) 

Alternatively, the "lattice" above can be reconstructed to 

indicate the varying degrees of relevance of the feature in 

question with reference to each of the individual members of 

the overall set of the S. E. consonant phonemes. Hence, we 
. 

can have: - 
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m 

Hissing 

.0 

(Figure 15) 

In order to make the construction of our second alternative 

proposition for the classification of all the consonant 

phonemes of S. E. ostensibly feasible, we have reconciled and 

incorporated into our structure, a number of factors and 

conventions, among these we can specifically refer to: The 

"re-adjusted mathematical form of algebraic otructurest, 
25, the 
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definition of the notion "dimension". and the "numerical 

results of the functional distinctive-feature., analysis". 
The unique blend of these contributing factors will provide us 

with the means for the establishment of a self-contained 

multi-dimensional construction, whose potentiality and 

appropriateness are bound to render any recourse to 

geometrically solid prisms and Jakobsonian-type schemes 

totally redundant and unnecessary, I on the grounds that, 
Ithe 

proposed "structure" potentially embraces all the positive 

, virtues of both classificatory devices and avoids their - 

pitfalls. 

To distinguish this type of construction from all Other 

types of classificatory device established and discussed-in 

earlier sections, we shall be identifying it, most. --. - 
appropriately, by'the technical term "phonematic lattice". 

In order to avoid any repetition, we stipulate., that,, the 

constructional conventions we attach to this "phonematic 

lattice" are characteristically analogous to those. we have 

established earlier with respect to the pattern in Figure 2, 

except that in the subsequent "phonematic lattice" the stress 

has been equally maintained between the phonemes and their 

distinctive features. 

The following therefore is the "phonematic lattice" for 

the S. E. consonant phonemes and their distinctive features: - 
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m 

.. 4 Hý- 

00-% 

H 

(1) 

rI 

9: 

%-. 0 
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The validity and-appropriateness of the above representational 

"phonematic lattice" lies in its ability to comply with all the 

requirements and recommendations laid down earlier in Lists 

3ýand 4i and to'-avoid all'the shortcomings and inconveniences 

of Cartesian matrices alluded to and discussed in previous 

sections., I 

-I In order to satisfy'the minimum requirement of the functional 

principl'e, we stipulate that there should be, at least two lines 

connecting each and every "atomic feature" in the lattice with 

at least-two'"phonematic-molecular elements". The converse of 

this requirement also holds, in that no "phonematic molecule" 

can consistently-be said to belong to the "phonematic lattice" 

unless'there are'at least two lines connecting it with at least 

two, "atomic features". This quantitively and qualitatively 

blocks the candidature of the "phonematic molecules" /h/ and /l/ 

(and their"atomic*features) from being directly incorporated in 

the "phonematic lattice". (see earlier discussion). As these 

unanalySable phonematic elements belong to"the same overall 

inventory, but not to the "phonematic lattice" proper. -we have 

chosen to-situate these elements on the periphery of the-system. 

This''i's'unavoidable since atomic items of such nature which are 

connected to at least one common molecular element belong to 

different dimensions. They are listed in the inventory, but 

not connected with the body of the lattice itself. 

While by convention the "solid lines" in the "lattice" 

directly refer to the "positive valuesn the phonematic 
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elements are capable of possessing, -theý"broken lines" and 

"broken-circle"Andicate the marginal status of the "phonematic 

molecular element" and the "atomic feature" in question, (see 

Figure 2 and, its related conventions). 

In view, of the, foregoing, we are of the opinion that, the 

proposed. "phonematic lattice", in Figure 16 is,, the most 

consistent, adequate, and simple of the classificatory devices 

that have been-discussed in this Chapter. However, those who 

are doubtful of such a claim are referred back to the. argument 

for and against the Cartesian method of representation. 

On the basis of the findings of the above argument, we 

believe that this-new type of representation supplants all 

other representational devices hitherto discussed. 

The "ExtendedPhonematic Lattice": - 

It has been pointed out earlier in List 4 that a matrix 

which displays a potentiality for incorporating and accounting 

for the sub-system of the archiphonemes in the same system, 

alongside the phonemes, is systematically more exhaustive and 

therefore more adequate, and representationally simpler than 

the matrix which does not. 

Hence, the following construction is an extended version of 

the proposed "phonematic lattice" in Figure 16. This 

"extended" version is capable of demonstrating how the 

archiphonemes can very easily be accommodated in the "lattice" 
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without causing any inconvenience to the system as a whole. 

In order to guarantee a correct, reading of the "extended 

phonematic lattice", we need to explain and clarify two 

representational conventions, firstly, the special type of 

triangle which accommodates archiphoneme INI has only been 

used to display in a clear-cut manner the positive link 

between, phoneme /n/ and the feature /nasal/, and secondly, 

it should always be remembered that the "heads" of the 

triangles always point out towards the neutralized featuresq 

and their "bases" refer to the relevant non-neutralized 

features. 
. 
(See the discussion and establishment of the 

consonant archiphonemes of S. E. in Chapter 2 of this PART). 

The proposed "extended" version of the "lattice" in Figure 16 

can be constructed in the following manner: - 
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-, Notes to. Chapter 1. 

"Distinctive function" for "set of commiitationý in which 
3 a semiotic entity may partake". Def. `7ýa 

2- "Commutation" for "alternation between semiotic entities 

(or lIzerol"and semiotic entities) in functional opposition 

as immediate constituents, in a given context". Def. 7a 3 

It should be remarked that it was - 
Saussure who first 

drew'the attention'of his contemporaries and successors to 

the'important'fact'that "language is a', s'ystem of oppositions". 

Though'the Prague'School'linguists sjýd'the Glossematicians 

have adopted and contributed towards the development of 

Saussure's notion of "opposition". we still notice that the 

notions, of "opposition" and "contrast" are used 

interchangeably-tOý-refer to one phenomenon only, rather"than' 

two. , Since both notions operate within the domain of a 

distributional unit', '-an Axiomatic'Functionalist always 

distinguishes between-"oPposition" as a paradigmatic 

operation, 'and-Ilcontrast" as a syntagmatic'operation. '- 

The reader, is referred'to Mulder's Sets and Relations and 

"Postulates for A. F. ". 

A normal strict application of'the "one minimal, pair" 

criterion in isolation, for instance, will infallibly, 

though tentativelyg, demonstrate and establish the 

functiOnality, -with respect to communication, and the 

separate identity of the "glottal Stop" E73 in S. E., e. g. 
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/god/ "God" vs. /go? / "got". 

or /bigr/ "bigger" vs. /bi? r/ "bitter". etc. 

It is only by means of the outlined interpretation, oV,, the, - 

concept of the "one minimal pair,, requirement that, we can 

impede-the establishment of the "glottal'stop" in S. E. as'-, 

a", separate phonemeý 

"Paradigm" for "set of entities in functional opposition in 

,a given context, within a chain". Def. 7ý1; see also the 

definition of "distributional unit"'in PART I. Chapter-4, -ý 

as well as the definition of, the notion "position class" in 

Mulder, 1968. 

5- In-view, of"the unavoidable presence of, -"gaps"-(represented 

by-r"blanks") in the eight paradigms. "we can iterate Hervey's 

(1978) statement that: - 

-Though"'(accidental gaps) are the result of-a 

', , discrepancy whereby certain phonological forms simply 

do not haDpe to be used (in whole or in part) as 

forlas of allomorphs of signa, (they) are nontheless 

regarded as phonologically "well-formed": potential 

-forms", ' (my italics). In other words, this 

phenomenon is of an entirely accidental nature. 

"J. W. P. Mulder, "From Sound to Denotation" and "On the Art 

of Definition, the Double Articulation of Language, and 

Some of the Consequences". 

4 
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See -the definition of the concept "upper limit" in footnote 

28 of Chapter 3 of this PART. 

8- For-lack of time and space, it is temporarily sufficient for 

- the purpose of this work to note that Martinet's (1962), 

Gimson's (1978). Gleason's (1969), Cohen's (1965), -Postal's 
(1968). - and to aýcertain extent McCalla's (1983), etc. 

proposed sets of phonemic features for the classification 

of S. E. consonant phonemes are phonemically inadequate and 

conceal, not only a substantial degree of redundancy and 

unfunctionality, but also a direct and excessive isomorphism 

with the actual phonetically determined sound qualities. 

A grave ontological error which not only threatens to erase 

the boarders between two fundamentally different domains of 

study (see PART. I, Chapter 4). but which-is bound to 

relegate "phonology" to an inferior dependant position. 

1 
The reason why-the member-features in Set 1 can not be said 

toýrefer to the so-called "points of articulation" is 

attributed to the presence of the two features /hissing/ and 

ý /hushing/ in the same Set. It is. true that these two 

features appear to refer, to "manner of articýlation" rather 

than to "points of articulation"; however, since the actual 

realization of the /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes does 

not only require a particular shape of the tongue (i. e. 

degree of grooving, and the "hissing" and "hushing" sounds 

associated with the grooving), but also a specific point of 

articulation lying (according to the International Phonetic 

Chart) along the front-back axis of the mouth in the 
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dental-alveolar area. It. would be, therefore. ' entirely absurd 

and inaccurate to consider the features /hissingtand /hushing/ 

as belonging solely to an "order" rather than to a "series". 
. 

Furthermore,, the phonetic realizational facts indicategIn an-, 

unambiguous way, that both "points" and "manner" of articulation 

are functionally included in the features /hissing/ and. /hushing/. 

Consequently, the traditional one-to-one correspondence between 

the member-features of Set 1 and the phonetic "points, of. 

articulation" does-not deserve to be maintained any further 

since reference to it is bound to lead to highly misleading 

conclusions. , An alternative solution would be to establish 

these Sets of features on dimensions which do not, claim, any 

reference either to "points" or to "manner" of articulation. - 

This is the reason behind the division of the overall distinctive- 

feature system of S. E. into Sets, whereby the relationship 

holding between the members of each Set is that of "mutual 

exclusion". in. the sense that the features in each Set do not 

manifest any potentiality for combination. Later in the 

Chapter, we shall venture to give an adequate definition to the 

term "dimension" which does not resort to "phonetics" as a, 

parameter for adequacy. It should also be-pointed out in this 

context that the term "dimension" is used by Mulder 
. 
ý1968 et al) 

but never defined. 

Each of these features can be looked at as a "class" in-respect 

to the elements it accounts for, i. e. the class of 
I/ labial/ element S3 , the class of L/apical/ elements)-, etc. 

In this sense, the two classes t/labialsj and L/apicalsj are 
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equivalent with reference to the number, of elements each of 

them accounts for. Neither of these two classes can be 

equated with any of the other classes, as class t/dorsal/I 

is one element short, and the two classes L/hissing/J and 
[/hushing/3 are three elements short, each. These clues, 

in conjunction with the subsequent ones, will undeniably 

be of vital import in constructing and proposing 

alternative classificatory methods for the tabulation of 

the consonant phonemes of S. E. 

11- The reader would have noticed that in the theory of A. F. 

the two terms "relevant" and "distinctive" are used 

interchangeably, to refer to the same notion with respect 

to communicative potential; in the sense that what is 

"relevant" is by necessity "distinctive", and what is 

"distinctive" is automatically "relevant". Against 

this-conception, we find an interesting, albeit, 

questionablev distinction between the two te, s-launched 

and propagated by the German linguist Herbert Filch (1964). 

"Relevant features", according to Pilch, generally typify 

one phoneme when compared with the rest of-the phonemes in 

the inventory of one and the same language, and "distinctive 

features" are the necessary minimum number of atomic 

elements that are capable of distinguishing-that, specific 

phoneme from all the other phonemes in the inventory, e. g. 

while the I'voicedness" in /m/,, from Pilch'SLpoint of viewt 

is a relevant feature but not distinctive, the feature-, 

"nasality" with respect to the same phoneme is a distinctive 
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feature but not a relevant one, -(see H. Pilch, 

Phoneritheorie Iv Bibliothecs, Phonetics. I (Basel) . 1964. 
-1 . 1. 

12- "Intrinsic, identity" of an element is "a function of the 

product of its distinctive functions, i. e. in the universe 

of discourse". In other words,, "the distinctive function 

of a term with regard to another term is logically the same 

as the product of that term and the negated other term", 

noting that "a product in contained in the sum of its terms" 

Cand in any of its tems), Mulder, 1968. 

13- While the feature /labial/ haB been demonstrated (by 

comm3tation) to be a relevant and functional feature of 

more than one phoneme, it is hard to envisage how the other 

linguists' (such as those mentioned in footnote 8) 

spectacular (phonological 1) feature "bilabial"'can be 

shown to have any distinctive function other than a phonetic 

one. ' Their proposed feature, which is unable to solely 

distinguish between /b/ or /p/ and any other separate 

molecular element in the inventory of English consonants, 

on the grounds that one of the elements is "labial" and the 

other is "bilabial", is logically considered redundant and, 

as such, "non-functional" in relation to /b/ and /p/, or 

to any other phoneme in that respect. The same argument 

and objections can be held against their other proposed 

featuresq'e. g. "labiodental". "alveolar". "frontal". 

"non-nasal". "oral". etc., which are recommended for the 

classification of the consonant phonemes of S. E. 
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14- Bertil Malmberg, Phonetics. 

L. F, 'Bros'nahan & B. Malmberg, Introduction to Phonetics. 

J. D. O'Connor, Phonetics. 

A. C. Gimson,,, An Introduction to the Pronunciation of Englisho 

H. A. Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics. 

Leonard Bloomfield, Language. 

K. L. Pike, Phonemics, A Technique For Reducing langua&es To 

Writing. 

D. Jones, The Pronunciation of EnGlish. 

P. M. Postal, Aspects of Phonological Theory. 

A. Cohen, The Phonemes Of English: A Phonemic Study Of The 

Vowels And Consonants Of Standard English. 

15- It is interesting to point out that Martinet, in a work 

which I do not recall, considers the correlation of tension 

"fortis: lenis", with reference to the S. E. consonant 

phonemes, untenable, on the grounds that in a(n absurd) 

situation like "shouting" the realization of the "lenis" 

phoneme'/b/ approximates the realization of its "fortis" 

counterpart. A point of view which does not find support 

from other quarters in the field of functional linguistics. 

However, if what Martinet proposes is true, then it is 

equally correct to say that the realization of the 

"voiceless" phoneme /p/ in a similar situation is always 

"voiced" rather than "voiceless"* Furthermore, in the 

case of "whispering". the distinction between /b/ and /p/ 

is normally blurred. 

16- See Mulder's (1968, p. 109) objections against the 
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establishment of the feature "non-nasal" with respect to 

the consonant phonemes of S. E. 

17-.. The reader is referred to Paul Rastall's (1983) work for 

his Ph. D. degree in Linguistics. In his work, Rastall 

has obtained conclusions relatively analogous to our own. 

18- To the best knowledge of the author, it was R. Jakobson 

who first-introducedýand established the convention of 

tabulating the phonemes and the distinctive features of 

any one language in one overall two-dimensional matrix. - 

N. B. Trubetzkoy's. L. Hjelmslev's. and A. Martinet's 

contributions in this respect are undeniable. 

19- J. W. F. Mulder & S6ndor G. J. Hervey, The Strategy of 

Linguistics: Papers on the theory and methodology of 

axiomatic functionalism. 

-, Iýf -ý I 

20- It is ironic to realize that those who raise objections 

against incorporating the archiphonemes alongside the-, 

phonemes in the system are those who neither recognize 

the notion "archiphoneme" nor the notion. "neutralization", 

such as the Jonesians and the post-Bloomfieldians. 

21- J. W. F. Mulder, Sets and Relations. 

it H it ". "Descriptive adequacy and the Scottish, vowels". 

"The English Vowel Phonemes from a-Functional 

Point of View, and a Statement of their-, 

Distribution". 
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See also M. Joos,, "Phonology: Phonemics And Acoustic 

Phonetics". 

22- In his, article "The Phoneme-Tables and the Functional 

Principle"-g-, J. W. P. Mulder discusses-the relationship '., 

holding between the established dimensions in Figures 

5 and 6,, -where he adduces and establishes an unwarranted, 

indirect relationshi between the correlation of I'voice" 

in., the'case of the, /hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes with- 

the correlation of "voicing" in the case of the-/labial/, 

/apical/, etc. -phonemes. As there is no equivalence,., 

between: the /voiced: unvoiced/ correlation-in bothýcasesq 

on the-basis, that while the correlation /voiced: unvoiced/ 

in the first table is built on the third dimension, the 

analogouS-'correlation in the case of the /hissing/ and 

/hushing/ phonemes (in Figure 6) is built on the second 

. 
dimension, there is logically no relation, whatsoever, 

between the two sub-systems other than their membership in 

the overall inventory of the consonant phonemes of Sý. E. 

However, unless the above relationship between the two 

cases of "voice" is viewed in terms of the overall 

perspective of the S. E. "phoneme: feature" relationship, 

the stipulated equivalence between them will only make 

nonesense of our conception of the notion "dimension". 

In other words, it is a misnomer to interpret the 

dimension of "voicing". in Figure 6 as referring to the 

"second" dimension and then equate it with the "third" 

basic dimension in Pigure 5. The only possible solution 

to this problem, as we conceive it, is to maintain that 

because the actual "second" basic dimension, i. e. 
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/occlusive-fricative/ (which is not indicated in Figure 

has become "neutral" or being "neutralized". then the 

"voicing" dimension should be viewed (according to the 

overall conception of the S. E. phoneme: feature 

relationship) as occupying the "third" dimension, but not 

the "second" dimension. - In consequence, the acceptance 

of theýpresence of a relationship between the two cases 

of "voicing", in the two matrices hinges on the acceptance 

of the above logical interpretation. Accordingly, instead, 

of the "indirect" relationship between the two correlations 

of "voicing" which has been postulated by Mulder, we are 
-1-0 justified, (in fact we should) discuss the establishment of 

a "direct" relationship, between the two cases since both 

of them, by now, are theoretically situated on the 

"third" dimension. 

23- -See the reference in footnote 22. 

24- Sleigh Hecht and Eugene Rabinovitch, Explaining the Atom: 

, -The Atom. Made Intelligible. 

25- See the Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

ConsonantalArchiphonemes for S. E. 

and Types and Rules of Neutralization. 

Granted that our earlier theoretical approach to the 

phenomena of "neutralization" and "archiphoneme" (PART I, 

Chapter 6) is comprehensive and adequate, the present Chapter 

negotiates the utilization of the A. F. theoretical tenets for the 

establishment, formalization and formulation of afinite set of 

phonological rules of neutralization capable of accounting for 

and generating archiphonemes in S. E. Furthermore, since the 

operational field of "neutralization" is conceived to be the 

phonemes and their distinctive features, the analytical and 

classificatory results of Chapter 6 are deemed indispensable for 

the establishment, activation and operability of the rules of 

neutralization. 

It is also worth stressing in this context that though 

Mulder's (1968 efal) descriptive account of the consonantal 

archiphonemic sub-system of S. E. has successfully'complied with 

the requirements of "consistency" and "simplicityl"(as well as 

with the-main principles and directives which have been discussed 

and outlined in PART I, Chapter 6), it can only be'said to 

have aPproximated-the requirement of "adequacy", but it has 

fallen short of fully encompassing it. The reason for this, 

we presume, may be attributed to Mulder's initial interest in 

demonstrating how his new theoretical approach to the phenomena 

of "neutralization" and "archiphoneme" can be brought"about in 
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actual practice,,, rather than on submitting an "exhaustive", 

"detailed" and "materially adequate" description of the facts. 

Consequently. -the following'descriptive account of the 

conf3onantal-archiphonemic-sub-system, of S. E. can be viewed as 

an elaboration'on Mulder's, findings, and a further-extension 

oPr his established, set of theoretical rules and conclusions. 

"Neutralization" in Relation to the "Consonantal Archiphonemes" 

of S. E. 

In the light of all the-A. F. theoretical tenets hitherto 

encountered-., and, discussed, and on the basis of a quick I 
functional examination of the facts of S. E., one may arrive at 

the, following basic , obs ervations and conclusions the validity 

of which will'be corroborated further down in this Chapter; 

thus: 

1- The largest number of attested cases of neutralization 

, involve the opposition /lenis: fortis/, both as 

triggering context and as neutralized opposition. 

2-The feature /nasal/ contributes singularly and/or in 

conjunction with some other element and/or, 

, -empty/filled positiontowards neutralizing the 

oppositional potential of succeeding elements 

belonging to the correlation /lenis: fortis/. 

The presence of the functional "0" in certain 

, positions plays a significant role in effecting 

the suspension of opposition between members of the 

/lenis: fortis/ correlation. 

Since the above observational statements, which are based 
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on the functional examination of the. facts, -gives merely a- 

bird's-eye ýiew of the phenomenon of "neutralization" in S. E., 

the precise nature of each and all attested and established 

types of netitralization-cases will be shortly discussed- 

, -0 in extenso. Suffice it to point out at this stage that the 

following finite set of archiphonemes can be said to have been 

phonologically identified and established: - 

/P/, -/F/, /T/, /K/, ISI, /ý/, /9/, INI 

It is necessary and sufficient to emphasize, - in, this context, 

yet without going into detail, that the identification and 

establishment of the above archiphonemes involve (among other 

things) the utilization of set-theory (as outlined by 

Mulder., 1968) and more calculus than one might imagine. 

By mapping this limited set of archiphonemes onto the 

overall "Phonematic Lattice" in Chapter 1, we notice that 

each member of the set functionally represents (and is 

represented by) two or more distinct phonemes in the system. 

In consequence: - , 

:: Archiphoneme /P/ can be said to represent the suspension 

of opposition between /p: b/ in certain contexts. The 

value of /P/ is therefore equal to tp-(-b)3, i. eý 

everything which is "both and neither" /fortis: lenis/, 

but which is positively /labial, occlusive/ and 

negatively (with reference to the overall "Phonematic 

Lattice") /non-fricative, non-nasal, non-apical, 

,,,. non-dorsal. -non-hissing, non-hushing/. 
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It should be noted that though the features /fortis: lenis/ 

are logicallyincluded in archiphoneme /P/, these 

neutralized features can no more be considered functionally 

relevant for the positive or even negative identification 

of archiphoneme /P/. This is attributed to the 

impossibility of establishing another archiphoneme in the 

system which is only functionally /fortis/ or only 
functionally /lenia/. We believe that the "both and neither" 

relationship between the neutralized features, on the one 
hand, and a specific archiphoneme, on the other, follows 

naturally from the logical-functional conception of the 

notion "neutralization". It should also be pointed out 
that this explanation applies to all the other 

archiphonemes, except INI. 

:: Archiphoneme /F/ can be said to represent the suspension 

of opposition between /f: v/ in certain contexts. ý Its 

va lue is equal to If- (-V)i 
. i. e. everything which is 

"both and neither" /fortis: lenis/, but which is 

positively /labial, fricative/ and negatively 

/non-occlusive, non-nasal, non-labial, non-dorsal, 

non-hissing, non-hushing/ 

:: Archiphoneme /T/ can be said to represent the suspension 

of opposition between /t: d/ in certain contexts. Its 

value is equal to tt-(-d)j, i. e. everything which is 

"both and neither" /fortis: lenis/, but which is 

positively /apical, occlusive/ and negatively 
/non. -fricative, non-nasal, non-labial, non-doroal, 

non-hissing, non-hushing/. 

:: Archiphoneme /g/ can be said to represent the suspension 
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of opposition between /a: &/ in certain contexts. Its 

value is equal to i. e. everything which is 

"both and neithert, /fortis: lenis/, but which is 

positively /apical, fricative/ and negatively 
/non-occlusivev non-nasal, non-labial, non-dorsal, 

non-hissing, non-hushing/. 

:: Archiphoneme /K/ can be said to represent the suspension 

of opposition between /k: g/ in certain contexts. Its 

value is equal to ýk-(-g)3, i. e. everyt hing which is 

"both and neither" /lenis: fortis/, but ihich is 

positively /dorsal, occlusive/ and negatively. 
/non-fricative, non-nasal, non-labial, non-apical, 

non-hissing, non-hushing/. 

:: Archiphoneme ISI can be said to represent the'suspension 

of'opposition between /s: z/ in certain contexts. Its 

value is equal to is-(-z)j, i. e. everything which is 

"both and neither" /fortis: lenis/, but which is 

positively /hissing/ and negatively /non-labial,, -, 

non-dorsal, non-hushing/. 

:: Archiphoneme /ý/ can be said to represent the suspension 

of opposition between /9: M/ in certain contexts. Its 

value is equal to t1- (-E)j, i. e. everything which is 

"both and neither" /fortis: lenis/, but which is 

positively /hushing/ and negatively /non-labial, 

non-apical, non-dorsal, non-hissing/. 

:: Archiphoneme INI can be said to represent the suspension 

of opposition between /m: n: g/ in certain contexts. Its 

value is equal to everything which 
is "both and neither" /labial: apical: dorsal/, but which 
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is positively, /nasal/ and, negatively /non-occlusivei 

- non-fricativeg non-fortis, ýnon-lenis/. 

The, reason why the overall value of each of the /hissing/ 

and /hushing/ archiphonemes does not embrace the negative 

feature-values /non-occlusive/ and /non-fricative/ can be 

found in the findings of the analytical operation into 

distinctive features,. (Chapter 1), whereby, the above two 

featurq-values have been shown to be functionally irrelevant 

for, the positive and/or negative identification of any of the 

/hissing/ and /hushing/ phonemes (and archiphonemes). 

Furthermore, since neither of the features /hissing/ or 

/hushing/ is capable of contracting any kind of comprehensible 

and meaningful, relaiionship with the feature /nasal/, the 

negative feature-value /non-nasal/ can..,, not be shown., to be a 

relevant term in the overall value of the /hissing/ and 

/hushing/ archiphonemes. In fact, any attempt to forcibly 

include the negative feature-value /non-nasal/ among the values 

of both ISI and /6/ will necessarily lead to results 

incompatible with the "consistent". "adequate" and functionally 

arrived-at conclusions of Chapter 1. This latter, argument 

applies also to the inability of the /nasal/ archiphoneme 

INI to contain among its overall feature-values the negative 

terms,, /non-hissing/ and /non-hushing/. 

Henceforth, we shall be dealing in detail with each 

attested case of neutralization in S. E. On the basis of the 

argument in each separate section, a neutralization-rule will 

be formulated and formalized. The aim of the final set of 
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all neutralization-rules is to govern and regulate the 

operability of the phenomenon of "neutralization" in S. E. and 

to generalize its ostensive applicability and generativity 

in the'ýhole system. 

A suitable way of closing this section is by pointing out 

that the following are the only functionally attested and 

established types of consonantal neutralization-cases in S. E. 

"Cases" and "Types" of Neutralization in S. E.: - 

Neutralization-Cases: Type "1": - 

The proper discussion of this type of neutralization-cases 

in S. E. requires the examination of the following attested 

examples in list "All and their corresponding phonological forms 

in list "B". 

It is worth re-. iterating in this context that the phonological 

description of any one language is expected to account fully 

and in detail (i. e. to be materially adequate) for all 

attested-facts, even when these attested facts are of marginal 

significance. However., in order to distinguish the 

"marginally attested" cases from the "fully attested" ones, 

the former- have been enclosed between "rounded brackets"ýin 

all given lists. Thus, we have: - 
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AB, 
I 

(tsetse), 
_(Tswana), 

('pistachio) (/tSetSi/), (/tSuarnr/), 

picks., tops. (/pSTarMiou/), -/pikS/, /topS/. 

strap, leapt, begged, raised. /sTrap/, /lepT/, /begT/.,, 

/reizT/. 

spear,, splash,, hackbut, (spiel). /spir/, /sPlag/, /hak? rt/. 

sphere, catfish, Bedford, (kvass). /sPir/. /katFig/, /bedFrd/q 

(/kFars/), 

sky, skill, ashkey, (Kafka). /sKLi/, /sKil/, /a6KIi/, 

(/kafKr/). 

(phthalic), eighth, aphtha. (/fGalik/), /eit9/, /af9r/. 

check, jam, ridge, catch, caption. /t§ek/, /ctam/. /: riclg/, 

/katý/, /kapgn/. 
_ 

(The. signification of the representational convention of 

"s'emi-circles" will be discussed in a subsequent Chapter 

in connection with-thýe MUlderian polemic concept of 

"semi-clusters" and Its questionable relevance to S. E. ). 

By considering the examples and forms in the two lists, we 

recognize that the opposition /lenis: fortis/ is al7ays, 
' 

suspended in the immediate vicinity of a preceding element 

belonging to the same correlation. In other words, no,, 

paradigmatic opposition can ever be attested to take place 

between /fortis: lenis/ elements if they are preceded in a. form 

by a term itself a member of the /fortis: lenis/ correlation. 

The oppositional distinctive function of /t/ and /d/, in forms 

like /sTrap/ and /begT/, for instance, can accordingly be said 
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to have, been neutralized in archiphoneme /T/, which, as has 

been shown earlier, represents each and both elements-in its 

respective sub-system, and is represented by both of them in 

the overall system. 

Similarly, the above argument can be used for the 

identification and establishment of the remaining archiphonemes 

in list, "B". 

Consequently, while all the elements which precede the 

, archiphonemes in list "All (and more clearly in list "B"), can 

be identified as forming a set of "neutralization-contexts", 

the neutralized-elements,, on. the other hand, form among 

themselves what may be most appropriately called.. the. 

"archiphonemic set" (which is a sub-set of the overall, set of 

the S. E., phonemes). Furthermore, the special. conjunction of 

a single "neutralization-context" with a single "1 . 11" 
"neutralization-product" may be said to form a 

"neutralization-case". In their totality, the attested and 

established relationships between "contexts" and "products" 

constitute a unique set of "neutralization-cases". - All-the 

identified and established "contexts". "Products" and "cases" 

-fall, within the range and scope of a certain "type" of . 

neutralization which applies to them alone, and to no others. 

Since the specific "type" of neutralization under discussion 
a is distinguished from all the other types of neutrýýization. 

solely in. tex-ms of its-restrictive applicability to certain 

sections of the phenomena. rather than to all of it, it haS 
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been identified by the special distinguishing label of 

"Neutralization-Cases: Type 111"". (Note that the same 

treatment applies to all forthcoming "cases" and "types"). 

It will become clear from the subsequent argument that all 

the established neutralization-rules account for the same 

phenomena, only from different angles. Archiphoneme /K/, 

for instance, which is generated by "rule 1" is the same 

archiphoneme /K/ which is generated by "rules 2 and 5". 

Though the governing contexts which are responsible for 

bringing about the phenomena of neutralization are different, 

the terms of the three neutralizations are always the same, 

i. e. the suspension of the /lenis: fortio/ correlation in 

/dorsal/ phonemes. Since it is functionally possible for 

more than one rule to generate the same archiphoneme, one is 

logically justified to establish some form of interrelationship 

between the different rules in terms of their potentiality 

to generate more or less the same archiphonemes. This will 

be dealt with properly at the end of the present Chapter. 

Before we can formalize and formulate a neutrlization-rule 

to account for the phenomena in lists A and B, it is important 

to clarify a significant issue which. we hopehas not passed 

unnoticed, i. e. the question as to whether the initial Isl in 

rows 2,3,4 and 5 is a phoneme or an archiphoneme. To 

resolve this problem, we have to resort basically to the A. F. 

conception of the notion "distr ibutional unit" as well as to 

the six directive guidelines which have been discussed in 

PART I. 
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If the de , scriPtive and distributional result Is of Chapters 4 

and 5 are taken into account, we may emphasize that the 

maximum attested number of successive 'honemes'oecuriin' p9 

pre-nuclearly in S. E. phonotagms is always restricted to. three. 

Overlooking'for the sake of the present argument the very 

marginal occurrences of /t/ and /p/ in /tSuax-nr/ and 
/pSTarAiOu/, "Tswana" and "pistachio", respectively, we'notice 

that in all pre-nuclear attested possibilities of three- 

element combinations in S. E., Isl always occurrs as the onset 

initial segment, e. g. /sTr7, Ispil, /sKu/, /smi/, etc. in 

"street". "splash". "square". "smew". etc., respectively. 

This in fact fits well within the pre-nuclear section of the 

hy, pothetically established distributional unit for S. E., 

(see Chapters 4& 5). If this sectional model, which is 

composed of three successive compartments, is set up in the 

following'manner: - 

Pre-explosive Explosive 1 Explosive 2, 

and if the above consonantal combinations are mapped onto 

this sectional model, the following sketch will emerge: - 

/sTr/ sT 

/Bpi/ aP 

/SKU/ K 

/Smi/ m 

Accordingly, one can arrive at the conclusion that all 

pre-nuclear distributional occurrences of Isl are restricted 
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to, position, "pre-e", and to no other. Since pre-nuclear 

combinations'like 3k /zdr/. 3/zbl/, 3E/zgu/. 3E/zmi/9 etc. are 

not attested in S. E., the decision to establish archiphoneme 
ISI in position "pre-d" would not only complicate the 

description, but would also be arbitrarily established. Even 

if*/S/ were arbitrarily established, one would still need 

distributional gaps for all the other phonemes. Because., not 

onlY'the phonemes with common feature-bases which are not , 

oppose4, Ao the entirety of Isl in position "pre-ell, but in 

fact all-the other phonemes. Furthermore, the arbitrary 

establishment'of /S/ in position "pre-e" logically requires a 

non-arbitrary decision concerning the nature of the neutralized 

terms, which'is neither materially feasible nor functionally 

justif ied. 

Since the terms of Isl are only opposed to one is 

logically left with the option 

"defective distribution" (i. e. 

"neutralization". This solut: 

comply satisfactorily with all 

principles and directives, but 

respect to the facts of S. E. 

of postulating a case of 

accidental gap), rather than of 

ion not only happen to 

the A. F. theoretical criteria, 

also Js more adequate with 

On the other hand, the examination of the marginal 

occurrence of /t/ and /p/ in position "pre-e" poses a problem 

of a slightly different nature. For here, an equivalent 

common: feature-base can in fact be established for A/ and /p/ 

in /tSuarnr/ and /pSTarNiOu/, i. e. both of them are, 

/fortis, occlusive/. Consequently, the postulation of 
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neutralization and the establishment of an archiphoneme to 

represent them both in position "pre-e" seem to constitute 

a possibility, though a remote one for adequacy reasons. 

Yet,, because the occurrence of either /p/ or /t/ in. position 

"pre-ell is corroborated by only one form each in S. E. (i. e. 

neither of them initiates a regularly recurrent phenomenon)q 

the choice between operating with "neutralization" or 

"defective distribution" optimally rests with the simplicity 

criterion, (see Mulder, 1968 et al). Since one swallow does 

not make a siimTner,. it would be unfeasible to formulate-, our 

descriptive statements and base them on the findings of very 

marginally attested cases. In consequence, the adequate 

solution to, the problem should not involve itself in 

postulating neutralization, but in operating with "defective 

distribution". 

Moreover, it should also be pointed out that it is equally 

unfeasible to postulate neutralization between, either, /s/ and 

/t/ or between Isl and /p/ in position "pre-e" since no 

common equivalent feature-base can be established'between /s/ 

and either of the two elements /t/ or /p/. 

Finally, on the basis of the above argument, the first of 

our neutralization-rules for S. E. can now be formalized in, the 

following manner: - 

Neutralization-rule "1": - 

- "The /lenis: fortis/ opposition is always neutralized 

in context with preceding phoneme of the /lenis: fortis/ 
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correlation or archiphoneme whose te=s belong-to 

this correlation". 

This rule can'be re-stated in terms of the following 

o: rmul a: -, 

, /fortis: lenis//-,, v(/fortis: lenis/) 

(Note that: 1) the ordinary type of brackets is used to 

enclose the neutralized terms and, 2) the long diagonal 

slant line separates between the positions involved). 

Neutralization-Cases: Type "2": - 

Let us now consider the examples and their corresponding 

forms in the following lists: - 

AB 

limp /liNP/ amble-ample 

link- /liNK/ angle-ankle 

lymph /liNF/ anvil-? anfil 

ulnvein-unfeign 

unveil-unfail I 

/aNbl/-/aNpl/ 

/aNgl/-/aNkl/ 

/aNvl/-? /aNfl/ 

, 
/rNvein/-/rNfein/ 

/rNveil/-/rNf eil/ 

On the basis of the examples and their corresponding forms 

in list "A", we notice that the /fortis/ elements /p, f, k/ 

can never be opposed to their /lenis/ counterparts /b, v, 9/ 

if they occur finally in a form, and if they are preceded in 

the form by the /nasal/ archiphoneme INI. In other words, 

the presence of archiphoneme INI penultimately in a_. phonotagm 
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constitutes a necessary but an insufficient condition for 

suspending the oppositional distinctive values of the 

ultimate /labial/ and /dorsal/'n-tuples and their relevant 

distinctive features in a form. The other condition being 

a "0" element or an "empty" position in the immediate vicinity 

of the final /labial/ and /dorsal/ phonemes. This in fact 

means that unless the /labial/ and /dorsal/ elements occur 

finally in a form, no neutralization can ever be postulated, 

and no. archiphoneme can be established, either. 

If we now examine the examples and forms in list "B", we 

can establish that the /labial/ and /dorsal/ phonemes in 

question still maintain their oppositional differential in 

the vicinity of a final "filled" position (or a final non-0 

element). Accordingly, one finds no functional justification 

for postulating neutralizations or establishing archiphonemes. 

Finally, the second of our neutralization-rules can be 

foxmulated in the following manner: - 

Neutralization-rule "2": - 

"The /lenis: fortis/ opposition in /labial/ and 

/dorBal/ phonemes is always neutralized. finally in 

phonotagms in context with preceding archiphoneme 

INI, unless succeeded by an element". 

This rule can be reintroduced in a formulaic manner as 

f ollows: - 

-ý- 9 IN -9 ^o(/lenis: fortio/) /labial: dorsal/ 
ý-, 

"0� 
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It should be remarked in this context that this type of 

neutralization-context (which is-composed-of a-"ýhonematic" 

element and an "empty" position) 'has hardly been raised or 

discussed by Mulder in any of his printed literature, on S. E. 

Neutralization-Cases: Type "3": - 

So far, it has been shown in the previous section that 

neutralization-rule 11211 applies only to less than %50 of the 

total number of the /lenis: fortis/ phonemes in the system. 

In the present section, however, we shall attempt to 

complement the argument by investigating the nature of the 

relationships which hold between the remaining /lenis: fortis/ 

phonemes and a preceding /nasal/ element. As an introduction 

to the argument, let us consider the examples and forms in 

the. following lists: - 

/z/-/s/ 

B 

/d/-/t! 

rams - ramps /ramz/-/rams/ 

bends-- bents /benz/-/bens/ 

sings - sinks /sip/-/sip/ 

C. 

//-// 

damned - damped /damd/-/damt/ 

punned - punt /prnd/-/prnt/ 

banged - banked /baad/-/baot/ 

D. 

/ 9/-/. /. 

lunge - lunch /, lrNl/-/lrng/ warmth-something-Plymouth 

/uormg/-/srmgil)/-/plimB/ 

month-tenth-plinth, . 
/mrne/-/tene/-/plin@/ 

strength-length-strengthen 

/sTre3G/-/lej9/-/sTreq9n/ 
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soMething-monthly-lengthwise 

/srm9iV-/mrnQli/-/IeqGuAiz/ 

The reader may have noticed, 'quite correctly, that the 

presence of a /nasal/ element in a form does not automatically 

constitute a sufficient condition for neutralizing the 

/lenis: fortis/ oppositional differential in succeeding 

/hissing/, '/hushing/ and /apical, occlusive/ phonemes. 

It is specifically the validity of such attested oppositions 

between /z: s/, /I: A/ and /d: t/ in lists "A", "B" and "C", 

respectively, which prohibit us from contemplating establishing 

archiphonemes ISI, /ý/ and /T/ in the 11=ediate vicinity of 

preceding /nasal/ phonemes. Put differently: Whenever an 

opposition can be attested, no neutralization can be 

postulated. This point WAs not only 'for 

correlations /z: s/, /1: 9/ and /d: t/. but also for the /nasal/ 

phonemes themselves in lists "Aug "Bug I'D" and partially "C". 

In these lists, the differential potential which keeps the 

three /nasal/ phonemes /m, n, ý/ apart, i. e. /labiality/, 

/apicality/ and /dorsality/, is not affected in any 

conceivable way when succeeded in a chain by an element which 

belongs to the following set: /d, t, z, s. 9, Q/. However, 

the case is different with respect to the occurrence of a 

/lenis, hushing/ element in the vicinity of a preceding 

/nasal/ phoneme, (see list "C" ). Since the ramifications 

and full implications of such a case will be fully discussed 

further down in the Chapter, we shall not elaborate on it in 

the present section. 
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On the other hand, if /d: t/ 9 /9: z/ and /b: I/ retain their 

oppositional capabilities in the context of a preceding 
/nasal/ element, no such attested distinctive opposition can 

be demonstrated to, take place between /&: e/ in the proximity 

of preceding /nasal/ phonemes in S. E. phonotagms. 

In consequence, one has no other option but to admit that 

the distinctive. potentialities of /lenisness: fortioness/ have 

been neutralized in the /apical, fricative/ phonemes and an 

archiphoneme has to be established in such contexts, i. e. /g/. 

What is necessary and sufficient for this specific type of 

neutralization (i. e. is that it should always occur 

in the context of a preceding /nasal/ element. 

Apart from the argument for the establishment of 

archiphoneme /9/, attention should be given to the status of 

the preceding /nasal/ elements in list "D". It is with 

respect to such contexts that the present descriptive account 

of S. E. parts' ways with Mulder's (1968 et, al) partial 

description of the same language. 

What is striking about Mulder's casual and ad hoc treatment 

of the relationship between an /apical, fricative/ phoneme 

and a preceding /nasal/ element in a form is its. defectiveness. 

In fact, Mulder's expository examination of the above - 
relationship is only carried out casually in his discussion 

of the /voiced: unvoiced/ neutralization in /labial/ and 

/dorsal/ phonemes in the context of a preceding /nasal/ 

archiphoneme, (see Mulder, 1968, p. 205); he says: - "Let us 

now consider ... such cases as the final consonant in /bliNK/ 

"blink" and /liNP/ "limp" in English. To these can be added 
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such cases as /niNF/ "nymph" and /mrNG/ "month"". 

The author then goes on to build up his argument for the 

neutralization of, /g: k/, /b: p/ and /v: f/ in the context of a 

preceding /nasal/ element, with no reference whatsoever to 

what happens to /e:, +/ under analogous conditions; and that 

is that. It is even more puzzling to discover in Mulder 

(ibidq p. 203) that the context which is responsible 

for-generating the, /nasal/ archiphoneme INI is restricted to 

the "feature /labial/ or, /dorsal/ in the following phoneme or 

archiphoneme". But, what about the postulated role which 

the features /apical, fricative/ play in generating 

archiphoneme INI in the given form /mrNG/ ? No satisfactory 

answer is ever given. 

The least that can be said of the above argumentation is 

that. itls both vague and inaccurate. Accordingly,. one -, 

should emphasize that the validity of Mulder's hypothesis 

It as well-as the adequacy of his descriptive statements on this 

issue have beezi-refuted. 

- Since, one of the most noticeable aspects of carefully 

worked-out descriptive solutions is a tendency towards 

consistency and adequacy, we should now be able to think up 

and propose a different functional solution to the problem 

under discussion, i. e. whether the penultimate /nasal/ 

phoneme in "month" should be neutralized, or not. 

If we now base ourselves on the distributional findings of 

Chapter 5, we find that each of the three /nasal/ phonemes 
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in S. E. is endowed with a set of distributional characteristics 

which distinguishes'. it from the rest of the /nasal/ phonemes. 

Purthe=orei we notice that the combinational possibilities 

of some of these /nasal/ phonemes with a succeeding 

/apical, fricative/ archiphoneme /Q/ is very limited indeed. '- 

While /ng/ comes on the top of the combination scale with 

enormous'backing from attested forms in S. E., combinations, 

like /39/ and /irQ/, which are attested but not extensively. 

manipulated, find Positive support from a restricted number - 

of attested foxms. 

Consequently, on the basis of such attested opposition 

between /nG/-/j)Q/-/rn9/ in "month". "length" and. "something"p 

respectively, (see list "D"), there is virtually no 

possibility whatsoever for the identification of a,, /nasal/. 

neutralization and the establishment of a /nasal/-, archiphoneme. 

However, ' with the exception of forms like /pling/ and, 

(possibly) /plimg/ in list I'D" above, the fact remains that 

lngl, ý, IVI and /mg/ can never be found to be opposed to one 

another in so-called equivalent contexts in the strict 

Mulderian sense, (see PART I, Chapter 5). But such a fact 

does not constitute sufficiently plausible evidence for the 

neutralization of the oppositional differential of the /nasal/ 

elements. Because, if the condition of "commutation in 

equivalent contexts" is to be taken literally and-to. be 

granted overriding priority over the positional-occurrences 

of phonotactic elements, - then we are persistently,,.. endangering 

the consistency and adequacy of our descriptive account. 
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4 Case- 
Not onlytthat the /nasal/ archiphoneme INI in "month" would 

have to be arbitrarily established, but also our descriptive 

statements would consequently clash and nullify the content 

of one'another. Put this way, if a descriptive distributional 

statement stipulates that the occurrence of is restricted 

to position . il" (as well as to some other archipositions; 

see Chapter 5), and if another descriptive statement dictates 

that archiphoneme INI in the context of a succeeding /Q/ is 

potentially capable of occurring in positions 1112,13 and W. 

then the two statements are incompatible and inconsistent 

with one another, simply because /q/ is one of the terms of 

INI, and /0/, according to our Imowledge of its distributional 

behaviour, is not endowed with such freedom of occurrence. 

In virtue of the above exposition, we do not aclmowledge 

a /nasal/ neutralization in context with a succeeding 

/apical, fricative/ archiphoneme /Q/. (It should be noted 

that this discussion is also relevant to. 
- 

the forthcoming 

section which deals with the establishment of the /nasal/ 

archiphoneme INI). 

The end result of our argumentation is the formalization 

of the following neutralization-rule: - 

Neutralization-rule "3": - 
"The /lenis: fortis/ opposition in /apical, 

fricative/ phonemes is always neutralized in, 

context with an immediately preceding phoneme 

of the /nasal/ categoi7st, 
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This rule can be fomulated in tems of the following 

f ormula: -ýý 

/nasal/ "(/lenis: fortis/) /apical, fricative/ 

Neutralization-Cases: Ty pes 114",, "5" and "6": - 
Our investigation of S. E. forms has led to further 

significant and interesting conclusions. These will be the 

subject of our discussion in the present section. Let us 

first examine the given, examples and forms in the following 

lists: - 

ý ', A 

bulb-pulp -/brlb/-/prlp/ 

shelf-shelve /Aelf/-/5elv/ 

health 

welsh 

/helg/ 

/uelý/ 

built-build /bilt/-/bild/ 

film-kiln-m - 
/film/-/kiln/-/x/ 

grilse-grills /grils/-/grilz/ 

sulker-vulgar /srlkr/-/vrlgr/ 

�C 

apples, sniffles /aplS/, /sniflS/ 

D 

sulk /srlK/ 

battled, simpleton /batlT/, /BiNpITn/ 

By concentrating our attention on the examples and forms 

in list "A", it transpires that the distinctive oppositional 

potential between the members of the correlations /p: b/, /f: v/, 

/t: d/. /S: z/, MV and /m: n/ (but not /5/, for distributional 

reasons) is almost always functionally maintained in the 
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context of a preceding /l/. However, if we reverse the 

order. of, such formal combinations from /1/+/C/ into 

/C/+/l/. (where /C/ stands-for any consonant), we notice that 

the elements involved are still capable of distinguishing , 

. formal minimal pairs in, S. E. This should be clear from the 

examples and forms in the following subsidiary list "E": - 

E 

/pl: bl/ dapple-dabble /dapl/-/dabl/ 

/fl: vl/ raffle-ravel /rafl/-/ravl/ 

/tl: dl/ cantle-candle /kantl/-/kandl/ 

/01: j-l/ lethal-betrothal /lIi9l/-/(bit)rOutl/ 

_/kl: gl/ - 
tackle-taggle /takl/-/tagl/ 

/ml: nl: j l/camel-cannel-? /kaml/-/kanl/-ý/? / 

/81: zl/ muscle-muzzle /mrsl/-/mrzl/ 
. I, 

.. I- racial-angel /reiAl/-/eiM/ 

/ýJ: jl/ fetial-brinjal /fIiAl/-/briNIl/ 

substantial-stringil /(srb)STan§l/-/sTriNIl/ 

, _. Though /Jr/ and /I/ have been correctly identified and, 

established in Chapter i as separate elements in the overall 

phonematic system of S. E. phonemes, their oppositional, 

capability is restricted in the language to a limited number 

of attested instances. This is primarily the reason why it 

is. very difficult, if not entirely impossible, to oppose 

and /I/ to their /fortis/ counterparts in monophonotagmic 

attested equivalent contexts containing /I/ among their 

constituent elements. 
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Since the oppositional values of /%t: o/ and /1: 9/ can be 

indirectly attested and inferred from the above examples and 

forms, 'there is no possibility of recognizing "neutralization", 

or establishing "archiphonemes", either. The only adequate 

and consistentway to deal with the absence of any direct 

opposition between /9: &/ and /9: Y/ in the context of a 

succeeding /l/ is to, attribute it either to "distributional 

factors", or more appropriately, to "accidental non-occurrence" 

of certain combinational possibilities (i. e. defective 

distribution), rather than to "neutralization". 

Also, ýit has been positively verified in list nEll that /k/ 

and /g/ can in fact be opposed to each other in the context 

of an immediately succeeding /l/. e. g. /takl/-/tagl/. 

However, though the oppositional potential of the reverse 

order of the same elements, i. e. /lk/ and /lg/ (list "A"), 

is still tenable. - it-is only so because the elements in 

question occur on the border between two phonotagms, but 

never finally in attested forms. For, in such a final- 

position, the opposition /k: g/ (list "D") is almost always. 

neutralized. In other words, since the substitution of /g/ 

for /k/ in the context of a preceding /l/ in contexts like 

etc. (where "46; 6" indicates 

"zero element". "empty position", or "finality of form, ", 

whichever one is inclined to adopt) makes no odds whatsoever 

to the communicative potential of S. E., and since such-a 

substitution is a priori not a matter of available functional 

choice on the part of the speaker (see Chapter 5. PART I), then 

this-constant lack of opposition between /g: k/ in the context 
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of a-'prece'ding /l/ it; said to be neutralized. 

Asýit happens,, the two examples and forms which'are*, ' 

mentioned under list IIBII manifest a striking resemblance, 
though'not an exact one, to the case of /k: g/ýin-list "D"'. - 
For here as well, the opposition /lenis: fortis/ iný 
/apical', ' fricative/ and /hushing/ phonemes is ýalways 

neutraliied in the context of a preceding /l/ (or more 

prec - isely, ' a preceding feature /1-ness/) irrespective of 

whether the "Product" of neutralization is succeeded in the 

form by 'an additional element or by "zero". ' In consequence, 

we I establish anjapical, fricative/ archiphoneme''/G/ and a 
/hushing/'archiphoneme /6/ in such conteýxts. 

ýýIIý. 

I- 

It'is necessary to point out that the neutralization-context 

which'is responsible for generating the last two' archiphonemes 

can be theoretically, identified as being a "simple" 

neuiralization-context. This type of context4is conceptionally 

different from what can be called "compound" and "complex" 

contexts. Though the ramifications of such a three-pronged 

distinction stem logically from our earlier definition of the 

notion "neutralization-context". they will not be investigated 

in extenso in the present work. Suffice it for our pre I se I nt 

purposes to outline in brief the differences between'the three 

types of context without attempting to define them in a 

rigorous manner. A "simple" neutralization-contextlis': '-' 

conceived'to be constituted of a single "phonematic/phonotactiell 

element or "position" whose presence in a form or a 
distributional unit constitutes a sufficient condition"for", 
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neutralizing the oppositional potential of preceding and/or 

succeeding elements, correlations or positions. In 

consequence, the neutralization-context /I/ (or /1-ness/) in 

/helQ/ and /uel5/ exemplifies a "simple" neutralization-', ý 

context. - On the other hand, a "compound" neutralization-` 

context manifests a case where the conjunction of an 

element/feature (or feature-correlation) and a non-adjoining 

empty/filled position is a priori necessary for effecting 

certain attested cases of neutralization. This has been-, 

verified by the examples and forms of list "B". as well as- 

by those of list "B" in the discussion of "Neutralization: - 

Cases: Type "2". Finally, we conceive a "complex" 

'neutralization-context to be composed of at least two formal 

elements in close proximity preceding and/or succeeding the 

neutralizable candidates, (as for S. E., such a "complex" 

context always precedes the neutralizable elements). The 

examples and forms in list "C" above can'be said to fall' 

within the overall scope of such a conception and to comply 

with its requirements. 

-Let us now consider the examples and forms in list "C" and 

compare them with those in list "E". However, it is 

worthwhile reminding the reader of some previously obtained 

conclusions, i. e. most of the elements which belong to the 

/lenis: fortis/ or /nasal/ correlations (except /9/) in, lists 

"E" and "A" preserve their distinctive oppositional-potential 

in-the context-of-a succeeding or a preceding /l/. 

respectively. - If we now compare the examples and formsýin 

lists "C", and "Ell. we detect the presence of some differences 
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alongside the similarities. For, it is noticed that unless 
/l/ is separated from a preceding "vocalic" element by, 

'another 
"eqnsonant",., there is no potentiality for identifying, 

_ 
neutralization or establishing archiphonemes. This has been 

substantiated by the examples and forms of list "A". On the 

other hand, the examples and forms of list "Ell provide us with 

instances, where all Ills have been separated from the. preceding 
I'vocalic" elements by,. at least one further "consonantile Such 

an additional consonantal element is sufficient to block any 
kind of. pressure which-the nuclear elements might have exerted 
for maintaining the oppositional distinctive values of all 
/fortis: lenis/_phonemes in the immediate vicinity of /l/. 

Put this way, whenever /l/ is preceded by a "consonant". the 

opposition /lenis: fortis/ after /l/ should always be 

neutralized in that consonant. 

If we refer back to the examples and forms., in list., "C". we 

find that not all archiphonemes whose neutralized terms belong 

to the correlation /lenis: fortis/ appear in the context of a 

preceding /C/+/J/. For, with the possible exception of some,, 
I 

marginal cases of occurrence, the principal occupants of such 

a position are ISI and /T/. Nevertheless, this should_not,,, 

put us off from generalizing the applicability of our 

neutralization-rule so far as no counter examples could be 

found in the language to refute its consistency and adequacy. 
Furthermore, it is noticed that while some, but not, 

necessarily all, of! the established archiphonemes in list "C" 

represent allomorphs of certain signs, e. g.. /S/ in /aplS/ 

represents one of the allomorphs of the sign "plural" and /T/ 
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in /batlT/ represents one of the allomorphs of the sign "past" 

in S. E., neither /T/ in /siNplTn/ nor ISI in the form of the 

(singular) noun /sniflS/ can be said to represent allomorphs 

of any signs. 

Finally, the whole argument in this section can be summed up 

in terms of the following three neutralization-rules and their 

corresponding formulae: - 

Neutralization-rule "4": - 

"The /lenis: fortis/ opposition in /apical, fricative/ 

and /hushing/ phonemes is always neutralized in 

context with immediately preceding /1/11, 

which rule can be re-represented by means of the fo=ula: - 

/j/ m(/lenis: fortis/) /apical, fricative/, /hushing/ 

Neutralization-rule "5": - 
"The /lenis: fortis/ opposition in /dorsal, occlusive/ 

phonemes is always neutralized in context with 

immediately preceding /l/ and no element following", 

which corresponds to the following formula: - 

-, o.., (/lenis: fortis/) /dorsal, occlusive/ 

Neutral i zation-rul e "6": - 
"The /lenis: fortis/ opposition'is always neutralized 
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in context with immediately preceding /I/ and at 

least one other immediately adjoining post-nuclear 

position filled by a consonant", 

which rule can be reiterated in terms of the following 

relational formula: - 

. -, /C/ -, /l/ -,.,, (/lenis: fortis/) 

(/C/-in the formula refers to any "consonantal" phoneme). 

The appropriateness of all the neutralization-rules, 

hitherto discussed and established, stems from the fact that 

they precisely comply with the requirements of the 

meta-hypotheses of "consistency" and "adequacy" of descriptive 

statements. 

Neutralization-Cases: Type 

It is high time we discussthe establishment of the 

frequently referred to /nasal/ archiphoneme INI. In order 

to give the issue the proper treatment, we shall deal with 

it from the view point of the following attested examples V 

and forms: - 

'bums-buns-bungs 

rants-ramps-ranks 

hand-hammed-hanged 

A 

/brmz/-/brnz/-/bgz/ 

/rans/-/ rams/ -/rgs/ 
/hand/-/hamd/-/hgd/ 

rant-ramped-ranked /rant/-/ramt/-/rgt/ 

plinth-'Plymouth-length /plin9/-/pjjmq/-/le3Q/ 
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B 

limp, ample, amble /liNP/, /aNpl/,, /aNbl/ 

'link, 
ankle, angle /liNK/, /aNkl/, /aNgl/ 

lymph, anvil, unfail /liNF/, /aNvl/, /rNfeil/ 

cD 

gumption,, scrumption /grmgn/, /sKvx gn/ 
0 

mansion, scrunch 

sanction, unction 

/mangn/, /sKrrnX/ 
0 

/saD§n/, /95n/ 

lunge /lrN1/ 

mange /meiNI/ 

angel /eiNý1/ 

tangent /taNEnt/ 

However, before we involve ourselves in discussing the 

present type of neutralization, it seems to be most 

instructive to work out a satisfactory solution to the 

discrepancy between, the phonetic and the phonological 

representations of certain attested forms in S. E. More 

precisely, we are referring here to the failure of certain 

phonetic sounds to establish any distinctive identity for 

themselves in specific phonological contexts, e. g. [p] in 

Eramps] and [gAmp5ýn3, phonologically /rams/ and /grm? gn/; 

[k3 in, [rnkt] and &: gk9-&n3, phonologically /raDt/ and /glhn/; 

[d] in [undý, ] and [handz3, phonologically /irNI/ and /hanz/; 

. 
[t3 in fejndfil], [gAmp§)n],, &Bkhn] and [swjkMIn3, 

phonologically /eiNIl/. /grmgn/, /95n/ and /saggn/9 etc., 

(see lists "A". "C" and "DII). 

According to Mulder (1968), such sounds "are merely 

_parasitic, 
i. e. contextually determinedg but non-functional, 

phonetic features", (Mulder's emphasis). 
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It is obvious from the above quotationAhat the proposed 

solution to the outlined problem is basically dependent on 

Mulder's conception of the notion "linguistic relevance" which, 

as has been shown in PART I. Chapter 5, is wholly embedded 

in what Mulder calls the "functional principle". This in- 

-fact-optimally means that unless an element or a feature-can 

be'shown (by commutation) to be separately relevant for 

communication, its presence in a form is deemed phonologically 

non-functional. The presence of the phonetic sound [d3 in 

[bEtnd] "band", phonologically /band/, for instance, can very 

easily be shown to be separately relevant to communicative 

potential of S. E. by merely commuting it with "zero" or with 

other elements in so-called equivalent contexts. On the other 

hand, no oppositional phonological value can be assigned to 

the phonetic sound [d] in [bamdz] 11bands119 phonologically 

/banz/. because It neither commiites with "zero" nor with any 

other element in the context of /han-z/. Accordingly, the 

two [d3s are not equivalent from the view point of the 

"functional principle". 

-, On 'the basis of the above A. F. interpretation of the 

phenomena of "parasiticity" in S. E., one may conclude that 

all'non-distinctive parasitic sounds represent transitional 

phenomena between two successive phonemes belonging to certain 

categories., In this sense, a parasitic sound does not 

constitute a-7-ealization of either one or the other of the 

phonemes in question, but possibly of both. One could even 

say that in-the context /m-s/ in nramps". the opposition 

/p/-O is neutralized, i. e. /p/ loses its value (distinctive 
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function) in-this context and becomes a neutral feature. - 

; Accordingly, the context which is responssible for 

depriving certain phonetic sounds of their phonological values 

can be attributed in S. E. to the special realtionship between 

a /nasal/ element and a'succeeding /hissing/, /hushing/ or 

/apicalfelement in the same consonantal sequence. -Such a 

relationship, may be exemplified in terms of the following 

representational graph: - 

pontextually determined parasiti 

non-functional phonetic 

nds, i. e. [p, -t :k, 

b, d, g] ý 0,0 

/nasal/ Ihiss., hush. 9 ap. / 

One may even correctly guess that the choice of the 

succeeding /hissing/, /hushing/ or /apical/ element should 

automatically be in full agreement with the nature of the 

neutralized non-functional phonetic feature/sound, or- 

vice'versa, i. e. if the non-functional parasitic feature is 

characterized as Denis], then the following /hissing/, 

/hushing/ orjapical/ element must necessarily be of the 

/lenis/ category or an archiphoneme whose neutralized terms 

belong to-the /lenis: fortis/ correlation. 

Furthermore, it seems also that the phonetic feature/ 

sound [-6] in S. E. may be considered a parasitic transitional 
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feature. 'One may frequently encounter the parasitic [1] in 

S. E. especially when a member of the /lenis: fortis/ 

correlation is immediately succeeded in'the chain by"/l/, /n/ 

or /m/ (but"not /0/ for distributional reasons), e. g. /ritm/ 

"rhythm". /bIitn/ "beatenst, /hidn/ "hidden", '/litl/ "little", - 

etc. In'these specific-contexts, the [4] neither commiAes' 

with any other vocalic or semi-vocalic element, nor with "0". 

i. e. -its absence does not affect either the purport or'the' 

well-formedness and self-containedneos of the whole structure. 

Consequently, one could maintain that in context /6-n/, for 

instance.,, the opposition lrl*oO is always neutralized, i. e. '- 

/r/'is deprived of its distinctive function or'value in'the 

context-in-question and has'become a redundant neutral 

feature/sound. ý 

Having clarified the phenomena of "parasitics" in S. B., 

we may now proceed towards identifying and establishing the 

/nasal/ archiphoneme INI in S. E. 

Apparently, the functional substitution (commutation)""of 

for-/n/ or /5/ in the given equivalent contexts in'list "A" 

always results in the formation of attested minimal pairs 

capable of demonstrating the triadic distinctive opposition 

/m-n-ý/. Since such a substitution is constantly valid and 

meaningful, there is virtually no possibility, whatsoever, of 

identifying neutralization-cases or establishing archiphonemes. 

Similarly, one is not allowed to identify neutralization 

between /s: z/ on the one hand, and between /d: t/ on the otherg 
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in the context of, preceding /nasal/ elements-in-the examples 

and forms of list "A"* This is due to the fact that the 

elements, in-question rigorously maintain their specific 

oppositional distinctive roles in the vicinity of succeeding 
/nasal/ phonemes, I. e. they are still capable of distinguishing 

one phonological from from another. (However, the case is 

different when an /apical, fricative/ phoneme follows in the 

immediate footsteps of'a preceding /nasal/ element: See'the 

discussion of "Neutralization-Cases: Type "3"). 

If we now shift our-attention from the examples, and forms 

in list "A" to those in list "C", we are bound to notice a- 

striking'resemblance between the cases in the two lists.. 

For. the /nasal/ phonemes in the latter list are similarly, 

capable of mustering oppositional differential in the context 

of*succeeding /hushing/ elements. - (It will be seen in 

Chapter 6 that the succeeding context may be extended toý 

include-all the members of the /lenis: fortis/ correlation). 

However. ' despite the pseudo-analogy between-the cases in the 

two lists, the fact remains that the cases in list "C", are 

rather more complicated than they seem to be. This is the 

reason why they deserve to be singled out for special 

treatment. 

If we examine Mulder's (1968 et al) descriptive account 

bf the archiphonemic sub-Bystem of S. E., we can very easily 

detect the absence of any reference to the potentiality-of 

/hushing/ elements for generating the /nasal/ archiphoneme INI. 

The'context which is responsible for generating-such-a , 
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neutralization, according to Mulder (ibid. p. 203)', 'is'almost 

always restricted to theteature "dorsal or labial of , the 

following phoneme or archiphoneme", (Mulder's emphasis). 

Since'it is always recommended, though by no means 

theoretically justified, to deal with correlated pairs or 

triples o, f 'elements, rather than with single elements, when 

discussing attested cases of neutralization, the present 

author-initiall: y hypothesized a /nasal/ archiphoneme INI in 

the context of a succeeding phoneme of the /hushing/ 

dimension, e. g. /lrN6/-/lrNE/, "lunch" and "lunge". 

respectively. The reason why examples and forms like those 

'in'list "C" wer Ie not seriously taken'into account may now be 

attributed to the specification of "equivalence" With respect 

to, "commutatio'n contexts". This so-called "equivalent 

commutation contýext" has often been interpreted to mean 

"identical in every respect, except one". Since the, , formal 

contexts 'in list-"C" were initially presumed to fall short 

of complying with such a defective interpretation, 'the 

commutation t-est was co nsidered (at the time)'to be invalid 

and had to be blocked. 

inadequately postulated. 

Instead, neutralization was' - 

However, it was only when the author was investigating 

other cases of neutralization, e*, g. "Neutralization-Cases: 

Types "4", "5" and "6", among others, that he was convinced 

of the abBurdity'an'd'futility of'narrowing the scope and 

interpretation of the concept of "equivalence" in its'relation 

to "commutation contexts". In*consequence, the earlier' I 
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restricted and vague conceptual,, approach to "equivalencer, 
_ 

had to be re-thought, -and. a clearer view had to be envisaged. 

On. the basis of many considerations, among which is the 

positional affiliation, of formal elements, the ideal 

", equivalent commutation context" may be correctly conceived,,, 

as the one, which is "identical in every respect, except one", 

e. g. /-il/ may be considered to constitute an ideal 

"equivalent commutation context" since all the. elements in 

the, form are identical, except the first. However. 
1, our 

investigations-have confirmed that in many other cases the 

rpommutation, context",, may turn out to be only "partly 

identical". 
, 

If we conceive the formal construction of most 

monophonotagmic-, -phonological 
forms in S. E. to be composed of 

an-optional, "explosive" section, an obligatory "nuclear" 

section and an obligatory/optional "implosive" section, -and, 
if we treat each separate section as formingan, "equivalent 

commutation context" by itself and in its own right, then we 

would have solved the whole issue. In this explained sense, 

the specification of "equivalence" or "identity" 

(of commutation contexts) may be required of monophonotagmic 

phonological, forms. in general, but if this can. be-shown to 

be difficult or, unfeasible, then any_of the sectional 

divisions within the monophonotagmic form will suffice to, 

comply with the aforementioned specification, e. g. the 

opposition /m: n/ is considered valid in the pair /film/-/kiln/. 

"film" and "kiln". respectively; the opposition /b: p/ is 

doubly valid in /brlb/-/prlp/. '"bulb" and "pulp"9 respectively; 

and the three-pronged opposition /m: n: 5/ should therefore be 
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automatically deemed valid and attested in /grmgn/: /mangn/: 

/saýýn/. "gumption". "mansion" and "sanction". respectively. 

Since I the /nasal/ phonemes /m: n: 5/ are capable (as shown) of 

demonstrating oppositional potential in the immediate vicinity 

of a succeeding /fortis, hushing/ element, we are neither 

permitted to discuss neutralization, nor allowed to postulate 

a /nasal/ archiphoneme in such a context. 

However, 'the situation is fundamentaily different with 

respect to the examples and forms in lists "B" and "D". 

For here, we are in fact dealing with genuine and unmistakable 

cases of suspension of opposition between the /nasal/ elements. 

If the examples and forms in the two lists are subjected to 

the same treatment and examination, we may arrive at the 

following conclusions: - 
The triadic /nasal/ opposition /m: n: 5/ should always be 

neutralized whenever succeeded in a form by an element 

belonging to any of the /labial/. /dorsal/ or 

/lenis, hushing/ dimensions. Purthermore, the 

realization of the established /nasal/ archiphoneme INI 

always conforms with the nature of the succeeding 

element. If the following element in a form is of the 

/labial/'category, for instance, then the realization of 

archiphoneme INI is constantly If, on the other 

hand, archiphoneme INI is succeeded by a /dorsal/ 

element, the /nasal/ archiphoneme INI is always 

predominantly realized as [D3. Finally, if 

archiphoneme INI is immediately followed by the 

/lenis, hushing/ phoneme /1/, then it is almost always 
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realized 
) 
as Un3. 

On the basis of-the above argument, we can now launch the 

seventh of our neutralization-rules and its corresponding 

ormula-. - 

Neutralization-rule "7".: - 

"The /nasal/ opposition /labial: apical: dorsal/ is 

always, neutralized in context. with immediately 

succeeding phoneme of the /labial/, /dorsal/ or 

/lenis, hushing/, correlations, or archiphonemes whose 

terms belong to these correlations". 

which rule can be formulaically re-written as: -,,. 

-goo (/labial: ap i cal: dorsal/) /nasal/ -, -/lab.; 

Neutralization-Cases: Type "8": - 

dors.; lenis, 

hush. / 

Practically everybody possesses some degree of linguistic 

intuition. A child has it. yet nobody can precisely 

describe and formulate the necessary rules which govern and 

regulate the phenomena of "neutralization" in a scientific 

manner without the proper, knowledge and backing, of a, rigorous 

linguistic theory. Linguistic intuition is not sufficient, 

on its own to solve intricate linguistic problems. - This is 

exactly the case with our eighth. type of-neutralization-cases. 

For, without the backing of the theory of A. F. and its 

theoretical tenets, the functional establishment of this type 
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of neutralization could never have materialized. 

Let us first examine the examples and forms in the 

following two lists: - 
k- 

A 

thou-thow /, VAu/-/eAu/ 

thy-thigh /*Ai/-/oAi/ 

though-thole /dl)u/-/QOUI/ 

they've-thane /&eiv/-/eein/ 

thus-thug /&rs/-/Grg/ 

B 

thrash /Grat/ 

thread /@red/ 

threap /GrIip/ 

threw /GrIu/ 

thrill /Gril/ 
0 

throb /Grob/ 

thwack /guak/ 

thew /Giiu/ 

It is not hard to notice from list "A" that the 

substitution (in equivalent contexts), of. 
'any, 

one of the 

/apical, fricative/ phonemes /, +: e/ for the other automatically 

effectsa difference in communication. Since the established 

and attested distinction between /t: e/ is a priori a matter 

of. functional choice between two alternatives, the 

oppositional distinction is deemed tenable and valid. 

However, the same can not be said of the examples and forms 

in list "B" because the choice of the /apical, fricatiye/ 

element which occurs in the respective position (actually it 

is an archiposition: See Chapter 4) is automatically. 

determined by the presence of a semi-vocalic element in 

position 11e2". Put differently, the presence of any of the 

three semi-vocalic elements functionally impedes the 
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oppositional process and activates instead the phenomena of 

n6utralizat . ion. Tautologically, then, the substitution of 

either of'the /apical, fricative/ formal elements for the 

other in all the examples and forms in list "B" effect no 

separate phonological difference in communication. Since 

the members of the /fortis: lenis/ correlation can no more be 

manipulated to''distinguish between /*/ and /a/ in the given 

contexts of list-"B", one can not avoid acknowledging 

neutralization and establishing archiphoneme /Q/. 

The above decision to operate with "neutralization" rather 

than with "defective distribution" may be attributed to the 

following reason: - 

1- /o/ is not the only phoneme which occurs in 

the respective position. 

2- The opposition /lenis: fortis/ in /apical, 

fricative/ phonemes is never attested (not 

even in one single minimal pair) in the vicinity 

of a'succeeding semi-vocalic element in position 

It e2l' .' 

Fanctionally speaking, it seems that deciding in favour of 

"defective distribution! ' is not a feasible solution, For. ' 

even if the'above objections were brushed aside, it would 

remain difficult to produce irrefutable and non-arbitrary 

evidence to'just'ify dealing with'the piatter from-the view. ' 

point'of "defective distributiorP. 

In-view of the above, one tends to emphasize that the 
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d 
llneutrýization" solution -not - only happensto be simpler 

and less arbitrary buic', 61so I's intuitively more 

satisfactory'and slightly more adequate than the other- 

alternative'. 

"'Following the main line of the argument, we should'now be 

able to work out'the eighth neutralization-rule and its 

corresponding formula, i. e. 

NeutraliZ'ation-rule "8": - 

"The /lenis: fortio/ opposition in /apical, fricative/ 

phonemes is always neutralized when position "e2" is 

filled by a Bemi-vocalic element", 

which rule'can'be're-stated in termsof the following formula: - 

-, #v(/lenis: fortiB/) /api'cal, fricative/ --, -"/S-V/ 

(/S-V/ in the formula stands for any'semiý-vocalic 

element in position "e2"). 

Neutralization-Cases: Type "9": - 

The discussion of this'type of neutralization-cases brings 

our investigation of the'phenomena of neutralization in S. E. 

to a fruitful conclusion. However, it should be pointed out 

from the very outset that this specific type of neutralization 

applies only to less-than half a dozen examples in S. E. 

Nevertheless, it is theoretically irrelevant whether this type 

of neutralization is of wide or restricted applicability. 
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What is theoretically important is our awareness of the 

marginal presence of such a neutralization-type in the overall 

archiphonemic sub-system. We are referring in this context 

to-the-role which the potential and very marginal 

/dorsal, fricative/ phoneme /x/ plays in suspending the 

oppositional differential of all succeeding phonemes of the 

/lenis: fortis/ dimension. 

On the basis of examples and forms like: - 

lochs /loxS/ Bach's /baxS/ 

Reich's /rAixS/ soughed /sIuxT/ 

we arrive at the conclusion that whenever the /dorsal, 

fricative/ phoneme /x/ occurs, all /lenis: fortis/ oppositions 

in immediately succeeding phonemes are neutralized. 

''The above concise argument and its conclusive results are 

sufficient to pave the way towards the formalization'and 

formulation of this last type of neutralization-rule. Thus, 

we have: - 

Neutralization-rule, "gn: - 

-. "The /lenis: fortis/ opposition is always neutralized 

with-immediately preceding 

/dorsal, fricative/ phoneme", 

which'r'ule corresponds to the following formula: - 

/dorsal, fricative/ ^i(/leiiis: fortis/) 
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Conclusions: - 
We are now in a position to propose an overall construction 

which'is capable of demonstrating in a consistent, I adequate 

and simple manner the various intersections between all the 

established neutralization-rules. These intersections will" 

be indicated in terms of the archiphonemes the rules are 

capable of generating. The converse is equally correct, in 

the sense that the construction is expected to be adequate 

enough to tell us at a glance which rules are theoretically 

responsible for generating which archiphonemes, and which 

archiphonemes are generated by which rules. Also, the 

construction is required to reveal the hierarchical nature 

of the established. rules (as well as the relative 

significance of each one of them) in terms of their 

potentiality to account for a higher/lower number of 

archiphonemes in the system. Quantitatively and- 

qualitatively speaking, this is indicative of the vai7ing 

degrees of I productivity which distinguish each rule from all 

the others. I". I. ' 
- 

In order to' set up such a construction, the neutralization- 

rules (which are represented by the symbols "Rl", "R2", etc. ) 

will be indicated horizontally on the top row. 'and the 

established set of archiphonemes will be tabulated vertically 

on the leftmost side of the construction. Each intersection 

between a rule and an archiphoneme will be marked by a "plus". 

The number of "pluses" in any one row or column is 

symptomatic of the relative significance of the archiphonemes 

involved and the productivity of the rules which govern their 
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establishment. However, in order to distinguish between 

"attested" and "potential" archiphonemes, a "? " has been 

printed beside each of the latter., Thus, we have: - 

R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 

/p/ + .+ +? +? 

IFI + +? +? 

/T/ + + + 

+ +? +? 

/K/ + + +? +? 
- /S/ + + + 

+ +? +? 

INI + 

As it stands, the above representational device is 

well-equipped to tell us, for instance, that with respect to 

productivity, 

Rules 1.6 and 9 are theoretically the most 

productive and economical of all established 

rules, i. e. each rule is capable of generating 

7 archiphonemes. 

Rule 2 comes second and accounts for 

archiphonemes. 

Rule 4 occupies the third place with 

2 archiphonemes to its credit. 

Rules 3,59 7 and 8 are situated at the bottom 

of the scale with 1 archiphoneme, each. 
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Though "Rules 1,6 and 9" are theoretically capable of 

accounting for and generating 7 archiphonemes each,, i. e. they 

are numerically, equivalent in this respect, one should 

distinguish between the "attested generativity" of each rule 

and its "potentiality". Accordingly, the relevant section of 

the above information can be rearranged and mapped onto the 

following matrix where 11011 stands for "lack of potentiality", 

and "A" means "archiphonemes": - 

Attested generativity 

Rl 7A 

R6 %2A 

R9 2A 

Potential generativity 

OA 

5A 

5A 

In other words, the first row in the matrix reads: - 

"Rule 1 accounts for 7 attested archiphonemes which 

exhaust the. whole system (except INI)". 

The second row reads: - 

"Rule 6 accounts for 2 attested archiphonemes and is 

potentially capable of accounting for 5 more. 

(The same applies to the third row in the matrix). 

Moreover, the construction also provides us with 

information concerning the relationship between each single 

archiphoneme and the set of the established rules. In this 

sense, one may say that: - 

Archiphoneme /9/ is generated by rules 1.3,4 and 8, 

and can be generated by rules 6 and 

Archiphoneme IKI is generated by rules 1.2 and 5. and 
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can be generated by rules 6 and 9. 

Archiphoneme /r/. Ls generated by rules 1 and 2. and can 

be generated by rules 6 and 9. 

Archiphoneme IFI is generated L by rules 1 and 2. and can 

be generated by rules 6 and 9. ' 

Archiphoneme 161.1s generated by rules 1 and 4. and can 

II 
be generated by rules 6 and 

Archiphoneme /T/ jLs generated by rules 1,6 and 9. 

Archiphoneme ISI. Ls generated by rules 1,6 and 

Archiphoneme INI. Is generated by rule 7 only. 

It is also worthwhile noting that though other complex, 

intricate and more elaborate representational devices could 

be devised and developed for the purpose of providing us 

with more sensitive and comprehensive information about the 

archiphonemic sub-system, the idea itself seems to be 

time-consuming and lies beyond the immediate scope of the 

present work. 

Finally, the realizations of the above consonantal 

archiphoneme's and statements of their distribution will be 

duly'discussed in a succeeding Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 

The Vocalic Phonemes and Archiphonemes 

, of S. E.: Establishment, Analysis and 

Statements of Distribution and Realization. 

"Nuclearityll vs. "Peripheralness": A Necessaxýy Prelude,: - 

The subtle theoretical distinction drawn between the two 

notions-participating in the "nuclear" vs. "peripheral" 

correlation. is unique, in the way it is formulated, to A. F,, 

Apart from its significance to the establishment. of 

positionalzhierarchy within the overall set of S. E. phonemes, 

this dichotomy will most appropriately lend us the methodological 

reasons for classifying the "vocalic" elements in S. E. into 

two categories, i. e. positional classes. It is, ýtherefore, 

expedient to discern the nature of the theoretical-differentia 

between-the two terms in this polarity. 

Theoretically, the notion "nucleus"' is defined as the 

"identity element" towards which the tactic 2 functions and 

relations of all the other elements, in a given phonotactic 

structurq, are directly3 or indirectlY4 orientated, and by 

means of which they can be sub-classified in terms of their 

degree of peripherality. The way this notion is conceived 

renders-its presence logically indispensable for the 

functionality and identity of any phonotactic structure. 

In other words, a "nuclear" elements never commutes with "zero". 

(see-the "Supplement" to this Chapter). 
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Set against the notion of "nuclearity", in the dichotomy 

abOve, is the notion of "peripheralness". A "peripheral"5 

entity is. defined as a "governed entity" or "a non-nuclear 

constituent". As we only have one6 nuclear position in the 

distributional unit we have established for S. E. (see Chapter 4), 

we can safely state that all non-nuclear peripheral elements 

in a phonotactic construction are functionally dependent for 

their occurrence (as well as for their function) on the nucleus 

of that construction. In terms of occurrence dependency, 

these "peripheral" elements can be further sub-divided into 

"expansions" and "bound" entities. A "peripheral" element is. 

considered an "expansion,, 7 
of some other element (notably the 

nucleus) if its presence does not contribute towards the 

well-formedness or self-containedness of the form concerned. 

In such a case, the element in question is said to be 

replaceable by "zero". On the other hand, if this "peripheral" 

element does not commute with "zero". then its presence, as a 

peripheral, immediate constituent, is a prerequisite for the 

actualization of the nucleus and the self-containedness (which 

implies well-formedness) of the form concerned. A "peripheral" 

element exhibiting such characteristics is properly identified 

as a "bound element" or "ent ity"8 , 
(see footnote 9 for the_ 

application of these notions to the analysis of an instance of 

an attested foxm). 

Though these notions are necessary for the classification 

of the phonemes of S. E., they are insufficient to account for 

the paradigmatic 
10 

and the syntagmatic" phenomena. It is by 

means of a phonotactic positional description that we can 
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completely and exhaustively describe the types of relation 

holding between the constituent phonotactic elements in a 

given structure, The maximum extension of the phonotactic 

distributional unit for S. E. structures will be dealt with 

properly in a succeeding Chapter. However, we have good 

reasons to believe (as we shall see later in the work) that the 

distribution and description of the nuclear elements of S. E. can 

be entirely performed within the limitation of three positions, 

out of-the total number of positions, i. e. IIteWI positions, in 

our hypothetical distributional unit for S. E., namely, a nuclear 

-position (symbolized by 'In"), an immediately adjoining explosive 

position, and an Immediately adjoining implosive position, 

(represented by "e2l' and "ill', -, respectively). Reference to 

other positions may be necessary, especially when the presence 

of a certain consonant has a bearing on the realization of a 

vocalic nuclear element. 

The "Vocalic" Phonemes of S. E.: - 

Before we proceed towards our specific target of identifying, 

analysing, classifying and establishing the distinctive 

function and identity of the vocalic phonemes of S. E., it should 

be pointed out that although Mulder's descriptive account of 

the vocalic system of S. E. in 1968 and 1974 constitutes the 

foundation on which the present section of the description 

has been based, certain aspects of the aforementioned account 

have had to be modified and developed (in the light of some 

recently established observations, relations and conclusions) 

in order to arrive at a still better and clearer understanding 

of the vocalic system under consideration. We shall refer to 
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these points of departure whenever necessary. 

The'functionality and differential capacity of each of the 

vocalic elements of S. E. can be deduced from the following seven 

columns of attested monosyllabic examples, where the commutation 

between the vocalic nuclear elements has been executeAp as 

much as possible, in equivalent contexts. These examples can 

be arranged and displayed in the following manner, -- 

/e/ is attested in 

/o/ is attested in 

/a/"is'attested in 

/i/'is'attested in 

/u/ Is attested in 

/I/ is attested in 

1 2 3 1 
.2 

6 7 

wen yen - wren ken pair bay 
wrote 12 

wog yon wrong con pore boy 

wag yam ran can par 

n 
14 

c me r 

[buy [rout 

won young ru o r pu 

wool ewer rookl3 pull poor 
, 

[be I 
root 

win year ring kin peer , 

(List 1) 

In terms of the corresponding phonotactic structures, the 

examples in the above List can be restated as: - 
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/ ei 

/0/ 

/a/ 

�U, 

/ 1/ 

U+ r+ +U 

uen ien ren ken per bei 

rout 
uog_ ion rou kon por boi 

uag iam ran kan par 
bAi rAut 

urn iýa rrn krm prr 

UU1 iur ruk pul pur 
bIi I t r u 

uin iir riý kin pir 

(Figure 1) 

, While the leftmost column pontains the complete list of the 

V. ocalic elementsl the-corresponding rows display instances-of 

their occurrence in certain contexts. The "pluses", which 

are situated on top of the table, indicate the peripheral 

, status of certain vocalic elements in their relation to 

preceding and/or succeeding nuclear elements. in each respective 

column. The central column demonstrates'the, vocalic elements 

. in purely consonantal contexts. The sole function of the 

"dots" (underneath certain vocalic elements) is to designate 

the syllabic nucleus in those cases where there is a possibility 

of confusing it with some other element having similar 

categorical status. Moreover, the right-hand part of the grid 

in Figure 1 (and its corresponding equivalent in List 1)9 which 

contains capital letters representing archiphonemes, will be 

treated in its proper context in the argument below. 

Suffice it to indicate at this stage that the functionality 
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and the'separate identity of each of the vocalic nuclear- 
6vo- 

elements in List 1 (and Figure 1) can be said to4beenidentified 

and established. The establishment of the upper limits of 

the elements' distinctive function as well as their main types 

of realization will be discussed in more detail at the end of 
the present Chapter. 

A quick glance at the table, in Figure 1. will be sufficient 

to demonstrate that, from a purely A. F. point of view, the 

vocalic system of S. E. is composed of six basic phonemes 

including'/r, i, u, a, e, 0/15. 

As'it can be seen from the same table, the three phonemes 

/r, i, u/ have a distributional capability for occurring either 

as nuclei of self-contained phonotactic constructions, or 

immediately before and/or after any element in the nuclear 

position. This dual role which the former three elements 

enjoy is not shared by the other three vocalic elements 

/a. e. o/ whose distributional occurrence is limited to the 

nuclear position. 

On the basis of this fundamental distributional discrepancy, 

we are in a position to establish two interrelated vocalic 
16 categories: - "Vowels" and "Semi-vowels" Since each of 

them basically refers to a class of elements, the two terms can 

be phonologically defined as: - 

"Vowel" for "phonotactic element whose phonotactic 

distribution is restrictedýto the nuclear 

position". 
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"Semi-vowel" for "phonota'ctic element whose phonotactic 

distribution'includes nuclear and 

Peripheral Positions". 

Consequently, the term "consonant" can be defined as: - 
"Consonant"17 for "phonotactic element whose phonotactic 

distribution contains (explosive and/or 

implosive) peripheral positions in a 

distributional unit". 

. By employing a Venn diagram for three classes, we-can now 

represent the types of relationship holding between the three 

theoretical categories'in terms of the positional occurrences 

o, f their members (as classes). 

Class A: - 

Positions 

of 

occurrenc 

of, 

"Vowels". 

Thus, we have: - 

Class B: - Positions of occurrence 

of "Semi vowels" 

(Figure 2) 

Class C: 

Positions of 

occurrence of 

"Consonants". 

As I'vowelst, by definition only occur in the "nuclear" 

position, the shaded area in their circle indicates an empty 
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class, in the sense that "vowels" by definition never occur in 

any peripheral position. , This is not the case with the 
, 

"consonantal" elements whose positional occurrences- ove-riap 

with the peripheral positional occurrences of "semi-vowels". 

In other words, the blank area in the "consonantal" circle 

refers to the positional occurrences of consonants which are 

not shared by any other class of elements, including "I 
"semi-vowels", (The abbreviations in the Venn diagram refer 

to: - "n" for "nucleus" and "per" for "peripheral"). 

Analysis and Classification of the S. E. "Vocalic" Phonemes: - 

The relative ease we have encountered in the process of 

analysing and classifying the consonant phonemes of S. E. 

(Chapter 1) can be ascribed, among other things, to theinitial 

possibility of distinguishing (in the widest sense of the word) 

between what is traditionally known as "points of articulation" 

(order)'and "manner of articulation" (series)18. However, this 

potential rough distinction-can., not be held tenable with 

respect to the vocalic elements in the same language, because 

it is hard to confirm with a relative degree of accuracy which 

of the correlated sets constitutes the "order". and, which of 

them forms the "series". Since we have no logical 

justification whatsoever to distinguish, within the functionally 

established sets of features for the S. E. vocalic phonemes 

(see below), between so-called "points" and "manne: 01 of , 
articulation, i. e. order and series, the decision to assign 

the members of any one set to a specific dimension, rather 

than to, another, optimally rests on considerations, of simplicity 
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and practicality of representation. In fact, the problem is 

not supposed to arise (and it does not) since we only have 

two distinc. tive sets situated on two dimensions, neither of 

which. is more significant than the other. 

Analysis and Classification: - 

By basing ourselves on the results and findings of List 1 

and Figure 1. we can assume, though tentatively, that the 

phonematic description of the vocalic system of S. E. (which 

is. composed of six basic elements only) can be successfully 

and exhaustively performed by means of as few as two Sets of 

correlated distinctive features. These-two functionally 

established Sets can be stated as: - 

Set 1: /Slack/ vs. /Tight/19 (established with 

reference to the muscular tension of 

the tongue). 

Set 2: /Spread/ vs. /Neutral/ vs. /Rounded/20 

(established with reference to, the, 

shape of the lips). 

The reason why we have opted for the "muscular tension'121 

of the tongue as a constant parameter for the description of 

the nvocalic" elements, rather than for the 11horizontaln or 

"vertical" attributes22 of their articulation, lie-s not only 

in the discouraging, confusing and somewhat inconsistent 

conclusions which we have obtained from experimenting with 

the latter characteristics. but also in the high degree of 

distortion to the facts resulting from the numerous attempts 

to achieve conformity and homogeneity in the system. Since 
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it is not possible to utilize the parts of the tongue, or its 

height in the mouth cavity, as a means of functionally 

distinguishing between the six vocalic elements of S. E. in a 

consistent and adequate manner, we are virtually left with no 

other alternative but to account for the similarities and 

differences between these vocalic elements in terms of the 

hypothetically established two Sets of distinctive features, 

as stated above. It should also be remarked that the 

distinctive features in both proposed correlations have been 

established and arrived at -by applying the same procedure as' 

discussed and explained in Chapter 1. Therefore, we see no 

demanding necessity to reintroduce the same argument once again. 

The overall system of the S. E. vocalic phonemes and their 

distinctive features can accordingly be set up in terms of a 

two-dimensional "phonematic distributive lattice", (see 

Chapter I for the discussion of the convention of setting up 

"lattices"). This "phonematic lattice" can be constructed 

in the following manner: - 

(Figure 
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(The conventions of setting up this "phonematic lattice" 

are similar to those mentioned in Chapter 1). 

Undoubtedly, the reader still remembers an earlier discussion 

concerning the issue of the "global" value of each and all 

linguistic elements. The "global" value of any linguistic 

element, it was stressed, should be calculated positively and 

negatively, and always against the background of (and in 

relation to) all the other elements in the inventory. 

Purthermore, jt was proven beyond any shadow of doubt that only 

"distributive lattices", can most appropriately perform the 

comprehensive task of mapping all significant relations and 

information onto one visual multi-dimensional structure, while 

11cartesian matrices". it was shown, require the support of 

"geometrical prism" and "Jakobsonian-type grids" to provide us 

with relatively analogous information, though not without many 

inconsistencies and inadequacies. The "overall global ' 

phonematic lattice" for the S. E. vocalic elements can be set up 

as follows: - 
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Neutral 
Spread Rounded 

"I 

'% %. IV .. 
0, a, .. 0 

IV 
f A. Z.. - -1 . 

je .-. 
, :. 

- 2- %* 

Slack ý. ý Tight 

(Figure 

(The "solid" lines in the "lattice" signify "positive 

values" with respect to the phonemes/features involved, 

and the "dotted" lines refer to their "negative values", 

i. e. the functional opposition the features/phonemeB in 

question participate in23). 

Furthermore, the manoeuvrability and flexibility of 

"phonematic lattices" allow them to demonstrate in very accurate 

and simple terms the material adequacy of the visual phonematic 

constructions themselves. In order to highlight the 

significance of the above qualities over cartesian matrices, 

we find it necessary and illuminating to reproduce here 

Mulder's (1968) and Mulder and Hurren's (1968) attempt at 

classifying the vocalic phonemes of S. E. by means of a 
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two-dimensional cartesian table. 

constructed in the following way: - 

Their proposal was 

Neutral Spread Rounded 

Semi-vocalic r i U 

Vocalic a e 0 

(Figure 

On close inspection of the potentialities of the two Figures 

(3 and 5). we can single out four relevant points the validity 

of which, as we shall see from the subsequent argument, 

justifies and confirms our choice and preference for the use 

of "lattices" as the most adequate method of representation 

available so far. These points may be phrased andlisted in 

the following manner: - 

1- Manoeuvrability, flexibility and comprehensiveness 

of visual representational devices. 

2- Fulfilment of the three major criteria of 

consistency, adequacy and simplicity, (see List 39 

Chapter 1). 
1 

Compliance with the general guidelines and 

recommendations mentioned in List 4, Chapter 1. 

Economy of representation. 

It is normally taken for granted that phonematic 

representational structures are not required, when classifying 

phonematic elements (features and phonemes), to take into 
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consideration the actual arrangement of the phonetic counter- 

domain of these phonematic elements in the phonetic charts. 

However, *-o'ur stand on this issue-is'somewhat different. 

For, if a phonematic construction is, capable of taking account 

of such logically motivated phonetic arrangements, without 

losing sight of its phonological aims or giving in to phonetic 

pressures, then it should, be automatically preferred to an 

alternative which can not, or does, not. 

A quick'glance at the above two tables in Figures 3 and 

will beýsufficient'to demonstrate our contention. 

, The'logical arrangement of -the constituent elements in the 

three-term distinctive feature, correlation /spread-neutral- 

rounded/ has not been adhered to in the cartesian table. 

Instead, the member-features in question are arranged in the 

cartesian table as /neutral-spread-rounded/. However, since 

all known phonetic charts (including the original chart-of the 

IPA) prefer to classify them logically starting from the [spread] 

position of the lips to the [neutrag position, and from'there 

to the (rounded] position, we find a classification which 

starts from a Cneutraiý position and goes back to a [spread] 

position, and finally jumps to a [rounded] position slightly 

awkward and cryptic. Visually speaking, the difference 

between the two types of arrangement can be seen from the 

following graphic outline: - 
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Phonetic charts [Spxýead] [Neutral] [Rounded] 

"Latticel!:, Figure 3: /Spread/ /Neutral/ /Rounded/ 

"Matrix" Figure 5: -/Neutral/ /Spread/ /Rounded/ 

Even though this strong evidence is sufficient to 

demonstrate the higher degree of 

"lattices" enjoy over 11cartesian 

for our general understanding of 

devices, to investigate in brief 

failure of cartesian matrices to 

adequacy" requirement. 

material adequacy which 

matrices". it is necessary, 

the two representational 

the reasons behind the 

comply with the "material 

Critically speaking, the original error which brought about 

the above inadequacies evolved, in the first place, from the 

functionalists' persistent emphasis on the manipulation of 

cartesian. matrices for representing relations, (see Chapter 1). 

However, Mulder and Hurren, who established the above 

--cartesian 
table for the classification of the vocalic phonemes 

of S. E., could have avoided the whole problem by simply 

arranging the features according to their logical sequence in 

the matrix. Yet, they did not opt for this simple solution, 

because they wanted to demonstrate (possibly unconsciously) 

how the established vocalic archiphonemes (see further below) 

could be properly accommodated in their cartesian matrix,.. 

which is very strange indeed (if true), because nowhere in 

his printed literature does Mulder pay the slightest attention 
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to this significant issue. His reluctance to investigate it 

properly might have been triggered by his f ears of "overloading" 

the, system (see Chapter 1), which used to be a serious 

accusation in linguistics. Be that as it may, in order to 
, 

display. the potentiality of their system, Mulder and Hurren 

brushed their reservations aside and employed two additional 

cartesian tables, instead of one, on the grounds that the 

contexts of neutralization differed with respect to the 

established archiphonemes. Mulder and Hurren's two tables 

can be represented as follows: - 

Semi-vocalic R 

Vocalic a e 0 

Neutral Spread Rounded 

Before implosive /i/ 

(Figure 

Semi-vocalic R 

Vocalic a 0 

Neutral Non-neutral 

Before implosive /u/ 

(Figure 

Before we resume our discussion, it should be made clear 

that we do not commit ourselves to accepting the validity 

of Mulder and Hurren's archiphonemes, nor do we accept their 
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adequacy, 

As they' stand, the two tables, visually speaking, violate 

the minimum requirement of*the functional principle, i. e. the 

presence of a pair of'elements in each column and another pair 

in each row. ''This rather awkward situation could have never 

occurred had the two subsystems (Figures 6 and 7) and the 

original cartesian table (Figure 5) been amalgamated to form 

one unified'system, e. g. 

Neutral Spread Rounded 

, Semi-vocalic ri ru 

Vocalic a e00 

/R/ before implosive /i/ and /u/ 

/0/ before imPlosive /u/ 

(Figure 8) 

(The heads of the triangles point out towards the 

neutralized terms (features and phonemes), and the 

relevant non-neutralized terms occupy the section 

which lies to the left of each triangle). 

By basing ourselves on Mulder and Hurren's account, we may 

tentatively claim that the positive value of /R/ is necessarily 

/+ semi-vocalic/, and the sum total positive value of /0/ is 

/+ vocalic, + spread, + rounded/. However, if we take into 

account that /+ spread, + rounded/ is logically equal to the 

negation of the non-neutralized term /neutral/. we come to 
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the conclusion that /+ spread, + rounded/ is equal to the 

phonological product /non-neutral/, (which in Jakobsonian-type 

grids is equal to /- neutral/)24. 

However, if the special features arrangement on the 

horizontal dimensions in Figures 5,6,7 and 8 is changed from 

/neutral,, spread, -rounded/ into some other possible arrangement 
25 

the results are, not, always encouraging or unanimous. For, out 

of the six-possible such arrangements of the above three 

features, only four of them. can successfully account forý ý 

archiphorieme /0/ in the matrix. - On the other hand, 

archiphoneme-/R/-can be said to have been accounted for 

properly, in the matrix-by all six possibilities, (which is 

understandable since this archiphoneme, according to-Mulder 

and Hurren. represents the suspension of opposition between 

all semi-vocalic elements in certain contexts; consequentlyq 

archiphoneme /R/ stretches to cover the whole horizontal- 

section which'is allocated to the semi-vocalic elements). 

On all-the-above counts, we are fully convinced that 

"phonematic lattices" are more adequate, simpler-and more , 

economical-than carteBian tables. Furthermore, "lattices" 

are more flexible, more manoeuvrable and easier to operate 

with than the rigid Cartesian matrices. Adequate plausible 

evidence has been produced to prove that one single "lattice" 

is sufficientnot only to account for the attested types of 

relationship, but also to offer us further relevant information 

which no other sole table (of any kind) could have succeeded 

in matching within the limitations of its own borders. I 
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In fact, in order to match the capabilities of a single 

"latticell, "a'fune'tionalist linguist may be required'to 

establish one, -or more cartesian tables and many-corresponding 

multi-dimensional solid structures and Jakobsonian-type grids. 

Vocalic Archiphonemes: - 

It will be sufficient for our present discussion to know that 

an "archiphonemell represents a suspension of a specific 

distinctive opposition between two or more phonemes in certain 

sub-systems, i. e. contexts. In order to make the application 

of this notion ostensibly unambiguous, the theory stipulates 

that as a pre-requisite for the establishment of archiphonemesq 

the elements partaking in the operation of neutralization should 

have some (but not. all) distinctive features in common, as 

otherwise, no archiphoneme can be established. (For an 

extensive coverage and discussion of the phenomena of 

"neutralization" and Oarchiphoneme". the reader is referred to 

PART -, I,,, Chapter 

on the above bases, Mulder (1968) and Mulder and Hurren (1968) 

establish two archiphonemes /R/ and /0/ for S. E.; wherebyq 

archiphoneme /R/ is said to represent the suspension of 

opposition between /r. u, i/ in the context of a succeeding 

/J/, or /u/, and archiphoneme /0/ is said to represent the 

suspension of opposition between /o/ and /e/ in the context 

of a following /u/ in position "implosive 111. 

Having established two vocalic archiphonemes for S. E., the 

two authors conclude that "neutralizationsg when they occur, 
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are only between phonemes of the "vocalic". or between 

phonemes of the "semi-vocalic" order, not between phonemes 

of the "neutral", the "spread", or the "rounded" series", 

(Mulder and Hurren, 196B). 

Needless to say -- the subsequent argument will bear 

sufficient evidence to refute the material adequacy of the 

above generalization. 

On functional examination of the relations holding . 
between_. the six basic vocalic elements of S. E., we are in, 

a position to maintain that Mulder and Hurren's, established 

archiphonemes require some modification and further 

elaboration. This in fact necessarily entails reassessing 

the,,, status: of Mulder and Hurren's archiphonemes,. as well as 

investigating the possibility of establishing a different set 

of archiphonemes for S. E. The final outcome of the 

reassessment operation is certain to contribute a more 

adequate descriptive account of the phenomena under 

consideration. 

By basing ourselves on the findings of List 1, and 

Figures 1,3 and 4, it turns out that the only facts 

available to us are the following: - 

ý 1- Before semi-vowel /u/ in position t1ilt', instead 

of a six-term vocalic opposition in the nuclear 

position, we only have a three-term vocalic 

opposition involving: - 
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f, Irawt] Va. Erowt] vs. (ruw tj 
"'which correspond to: - 

"rout" "wrote" Ilroot" 

2- Before semi-vowel /i/ in position "ill', instead 

of a six-term vocalic opposition in the nuclear 

position, we only have a four-term vocalic 

opposition involving: - 

[baj3 vs. [bij3 vs. fbej] vs. [bo j3 

which correspond to: - 
"buy" ft b ell It bay's It boys' 

S3 . nce in the context of the semi-vocalic element /u/ in 

position "ill', the three vocalic elements in the first set 

of examples, i. e. 10, Ot U3 . can never be found to be 

functionally opposed to [A 
, e, B in the nuclear position, 

we are justified in establishing three archiphonemes 

corresponding to the suspension of opposition between [03 

and [A], [o] and [e] 
, and [u. 3 and [13 After all, 

these phonemes are the only pairs which enjoy common 

distinctive features among themselves, (see further below). 

These three archiphonemes will be symbolized by /A/, /0/ and 

/I/, respectively. 

Similarly, the second set of examples, which contains a 

four-term vocalic opposition in the nuclear position, allow 

us to register that no opposition can be established between 

ýa3 and [A3, or between [i] and [u3 in the context of a 

succeeding /i/ in position "ill'. Consequently, two 

archiphonemes should be established to account for these 

phonological phenomena. 
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As the neutralized nuclear elements in the second set of 

examples are similar to those we have just encountered and 

established in the first set, there is functionally no 

phonological justification to represent the last two cases 

of neutralization by capital letters which are different 

from the ones we have already established. In fact, 

symbolizing them by a different pair of capital letters would 

be highly misleading, on the grounds that the reader is bound 

. 
to, interpret them as representing new archiphonemes whose 

terms are. presumably different from the other established 

archiphonemes;. a conclusion which., as-we have seen, : Ls both 

inaccurate and implausible. 

It should also be pointed out that the choice of these 

specific capital letters, rather than any others, to represent 

the three archiphonemes, is taken on the grounds of, firstlyqý- 

their adequacy with respect to the most common realizations 

of the archiphonemes and, secondly, their availability in 

all typewriters. 

- 
However, the above argument can not be pronounced complete 

without providing satisfactory answers to two important 

queries, i. e. 

I- the reason for establishing archiphoneme /A/, 

and,, 2- the reasons for not establishing further 

I archiphonemes. 

In retrospect, it is worth pointing out that-though 

Mulder and Hurren's established archiphonemic set 
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(as represented in Figures 6 and 7) is (self-) consistent, 
it is not necessarily adequate with respect to the facts 

it is supposed to describe. This will-become clear from 

the sequence of the following argument. 

Many phoneticians/linguists have noticed that the presence 

of certain phonetic segments in phonetic forms may have 

bearings on the phonetic quality of some other preceding/ 

succeeding phonetic segments in adjoining forms. However, 

the degree of the pressurizing influence is sufficient to 

substitute (though by no means to transform) one element for 

another (or for "zero") in the system. This phenomenon'is 

normally referred to in articulatory phonetics by the common 

term "assimilation" (or "sandhi" for some specialists). 

Though the discussion of the different types of "assimilation" 

and their full implications lies''beyond the immediate scope of- 

this work, it is sufficient for our preBent'purposes to indicate 

that the most familiar type of phonetic "assimilation" is 

conceived to be the one which takes place on the border 

between two phonetic forms and which involves the "final" 

phonetic segment of the first form and the "initial" segment 

of the second form, e. g. the so-called juxtaposition of "is" 

[iz) and "she" [ýi(: )3 in "is she" will exemplify a case of 

so-called "regressive (external) assimilation" (as opposed 

to the so-called "progressive (external) assimilation). 
f Accordingly, "is she" must be phonetically transcribed as 

[13 ýi(: )] 
, whereby the['z3 has been substituted for C. 3] 

under the influence of the "initial" [5 3of the following 

form; (c. f. Abercrombie, 197,4; Brosnahan and Maimberg, 1976; 
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Bloomfield, 1973; etc. ). However, most phoneticians are 

of the opinion that most attested types and capes. of 

", external assimilation" in S. E. are by no means compulsoryp 

in-, the sense that the speaker may choose to realize the above 

example as [iz $1(: )3 rather than [i_; 51(: )] and therefore. 

blocking the phenomenon of "assimilation" from taking place in 

, actual communication. 

On 
_the 

basis of the above, two points should be singled out 

and, stressed, firstly, that the phenomenon of "external 

assimilation" is-ultimately a matter of choice on the part 

of., the speaker and, secondly, it always takes place on the 

border between what may be identified as two separate phonetic 

forms. 

Unlike the attested cases of phonetic "assimilation", 

referred to above in general outline, the case In, hand, i. e. 

-. the reason for establishing archiphoneme /A/, is of af, I 
relatively different nature, because we are not dealing, here 

with what we have called "external assimilation", but with 

what we may identify as "internal assimilation". (or "internal 

sandhi"). 

However, if the above explicatory note manifests a 

correct understanding of the phenomena of "assimilation", 

then our conception of what "internal assimilation" actually 

specifies should not pose any problem. 

"Internal assimilation" is noticed to take place within, 
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the borders of a single phonetic form and almost always 

under the influence of a preceding/succeeding phonetic 

element belonging to the same form. According to such a 

conception, the "optional choice" which characterizes cases 

of "external assimilation" becomes in cases of "internal 

assimilation" very limited - if not entirely obliterated. 

This may be attributed to the lack of any possible "available 

alternative" in the latter cases. If at all such a limited 

choice-is'quite possible in practice, which is doubtful, we 

believe that'it will be entirely based on an arbitrary 

decision. ' For, if we consider examples like "drought". 

"foul". nsight" and "wise", we can very easily notice that 

the'phonetic element which is expected to occur in the phonetic 

contexts of [dJ-wt] 
, 

Cf-wl] 
, 

Cs-jt] and Cw-ýJz] can never 

non--ýarbitrarily be assigned to either [Ee] or CA3 
, (not even 

to [a], for that respect). Phonetically speaking, though 

the sound in question may be heard to beer closer'affinity +o 

CA3'than with [Ee3, the fact remains that it belongs to neither, 

and therefore no overlap in the phonetic scope betweenja/ 

and /r/ can ever be established. 

Since it is the presence of a succeeding /u/ or /i/ which 

determines the quality of the immediately preceding element 

in the nuclear position, we are inclined to treat the phonetic 

phenomena of "internal assimilation" as unmistakable cases of 

"neutralization". In consequence, we can not avoid 

identifying and establishing archiphoneme /A/ to represent 

the suspension of opposition between /a/ and /r/ in the 

context of a succeeding /u/ or /i/. This solution does not 
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only-happen to be more consistent with the other descriptive 

statements, but it is also materially more adequate with 

respect to the facts of S. E. 

With the establishment of three vocalic archiphonemes, 

the vocalic system of S. E. seems to be adequately covered and 

consistently accounted for; whereby, each two of the six 

vocalic elements representand are represented by one 

archiphoneme in the system. By implication, this amounts 

to saying that there is virtually no possibility of . 
establishing any additional archiphoneme, because the terms 

of such an archiphoneme will not only overlap with the terms 

of other established archiphonemes in the system, but its' 

triggering context will also overlap with the triggering 

context(s) of other established archiphonemes, which is 

neither consistent nor adequate. Accordingly, we-are 

confident that the above descriptive account of, the 

archiphonemic system of S. E. covers the attested suspensions 

in the language most adequately without any need for further 

archiphonemes. 

Summing up, I we are now in a: relatively secure position 

to maintain that the following three nuclear vocalic 

archiphonemes, which correspond to the marked-areas of List 1 

and Figure 1. have been established for S. E., i. e. 

1- archiphoneme /A/ results from the regular suspension 

of opp6sition between /a/ and /r/ in the context of 

an i=ediately succeeding /u/ or /i/ in position 

"implosive 111, 
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2- archiphoneme /I/ results from the regular suspension 

of opposition between /i/ and /u/ in the context of 

an-immediately succeeding /u/ or /i/ in position 

"implosive 111, 

and, 3- archiphoneme /0/ results from the regular suspension 

of opposition between /o/ and /e/ in the context of- 

an immediately succeeding /u/ in position 

"implosive 1". 

On the basis of the above, we can now formalize andl, ' 

formulate our neutralization rules in the following manner: - 
Neutralization-rule Ill": - 

"The /slack: tight/ opposition in /neutral/ phonemes 

is always neutralized in context with succeeding 

/slack, spread/ or /slack, rounded/ phoneme", 

which rule can be re-formulated in a formulaic manner as 

f ollows: - 

n,, (/slack: tight/) /neutral ck, --ý 
spread/' 

ii, /. qla 
", rounded/ 

In order to ensure the correct reading of all the formulae, 

it should be made clear that the conventions used in writing 

them refer to the following: - 

n: Nuclear position. 

Brackets containing neutralized elements. 

Slant lines containing non-neutralized relevant 

elements. , 
Separates between the "nuclear position" and the 

immediately succeeding "implosive position", i. e. 

Negates the oppositional value of the bracketeck 
elements. 
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il : Position implosive 1. 

-0-ý: Either the combination /slack, -spread/ or the 

combination /slack, rounded/. 

Neutralization-rule 11211: - 

"The /spread: rounded/ opposition in /slack/ phonemes 

is always neutralized in context with succeeding 

/slack, spread/ or /slack, rounded/ phoneme", 

which can be formulated in terms of the following: - - 

n,., (/spread: rounded/) /slack il, /slack, 
spread/ 

`-rounded/ 

Neutralization-rule "3": - 
"The /spread-. rounded/ opposition in /tight/ phonemes 

is always neutralized in context with a succeeding 
/slack, rounded/ element". 

which rule can be formulaically re-written as: - 

n, (/spread: rounded/) /tight ilq /slack, rounded/ 

Although the realizational aspect does not constitute a 

pre-requisite for the establishment of the above three 

archiphonemes, it is significant to note that, for instance, 

the standard realizations of cases like /bAu/ and /bAi/. "bow" 

and "buy", respectively, are [bow] and [btij], alongside which 

one may frequently hear the realizations [bAw] and [bAj3. 
The same is true with respect to /bIu/ and /bIi/, "boo" and "bell, 

respectively, where the standard realizations are mostly'[buw] 

and [bij], alongside which exist the dialectal realizations 
[biw] and [buj3. Similarly, the standard realization of /dOu/ 

is that of Cdow3q beside which exists the dialectal 

realization [dxwj. 
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Obviousfy"then, each of these three vocalic archiphonemes 

represents a specific suspension'of opposition between two 

nuclear vocalic elements in the vicinity of certain 

specifiable contexts. However, if any of these triggering 

contexts happens not to be present in a form, no neutralization 

can be contemplated and no archiphoneme can be established. 

The "Extended Phonematic Lattice": - 

The. issue. of classifying the archiphonemes of a language 

alongside the phonemes in-the same system was raised and 

discussed 
',. 
'in Chapter 1. The resultant system, it was argued, 

allows the specialist to inspect the proportionality of the 

relationships holding between the phoneme s and'the 

archiphonemes, on the, one hand, and between these molecular 

elements and the established sets of atomic distinctive 

features, on the other, in a consistent, adequate, simple and 

most appropriate manner. Furthermore, it was also stressed, 

that a system which is endowed with such facilities should 

be considered systematically more exhaustive and therefore 

more adequate, and representationally simpler than an equally 

consistent and adequate system which is too rigid-to, provide 

us with comparable vital information, (see Lists-3 and 4 

in Chapter 1 of this PART). 

For similar considerations, we shall apply the above 

theoretical views fpr the construction-of a "unified" system 

to accommodate and account for all the vocalic elements of 

S. E. , The proposed system, -as we shall presently see, is 

ba sically an extension to the "phonematic lattice" in, Figure 
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This "extended" version can be set up by means of the 

following two-dimensional "lattice". i. e. 

(Figure 

(The conventions which are attached to this "latticell"ar6 

analogous to the ones we have attached to Figure 17 in 

Chapter 1, in the sense that the "heads" of the triangles 

(which acco=odate the archiphonemes) point out towards the 

neutralized features, and their "bases" refer to their 

'relevant non-neutralized features). 

By basing ourselves on the findings of the above "lattice", 

we can very easily deduce the features which are relevant for 
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the positive identification of the three established 

airchiphonemes /A/9 /I/ and /0/; these are: - 
l-'The feature /neutral/ is the only relevant feature 

for the positive identification of archiphoneme /A/. 

2- The features /slack, non-neutral/ are the only 

relevant features for the positive identification of 

, -, archiphoneme /I/. (It should be re-iterated here 

that the feature /non-neutral/ may either be equal to 

/+ rounded, + spread/ or to /- neutral/. Whatever 

our choice may be, we can not escape the fact that 

we are dealing here with an unmistakable case of 

"suspension of part of a dimension". According to 

an earlier discussion (Chapter 1), we are allowed 

to establish the feature /non-neutral/ as a "hyper- 

feature" in the system. The value of this "hyper- 

feature" may also be represented as /spread/rounded/). 

The features /tight, non-neutral/ are the only 

relevant features for the positive identification of 

archiphoneme /0/. 

Finally, even though the above "lattice" has successfully 

accommodated and accounted for all the established molecular 

and atomic elements in the S. E. vocalic syBtem, 
_it 

has only 

done so with respect to their "positive" values. In order 

to demonstrate the flexibility, potentiality and 

manoeuvrability of the above method of representationg the 

overall global differential values of all vocalic elements 

(in terms of their "positive" and "negative" values) have 

been taken into account in constructing the following 
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"lattice". This new "lattice" may be most appropriately 

identified as the "global phonematic lattice" of the S. E. 

vocalic elements. Thus, we have: - 

(Figure 10) 

,. 
(Each "positive" value of an element is represented 

, 
by a "solid" line, and each "negative" valuelis 

represented by a "dotted" line). 

Consequently, the overall global value of any phonematic 

element is calculated globally with reference to all the 

phonematic elements in the inventory. The overall global 

value of /a/. for instance, can be calculated as follows: - 
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/a/ - /+ neutral, + tightg - spread, - rounded, - slack/ 

On. the other hand, the overall global value of the feature 

/tight/ will automatically be: - 
/tight/ = /+ e, + a, + o, - J, - r, - 

However, withýrespect to the Itcompatibility: exclusiveness" ' 

types of relationship, the overall global value of the feature 

/tight/ amounts to: - 

, /tight/ = /+-spread, + neutral, + rounded, 0 slack/ 

However, the readers who still prefer recourse to 

Jakobsonian-type grids for testing the consistency and-, 

adequacy, of phonematic representational devices will find 

in-footnote 24 a matrix which satisfies their needs. 

"Diphthongs", "Monophthongs" and "Triphthongs": - 

The monitor of linguistic trends who is familiar with 

structural and functional linguistic approaches, but does not 

have a fair account of the A. F. brand of functional, 

linguistics, would have, no doubt, noticed the absence of any 

reference to the so-called "diphthongs", I'monophthongs" and 

"triphthongs". This is not strange since it is possible to 

account for the differences between these phenomena in a 

consistent and adequate manner by means of the outlined 

theoretical notions of "nucleus", "peripheral", "vowel". - 

"semi-vowel". "archiphoneme" and "position". Accordingly, 

there is virtually no functional reason for condoning. the 

establishment of "diphthongs" and I'monophthongs", not to 

mention the "triphthongs", as separate unanalysable vocaliq 

phonemes in the inventory26. However, the following 
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discussion will further clarify our approach to the problem. 

Needless to point out in this context that the present 

pheno I mena under consideration bear some resemblence (and may 

be relatýed) to the previously discussed phenomena of 

"neutralization" . For, in both cases we are dealing with 

combinations of vocalic elements. Each such attested 

combination is constituted of a "nuclear" element (which may 

be a vowel, a semi-vowel or an archi. phoneme) and a"'peripheral" 

vocalic element, namely a "semi-vowel". 

A so-called "diphthong" like [Djj in "boy", or a so-called 

P Ure (long) I'monophthong" like [u-. -] in "do", phonologically 
/-oi/ and /-Iu/, --respectively,, can be accounted for, in -AIF., 

in terms of the aforementioned theoretical notions, i. e. by 

assigning /o/ 'and /I/ to the nuclear position, and i/ and 

/u/ to the immediately succeeding implosive position. 

A similar solution can be applied to combinations like [ju3 

in "your" and LuA] in "one". phonologically /iu-/ and /ur-/, 
00 

respectively, where the "dots" indicate the nuclear elements, 

and as such assigning the occurrence of /i/ and /u/ to the 

immediately preceding explosive position. 

In our view, the phenomena'of "diphthongization't and 

I'monophthongization" ultimately fall within the scopeýof the 

following two possibilities, i. e. 

per. pos. n per. pos. 

Semi-vowel P Vocalic element 0-? 

Vocalic element 4 Semi-vowel 

where the "heads" of the arrows point out towards the vocalic 
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element in the nuclear position and their "tails". point-put 

towards the semi7vocalic or consonantal-elements in the_", 

respective positions. The two "question-mark" signs 

indicate, the presence or absence of a consonantal element. 

The abbreviations 'In" and "per. pos. 1t refer to "nuclear 

position" and "peripheral position", respectively. 

-A so-called "triphthong" can be interpreted as a sequence 

of three vocalic elements comprising either a single 

phonological form, ora poly-syllabic construction. While 

the, combination /ijr/ "year", which is composed of three 

semi-vocalic, elements,, can not be analysed into more than one 

phonological form, the instance of the combination /-air/9" 

which, is composed of the same number (though not necessarily 

of the same type) of vocalic. elements, can in fact be 

analysed into, two successive phonological forms, i. e.,, /-ai/ 

and /ir/. where., by functional amalgamation (seeTART I, 

Chapter 7), the non-nuclear element /i/. which., marks, a 

syllabic boundary, belongs non-arbitrarily to both forms or 

syllables. 

It follows that the "triphthongization" phenomenon can be 

looked at as a sequence of three simple "vocalic" phonemes, 

whereby,. the central element occupies the nuclear position 

and the other two elements occupy the immediately preceding 

and succeeding explosive and implosive positions, e. g. /iar-/ 

in "yard". /uer/ in "ware". /uei-/ in "wade". /-, iIu/ in_"newllv 

/-rAi/ in, "try", etc. These cases may be accounted. for in 

terms of the following pattern: - 
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per. pos, 

Semi-vowel 
n. 

Vocalic element 

per. Ros,. 

Semi-vowel 

Consequentlyq establishing "diphthongs", I'monophthongs" 

and "triphthongs" as unanalysable vocalic entities in the 

inventory - "- not only contradict the conceptual definitions 

of the aforementioned notions but it also violates the three 

major requirements of consistency, adequacy and simplicity. 

The Realizations of the Vocalic Phonemes and Archiphonemes 

of S. E.: - 

Our aim, in what is left of this Chapter, is to establish 

the nature of the intrinsic identity27 and the upper limit 28 

of the distinctive realization of each vocalic phoneme. or 

archiphoneme of S. E. This will be immediately foll. owed by 

a range of what we believe are the most commonly observed 

realizations of the phoneme in question. In this respect, 

the statements of realization are essential "to make possible 

the activation of the phonological description, i. e. to 

generate new data on the basis of -the description",, 

(Mulder, 1968). 

Before we start assessing the realizational aspect of 
_ 

each vocalic element (including the archiphonemes), it is 

worth noting that the member-features in the /lenis: fortis/,, 

dichotomy, which pervades our classification of the 

consonant phonemes of S. E., quantitively and qualitatively 

affect the realizational aspect of the vocalic nuclear. - 
elements, (see below). Thus, we recommend formulating a 
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limited number, of statements which apply to the realizations 

of, all, vocalic elements of S. E. These are: - 
1- The occurrence of /tight/ vocalic phonemes in 

open syllables (i. e. where all implosive positions 

are empty) is not possible in S. E. I 

2. ý. The realizations of all /tight/ and /slack/ vowels 

and semi-vowels in the nuclear position are 

slightly longer and more open when the'immediately 

--succeeding implosive position is filled,, by a 

, 
/lenis/ consonant, a /nasal/, or an /1/, -but rather 

shorter-ýand less open when succeeded by a /fortis/ 

consonant. 

The-realizations of all vocalic sequences, namely, 

those which are composed of a nuclear vocalic' "'. 

element'in conjunction with an immediately--following 

semi-vocalic element, are longer and-more open 

-, when the-immediately succeeding-implosive'-position 

, (, i., e. "i2) is filled by a /0/, 'a /lenis/ consonant, 

an /1/9 or-'a"/nasal/. but rather shorter and; less' 

open when: succeeded by a-/fortis/ consonanto--` - 

However, it should be remarked that a hierarchy of length 

and openness. can. be established and worked out on the basis 

of the aforementioned information, (see further below); " "The 

realizations of all vocalic elements in the nuclear position, 

irrespective of,, their categorical status, are longer and more 

open when succeeded. by a semi-vocalic element in the 

immediately succeeding implosive position than, when succeeded 

by phoneme /l/. Yet, their realizations are slightlyýshorter 
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and less open in the vicinity of, a /nasal/ consonant, and 

even much shorter and less open when a /lenis/ consonant 

follows, The length and opennes of nuclear vocalic elements 

in the context of a following /, fortis/ consonant is ranked at 

the bottom of the hierarchy, slightly above the cases where 

position "ill' is filled by 

Accordingly, the above established hierarchy of length 

and, opennes may be summed up in terms of the following 

formulae. These formulae are arranged on a descending 

scale of various degrees of length and openness. It starts 

by classifying the longest and most open realizations of the 

vocalic nuclear phonemes and gradually climbs down towards 

their shortest and by no means their lesser open realizations. 

However, in order to make these formulae as concise and clear 

as possible, the following abbreviations will be used in 

their formulation, i. e. 'In" for "nuclear position"; llV,, ll for 

"vocalic element"; "ill' for "position ill'; 'IS. -V. 11 for 

"semi-vowel"; 11-" for "filled by"; 11/11 for "position marker" 

and for "type of element required to fill the position 

in question". Thus, we have the following six basic_ 

formulae: - 

1- n. -, /Ve il, _, /S. _V. /29. 

which formula may be extended to account for more attested 

cases of length and openness, i. e. 

la- n, -, /V. // iiq -9 /S. -V. // 12q -9 /o/. 

lb- n. /V*// /S. -V. / i2, /lenis/. 

lc- n, /V. /S. -V. i2, 

ld- n, /V. /S. -V. i2, /nasal/. 

le- n, /V. /S. 
-V. 12, /fortis/. 
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2- n. /V. / ilq /lenis/. 

3- n, /V-/ iiq 

4- n. /V-/ il, /nasal/. 

5- n. /VeV il, /fortis/. 

6- n. MY 119 -9 /O/- 
ý 

We presume, that this limited number of generalized 

statements (and the corresponding formulae) will be sufficient 

to clarify and reduce the number of our statements of 

realization without going into the same details every time 

we discuss the realizations of a specific vocalic phoneme. 

The phoneme /a/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to "pos. n". 

b) In this position, it commutes with /e, o, r, i, u/. 

c) The distinctive function and identity of this phoneme are 

established by the following comparisons: - 

I- a/e /bag/ "bag" vs* /beg/ "beg" 

2- a/o vs, /bog/ "bog" 

3- a/r vs. /brg/ "bug"' 

4- a/i vs, /big/ "big" 

5- a/u /bak/ "back" vs, /buk/ "book" 

d) The realizations of /a/: - 

I- This phoneme is generally realized as a "short, 

relatively fronted (considering its degree of 

openness) between half-open and open, unrounded 

(neutral) vowel". e. g. "man" [metn], "sat" [sat], 

"capt' [kirp], f1bag" Lbstg],, "scalp" [skEr1P3_ 

It is important to remark here that the realizations 
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oflall vocalic elements in the nuclear position, _ 
including /a/, are subject to definite geographical, 

sociological, occupational. 1, educational, etc. 

variations. Though the,, discussion of such 

realizational. variations lies beyond the immediate 

scope, of this work, certain outstanding 

realizational deviations from the widely 

acknowledged S. E. norms have to be alluded to and 

accounted for in this section of the description, 

In this. context, we may cite that the realizations 

of phoneme /a/ range between the "half-open frontal" 

LEE], to the somewhat "relatively back" [939 to the 

"fully back"(p]. The first of these can be 

considered to be the normal realization of the 

phonemeja/, and the last two may be treated as 

positional and/or dialectal variants. 
2- In the. context of a succeeding /l/ in position "il", 

the realization of phoneme /a/ is that of a "lowered 

and retracted" vowel, normally symbolized as [a] 

rather than as [ER], e. g. (ka-Isifaj] "calcify" as 

different from [kv-t] "cat". 

When [Ee] is succeeded by [-. ] in forms like [sta]., 

"star",, [ba. 
-] "bar". (da: k] "dark", the realization 

of the nuclear phoneme /a/ is noticed to be that of 

a "relatively backed, more open, unrounded (neutral)" 

vowel, i. e. 

With some speakers in the London area, the 

above "relatively backed" realization [CI] in 

gives way,, to a rather "fully backed" realizational, 
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v- ersion [1p] in while with 'others'in Ahe same 
area, the realization of this vocalic combination' 
is that of'an "approximately frontal" variety'[a-. -3 

5- Some speakers in the South of England tend'to 

replace the Standard realization of the vocalic "' 

cOmbination'[co-] 'by another vocalic combination, i. e. 

when occurring finally in a form, e. g. 
11baV1, [sta)3 "star", [fal] "far". It is. worth 

remarking1hat this realizational statement is also 

relevant for the realization-of /r/ in position "ill'. 

The phoneme, /e/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to "pos. n". 

b) In this pbsition, it commutes with /a, o. i. r. u. A', I/* 

c) The distinctive'function and identity of this phoneme are 

established by the following comparisons: - 

e/a see: al 

2- e/o /beg/ "beg" VS. /bog/ "bog" 

3- e/r vs" brg/ bug" 

4- e/i vs, Jbig/ "big's 

5- e/u /bek/ "beck" vs, /buk/ "book" 

6- e/A /peil/ "Pale" VS0 /pAil/ "pile" 

7- e/I Vs. /pjil/ 11peelss 

d) The realizations of /e/: - 

1- The Standard realization of /e/ is as a "short, 

front, ranging between half-close [e] and half-open 

[E] 
, unrounded (spread)" vowel, e. g. "pen" [ptn]", 

"set" IsEt] 
, "dead" CdEd3. 

2- In the context of a following /i/ in pos. "ill', the 
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realization of the nuclear /e/ tends to be as a 

"front, half-close. 'spread" vowel, i. e. [e3 rather 

than [E3 
, sliding towards the position of[J3 e. g. 

f1takell [tejk3, "day" [dej3, "cage" [kejdý]. 

Alongside this Standard realization, there exists a 

sub-standard (or rather a dialectal) tendency to 

replace the "half-close" realization [e3 by the 

"half-open" realization[L3, e. g. "take" [tcjk]v 

"bake" [bLjk3. 

3- When [ei] is succeeded by a [13, the realization of 
the vocalic combination in question is'relatively 

narrower and shorter than usual, e. g. "sayer" [seJ13 
, 

"player" [plej1#3 
, "grayer" Lg4ej%3 

. (This 

statement also applies to the realizations of 

phonemes'/r/ and /i/). 

4 In the context of a succeeding /r/, the nuclear 

phoneme /e/ can be realized as a nfront, half-open, 

unrounded (spread)" vowel which proCedes towards a 
"central, approximately half-open, spread"', 

articulation of e. g. "hare" [h03" fare" [f 0] 

"dared" [dlad), "bear" [bt)] 
. 

The Midlanders opt for a "central, half-close, 

half-open" realization [-#. -] as an alternative for 

the Standard thus, examples like "pair",, I "care". 

etc., are realized as [pJ3. or jpi-a3 , and 
[ka]. ' or 

[ki'j]. (This realizational statement appl I ies also 
to the realizations of phoneme /r/ in the nuclear 
position). 
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The phoneme /o/,: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to "pos.. n". 

b) In this position, it commutes with /a, e, r. i. u,, A, -I/. 

c) The distinctive function and identity of this phoneme are 

established by the following comparisons: - 

1- o/a see: a2 

2- o/e see: e2 

o/r /bog/ "bog" 

o/i 
o/u /kok/ "cock" 

o/A /foil/ "foil,, 

o/I - 

vs, /brg/ "bug" 

vs, /big/ "big" 

VS0 /kuk/ "cook" 

vs 0 
/fAil/ "file" 

vs, /fIii/ "feel" 

d) The realizations of /o/: - 

1- The Standard realization of this phoneme is as a 

"short, open, back, with slight lip-rounding" vowel, 

ranging between [o] and (23, e. g. "dog" [d2g3,, "cod" 

[k2d], "cockle" "cog" [kog], "doll" [d23]. 

2- This phoneme can be realized as a "back, approximately 

between open and half-open, rounded" vowel [ID3. when 

followed in the implosive position by /r/ realized as 

e. g. "horse" [hj): s], "naughty" fnrnti3, "sword" 

Csj: ): d] . "floor" [fim-] . 
, 3- Some speakers of S. E. have a tendency for replacing 

the [jo] in [n. ý by a "relatively half-open, back, 

rounded" vowel [23 which terminates as a "central, 

relatively half-open, unrounded" vocalic element [4] 
9 

e. g. 11 ho rs ell [hý I s3 9 11 fl oo r1l [f 1 zýi] 9" four" 
_ 

[f 213 . 

A "closer and more rounded" realization of [103 in [io--] 

is normally used by Londoners, e. g. "saw" [so-3 , 
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t1fourl, [fo]. 
. 

The Scottish always replace the Standard British [)03 

in [)o. -. ] by their own "close" (o], e. g. "port" (port3, 

"floor" [flor] 
. 

The S. E. realization of the vocalic combination /oi/ 

in instances like "coy" (k3j), "soil" [sojl] 
, "boil" 

&. 7j+], "annoyed" [InDjd), is that of a "back, rounded, 

below half-open" vowel which procedes to end as a 

"front, unrounded, relatively close" articulation 

with '"spread" lips. 

A "closer, yet relatively backer" realization of [aj] 

can be noticed in the london area, e. g. "soil" (soj-1], 

"noise" [nojz]. 

The phoneme /r/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to 11pos. n", 11pos. e211 and "pos. ill'. 

b) In "pos. n". it commutes with /a, e, o. i. u/. 

c) In "pos. e2", it commutes with /i, u, 1, n, F, m, P,, T, K, 

9v@v 0/30 . 
d) In "pos. jilt , it commutes with /i, u, n. v. Ng 19 k. 

bg sq fq dq t9 ti, 99 Xg 09 ;ý9 0/. 

e) The distinctive function and identity of this phoneme are 

established by the following comparisons: - 

1- r/a see: a3 

r/e see: e3 

3- r/o see: o3 
4- r/i /brg/ "bug" 

5- r/u /brk/ "buck" 

f) The realizations of /r/: - 

vs, /big/, "big"' 

vs /buk/ý-Ilbookll 
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(I) Realizations in 11pos. ntl-, - 

1-. In the nuclear position, this phoneme-is always 

realized as a t1short, unrounded (neutral), central 

(slightly to the back), half-open" vocalic element, 

symbolized as [A3 
. e. g. Itskull" [skA-1] 

, "cup" [kAp3 

"mother" [mAý-]a. In this position, the vocalic 

element /r/ is subject to local dialectal and 

individual realizational pressures which result 

in a certain amount of free variance, (see below). 

2- In the type of English which is spoken in the 

London area and elsewhere, this phoneme is realized 

either as-an "open, front" vowel or as a "short, 

half-open" vowel with lips "neutraltv., The phonetic 

range of this vocalic element lies between [a] and 

[a], e. g. "cup" [kap] 
, "mother" [maýQ 

. 
3- In the Northern regions of, England,, the realization 

of the nuclear /r/ in prominent syllables is that 

of a "back" vocalic element approximating the 

realization of an "unrounded" [o], symbolized as 

[Y3 and-realized as a "short, half-close, unrounded, 

back" semi-vowel, e. g. 11CUptl [k%p], "mother" [ml-ýý3, 

"dull" [dV+J 
. 

4- For some speakers of English in the Midlands and 

the North, the distinction between [A] and [1] in an 

accented nuclear position does not potentially 

exist, because both are realized as a "short, 

central, half-open, half-closet' vocalic element, 

with t1neutral (unrounded)" lips, "tenser"' and, 11less 

open" than [A] 
. symbolized as [i] 

, e. g. "come" [k3m] 
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"one" [w)n] , "curry" [k)rJ3. 
5- Regardless of the type of syllable the phoneme /r/ 

is the nucleus of, it will always be phonologically 

represented by /r/ in this work. Nevertheless, 

a realizational distinction should be clarified and 

maintained between the occurrence of /r/ as the 

nucleus of prominent syllables, and its occurrence 

as the nucleus of less prominent or weak syllables. 

In prominent syllables, the /r/ is always realized 

as LA3, but it is realized as ['41 in weakly accented 

syllables. Purthermore, two types of Lý3 can be 

recognized in. weakly accented syllables, i. e. a 

"central, half-close" variant in non-finai 

positions, e. g. "about" fibawtj, and a "central, 

half-open" variety occurring finally in a form 

, before a pause, e. g. "sofa" Es 01f a]- 0r [Sowf 

ISD, ýPý] The following set of examples will 
further clarify our contentions, 

_e. 
g., "sucker" 

[SAk-3] "mother" CmAtJ3, "vulture" '[vA&tS)] 
, where 

each form is composed of two syllabl: es, "and each' 

syllable contains the same semi-vocalic element; 

yet, the difference between the two nuclei in each 

form is a realizational one caused by the 

"+ prominence" on the first syllable, and the 

prominence" on the last syllable. However, in 

the following second set of examples, it will be 

noticed that the nucleus nucleurum of each 

phonological word is occupied by a vocalic element 

other than /r/. and the second syllable in each 
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form contains the weaker version of the phoneme /r/, 

phonetically ['ý], as a nucleus,, e. g. "larger", 
- 

[la: d, 5ý] . "over" fow") or [wvi3, "annex', [)ntks] 

"flatter" [flmt-&] 

Many Southerners tend to replace the final [1] in 

all the examples in number 5 above by the "short, 

central, half-open" semi-vowel CA3. It will be 

shown in PART III that the realization [13 (which is 

the neutral and weakest vocalic element in the 

spectrum of S. E. vocalic system) is the 

underarticulated nuclear variant of all the other 

vowels and semi-vowels of S. E. 

In some other areas of England, speakers tend to 

replace [1] by an 11[r]-coloured" or a "retroflexed" 

sym6olized as [j], when it occurs finally, or 

when it is followed by a consonant, e. g. "over" 
[OWVJI 

or [-&, wvJ], "mother" [MAirJ3, "flatter" [f1, EEtJjv 

"standard" [Stgndid]. 

8- In the following forms, "fur" [f 1. -. 3 ff)a3 V 33 

or [f3: j3 9 
"bird" [ba: d], [bvýd], [b3: d], or (buid], 

"kernel" [kl: nl]-,, Ck-aina], [k. %: n3: 3, or [k-&:. 3n3: ], 

"dirge" Cdi: dB], [dl: 
%jd, 33, [d-a)d3j, or [d3: d3],, the 

nuclear phoneme is realized either as a. "mid. - 

central, neutral, between half-close and half-open" 

semi-vowel, or as a "half-open,, central (slightly 

to the front), unrounded" vocalic element. 

(See also statements no. 4 and 5 in the section on 

phoneme /e/). 

9- The vocalic combination in the above statement has 
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a number of dialectal varieties ranging from a 

closer to an opener variety. An extreme closer 

variety resembles something like [w-. 3 (unrounded 

[u: ]), and the opener version approximates a 

lengthened (A-1 
- 

10- In Scottish English, the vocalic combination DT 
( Cyi3,9 [3-. 3 

. or even [I: j] ) is mostly realized as, 

[jr3, or more commonly as [jr] (a [-#3-like [Q 

succeeded by a flapped (slightly rolled) [r] 
, or 

a fricative [r] ). e. g. "bird" [b-4rd] or [bird] 

The same applies to the vocalic combination [E--a3 

(see statement no. 4 in the section on phoneme /e/). 

(II) Realizations in '"pos. e2l': - 

1- In the explosive position, phoneme /r/ is normally 

realized as a "post-alveolar retroflex liquid" 

semi-vowel, sometimes called by some phoneticians 

Itfricative lingual", symbolized as [. j], e. g. _"rock" 
&J. 2 k3, "wreck" [ji13, "rose" [Jowz) 

or [j)wz], ",, 11 .,, I It ru sh" [J AJ]. 

2- With some speakers of S. E., a "voiced post-alveolar 

fricative (spirant)" realization of the semi-vowel 

/r/, symbolized as [r3 
, is used instead of the--, 

I- 
"retroflex" [j3in the same set of examples in the, ". 

above statement. 

A "frictionless continuant" variety of the /r/ in 

statement 2 is used by many speakers of S. E. 

In the context of a preceding /lenis, apical, labial 

or dorsal, occlusive/. the realization of /. r/-is,. 
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often "partly 11 or "wholly" voiceless. This 

rI ealization is most adequately represented as'Q3, 

go 
e'. g. "Proud" [pjawd), , crests' [kitst] ""try's Ltlafl, 

"shrimp" (5iimp] 
. 

5- A "flapped" realization [r] for thýe IIvoicele-ss[,, j3? I 0 
is noticed in the speech of some British citizens 
in the cases mentioned in statement no. 4, as well 

as in weakly accented intervocalic syllables, e. g. 

"very" [veci] 
. "merry" (mwi3. 

Some speakers of dialectal S. E. replace the 

"voiceless [. 01 by a "front trilled" or a "rolled 

lingual" or a "vibrant [C311, 

Though on a narrower scale, other realizations of 

- phoneme /r/ may be attested in the speech of'some 

British subjects in "pos. e2l, among these 

marginal realizations one can recognize the-"rolled 

uvular" [R]'(better called the "front" or 11apical" 
rp-i LJRJ)q the "back" or Iluvular" [r], the "breathed 

velar fricativell Cr3, the Iluvular fricatIvell [163, etc. 

(III) Realizations in "pos. il": - 
1- In the implosive position, phoneme /r/ is realized 

as where it signifies the lengthening of the 

nuclear element, e. g. "fain! ' [fa: m), "purse" (pj: s], 

"Jaw" (See statement no. 5 in the section 

on phoneme /a/). In this specific positiong 

phoneme /r/ is subject to considerable con: teitual"' 

and free variance in relation to the element 

occupying the nuclear position, or in relation to 
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the type of S. E. the speaker uses. In this, 

context, the reader is referred to the'following 

statements of realization, i. e. statements no. 
3 and 4 in the section on phoneme /a/, statements 

no. 4 and 5 in the section on phoneme /e/. and 

statements no. 2.3,4 and 5 in the section on 

phoneme /o/. 

2-, In the speech of some British subjects, the [a] in 

f arm" (fol m] task" (to) sk] . etc. is realized 

rather weakly apd is barely perceptible, while in 

the speech of others, it is realized as a weak 

"retroflex liquid" when it occurs finally in a 

syllable. 

The realization of /r/ in 11pos. ill' is ostensibly --- 

less open than its nuclear realization, e. g. "pair" 

[pr_3] . "here" Chi)] 
. "dare" fdc)] 

. "poor" fpul] 
. 

(See also the statements of realization no. 4 and 5 

in the section on phoneme /e/). 

A "retroflex"[. j], or even a "flapped lingual" Cr3 

(phonetically known as the "linking" Cr] ) is 

noticed to occur finally in a form when the 

immediately following syllable starts with a 

vocalic element, e. g. "never end" (nF-vIj F-nd], 

"here and there" [hiij and d7E'j]. 

5- Other minor realizations of phoneme /r/ in the 

implosive position may be alluded to, e. g. 

"intrusive" [r], 11[r]-colouring", "trilled" [r], etc. 

The relati onship holding between the different types of 
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positional realization of phoneme /r/ may be represented by 

means of the following Venn diagram for three classes3l: - 

Class A: - 

Realization of /r/ 

in "Pos. e211 

Class BI: - 

Realizations of /r/ 

Class C: - 

Realizations of /r/ in "pos. n". 

(Figure 11) 

)OS. ! I,, 

The phoneme /i/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to "pos. n", "pos. e2" and "pos. ill'. 

b) In llpos. n1l, it commutes with /a, o, r, u, e/. 

c) In "pos. e2l',, it commiites with /r, u. 1. n. F. m. P. T9 K9 

6,0 
9 

0/4, 

d) In "pos. ill', it commutes with /r, u. n. v, N, 19 kq mg pq 

bq sq fq d9 19 tq g. x. @, J- 
9 

0/. 

e) The distinctive function and identity of this phoneme are 

established by the following comparisons: - 
1- i/a see: a4 
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2- i/e see: e4 
3- i/o see: o4 
4- i/r see: r4 
5- i/u /bil/ "bill" VS0 /bul/ "bull" 
f) The realizations of /i/: - 

(I) Realizations in "pos. n": - 

1- The standard realization of this phoneme in the 

nuclear position is as a "front (palatal), -unro 
I unded, 

between close to half-close, and somewhat 

retracted", or as a "short, front, closeq. spread 
(un-rounded)" vocalic element. It is usually 

symbolized as [i] 
, e. g. "pill" (pil], 

. 11tick" - [tik] 

"Witil [Wi t3 

2- In weakly accented final open syllables, a "lower" 
0 

and "more open" realization can be noticed. 

In order to highlight the special significance of 

of this unaccented "open" [i], phoneticians ' 

normally mark it with a small tick underneath, e. g. 

"twenty" [twentfl,, "naughty" Cnio: tj], "residuary" 

[. Jizidjuir: O(or more accurately Crýz4djuýrj]). ' 

The final "short, open" weak. syllables in the above 

examples are found -in the speech of some English 

subjects- to be in "free-variance" with the "longer 

and closer" sequence [i--] in equivalent contexts, 

where the combination [i-.. ] stands for an implosive 

reduplication of the semi-vocalic element [i]. 

(It should be noted that this statement is also 

relevant for the realization of archiphoneme 

The realization of the Standard English /i/ is 
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always distinguished from the realization of theý 

Scottish English /i/, in the sense that the latter 

is normally marked by a "shorterg'lower, more open 

and more retracted" realization than its S. E. 

counterpart. The Scottish English /i/ approximates 

a [1]-like sound which is symbolized by (j3, -e. g. 

It f it" [f Lt] 9 It sit" [sii] , 11 kit" (kit] .1 
5- The Scottish English /i/. symbolized as Ei]v is 

roughly equivalent to the "long" [i-. -] in S. E., e. g. 

the Standard realization of the following examples, 

"feet". "seat" and "heat", is Ifi: t],, (si: t] and 
[hi: tl, respectively, which correspond to [fit], 

r sitg and [hit],, in Scottish English. 

(II) Realizations in 11pos. e211: - 

1- In the explosive position, the /i/ is realized as 

an "unrounded, palatal, closeq front" semi-vowel, 

or as an "unrounded, apico-prepalatal, spirant",,. 

symbolized as [j], e. g. "yeast" [ji: st], "yes" CJF-sj, 

"yellow" [j#_liw] or [jtlow] 
, "Yankee" [j*tqki3, - ýý 

"hew" [hju. -. ] 
. 

(See also statement no. 3 in-the 

section on phoneme /e/). 

2- The combination [hj-] in "hew" (above) is 

repalaceable, in the speech of some people, by a 

single "voiceless, palatal, fricative" sound-(q. ], 

e. g. [qu: ] 

When explosive /i/ occurs in the vicinity of a 

preceding 11/fortis labial, apical, or dorsal 

occlusive/" element, the realization of /i/ is as 

a "wholly or partly voiceless" semi-vowel, e. g. 
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"cue" [kju-. 1 or [kjuw]. (This statement is also 

relevant for the realization of archiphoneme /I/). 

(III) Realizations in "pos. il": - 
1- The realization of /i/ in the implosive position is 

similar,, to that in the explosive positiong except 

that -it-is "more open" and relatively "weakly" 

articulated than its explosive realization, e. g. "may" 
[mej],, "'?, say" [sej], "climate" [klojmit] (or more 

accurately [klajmitj). 

2- Generally speaking, when the semi-vowel /i/ occurs 
in any peripheral position, it is normally realized 

as an "unrounded, dorso-palatal, frictionless" 

semi-vocalic element. The different realizations 

of this phoneme are due to the nature of the 

following or preceding nuclear element. The 

starting point for [j], for instance, is much "closer" 

before [i ] than before [m] or [*] 
. 

When /i/ is syllabic, in the speech of some speakers 

of. -English, 
it is normally symbolized as U]v. e. g. 

"labialization" [1ejbI1)l()jzej5In]. 

Finally, the relationship holding between the three types 

of positional-occurrence of phoneme /i/ may be represented 
(after Mulder, 1974) in terms of the following Venn diagram: - 
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Class'A-. - 
Realization of /i/ 

in "pos. e2l'. 

Class B: - 

Realization, of /i/ 

in "Pos. illl. 

Class C: - 

Realization of /i/ in "pos. n". 

(Pigure 12) 

The phoneme /u/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to "pos. n". "pos. e2" and "pos. ill'. 

b) In "pos. n1l, it commutes with /a, e, o, r. 

c) In "pos. e2l. it commutes with /r, i. 1. n. F, m. P. T, K9 

d) In "pos. ill', it commutes with /r, u, n, v, N, 1, k, m, P. 

b, s, f, d, 6, t, g, x, el J+q 
0/. 

e) The distinctive function and identity of this phoneme are 

established by the following comparisons: - 

1- u/a see: a5 

2- u/e see: e5 
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u/o see: o5 
4- u/r see: r5 

u/i see: i5 
i 

f) The realizations of /u/: - 
(I) Realizations in "pos. n": - 

1- The Standard realization of /u/ in the nuclear 

position is as a "short, rounded, between close and 

half-close, back" semi-vowel, e. g. "pull" [Pul], 

"pudding" [pudio], "push" (pu53 
. "look" Lluk]. 

2- The Yorkshire dialectal realization of /u/ýis,, as a 

nback, half-close, unrounded" semi-vowel,, noxmaýly- 

symbolized as LVI, e. g. "should" [51d],, lltookll. [M3. 

(See also statement no. 3 in the section on the 

nuclear occurrence of phoneme /r/). - 

In the type of English spoken in Birmingham and in 

the northern regions of England, CAI and, [u] are, not 

opposed in the nuclear position, thus,, "cud" and 

"could". "buck" and "book". "luck", and-, "look", are 

identical forms (homonyms), i. e. [ktd3,, [bAk] and 

[lAk3, respectively. 

4- In the nuclear position, /u/ can also be realized as 

a "back, and approximately rounded., between close 

and half-close" semi-vowel, which ends as a 

"relatively half-open, central, spread" semi-vowel, 

i. e. /ur/,, e. g. "sure" [5ý)3, "tour" &p3, "your" 

P, P] - A relatively "half-open half-close" realization is 

used in the South, i. e. (o-j3 
. as an alternative to 

the Standard [uj) . e. g. "pure" [pjoIj , "sure" [ýola] , 
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"Your" EJOI. 
6- In Scottish English, the semi-vowel'under 

consi I deration is most frequently realized'as (Y]o 

i. e. a sound which lies roughly half-way between 

so- , called cardinal 8 and the phonetic sound of 

a Prench [y3, e. g. "tour" Ityr] Is sure" [5yr3, 

"your" ljyr3. 

(II) Realizations in "pos. e2l': - 

1- The Standard realization of /u/ in the explosive 

position is as a I'labio-velar" or "bilabial voiced" 

or "bilabial spirant (fricative)" semi-vowel, and 

is represented by [w3, e. g. "wind" [wind], "Well" 

[WtI3 
, "wad" [Wod], "weasel', (wi: za) 

2- The "lip-rounding" feature is much "closer" when [w3 

is succeeded by [u3 or any of the "back" vocalic 

elements, but "less close" with the nfront""vocalic 

phonemes, e. g. "wool' [wu-_3 versus "win" (Win], 

3- A I'labio-velar, voiceless, fricative"'variety of 

symbolized as CM3, is heard as an alternative 

in some regions of England and Scotlahd in forms, 

like "what" [Ai3t], "which" [AitS3, "when" etc. 

4- In the context of a preceding /fortis apical-, 'labial, 

or dorsal, occlusive/. the realization of /u/ is 

mostly as a "voiceless" or "partly unvoiced" 

semi-vocalic element, e. g. "twice" [twais3_ 

(III) Realizations in "pos. il": - 

1- The implosive realization of /u/ is analogous to 
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its realization in the explosive'position, except 

that it is "opener", e. g. "south" [sawolg "how" Chaw3, 

"coat" [kiwt] or Ckowt) 
, "road" [J)wd3 

. or [jowd]. 

(It is worth pointing out that this statement is 

also relevant for the realization of the two 

archiphonemes /A/ and /0/). 

2- In the realization of the vocalic combination [u--] 
. 

as in "soon" [su: n3, for instance, the [-. ]: Ls 
constantly substituted for Cw3 by some speakers 

of S. E., e. g. "moon" Umuwn]. (This statement is 

also relevant for the realization of archiphoneme 

/I/) - 
In the London area, a wider variety of the vocalic 

combination 1ij3 is normally used, i. e. [1u] or [Iii] 

to replace the Standard vocalic combination [U--] 
, 

e. g. Em-6un] or [: mliin] for "moon". It starts from 

the centre of the spectrum, somewhat between [%3 and 

and moves towards the realization of the "back" 

fuj or towards a more advanced ria where it ends. 

The relationshipsholding between the Stand'ard realizations 

of phoneme /u/, in terms of theirý positional occurrences, can 

be summed up and represented (after Mulder, 1974) by means of 

the following Venn diagram for three classes: - 
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Class A: - 

Realization of /u/ 

Class B: - 

Realization of /u/ 

in "pos. e2l. in "pos. ill'. 

Class C: - 

Realization of /u/ in "Pos. n". 

(Figure 13) 

7 
It is obvious from Figures 11,12 and 13, that the. 

realizational range of phoneme /r/ is wider than, either. of the 

phonemes /i/ or /u/. While phoneme /r/ is endowed with four 

basic Standard realizations, each of the phonemes /i/ and /u/ 

manifests only two basic Standard realizational manifestations. 

The archiphoneme /0/: - 

a) This archiphoneme belongs to "pos. n". 

b) In this position., it commutes with /A. I/. 

c) The distinctive function and identity of this archiphoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: - 
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1- A/0 /3: Ouz/ 11roset' vsO /rAuz/ nrouse" 

2- A/I /rOut/ "wrote" vs, /rIut/ Itroot" 

d) The realizations of /0/: - 

1- Archiphoneme /0/ represents a neutralization of 

opposition (in the nuclear position) between /o/ 

and /e/, only when the immediately succeeding 

implosive position is occupied by the semi-vowel /u/; 

otherwise, the two phonemes in question are separate 

elements. (See also statement no. 1 in the section 

on the implosive occurrence of phoneme /u/). 

2- The Standard realization of archiphoneme /0/ is as 

a "half-closed half-open, back, slightly rounded" 

vowel, i. e. [o], moving towards the "rounded" 

position of [w], e. g. "dough" [dow), "no" [now3. 

3- The nuclear element in the vocalic combination [ow] 

is subject to some realizational differences within 

the scope of Standard British English, i. e. for 

some, it is realized as a "back,, open" (23, but as 

a _"front, 
half -open, unrounded (Bpread) 11, vowel &3 

for o, thers. 
1-e. g. "so" is realized. by,, the members of 

the first category as Es3w], but as [stw] by the 

members of the second category. 

4- The SIcottish equivalent of the vocalic, combination 

Cow] is a pure "short, half-close, back, rounded" 

vowel [o3. 

5- Though it is irrelevant for the realization of the 

archiphoneme under consideration, it is worthwhile, " 

pointing. out that the starting point of the 

combination Cow3 may vary a good deal with age 
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and regional pressures; starting from a more 

retracted beginning point, to a fronter beginning 

point; from a relatively close, reallization, to-a 

relatively opener realization; some may even have 

a more central starting point, etc. 

The archiphoneme /A/: - 

a) This archiphoneme belongs to "pos. n". 

b) In this position, it commutes with /0,1, e, -o/. 
c) The distinctive function and identity of this archiphoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: - 
1- A/0 

2- A/I 

3- A/e 

4- A/o 

see: 01 

/rAut/ "rout" 

see: e6 

see: o6 

vs, /rIut/ "root" 

Q-The realizations of /A/: - 

Realizations in the context of a succeeding /i/: - 

1- One should admit that one can not specify. the 

"absolute" Standard realizational nature of the 

nuclear-archiphoneme /A/. However, since we are 

only dealing with the issue in relative terms, it- 

is important to point out that, authorities in the 

field of "articulatory phonetics" are of the 

opinion that the Standard realization, of 

archiphoneme /A/ is as a relatively "front, open, 

unrounded (neutral)n vocalic element, e. g. "try" 

[t4aj], "Itimell [tctjm], "die" CdcA 
, " find" - 

[f ajnd] , 

which continues towards the "close, front, 
,, 

unrounded" position of [j] with "spread" lips. 
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As pointed out, the above is in faCt'an "I 

over-simplification of the realization of 

archiphoneme /A/. We believe that the actual 

Standard realization of /A/ lies somewhere in the 

middle between'the realization of /a/ and that of 

/r/. 

2- A realizational variety of archiphoneme /A/ is 

noticed to exist in some parts of England which ' 

starts as a relatively "unrounded, central, 

half-open" EA3. e. g. "fry, " [fJAJ3, "my" tmAj, "by" 

[bAj], and terminates as a "close, front, unrounded 

(spread)" semi-vowel Cj3. 

3- The transition from [ct] or EA3 to [A in /Ai/ is 

achieved via an [e3-like sound, very short with 
the upper classes, but realizationally longer in 

dialectal speech. 

In Scottish English, the [a] in the vocalic 

combination [pi] is normally substituted for a 

"short, retracted" [A], e. g. "side" [SAjd], "fight"- 

[fAjt]. 

Beside the realizations [aj3 and [Aj)., there exists 

a dialectal realization [2j] which starts roughly 

as an "open, back" vowel, with "slightly rounded" 

lips for the onset, as well as for most of thel 

duration of the [a] or [A] 
. then moves towards -the 

"front, closed, unrounded" position of [j3, ', e. g. 

"try" &J2J], "buy" [b, 3j3,, "shy" [S3j3. In this 

sense, "try" and "Troy", "buy" and "boy", are 

homonyms. 
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It should also be remarked that alongside the 

above realization, archiphoneme /A/ is also 

realized in some dialects as (03 EE'39 [3], etc. 
(II) Realizations in the context of a succeeding /u/: -' 

The Standard realization of archiphoneme /A/ in 

the context of the semi-vowel /u/ in position "ill' 

is as a "relatively back, open, unrounded (neutral)" 

vocalic element which continues towards the "close, 

back, rounded" position for /u/, but falls short 

of reaching it, e. g. "now" [now], "row" [Jo-ov3, 

"OW111 EGW3! 3. (see also statement no. 1' in the' 

section on the realization of phoneme /u/ in 

"Pos-. ill') ., 
2- Alongside the above Standard realization, one is 

bound to encounter (in Scotland and in the Northern 

regions of England) a more "centralized" realization 

of the starting point ranging between [A3 and [%3 
9 

e. g. "now" [nAw] or (nýw], "house" JhAWS] or [hlws], 

"count" [kAwnt] or [kawnt]. 

A distinction between the occurrence of /Au/ in 

prominent syllables, and its occurrence in'less .- 

prominent syllables has been established by some 

speakers in the South of England, i. e. [aw] or &ýv3 

always occurs in prominent syllableswhile L-4w] is 

used in less prominent syllables, e. g. "housework" 
[hcwswI: k3, but "however" ChIwLvý] ; "outdate". 
[Iwtdejt3, but "outhouse" Cawth)ws]. 
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The archiphoneme /I/.: - 

a) This archiphoneme belongs to "pos. n". 

b) In this position, it commutes with /0, A, e, o/. 

c) The distinctive function and identity of this archiphoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: - 
1- 1/0 see: 02 

2- I/A see: A2 

3- I/e see: e7 

4- I/o see: o7 
d) The realizations of /I/: - 

(I) Realizations in the context of a succeeding /i/: - 

1- The Standard realization of archiphoneme /I/ in the 

context of a succeeding /i/ in "pos. ill' is as a 

"close, front, unrounded (spread)" semi-vowel [i] 

terminating as a "front, open, neutral" or [j3, 

e. g. "bell [bi. -. ] or [bij], "meet" [mi: t] or Cmijt]. 

In terms of a formula, the above realization may be 

represented as follows: - 

n, -1, / 1/ 4-- Eil 
/ 

il 9-9/ i/ 
, 

which reads as: In the nuclear position, 

archiphoneme /I/ is mostly realized in S. E. as 

if succeeded by the semi-vowel /i/ in "pos. il". 

It is obvious that the Standard realization of the 

nuclear element is determined to a large extent by 

the presence of the semi-vowel /i/ in "pos. 

However, if we compare this case with the 

realization of /I/ in "11, 1" (below), we come to 

the conclusion that the two realizations are merely 

cases of "contextual variance". 
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2- The nuclear element /I/ is realized by some speakers 

of S. E. as a "short, roundedg between close and 

half-close, back" vocalic element terminating as a 

"front, open" semi-vowel with lips "spread". e. g. 

"bell [buj], "key" [kuj], "see" [sujj. (See also 

statement no. 3 in the section on the nuclear 

occurrence of phoneme /i/). 

(II) Realizations in the context of a succeeding /u/: - 

1- In the context of the semi-vowel /u/ in "pos. ill', 

archiphoneme /I/ is most commonly realized as a 

"close, rounded, mostly back" vocalic element, 

which continues towards the position of [w] where 

it ends, e. g. "do" [duw] or (du]. 
, nsoon" [suwn] or 

[su: n]. This relationship between the nuclear 

element and its succeeding triggering context may 

be represented as: - 

n, ,/ I/ <-- CUI/ ilq 9 /U/ 

which can be reinterpreted to mean: -Archiphoneme /I/ 

is realized in S. E. as [u] when succeeded by /u/ 

in the immediately adjoining position, i. e. 11pos. il". 

As referred to earlier, the realization of the 

nuclear element manifests another case of-"conextual; 

variance". (see "1.111, above). 

2- A dialectal realization of archiphoneme /I/ is 

noticed to start from a "relatively front-central" 

position in the spectrum, somewhat between Ei3 and 

[a]. and moves towards the "back" position of [u] 

or towards a "more advanced" position occupied by 

[U3. where it terminates, e. g. "moon" [miwn]g "pool" 
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Lpiwill. (See also statement no. 3 in the section 

on the implosive occurrence of phoneme /u/). 
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Notes to Chapter 3. - 

1- "Nucleus" or "governing entity" for "entity in nuclear 

position". Def. 13a; see also Def. lla. 

2- "Tactie'relations", for "constructional relations (whether 

ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities, as 

- immediate'constituentsgIn combinations". - Note that tactic 

reýations-are not necessarily syntagmatic (i. e. ordering), " 

relations, but they are between-syntagmatic entities. 

"Immediate constituents" for "constituents that are not 

constituents of'consfituents'within the combination in ' 

question". '--(Seeýalso Def. 's 7f and 7. Ll, in'the "Postulates". 

"Direct, relation" for "relation between constituents (not 

necessarily"immediate constituents) that is-not a relation 

via other constituents". etc. 

It is worth pointing out that Mulder has overlooked 
defining the notion of "indirect relation" in any of his 

printed literature. Consequently, we introduce here a 

proposed definition which is based on our conception of 
the, notion's signification; thus we have: -, 

"Indirect relation" for " relation between 

constituents (not necessarily immediate constituents) 

which can be established via other constituents". 

See Def. "s lia, 13a and 13b for alternative terminology 

and further explanation. 
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In, a phonological description of Siamese, a phonologist 

may find it necessary to establish two nuclear positions 

in the distributional unit, (Mulder, 1968). 

7- "Expansion" for "immediate constituent 

zero", Def. 13c. 

8- "Bound entity" or "actualizer" for "pe: 

constituent that does not commiite with 

also Def. 13f. 

that commutes with 

ripheral immediate 

zero". Def. 13d; see 

In a form like /sKeitS/ "skates", for instance, we are in 

a position to establish the following direct and indirect 

tactic, relations holding between the immediate ordered 

constituents in the chain, i. e. 

/S 2-Ke41 g_2 t43 S/ 
By definition, the /e/ in the chain represents the pivot 

on which the potential presence, in this specific chain, 

of all the other elements depends; as the absence of the 

fulcrum reduces the whole structure to nothing. 

The arrows we have marked by the superscript "1", in the 

example, signify "direct tactic relation"; those with "2" 

denote "indirect tactic relation" of the first degree 

(which is measured in terms of the relative distance of 

the element from the nucleus); and lastly, the superscript 

"3" indicates an "indirect tactic relation" of the seco, nd 

degree. All the elements (obviously with the exception of 

the nucleus) participating in either of the two types of 

relation are "peripheral" elements; these are: IsI, IY, 19 
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/t/ and ISI. 

Let us isolate, for simplicity reasons, the folm /eit/9 

which corresponds to the attested example "ate". rather 
than any of the available alternatives, i. e. /Sei/ ItSay", 

/kei/ "Kay". /eis/ "ace". We notice that while /s/, /S/ 

and IKI are replaceable by "zeros" andt thereforeq are 

legitimately called "peripheral expansions". phoneme /t/ 

(in contrast with the latter elements) does not tolerate 

su , ch a substitution, because (as a bound element) it 

contributes towards the actualization and the 

self-containedness of the form /ei-/; that is, if we-are 

not prepared to accept the form of the "interjection. LaZ". 

or the form of the "archaic adverbal", or even the form 

of "the name of the letter a". as well-formed and 

self-contained attested dependencies, but if we do consider 

either of the. above /ei/s as a self-contained structure. ' 

then /t/ will unambigiously be an "expansion"'and not a 

"bound entity", and /i/ will be the sole "bound element" 

in the form. 

10- "Paradigmatic relations" for "relations of opposition 

between members of sets". 

"Paradigmatic" for "the oppositional or distinctive aspect 

of semiotic entities". 

"SYntagmatic relations" for "ordering relations between 

semiotic entities in combinations". 

"Syntagmatic" for "the ordering aspect of semiotic 

entities". 
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12- Though the form /uon/ "won" (the standard monetary, unit of 

bothýKorean states), or the form /uon/, in'"won ton"-, (a-. -, 

Chinese dumpling filled with minced porkv, etc. )-would t-- 

provide better examples, we have opted for /uog/ "wog" to,, 

avoid any criticism that may be levelled against using 

forms which are not "wholly attested" in S. E. 

- 
13- Alternative example-would'be'/r=/ which represents one, of 

the allomorphs of the phonological form of the expression 

"room". - 

14- Alternative potential example is "Qum" or "Kum". which we 

reject for being a city name in a foreign country. 

15- The reader is invited to compare the number of the "vocalic" 

elements which are established for S. E. by many linguists/ 

phoneticians including Jones, Gleason, Bloch'and Trager, 

Abercrombie, Cohen, O'Connor, to mention but a few, with 

the, number of the "vocalic" phonemes that has been 

established in -this work. 

16- The teims "vowel". "semi-vowel" and "consonant" are used 

and explained by Mulder (1968 and 1974), but notlefined. 

17- Phonologically speaking, it may be necessary for certain 

languages to acknowledge a fourth fundamentally different 

category of elements which can be called "semi-consonants". 

The difference between them and the nsemi-vowels"-can be 

established on the basis of their positional occurrences 
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in a unit. To the knowledge of the present author, the 

phonemes of Standard Arabic can be classified into "vowels"q 

"semi-vowels" and "consonants". but the phonematic systems 

of, most Arabic dialects should potentially include I'vowels"o 

"consonants" and "semi-consonants" (rather than 

"semi-vowels"). 

18- According to D. Abercrombie (1974) and other authorities ,, 
in. phonetics, the production of a consonantal sound is 

normally performed with a "stricture" which involves 

contact of active and passive articulators. These points- 

of contact, which can be accurately pin-pointed,, provide 

the necessary landmarks for the description and. - .1 

classification of the consonants. The situation is- 

somewhat different with respect to the vocalic elements, -, in 

the sense that all vocalic sounds are fundamentally 

produced with "open approximation" of the articulatorS 

which do not necessarily involve any contact, and therefore 

no "stricture" in production. This in fact accounts for 

the difficulty-encountered by most linguists in their 

attempts to establish coherent and harmonious systems for 

the description of the vocalic phonemes of S. E. 

19- The decision to establish the distinctive features 

/slack/ vs. /tight/ instead of the more buffeted phonetic 
a features (1ax3 and [tense] is taken withXview to avoiding 

confusing the phonological status of our proposed features 

with somewhat analogous, though probably theoretically, -' 

different, notions utilized by other linguistic and -- 
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phonetic. -approaches. Furthermore, it is worth. -, 
pointing out that the two features in the above correlation 

substitutes-for Mulder's (1968 and 1974) and Mulder and 

Hurren's (1968) misleading features in the /vocalic/ vs. 

/semi-vocalic/ dichotomy, because the members of Mulders', 

and-Mulder-and Hurren's proposed dichotomy refer to certain 

"distributional" characteristics rather, than to distinctive 

phonematic qualities. Moreover, on further investigation, 

we have arrived at yet another equally valid hypothetical 

correlation of distinctive features. This correlationg 

which takes the "size" of the mouth cavity into consideration, 

may contain two terms only, i. e. /narrow/ vs. /wide/. The 

feature /narrow/ accounts for the three "semi-vocalic"'- 

elements, and the feature /wide/ accounts for the-three 

"vocalic" elements. However, if we stipulate that either 

of the-features /narrow/ or /slack/ is endowed with the dual 

function of referring to a certain "size"'of the mouth 

cavity as well as to a certain degree of "tenseness" of. the 

tongue, then either of the two proposed correlations,,, i. e. 

/slack/ vs. /tight/ or /narrow/ vs. /wide/, -, can be-used 

in a consistent and adequate manner. 

20- We take it for granted that the reader is familiar with the 

phonetic realizations of the terms participating-in the- 

formation of Set 2. If in doubt, the reader is referred 

to any phonetic book on the subject. 

21- It has been noticed that while the actual realization'-of 

the three basic "vowels" is always concomitant with more or 
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less muscular tension of the tongue, this muscular tension 

is barely recognizable, if not entirely absent, in the 

articulation of the three basis "semi-vowels". 

Furthermore, the realization of the /tight/ vocalic 

elements is, as verified by many linguists and phoneticians, 

relatively longe than the corresponding /slack/ 

semi-vowels. They are also less spread. less neutral and 

less rounded than their /slack/ counterparts. 

22- In articulatory phonetics, the "horizontal" position of 

the tongue in the mouth cavity refers to the part of the 

tongue which is raised in the articulation of a certain 

sound, i. e. "front", "central" and "back". The "vertical" 

position of the tongue, on the other hand, indicates the 

height to which that part is raised in the mouth cavity in 

the production of certain sounds, i. e. "close". 

"half-close". "half-open" and "open". However, the 

validity of this traditional classification in terms of 

"horizontal" and "vertical" tongue positions is disputed 

by many linguists and phoneticians. A bird's-eye view 

of the current situation is sufficient to provide us with 

the necessary evidence against utilizing the oppositional 

potential of the aforementioned correlations in our 

present description of the vocalic system of S. E. phonemes. 

Among those who tackled the above issue were D. Bolinger 

(1968), C. P. Hockett (1955). Trager and Smith (1942), 

J. Lyons (1972). J. D. O'Connor (1978), Jakobson, Fant and 

Halle (1967), Jakobson and Halle (1971). to, mention-but a 

few. While D. Bolinger discusses three vertical 
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positions, C. F. Hockett advocates the establishment of a 

six-term vertical scale; Trager and Smith talk about, 

seven such vertical tongue positions and J. Lyons islin 

favour of only two vertical positions and another. two 

horizontal positions; J. -D. O'Connor takes a stand which 

is basically similar to that of Bolingerg i. e. he defends 

the view_of a triadic vertical opposition. Jakobson and 

his associates, on the other hand, have broken with the 

"articulatory tradition" and proposed a solution which is 

mostly based on "acoustic" qualities of sounds. 

Needless to say that the validity of their approach is 

highly questionable. In fact, their results are neither 

widely accepted nor adequately corroborated. 

23- Compare our obtained results with the results of the 

following Jakobsonian-type grid: - 

r UI a e1 01 

Neutral + - + - - 
Spread + - + - 
Rounded + I+ 

Slack + + + 

Tight I I- 
- - + 

- 
+ 

24- It should be noted that Mulder and Hurren's established 

tables (Figures 6 and 7) have the advantage of 

interpreting the neutralized features in the-case of 

archiphoneme /0/ in a somewhat different way by using the 

feature /non-neutral/. which stands for the sum total of 
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spread" and "+ rounded". 

Though the feature /non-neutral/ is not a member-feature 

of any of the established two sets of distinctive features, 

it is highly important to point out that the relevance of 

this specific feature to Mulder and Hurren's second 

subsystem (Figure 7) is obvious since it partakes in'the 

binary opposition /neutral/ vs. /non-neutral/. However, 

despite the above interpretation, we believe that the weary 

and the unattentive reader is bound to question the 

validity of this feature, to the extent that he may 

consider it "non-functional". 

In order to avoid such a misunderstanding, we have decided 

not to include the feature /non-neutral/ in our modified 

classificatory system (Figure 8). It is only when we 

start evaluating the feature relevance with respect'to 

the established archiphonemes, that the feature 

/non-neutral/ becomes highly important, because it is the 

only relevant feature on that dimension. A Jakobsonian- 

type grid can be used to show that the feature 

/non-neutral/ is in fact equal, as referred to in the 

Chapter, to /- neutral/; thus we have: - 

r u a e o A 0 
Neutral + + + 

Spread + + + 

Rounded + + + 

Slack + + + 

Tight - 
I+I + 

- 
+ 

-- 
+ 
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25- The six possible arrangements of the three features in 

the cartesian matrix and the visual potentiality of these 

arrangements to account for Mulder and Hurren's 

archiphonemes can be displayed in the following7manner: - 
I 

Possible arrangement of the 

features in the matrix. 

CapabilitX to account for 

/spread-neutral-rounded/ 

/spread-rounded-neutral/ 

/neutral-spread-rounded/ 

/neutral-rounded-spread/ 

/rounded-neutral-spread/ 

/rounded-spread-neutral/ 

/E/ and /. g/ 

yes no 

yes yes 

yes yes 

yes yes 

yes no 

yes yes 

It is obvious that two, possible arrangements have failed 

to account for archiphoneme /0/ in the matrix. However, 

if a third archiphoneme is added to the list, then the 

above pseudo-potentiality of the system will be weakened. 

r,: ", 

26- The reader is advised to consult reliable printed 

literature on the S. E. vocalic system. The writings of 

those whose names were mentioned in footnote 15 may be 

considered exemplary in this respect. 

27- The "intrinsic identity of a distinctive entity is a 

function of the product of its distinctive functions in 

the universe of discourse". "It is that complex of 

functional features which the entity does not share in its 

entirety with any other (i. e. different) item", Mulder, 

1968. 
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The-"extrinsic identity of a distinctive entity is a 

function of the sum of its distinctive functions in the 

universe of discourse". "It is the sum of those complexes 

of functional features which the entity may possess 

without completely merging its identity with another 

item". Mulder, 1968. 

The "distinctive function of a phoneme is the complement 

of the sum of all the phonemes with which it commutes, 

which equals the product of all the oppositions into which 

it enters". Mulder, 1968. . See also Def. 7a3 in the 

"Postulates". 

28- The "intrinsic identity of a distinctive entity equals 

the upper limit (of its distinctive function in the 

universe of discourse) and its. extrinsic identity equals 

the lower limit (of the entity's distinctive function in 

the universe of discourse). Below the lower limit its 

distinctive (or contrastive) function and therefore its 

separate identity is totally suspended. Below the upper 

limit, but within the lower limit, its distinctive (or 

contrastive) function and therefore its identity is 

partially suspended", Mulder, 1968. 

29- It is worth pointing out that only "fo=ula 1" and its 

extended versions can account for the vocalic archiphonemes, 

as well as for any other vocalic combinational 

possibility, i. e. combinations each one of which is 

composed of a vocalic nuclear element and a semi-vocalic 

phoneme in "pos. 
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4 

30- For the distinction between "position classes" and 
"commutation classes", ' the reader is referred to 
Mulder, 1968. 

31- See J. W. F. Mulder, 1974. 
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Suppl ement ýo Chapt er 3. 

The question of what constitutes a "nuclear" element (io e. 

syllabic nucleus in some theories) is rathervery tricky and 

daunting. Even trickier is the question of whether "nuclear" 

elements commute with "zeros", or not. our main concern here 

will be centred on the A. F. viewpoint with respect to the 

second question. 

It is worth pointing out in this context that although 

Mulder has very successfully coped with the first issue, his 

position with respect to the second question is neither sound 

nor convincing. For, nowhere in his printed material does 

Mulder make himself explicit or clear. In fact, some of his 

theoretical definitions in relation to this issue seem to be 

ambigious. His definition of the notion "nucleus" in, the 

"Postulates" (1980). for instance, runs as follows: - 
Def. 13a: "Nucleus" or "governing entity" for "entity 

in nuclear position (see Def. lla)". In s ymbols 

b a a, or a b, or a [b ],. in 

which a is the nucleus. The nucleus is the "identity 

element" in the chain in question, i. e. the tactic 

functions of all other elements depend on their 

relation towards the nucleus. 

Since the "nuclear" element is the "identity element" in a 

structure, it is hard to envisage how the "tactic functions" 

and "relations" of the other elements in a structure can be 

established and measured if it is possible to have a'structure 

without a "nucleus", or if it is possible to replace it by 
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"zero". 

Though there is nothing in, the definition of, the, notion 
"nucleus" to suggest the above conclusion, the fullý 

definition of the notion "position" bears sufficient evidence 
to that effect, i. e. 

Def. "positions" for "divisions within a chain 

-,, such. that in ever. 1 such division an entityp as an - 
immediate constituent of that chain, can standand 

alternate (i. e. commute) with other-entitiest or with 

zero". Alternative, definition: "points on a chain 

0 .1. I() corresponding to relata of direct, tactic. 

relations" and "points of intersection between 

paradigms (visualized as a vertical straight, line, , 
called paradigmatic axis) and a chain (visualized. as 

a horizontal straight line, called syntaMatic axis)". 

In general, therefore, all elements in these positions 
(inclusive of elements in the nuclear position), can 

potentially commute with other entities, or with "-zeror. 

However, by checking Def. lla referred to in the 

definition of the notion "nucleus". we have: - 
Def. lla "Relation of sub-ordination" or "determination" 

for "direct tactic asymmetrical relation of functional 

dependency (see direct relation ... 
)". Its1converse 

is super-ordination or "government". This is perhaps, 

the only type of tactic relation there is inphonology. 

If a and b are in a direct tactic relation, and-a is 
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-for its tacticlunction (i. e., "Position") dependent 

, -, on _bj, 
but not vice versa (in symbols: a, o b), a, is 

said to be sub-ordinate to b, and b super-ordinate,, to 

,, a., Furthermore, a is said to be standing in 

-peripheral, and b in nuclear position in the, chain 

(i. e. the self-contained bundle of positions). - -ý 

-The only positive conclusion that we can indirectly deduce 

from this definition, and from the subsequent distinction 

between "nuclear" and "peripheral" positions, is-that there 

can never be a case of "relation of sub-ordination" without 
the, presence of a non-zero element in the "nuclear" position. 

In fact, such a positive conclusion finds implicit support 

from Mulder in his joint venture with Hervey, i. e. Strategy 
.,. 

of Linguistics (1980), where he states that: - 

As the nucleus is the dominating entity-in, a 

sub-ordinate syntagm, i. e. the entity1hat 

characterises the syntagm, predetermines its 

distribution in higher level syntagms. -and-is the 

identity element for all syntactic relations in the 

syntagm, in question, it follows that it cannot be an 

expansion. 

Since a "nucleus" is the "dominating entity" which- 

predetermines the distribution of the other elementsq and 

since, a "nucleus" can not be an "expansion" (i. e. a 

peripheral expansion is always commutable with zero), it 

follows that the "nucleus" constitutes a prerequisite; forýthe 
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well-formedness and the self-containedness of any syntagm 
(or phonotagm, for that respect). In other words, though 

it isýpossible to have "zeros" occupying certain peripheral 

positions, the "nuclear" position, logically speaking, should 

always be filled by a non-zero element, as the presence of a 
"zero" nucleus is bound to render a combination phonologically 
incomplete. This is true for most languages checked by the 

present author. 

-Despite this, in his descriptive account of Mandarin-- 

Chinese, Mulder (1968) establishes the "quasi-phoneme" /e/, 

which, is said to commute with /zero/ in a position which is 

equivalent to the nuclear position. Though it is not our 

main concern in this thesis to work out the reasons and the 

logical ramifications of such a decision, it is sifficient to 

to remark that if it is true that the quasi-phoneme /e/ can 
be a parasitic element, and can commute with "zero" in the 

nnuclear" position, then we are confident that the element 
in question has at best a phonetic, but certainly not a 

phonological, status similar to that of the parasitic sound 
Ell in the S. E. 

/karsi/., 

phonetic form [ko: sbl] 'Oeastle", 
_phonologically 

However, so far as S. E. is concened, *such a phonological 

possibility is functionally rejected. our theoretical 

position with respect to S. E. can be simmed up in the 

following: - 

The presence of a non-zero element in the nuclear 

position is a prerequisite for the well-formedness and 
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the self-containedness of any phonotagm in S. E. 

Finally, the sole reason behind the seemingly ambigious 

and controversial circumstances of having "zero" in the 

nuclear position lies in the fact that the founder of the 

theory of A. F. has so far resisted all attempts to include, 

in the structure of the theory, an axiom (or even a 

reference) denying a "zero" from occurring in the nuclear 

position. His justification for rejecting such a 

contemplation is based on the assumption that such an axiom, 

which is bound to clash with other parts of the theory, will 

not be universally applicable. 
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CUPTER 

Major Phonotagms in S. E. and Their 

Underlying Basic Structure. 

Before any A. F. phonotactic description of a language could 

be pronounced complete, it must account consistently and 

adequately for the distribution and the distributional 

characteristics of all established formal elements of that 

language. In the approach we have been following so far, this 

is optimally and most appropriately carried out within the 

domain of an'established distributional unit, as we shall 

presently see. Yet, 
I 
before we could possibly launch any of 

our hypotheses, it is necessary (for strategic reasons) to 

re-investigate and clarify the phonological status of the 

Mulderian concept of "semi-cluster", 

The "One-*Phoneme-One-P o sit ion" Hypothesis: The Problem of 

"Semi-Clusters" in S. E.: - 

Perhaps one of the issues which has not been satisfactorily 

worked out in present-day phonology is whether /tN/ and /(ff/ 

in S. E. should be interpreted "monophonematically" or 

"biphonematically". Put differently, shoul4, the so-called 

S. E. raffricatess7 [tX 7 and N7 be considered as sinEalar 

phonemes, i. e. /tN/ and /dN/, or as sequences of two phonemes 

each, i. e. /t + N1 and /d + N1, whenever and wherever they-occur 

in a construction? 
0 

It should be stressed in this context that it is not our 

intention to discuss (either in detail or in general outline) 

the adequacy of the numerous available solutions to the problem. 
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Nevertheless, it is worth ,, - pointing out that though the 

issue under consideration has received special treatment from 

leading linguists/phoneticians including Trubetzkoy (1969), 

Martinet. (1969 et al), Cohen (1965)t Jones (1962). Pike (1971). 

Gimson (1978). Malmberg (1963). Gleason (1969), OyConnor (1978). 

Bloomfield (1973), Chomsky and Halle (1968), Jakobson, Fant 

and Halle (1967). Trager and Smith (1951). Carl-Gustaf 

SUderberg (1959), to mention but a few, no concensus of opinion 

on how toýdeal with the issue can be established or formulated. 

However, -.. despite the theoretical differences between, the 

approachesýofýthe aforementioned linguists/phoneticians,, the 

fact,, remains thatl. all of them (with the exception of Cohen, 

, Fho is: in fact, the odd one out) share the common belief that 

/tN/ and /dN/ (alternative representation /t 

/tl/, etc. and /X/. /; /g /dY/9 /dY9 /d. -, V%, etc., respectively) 

should unequivocally be treated. as single phonemes in-S. E. - 

whenever, and whereever, they occur in forms of words. (Cohen,, 

by the way, considers /tN/ and /d. N/ as sequences of two, 

phonemes each,, in all positions and contexts). 

Suffice, -it'-to, emphasize here (without going into detail) 

that the'criteria which the above linguists/phoneticiansýpropose 

for resolving the, monophonematic unity and identity of AN/ and 

/dN/ are: - 

either a- arbitrarily thought out and formulated, 

or b" based wholly or partly, directly or"'indirectlyg 

on criteria of phonetic similarity, i. e. on 

properties of realization. 

or c- a combination of both a and b. 
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According to Mulder (1968, p. 201). a I'semi-cluster" is 

"a cluster when regarded from the point of view of the over-all 

system, but a single _phonem 
when considered from the point of 

view of the sub-system in question", (my emphasis). Obviously 

then, allsemi-cluster". in its capacity as a single phoneme, is 

not expected to extend over more than one position in the 

distributional unit. In consequence, Mulder establishes two 

semi-clusters for S. E., i. e. /tN/ and /dN/, whose occurrencesv 

we are told, are restricted only to the "explosive section" of 

the distributional unit. However, what should interest us 

here is not merely the establishment of the two Bemi-clusters 

per se, but'the proposed method for their identification and 

establishment and its consistency and adequacy. Not 

surprisingly, the only place where such criteria could be 

found is in Mulder, 1968. Since Mulder has done with the 

whole affair in less than two pages, it is therefore feasible 

to reintroduce in the following the essentials of the'argument 

according to their logical order. Thus, to quote Mulder 

(ibid, pp. 200-1): - 

"The phonological status of the realizations fdz9 

ts, dYq t! 7 is a problem to be solved on the basis 

of my definition of the notion "phoneme Let us 

assume that they do not extend over more than one 

position. It then remains to be investigated whether 

each of the items is a simultaneous bundle of 

distinctive features or not. If it isq it is-a 

single phonemeý if it is not, it is a cluster. - 9 

We can'present our investigation in the following way. 

The entries 'yes, 'no'and 'marginallý' indicate'the 

possibility of occurrence, 
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ex2lOsive 

marginally 
r yes 

Edz] marginally 

Ezd3 no 

yes 

no 
EdI] yes 

no 

-Because all these sequences occur, 

im2losive 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes, 

they represent-ýfrom 
-the'point of view of the over-all system sequences"of 

phonemes, i. e. -clusters. The same is true from the 

point of view of the 'implosive' sub-system. 

In the 'explosive sub-system, however, matters are 

different. Against the occurrence of [tX, 
" 

d1] stands 

the non-occurrence of [Xt, Y! g. From the point of view 

of this sub-system, therefore, [tX] and [d1j, 

phonematically /tN/ and. /d. 9/. represent single phonemes. 

I shall call them 'semi-clusters". 

... As to the question whether - if one leaves such 

marginal cases as 'tsetse-fly"' and Tsae out of 

consideration - also /sT/ is a semi-cluster the answer 

is "no, because this cluster extends over more than 

one position in the chain. " 

Before we embark on disputing the consistency and adequacy 

of Mulderts hypotheses, it is worthwhile remarking that under 

rigorously constructed axiomatic theories, so-called "exc , eptions" 

can never be tolerated or allowed to exist in a description. 

In other words, there should be a rule for each and every 
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aspect of the system in order to avoid having unaccounted for 

nresidues" or "exceptions"; as othervise,, the consistency and 

adequacy of the descriptive account would be threatened. 

Let us now consider Mulder9s proposed solution. Mulder has. 

made, it clear from the very outset that the solution to theý 

problem optimally rests on his definition of the notion 

"phoneme", This is meaningful if and. only if we are told 

(or even shown) how to approach the problem from the view,,, point 

of the definition of the notion in question. Since Mulder does 

not elaborate on the issue any further, we shall try to figure 

out how this can be performed. 

As we already know from preceding Chapters, the concept of 

"phoneme" is defined as a "simultaneous bundle of one or more 

distinctive features". Such a "simultaneous bundle". we also 

know, does not extend over more than one position; as 

otherwise, we are dealing with sequences of phonemes. ' In 

other words, the notions of "phoneme" and "position" seem to 

be closely intertwined. If we now analyse Mulder9s 

monophonematic elements /tN/ and /dN/ into their constituent 

distinctive'features, we get the following: - 

/0/ is equal to /apical, occlusiveg fortisq hushing/ 

and /d. N/ is equal to /apical, occlusive, lenis, hushing/ 

It is obvious from the analysis that each of the proposed 

monophonematic elements is described as possessing the total 

"positive" values (as well. as the total "negative" and "neutral" 

v6lues, which are-not 
; 
mentioned) of two phonemes, i. e. those of 

/t/ and INI in the case of /tN/, and those of /d/ and /N/ in the 

case of /dN/. 
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Knowing-Ahat the features /apical/ and /hushing/ are 

opposed to one another (i. e. they do not contract positive, 

relationship with each other) in the same dimension (Chapter 

we find it. -implausible and cryptic to accept the phonological 

status of the admittedly "marginal" phenomena of "semi-clusters". 

The reason why the theoretical possibility of neutralizing the 

contrastive functions of the above two features in "Dimension 

has not been seriously contemplated to resolve the 

monophonematic identity of /tN/ may be primarily attributed to 

a number-of reasons, among these one can mention: - 

/tN/ and /d. N/ are not the only candidates for 

identification as "semi-clusters" in S. E., (see below). 

2- If neutralization of contrast is postulated between 

the two features /apical/ and /hushing/ in the system, 

then analogous neutralizations should also be postulated 

, 
to account for the other candidates. 

Even if all such neutralizations of contrast are 

postulated, there is no guarantee whatsoever which 

would ensure that all of them are consistently and 

adequately establishedv e. g. if /dl/ is established as 

a "semi-cluster", then the feature /1-ness/ (which 

belongs to the overall distinctive-feature system, 

but not to the syste prope of the features in question, 

i. e. it is not a dimensional feature) would necessarily 

be allowed to contract some form of positive relationship 

with the dimensional feature /apical/ in order to 

postulate a neutralization of contrast for /dl/. 

The postulation of any number of neutralizations of 

contrast in the S. E. system will only make nonsense of 
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the notion "dimension" as the locus of opposition/ 

contrast, i. e. the whole concept of "basic dimensions" 

would, as a result, be meaningless and should be 

abandoned. 

With hindsight, it should be clarified that Mulder uses two 

basic principles for resolving the monophonematic identity of 

/tN/ and dg/, namely, "permutation" and "systemic/sub-systemic 

analogy". None of the two principles, we believe, has been 

properly and faithfully applied, and none of them has been 

thoroughly investigated. For, if we examine Mulder's 

consonantalcombinations in the given table, we come to the 

conclusion that the possible pre-nuclear combinations in S. E. 

are not restricted to /dS, tS, Z, dN, sT/. An exhaustive 

study of the language under consideration will produce results 

incompatible with Mulder9s assertions. If these results are 

mapped onto certain organized paradigms, we get the following 

wholl attested phoneme-combinations (note that all remaining 

marginally attested phoneme-combinations are listed in "Footnote 

1" for the convenience of the reader and to facilitate the 

argument in certain cases): - 

Fully attested Ere-nuclear 

j2honeme-combinations 

/kl/ 

/kr/ 

/ku/ 

/ki/ 

/Pl/ 

/Pr/ 

Fully attested post-nuclear 

phoneme-combinations 

/kl/-/lK/ 

/rk/ 

/uk/ 

/ik/ 

/pl/-/lp/ 

/rp/ 
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/Pi/ Ap/ 
AV /it/ 
/tr/ /rt/ 
/tu/ /Ut/ 
/tN/ /tN/-/XT/ 

/sm/ /sm/-/ms/ 

/sn/ /sn/-/ns/ 

/su/ /us/ 

/si/ /is/ 

/sT/ /sT/-/tS/ 

/sl/ /sl/-/ls/ 

/sF/ IsFI-IfSl 

/Sp/ /sP/-/Ps/ 

IsKI /sK/-/kS/. 

/di/ /id/ 

/dr/ /rd/ 

/du/ /ud/ 
, 

/dg/ /dg/-/YT/ - 
/Vi/ iv/ 

/vr/ rv/ 

/xr/ /rx/ 

/xm/ /xm/-/Mx/ 
/Yu/ /ux/ 
/f r/ /rf/ 

/br/ /rb/ 

/bl/ /bl/-/lb/ 

/bi/ /ib/ ' 

/Mi/ im/ 
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/gl/ 

/gr/ 

/gu/ 

/gi/ 

/ni/ 

/Qu/ 

/hu/ 

/hi/ 

/Smi/ 

/Sir/ 

/sTi/ 

/spl/ 

/Spr/ 

/Spi/ 

/sKu/ 

/sKl/ 

/sKr/,,, 

/sKi/ 

/gl/-/lg-/-/lK#/ 

/Ug/ 

/ig/ 

/in/ 

/re/ 

/ue/ 

/rsT/-/rtS/ 

/isT/-/itS/ 

/Spl/-/lps/-/Psl/-/Pls/ 

/rsP/-/rpS/ 

/isp/-/ips/ 

/usK/-/ukS/ 

/sn/-/lkS/-/lsK/-/klS/-/kSl/ 

/rsK/-/rkS/ 

/isK/-/ikS/_ 

(List 1) 

If we now examine the findings of the above paradigms, we' 

ma -y. categorically state as a generalization that pr6-nuclear 

phoneme-combinations of the form "consonant + semi-vowel"" are 
by definition non-permutable. This leaves us with the problem 

of deciding whether relations of "simultaneity" or "ordering" 

prevail among the constituents of all the other consonantal 

combinations. However, if "simultaneity" can be positively 
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proven to exist between any two constituent elements in a 

presumed monophonematic complex, then this evidence-s4ould be 

taken to constitute a sufficient (though by no, means a necessa; ýy) 

condition, in favour of confirming the monophonematic status of 

the proposed complex. (The converse of the argument is equally 

: valid). Put differently, if the relationship between the 

constituents of any pre-nuclear consonantal combination are 

shown not to be opposed in the same environment to the reverse 

of the given order, then the difference between the alternative 

possibilities is not functional, but realizational. All this 

is in fact implied in Mulder9s-earlier argument whichIs 

entirely based (as pointed out) on the principle of 

"permutation". 

On the other hand, Mulder9 s second principle of "systemic/ 

sub-systemic analogy" seems to offer him pseudo-evidence in 

support of his monophonematic treatment of /tff/ and /dN/. 

This latter principle may be interpreted to imply reference 

to the "overall phonematic lattice" as well as to the "pre- 

nuclear" and/or to the "post-nuclear" sub-systems. The way 

in which [dl] is treated by Mulder provides us with an 

illuminating example in this respect. Both J_d7 and rl 
L -3 in FdY7 are attested in the overall phonematic lattice to 

constitute separate phonological elements, i. e. /d/ and /vz/. 

However, while in the pre-nuclear sub-system the occurrence 
vv of [dz7 (but not of Lrzg ) has been corroborated by direct 

evidence from attested forms, the occurrence of both" [dI_7 
and TIg can unequivocally be attested in the post-nuclear 

sub-system. 
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If we apply similar arguments to the consonantal combinations 

in the'paradigms of "List 111, we are bound to identify and 

establish 'a huge number of so-called semi-clusters for S. E. ' 

Yet, despite the superficial consistency of such a solution', 

the'es'tablishment of "17" semi-clusters for S. E. seems' to 

violate the ýrinciples of "adequacy" and "economy". 

Let us now 
I 

approach the problem from a different point of 

view, i. e. 

1-. *by applying the commutation test to the constituent, 

elements of the two semi-clusters /tN/ and /dN/, -- 

and,. 2- by attempting to reverse the order of the constituent 

elements of the (pseudo-) complexes in question. 

If the commutation test is firstly applied to the constituents 

of the two presumed monophonematic complexes, we get: - 

/tg/ 
/ox/ 
/to/ 
/tr/ 
/d. N/ 

/ CIO / 

101 

/dxý/ 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

"cheap" 

"sheep" 

f1teamll 

'"treat" 

It je eps' 

"deep" 

jupon" 

dream" 

etc. 

If we also take into consideration the status quo of, S. E. 

(as different from D. Jones9 idiosyncratic and fossilized 

version of. English which is ultimately based on his own 

personal pronunciation), we notice that in 
-principle 

(at least) 
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the'monophonematic identity and unity of /tN/ is refuted by 

the 32ossible presence in S. E. of the reverse pre-nuclear'order 

/XT/-as'in'"gestalt". "Stuttgart", "Steiner", etc. Other 

marginally identified pre-nuclear consonantal combinations of 

the types /XP/ in nspiel", nspieler", etc., /Xl/ in"Ischlep", 

11schlieric". 11schlieren". 11schlock". etc., /Xn/ in "schnapps", 

"schnetzel", etc., /Xm/ in "Behmuck". f1schmoll, etc., /pN/ in 

"pshaw",, etc. may also be used to refute the monophonematic 

identification and establishment of /tN/ (and by analogy of 
v /dS/) as "semi-clusters" in S. E.,, (see the marginally attested 

phoneme-combinations in footnote "l"). Accordingly, one may 

claim that the concept of "position" can never be of any 

significance in this context, because the constituent elements 

of /tN/ and those of the possible combination /XT/ belong 

priori to different positions. In other words, the difference 

between AN/ and /XT/ is functional, not realizational'o Also, 

the foregoing argument has proved beyond any shadow of doubt 

that the commutation test can. not by itself be considered as 

a sufficient criterion for determining the "monophonematicness" 

of /tN/ and /d. N/. Consequently, /tff/ in S. E. can not be shown 

to occur in one single position in the distributional unit. 

(Note that the same argument understandably applies to its 

correlate /dg/). 

Even if /tN/ were to be treated arbitraril as a, single 

phoneme in certain sub-systems, there could be no guarantee 

whatsoever which would ensure the presence of "simultaneous,,,. 
_ 

relations" between its constituent distinctive features., We 

recall from earlier arguments that the pre-nuclear phonematic 

/tN/, according to Mulder, combines the total positive values 
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of the two phonemes /t/ and /9/, i. e. /apical, occlusive, 

fortis, hushing/. However, in view of the definition of 

the concept I'simulantaneity". the order in which the features 

in, question are arranged is theoretically irrelevant as it is 

not expected to generate other possible formal elements. This 

is not, exactly the case. For, if the above distinctive 

features are rearranged as 

/hushing, apical, occlusive, fortis/ 

we shall get four possibilities, i. e. 

ý 
INT19 /XT/9/IT/9 /tN/9 

which is. rather confusing. If anything at all, this confirms 

thatit is tactic, rather than simultaneous, relations which 

count in this context. 

If we now put the totality of the above argument into a 

new perspective, we may emphasize that "permutation" in the 

same pai of positions does not seem to operate properly at all. 

What really counts in the end is "permutability" in general, 

i. e. permutability in the whole system, and not only in certain 

parts of it. This global view of "systemic permutability" 

constitutes, of course, a sufficient condition, but not a 

necessary one. Consequently, if /t/ and can, in some 

contexts be ordered and in others /vs/. g--/T/, 

then they must be mapped as a cluster, and not as a. semi- 

cluster. Thus, one comes to the realization that ordering 

relation is not the logical opposite of simultaneit but 

rather 11tactic,, 2,., "simultaneous". For, what is implied here 

is that because the constituents of the two /tff/ segments in 

the form /tNrrtN/ "church", for instance, do not stand in the 

same orde (i. e. same type of dependence, not sequence), e. g. 
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/t-c---t/,, they demonstrate different relations. 

In terms of, the attested dependencies, the relationship between 

the constituent elements of the form /tgrrtN/ may be 

re-represented as /t N r. *- rt (see 

Footnote 9 to Chapter 3 of PART II). The equivalent type 

of dependency to the pre-nuclear /tN/ in "church" is the post- 

nuclear /XT/ in "pushed", where /vS/ and /T/ demonstrate exactly 

the same type of tactic relation (dependency), i. e. /Xt T/. 

Finally, in view of the above argument and conclusions, we 

reject the I'monophonematic" interpretation of /tN/ and /d. N/ as 

"semi-clusters"'. /tN/ and Idl will appear in the rest of this 

work as sequences of two phonemes each, i. e. /t + N1 and /d + N1, 

in the "pre-" and "post-" nuclear sub-systems of the distributional 

unit. The exact positional occurrences of these phoneme-clusters 

in the established distributional unit will be resolved in-due 

course of the argument. 

Mulder9s PioneerinE Attem2t at the Establishment of a Major 

Distributional Unit for S. E.: - 

The earliest attempt to apply the theoretical concept of 

"distributional unit" to the description of S. E. phonotagms 

was carried out by Mulder (1968) and further emphasized by 

Mulder and Hurren (1968). According to these early accounts, 

the investigation of the bases of attested S. E. examples like 

"twelfths". "strengths". "sprinkles" and "scrambles" -- 

phonologically (with some modification to suit our established. 

archiphonemic rules): /tuelfgS/, /sTreaGS/, /sPriNklS/ and 

/sKraNblS/, respectively - has led to the conclusion that the 

maximum extension of an adequate prototype distributional, unit 
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for S. E. should be comprised of eight positions'and'divided 

into three identifiable sections, i. e. _an, explosiveý-, section, 

a nuclear section and an implosive section. 'The ex]21osive 

section is, said to be composed of the first three, positions 

in the unit, the nuclear section 'In" is said to be, comprised'. 

of one; Dosition only, and the implosive section is'presumed 

to embrace-the remaining four post-nuclear positions. Put' 

together, the three sections may be represented as: - 

-Ex plosive Nuclear Implosive 

Pre-e e2 n il i2 13 1 POst--i 

(Figure 1) 

If the aforementioned four forms are now mapped onto this 

established descriptive model, the following picture will 

emerge: - 

Pre- e el e2 n il 12 i3 Post-i 

s r a N b 1 s 

s p r i N k 1 s 

9f t u e 1 f 9 s 

s T r e 9 s 

(Figure 2) 

(The 110t, in the chart signifies the potential absence' 

of a phoneme, and the area which is occupied by /U/ 

indicates an "archiposition". Both of theseA. F. 

concepts, which have been explained in PART I. Chapters 

5- and 7. will be relevant to the fortheoming'disciission). 
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'As it. currently stands, the model raises significant 

questions concerning, among other things, the degree of, the 

correlational relationship between the "descriptive model" 

and the "facts" it is expected to account for. These 

questions. - Which'are open for various theoretical interpretations 

- will neither be investigated nor discussed in the present 

context. It is sufficient for the immediate purposes of our 
discussion'to point out that the foregoing relationship between 

"models" and "facts" is generally viewed in the theory of-A. F. 

to be as "transparent" and "simple" as possible., -Presumably, 
this' could-, be-understood to imply that a "model" which happens 

to represent-both structure and actual realization should beý 

I constantly grantedpriority over a logical alternative which, 

while, paying special emphasis to representing structural 

relations, accounts for the realizational aspect of these 

relations in a tacit and indirect manner. Be that as it may, --- 
we shall presently restrict ourselves to-highlighting the 

negatiVe^aspects in Mulder9s method of representing, 

distributional units. This is of course necessary since one 

canvnot-suggest any alternative proposition before refuting 
the adequacy of what it is about to-replace. 

Basically, the most serious flaw in the traditional A. F. 

method of representing distributional units (Figures "111 and 

"2") lies mainly in the fact that the "centripetal" quality 

of the visual representative device is being diluted not only 

by the way the positions are numbered, but also by the 

subsequent use of unrefined phonetic terminology. For,, 

though the "centripetal" aspect of distributional models is 

duly emphasized in the definitions of the concepts of "nucleus" 
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and "peripheral". and though the "occurrence'dependency"-type 

of relationship underlines the connection between the"two. ' 

the immediate impression which one obtains from'examining the 

particulars of the established model in "Figure 1" (and', by" 

implication, 'of "Figure 211) may be visually summed up as-follows: - 

pre- e. * el e2, ( n ii i2 13 *--Post-i 

The r-eason-why the "occurrence dependency"-type of', 

relationship'which holds between the "nucleus" and its left-hand 

"peripheral" dependants has not been adequately accounted for 

in'the model"may be attributed to the numbering system which 

is used to designate the three left-hand peripheral positions. -, 

Instead of giving the logical impression of-a "centripetal"' 

movement, the left-hand section of the Figure in question 

actually gives the misleading impression of a "centrifugal" 

movement. However, this problem could very easily be rectified 

if the 'naming of the left-hand positions (and their order)-is 

changed from "pre-e - el - e211 to "pre-e - e2 - ell'. The-- 

significance of this simple realignment process is not of, 

course exhausted by merely emphasizing the "centripetal" 

movement of the respective positions in the leftý-hand-sectiori, 

bu ,t it also extends to ensure the correlative "symmetry" 

between the two peripheral sections of the distributive model, 

i. e. by forcing them to mirror each other"s centripetal- 

orientation. 

Alongside the foregoing, one may also emphasize that the ý- 

deliberate use of unrefined primitive phonetic terminology in 

nahing the positions in the model may be considered-responsible 

for equating (not "correlating") the descriptive model with the- 
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actual realization of phonetic-syllables in the minds, of 

many A. F. and non-A. F. researchers. Since, however, the 

theory of A. P. distinguishes between the "phonological 

syllable"'and its "phonetic counterpart'19 the two types of 

syllable can., not therefore be said to stand in a one-to-one 

relationship with one another. Theoretically speaking, the 

two types Of syllable belong a priori to two different spheres 

of ontological existence. ' This, of course, has nothing to'do- 

with the problematic question of whether either of the two types 

of syllable, or both of them, could/should be represented 

"linearly"/", sequentially",, or not, as much as in emphasizing 

the-fact that while a "phonological syllable" (i. e. "phonotagm. ") 

is'conceived in A. P. as signifying an instance of a "field of 

constructional tactic relations", a "phonetic syllable" is 

generally used (in articulatory phonetics) with reference'to, 

more or less, the plurality of the perceptual phonetic 

differences which accompany the production of phonetic segments 

according to their actual sequential order; (c. f. Saussure, 

1974). Yet, despite their ontological differences,, direct 

and/or indirect relationships may/must be postulated and 

established between these respective types of syllable. This 

direct/indirect correlational evidence must be subsequently 

manipulated to corroborate the material adequacy of the 

descriptive model without endangering its uniqueness and, 

ontological status. 

Finally, it has been emphasized on many occasions (Chapters 

1 and 3) of this PART that a model which is capable of 

potentially containing and transmitting more information in a 

compact and straightforward manner should be promoted to replace 
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a model which either fails to render such - additional 

information readily observable, or can only do so in a way 

which is not free of a certain degree of ambiguity. These 

issues will become clearer in the course of arguing the- 

advantages, o, f, our new method of representing distributional 

units in the succeeding section. - 

An Alternative Pro]2osal for RepresentinE Distributional Units: - 

In this section, a new phonologically-orientated 

representational proposal will be briefly promoted. The 

decision as, to whether this representational device, is 

theoretically more logical and descriptively more adequate 

than Mulder9s (Figure 1) will be left to the reader to take 

and formulate. Suffice it to point out, before we present 

our, proposal, that the following guidelines should be taken 

into consideration in order to ensure the correct, understanding 

of the constructional formation of the proposed structure, i. e. 

1- each "circle" in the device represents a.. "position"; 

2- because the peripheral circles (positions) are 

distributed on both sides of the central pivotal 

circle, it is worth distinguishing between those 

which precede the pivot from those which succeed it 

by means of a new convention, i. e. each of the 

precedin circles will be identified by a conjunction 

of a "number" and an associated "1 11, e. g. 1121", and 

each of the succeeding circles will be identified 

in terms of pure "numbers" (without associated 11 1 "S), 

e. g. "3". The primary advantage of using this type 

of identifying the respective positions lies mainly 
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in its potentiality to account for both the formal 

and the realizational aspects of the unit (thus 

killing two birds with one stone). It is a virtual 

mid-of-the-way proposition which is not even matched 

by the original method of representing distributional 

units (i. e. Figures 11111 and 11211); 

the larger the number inside a given circle, the 

farther the circle is removed from the centre (i. e. 

nucleus), and vice versa; 

the farther th e circle (i. e. position), the weaker 

becomes its relationship with the nucleus of the unit, 

and, vice versa; 

. "direct relations" can only be established between 

consecutive members of a chain; 

"indirect relations" of varying degrees can be established 

between non-adjoining members of a chain (c. f. "Footnote 

to Chapter 3 of PART II):. 

Thus, our proposal (which owes a lot to the modified 

mathematical conception of "distributive lattices" (c. f. Chapter 

1 of PART II) may be constructed in the following manner: - 
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etc. 

(Figure 

The, connecting line which links the numbered circles may' 

be considered optional. It is merely used as a, convenient 

device forýdemonstrating the unity of the distiibutional'unit 

and its realizational, manifestation. 'It of 'couise'does so 

in terms of the, '"direct relationships" which hold (Or can be 

established) between'the consecutive circles/positions within 

the unit. 'On the ýother hand, the varying degrees of "indirect 

relationships", which, may be established between any, two non- 

adjoining circles/positions can very easily be' accounted for 

(if necessary) by using "dotted lines" with "numbers" 

superscripted, on-their tops. However, the inclusion of all 

this information -in the basic structure of the established 
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distributional model ultimately depends on whether the 

additional-information is really relevant and necessaryq or 

not. Compared with the manoeuvrable potential which 

characterizes the new method of representing distributional 

units is the, rigid and static nature of the original model. 

In no way capable of accounting for 

the indirect relations in a simple and straightforward manner 

within the scope of its own borders. Since the new 

representational device will be manipulated for descriptive 

pur poses'in this Chapter, it seems necessary to outlineýin 

brief its"'major virtues. Among these, one may mention that: - 

while I this type of representation lays more emphasis 

on the "structural aspect" of the distributional unit, 

it is nevertheless still capable of tacitly accounting 

for the "realizational" aspect which accompanies it, 

i. e. via the movement of the two connecting arrows. 

(Note also that the realizational aspect of the new 

model becomes more evident if the circles are indicated 

linearly alongside a common horizontal axis); 
2- by isolating between the three identified sub-systems 

in the unit, i. e. "preceding". "succeeding" and 
"pivotal", the distributional and strategic differences 

between these three compartments seem to have been 

adequately highlighted and constantly preserved; 

the decreasing scale of numbering the circles/positions 
is sufficient to manifest clearly the centripetal 

movement (which is based on the degree of peripheralness) 

from the periphery towards the pivotal centre;, 

the established archipositions can be accounted for 
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and accommodated in the unit in a vex-j simple and 
transparent manner; (see further below). 

,, 
Muldergs Pioneering Attempt Revisited: - 

The adequacy of Mulder's and Mulder and"Hurren9s proposed 
8-position distributional unit for S. E. remained descriptively 

valid until 1980 when the present author refuted its adequacy; 
(see Mulder, forthcoming). 

For, * if forms like /fOukSlS/ "forecastles", /sarNplT/ 

"sampled". /kAunslS/ "councils". /drrndlS/ "dirndles". 

/arNlTS/ "Arnold9s", etc. are mapped onto Mulder's and Mulder 

and Hurren's established B-position distributional unit (as 

outlined in Figure 2), we get the following picture: - 

Pre-e el e2 n il 12 i3 Post-i 

0 f 0 0 u k s 1 s 

s 0 0 a r N p 1 T 

0 k 0 A u n 1 

0 d 0 r r n d 1 

0 0 0 a r n 1 T 

(Figure 

It is obvious that the presence of certain unaccounted-for 

elements outside the overall framework of Mulder9s and, Mulder 

_and 
Hurren's distributional unit constitutes sufficient 

evidence for refuting the "self-containedness" of the unit,, 

. 
in question, and consequently its adequacy with respect to 
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the facts. The only immediate solution which readily- 

presents itself to set the record straight seems to be the , 

addition of a new position to accommodate the extra elements. 

However, it will be seen from the given evidence in succeeding 

sections that even the addition of an extra position would not 

adequately resolve the problem. The reasons for that will be 

shortly discussed and clarified. 

Methodology for the Establishment of a Major Distributional Unit: - 

It has been emphasized on many occasions that the 

establishment of adequate descriptive models for any lan&age' 

can be determined only when a thorough and exhaustive 

investigation of the facts of the language concerned has been 

completed. This is logical since hasty descriptions (which 

do not take the totality of language into consideration) most 

frequently (though not necessarily) lead to partially adequate 

conclusions. 

However, in order to arrive at an adequate basic 

distributional model to account for all major phonotagms in 

S. E., and in the interest of simplifying a rather complicated 

issue, it is necessary to divide the argument into examining 

1- attested pre-nuclear clusters 

separately from 

2- attested post-nuclear clusters. 

Since the first type of cluster has already been referred 

to and discussed on many previous occasions in the work (the 

last of which has been in one of the preceding sections), the 

establishment of the maximum extension of the pre-nuclear 
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sectional model should not by now pose any difficulty. 

However, a quick examination of the last 10 clusters of the 

previously given list in this Chapter (i. e. "List 1") is 

presumed sufficient to provide us with conclusive evidence 
in support of our claim which maintains that the maximum 

extension of pre-nuclear combinational possibilities can 

never exceed the total of three elements at any one time. 

In view of this, one may correctly conclude that an adequate 

pre-nuclear sectional model should comprlst iýo v'vkoreý__ýýJ iio less 

than three positions. These three positions are represented 

in "Figure 311 by the three uppermost circles, i. e. those which 

are marked by the symbols 113, n, "2111 and n1911, respectively. 

This logically leads us into investigating in detail the 

maximum extension of attested post-nuclear combinational 

possibilities. 

Post-Nuclear Clustera and Their Underlying Sectional Model: - 

The determination of the maximum extension of the post- 

nuclear section of the distributional unit for S. E. requires 

the examination of the post-nuclear clusters of the given, 

examples and forms in the following list: - 

regental rIidNntl/ 

falchions foritNnz/ 

simpletons siNplTnz/ 

bumbledoms brNblTmz/ 

singletons siNglTnz/ 

Stevenson9s sTIivnsnz/ 

Charleston's t6arlsTnz/ 
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Michelson9s 

'Urmst6n9s 

etc. 

/mkiklSnz/ 

/rrmaTnz/ 

etc. 

(List 2)4 

-If the forms of the given examples in the above List are 

-now: projected onto a modified Mulderian-type model, the 

-following picture will emerge: - 

Post-nuclear 
Pre-nuclear Nuclear 11 12 13 U 15 Post-i 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

r I i d 

f 0 r 1 

s i N p 

b r N b 

s N 9 

sT i v 

tN a r 1 

m 'A i ýk 
0 r r m 

(Figure 

n t 1 

t n z 
1 T n z 
1 T in z 
1 T n z 
n fl Z 

s T n z 
1 S 

s T n z 

In view of the evidence which the above Figure provides, we 

may come to the conclusion that a maximum extension of 6- 

, positions is sufficient to account adequately and exhaustively 
for the distribution of all post-nuclear phoneme-combinations 

. 
in S. E. 
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The Major Distributional Unit for S. E.: - 

Now, if the conclusions which have been obtained from the 

discussions in the latter two sections are brought together 

to form (understandably with the nuclear section which is 
I 

composed of a single position) one overall major (basic) 

distributional unit, we arrive at a unified pattern which may 

be set up in terms of our new method of representing 

distributional units as: - 

(Figure 

Note that the above model (which may be said to represent 

the maximum extension frame underlying all basic phonotagms 

in S. E. ) is itself extrapolated from attested data. The 

descriptive and material adequacy of this proposed distributional 
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model could only be demonstrated if both /sKraNblS/ and 
/siNplTnz/, for instance, could be mapped onto it (which they 

can, as shown in preceding sections). 

Variations to the Major Di_s_tributional Unit: The Establishment 

of Archipositions - (General): - 

As far_as the A. F. phonological description of a language 

is concerned, the establishment of the maximum extension of 

a major distributional frame is but the first necessary step 

(which is. required by the theory) for an adequate description 

of the distribution of formal elements in attested constructions. 

However. ' because the combinatory possibilities of formal 

elements in constructions vary proportionally with respect to 

the, types of, element involved, some additional complications 

are seen, to evolve. The effect which these complications 

have on the established model will be shortly investigated in 

succeeding sections. (It should be pointed out in this 

context that the theoretical nature of these types of 

complication as well as the way to tackle them have been 

appropriately, explained in PART I. Chapter 7 

In'. brief, the proper method for the identification of the 

peculiar characteristics of certain elements and their ensuing 

repercussionsýon the abstract model is byg 

1- mapping well-foimed and self-contained attested 

phonot'agms'onto the establiBhed underlying structure, 

2- examining the combinational and distributional 

characteristics of the elements involved, 
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making generalizations to specify the mapping in 

an economical way. 

Since it is strategically more appropriate to deal with 

the 
'issues 

in an organized and simple manner, we propose 

dividing the argument into two sections, the first of which 

investigates pre-nuclear clusters and their effect 

on the corresponding underlying pre-nuclear sectional 

model, 

and the second, 

2- investigates post-nuclear clusters and their effect 

on the respective underlying post-nuclear sectional 

model. 

It is only after all these operations have been successfully 

performed and their conclusive conclusions have been abstracted 

and established, that the interrelationship as well as the 

mutual correspondence between "constructions" and "model" (in 

-its varying forms) may be said to have been consistently, 

adequately and exhaustively worked out. 

I Pre-Nuclear Clusters in Relation to Their Underlying Pre-Nuclear 

Sectional Model: - 

In order to investigate this type of relationship in an 

orderly manner, it is best to approach it from the view-point 

of the attested clusters in the following Sets of columns. 

(Note that the information which is given under the different 

Sets is ultimately based on the abstracted conclusions of 

"List 1"). However, to facilitate the correct reading of 
the-information provided, the following conventions have been 
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used, i., e. 

"slant lines", i. e. enclose "attested clusters". 

"empty spaces" signify "impossible" clusters". 

Thus, we have: - 

Set 111" 

/sKi Bpi sTi smi 

/BKr B? r sTr 

/SK1 SP1 

/sKu 

re-. 
Zei 

/au 

/am 
/sT 

/ SP 

/SK 

Set 11211 

ki gi bi pi 

ku gu 

kr gr br pr 

kl gl bl P1 

S'e t Im 3 Set n411 

-fi 9i hi vi ni/ 
/fr ot ir vr 
/fi S et 5" 

ou hu zu 441 v / Z, Z/ % 

im 
Set "6" 

tN 9 dg/ 

ti di mi 

tu du 

tr dr 

The strategic significance of this type of arrangement will 

be gradually revealed as the argument progresses. 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

If we now conflate the contents of Sets stlit and 11211 and 

map, ýheir fused results onto the pre-nuclear sectional model, 
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we get the following decisive distributional conclusions: - 

A 

pre-e el e2 

(. 11) ( 21) (11) 

r 

s 
r 

u 

0 

r 
u 
r 

0 

0 

B 

pre-e el e2 

(3') (21) (11) 

s p 

s 

c 

pre-e el e2 

(31) (21) (11) 

8Kr 

sKi 

sK1 

sKu 

sK0 

s01 

s0u 

s0r 

s01 

0ki 

0ku 

0kr 

0kI 

0k0 

00r 

001 

00u 

00 

0g 

0gu 

0gr 

0g1 

0g0 

000 

D 

pre-e el e2 

(31) (21) (11) 

s m i, 

s m 0 

0 m 
0 

0 0 

0 0 

P, Pf 

(The functional "zeros" stipulate the functional absence of 

a filler). 
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In view of the above distributional results, one may 

categorically emphasize that all the positions in the sectional 

model are fillable by the constituent phonemes of the given 

clusters in Sets 11111 and 112". In other words, there is no 

functional possibility or necessity for contemplating the 

establishment of any archiposition. (It should be pointed out 

that the above conclusions are relevant to the succeeding 

Chapter which deals with the distribution of the consonant 

phonemes and archiphonemes of S. E. and their major realizations). 

However, the situation is entirely different with respect to 

the clusters mentioned in Set "311. For here, clusters which 

demonstrate a capability to comply with an underlying structure 

of the folm: - 

LX to- 

fý 

v 
9 

> 
n 

h 
3j 

(where "X" stands for any phoneme in positions 

"Pre-e" (3) and "e2l' (11) ) 

are neither attested nor considered well-formed in S. E. The 

maximum attested clustering involving, for instance, a /labial, 

fricative/ or an /apical, nasal/ pre-nuclearly seems to be 

always restricted to either of two specific forms, i. e. 

/s- 
abial, fricative) 

(see Set 11411)' 
apical, nasal 
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labial, fricative, lenisl 

2-, labial, fricative, fortis; X/ 

apical, nasal; I 

(Por the actual values of IIXII in relation to the 

preceding phonemes, the reader is referred to the 

attested clusters of Set '1311). 

If the attested clusters of Set 11311 are now mapped onto the 

pre-nuclear sectional model, we get the following distributional 

information: - 

E 

pre- e el e2 
(39) (2) 

f 

f r 

f 1 

v 

v r 

r 

u 

n 

h 

h u 

r 

u 

m 

, It is obvious from the above diagram that the positional, 
v occurrence of /f, v, 9. n, h, sl is admittedly indeterminate. 
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It'is not clear whether they should be located non-arbitrarily 

in position "pre-ell (31), or in position "ell' (21). 

Distributionally speaking, they belong to neither, simply 

because'. "- 

1- no element has been attested to precede any of them 

(i. e. in pos. pre-e (3') ) in the given contexts; 

2-. filling pos. pre-e (31) with /0/ is not possible, since 

it implies that pre-nuclear clusters of the type 

ýIsgrl, K/sQu/, K/shi/. to mention but a few, are 

-- well-foxmed and self-contained in S. E., which is a 

ý, 
false assumption; 

no element has been attested as intervening between 

them, and any of their succeeding elements in the given 

clusters, i. e. forms of the type "/fli/. "/ýXr/. 

K/? LXM/, X/Iju/, to mention but a few, are precluded 
by the phonological rules of S. E. 

In view, of the above, the only functional solution., which 

conforms properly with the three major criteria, of I. I. consistency'19 

"adequacy" and "simplicity" is to establish an archiposition, to 

accommodate, /f, v, 9, n,, h, As explained in PARTI, 

Chapter, 7,, this, proposed archiposition results from the 

suspension of contrastive function between the element standing 

in position "pre-e" (31) and that standing in position "el" 

(21). This specific'archiposition will be represented by the 

symbol "Ellf. The reason why we shall basically operate with 

two capital letters only (with numbers superscripted) to 

signify archipositions may be attributed to the fact that the 

more capital letters are used in such a context, the greater 
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becomes the possibility of confusing them with, archiphonemes. 
(Obviously', this demonstrates a clear-cut case of "adequacy 

of symbolization"). Consequently, 

"Ell will be used to designate all pre-nuclear 

archipositions, 

and,, IIZII will be used to signify the post-nuclear, ones. 

However, before we start assessing the situation concerning 
the clusters of Set 11411, it is worth -., , pointing out that 

whenever an /apical, fricative/ element is succeeded (in the 

pre-nuclear. section of the frame) by a "semi-vowel"I in position 
"e2l' (11), then the normal representation of it is that of an 

archiphoneme, i. e. /Q/. On the other hand, if position "e2l' 

(11) is filled by a "zero", then either of the two /apical, 

fricative/ phonemes, i. e. /e/ and /, t/, may occur in 

archiposition "El". (See "Neutralization-rule 811 in 

Chapter 2 ). 

Let us now examine the distributional characteristics of 

the two clusters in Set '14". The best way to perform this 

task and at the same time obtain correct distributional 

conclusions is by mapping the clusters in question onto the 

pre-nuclear sectional frame in the following way: - 

P 

pre- e el e2 
(21) (11 

SP 

Sn 

As the results of the above distribution indicate, the 

positional allocation of the elements which are situated in 
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the middle, -(between pos. "el" (2ý) and pos, "e2l? (11) is equally 

indefinite, and inconclusive. Put differently, none-of, the 

two elements can be assigned non-arbitrarily - and in fact not 

without direct-inconsistency with the data, - toýeither of the 

two given positions, i. e. the hypotheses of assigning them to 

either one or the other of the two positions are -refuted. 

They both, imply something that is manifestly not true in S. E., 

namely, -that 11011 can be replaced by some phoneme. This 

tacitly implies that: - 

no phoneme is allowed to succeed IFI or /n/ in 

pos. "e2" (11). i. e. clusters of the form IsFXI or 

, _Isql 
are not well-formed in S. E. 

2r, 
lno 

phoneme is at. tested to intervene between the 
', 

constituent members of any of the given clusters, 

i. e. clusters of the form /ELXP/ or /sXn/ are precluded 

, 
by the phonological rules of the language. 

In consequence, we establish a second pre-nuclear 

archiPosition', i. e. 11E 21, 
. to accommodate the two elements IFI' 

and /n/. The neutralized terms of this archiposition are 

pos. '"Iel" (21) and 'Ie2II (11). 

Before this section could be brought to its end, the 

pre-nuclear positional distribution of the phonemes mentioned 

in Sets "511 and "611 should be properly investigated. 

Investigating the positional allocations of the'elements- 

in'Set "511 does not seem to pose any problems since none of- 

the elements involved has been attested to demonstrate a 

capability for combining with other elements in the pre-nuclear 
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section of the established model. In other words, 

combinational possibilities of the foxm /Y=/, /IýX/, L)qI/, 

/XY/ and /4/ are not only not attested but , 'dre- %v% -ýoc-t 
rejected by the phonological rales of S. E. (Note that the 

same applies to /z/). Accordingly, the most consistent and 

adequate solution to the positional occurrences of phonemes 
/1, z/ would be the establishment of a third archiposition. 

This archiposition, whose neutralized terms are positions 

"pre-ell (31). "ell' (21) and lle2ll (11), will be represented 

by the"symbol IIE3,14, 

As for the pre-nuclear phonological distribution of the 

clusters which are classified in Set "611, the situation is 

admittedly more complicated and problematic because we are 

dealing'here with clusters of two elements, each, and not 

with single elements (as it has been the case with respect to 

the information given in Set 115"). Obviously, the problem 

could never have arisen hadn9t the monophonematic nature of 

the two so-called "Bemi-clusters" /tN/ and IdNI been challenged 

and refuted. This being the case, one should subsequently 

be prepared to resolve this problem in a consistent and 

adequate manner. The best approach to deal with the issue 

-in hand is by examining the results of mapping the two clusters 

onto the pre-nuclear sectional model in the following fashion, 

noting especially that the "long solid lines" signify the 

established archipositions and each of the "lower-case lettersit 

(alongside each section of the diagram) represents a single 

solution: - 
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11 all 

11 bl' 

cv? 

G 

pre- e el e2 
(LI ) (21 (it ) 

X 

x 

t 

d 

t 

d 

tN 
11 ell 

dN 

On functional examination of the given information, one 

may very, easily reject the proposed solutions which are' 

-indicated alongside "all and "b" for clashing with'two'of the 

,. -previously formulated basic descriptive statements, :i L. e. 

a- the only occupants of position "pre-e" (3t) are 

/a/ and /0/; 

and, b- the only elements which have so far been attested to 

figure in position "e2l' (: Ll) are r, u, and 

no others. 
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Accordinglyq one can not with a substantial degree of 

certainty and accuracy allocate the immediate constituent 

phonemes of the two clusters /tN/ and /dN/ to any of the 

three established pre-nuclear positions as options "all andl, 

"b" suggest. (Note that the consistency and adequacy of 

the foregoing statement could be consistently maintained as 

long as the very marginal types of pre-nuclear cluster 

which are classified in "Footnote 111 - are continuously 

excluded). Moreover, the same argument which has been used 

against the manipulation of the solutions in "all and "b" may 

also be used - as evidence - to refute the consistency and 

adequacy of the proposed alternatives in "c" and "d'I. as well. 

Basically, these latter alternatives seem to advocate either 

the assignment of /g/ to archiposition IIE211 (proposal"Ic")., 

or the allocation of the two phonemes /t/ and /d/ to 

archiposition "El" (proposal "d"). Needless to say that 

whichever option, one,, is prepared to accept in this respect, it 

will only be arbitrarily and inconsistently conceived and 

formulated. 

As a matter of logical fact, the preclusion of the foregoing 

four proposed solutions virtually leaves us with only one 

possibility to investigate, i. e. the assignment of the entirety 

of /tN/ and IdNI -qua complex clusters - to the previously 

established archiposition "E3,,. It will presently be 

demonstrated that this solution not only happensto be 

more consistent and more adequate than all the other alternatives, 

but it also seems to be sufficiently corroborated, justified 

and in-, fact predicted by many theoretical tenets in A. F. - For 

if the wording of the definitions of the notions "phoneme", 
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"Position" and, llarchiposýtionll (c. f. Chapters 2 and 71 

of PART I). are,, functionally re-examined, we may, note the 

following logical remarks: - 

a- the analysis of /tN/ and /dN/ into their "immediate 

constituents" does not coincide with their final 

analysis into "ultimate constituents". (Note that 

this theoretical stand lends further credence to our 

"biphonematiell. analysis of the clusters in question 

into two phonemes each); 

b- though the definition of the notion "position" appears 

not to tolerate the occurrence of two phonemes in one 

Rosition (a stipulation which is only consistent with 

the concept of "immediate constituency". but not with 

that of the concept of "ultimate constituencyll), it 

does not in fact contain any restrictions which would 

prevent such an occurrence from ever taking place in 

an archiposition (which ipso facto represents the 

suspension of opposition between two or more positions); 

c- unlike the definition of the notion "position". the way 

the definition of the concept of "archiposition" is 

conceived and formulated in A. F. renders the concept 

in question highly insensitive and neutral with respect 

to the number of elements which could virtually occur 

and alternate within its scope. 

Now, if the above abstracted logical remarks are conflated 

onto the conclusions which have been obtained a short while 

ago from investigating the proposed solutions in "all, "bit, 

"eff and "d". we may conclude that the two clusters /tN/ and 
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/d-9/ should, by logical inference, be unequivocally assigned 

to archiposition IIE3,, ; and they do. 

However, it is worth-' commenting in passing - without 

laying much emphasis on the findings of the subsequent 

discussion - that the consistency and adequacy of allocating 

both /'tN/ and /dN/ to archiposition IIE% seems to be corroborated 

by the type of relationship which is attested to hold between 

the constituent elements of each cluster, i. e. that of 

"co-ordination" within the scope of the archiposition in 

question. Originally, the relational concept of "co-ordination" 

- which is conceived by Mulder (1974, et al) to be ofla purely 

syntactic nature - is rigorously defined as: - 

Def. llb "Relation of co-ordination" for "direct tactic 

(by implication: symmetrical and, therefore, 

simultaneous) relation of mutual functional- 

independency". Alternative definition "direct' 

taCti: c'relation of bilateral functional 

independency", 

and further explained. in the following terms: - 

"If a and b are in a direct tactic relation, and 

a for its tactic function (i. e. position) 

independent of b, and vice versa, jý and b are 

said to be co-ordinated (in symbols: a 

In short, this theoretical conception has consistently been 

applied in A. F. descriptive accounts to cases which demonstrate 

distributional uncertainty and indeterminancy. Among the 

most obvious cases where the application of the concept of 
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"co-ordination" has successfully contributed towards providing 

a consistent and adequate solution is the one which deals with 

the distribution of the constituents of "black big" in the 

nominal syntagm "the black big box", for instance, to their 

respective positions in the model which underlie the syntagm 

in question. According to Mulder (ibid), the syntactic 

representation of the "nominal" syntagm, "The black big box" 

should consequently be as follows: - 

"article" 

"numeral" 

"adjective". 

"supplement" 

rhe] 

0 
[[blackj, 

f / ). 
[big3] 

30 

101 

box "nominal" 

By analogy, if the foregoing logic is extended and applied 

to the distribution of /tN/ and /dN/ in phonotactic constructions 

like /tffip/ and /dNam/, "chip" and "Jam", respectivelyg we may 

get the following picture: - 
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Significant enough, though the identification and 

establishment of a "co-ordination" relationship between the 

constituents of /tN/ and IdNI is implicitly and explicitly 

favoured by some A. F. and non-A. F. linguists (e. g. 6. Hervey, 

D. Roberts, to mention but a few), the founder of the theory 

of A. F. - as far as we know - is bitterly opposed to conflating 

syntactic relations onto phonological constructions. The 

reasons and the exact nature of these differences of opinion 

do not concern us in this context as we do not intend to 

pursue the matter beyond this point. Suffice it to point 

out that in view of the absence of any extensive and mature 

study of the issue, we consider the significance of the 

identification of a "co-ordination" relationship between the 

constituents of /tN/ and dN/ to assume the status of a 

supplementary tentative evidence which could only be used in 

association with the previously cited logical conclusions for 

the purpose of assigning /tN/ and /d/ - as phonotactic 

complexes - to archiposition "E3",, 

Summing up, one may emphasize that a consistent and 

adequate description of all pre-nueldar clusters in S. E. can 

be appropriately performed by means of the three original 

positions and the three established archipositions. The 

overallýpicture of the pre-nuclear sectional model 

inclusive of the recent modifications - may now-be. set up 

in terms of our proposed method of representing distributional 

units as'follows: _ 
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(Figure 7) 

Inview of the pree I e'ding discussion and -on the baSis'of 

the . above sectional model, the following "position classes"5 

can be'established: '- 

Position class "pre-e" (31) includes Is, 0/. 

Position class "el" (21) includes IT, t, d, PO p, b, K, 

k, g, 

Position class "e2" (11) includes /r. i. u. 1. m. O/e 
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Position class "El" includes /f. vq gq; ýq 9, n. h,, X, 0/. 

Position class "E 2 11 includes /n. F1, 0/. 

Position class , E3. includes /ý, z, tN, dg,, 

Post-Nuclear Clusters in Relation to Their Underlying Post- 

Nuclear Sectional Model: - 

As phonemes in the post-nuclear section are more liberal 

in their combinability, and the clusters they form are 

ultimately more elaborate and diversified than their pre-nuclear 

counterparts, the establishment of post-nuclear "archipositibne" 

is admittedly engulfed in problems and controversy. It will 

presently'be seen that the sound logical justifications which 

contributed towards the identification and establishment of 

pre-nuclear archipositions are barely noticeable in the 

post-nuclear section. This, however, should not be-taken'to 

mean'that the outlined theoretical approach for the' 

establishment of archipositions in PART I, Chapter 7 is 

erroneous, but that the combinational possibilities of the" 

S. E. phonemes post-nuclearly are so complicated that the' 

formulation of strictly precise logical decisions/solutions 

to regulate the phenomena does not seem to be Vecti'Ible-, ivi-t-6- 

-is strictest possible sense of the word. Since no'dec 'ive 

solutions/decisions could be formulated, appropriate (though 

relatively arbitrary) proposals may consequently be granted 

access to facilitate the descriptive account. A brief 

discussion of the post-nuclear combinational possibilities 

and distributional occurrences of phoneme /1/, for instance, 

will bear out our contention most adequately. The discussion, 

it should be emphasized, is ultimately based on a thorough 
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investigation of the facts of S. E. Its results, the reader 

should be warned, assume the status of temporary generalizations 

since they are not meant to account for the specifics of 

particular cases. These will be dealt with in a succeeding 

Chapter. However, in order to regulate and simplify the 

argument, it is worth approaching the issue from the view. point 

of the underlying post-nuclear types of structure. Underneath 

each 'jiven type, the phonemes which have been attested to occur 

in each of the-respective positions will be indicated. Among 

themselves, the phonemes of any one position form a "position 

class" and are enclosed within "braces",, i. e. 
Ia- Members 

of any one "position class" are allowed to contract (within 

certain limits) positive and meaningful relationships-with 

members of "preceding" and/or-"Succeeding" "position classes" 

to form clusters. (The reader may, in this respect, compare 

the resultant clusters with those which have been attested and 

classified in, the "Supplement" to this Chapter). Note also 

that each "X" in the given underlying structures theoretically 

signifies a given set of one or more phonemes, "n" stands for 

"nucleus" and the "arrows". i. e. represent 

"dependencies". Furthermore, "slant lines", i'-e. / /, are 

used in the following formulae to enclose the phonemes as 

well as the attested cases of dependency. Thusq we have: - 

n; e. g. 

n; 

2- n; e. g. 
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(sztd 

n; </ ji) <gkpb 

LvrmnKJ 

e. g. 

(nmfv'1 

Ix zs ii 
pdt rN 

[i)i 

kgeuJ 

n; x X/ e. g. 

tdbýp g", mn 

n; *. - /t13 <-- nmsz'9p .4zs nI 

kfvjK 

Lx e. g. 

bp ýd tmK 

Guran9d 

m F3 s makgsS PI 

z 'v z T' 

e. 

(ds znt 

1un1 tdgvf 

fl; /N npkXpgk 

misfzJ 

LT 
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X 4-- X X/, e. g. 

"t b f- 

s p vms M. n d 

g mnS P S s z 

k d K T t 1 

z tT 

j 

e. g. 

r b 

t T n d v S T 

n u v S m s k n t Z, 

z e p t p m d 

M 

e. g. 

k r Sf g m 

g z v Ks k n 

n u t Tb v t 
S Tj 

m p d sF p d 

x z p 

e. g. 

I k g n. s i 

r i u sT k N p P, K 

m n d St z d n m s 

F t T 

% - 
d 

j 
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ll-, n; j/1 *-- i 41 1 -* 1 -* l/ . e. g. 

d3 / 

12- n; LX e. g. 

p V" T 

rutvnnsnd 

kdTkdmz 

e. 

kgd Cm nmn 

Izv v 

Ln Npb ýS T0z 

14- n; e. g. 

`u nT d7 nm 

n; Gý-/-riC, - 0ZI -*- 8, S-I*,,, / 

in pnk dj PK 

tdT 

15- --n; , r, - /I -' e. g. 

os" 

/tij ý. e 4 
Udj 

KI 
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xX xrl. - x e. g. 

LTý 

17- e. 

n7 n 
I 
n; 84T 

r Lt LNJ n LZJ L 

18- e. 

kbs nL 

n; dg 11 <- 

tT 

m ýN 

I 

19- 

20- 

21- 

e. 

n; « /Z dK e. 

/X 4 j-6 X -* I/ . e. g. 

1 
Z. 

LN 

, 'ý If the unattestedness of /l/ in a cluster of the type 

mentioned in "19" is treated as a case of defective 

distribution, i. e. accidental gap, and if all these types 

of underlying structure are mapped onto one anotherv we may 
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conclude, that the phoneme /l/ virtually demonstrates a 

capability for occurring in all post-nuclear positions. 

However',, 'this does not in any way imply that (by comparison) 

all the other phonemes are endowed with such frequency and 
freedom of occurrence. Par from it, because if we consider 

the distribution of the phoneme /p/, for instance, and 

compare the results with those which are obtained for the 

phoneme /1/, we shall be able to detect significant differences. 

If we now apply the above approach to the treatment of the 

combinational and distributional possibilities of the phoneme 
/p/ (ex elusive of the archiphoneme /P/), we get the following: - 

/P e. 
/tP)/ 

CC /P e. g. 

s 

L pa nm 

T 11 

4 -P/ e. 

ij 

X. * X/ e. g. 

1Tt 

n;, e /W1.4 -nmI* -S s 

Ln m LF T 

d 
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n; p X/ eg. 

lu rnT 

FS 

Un 

e. 

u 

r [PI 

Lij 

X e. g. 

TSz 
[PI T9nmtdT 

ar n 

n; *4X. & e. g. 

1s 

n; Ju In TTnz 
V-j 

d- S, Ll 

xp 

.r. N 

n; n 

LUJ Lij 

10- n; & LX 4 X. * 1 -* e. g. 

- n; 3 EP 
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11- x -X/ e. g. 

FYI 
tpj S 

Ij Tj Ln Lz 

12- n; x 4-- x 2i/ eg. 

n; --1 0, *- ipi . k. -S ýE 4. - 
Lil Ti 

13, e. g,,, 

ýjj 

Ti 

Now, if the above results are mapped onto those which have, 

been obtaineUfor /1/, we may draw, a. number of interesting 

conclusions; primarily that: - 

1- Compared with the relative freedom of combinability 

and occurrence of the phoneme /1/, the manoeuverability 

of the phoneme /p/ seems to be severely restricted. 

2- While the phoneme /I/ has been attested to occur in all 

six Post-nuclear positions, it is unlikely that the 

phoneme /p/ will ever be attested to occur as the 

fourth element in clusters of the type mentioned in 

number "10", 

Set against the-maximum number of "21" types of 

combinational possibilities for /1/, is the modest "12" 
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, 
possibilities for /p/ (that is if type "10" is 

logically eliminated as inadmissable). 

ý4- 
Irrespective of the discrepancies between the 

combinational possibilities and distributional 

occurrences of the two phonemes in question, one may 
foxmulate a significant observational statement which 

applies to both phonemes in the above given contexts, 

i. e. the larger the cluster, the fewer become. the 

combinational choices. 

Though the above conclusions represent generalizations which 

are primarily obtained from a huge number of, attested clusters 
involving /I/ and /p/, they are incapable of distinguishing 

between expandable clusters and-non-expandable clusters, i. e. 
between-clusters which demonstrate 

- readiness, for allowing 

other, elements to intervene between their constituent elementsq 

precede them, or succeed them in a form, and clusters-which do 

not. , In certain cases, the addition of an element to a given 
formal cluster virtually closes the potentiality, of, the form 

and preventsany further appendaging, e. g. the cluster IdNI, 

for instance, may, be expanded to form phoneme-combinations of 

the following types: - 

rdNlS rdgns rdffnd 

id3lS rd. Nnt rdgnz 

idgnl idNnt id. Nnd 

Id. NmZ" idgns idgnz 

udgnt u(gnd 

udlns u(ffnz 

ld. Nnt ld3nd 

idgntl 

i(ffnsT 

I(gns 3. dgnz 
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If these phoneme-combinations are mapped onto one another, 

one may conclude that since the underlined clusters onl are 

capable of being expanded to reach the maximum of "6" phoneme- 

combinations, the way the other clusters are constructed and 

the presence of certain final elements at the end of certain 

formal combinations actually impede them from being expanded 

beyond specific limits. Accordingly, one has to contemplate 

establishing archipositions to resolve such problematic issues. 

However, the first impressionistic conclusions which one gets 

from re-examining the distribution of the elements in the 

latter set of phoneme-combinations may be wimmed up as follows: - 

position "il" (1) is either 66cupied by a "semi-vowel"' 

or by an /l/. 

Positions "12n (2) and "13" (3) seem to'be always 

reserved for /d/ and /9/, respectively. ' 

When /r/ or /u/ are in position "il" (1). the initial 

elements of /nt/, -/ns/, /nd/, /nz/, /lS/, '., follow 

immediately and occupy position. "i4", (4) (i. e. without 

., 
ialo, wing other elements to intervene) leaving the 

positional affiliation of the second elements, _i. ý. /t/, 

/j3/, /d/, - /z/ and ISI, undecided. This may be taken to 

mean'the establishment of an archiposition'to accommodate 
I ihe'm,, - (Note also that when /1/'is in posit - ion "il" (1), 

the'two, final clusters which go with it, - i, 'e. '/nz/ and 

/mz/. seem to close the form of the whole cluster). 

Yet, I reasonable'Counter-arguments may also belormulated to 

question the'adequacy"of an archiposition whose'terms are said 

to include positio , 'is "15" (5) and "post-i" They would- 
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,,, correctly point out that since nothing could, ever occur 

between the elements in position "ill' (1) and position ll12ll, 

(2), nor between those of Ili2ll (2) and "0" (3),, there should 

be nothing against establishing an archiposition whose terms 

are ll12" (2), and "0" (3) to accommodate the elements which 

immediately follow those in position 11il" (1). These 

proposals could have been equally adequate had there been 

no, other possibility. In fact, a third such possibility- 

actually exists. It stipulates the establishment of an 

archiposition to represent the suspension of. contrast between 

"13", and "i4" (4). 

However, irrespective of whichever decision one is likely 

_, 
to, adopt, -there seems to be no adequate logical justification 

tolsupport it. In other words, all the proposed solutions 

are. arbitraril formulated. Yet, since a single choice is 

required to resolve the problem in order to facilitate the 

description, one naturally opts for the solution which 

demonstrates the least degree of arbitrariness and the highest 

degree of adequacy. Functionally speaking, if all 

distributional factors are kept equal, an element is as close 

to the nucleus as the alternatives allow. In consequenceg one 

tends to prefer the first solution because it provides us with 

some form of (probably weak) reasoning to justify the 

establishment of an archiposition whose terms are positions 

"i5" (5) and "Post-i" (6). 

It should be remarked in this context that the above 

reasoning applies only to the establishment of all post-nuclear 

archipositions except those involving the phoneme /I)/. For, 
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the occurrence of the phoneme /a/ in S. E. is always restricted 
6 to a position which is nearest to the nucleus, i. e. to position 

"il" (1), or to one or more archipositions whose terms necessarily 

include the aforementioned position. It is also worth pointing 

out - before we start launching our hypotheses - that the 

"Supplement" to this Chapter includes what is believed to 

constitute most of the attested types of post-nuclear phonotactic 

combinational possibilities in S. E. The ultimate aim of the 

"Supplement" is to provide the reader with the information which 

is deemed necessary for the purpose of checking the consistency 

and adequacy of our descriptive account. 

Hence, ýIhe overall view of the post-nuclear sectional model - 

inclusive''of the proposed archipositions, of course - may now 

be set up in terms of the following constructional device as 

f ollows: - 
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If-all the attested post-nuclear phonotactic combinations 

(see the "Supplement") are mapped onto the above distributional 

model, we may set up the following (distributional) position 

classes: - 

Position class "il" (1) includes /u. i. r. n. N. m. v. f9 

19 kq gg pq bl, dv Xv tq eq J' 9 0/. 

(Figure 8) 
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Position class "12" (2) includes /P. kq 19 to do No v. 

8, m. no p. by 91 So Kq Xg go Z9 f, Fq To go 09 1, ýo 0/. 

Position class "13" (3) includes IS, no k, 1, X, It go 8, 

To to pq do P, k, v, e, M. 99 go F, 0/. 

Position class "14" (4) includes /To do no So so K, 9, to 

19 mg 09 0/. 

Position class 1115" (5) includes /n. So so To 19 to m. 

Position class "post-in (6) includes /z. To 1, So no 

Position class "Zl" includes 

Position class "Z2" includes 

Position class "Z3" includes /To No 1, F. m, 1, So no z, 

K, do p, P, 9,0/. 

Position class "Z4" includes IS, z, so To do to No 1, no 

mo 0/. 

Position class "Z5n includes IS, so zo To do to m. no 0/. 

(Position class nZ6n includes /x, 0/. 

(Position class "Z7" includes /x, 0/. 

In conclusion, it sh6uld be remarked that the pre-nuclear 

sectional model or any of its sub-models may combine with the 

post-nuclear sectional model or any of its"'sub-models to form 

underlying-structures which would account consistently and 

adequately for any given attested monophonotagmic form in S. E. 

Now, if the three established sectional models inclusive, 

of course, of their positions and archipositions - are brought 

together to construct the ultimate form of the major 

distributional unit for S. E. . we arrive at the -following model: - 
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(Figure 
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The overall model in Figure 9, may now be pronounced 

adequate and complete to account for all attested well-formed 

and self-contained major phonotagms in S. E. However, a. 

proper-examination of the facts of the language under 

consideration is sufficient to tell us that because S. E. 'is 

not composed solely of majo phonotagms, it may be'necessary 

to establish other types of structure to account for the 

distribution of certain minor-type phonotagmic constructions 

which are not qualified, for phonological reasons, to be 

mapped onto the, 'established basic distributional unite', The 

nature'of these minor-type phonotagms which do not figure 

in the major'frame will be investigated in the following two 

Cahpterse' 
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Notes to Chapter 4. 

I- Alongside the fully attested pre-nuclear combinational 

possibilities in S. E. and their corresponding post-nuclear 

correlates, there exists in the language a subsidiary sub- 

system whose pre-nuclear clusters are mainly abstracted 

from coinages, borrowed from other systems. As such, they 

deserve to be treated separately from the rest of the fully 

attested data. Only later, the results of the two 

independent operations may be conflated to create what may 

be identified as the "extended" phonology of S". E. ' However, 

because this work is devoted to the, establishment of the 

phonology of S. E. (in the strictest sense of the word), we 
find it implausible to complicate the description by 

integrating1exical items which are not appropriately 

considered "generalized" English. Accordingly, we shall 

contend ourselves in the following by merely listing these 

marginally attested clusters for, the convenience of the 

reader. Thus, we have: - 

Maj&inally attested 

-pre-nuclear phoneme- 

combinations. 

/kP/ (in "kvass", etc. ) 

Attested post-nuclear 

phoneme-combinations. 

? /fK/-? /kP/ 

/kn/ (in "cnidarian". "Cnidus" /kn/-/NK/ 

"cnidoblast". "Cnossus". 

_, 
"knish", etc. ) 

/km/ (in "Khmer". etc. ) /km/-/NK/ 

/kS/ (in nXi,,, etc. ) /kS/-/sK/ 

/pT/ (in "Ptah", etc. ) /pT/-ýtP/ 
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/pS/ (in "psi", etc. ) /ps/-/Bp/ 

(in "Pshaw", etc. ) IPNI-Ixpl 

/pu/ (in "pueblo", f1puerto Rico", /up/ 

etc. ) 

/tl/ -, . 
(in "Tlingit", etc. ) /tl/-/lt/ 

. 
/tS/ (in "tsetse fly", "tsar". /sT/-/tS/ 

etc. ) 

/sQ/ (in "sthenic". "Stheno". /so/-/GS/ 

etc. ) 

Isrl 
, , 

(in "Sri Lanka", etc. ) /rs/ 

,, 
/dS/ (in, "dziggetai", etc. ) /dS/-/sT/ 

/vl/ (in "vlei", "Vlach", etc. ) /Vl/-/lV/ 

/vu/ (in "voil", "voire dire". /uv/ 

nvoix c6leste", etc. ) 

,. 
(in "hachure", -"nicotiana". 

-etc. 
) 

/Xn/ (in "schnapsý', "Ischnitzel", /Xn/-/nX/ 

"schnook". "schnorkle", etc. ) 

(in nschlep", "Schlieffen", 

"schlierenn, nschlock'19 etc. ), 

/XF/ (in "schwa", "Schweitzer", 

etc. ) 

/XPf -(in "spiel", "spieler",, etc. ) IXPI-IpNI 

/IT/ (in "Stuttgart", "gestalt". /XT/-/tg/ 

"Steiner", etc. ) 

/fQ/ (in. "phthalein". "phthalic", /fg/-? /. eF/ 

phthalocyanine", "phthisic", 

etc. ) 

/fu/ý (in "Puegian", etc. ) /uf/. 
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/bu/ (in nBuick". "buibuill, etc. ) /ub/ 

/Mu/ (in "moire". "armoire". /um/ 

"moire". ItMwerull, etc. ) 

/li/ (in "lieu". "paludal". AV 

"solute". etc. ) 

/ zu/ (in "mounds", etc. ) /uz/ 

/zi/ (in "caesura", "eynosural", /iz/ 

"Zeus", etc. ) 

/zl/ (in "zlotill, etc. ) /zl/-/Iz/ 

/ýU/ (in "bourgeous". "Joual", etc) /Ul/ 

/gn/ (in "gnocchi". etc. ) /gn/-/NK/ 

/nu/ (in "noyau". "noir", etc. ) /un/ 

/pST/ (in "pistachio", "psst", /sPT/-/pTS/-/SPT/- 
? /sPT/-? /tSP/- ? /tps/ 

IsFrl (in "sphragistics", etc. ) /rsF/-/rfS/ 

/snt/ (in "St. Andrews". etc. ) /sTn/-/tns/-/nsT/- 

/snt/-/ntS/-/tSn/ 

/sni/ (in "Is new" (for "it9s /ins/-/isn/ 

new"), etc. ) 

/tsu/ (in 1"Tswanell, etc. ) /Uts/-/UsT 

/tgu/ (in "Botswana". etc. ) /utN/-/UgT/ 

2- See footnote 2 to Chapter 3 of this PART. 

The refutation of the adequacy of certain descriptive 

issues was proposed by the present author in a seminar which 

he gave in 1980. The main issues which were raised and 

discussed at the time will appear in the, Universit Echo 

journal (which is published by the NUSS of the University 
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of Tishreen, Syria) under the title "A Note On The 

be'scriptive Adequacy Of Some Established Models". 

However the members of staff in the Linguistics Department 

pointed out to the author that the reason why the adequacy 

of Mulder9s distributional'unit for S. E., for instance, 

remained unchallenged was due to the fact that "almost 

everyone ignored them". This may probably be true; yet, 

one should not overlook the fact that the results of such 

4- 

incomplete and partial investigations (which do not 

adequately account for the facts, as shown throughout this 

work) were extensively used for tuition purposes over many 

years. Also, these results were published in international 

periodicals and. quoted by many researchers, 

On the basis of the given data, it seems probable that S. E. 

phonology furnishes forms not only for ordinary lexical 

signa, but also for specifically English proper names 

(which are not, in fact, proper symbols). However, since 

the forms of some proper nouns and other potentially possible 

phoneme-combinations derive their attestedness from the 

established phonological system itself (but not vice versa), 

they may, therefore, be taken into consideration alongside 

the forms of lexical items, (List 2). on the other hand, 

if the inclusion of such forms in the description-would 

either complicate the description, or bring diminishing 

returns, then the forms in question should be totally 

overlooked. Accordingly, forms like 

regental(s) /rIidNntlS/ 

Maidenstone9s /meidnsTnz/ 

Rowlandson9s /xoulndSnz/ 
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will definitely not be taken into'acCount when considering 

the establishment of the post-nuclear sectional model (see 

the succeeding "Supplement"). Nevertheless, if the above 

objections were to be brushed aside (for one reason or 

another), then the established sectional model should be 

extended to include an extra single position to accommodate 

the final elements in the above three form, i. e. ISI and 

/z/. This position (whose status is understandably 

"marginal") may be appropriately identified as "position- 

in-reserve". In other words, the established 6-position 

post-nuclear sectional model may be extended (if ne_cess 

to form a 7-position distributional model. It is also 

worth remarking that the incorporation of any additional 

positionin the model will necessarily have repercussions 

on the established archipositions in the post-nuclear section. 

"rosition class" is defined by Mulder (1968) as "set of 

items, which can occur in the same position or archiposition". 

The descriptive statement is only adequate if some dubious 

non-anglicized for= of the type 

/S'V/ 

(whereby, "n" stands for "nucleus" and "S v for 

"semi-vowel") 

are excluded from-our overall considerationg e. ge /bIuj)/ 

I"boong" .I '/tarlAiD/ -"Talaing", /larlaq/ "lalang", /lar5lAuf/ 

ianglauf", etc. 
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., Supplement to Chapter 4. 

In. order to keep the 

time help him check the 

established models, we, 

constitutes the overall 

These clusters, it shou 

positively towards 

reader well-informed, and at the same 

adequacy of our postulations and 

hereby, give what we believe 

set of post-nuclear clusters in S. E. 

ld be emphasized, have contributed 

1- corroborating the hypothesis concerning the maximum 

extension of the p ost-nuclear sectional model, 

and, 2- assisting in formulating or modifying hypotheses 

concerning the establishment of an ade'quate ni mber 

of archipositions in the respective model. 

Needless to-say, that the proposed conclusions have been 

based on a thorough investigation of S. E. ''phonology, and have 

been abstracted, * literally speaking, from a huge body of, data. 

-In view of this, and despite all the necessary precautions, 

which were taken in the descriptive process, one should probably 
be prepared to accept the possible presence of alow margin of 

error (if irregularities are encountered and, beyond any shadow 

of doubt, identified as being so, or if regular attested 

clusters are noticed to be missing in any section of the 

overall set). 

Hence, for easy reference and clarity of expositiong all 

attested post-nuclear clusters will be arranged and presented 

as follows: - 

2-element post-nuclear clusters 

3-element post-nuclear clusters 
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4-element post-nuclear clusters 

- 5-element post-nuclear clusters 
6-element post-nuclear clusters 

7-element post-nuclear potential clusters. -1 : 

Thus, we have: - 

2-element. post-nuclear clusters: - 

This sub-set includes the following: - 

/bS, bT, bn, bm, 

dg, do, tS, tn, 

rl, re, rk, rg, 

xS, xT,, xn, is, 

ib,, if, iv, it, 

lz, In. 1m, lNg 

eT, en,, em, el, 

5sg Dt' UZI 5d, 

pn,, pm, pl, P9, 

flq fog VS9 vT, 

ue, uk, ug, up, 

MG/ 0 

bl, 

tm, 

rp . 
itg 

ix 9 

log 

ns,, 

Un. 

sT, 

vn, 

ub, 

kS, 

tiq 

rb, 

idl 

zT. 

lKq 

nt, 

5MV 

sn, 

vmv 

uf, 

kT, kn, km, 

tu, te, rs, 

rft rvp rüg 

iz, in, im, 

zn, zm, zlt 

lp, lb, lf, 

nd, nzt nm, 

"n 

vll, us, ut, 

UVI UJ-v uxp 

kl, 

rtg 

rx 

ZP 

lvp 

nl 

*sq 

sKq 

ud,, 

mst 

3-element post-nuclear clusters: - 

This sub-set includes the following: - 

ot 

rd . 
IT, 

ix, 

IT 

9S9 

nX 

Bpq 

UZ9 

mtg 

kg 9 cis 

rz, =, 
in, 3m, 

iý, ie, 

ýn, ým 
9 

gT, gn, 

ng, NY9 

SP, fs, 

-un, im, 

md, mz, 

dn, 

rm 
11, 

ik, 

ls, 

gmt 

NK, 

*1 9 
f T, 

U19 

mn, 

dm, dl, 

rl . rvs . 
XK9 Xpq 

'go, ipq 

jtq ldq 

gl, es, 

Npq NF9 

PS9 pTj 

fn, 
ý 
fm, 

vv US9 UZI 
v ml, ms, 

/blS, blT, bnz, bnd, bnt, bns, blm, bln, bmz, * bmd, bSn, bTn. 

Nbl, Npl, Ngl, Nkl, , AT, Nkm, Nvl, Nfl, NfS, 'Al, Npn, Nbn', ' 

Nkn, Ngn, An. NfT, NpF, xnz, xTS, uls, ult, uld, ulz, unz, 'ý, 

utg, und, unt. ' uns, ulm, uln, umz, umd, usn, utn, ubl, upl, - 

ugl, uNF, ukl, ulT, uiT, uvl, ufl, uil, ull, upn. 'ubn, ukh, 
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uNn, u1n, ulKq ugn, ukm, ufS, ý uff, utS, utff, usT, usg, - usl,, 

uzl, unl, utl, uNK, udl, uml, uJ+l, usm, u9n, UGM, utm, ' uzn, 

uvn, ufn, ' udn, ' u*n, uNP, uxn, uxm, Ugm, udm, UZM" Uxmq UGS9 

uel, utS, utT, uzT, udS, ung, upT, UPS, udN. ukS. ukT, usK. 

uNI. - ubS, ' ubT, ' ugS. ugT, U19, UM9, UVS, uvT, UIP9 UXSq uxT. 

usP. usP. ung, ufG. dSm. klSq klT, ukN, knz, knd, knt, kns, 

, kln,,, kmz, kmd, kSn. kTn, kF19 kh, On, kTS, kT9, k: ST, kSQ, 

, AS1, Anl, ý kT1, kSm, k9n, kTm, xlSq XlTq Xnz, Xnd, Xnt, Xns, 

Xmz, -Xmd, XTn, XTS, Xnl, dlS, dlT, dnz, dnd, dnt, dns, d1m, 

dln, - -, dmz, - . 
dmd, dSn, dNT, dFl, d. Nl, d3n, dST, dnl, dml, dNm, 

"'dQS, ý plS, plT, pnz, pnd, pnt, pns, pln, pmz, pSn, pTn, pFl, 

'p9l, - pNn, - pTS, PST, PS1, pnl, pTlq pSm. pFn, POS, r1p, rlt, 

rld,, rlz, rnz, rnd, rnt, rns, r1m, r1n, rmz, rmd, rsn, rtn, 

ý'rbl,,: rpl,, rgl, rkl,, rIT, rXT, rvl, rfl, rxl, ryl, rpn, rbn, 

rkn, ' rXn, ' An, rgn, rkm, rfS, rfTq rtSI, rtN, rsT, rsg,, rsl, 

rzl,, rnl, ý rtl, rdl, rmig rjýl, rsm, ren, rem, rtm, rzn, ýrvn, 

rfn,, - rdn, rin, rgm, rdm, rzm, rxm, reS. reT,, rel, r&S. r4T, 

rzT,, - : rd. S . : rpT . rpS. rd3 ., rkS,, rkT I rsxg rNIZ, rbS , rbT. rgS,, 

rgT, rvS. rvT, rlp, rxS, rsP. rnX. rtQ, rNF, rZ,, rmg, rNP, 

_; 
rNKI,, rlK, tlS. tlT, tnz, tnd, tnt, tns, rng, t1m, t1n, tmz, 

tmd,, tSn, tNT, tFl, tKn, tNn, tST9 tSl' tSM9 tGS9 tSK9 ilst 

, -Alt, 
ild, ilz' inz, ind, int, ins, ilm, iln, imz' imd, isn, 

,, itn, ibl, ipl". igl' ikl, ilT, iXT9 ivl' ifl, AV 1, ill, ipn, 

ibn, ikn, iXn, i1n, ign, ikm, ifs, ifT, itS9 itNq isT, isQ, 

'_isl' izl' inl, itl, idlq iml, i&l, ism, ien, iem, itm, izn, 

. 
ivn, , i. fn, idn, iin, ixm, igm, idm, izm, ixmg ieS, AeT, iel, 

"ýi&S9 1-aT9 izT. idS, ipT, iPS9 idg, ikS, ikT, isK, iNl,. ibS. 

,. ibT, igS, igT, i1g, ivs, ivT, ixSq ixT, M, OF, imG., ing, 

'ikgv itgt 91S9 51T9 jnzg zt Dtn, 53n, utst snp 5sT9 n, UM 3 
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Ddn, t Ddm, ' 'zm, 59S. DdS, Inz, Ind, lnt, Ins, lmz, lmd, lsn, 

ltn, Ipl, Iglq lklq iblq 1NT9 lvlg lflq 191, lpn, lbn, lkn, 

lgn, ' Ign, lfSq lfTv ltS 9 ItNq lsTv lslq lzi, lnl, itig ldlq 

ld-lp Ism, Ion, lemg ltmg lzn, ivn, lfn, ldn, lgmq ldm, 

lzmv ', lffm, IGS,, lzT. ldSq lpT, lps, IdN, lkS, lkTq 1SK9 IbSq 

lbT. lgS,, " lgT, - IvS,, lvT,, InX,, lfQj nlS, nlT, =z, * =dg nsn, 

ntn, nXT, nX1, n1n, ntS. ntS. nsT. nsl, nzl, ntl, ndl, ni7l, 

n9m, ntm, ' nzn, ndn, ndm, ntn, nzm, nXm, n9S. n9T, n9l, nýS. 

nft. n%T, ndS. nsK, nsF, glSq glT, gnz, gnd, gnt, gns, gTn,, 

gTS9 gSn, -* gnl, Ind, Inz, Inl, sls, slT, snz, snd, snt, sns, 

-slmg sln, . smz, smd, sTn, splt sKlq sFlq sPn, sKn, SKM' sTS, 

sTg, *snl, , sTl, sm. 19 S919 sTm. sPT9 SPS, sKs, sKT9 fls" flTq 

fnz, fnd, " fnt, fns, f1m, fln, fTn, fSn, fTS, fnI, f9s, fSK, 

91SP elT, enz, end, ent, ens, elm, eln, eSn, t+ls' tIT, *nz, 

J7nd, -ýmz, ' 
4md, zlS' zlT, znz, znd, znt, zns, zlm' zln, mzm' 

zmd, zTn,, zPn, zTS, znl, zml' zTm, znG, v1s, vlT, 'vnz, vnd, 

vnt, '--vns, vln, vST, vnG. MIS, mlT, msn, mtn, ' msn, " mts- msT, 

msl, mzI, mnl, msm' mtm, mzn, mdn, msK/ . 

4-element post-nuclear clusters: - 

This sub-ýs et in clude s the foll owing: - 

/kgns, 'kgnt, 'kSlS, kSlT, knlS, knlT, kSTS, kSgS, 'kNnz, kSnt, 

kSnd, kgnl, kTns, kTnz, kTnt, k3nd, kTlS, kPlS, kPlT, kSnz, 

kSns, kFST, klnz, kSmz, 01S, kQnz, knsn, kTmz, "klSn, . klTSq 

kntl, Npns, Nbnd, Npnt, NYnz, NflS, NflT, NblSq NblT, 'NplS, 

NpITI, 'NglSg NglT, NUS, NUT, NvlS, NvlT, Npnd, Npnz, Nknz, 

Nknd, 'Nbnt, 'Nbns NIns, NInt, Nblm, Nbnz,, N11S, Nvnt, Nvns, 

Nknt, Nkns, 'Nkmz, Nfnt, Nfns, Ngnz, Ngnd, Ngns, Ngnt, dSTS, 

d. gnz, d3nd, dPlS AM, d3lS, dSTn, d3ns, d3nt, dNmz, dmlS, 
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dlTn, nslS, nslT, nsTS, nXnz, nsnt, fisnd, nXnl, ntns, ntnz, 

ntnt, nlnd, ntlS, nsnz, nsns, nlnz, nsMz, nXlS, n9nz, ntmz, 

nsTn, nlTS, nXnt, nXns, nXlT, nlTno ndlS, ndlT, ntlT, ndnz, 

ndnd, ngmz, ndnt, ndns, ndmz, nzlS, nzlT, nznz, nznd, nsPl. 

'ýntnd, nsKS, nsmd, nzmz, nzmd, nlTN, n1nd, n9nd, rs1st rslTq 

rnlS, rnlT, rs TS9 Anz, rYnz, rsnt, rsnt, rsnd, rXnl, ' rtns, 

rtnz, rtnt, And, rtlS. rflS. rflT, rsnz, rsns, rlnz, rsmz, 
Also re'nz, rnsno rtmz, r1sn, rsTn, rldS., rblS, rblT, rglS, 

rglTv -rklSq rklT, rvlS, rvlT, rpnd, rpnz, rknz, rknd, rbnt, 

rbns, rIns, rYnt, Anto Ans, rhT, rbnz, rlis, IV to rvns, 

rknt, rkns, rkmz, rfnt, rfns, rpnt, rgnz, rpTn, 3rpgn, rpSn, 

rxmz, Amd, rmls, rltn, rdIS9 rdlTq rtlT, rdnz, rdnd, remz, 

rdnt, rdns, rdmz, rzlS, rzlT, rznz, rznd, rtnd, rsKS, rsmd, 

rzmzq r=d, rltN, itNT9 rAT, rdNT, rnXT, rnsT. rlsT, rsnl, 

rspsg rsPT, rfTS, rNpl, rnsl, rtNn. rndl, rltS. rmQsq rpns, 

rgnd, rkTS, rOn, rtnz, rth, rdgn, rsKl, rkSm. rlmzl, rlmd,, 

rzTS, rv Z9 rNgS. rvnd, rlkT. rlkS,, ATS, ATN, r'sTl, rtSn, 

rlkn, rlsm, riitn,, rsPn, rpTS, rjýpz, rlnt, rlns, rldn, rlvn, 

rlgn, r1nd, rfnz, rfnd., rlgmv rgSn. And, rdNlv rbnd, rldmo 

rsKl, rtiil, rpST, rnXn, rn9S. rNI19 rNYT, rtOS9 rtmd, rzml, 

rfnl,, And, rlnl, =sn, rtFl, rzns, rznt,, rtNin, rznl, rvln,, 

I-Zm, rfTn, rdnl, xmdS, rndm, rlgs, rlps, rkSl, xmdn, rtnG, 

rbSn, rtlsg rM, rlpn, rxnz, rg'n't, rsPl. rntl, zTnz, zlnz, 

zTmz,, zPnz, zmls, 'fnsn, fSKS, eSnz, olnz, TnlS, islsg islT, 

'inlS, inlT, isTSt iXnz, ilnz, isnt, isnd, iXnl, itna, itnz, 

itnt, iXnd, it1s, if1s, iflT, isnz, isns, ilnz, ismz, ixlsg 

ienz, insn, -itmz, 'ilns, isTn, ildS, iblS, iblT, ip1s, 'iplT, 

iglsg iglT9 iklSq iklTq iv1sq ivlT, ipnd, ipnz, iknz, iknd, 

ibnt, ibns, ilns, ilnt, iXnt, iXns, iXlT, ib'nz, 'illst 'ivnt, 
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ivns, iknt, ikn . 
s, ikmz, ifnt, ifna, ipnt, ignz, -ipTng ipffnq, 

ipSn,, ilmz, iXmd, imlS. iltn, idlS,, idlT,,. itlT, idnz, idnd., 

iemz, idnt, idns,, idmz, izlS, izlT, iznzv izndq itndl, isKsg 

ismd, izmz, izmd, iltg, itNT, isKT, id. NT, inXT, insT, ilsT, 

isnl, isPS, isPT, ifTS, iNpl, insl, ith, indl, iltS. imQSq 

ipns,. ignd, ikTS, ikNn, i; Yxiz, ith, ign, JsKlq ikSm., ilmz, 

ilmd, izTS, ivnz, iNgS, ivnd, ilkT. ilkS, iXTS9 iXTNI isTl,, 

itSn, ilkn, ilsm, intn, isPn, ipTS, igmz, ilnt, ilns, ildn, 
-_ 

ilvn, -ilNn. i1nd, ifnz, ifnd, il9m, igSn, itnd, id3l, ibnd, 

'ildm, iSK19 itnl, ipST9 izýln, JpQS, iNh. 
l 

iNIT, itgS, 
. 
itmd, 

izml, ifnl, i1nd, ilnl, 
,, 
imsn, itFl, 

, 
izns, iznt, 

, 
itNm, iznl,, ' 

ivln, ivgm,, 
. 
ifTn, 

,, 
idnl, indS. indm, 

lilgS, 
ilps, ikSi. - indn, 

izng, ibSn, idlS, i&lT-, ilpn, ixnz, ignt, isFl, intl, 
-sTms, 

s? ns, 
- 

snlS, 
IsnlT, IsTns, 

sTnz, sTnd, sTlS, sFlS, sFlT, slnz, 

snsn, sTmz, slsn, sldS,, sPlS, sPlT, sKlS, sKlT, sPnd,. sPnz., 

sKnz, sKnd, sKnt, sKns, sFnt, sFns, sKmz, sKmd,, smlS,, smlT, 

slTn, sTlS, sTlS, snsT, slsT, sTgnt sndl, sTh, oTgn,, sTSn, 

sntn, slns, slTn, sl3n, s1nd, sTnl, snXn, sTmd, sTnt, sndm, 

581so 

5slT,, jsTS,, gnz, 5 snt, snd, gnl,, 5tns, 5tnz, 5 tnt, 

nd,, 
ý 
5tlsv. snz, 5 sns, 5 nz, smz, 1S, 9 -, Onz, T jsTn, 51TS, 

nt, ns, 1T, Tn. 5tlTq ýdnz, -Qmzq 5dnt, 5dns, idmz,,, 

ylsp jzlT,, znz,, 5znd, 3SP19 5tnd, 5SKS, 5smd, ymz, 
, 
5=d, 

T39 31nd, -Ond, mslS, mslT, mnlS, mnlT, msTS, mXnz, ý msnt, 

msnd, mlnl, mtnz, mtns, mtnt, mXnd, mtlsq msnz, msns, mlnz,,, 

msmzt mllsq m9nz, mtaz, msTn, mlTS, v msnt, mXns, mXlT, mlTn, 

mtlT, mdnz, mdnd, mgmzv mdnt, mdns, mdmz, mzls, mzlT; mznz, 

mznd, mspi, mtndq msyS, msmd, iasmd, mzmz, mzmd, mlT9, m1nd, 

m9nd, XnlS,, XnlT, XTns, XTnzq XTnt, XTlSq XFlSq XFlT, 
, 
Xnsn, 

XlSn, XKnz, Una, Xmnt, Xmnsv Itnd, 1SISO IslT. lnlS, 
, 
lnlT 
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'1ýTS, lgnz,, Isnt, Isnd, lgnl,, ltns, ltn'z, lt I nt, lffnd, ltlS,, 

'ItlT, lsnz, lsns, Ismz, 191S, lQnz, lnsn, ltmz, lsTný lblSq 

lblTq lplS, lplT, lglSq lglTq MS, MT. lvlS, lvlT, lpnd, 

lpnz, lknz, ýIknd, lbnt, Ibns, l9nt, lgns,, 191T, lbnz,, lvnt, 
ivns. ' lknt, lkns, Ignz, lmlS. lmlT, Idnz, Idnd, lgmz, ldnt, 

Idns, ldmz, ldmd, lzlT, lzlS, lznz, lznd, ltnd, lsKS, lsmd, 

1ZMz, IZMd, ltNT, lsKT, lclNT,, lnsT. lnXT, lsnl, lfTS, lkTS,, 

lkgn, lth, 1'dgn, lsKl, lvnz, lsTl,, ltSn. lntn, lsPn, 
. 
lpTS, 

lgmz, Ifnz, lfnd, lgSn, ltnl, lpST, lfgsg ldgm, lkSlq lsFl, 

lnil', ' bS3-S, ̀  
, 
bSlT, bnlS, bnlT, bgnz, bSnt, bNnl,, bTns, bTnz, 

bTnt,, - b3nd, bTl'S, ' bSnz, bSns, blnz, bSmz, bfflS, bgnz, - bnsn, 

bSTn, blTn, 
, 
blTS, bTgl, blmz, bTnt, b0nd, ts1sl tSlTq tnlS, 

tnlT, tNnz, 
_ 
tgnd,, 

, 
tFlS, tFlT, tSnz,, tSns, tlnz, tsmz, ths, 

tSTn, tKnz, tgnt, 
- 

tNns, thT, tSKS, t1sm, t1nd, uslS,, uslT, 

unlS, unlT,, usTS,,, v usnz, v uznz, usnt, usnd, v usnl, utns,, ., utnz, - 
utnt,, uXnd, utIS,,, uflS, uflT, usnz, usns, ulnz, usmzg uxlsq 

uenz, unsn, , utmz, u1sn, usTn, ý10,. 
ublS, ublT,, uplS,, uplT, 

uglS, uglT, uklS,, 
IuklT, 

uvls, uvlT, upnd, upnz, uknz,, , uknd, 

ubns, ubnt, uYns, uInt, uXnt, uXns, uXlT,, ýibnz, ullS. uvnt, 

uvns, uknt, ukns, 
, 
ukmz, ufnt, ufns, upnt, ugnz, upTn, up3n, 

upSn, u'Xmz, 
, 
uXmd, umlS. ultn, udlS, udlT, utlT, udnz, udnd, 

uemz, udnt, udns, udmz, uzlS, uzlT, uznz, uznd, utnd,. usKS, 

usmd, uzmz, uzmd, ultff, utNT, ukKT, ud. NT, unXT., unsT. ulsT,, - 
usnl, usPS, usPT,, ufTS, uNpl, unsl, utNn. undl, ultS . uraGS 

upns, ugnd, ukTS, u0n, utnz, uth, ud3n, usKl, uksm' 
,, 
ulmz9- 

ulmd, uzTS, uvnz, uNgS. uvnd, -ulkT. ulkS. uXTS, uXT9, usTl,, 

utSn. ulkn, 
, 
ulsm, untn, usPn, upTS, ugmz, ulnt, ulns, uldn, 

ulvn, ulNn. u1nd, ufnz, ufnd, ul9m, ugSn. utnd, ud. Nl,, 
, 
ubnd, 

_ 
uldm, USK19 utnl, upST, unXn, ungS. uNh. uNIT, utQS-, utmd, 

uzml, ufnl, u1nd, ulnl, umsn,, utFl. uzns,, uznt, utNm uznl, 
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,, uvln, , uv'NSM, ufTn, udnl, undS, undm, U19S, ulpS, ukSI, undn, 

uznG, ubSn, u&lS, ujýlT. ulpn,, , uxnz, - , ugntp usFlq untl, gSlS, 

_, 
gSlTv gnlS, gnIT,,, gSTS, g3nz, gSnt, gSnd, ggnl, gTns, gTnz., 

gTnt, g9nd, gTlS, gFlSq gFIT,, gSnz, gSna, gFST, glnz, gSmz, 

gglS, 
, 
g-Onz, gnsn, gTmz, glSn. gSTn, glTS, gntl, 

, 
vlnd, vlnz, ' 

vlnt, vlns, vngS,, pTnd, pSlS,, . pSlT, , pnlS,, pNnz, pSnt, pffnl, 

, 
pTns, pTnz, pTnt, ptnd, pTl_S, pSnz, pSns,,, plnz,, pSmz,, pglS,, 

, 
pQnz, pnsn, pIlS n,,, pSTn, plTS', plTn,, pTnt., p9nd/ . 

5-element ]2ost-nuclear clusters: 7 
This sub-set includes the following: -, 

/iNP'lS, ý 
t 

rNpIT, 'rl'STS .' 
im6lS " r'snlS .' rndlS . rdNnt, rdgns rOnz 

rndnt, rndns, ' rtgls, z; gnz,, " r9nd, rsTnz,, rkSlS, -" rkSmz, rli3Tn,, 

rltnz, rnsTS rsTIS. '' rl'Smz, rntnz, ' rsPnz, rpNnz, " r-sTgn,, " : ýlknz, 

rldnz. - rlvnz 34n1S. ' rlNnz, rltNn. rtNnd, rtNnz, rklnd, rklnz, 

rk9nd, rlgmz,, rgSnz, rJ-nsm, rnsnz, rtgnt, rtgns, rclNlS, rldmz, 

rmsTn, rsKlS, 'rtn3-S', 'rpSTS, ' rn'Inz, rNTIS, rslnd, rslnz,, rldnd, 

r=lS, 'rlnsT, . rsnsT. ý rntns, ' imXnt, rnXns,, rbSnz, rmsnz, rtSK1. 

.,, rtgmz, ,, rlsnz, rvnsn,. rvlnz, rvNmz,, rfTnz, rdNnl,,. -rzlnd, rzlnz, 

rntnd, - -rzngS, rplnd, rplnz, rnslT, rkSTn, rlt, nd; rntlS, rdmnt, 

,,, -rdmns, .., iNplS, iNplT, ilsTS, inslS, isnlS, indlS, "i(ffnt, idns, 

ikNnz, indnt, indns, itNI-S, icINnz, id3nd, isTnz, ikSlS, ikSmz, 

-ilsTn, iltnz ,., insTS , isTlS , ilsmz , intnz , isPnzp iPNnzv isTgng 

ilknz, , -ildnz, ilvnz, AýAIS, ilNnz, -iltNn. it9nd, itNnz, iklnd, 

iklnz, i9nd, ilgmz, igSnz, itnsm, insnz, itNnt, iths, idNlS, 

ildmz, imsTn,, isKlS, itnlS, ipSTS, inXnz, iNhS, islnd, islnz, 

ildnd, izmlS, ilnsT, isnsT, intns, inYnt, inNns, ibSnz, imsnz, 

itSkl, itNmz, ilsnz, ivnsn, ivlnz, ivNmz, ifTnz, id. Nnl, intlS, 

izlnd, izlnz, intnd, izn9S, iplnd, iplnz, inslT, ikSTn, iltnd 
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idmnt, idmns, uNplS, uNplT, ulsTS, unslS, usnlS, undlS, udNnt, 

ud. Nns, u0nz, undnt, undns, uthS, u9nz, ud. Nnd, usTnz, ukSlS, 

ukSmz, -ulsTn, ultnz, unstS. usTlS, ulsmz, untnzt , usPnz, upNnz, 

usTNn. ulknz, uldnz, ulvnz, uXnlS, ulNnz, ultNn, utNnd, utNnz, 

uklnd, uklnz, ukNnd, ulgmz, ugSnz, uthsm, unsnzq utNnt, utNns, 

udNlS, uldmz, 'umsTn, usKlS, utnlS, upSTS, unXnz, uNhSt uslnd., 

uslnz,, , uldnd, , uzmlS, ulnsT. usnsT. untns, unXnt, unXns, ubSnz, 

umsnz, utSK1, utNmz, *ulsnz, uvnsn, uvlnz, uvNmz, ufTnzq udNnl', 

uzlnd, uzlnz, untnd, , uzrigS, uplnd, upinz, unslT, ukSTn, ultnd, 

untlS, udmnt,, udmns, kSTnzv knsnz, klSnz, kSntS. kPSTS, kSTnt, 

miTnz, nXnlS, Nblmz, NplTn, NblTm. NglTn, idgnt, Id. Nns, ldNnzt 

Id3nd, ldgmz,, ldNmd, pSTnz, plTnz, nsTnz, nsTnt, ndlSn, nsPlS, 

nsTns, tKnsn, tlSmz, tlSmd, vnsTn, blTnz, blTnd, bnsnz, bnsns, 

bSTns, bSnQS, sTNnz, sTSnz, sTnsT, sndmz., sndmd,, fnsnz, fnsnd, 

asTnz, 5XnlS, -dSTnz,, 
dlTnz/. 

6-element, post-nuclear clusters: - 
This sub-set contains the following: - 

/utNmns, utffnýnt, ukSTnz, ulndSnv tKnsnz, iklSnz, --idnsTn, 

inXntl, itSKlS, ivnsnz, idgnti, rlsTnzv rsTgnz, rltgnz, 

=sTnz, ndlSnz, vnsTnz, NplTnz, NblTmzp NglTnz, IdNnsT/,, 

_post-nuclear potential cLusters: - 7-element 

This sub-set MM contain the following: - 

/idnsTnz, -'ulndSnz, id3ntlS/. 
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CHAPTER 

The Intrinsic Identities and Distinctive Functions 

of the Consonant Phonemes and Archiphonemes of S. E. 

and Statements of Their Distribution and Realization. 

""''As the title of this Chapter indicates, we shall presently 

involve ourselves with performing three interrelated and 

eq I ually significant descriptive acts. These will be 

a- the establishment of the'intrinsic identity of 

each consonant phoneme and archiphoneme in the 

system and the determination of its overall 

distinctive function in the universe of S. E. 

discourse; 

b'- the formulation of a limited number of formal 

statements for the-purpose of highlighting the - 

distributional potentials of each'single consonant 

phoneme or archiphoneme in the system; 

and, c- the identification of the realizational correlates 

of. each of these established consonant phonemes, or 

archiphonemes. 

We recall from arg=ents in the preceding Chapters' that 

the intrinsic identit of a given phoneme and"the exact nature 

of its overall distinctive function in the universe' of 

discourse of a given language is calculated in terms of all 

the oppositions into which the item in question is'capable of 

entering. In other words, the global systemic oppositional 

distinctive vI alue and function of each consonant phoneme or 
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archiphoneme in a system is logically equivalent to the 

sum-total of all the other items to which it is attestedly 

or, potentially opposed in equivalent contexts., 

Since the consonant phonemes and archiphonemes of S. E. 

have -In-'eailier discussions - been shown to vary drastically 

with respect to their combinatorial/distributional potentials, 
the formulated statements of distribution intervene to specify 

exactly the distributional behaviour of each separate 

consonant phoneme and archiphoneme in the system. 

Functionally speaking, the aim of these statements of 

distribution is not restricted to merely providing precise 

and'adequate information on the regulations which govern the 

distributional behaviour of the formal entities in questions 
(within the scopes of the established'm'odels), equally 
importantly they serve a purpose in gI enerating"new I material 

on the, 'basis of this significant descriptive knowledge. 

Over and above the structural and/or constructional_ 

relations which are implied in the foregoing statements of 

distribution, the statements of realization are responsible 

for linking, each of the established formal entities with,, a,, 

privative phonetic counter-domain which is not shared - in its 

entirety by any of the other formal elements in the 

inventory. By doing so, the statements of realization ar Ie 

not only necessary for corroborating the material adequacy 

of the totality of the descriptive account, but they are also 

significant'for facilitating the ostensive'manipulation of 

the particulars of this account for generating new material 

on a different ontological level of abstraction (i. e. the 

_phonetic 
level)., 
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If,, -for instance, we start by re-producing in this 

context the previously established positional classes for 

S. E. ( c. f. - Chapt ers 3 and 4of this PART) . then- the 

necessary, number of distributional statements which require 

formulation and establishment for each singleýphoneme could 

be drastically reduced (as we shall see below) to one single 

statement of distribution only. This distributional 

statement - which will be formulated in such a way so as to 

emphasize all the positional affiliations of each consonant 

phoneme and archiphoneme - should also be understood to 

imply tacit references to the possibility of attested or, 

potential, oppositions between the element in question and 

all the-other elements in any one specific position. E. g. 

a statement which maintains that "element /w/ belongs to 

positions nln,, 112". "3n, etc. " ,T., not only takescare 'of 

specifying the exact positional occurrences of the element 

under consideration, but it also indirectly underlines the 

potentiality of the element in question to be opposed - in 

equivalent contexts - to all the other elements which figure 

in any of the classified positions (or archipositions whose 

terms are those positions) of the "major" and "minor" types 

of phonotactic distributional structure. .I 

The complete list of the previously established position 

classes for S. E. may therefore be presently re-produced for 

the, immediate purposes of the succeeding descriptive account 

of the consonant phonemes and archiphonemes-of S. E., -as 

follows: - 

Position class "pre-ell (3') includes Is. 0/ 

position class "91" (21 ) includes IT. tq d. r. p. bg 
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k, 

Position class"Ie2l' (1ý) includes u, 1, m, 0/ 

Position class IIE includes /f. vq 9. n. hi Xqiýqeqo/ 

Position class "E2,1 includes /n. F. 0/ 

Position class IIE3,, includes /1, z, tN, dN, 0/ 

Position class 

Position"class 
f, '19 k, gg'p,, 

Position class 

sq b. m. n. pq 

Position class 
Tp't, p', "d'g P9 

'In" incl 

it illf (1) 

bg sy dq 

11 12l' (2) 

99 s9 Yq 

"13" (3) 

k, vq eq 

udes /a, e. o. r. i. u. A. Ig 0/ 

includes /u. i, r. n. N. m. v., 
xv "t 9 

d- 
9 e9 0/ 

includes /P. kq 19 tq dq N, v. 
19 09 Z9 fq F9 Tq 

gg 99 19 a. 
9 

0/ 

includes IS, n, K, 1, X, T, 'Nq'-s, 

MV 09 99 29 0/ 

Position'class "iý411 (4) includes /T, d, n, S-, sp Kq Ng, t, g 
1,9 mg 09 0/ 

Ios. ition class 1115" (5) includes /n, S, s, T, 1, t, m, 

Fositioný class "post-ill (6) includes /z. T, 1, S,, n, 0/. 

Position, class "Z'" includes /a, 0/ 

Position, class "Z2,, includes /3,0/ 

Position class ttz3" includes /T, N, 1,, F, m, S, n, z, K, 

9,0/ , 
Position class vZ4n includes IS, z. s,. T. d, t, Ng 1, n. m, 

Position class nZ51t includes IS9 s. z, T. dq t, m, n. 0/ 

, 
(Position class (,, Z6") includes /x, 0/ 

(Position class (n7,7ti) includes /x, 

With the above reproduction of all the previously 

postulated and established phonotactic positional classes, 

we can now safely move into investigating the possibility of 

economizing on the necessary number of realizational. 

statements which require identification and formulation. 
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However, before we could possibly embark on examining this 
I '-ý 

possibility, it should be specifically pointed out that 

since the variety of speech sounds in a given language are 

infinite and diversified, and since it is practically 

impossible for any phonological description to enumerate 

them all. 
-the 

statements of realization which the linguist 

fonaulates may have to be rigorously restricted - in their 

precision, detail and exhaustiveness - to accounting for 

only the most conspicuous cases of all the attested 

realizational possibilities of each formal item. Once this 

task is completed, the linguist may subsequently attempt to 

formulate generalization which will cover as many 

realizational cases as possible. The ultimate purpose of 

formulating and/or formalizing descriptive realizational 

generalizations is to: - 

a- establish similarities and differences between the 

realizations of different formal entities; ,- 
b- simplify the descriptive account; 

c- economize on the number of the realizational 

statements which are necessary for giving, materially 

adequate accounts of phonological phenomena, 

Now, if the privative types of realization which pertain 

to the description of any one specific consonan t phoneme or 

archiphoneme are temporarily withheld, then the proposed set 

of generalized realizational statements may be formulated 

and presented as follows: - 

1- In context with a succeeding phoneme or archiphoneme 

of any category, all /occlusive/ phonemes and 
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archiphonemes are characterized by an "unreleased 

(plosion-less) stop" type of realization, e. g., 

/begT/ "begged". /lipS/ illipstv,, /brtS/ "buttsit, 

/drbl/ "double", /fakTS/ "facts", etc. 

2 s-'The /lenis/ phonemes of S. E. are consistently "voiced" 

and "non-aspirated" in actual realization. 

3'-'In context with a succeeding/preceding element of any 

type, the point of articulation which is required for 

the realization of any consonant phoneme or archi- - 

phoneme progressively assimilates with the articulatory 

position which is needed for the realization of the, 

succeeding/preceding element, (c. f. the realizations 

of the*vocalic phonemes and archiphonemes in Chapter 

3 of this PART), e. g. /tin/ "tin", /dor/ "door". 

" /suAin/ "swine", /fed/ "fed", /nrn/ "inun". /plAit/ 

"plight", /traNP/ "tramp"t /pit/ "pit". etc. - (For 

a detailed study of the different types of "assimilation" 

in - S. E., the reader is referred to the writings^of 

Jones,, Gimbon and Malmberg; to mention but a few). 

In context with a succeeding /1/, all'theý'consonant 

phonemes and archiphonemes of S. E. assume a "released 

lateralized" realizationg e. g. /krdi/ "cuddle", /bIiti/ 

"beatle", /sPeXl/ "special"g etc. 

-'In context with a preceding phoneme of''the /fortis/" 

category, all consonant archiphonemes (except /N/)'are 

always realized as "fortis unvoiced" consonantal-- - 

elements. ' Whenever they are preceded by an element 

belonging"to the /lenis/ category, they. are. ' '' 

predominantly realized as "lenis voiced" consonants. 
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In, context with a preceding /lenis/ phoneme, the 

realizations of all the consonant archiphonemes (except 

/N/)are as Elenis voiceg consonants; however, when 

a /fortis/ phoneme precedes them, the archiphonemes in 

question. are 
. 

consistently marked by [fortis unvoice! g 

realizations. 

In "initial" and "final" positions, all /lenis/ phonemes 

are. either "partially" or "completely" devoiced. The 

realizational"devoicing" phenomenon in initial position 

is "complete" when an intervening element occurs between 

the initiating /lenis/ phoneme and the nucleus of the 

form, but less so when no other element intervenes between 

the two. Analogous considerations also apply to the 

"devoicing", of all I kaýr*vsj phonemes in final positions, 

e. g. /briNK/ "brink",, /brg/ "bug", /rIuvz/ "rouge". /held/ 

"held", /bIimd/ "beamed", etc. 

8- All,, /lenis/ and /fortis/ phonemes, and archiphonemes 

assume a syllabic character (which is functionally 

insignificant), when they occur in the vicinity of a 

succeeding /l/. e. g. Eb2jV or [b3tb! g 'for /botl/ 

"bottle'19 or spFvsbfl for /sPeNi/ "special". P- ps 
etc. 

In context with a succeeding /nasal/ phoneme, all /lenis/ 

and /fortis/ elements-are "nasalized" in actual realization, 

e. g. /ritm/ "rhythm", /hapn/ "happen", /sKizm/ "schism", 

/rren/ "earthen". /defn/ "deafen". /bekn/ "beckon". etc. 

10 - All the phonemes of S. E. may - in one way or another - 
include a relatively "dental" realization in context 

with a succeeding /fricative/ element, e. g. /hOupPl/ 
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"hopeful", /srbFrrsiv/ "subsersive". I /UidQ/ Itwidth". 
0 

/botPlAi/ "botfly", /niNF/', Inymph", /mrng/ "month", etc. 
Mo-st, of the conso . nant phonemes and archiphones'of S. E. 

assume what may be identified as "po'St-x" realizations, 
i. e. [p ost-bilabial] , 

Epost-alveolar] 
, etc., 'in 

context with a succeeding [-jj realization of the 

phoneme /r/, '-e. g,, Ebad-jumg for /bedrum/ "bedroom". 

Lit 
-Jiag for /it ri5z/ "it 'rings". etc. 

12 The "voicedness" feature which accompanies the 

realization of the /nasal/ phonemes undergoes "partial 

devoicing" in context with'a preceding "hissing" element, 

e. g. Esmiý7 for /smir/ "smear", Csnatp7 for /snap/ "snap", 

etc. This phenomenon isInormally represented in the 

phonetic tradition by a small "circle" underneath the 

,, 
"nasal" sound; ': gap thus, EsTig and Es j, respectively. 

13 - In. context with a preceding /lenis/ or /fortis/ phoneme, 
the realization-of any of the /nasal/ phonemes is 

phonetically - but not phonologically - syllabic,, e. g. 
LMAtnj or &Atbf for /mrtn/ "mutton", EJitip], or, 
&AUp] , for/ritm/ 

0 
"rhythm". etc. 

14 -, Due to the phenomenon of "anticipatory, assimilation" 
(mentioned in statement 113"), the realization of the 

nasal archiphoneme INI is rm7 in the context with a 

succeeding /p/ or /P/, EO in the context with a 

succeeding /k/ or IKI, but [ýq in the-cqntext with a 

succeeding /Y/, Ifl or /P/. 

However, before we start establishing the intrinsic 

identity of the consonant phonemes and archiphonemes, the 

rea'der9s 'attention should be drawn to the unavoidable presence 

of certain "gaps" in the subsequent commutation/opposition 
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sets, Following the A. F. tradition in this respect, the, 

existence of such "gaps" in the sets may be interpreted as 

either referring to "accidental absence of oppositional 

potentials", I. e. -oppositions which are potentially possible 

but are not actually attested in the language, or as 

designating "systematically precluded possibilities", i. e. 

oppositional instances which are constantly rejected by the 

phonological and/or combinational rules of S. E. A special 

note will be inserted in each case to specify the reason. 

Finally, since the established three "semi-vocalic" 

phonemes in S. E. have been attested to demonstrate 

distributional tendencies for occupying specific "pre-" and 

"Post-7, nuclear positions in the established "maJor" 

distributional unit, as well as in analogous positions in the 

different versions of the "onset" and "coda" minor-type 

phonotagms (c. f. Chapters 3 and 7 of this PART), and since 

they behave and function like consonants in these,, posi, tions, 

the three semi-vocalic phonemes should be. logically included 

in the following opposition sets. ThisIlis necessary for the 

sake of determining the global systemic oppositional values 

and functions of these unique elements in the universe of 

S. E. discourse. However, in addition to the foregoing, and 

in the interest of maintaining the consistency, adequacy and 

simplicity of the current descriptive account of the consonant 

phonemes and archiphonemes of S. E., it is worthwhile remarking 

that because the Scottish phoneme /x/ has been previously 

attested to play a very marginal role in the universe of,, S. E. 

discourse (Chapter 1 of this PART)9 all its oppositional 

potentials inthe sets will therefore be enclosedbetween 
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ordinary-type brackets to emphasize this fact, i. e. (/x/). 

The. Dhoneme /b/: - 

a) The phoneme /b/ belongs to positions "ell' (21), Ifil" 

(1) and ll12ll (2). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of /b/ are 

established by the following oppositions: - 

1- b/p /bil/ "bill" /Pil/ "pill" 

2- b/v /bAil/ "bile" /vAil/ "vile" 

3- b/f /bAil/ it " it /fAil/ it f il ell 

4- b/d /bOu/ bow" /dOu/ dough" 

5- b/t /bOu/ /tOu/ "toe" 

6- b/iý /bOu/ laoul 11 though" 

7- b/e /bin/ bin" /ein/ "thin" 

a- b/g /bOu/ 11 bowl'- /gOu/ ligoll 

9- b/k /bil/ "bill", /kil/ "kill" 

10- b/m /bil/ it it it /Mil/ "mill" 

11- b/n /bilf it it it /nil/ Ifnill" 

12- b/j /rrb/ 
0 

"rub" /r r5/ Itwrung" 

13- b/z /bIu/ "boo" /ZIU/ It zoo ff 

14- b/, s /bOu/ It bowl? /sOu/ VISOW11 

15- b/Y /beib/ "babel' /beivz/ "beige" 

16- b/ý /bel/ "bell" /Xel/ shell" 

17- b/1- /bIin/ been" /lIin/ 1 ean" 

18- b/h /band/ "band" /hand/ "hand" 

19- bA x) /lob/ "lob" (/lox/) (Illoch") 

20- b/r /brbl/ "bubble" /rrbl/ "rubble" 

21-7 b/i /bot/ 11 bo t" /iot/ "yacht". 

22- b/u /brn/ bun" /urn/ 
0 

"won" 
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c) The major realization of /b/: - 

. 
The principal realization of this phoneme is as a 

I'lenis, voiced, bilabial, plosive" consonant. 

The phoneme /p/: - 

a) The phoneme /p/ belongs to positions "ell' (21), Ilil" 

(1), lli2"'(2)-q "13" (3) and , Z3,,. 

b) The identity and distinctive function of /b/ are 

established by the following oppositions: - 

1- ý/b (see bl) 

2- P/V /pAil/ 

3- plf /pAil/ 

4- p/d /pen/ 

P/t /pen/ 

6- P/, +, /pen/ 

7- P/0 /pin/ 

a- p1g /Pil/ 

9- p/k /Pil/ 

10- P/M Jpil/ 

11- p/n /Pil/ 

12- P/5 /sip/ 

13- P/Z /lip/ 

14- -P/S 
/lip/ 

15- - P/vz /leprd/ 

16- P/X /pIiP/ 

17- P/l /pIiP/ 

18- p/h /pIiP/ 

19- W(X) /lop/ 

f1pile" 

it it " 

"pen" 

ft It " 

It it it 

It pin" 

"Pill" 

" to it 

it It " 

" it 

it sip it 

ft it ff 

it It it 

"leopard" 

"peep" 

it tj It 

it It of 

if 10 pvt 

/vAil/ 

/fAil/ 

/den/ 

/ten/ 

/ýren/ 

/ein/ 

/gil/ 

/kil/ 

/Mil/ 

/nil/ 

/Sis/ 

/zip/ 

/sip/ 

/levzrd/ 

/Xiip/ 

/liip/ 

/hIip/ 

(/lox/) 

"vile" 

, If il ell 

11 d en" 

11 t en" 

11 then" 

It thin" 

ligill" 

"kill" 

"mill" 

"nill" 

It s ing" 

It zipt? 

Is sip1l 

"leisured" 

"sheep" 

"leap" 

"heap" 

(Illoch") 
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20- p/r /prb/ "pub" /rrb/ Itrub" 
0 

21- p/i /pot/ IfpotI1 /iot/ "Yacht" 

22- p/u /prn/ If pun"' /urn/ ItwonIf 

c) The major realizations of /p/: - 

_1- -The comnonest realization of /p/ is as a 11fortis, 

voiceless, bilabial,, plosivell consonant. 

_2- 
In Cock. -ey English, /p/ may either be realized as a 

"glottal--stop" (or "catch"), i. e. E? 3 , or its standard 

realization may be reinforced by a 11glottal stop", e. g. 

ýLXej? 
7 or EXej'? p7 for /Xeip/, etc. (c. f. Gimson, 

1978 and O'Connor, 1978). 

The phoneme /v/: 

a) The phoneme /v/ belongs to positions 

l112ll (2) and "i3" (3). 

b) The identity and distinctive function qf. -this phoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- v/b (see b2) 

2- V/P (see p2) 

3- V/f /vAil/ "vile" /fAil/ "file" 

4- v/d /vAin/ "vine" /dAin/ "dine" 

5- v/t /vAin/ if it it /tAin/ tine" 

6- V/&ý /vAin/. it it /&Ain/ thine" 

7- We /vAi/ 11 vi ell /eAi/ "thigh" 

V/9 /vein/, vain" /gein/ "gain7 

9-- v/k /vein/, /kein/ cane", 

10- V/m /veink it /mein/ "main" 

11- Wn /vAin/ "vine" /nAin/ "nine" 
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12- v/U /liv/ "live" /liY. 1 in 9-" 

13- V/z /vIil/ "veal" /zIil/ zeal" 

14- V/S /Viii/ If it n /sill/ s ýal"" 

15- /klOuvr/ 116lover" /klOUYr/ "closure" 

16- VIN /vAi/ "vie" /XAi/ "shy" 

17- V/1 /vAi/ ? vie" /lAi/ `Iiiell 

18- v/h /vAi/ if vi ell /hAi/ "high"' 

19- V/(X) /Aiv/ rive" (/rAix/) ("Reich") 

20- v/r . 
/vein/ "'vain" /rein/ rain" 

21- V/i /vir/ "veer" /iir/ 
0 

"Year" 

22- v/U /ven-t/ "vent" /uent/ Irwent" 

c) The major realization of the phoneme /v/: - 

The most frequent realization of /v/ is as a "lenis, 

voiced, labio-dental, fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

The phoneme lfl: - 

a) Th ep honeme Ifl belongs to positions IIE in 
9 "ill, (1) and 

1'12" (2). 

b), - The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme Ifl 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- f/b (see b3) 

2- f1p (see P3) 

3- f1v (see v3) 

4- f/d / fA in/ if f inell /dAin/ "dine" 

5-, Vt /fAil/ it f il ell /tAil/ "tile" 

6-- f /%+ /fAin/ it f inell /, +Ain/ "thine" 

7- fle /flif/' Iffief" /eIif/ thief 

8, -, f/g /f ein/ If eign" /gein/ "gain" 
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9- f/k If ein/ 11 f eign" /kein/ "cane" 

10- f1m If ein/ if Is 11 /mein/ "main" 

11- f/n /fAit/ ft f ight" /nAit/ "night" 
12- f13 /daf/ It daf f 11 /dq/ It dang'. 1 

13- flZ If iii/ it f eel" /zIil/ it zeal" 

14- f1s If iii/ it ISM/ "seal" 

15- fly lloufl loaf 11 /lOuvZ/ "loge" 

16- fly /fAin/ "f ine" /Rin/ shine" 

17- f1l /fAin/ it /lAin/ "line" 

18- f/h /lAiv/ "live" /hAiv/ "hive", 

19- fl(x) /kof/. "cough" (/gox/) ("Gogh") 

20-r flr /fan/ "fan", /ran/ "ran. 1111 

21- f/i /fir/ "fear" /iir/ "Year" 
0 40 

22- flu /frn/ f1fun" /urn/ "won" 

c) The major realization of /f/: - 

The major realization of this phoneme is as a "fortis, 

voiceless, labio-dental, fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

The 2honeme /d/: - 

a)ý , The phoneme /d/ belongs to, positions l1el" (21) "E 3,, 

"ill' (1), ll12ll (2), "0" (3)9 ll14ll M9 lIZ3"9 , Z411 and nZ5". 

b) -The identitiand distinctive function of the phoneme /d/ 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- d/b (see b4) 

2- d/p (see p4) 

3- d/v (see v4) 

4- d/f (see f4) 

5- d/t /der, / it den" /ten/ t en" 
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6- d/%t /der/ "dare" ter/ there" 

7 d/e /din/ din" /ein/ thin" 

8- d/g /dOu/ dough" /gOu/ 11golf 

9- d/k /din/ "din" /kin/ "kin" 

10- d/m. /den/ "den" /men/ "men" 

11- d/n /dOu/ "dough" /nOu/ "no" 

12: - d/5 /rid/ It rid" /ri5/ "ring" 

13- d/z /dip/ "dip" /zip/ "zip" 

14- d/s /dip/ /sip/ "sip" 

15- d/Y /beid/ "bade" /beiY/ "beige" 

16- d/9 /dAin/ "dine" /XAin/ nshine" 

17- d/1 /dAin/ it /lAin/ "line" 

18- d/h /did/ "did" /hid/ "hid" 

19- d/(x) /god/ "God" (/gox/) ("Goch") 

20-' d/r /dig/ It digIf /rig/ "rig" 

21- d/i /dir/ "dear" /iir/ "year" 

22- d/u, /drn/ 1fdone" /urn/ 
0 

"one" 

c) The major realization of /d/: - 

, 
The main realization of this phoneme is as a "lenis, 

voiced,, apico-alveolar, plosive" consonant. . 

The phoneme /t/: - 

a) The phoneme /t/ belongs to positions "ell' (21 IlE3,, 

Ilil" (1), Ili2" (2)9- "13l' (3)9 Ili4" (4), "i5" (5), it Z411 and 

it Z5,,. 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme 

/t/ are established by the following oppositions: - 
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1- t/b 

2- t/p 

3- t/v 

4- t/f 

5- t/d 

6-' t /, t 

7- Ve 

a- t/g 

9- t/k 

lo- t/m 

ll, - t/n 

12- t/3 

13- t/z 

14- t/s 

15- t/l 

16- t/x 

17- t/l 

18- t/h 

19- t/(X) 

20- t/r 

21. - t/i 

22- t/u 

(see b5) 

(see p5) 

(see v5) 

(see f5) 

(see d5) 

ý/tou/ 
/tin/ 

/tou/ 

/sit/ 

/tip/ 

/tip/, 

/letr/ 

/tou/ 

/tip/ 

/tip/ 

/lot/ 
/-trg/ 

Air/ 

/trn/ 

it tow" 

"tin" 
" tow" 

it tillis 

it it " 

� It It 

"sit" 

it ti PIS 
" is 

"letter's 

11 t owl' 

it tipli 

it ff it 
" lot" 

is tug" 

11 t ear" 
it ton" 

/ýOu/ 

/ain/ 

/gOu/ 

/kil/ 

/Mil/ 

/nil/ 

/Sia/ 

/ zip/ 

/sip/ 

/lelr/ 

/ NO U/ 

/lip/ 

/hip/ 

(/lox/) 

/rrg/ 

/iir/, 
0 

/urn/, 
0 

"though" 

It thin" 

11goff 

"kill" 

"mill" 

Ifnill" 

it s ingif 

it Zipit 

of sip" 

"leisure" 

It show" 

Illip" 

ft hip 

Oloch") 

" rug" ,,, 

"year" 

'tone", 

c)* The major realizations of /t/: - 

1- This phoneme is mostly realized as a 11fortis, 

voiceless, apico-alveolar, plosivell consonant. 

2- In Cockney and many dialectal versions of S. E., /t/ 

is mostly realized as a 11glottal stop" in post-nuclear 

positions, as well as in the context of a non-weak 

vocalic element which is especially succeeded by /mg 
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n, . 1, r, i. u/. e. g. &371 for Ek 
, 

g3t7 /got/ "got" 
fbi-I? j for Ebiltj /bilt/ "built", Ebi? ] f or Ebit7 

/, bit/ "bit", Eb: )? -Ij for Eb: )00 /botl/ "bottle", 

etc. 

The phoneme /. i/: - 

a) The phone me belongs to positions IIE 1" 
9 "ill, (1) an d 

"i2l' (2). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of /a-/ are 

established-by. the following oppositions: - 

1- t/ b (see b6),, 

d7/p (see p6) 

3- Vv (see v6) 
4- f (see f6) 

5- (see d6) 

6- tl t (see t6) 

7-, J7/ e /&Ai/ tf thy's /eAi/ thigh" 

8-, Vg /#to U/ "though" /gou/ "go" 

9- Jr/k- /&Ain/ "thine" /kAin/ Ilkine" 

lo- J-/m, /%+, A i/ 11 thy" /mAi/ "Myll 

11- t/n- /beiý/ "bathe" /bein/ bane" 

12- ý/n /uiýr/ 
.0 

"wither" /uinr/ "winger" 

13- Vz /brIit/ "breathe" -/brIiz/ "breeze" 

14- t1s /, +Ai/ it thy" /sAi/ ftsigh" 

15- Vy /beiý/ "bathe" /beiY/ "beige" 

16-, /dAi/ it thy" /XAi/ It shy" 

17- /J1 1/ 11 It It /lAi/ Allipl, 

is- &/ h /J-Ai/ It it is ý /hAi/ "high" 
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19- %+. /(x) -. /brIit`/ "breathe" (/drIix/) ("dreich") 

20- jjr /Jat/ It that" /rat/ f1rat'l 

21- Jr/i /ýen/ "then" /ien/ 11yen't 

22- J/u /&ei/ " they" /uei/ ftway" 

c) The major realizations of /&/: - 
The principal realization of this phoneme is as a 

voiced, apico-dental (alternatively, interdental or post- 

dental), fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

The phoneme /e/: - 

a. ) The phoneme /e/ belongs to positions "Elf' nil" (1) 

1112" (2) 
1, "i3" (3) and "i4l' (4). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- e/b '(see b7) 

2- e/p (see P7) 

3- O/V (see v7) 

4- e/f (see f 7) 

5- e/d (see d7) 

6- O/t (see t7) 

7- e/& (see +7) 

8- O/g /eAi/ thigh" /gAi/ It guyll 

9- e/k /eik/' "thick" /kik/ "kick" 

10- O/m /eAi/ it thigh" /mAi/ f1myll 

11- e/n /eA:, i/ it It it /nAi/ of nigh" 

12- e/5 /kie/ "kith" /kiB/ "king" 

13- e/z /eiNK/ Ifthink" /ziNK/ Itzincll 
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14- 4/6 /eiNK/ 11 think" /siNK/ t1sink" 

15- e/ý /lOue/ "loath" /lOUY/ "loge" 

16-- O/N /eAi/ 11 thigh" /XAi/ It shy" 
17- 0/1 /eAi/ it it if /lAi/ "lie" 

18- e/h /eAi/ it ti it /hAi/ "high" 

19- e/(x) /goo/ "Goth" (/gox/) ("Gogh") 

20- e/r /eik/ "thick" /rik/ 
0 

11rick" 

21- O/i /eorn/ "thorn" /iorn/ "yawn" 

22- O/u /ein/' "thin" /uin/ "win" 

c), The major realiz ation of /e/: - 
This p honeme is realized as a 11f ortis, voiceless, apico- 

dental (al ternativel y, "interdental" or "po st-dental"), 
fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

The phoneme lgl: - 

a) The phoneme IgI belongs to positions "ell' (21), '"11" (1ý, 

lli2" (2) and 'li3ll (3). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of this-phoneme, are 

established by the following oppositions: - 

J. - g/b (see b8) 

2-` g1p (see p8) 

3- g/v (see V8) 

4- g/f (see f8) 

5- g/d (see d8) 

6- g/t (see ta) 

7- g/, +. (see aa) 

8- gle (see e8) 

9- g/k /gob/ "tob" /kob/ l1kob" 
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10- g/M /gob/ "gob" /mob/ "mob" 
11- g/n /gab/ "gap" /nab/ t' knabst 

12- g/a /uig/ VVwigII /ui5/ "wing's 

13- g/z /fig/ Iffig" /fiz/ "fizz"- 

14- g1s /gob/ "gob" /sob/ "sob's , 
15- g/Y /eigr/ "agar" /eiYr/ "azure" 

-16- gIN /uig/ 
0 

IVwigII /Uix/ "wish" 

17- 9/1 /Uig/ 
0 

It wigIt /uil/ 
0 

llwillltý 

18- g/h /gob/ gob" /hob/ it hob's 
., 

19- g/(x) /log/ Illog's (/lox/) (Illoch"), 

20- g/r /grn/ "gun't /rrn/ 11 run",, 
21- g/i /got/ 11gotil /iot/ "yacht" 

22- glu /grn/ It guIP /urn/ 
40 

"wont' 

c) The major realization of /g/: - 
The standard realization of this phoneme is as a 
11fortis , voiced, dorso-palat o-velar, plosivell consonant. 

The phoneme /k/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to positions "ell, (21), llil"'(1), 

lli2ll (2) and'"i3l' (3). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme /k/ 

are established by the following oppositions: 

1- k/b (see b9) 

2- ý, k/p. (see P9) 
3- k/v (see vg) 

4- k/f (see fg) 

5- k/d, (see dg) 

6- k/t (see tg) 
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7-- W (see tt9) 
8- k/e (see eq) 

9- k/g (see gq) 

10- k/m /kein/ cane" /mein/ "main" 

11- k/n /keim/ came" /neim/ "name" 

12- /sik/ "sick" /siu/ it sing" 

13- k/z /kIil/ "keel" /zIil/ "zeal" 

14- k/s /kIil/ it It it /sIil/ "seal" 

15- k/I /eikr/ "acre" /eilr/ "azure" 

16- k/Y /keim/ 11 came" /'Neim/ "shame" 

17- k/1 /keim/ it is it /leim/ tv 1 am e 11 

18- k/h /kandl/ "candle" /handl/ "handle" 

19- k/(x) /lok/ "lock" (/lox/) "loch" 

20- k/r /kan/ "can" /ran/ "ran" 

21- k/i /kot/ "cot/ /iot/ "Yacht/ 

22- k/u. /kud/ "could" /uud/ 
0 

"wood" 

c) The major realizations of /k/: - 

1- standard realization of this phoneme is as a 

11fortis, voiceless, dorso-palato-velar, plosivell 

consonant. 

2- According to many phonetic sources, the two phonemes 

/k/ and IgI demonstrate more flexibility to assimilate 

, 
with a succeeding vocalic element than all the other 

consonants in the inventory. 

3- In Cockney English, as well as in some other dialec, ts, 

this phoneme is normally realized as a 11glottal stop" 

in contexts analogous to those mentioned for /t/;,, 

(c. f. Gimson, 1978 and 09Connor, 1978). 
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The phonene /m/: ý- 

a) This phoneme belongs to positions "ell' (21). Ile2l' (1*)', 

it 12l' (2)9 lli3" (3), Ili4" (4), Ili5" (5), "Z 9 
j, Z411 and , Z5,,. 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the Dhoneme 
/m/ are established by the following oppositions: -' 

1- m/b 

2- M/p 

3- M/v 

4- M/f 

5- m/d 

6- M/t 

7- m/-ý 

8- M/0 

9-- M/g 

10- m/k 

ii- M/ii 

12- M/u 

13- m/ Z 

14-- M/s' 

15- M/vz 

16-, M/3 

17ý- M/1 

18- m/h' 

19- m/('x) 

20- m/r 

21- M/i 

22-- M/Ü 

(see blO) 

(see plo) 

(see vio) 

(see f 10) 

(see dlO) 

(see t1o) 

(see %tio) 

(see 810) 

(see glo) 

(see klo) 

/meim/ 

Isrml 

/meim/ 

/meim/ 

/loum/ 

/meim/ 

/Meim/ 

/mil/ 

/drIim/ 

/man/' 

/Mir/ 

/ment/ 

"maim" 

f1simll 

Itmaimll 

it if " 

"loam" 

I'maimIt 

it it it 

it mill" 

It dream" 

"man" 

"mere" 

"meant 

/neim/ 

/Sra/ 

/meiz/ 

/seim/ 

/lou, z/ 

/ýeim/ 

/leim/ 

/hil/ 

(/drIix/) 

/ran/ 

/iir/ 

/uent/ 

"namet, 

It sung" 

"maize" 

11 same" 

Iflogell 

it sham ell 

'flame" 

"hill" 

("dreich") 

It ran" 
"year" 

f1went" 
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c), The major realization of /m/: - 
This phoneme is commonly realized as a I'lenis, voiced, 

bilabial, continuant, nasal" consonant. 

The phoneme /n/: - 

a) The phoneme /n/ belongs to positions t'Elff, "E 2,, illf 

1 

(1) 

IIi2II (2), "i3" (3), "i4l' (4), "i5" (5), , Post_i,, (6)q jjZ3n 9 

nZ411 and , Z5,, o 

b) The identity. and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- n/ b (see bll) 

2- n/p (see p1l) 

3- n/v (see vil) 
4 n/f (see f1l) 

5- n/d (see d1l) 

6- n/t (see t1l) 

7- n/J (see 4-11) 

a- n/e (see oil) 

9- n/g (see gil) 

10- n/k (see k1l) 

11- n/m (see mil) 

12- n/3 /srn/ sun" /sq/ sung" 

13- n/z /nIil/ "kneel" /zIil/ "zeal" 

14- n/s /nIil/ it it 11 /sIil/ Itseal" 

15' n/Y /bein/ Itbane" /beiY/ "beige" 

16'' n/ý /nOu/ no /XOu/ It show" 

17- n/1 /nOu/ it it it /lOu/ t1lowl, 

18- n/h /nAu/ "now" /hAu/ Ithow" 
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19- n/(x) /gon/ "gone" (/gox/) (ItGogh" 

20- n/r /nrn/ "nun" /rrn/ run" 

21- n/i /nir/ "near" /iir/ "year" 

22- n/u /nrn/ "nun" /urn/ "one" 
0 

c) The major realization of /n/: - 
The standard realization of this phoneme is as a I'lenis, 

voiced, ' apico-alveolar, continuant, nasal" consonant. 

The Rhoneme /n/: - - J- 
12 

a) This phoneme belongs to positions IIZ It and IIZ it. 

b). The. identity and distinctive function of the phoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- 5/ b (see b12) 

2- B/P (see p12) 

3- v (see v12) 

4- a/f (see f12) 

5- a/d (see d12) 

6- 5/t (see t12) 

7- (see Jrl2) 

a- 5/0 (See e12) 

9- 5/9 (see' g12) 

10- 5/k (see k12) 

11- 5/m (se6 m12) 

12- 5/n (see n12) 

13- 5/z /Uiý/ "wing" /uiz/ "whiz" 

14- D/S /ki5/ "king" /kis/ "kiss" 

15- U/Y not attested in practice. 

16- 51X /kiu/ It king" /kiX/ Ilkish" 
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17- 3/1, /ki3/ 11 king" /kil/ 11 kill" 
18- 5/h not possible in principle (for distributional reasons). 
19- Vx) /log/ "long" (/lox/) (Illoch") 

20- /diD/ "ding" /dir/ "dear" 

21- 5/1 /bo B/ "bong" /boi/ "boy" 

22- VU /baj/ "bang" /bAu/ 11bow" 

C) The major realization of /n/: - 
The characteristic realization of is as a I'lenis, 

voiced, velar (, or "post-palatal"),, continuant, nasal" 

consonant. 

The phoneme /z/: - 

a) The'phoneme /z/ belongs' 3. to Positions "E "12" (2), 

"Post-i" (6), , Z3" 9 , Z411 and , Z5",, 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme /z/ 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- z/b (see b13) 

2- Z/P (see p13) 
3- Z/v (see v13) 

4- z1f (see f13) 

5- z/d (see d13) 

6- Z/t (see t13) 

7- z /d+ (see ; Y13) 

8- Z/e (see e13) 

9- Z/g (see g13) 

10- z/k (see k13) 

11- Z/m (see m13) 

12- z/n (see n13) 

-n . 
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13- Vn (see V) 

14- z/s /sinz/ "sins" Isinsl "since" 

15- z/Y /lOuz/ Iflows" /lOuvZ/ "loge" 

16- Z/ vs /zip/ zip /Nip/ ship" 

17- z/1 /ziNK/ zinc, " /liNK/ "link" 
18- z/h /zIil/ "zeal" /hIil/ 11heallf- 

19- z/(x) /brIiz/ "breeze" (/drIix/) (11dreich") 

20- z/r /zip/ Itzipff /rip/ "rip" 

21- Z/i /zIu/ IIzoo%I /iU/ you" 

22- Z/U' /haz/ f1has" /hAu/ "how"'' 

c) The major realizationlof /. z/: - 
It is commonly realized as a "lenis, voiced, narrow- 

grooved, blade-fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

The phoneme lsl: - 

a) The phoneme Isl belongs to positions "pre- ,e, (31)9 "il" 

(1), "12l' (3), "W (4), "iTl (5), "Z 4,, 
and , Z5". 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme Isl 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1--- s/b (see b14) 

2- S/P (see p14) 

3-ý S/V (see 
, 
vl4) 

4- s1f (see f14) 

5- s/d (se'e d14) 

6- S/t (see t14) 

7- S/& (see ý14) 

8- S/e (see e14) 

9- S, /g (see g14) 
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10- s1k (see k14) 

11- S/M (see m14) 

12- s1n (see n14) 

13- S15 (see P) 

14- S/Z (see z14) 

15- S/ý /lesr/ "lesser" /leZ7r/ "leisure" 

16- S/X /sip/ "Sipff /zip/ "ship" 

17- S/1 /sip/ "" It /lip/ "lip" 

18- s1h /sand/ "sand" /hand/ "hand" 

19- SAX) /los/, "loss" (/lox/) ("loch") 

20- s1r /srn/, "sun" /rrn/ "run" 

21- S/i /sot/ "sotIf /iot/ "yacht" 

22- S/u /srn/ "sun" /urn/ 
0 

"one" 

c) The major realization of lsl: - 
The standard realization of this phoneme is as a "fortis, 

voiceless, narrow-grooved, blade-alveolar (or "apico- 

alveolar"), fricative, spirant" consonant. 

The phoneme /vz/-. - -I 1ý II 

a) The phoneme belongs to positions "E3,, 9 '"12" (2) and 

"0" (3). 

v b) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme /z/ 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- Y/b (see b15) 

2- Y/P (see P15) 
3- Y/V (see v15) 
4- Y/f f15) 

5- Y/d (see d15) 
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6- Y/t (see t15) 

7- Y/J- (see a15) 

8- Y/e (see e15) 

9- ylg (see 915) 

10- Y/k (see k15) 

11- Y/in (see m15) 

12- Y/n (see n15) 

13- Y/j (see 515) 

14- Y/z (see z15) 

15- I/S (see s15) 

16- Y/N /eiYr/ "azure" /aivSr/ "Asia" 

17- Y/1 /beiY/ "beige" /beil/ "bail" 

18- Y/h possible' (but not attested in practice). 
19- YAX) possible (but not attested in practice). 

20- Y/r /Yan/ "Jeanne" /ran/ "ran" 

21- Y/i /leYr/ "leisure" /leir/ 
0 

"layer" 
22- Y/u /aYr/ "azure" /Aur/ "hour" 

v C) The major realization of /z/: - 

The major realization of the phoneme /vz/ is as a I'lenis, 

voiced, wide-grooved, palato-alveolar (or "apico-prepalatal"), 

fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

The phoneme /X/: - 

lit a) This phoneme belongs to positions IIE "ill' (1), ll12ll (2), 

(3) and , Z%. 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 
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1- 3/b 

2- 3/p 

3- NIV 

4- 

5- U/d 

6- -3i t 

7-' 3/i: ý 

a- 3/e 

9- NIg 

10- 3/k 

iý- X/m 

12- 3/n 

13- 

14- 3/ Z 

15- 3/ý 

16- 3/ý 

17- vs /1 

18- X/h 

19.7 

20- 

21- N/i 

22- X/u 

(see b16) 

(see p16) 
(see v16) 
(see f16) 

(see d16) 

(See t16) 

(see J-16) 

(see e16) 
(see g16) 
(see k16) 

(see ml 6) 

(see ni 6) 

(see 516) 
(see z16) 
(see s16) 
(see Yl 6) 

/ XA in/ 

/Xel/ 

/gox/ 

/Nou/ 

/Not/ 

/Xrn/ 
, 

"shine" 

11 shell" 

"gosh" 

"show" 

"shot" 

11 shun" 

/lAin/ 

/hel/ 

(/gox/) 

/rou/ 

Aot/ 

/urn/ 
0 

"line" 

"hell" 

("Gogh") 

"rowlt 

"Yacht" 

"one" 

C) The major realizations of the phoneme lvsl: - 
1- The most distinguishable realization of this phoneme 

is as a "fortis, voiceless, wide-grooved, palato- 

alveolar (or "apico-prepalatal"), fricative (spirant)" 

consonant. 
2- A clearer acoustic quality is heard when the speaker 

realizes this phoneme with spread lips. 
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The_pho. neme 

a) The phoneme /l/ belongs to positions "e2l' 

(2)9 11011 (3)9 111411 Mq 111511 (5). "post-i" 
4" Is Z3" and' 11 Z 

b) The identity and distinctive function of the, phoneme /l/ 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- 1/b (see b17) 

2- l/P (see P17) 

3- 1/v (see v17) 

4- 1/f (see f17) 

5- '1/d (see d17) 

6- 1/t (see t17) 

7- 14 (see W) 

a- 1/0 (see e17) 

9 1/9 (see 917) 

10- I/k (see k17) 

11- I/M (see m17) 

12- 1/n (see n17) 

13- 1/5 (see U17) 

14- 1/Z (see z17) 

15- 1/s (see'S17) 

16- 1/y see 117) 

11 7- l/N (see X17) 

18- 1/h /land/ "land" /hand/ "hand" 

19- lAx) /1,01/ "loll" (/lox/) (Illoch") 

20- 1/r /lap/ "lap" /rap/ "wrap" 

21- 1/1 /lot/ Iflot" /iot/ "yacht" 

22- 1/u /leik/, "lake" /ueik/ "wake" 
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c) The major realizations of /1/: - 

. 1- The commonest realization of this phoneme is as a 

I'lenis, voiced, apico-alveolar, lateral, liquid (or 

"approximant'l)" consonant. 

2-Whenever phoneme /l/ is succeeded in a form by a 

vowel or a semi-vowel, it is always realized as a 

"clear" /l/ (phonetically represented as E17 

3--, In all post-nuclear positions, this phoneme is realized 

with a good amount of "velarization". Phonetically, 

it is normally identified as "dark" /l/ and represented 

as [, k7 . 

4- An even "darker" realization of /l/ may be identified 

especially when it is phonetically considered to be 

syllabic, e. g. "battle", "table", etc. 

The phoneme /h/: - 

a) The phoneme /h/ belongs to, position "El".. 
- 

b) The identity and distinctive function of -- the phoneme /h/ 

are established by the following oppositions: --,, *, - 

1- h/b (see b18) 

2- h/p (see P18) 

3- h/v (see V18) 

4- h/ f (see f18) 

5- h/d (see d18) 

6- h/t (see t18) 

7- h/, + (see iY18) 

8- h/e (see e18) 

9- h/g' (see g18) 

10- h/k (see k18) 
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11- 'h/m 

12- h/n 

13- 

14- 

15- 

16- 

17- 

18- 

19- 

h/a, 

h/ z 

h1s 

h/Y 

h/X 

h/1 

(see mia) 

(see n18) 

(see 318) 

(see Z18) 

(see sla) 

(see Y18) 

(see X18) 

(see 118) 

not possible in principle (because they do not 

occur in equivalent contexts). 

20- h/r /hat/ "hat" /rat/ "rat" 

21- h/i /hot/ "hot" /iot/ "yacht" 

22- h/u /heik/ "hake" /ueik/ "wake" 

c) , The major realizations of /h/: - 
1- This phoneme is mainly realized as a "voiceless, 

glottal (or "laryngeal"), fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

2- A "voiced" realization is heard in the speech of some 

speakers of S. E. in lexical items whose phonotactic 

structures are similar to those of "behind" and "behave". 

etc. 

In minor-type weak phonotagms, as well as in Cockney 

English and some other dialects, the realization of A/ 

is either "sile'nt". "barely noticeable" or "non-existent", 

e. g. 0-M-11 for [himi] /him/ "him". &aj3_j for [RwOjjj 
/(h)uAil/ "while", etc. 

The phoneme__(/x/): - 

a) The phoneme /x/ belongs to positions "Z 
61, 

and , Z7,,,, 
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b) The-identity and distinctive function of this Scottish 

phoneme are established by the following oppositions:. - 

1- (x)/b (see b19) 

2- (XVP (see pig) 

3- W/v (see vig) 

4--: Wlf (see f19) 

5- (x)/d (see d19) 

6- W/t (see t19) 

7- W 16" (see &19) 

8-, (i)/e (see 019) 

9- W/g (see gig) 

10- (x)/k (see k19) 

11- (X) /M' (see M19) 

12- (x)/n (see n19) 

13- W/O (see 919) 

14- W/z (see z1g) 

15- (XVS (see Sig) 

16- W/y (see 119) 

17- (X)/X (see Y19). 

18- W/l (see 119) 

19- (x)/h (see h1g) 

2-0- (x)/r Ulox/Y ("loch") /lor/ "lore" 

21- W/i (/gox/) ("Goch") /goi/ 1190y" 

22- (X)/u Possible (but not attested in practice). 

c) The major re alizations of (/X/): - 
1- This phoneme is commonly realized in Scottish English 

as a "fortis, voiceless, dorso-velar, fricative 

(spirant) "consonant. 
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2- Because of the lack of opposition between /x: k/ in 

S. E., this Scottish phoneme is mostly realized in S. E. 

as a Ek_7 , i. e. as a "fortis, voiceless, dorso- 

palato-velar, plosive" consonant. 

The phoneme /r/: - 

a) The phoneme /r/ belongs to positions IIe2" (111), "n" and 

nil" (1). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme in 

the nuclear position are established in Chapter 3. 

c) The identity and distinctive function of the phoneme /r/ 

in the peripheral positions are established by the following 

oppositions: - 

1- r/b (see b2O) 

2- r/p (see p20) 

3- r/v (see v2o) 

4- r/f (see f20) 

5- r/d (see d20) 

6- r/t (see t20) 

7- r/& (see &20) 

8- r/e (see e20) 

9- r/g (see g20) 

10- r/k (see k20) 

11- r/m (see m20) 

12- r/n (see n2Q) 

13- r/a (see 520) 

14- r/z (see z20) 

15- r/s (see s20) 

16- r/I (see 120) 
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17- (see X20) 

is- r/i (see 120) 

19- r/h (see h2Q) 

20- r/(X) (see (X)20) 

21- r/i (see Chapter 

22- r/u (see Chapter 

d) The major realizations of the phoneme /r/: - 

See Chapter 3. 

The phoneme /i/: - 

a) This phoneme belongs to positions "e2" (11). 'In" and 

it 

b). 
_The 

identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

in position 'In" are established in Chapter 3 

c) The identity and distinctive function of /i/ in the 

peripheral positions are established by the following 

oppositions: - 

1- i/b (see b2l) 

2- i/p (see p2l) 

3- i/v, (see v2l) 

4- i/f (see f2l) 

5-' i/d (see d2l) 

6- i/t (see t2l) 

7- 1 (see J'2 1) 

a- i/e (see e2l) 

g-, i/g, (see g2l) 

lo-, i/k (see k2l) 

11- i/m (see m2l) 

12- i/n (see n2l) 
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13- 1/5 (see 521) 

14- i/Z (see z2l) 

15- i/s (see s2l) 

16- i/I (see 121) 

17- i/X (see v s2l) 

18- i/l (see 121) 

19- i/h (see h2l) 

20- i/(X) (see (x)21) 

21- i/r (see r2l) 

22- i/u (see Chapter 3 

d) The major realizations of the phoneme 

See Chapter 3- 

The Rhoneme /u/: - 

a) The phoneme /u/ belongs to positions IIe2II 

and 11il" (1). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

in, the nuclear position are established in Chapter 3 

c) Theidentity and distinctive function of the phoneme /u/ 

in the peripheral positions are established by the following 

oppositions: - 

l-, , u/ b 

2- 
-,. U/p 

3- U/v 

4- 'U/f 

5- 

6- 

7- 

u/d 

U/t 

ult 

(see b22) 

(see p22) 

(see v22) 

(see f22) 

(see d22) 

(see t22) 

(see t22) 
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a- U/8 (see e22) 

9- -- U/g (see g22) 

10- u/k (see k22) 

11- U/M (see m22) 

12- u/n (see n22) 

13- U/5 (see 522) 

14- U/z (see z22) 

15- U/S (see s22) 

16- U/ý (see 122) 

17-', U/N (see X22) 

la- U/1 (see 122) 

19-- u/h (see h22) 

20- UAX) (see W22) 

21- u/r (see r22) 

22- - u/i (see 122) 

d) The major realizations of the phoneme /u/: - 

See Chapter 3. 

The archiphoneme /P/: - 

a) The, archiphoneme /P/ belongs to positions "ell, (21), 

ll12ll (2), "0" (3) and , Z3,1, 

b) -The, identity and distinctive function of the archiphoneme 

/P/, are, e stablished by the following oppositions: - 

1- P/b not possible in principle (because /b/ is one of the 
terms of /P/) 

2- P/P not possible in principle (same reason as for "PAII) 

3- P/v 'not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in, equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

4- P/f, 
, 

not possible in principle (same reason as for "P/v") 
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5- P/d /daNP/ "damp" /damd/ "damned" 

6- P/t /brNP/ "bump'? /brnt/ "bunt" 

7- P/, +, not possible in principle (same reason. as for IIP/vII) 

8- P/0 not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/v") 

9- P/g not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII) 

10- P/k not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII/ 

11- P/m /sPel/ "spell" /smel/ smell" 

12- P/n /sPer/ "spare" /sner/ snare" 

13- P/5 not possible in principle (same reason as for "P/v") 

14- P/z not possible in principle (same reason as for "P/vII) 

15- P/S not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII) 

16- P/Y not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII) 

17- P/N not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII) 

18- P/1 -- /sPIik/ "speak" /slIik/ "sleek" --- 

19- P/h not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII) 

20- P/(x)not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/vII) 

21- P/r possible (but not attested'in practice) 

22- P/i possible (but not attested in practice), 

23- P/U possible (but not attested in practice) 

24- P/T /sPark/ "spark" /sTark/ "stark" 

25- possible (but not attested in practice)-_, 

26- P/N possible (but not attested in practice),,., 

27- P/N not possible in principle (same reason as for IIP/WII) 

28- P/9 possible (but not attested in practice)-, 

29- P/K /liNP/ it 1 impit /liNK/ It link" 

30- P/P /sPir/ 11spear" /sPir/, "sphere" 
00 

C) The major realization of the archiphoneme /P/: - 

The commonest realization of this archiphoneme is as a 

bilabial, plosive" consonant. 
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The archi-phoneme /T/: - 

a) This archiphoneme belongs to 

(2), "i3l' (3), "i411 (4), "i5l' (5 

n Z5j, 

b) The_identity and distinctive 

are established by the following 

positions "ell' (2"), lli2ll 

"post-ill (6), it Z3,, Z4 " and 

function of this archiphoneme 

oppositions: - 

1- 'TI/b not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

2- T/p not possible in principle (same reason as for 'ITAII) 

3- 'T/v- not"possible in principle (same reason as for "'A/b") 

4- -T/f not possible in'principle (same reason as for "ITAII) 

5-- T/d notý'possible in principle (because /d/ is one of the 
terms of the archiphoneme /T/) 

6- T/t not possible in principle (swie reason as for "T/d") 

7-- T/4- not possible in principle (same reason as for "T/bl') 

8- T/e not possible in principle_(sam'e reason as for 'ITAII) 

Týg" 'ýnot 
possible in principle (same reason 

I 
as for "T/bl') 

10- -T/k-,, not'possible in principle (same reason-as for"'T/b") 

11' T/mý- /sTorl/ "stall" /smorl/' "small" 

12- T/n /sTer/ "stare" /sner/ "snare" 

13- T/5 not possible in principle (same reason as for "T/b") 

14- T/z not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IT/bII) 

15- Tls not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IT/b") 

16- T/ý not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IT/bII) 

17- T/N not possible in principle (samo reason as for 'IT/bII) 

18- T/1 /sTeik/ "steak" /sleik/ llslak6" 

19- T/h not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IT/bII) 

20- T/(x) not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IT/bII) 

21- T/r possible (but not attested in practice) 
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22- T/i possible (but not attested in practice) 

, 
23-ý T/u possible (but not attested in practice) 

24-- TIP (see P24) 

25- T/S /lipT/ "lipped" /lips/ "lips" 

26- TIN /pTar/ "Ptah" /pNor/ "Pshaw" 

27- TIN not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IT/bl') 

28- T/9 /sikST/ "sixte" /sikSg/ "sixth" 

29- T/K /sTand/ "stand" /sKand/ "scanned" 

30- T/F /sTias/ "stinks" IsFi5sl "sphinx" 

c) The major realization of the archiphoneme /T/: - 

.. The main realization of this archiphoneme is as an 

"apical-alveolar, plosive" consonant. 

The archiphoneme ISI: - 

a) This archiphoneme belongs to positions "12ll (2), "0" (3), 

lli4" (4), "i5" (5), "pos t-ill (6), "Z3np vZ411 and "Z5" , 

b) The identity and dis tinctive function of the ar'ch iphoneme 

ISI are established by t he following oppositions: - 

1- S/b not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

ý, 
2- S/P not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/bll) 

3- S/V not possible in principle (same reason as. for IIS/bll) 

4- S/f not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/bll) 

,, 
5- S/d not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/bll) 

6- S/t not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/bll) 

7- S/ý+. not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/bll) 

8- S/e not possible in principle (same reason as 
% 

for IIS/bll) 

9- S/g not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/bll) 

10- 
I 

S/k not possible in principle (same reason as for IIS/b", 
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11- S/m /brtS/ "butts" /brtn/ "button" 

12- S/n -"'/brtS/ "butts"" /brtn/ "button" 

13- S/5ý, not possible in principle (sarae reason as for IIS/b") 

14- S/Z not possible in principle (because /z/ is one of the 
terms of the archiphoneme ISI). 

15- S/S not possible in principle (same reason as1for "S/Z") 

16- S/Y not possible in principle (same reason as for "S/b") 

17- SIN not possible in principle (same reason as for "S/b") 

18- S/1, /bIitS/ "beats" /bIitl/ "beatle" 

19- S/h not possible in principle (same reason as for "S/b") 

20- S/(X) not possible in principle (same reason as for "S/bl) 

21- S/r, /pSAi/ 11psi" /prAi/ pry" 

22- S/i po. ssible (but not attested in practice) 

23- S/U possible, (but not, attested in practice) 

24- S/P (see P25) 

25- SIT (see T25) 

26- SIN, /psai/ 11psi" /pNor/ "Pshaw" 

27- SIN not possible in principle (same reason as " 
for "S/bl') 

28- S/9, /uedS/ "weds" /uidg/ "width" 

29- S/K po'ssible (but not attested in practice) 

30- SIF possible (but not attested in practice) '-* 

C) The. major. realization of the archiphoneme ISI: - 

The, standard realization of this archiphoneme is as a 

"blade-alveolar (or "apico-alveolar" ), fricative (spirant)" 

consonant. 

The ar2hi2honeme-/N/: - 

, 3,, 
a) This archiphoneme belongs to positions IIE "12l' (2), 

"13l' (3), 111411 (4), , Z311 and , Z4,,,, 
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b) The identity and distinctive function of the archiphoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- N/b not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

2- N/P not possible in principle (same reason as for 119/bl) 

3- NIV /uelN/ "welsh" /helv/ Ithelvell 

4- Nlf /uelN/ "welsh" Iselfl "self" 

5- N/d /uelN/ "welsh" /ueld/ "weld" 

6- N/t /uelg/ "welsh" /belt/ "belt" 

7- not possible in principle (same reason as for "N/b") 

8- Nle'' not possible in principle (same reason as for 119/b") 

9- N19 /uelgr/ "welsher" /beigr/ "belga" 

10- N/k not possible in principle (same reason as for "N/bll) 

11- -9/m - , /uelN/ "welsh" /helm/ nhelm" 

12- N/n' /uelN/ "welsh" /uuln/ "woolen" 

13- N15 not possible in principle (same'reason as for "N/bll)- 

14- 9/z /uelg/ "welsh" /uelz/, "wells" 

15- N/S /uelN/ "welsh" /elS/ "else" 

16- Nly not possible in principle (because'/vz/- Js'one'of the 
terms of the archiphoneme /9/) 

17- NIX not possible in principle (same reason as for. "N/111) 

is- N11 /pNor/ "Pshaw" /PlIu/ "plewl, 

19- N/h not possible in principle (same reason as1for 'IN/bl') 

20- Nl(x) not possible in principle (same reason as for 119/bl') 

21- N/r /pNor/ "pshaw" /Prorn/ prawn't 

'22- 
Nli possible (but not attested in practice) 

. 
23- Nlu possible (but not attested in practice) 

24- NIP (see P26) 

25- NIT (see T26) 

26- NIS *(see S26) 
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27- NIN not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/bl') 

28- 9/9 /uelN/ "welsh" /uelQ/ "wealth" 

29- NIK /uelN/ "welsh" /uelK/ "whelk" 

30- N/P possible (but not attested in practice) 

c) The major realization of the archiphoneme /9/: - 
The standard realization of this archiphoneme is as a 

"palato-alveolar (or "apico-prepalatal"), fricative (spirant. )'I 

consonant. 

The archiphoneme /If/: - 

a) The archiphoneme INI belongs to positions ''ill' (1) and 

"i2ll (2). 

b) The identity and distinctive function of this archiphoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- N/b /srNFlAur/ "sunflower" ? /srbilAur/ ? "subflower" 

2- N/p not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

NIV not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/p") 

4- Nlf not possible in principle (same reason as for' "N/P") 

5- N/d -not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/p") 

6- N/t not possible in principle (same reason as for "NIP'? ) 

7- Nl, + not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/p") 

8- N/e'l`, not possible in principle (same reason' as- for tIN/P11) 

9- N1g ' not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/p1t) 

10- N/k - not , possible in principle (same reason as. for "N/pft) 

11- N/m,:,, -not possible in principle (because /m/ is one of the 
terms of the archiphoneme INI) 

12- N/n not, possible in principle (same reason as. for,, 11N/m1t) 

13- N15 not possible in principle (same rea son as for 'T/mlt) 
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14- N/z not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/bl') 

15- NIS" /liNP/ 111imp" /lisp/ 11lispl, 

16- N/Y not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/bl) 

17- NIX not possible in principle (same reason as for "N/bl') 

18- N11" 1srNK1 "sunk" /srlK/ Itsulk" 

19- Nlh not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/b, l) 

20- NI(x) not possible in principle (same reason as for IIN/bll) 

21- N/r /brlfpiý/ "bumping" /brrpia/ "burpi ng" 

22- N/i /li. Nfs/ "lymphs" /lifS/ "leafl s" 

23- N/U /brNfS/ "bumphs" /bIufS/ "bouffes" 

24- NIP (see P27) 

25' NIT' (see T27) 

26- NIS (see S27) 

27-- NIN (see 927) 

28- N19 not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/bl') 

29-- NIK not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IN/bl) 

30-' NIF not possible in principle (same reason as for' 'INA11) 

c) The major realization of the archiphoneme INI: - 

The, standard realization of this archiphoneme is as a 

"lenis,, voiced, nasal" consonant. 

The archiphoneme /Q/: - 

a) The archiphoneme /e/ belongs to positions "Eltt-# 111211 (2) 

110" (3), and, , Z3,,,, 

b) 'The identity and distinctive function of the archiphoneme 

/9/, are established by the following oppositions: -, 

1- G/b /grrX/ thrush" /brrX/ "brush" 

2- G/P /helg/ "health" /help/ "help" 
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3- Q/V /QiIu/ 11 thew" /viIu/ "vi ew" 

4- Qlf /QiIu/ It thew" If HUI 11 f ew" 

5- 9/d /helg/ "health" /held/ "held" 

6- -Q/t /helQ/ "health" /uelt/ "welt" 

7- Q/J' not possible in principle (because /J-/ is one of the 
terms of the archiphoneme /9/) 

a- 9/e not possible in principle (same reason as for "GAPI) 

9- 9/g /helgi/ "healthy" /belgr/ "belga" 

10- G/k not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

11- G/M /helg/ "health" /helm/ "helm" 

12- 9/n /tilg/ "tilth" /kiln/ "kiln" 

13- 9/3 not possible in principle (same reason as"for "Q/k") 

14- 9/Z /uelg/ "wealth" /uelz/ "wells" 

15- G/S /filg/ "filth" /fils/ llfils"ý 

16- 9/Z possible (but not attested in practice) 

17- 9/N /guort/ 11thwart" /Xuar/ llshwall., t 

18- 9/1 /giIu/ "thew" /liIu/ "lieu" 

19- 9/h /giIu/ 11thew" /hiIu/ 11hew" 

20- 9/(x )not possible in principle (same reason as for "G/k") 

21- G/r not possible in principle (same reason as for "9/k") 

22- 9/i not possible in principle (same reason as for "9/k") 

23- 9/u not possible in principle (same reason as, for 119/k") 

24- Q/P (see P28) 

25- 9/T (see T28) 

26- G/S (see S28) 

27- 91N (see N28) 

28- QIN (see N28) 

29- 9/K /uelg/ "wealth" /uelK/ "whelk" 

30- G/F /sgenik/ 11sthenic" /sPerik/ 
0 

'spheric"-, 
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c),, The major realization of the archiphoneme 

-This archiphoneme is mostly realized as an "apico-dental 

(or "interdental", or "postdental"), fricative (spirant)" 

consonant. 

The archiphoneme /K/: - 

a) This archiphoneme belongs to positions "ell, (21), IIi2II 

(2), "i3l' (3), "i4tv, (4) and "Z3,,. 

b) The 
I 
identity and distinctive function of this archiphoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

1- K/b /brlK/ It bul kII /brlb/ t1bulb" 

2- K/p /brlK/ "bulk" /prip/ 11pulpIl 

3- K/v IsriKI "sulk" /solv/ "solve" 

4- Klf 1srlK1 "sulk" /self/ "self" 

5- K/d /bilK/ "bilk" /bild/ "build" 

6- K/t /bilK/ "bilk" /bilt/ "built" 

7- Kl, +, not possible in principle (because they doýnot I occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

8- Kle not possible in principle (same reason as for "K/, tn) 

9- K/g not possible in principle (because IgI is one of the 
term s of the arc hiphoneme IKI) 

10- K/k not possible in principle (same reason as for 11K/gll) 

11- K/m /elK/ elk" /elm/ elm" 

12- K/n 1srlK1 sulk" /srin/ 
- "sullen" 

13- Klý not possible in principle (same reason as for "K/jr, t) 

14- KI 7, /bilK/ "bilk" /bilz/ "bills" 

15- Kls /elK/ elk" /els/ eI lsell 

16- K/Y not possible in principle (same reason as for 

17- KIN not possible in principle (Same'reason as for 

18- K11 /sKab/ "scab" /slab/ "slab" 

19- K/h not possible in prinoiple (same reason as for "K13-11) 
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20- K/(x) not possible in principle (same reason as for ', Klýtf) 

21- K/r /sKIi/ "skill /XrIi/ 11 srill 

22- - K/i /sKIup/ "scoop" /si-Iu/ 11 su e" 

23- -K/u /sKop/ "Scop" /suob/ ', 'swab" 

24- K/P (see P29) 

25- KIT (see T29) 

26- KIS (see S29) 

27- KIN (see N29) 

28- KIN (see N29) 

29- IV 9 (see 929) 

30- KIF /sKIin/ ske axP /sFIin/ Itsphenell 

C) The major realization of the archilphoneme IKI: - 

This archiphoneme is unequivocally realized as a "dorso- 

palato-velar, plosive" consonant. 

The archiphoneme /P/: - 

a) The archiphoneme IFI belongs to positions IIE211 9 IIi2II (2)9 

11011 (3) and_,, Z3",, 

b) The identity*, and distinctive function of this archiphoneme 

are established by the following oppositions: - 

F/b not possible in principle (because they do not occur 
in equivalent phonotactic contexts) 

2- FlP not possible in principle (same reason as for "P/bl') 

3- F/V not possible in principle (because /v/ is one of the 
terms of the archiphoneme /P/) 

4- F/f not possible in principle (same'reason, as for 'IF/vII) 

5- F/d /brNP/ "bumph" /brmd/- "bumme d'I 

6- F/t jliNP/ It lymphil /lint/ I'lintit .. 

7- Flj- not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IFAII) 
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a- Flo not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IF/b, l) 

9- F19- not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IF/bl) 

10- F/k not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IF/bl') 

11- -F/M,, /sFir/ "s phere" /smir/ "smear" 

12- F/n /spir/ "s phere" /snir/ "sneer" 

13- F1 not possible in principle (same reason as for "F/bl') 

14- -F/z--' n'ot'possible in principle (same reason 'as for 'IF/b") 

15- Fls not possible in principle (same reason as for "F/b") 

16- F/v, /li. NF/ "l ymph" /billvz/' "binge" 

17- F/X' not possible in principle (same reason as for "F/b") 

18- F11 IsFi5sl "s phinx" /Sli3s/ "slinks" 

19- F/h not possible in principle (same reason as for "P/b") 

20- F/(x) not possible in principle (same reason as for 'IF/b") 

21- F/r IsFiýsl "s phinx" /XriBs/ "shrinks" 

22- F/i /sFIin/ 11s phene" /siIud/ "sued" 

23- Flu /sFIin/ 11s phene" /suIid/ 11swede" 

24- PIP (see P30) 

25- FIT (see T30) 

26- FIS (see S30) 

27- FIN (see N30) 

28- FIN (see N30) 

29- FIG (see 930) 

30- F/K (see K30) 

c) The major realizations of the archiphoneme IFI: - 
1- The most significant realization of this archiphoneme is 

as a "labio-dental, fricative (spirant)" consonant. 

2- In very rare cases - especially in borrowings from foreign 

languages, a "non-aspirated, lenis, voiced" realization 
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of the archiphoneme IFI is marginally attested in 

S. E., e. g. [svL-1t] for. /sPelt/ 11svelt", etc. 

Summary: - 

The oppositional facts of the foregoing opposition sets 

may be summed up and concisely re-produced for the purpose 

of easy reference- in terms of-the following-opposition/ 

commutation tableo However, "ii should be especially noted 

that while a "dot" in the table"signifies an "attested 

opposition" between any-two commutants, an "x" designates the" 

"absence of any-silch opposition". Thus, we have: - 
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CHAPTER 6 

ProleZomena to the Establishment of 

Minor-Type Phonotagms in S. E. 

It was hinted at on many occasions that the establishment of a 

single major-type distributional unit may turn out to be 

insufficient for. an exhaustive description of the different types 

of phonotagm one encounters in certain languages. Consequently, 

one. may need to establish certain "subsidiary"-type structures 
(i. e. "minor" phonotagms, or whatever one likes to call them) to 

account consistently and adequately for the residues of the first 

bI as ic step in the descriptive process, i. e. that of describing1the 

distribution of formal elements in terms of the major 

distributional unit. This being the case, we shall presently 

devote ourselves in this Chapter to laying down the necessary 
foundations on which the subsequent investigation of all minor- 
type phonotactic structures in S. E. will eventually be based (c. f. 
the 

I 
succeeding Chapter). However, in order to systematize the 

argument -and at the same time achieve optimal clarity- the 

significance and relevance of the A. F. theoretical concept of 

"under-articulation" will be firstly examined. On the basis of 

conclusions which are expected to result from such an examination, 

a specific, methodology will be subsequently developed for the 

purposes of 

a- rigorously distinguishing between "major" and "minort 

types of phonotactic construction; 

and, b- identifying internal phonotactic distinctions within 

each type and sub-classifying them in. separate 

categories. 
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It is'-only when such a methodology is consistently and 

adequately formulated and constructed, that the investigation may 

be allowed'-to pursue its natural course and tackle the problem of 

determining"the exact nature and number of all minor-type 

phonotagms in S. E. As pointed out earlier, these latter issues 

will be discussed in detail in the succeeding Chapter. 

The "Upper" and "Lower" Limits of Distinctive Function and the , 

Concept of "Under-Articulation". - 

If we now re-consider in brief the implications of the 

frequently referred to concepts of "upper" and "lower" limits of- 

an entity's distinctive function, we may arrive at an improved 

understanding not only of the phonology of S. E., but also of the 

significant role which the notion of "under-articulation" plays in 

system as a whole. 

We recall, in very simple, terms,, that the 

intrinsic identity of a given item = its upper limit-, 

and that the 

extrinsic identity of the same item = its lower limit. 

Now, if, the "intrinsic identity" of the item in questionllis 

consequently understood to mean 

"that complex of functional features which it does not 

share in its entirety with any other (i. e. different) 

item"; (Mulder, 1968), 

and, it the "extrinsic identity" of the same item is interpreted 

as referring to 

"the sum of those complexes of functional features it , 
(i. e. the item) may possess without completely merging 

its identity with another item"; (ibid; Mulder's 

emphasis), 
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and if We recall that 

"below the lower limit its (the item"s) distinctiýe (or 

contrastive) function and therefore its separtite 

identity is 
-totall suspended"; (ibid. my'empýaSis), 

and that, 

"below-Ahe upper limit, but within the lower limit, its 

(the-item's) distinctive (or contrastive) function and 

therefore its identity ispartially suspended"; (ibid, 

my emphasis), 

and if 

"total'suspension"Is correlated with'"neutralization'"g 

and 

"partial suspension" is correlated with "under- 

articulation". 

then we should be able to set up an over-simplified skeletal 

pýitierii which sums up all the relevant information; thus, 

intrinsic identity upper limit 

(partial suspension of an item's 

distinctive/contrastive function, i. e. 

"under-articulation") 
W 

extrinsic identity lower limit 

(total suspension of an it eým's 

distinctive/contrastive function, i. e. 

"neutralization"), 

Since the concept of "neutralization" (i. e. total suspension) 

has been treated in extenso in many places of this work, we shall 

attempt in the following an elucidation of the concept of "under- 

articulation" (i. e. partial suspension). It should, however, be 

pointed out that the reason for discussing the phenomenon of 
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"under-articulation" in this context -rather than in association 

with the para-phonotactic phenomena of "accentual prominence" (c. f. 

PART III)- may be attributed to the fact that the concept in 

question is particularly relevant for the identification and 

establishment of minor-type phonotagms and their underlying 

structures (c. f. the succeeding Chapter). The reader is 

therefore advised to approach the issue from the view-point of the 

overall description and treat it as a tactical step the aim of 

which is to keep the argument as simple and clear as possible. 

The treatment of the concept of "under-articulation" is not 

unique to A. F., as it figures also in other linguistic/phonetic 

approaches under titles like "under-differentiation". "vowel 

reduction". "reduceability", etc. What is significant about its 

A. F. treatment is that its overall theoretical status is presumed 

to have been clarified and systematized in the theory. For, 

according to A. F.,, "under-articulation" is viewed as a distinctly 

semi-functional phenomenon which pertains to the realizational. 

levell. As such, it largely depends on the type, style and 

degree of speed with which a speaker is speaking2. It represents 

(and is represented by) the lowest level of an item's distinctive 

realization which partially and temporarilZ overlaps with the 

distinctive realization of some other item with which it shares 

some affinity. In this sense, the functional value of the under- 

articulated"item becomes "indeterminate", i. e. its actual 

realization as a variant becomes ambiguous and of a somewhat 

gradient and non-discrete nature. This, however, does not imply 

that the under-articulated version of the original sound is 

rendered totally unrecognizable. For, though the under- 

articulated version of a certain item is logically located 
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somewhere in-between the realizations of two items (and probably 

nearer to the realization of the second item in heavy cases of 

under-articulation), it nevertheless retains some features of its 

original sound-qualities which (in collaboration with the overall 

context) contribute positively, whenever necessary, towards 

recovering and re-capturing the upper-limit of the distinctive 

identity of the under-articulated item. Without these traces of 

sound-quality, the re-assignment of a given reduceable realization 

to a specific phoneme in the inventory would have had to be 

arbitrarily performed. 

By dint of the foregoing conclusions, we move now towards 

investigating in some detail the overall structure of our proposed 

methodology. 

Methodoloafor Identifying, Establishing and Distinguishing 

"Minor"-Type Phonotagms from "Major"-Type Phonotagms in S. E.: - 

Basically, the foundations of the overall structure of the 

suggested "Methodology" is merely composed of two fundamental 

"General Hypotheses" and a derived set of "Syllabification 

Criteria". The ultimate aim of the entire body of this, 

developed "Methodology" is, of course, to provide us with the 

means for arriving at consistent and adequate descriptive 

conclusions. However, in order to keep the argument as simple 

and straightforward as possible, it is worth pointing out. that 

the symbols which will be used in the formulation of the 

"Hypotheses"'and the "Criteria" signify the following%- 

"XII-stands for a given "complex phonological word/ 

construction" (c. f. PART I, Chapter7); 

'Ir" signfies a phonotagmic sub-chain whose nuclear 
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position is either occupied by the standard reduced 

neutral phoneme /r/ (i. e. [-d]), or by the reduceable 

Cb3-like realization of all the basic vocalic and 

semi-vocalic phonemes in the inventory. (Whenever 

necessary, all "r"-type sub-chains will be underlined 

for the convenience of the reader); 

"R"Irepresents the "Set" of all "r"-type sub-chains in S. E., 

i. e. "RII =t rl, r 29 .... r nýq such that "r3ýR". i. e. 

"r" is a member of IIRII; 

"y" refers to a phonotagmic sub-chain whose nucleus is 

neither occupied by the standard reduced neutral 

phoneme /r/, nor by the reduceable E-63-like realization 

of any of the basic vocalic and semi-vocalic phonemes; 

"Y" represents the "Set" of all "y'l-type sub-chains in S. E. 9 

i. e. "Y" = tylg Y21 `9 Yn) such that "y Y". i. e. 

"Y" is a member of "Y", 

_ 
Thus, the two basic "General Hypotheses" and some of their 

ramifications may now be formulated in the following. manner: - , 

General Hypothesis 1: - 

"The set of all nyn-type phonotagms 'in S. E. (i. e. "Y") 

forms an overall class of "major"-type phonotagms". 

General Hypothesis 2: - 

"The set of all "r"-type phonotagms in-SeE. (i. e. IIR") 

forms an overall class of "minor"-type phonotagms". 

Since the phonotagms which figure in either of the two 

postulated classes (and probably in both of them, as we shall 

see below) are noted to be internally and globally non-equivalent 

with'respect to their distributional, realizational and accentual 
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configurations, we shall presently concentrate on briefly 

investigating 

a- the demonstrable characteristics of each identified 

I type of phonotagm in the system; 

b- the similarities and differences between the 

identified types; 

I1 .1 c- the strategic distinctions between "major" and "minor" 

types of phonotactic construction; 

.1 'easibility of classifying the established' d- the I& 

similarities and differences in a single taxonomic 

grid for easy reference. 

In order to achieve these ends, and at the same time come to 

consistent and adequate conclusions, each and all of the 

identified types of phonotactic construction in both classes will 

be mapped onto an intricate network of six empirically tested 

parameters. The overall structure of this parametrical network 

may be taken to include reference to the "capabilityA#incapability" 

of a given phonotagm to 

1- form a monophonotagmic base-line structure by itself; 

2- figure as the most accentually prominent phonotagm in 

given (complex) phonological bases; 

figure as other than the most prominent phonotagm, in 

given (complex) phonological bases; 

figure with "non-zero" right-hand extensions in a base; 

figure with a "zero" right-hand extension in a base; 

tolerate the reduction of its nucleus to a [-63-like 

sound by under-articulation. 

Now, if the above formulated parameters are indicated 

vertically on the utmost left-hand column in the succeeding 
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, taxonomic-grid-, and if all the possible phonotagms in each class 

are horizontally classified alongside the uppermost row in the 

same grid, and if the "capability" of a phonotagm to comply with 

any of the requirements is signified by a+", and its 

"incapabilityn is represented by a then we should be able 

to construct a two-dimensional figure which, in addition to 

-summing up-the. main points of. the, present argument, is actually 

capable of providing us with the precise information on each and, 

of -the postulated sub-types of-phonotagm in S. E. Thus, 
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However, before we start corroborating the consistency and the 

material adequacy of the postulated types and sub-types of 

phonotagm in the system of S. E., the specially marked area inside 

the Figure requires some attention. If, for the sake of the 

argument, we initially base ourselves on the provided information 

in the Figure, we should come to a very significant conclusion, 

namely that, 

though "major" and "minor" types of phonotagm are in 

essence mutually exclusive, they are noted to share 

., some common ground under specifiable non-neutral 

conditions. 

Since the exact nature of the conditions under which the 

alignability of certain phonotagms with the two postulated 

classes of "major" and "minor" type structures in S. E. will be 

properly investigated in the succeeding Chapter, it is sufficient 

for our present purposes to point out that any non-prominent 

"openn/,, closed" major-type phonotagm whose nucleus is potentially 

reduceable (by under-articulation) to a [b3-like sound in actual 

realization, will be considered to form an oveddq. ý. -- between the 

basic "major" and "minor" type classes of phonotagmic construction 

in the system. Granted that this brief elucidation is clear 

enough to give the reader a bird's eye-view of our contention, we 

can... now move., into corroborating the adequacy--of the postulated 

types and sub-types of phonotagm in the language. The best, and 

probably the easiest, way to perform this corroborative process 

in a, concise, transparent and illuminating manner is by simply 

substituting the 11 + it's in the foregoing Figure with attested 

instances from S. E. Where necessary, the relevant parts of the 

forms instantiating types of phonotagm will be underlined in the 

tablelfigure, ''Which we'present as follows. - 
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The table/figure itself is self-evident; the only point which 

should be emphasized in connection with its import is that 

although the incapability of certain sub-types of phonotagm. for 

forming monophonotagmic bases is admittedly "accidental" in S. E. 

(and, therefore, no phonological rule can be formulated to 

predict it), this incapability contributes positively -alongside 

the other postulated parameters- towards the identification and 

establishment of a number of significant sub-types of phonotagm 

(c. f. Figures "1" and "2"). 

S llabification Criteria 

On the basis of the foregoing two "General Hypotheses". and in 

view of -the definition of the concept of "complex phonological 

wordn (c. f. Chapter 7 of PKRT I), the following set of "Criteria" 

may be formulated for the purposes of facilitating the 

recognition of all the juxtaposed phonotagms in complex base-line 

constructions. Thus, we have: - 

Criterion 1: The minimum requirement for the identification of a 

complex phonotagm. as forming an 
-"X" 

is,, the 

juxtaposition of at least two sub-chains within the 

overall chain. 

E. g. /marsTr/ "master", /horsTeil/ 7horsetail", 

/iveid/ "evade". etc. 

Criterion 2: A prerequisite for the well-formedness and self- 

containedness of a given "XII requires-, that one of 

the two (or more) juxtaposed sub-chainslin "Z". be a., 

member of set "Y" (and, by implication, in 

association with a 11primary" degree ofaccentual., 

prominence). This is an empirical hypothesis since 
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clusters of "r"-type phonotagms have not been 

attested in S. E. to demonstrate a potential for 

forming whole "X"**s by themselved. 

E. g. /ditein/ "detain", /brfr/ "buffer", /beli/ 

"belly", etc. 

Criterion 3: Each juxtaposed sub-chain in IIX" must contain an 
identifiable nuclear element. 

E. g. -/O/ and /i/ are identified as representing the 

nuclear elements of the two juxtaposed sub-chains 

/hOum/ and /"/ in the overall structure of the IIX" 

/, hOumiU/ "homing". etc. 

Criterion 4: If an "X" is constituted solely of a juxtaposition of 

"y"'s. then, by the nature of things, all the 

juxtaposed "y"-type phonotagms in nX" are assigned to 

the', major distributional unit after the analysis into 

phonotagms is completed. 

E. g. /reiluei/ "railway". /teiblSPIun/ "tablespoon". 

/voisPrint/ "voiceprint"g etc. , 
Criterion 5: If an "Z" is constituted of a Juxtaposition of one 

or more "r"-type sub-chains and a single "y"-type 

sub-chain, and if the "r"-type sub-chains precede 

the "y"-type sub-chain within "X", then the 'frIl-type 

sub-chains belong exclusively to a minor-type 

underlying structure4 which precedes, the structure 

to which the ityll-type sub-chain belongs. 

E. g. /2rtroul/ "Patrol". /kaNir/ "cashier", /kridenk/ 

"credential", /Llýrdemik/ "academicn, etc. 

Criterion 6: If an I'll, is constituted of a juxtaposition of one 

or more 
. 
"r"-type sub-chains and a-, single "Y"-type 
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sub-chain, and if the "ril-type sub-chains succeed 

the Ily"-type sub-chain within IIX". then all the 

"r"-type sub-c ins belong exclusively to a minor- 

type underlying structure which succeeds the 

structure to which the "y'l-type sub-chain belongs. 

E. g. /bIitr/ "beater". /intu/ "into", /lrvin/ 
so 

"loving", /mardgrrrm/ "marjoram", etc. 
0 

Criterion 7: If an 11X" is constituted of a juxtaposition of 

alternating "r"-type and Ily"-type sub-chains, then 

any "r"-type sub-chain which is located between two 

Ily"-type sub-chains counts both as a succeeding and 

as a preceding minor-type phonotagm. In symbols: 

"XII ly r yl = ly 

Y/ 

E. g. the medial 'Ir'l-type sub-chain /-miut-/ in 

/prrmiuteiXn/ "permutation" belongs -by functional 
a0 

amalgamation- to both preceding and succeeding 

minor-type underlying structures, i. e. 

major succeeding/preceding major 
minor 

/prr. m miut teiNn/ 
00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxx 

Finally, it should be emphasized that the totality of the 

proposed "Methodology" is fundamentally based on the assumption 

that, phonologically speaking, any given complex string of 

phonotagms in S. E. is analysable into two basic types of- 

sub-chain, i. e. Ilyll-type sub-chains and 1'r"-tYPe sub-chains, '* 

Furthermore, these two types of phonotagmic sub- chain have al so 

been postulated to correspond to three basic types of underlying 
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structure, i. e. 

, 
a) basic (major) underlying structure (c. f. Chapter 4 

of this PART); 

b) preceding pre-major minor-type underlying 

structure(s) 5 

c) succeeding post-major minor-type underlying 

structure(s). 

. 
The consistency and adequacy of these descriptive hypotheses 

and-postulations will be corroborated in the succeeding Chapter 

when we start investigating all minor-type phenomena in S. E. 

However, before these issues can be properly discussed, the 

reader's attention should be drawn to a number of problematic 

analytical cases in the system. These will be outlined, 

examined and resolved in the succeeding section. 

Analytical Problems and Proposed Solutions: - 

In the process of gathering the necessary information for the 

fomulation, of the foregoing "Methodology". some, interesting 

-though seemingly problematic- analytical cases attracIted-our 

special attention. On further investigation of the, naturelof 

these problematic instances, we have come to the definite 

conclusion that their existence in the system may be directly 

attributed to either, or both, of the following factors, 

a- the ambioity surrounding the constructional 

formation of certain phonotagms in complex 

phonological bases; 

b- the indiscriminate and rigid application of the 

concept of "functional amalgamation" to semi-vocalic 

elements on the borders between phonotagms in complex 

phonological bases. 
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This being the case, our main aim in this final section will be 

to (1) outline these problematic cases which are believed to be 

open for numerous contradictory interpretations and, (2) suggest 

consistent and adequate solutions for their incorporation in the 

descriptive account. In order to simplify and systematize our 

approach to'ihe issues involved, each identified type of problem 

will be summed up and introduced in a specifically formulated 

"headline".. Following that, the essence of the problem will be 

explained in some detail (and always with direct reference to 

provided sets of attested instances and forms from the language) 

before a. solution is proposed to resolve the situation in an 

appropriate, manner. The significance of all the suggested 

solutions for, the identification and establishment of minor-type 

base-line structures in S. E. will become evident even when it is 

not specifically singled out and emphasized. 

Problems Related to Structural Ambiguity -Type "A": - 

The problematic issues which we shall concentrate on under 

this heading are restricted to those which evolve from the 

presence of two or more /r/'s in close proximity within specific 

kindsof complex phonotagmic base., The underlined phonotagms in 

the following set of attested instances and forms contain typical 

examples of the case in hand; thus, 
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Sub-set la 

labour /leýbr/ 

munner /mrrmr/ 

harbour /hmýbr/ 

latter /latr/ 

barter /bartr/ 

range, . /reiNY/ 

round /rAund/ 

Set 1 

Sub-§et lb 

labourer /leibrrr/ 
o 

murinerer /mri-mrrr/ 

h rb a e 
o --r 0 

iýN/ /h b a our g rr ar 
ro 

lateral /latrrrl/ 

barterer /bartrrr/ 
r0 

arrange /ýrreol/ 

arround /rrAund/ 
r 

on close inspection of, the constructional, distributional and 

analytical properties of each and all of the classified complex 

information in "Sub-set la". it turns out that 

- because the phoneme /r/ is never-attested in the 

nucleus of open-type monophonotagmic, contexts in 

S. E. 

and, - because it is equally not attested as a-nuclear [A] 

in final open-type phonotagms in-complex phonological 

words (c. f. succeeding Chapter), 

each of the classified complex base-line'structures in, 7Sub-set la" 

should therefore be analysed into a juxtaposition of 

"majorminor" types of phonotactic structure; -thus, 

/lei + br/ /mrr + mr/ /harb + br/ 
At-. % 

/lat + tr/ /bar + tr/. 

(It should be pointed out that though the two types of "arrow" 

are generally used in this context to signify the application of 

the concept. of "functional amalgamation" to isolable phonotactic 

elements, on theýborders between phonotagms in complex 
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phonological bases, the significations which they convey are by no 

meansl1equivalent. , 
Ihile the "single-headed arrow" is used to 

designate the. assignment of-the., final element of a preceding, 

111closed" major-type phonotagm to the beginning of a succeeding 

one (be it a major or a minor), the "two-headed'arrow" refers to 

an "indeterminate" case of "functional amalgamation"-, i. e., a case 

where one is incapable of. specifying to which phonotagm, the 

amalgamated tactic element definitely belongs. Obviously, the 

"absence" oflan "arrow" between phonotagms in complexes is 

symptomatic of, the non-applicability of the concept of "functional 

amalgamation"., The differences between the three types of case 

have never.. to our knowledge, been referred to in A. F. ). 

Now, if analogous considerations are applied to the 

identification of the analytical properties of the selected 

complexes in.? tSub-set lb". we are bound to-conclude thatI, the 

constructional formation of the underlined sections of these 

complexes are too ambigious to tell whether, one is,, dealing, 

.,, with, /leibrr +;, rr/, i. e. 
* W---.; & 

or /leibr + rr/, i. e. 
0ý0 

Ei ej b3: + J-ö] / [l ej b-dJ + JB 1, 

Elejb«3 

with /mrrmrr + rý/. i. e. [iM3: m3: + -J'O]/Lm3: mi-6. J + jo]q 
.c 

or /mrrmr + rr/, [m-3: m'b + jb] 
00a 

with /harbrr + ridN/, i. e. Cha: b3: + Jidý]/Cha: bb4. + OidY3. 
0 M-11 0 

or /harbr + ridg/, i. e. Lha: bb + jidY3; 
00 

with /latrr + rrl/, i. e. [lat3: + Jb3: ]/Ll&. tbJ + JbIl 

or /latr + rrl/, i. e. Clat-6 + Jbll; 
40 0 

with /bartrr + rr/, i. e. Lbd: t3: + jb]/[bQ: t"6J-+ JbIt- 

or /bartr + rr/, i. e. Cbcx: tb + Jb 
00 

with /rrýýreiNý/ 
. i. e. [3: +J ejný3/[bJ + -Jejný3, 0 

or /r + reiNl/, i. e. [-d + Jejný3; 
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with /rr + rAund/, i. e. [3: + , jawnd]/Lb-J + jawndj, 

or /r + rAund/, i. e. [16 + jawnd]. 

In order to resolve the above type of structural ambiguity 

(or indeterminancy), the linguist may find it necessary to 

either introduce additional conventions to distinguish 

between the different positional occurrences of the 

phoneme /r/ (alongside the subscripted "dots"); 

- or consider the different distributional occurrences of 

the phoneme /r/ as constituting sufficient Justification 

for the establishment of four different phonemes, 

instead of one, say, *IAI, */V, */j/ and 

- or resort to a multiple of structural, as well as 

non-structural, means for achieving consistent and 

adequate conclusions. 

Since the present descriptive account of the phenomena is 

entirely based on A. F. tenets and principles, we are in a 

position to reject the first alternative proposal for being 

mechanical in essence, and to reject the second for violating 

the principle of "systemic economy". This comfortably leaves 

us with only one viable option to investigate. The nature and 

overall structure of this proposed final solution, as it will 

soon be demonstrated, must necessarily include significant 

references to established distributional, realizational and 

accentual factors. In short, unless all three factors are taken 

into proper consideration in the analytical process, it is hard 

to, foresee how the analytical conclusions (which are expected to 

emerge) could be singularly substantiated by direct evidence from 

the facts of the language. If. in this context, the complex 

formal base /leibrrr/ is randomly selected to exemplify our 
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suggested analytical solution, then the following conclusions 

may be obtained: - 

The, analysis of /leibrrr/ into /leib + brr + rr/ hould 
000 

be rejected on the grounds that 

1- the application of the, concept of "functional 

amalgamation" to semi-vocalic elements. on the borders 

between isolable phpnotagms has inadequately led to the 

ambigious creation olf a closed major-type. phonotagm 

where an open. minor-type, phonotagm should have been 

, 
identified, i. e., /-brr-/: /-br7/; 

00 
2- though the establishmen. t of /-brr-/ seems to be formally 

justified by the distributional, statements, of,, the, 

phoneme /r/, it, is neither corroborated by the 

realizational statements, of the same-pholneme,,, nor 

substantiated,. by, the established pa37a-phonotactic system 

of (c. f. Chapter 7. of this PART 

as well as-Chapter 1 of PART III). 

In view of 
Ithe 

foregoing, objections, and, in. the interest of 

reaching consistent and adequate. conclus, io, ns,,, the, concept, of 

"functional amalgamation" will not be allowed to exercise 

indiscriminate application throughout, the analytical process. 

This being the case, the analysis of the c. ompl, ex-formal base 

/leibrrr/ must. therefore be definitely int, o_, /l, e. i,, + br, +-rr/, and 
00111 0- ,Ie 

not into anything else. The consistency and material adequacy 

of these analytical conclusions are directly corroborated by the 

following facts: - 

a- Because the realization of the undotted /r/ phoneme in 

the final bound phonotagm /-rr/ is that as it can 

not non-arbitrarily be assigned (by functional 
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amalgamation) to the end of the, preceding: bound phonotagm 

/-br-/. This is empirically corroborated by the fact 

that the established realizations of all post-nuclear 

Irl's in S. E. are always attested to be either as 
(prolongation) or as [-*6] (gliding), ' but never as [43- 

b- By investigating the constructional and distributional 

characteristics of the juxtaposed phonotagms in the 

complex base /leibrrr/, we may point out that while the 
00 

"'independent" phonot'agm /lei-/ is identifiable as a 

., major-type construction, the two remaining "bound" 

phonotagms /-br-/ and /-rr/ are noted to bear strong 

affinity with minor (open)-type base-line structures 

(c. f. the proposed "Syllabification Criteria" above as 

well as the succeeding Chapter). 

c- The basic "majorminor" distinction between /lei-/, on 

the_ one hand, and, /-br-/ and /-rr/, on the, other, is 

further,, corroborat. ed on the para-phonotactic level by the 

fact that while /lei-/ is associated with a certain 

degree of 11+ prominence". both /-br-/ and /-rr/ are 

correlated with a certain degree o; promi nence". 

Now, if analogous considerations are applied to the analysis 

of the remaining forms in the previously given "Sub-set lb", the 

subsequent analytical conclusions will necesmirily emerge: - 

/mrr, -+ mr + rr/, /harb + br + ridN/ /lat + tr + rri/ 

/. bar + tr + rr/ /r + reilTY/ /r + rAund/. 
00 

,, However, before we move into discussing, the second, type of 

"structural ambiguity". it is worth remarking that the-reason why 
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the concept of "functional amalgamation" is not allowed to 

operate on certain consonants on the borders between phonotagms 

in attested complex phonological words may be briefly summed up 

as follows: - 
The application of the concept of "functional amalgamation" 

to the analysis of complex bases into instances of 

phonotagms should be prevented from increasing the number 

of "bound" phonotagms in the system (c. f. Mulder,, 1968). 

Accordingly, one may emphasize that while /mrr/ and /bar/ are 
0 

separately attested to correspond to the lexical items "myrrh" 

and "bar" in S. E., neither of the phonotagms 'E/mrrm/ and x/bart/ 
0 

is attested to correlate with any lexical item in the language, 

i. e. the two forms in question represent "potential/accidental- 

gaps" in the-system. 

Problems Related to Structural Ambiguity -Type "B": - 

The problemswhich we shall discuss under this heading 

demonstrate significant analogy to those which have been 

investigated in the previous "sub-sectionn. - The only 

justification for treating the two types of structural ambiguity 

in two separate sub-sections may be attributed to the fact that 

while the totality of the foregoing discussion has concentrated 

on dealing with ambiguities involving the phoneme. /r/ in certain 

nuclear/peripheral contexts, the present-sub-section will be 

solely concerned with examining the problematic-presence of any 

of the six basic vocalic and semi-vocalic, phonemes of-1hei-system 

in analogous (or relatively analogous) circumstances. ',, The 

classified complex information in-the following, set-As considered 

exemplary to illustrate the cases-in hand: - 
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Sub-set 2a, 

arrow /arou/ 

berry /beri/ 

horrid /horid/ 

spirit /sPirit/ 
r 40 

burro /burOu/ 
r 

burrow /br3: 0u/ 
r 

Set 2 

Su"&-set '2b 

aromatic /arrmatik/ 

eristic , /erisTik/ 
0 

oracular /orakiulr/' 

eradicate /iradikeit/ 
r 

uranic /iuranik/ 
r 

turriculate /trrikiuleit/ 
r 

arrest /rresT/ 
r 

If, for the sake of brevity, some -or all- of the previously 

manipulated factors are called upon to have a bearing on the 

analysis of each attested complex base in "Set 211 into its 

juxtaposed analytical properties, we should be able to obtain the 

following conclusions: - 

La + ro u/ 

/be + ri/ 
Lho + rid/ 

0 
/sPi 

r 
+ rit/ 

/lu + rou/ 

/br + rOu/ 
r 

/a + rim + mat + tik/ 

/e + risT + tik/ 

/0 + rak + kiul + lr/, 
- ;r0 

/i + rad + dik. +. keit/ 
r -__; I 

/iu + ran + nik/ 

/tr + rik + kiul +. leit/ 
00 

/r + resT/ 
r 

The consistency and adequacy of the above analytical results 

are directly corroborated by our knowledge that: - 

a- Whenever the phoneme /r/ is attested as occurring 

post-nuclearly in S. E. monophonotagmic forms, it is 

consistently realized either-as-C: ]. or as [b3. 

b- No attested monophonotagmic form in S. E. is noted to 

terminate with (or''to'be closed by)'an /i/ whose 
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I neutral realization is as [J]. 

However, though the rigorous application of the above 

distributional and realizational factors to the analysis of the 

complex instances in "Set 2" has led to the establishment of 

"open"-type-, phonotagms in prominent -as well as in non-prominent- 

contexts (c. f. Sub-sets 2a and 2b), we see no phonological 

reason why this can not logically be the case since we are 

nowhere claiming that these "open"-type phonotagms can figure 

independently in actual communication. In consequence, we may 

presently emphasize that the occurrence of "open"-type phonotagms 

in any of the established distributional models for S. E. is 

tolerated so long as the phonotagms themselves are noted to form 

integral parts of complex phonological bases; thus, /a-/ in /arOu/, 

/o-/ in /orakiulr/, /be-/ in /beri/, etc.; (c. f. the established 

type of "Bound Major" phonotagms in the suggested "Methodology"). 

Problems Related to Structural Ambiguity -Type "C": - 

Though the problematic issue which we intend to examine in this 

"Sub-section" shows some resemblance to the previously discussed 

types of structural ambiguity, the inconveniences which it raises 

are deemed sufficient to justify its treatment in a separate 

"Sub-section". The exact nature of this problematic issue can 

only be correctly identified if the underlined sections of the 

classified complex information in the succeeding Set of instances 

and forms are properly considered; thus, 

Set 3 

Sub-set 3a Su -set-3b 

other /rtr/ 
otherwise /rtruAiz/ /rýr + uAiz/ 

wise LuAiz/ 0' -r -1 - 
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spider /sPAidr/ 

wort /urrt/ 
spiderwort 

0 
a /r/ 

r 

/sPAidrurrt/ = /sPAidr + urrt/ 
p0 -r -0 

ward- /uord/ award /ruord/ = /r + uord/ 
0 IV, - 

wait Lueit/ await /rueit/ = /r + ueit/ 
0r 

etc. etc. 

If the constructional formation of the underlined sections in 

the Set are examined, the essential problem which presently faces 

us may be su=ed up and outlined in the following question: - 

Should the sequential presence of /r/ and /u/ in close 

proximity within given complex phonological words be 

consistently interpreted as signifying attested cases 

of "neutralization"? 

Obviously, the most consistent and adequate solution to the above 

problem can only be formulated if superficial impressions and 

pseudo logical factors are kept at bay. By this, we of course 

imply that one's final decisions in this respect should neither be 

based on partial investigation of the phenomena, nor unduly 

influenced by remotely analogous cases in the system. Bearing 

these considerations in mind, we can now embark on properly 

researching the different aspects of the problem in hand before 

we propose what we believe to be a satisfactory solution. 

We recall from earlier arguments in Chapter 3 of this PART 

that, when the archiphoneme /A/ was postulated and 
- 

established in 

the overall system, it was said to repres 
I 
ent the cons 

I 
tant 

_I 
suspension of opposition between the lowcr limits of the 

distinctive realizations of the phonemes /a/ and /r/ in the 

context of an immediately succeeding /u/ or /i/ in the same form. 
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The due emphasis on (1) the limits of the distinctive 

realizations of the neutralized items and, (2) the insistence on 

the close proximity between the neutralizable candidate and its 

context within the borders of analytically isolable forms, was 

presumed sufficient for the identification of genuine cases of 

"neutralization" in given phonotactic contexts. In fact, they 

do. For, if the underlined sections of the classified 

information in the two Sub-sets of Set 3 are firstly compared 

with one another and then mapped onto the above outlined 

theoretical perspective, we should come to very interesting 

preliminary conclusions. In brief, these are: - 

a- The standard realizations of the underlined /r/ 

phoneme in all the given simple and complex base- 

line structures are predominantly and unmistakably 

as nuclear ['aj'sv and not as CA3 
'ps. 

b- The standard realizations of the preceding/succeeding 

/u/ phonemes in the same structures are unequivoca lly 

as pre-nuclear rw]'so 

c- The close proximity of the two phonemes /r/ [b] and 

and /u/ Ew3 is questionable since it takes place'on 
the borders between phonotagms in attested complex 

bases, i. e. /-r + u-/, but never within the borders 

of a single phonotagm. 

On the. 
-- 

basis of this, one can not foresee any possibility of 

seriously considering a neutralization which results from the 

suspension of opposition between /r-a/ (i. e. Eb-Ct3) in the 

context of a succeeding /u/ (which,. a priori, does not fulfil 
the conditions of being a "proper" context) to be equivalent to 

the previously postulated neutralization between /r-a/ (i. e. 
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[A-cl]) in ýthe context of a genuinely succeeding /u/., 
- 

This. being 

the case, one may be tempted to believe that the, postulation and 

establishment of two archiphonemes in the system, say, /A 1 
and 

/A 2 /, instead of one, could probably contribute towards resolving 

the situation in a, consistent and adequate manner. However, 

since the two postulated archiphonemes are attested to be 

mutually, distributionally exclusive, i. e. they do not occur in 

analogous contexts,. /A 1/ 
may be assumed to represent the 

suspension of opposition between /a-r/ EQ-A]in the context of a 

succeeding /u/, or /i/, in major-type phonotagms, and /A 2/ 
would, 

as a consequence, be expected to represent the suspension of 

opposition, between /a-r/ Cct-bjin the context of a succeeding /U/ 

(and possibly /i/, as well) in minor-type phonotagms., On proper 

and thorough investigation of the particulars of the foregoing 

proposal, it turns out that 

a- it. inevitably and unnecessarily increases the number 

of, the established vocalic/semi-vocalic archiphonemes 

-, 
in the system; 

b- the. postulated archiphonemes would -by, the nature of 

their tactic construction- necessitate the permanent 

transformation of all identified, initial and medial 

weakly accented "open"-type phono, tagms, in attested 

phonological complexes to accentually. prominent 

"closed"-type phonotagms in the syptem;, thus depriving 

the system of one of its most significant 

distinguishing qualities; 

c- the establishment of analogous, archiphonemes in the 

system would most certainly lead to unprecented 

complexity on the different levels of linguistic 

analysis; 
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d- the postulation of two archiphonemes whose neutralized 

phone,, -, aes and triggering contexts overlap 'in every 

conceivable way is considered by the theory of A. F. to 

be contradictory in its terms and circular, i. e. it is 

neither consistent, nor adequate (c. f. Chapter 3 of 

this PART). 

In view of the above refuting evidence, we pronounce the 

proposed "archiphonemic" option theoretically void and 

descriptively untenable. Significantly, this brings us very 

near to outlining what we believe to be a consistent and adequate 

solution to the problematic issue in hand. In order to do so, 

we shall base our initial hypothesis on the previously 

corroborated fact that the A. F. concept of "functional 

amalgamation" is definitely not a notional tenet which is endowed 

with wide-ranging powers of indiscriminate application over all 

conceivable types of phonotactic structure in S. E. (see Type "A" 

of "Structural Ambiguity", above). It is only against such an 

understanding that our final proposed solution for re'solving the 

present type of structural ambiguity may be formulated. Thus: - 

a- 'Affienever the standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/ 

appears in the nucleus of one phonotagm (with zero 

right-hand consonants) and is immediately succeeded 

within the same complex by the phoneme /u/ at the 

beginning of another phonotagm, the complex 

phonological base should be functionally analysed 

into /-r + u-/. 

b- If the uppe limit of the distinctive realization of 

the phoneme /r/ is noted to be as [b3, and if the 

relationship of the succeeding phoneme /u/ with the 
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preceding phonotagm in which the /r/ phoneme figures 

as the nucleus is not strongly confirmed, then no 

"neutralization" should be postulated, and no 

archiphoneme should be establishedv either. 

Pinally, before we terminate our discussion in this Chapter, 

we shall presently demonstrate in brief how the above formulated 

proposal can be used to resolve the outstanding problem in a 

consistent and adequate manner. For the immediate purposes of 

this explication, all the classified forms in Vet 3 will be 

mapped into a single unified table. The table itself, as we 

shall see, is not only capable of accounting for the analytical 

and distributional properties of each and all of the forms, but 

it is also equipped to provide general clues with respect to the 

basic types of accentual prominence which correlate with the 

analytical properties of each simple and/or complex phonological 

base-line structure. Thus, we have: - 
Forms Preceding 

"-prominent" 
open minor- 
type 
phonotagms. 

"+Prominent" Preceding/ n+ prominent" 
major-type Succeeding major-type 
phonotagms. "-prominent" phonotagms. 

open minor- 
type 
phonotaEMs. 

/uAiz/ /uAiz/ 

/rt'ruAiz/ 

/sPAidr/ /sPAid dr/ 

/urrt/ /urrt/ 

/sPAidrurrt/ /SPAid dr 

/r/ /r/ 

uAiz/ 

urrt/ 
6 

/uord/ /uord/ 

/ueit/ /ueit/ 



/ruord/ /r 

/rueit/ /r 
0.0 

etc. etc. 
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uord/ 

ueit/ 

etc. etc. 
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Rotes to Chapter 

1-IIn the''interest of providing the reader with a clear insight 

into the, theo3: 7 of A. F., it should be pointed out. that the 

exact overall theoretical status of "under-articulation" and 

"free-variance" has never been properly clarified. by Mulder. 

For, though he admits that the phenomenon of "under--, 

arti, culation" unmistakeably belongs to the realizational,, level,, 

he denies, it any phonological role. In other words, "no 

phonological status can be assigned to it", Mulder,,, 1968, 

p. 189.,., 
Ipn 

the other hand, he points out that, "Such, 

realizations. as [b] and F-93 in languages, being (at least 

intuitively) the 'weakest' vowel and the "weakest' consonant 

respectively, have in common that, if they have phonematic 

status at all, it is often marginal" (ibid. p. 190). 

Implicitly, this boils down to, saying-that at least certain 

cases of the. "under-articulated", phenomeiqa, are of semi- 

functional nature. 
_, 

The difference, for instance, between 

/hu/, in /huot/ "what" and /u/ in /uot/ "Watt" is-not 

functional in,, the explosive section of the distributional 

unit, i. e. they are free-variants of oneýanother (ibidgp. 192). 

However, this may not be true with respect to /huAi/ or /uAi/ 

"why", on the one hand, and /uAi/ (the name ofý. the. letter), "y", 

on the other. For, though there is free-variance, between 

/hu/ and /u/ in relation to "why", opposition between /u/ and 

/hu/ may be attested in the explosive section, e. g. /uAi/-- 

/huAi/ "y": 111whylt. According to Mulder, such cases "Can be 

regarded as marginally functional phenomenag ** Whether they 

are called 'functional', "semi-functional'. or even 'quasi-, 
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functional' is unimportant. It is important, however,, that 

they are accounted for in the description with an indication of 

their marginal nature" (ibid, p. 192). Furtheiý, more, in his 

discussion of the different levels of tone in Chinese (ibid. 

p. 218). Mulder stresses the fact that "Because I believe that 

the purpose of a model is its possibility of application, 'I 

would assume in the first instance that the untoned syllable 

is a variant in realization rather than a functional variant - 
i. e. I would regard it as representing a lower (in fact, the 

lowest) level of distinctive realization- in those, but only 

those, cases where the variance 'beyond any reasonable doubt' 

is due to under-articulation, e. g. in quick speech, in 

de-stressing as a modification of the stress pattern, etc., i. e. 
0 tof- if clearly is a generative force and that force is of-a Aý 

distinctly phonetic, i. e. non-functional, nature". Summing up, 

one may conclude that treating the realizational phenomena 

phonetically at a certain point, and semi-functionally at 

another, is inconsistent with the overall conception-of the 

"double articulation" and the subsequent establishment of 

"systems" and'"sub-systems". However, because the-concepts of 

"under- articulation" and "free variance" belong exclusively to 

the realizational level, they are 

1- relevant for the determination of the necessary 

number of minor-type underlying structures for 

S. E.; 

2- important for the identification of the phonotagmic; 

fillers of the above structures; 

,- and, 3- necessary for the treatment of "accentual ' -' 

prominence" and the identification and establishment 
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of its different levels and degrees (c. f. PART III). 

Consequently, they will be treated in this work as admittedly 

"realizational" phenomena of "semi-phonological" nature and 

status. 

2- If one applies the theoretical concept of "under-articulation" 

to the types of speech one hears daily, one is bound to 

distinguish at least three basic typesLslyles (or speeds). 2f 

sl3eech. These are 

1- deliberately slow and meticulous type of speech 

similar to the one used in dictation or tuition of 

S. E. to beginners; 

2- normal speed of speech similar to the one people use 

in conversation, debates, etc., i. e. a'speed which is 

neither intentionally slow, nor exceedingly fast; 

a rather fast variety similar to the one ordinary 

people use in extreme cases of anger or frustration, 

or to the one which some British one-man show 

comedians wittily resort to nearer to the end of 

their jokes to intensify the effect and attract 

quick response from their audience. 

Note that Crystal (1969, p. 141) points out that one can not 

make absolute and accurate decisions or generalizations as to 

the exact speeds of utterance. This is because different 

people strike different notes in respect to these. 

It should also be emphasized that "Criterion 2" is potentially 

capable of accounting for some dubious instances like /ýr/ (&b3 

"the" and /r/ Cb3 "all whose pseudo-independence in S. E. 

phonology is refuted by Mulder (1968) and Hervey (1978). 
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Note that we are referring here to "a" minor structure and not 
to "t 

I 
he" minor structure, since the subsequent discussion will 

prove the'need to establish more than a single underlying 

minor-type structure to account for the phenomena which precede 

as well as succeed those in the basic unit. 

It should be remarked that all minor-type phonotactic 

constructions have not been attested to figure alone in 

communication, i. e. they are dependent for their occurrence in 

given "X"'s on "y"-type units in the same "X"'s. In 

consequence, the underlying structures which acco=odate them 

can not be truly identified as signifying prope 

"distributional units" in the strictest sense of the term. 

Henceforth, the concept of "distributional unit" will only be 

used in relation to phonotactic constructions whoseýnuclei are 

neither realized as reduced IbYs, nor as reduceable D3-like 

sounds. In lay terms, the concept of "distributional unit" 

will be reserved to designate phonotagms which may (either 

directly or indirectly) figure alone in communication. Note 

in this, context that Mulder (1968) uses the term 

"distributional unit" in relation to both types of phonotagm. 
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CHAPTER 

, 
Minor-Type PhonotagMs in S. E. and Their 

Underlying Base:: Line Structural Models 

The discussion of any one specific issue in a descriptive 

account must - in addition to its. being identified as 

forming part of the factual phenomena to be investigated 

be theoretically justified by the outlined scope of a theory's 

view of the world. Whether the theory is later capable of 

contributing positively towards suggesting a satisfactory 

solution to the problem, or not, is actually a different 

matter which does not seriously concern us here. In brief, 

however, we consider a theory which contains sufficient and 

straightforward clues in this respect to be simpler, more 

transparent and more readily accessible to operate with 

than one which does not. If, in this context, the totality 

of the issue in, hand is grafted onto such a general 

background, we observe that: - 

, a-'the term "minor-type phonotagms" designiites the-- 

entirety of the phenomena which do not fall within 

the range of the "major" distributional unit in 

S. E.; 

and, b- though the existence of these minor-type'phenom'ena 

in S. E. is actually predicted - but casually referred 

to - by the theory of A. F. (c. f, ', Mulder, 1968). no 

clear-cut and sound pro2osals are everý Suggested to 

facilitate their treatment in the descriptive account. 

This, being the case, the previously formulated t'Methodology" 
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and "Criteria" should be considered in this respect not 

only as, a serious attempt at bridging the gap between 

points "all and Ilb" above, but also as a coherent and well- 

principled method for systematizing and regulating1the 

descriptive approach to the identified phenomena. In fact, 

it is only, on the basis of such a balanced body of 

hypothetical postulates and criteria that one could arrive 

at a logically consistent and materially adequate descriptive 

account of all "minor"-type phenomena in S. E. 

We shall presently devote ourselves in this Chapter to 

investigating in detail the different possible types of 

"minor" phonotagmic construction in S. E. A limited number 

of base-line distributional structures will be postulated 

and established to accommodate those constructions and cater 

for their distributional qualities., I- 

The reader who has already gone through 'the proceedings 

of the developed "Methodology" and "C'riteria" in'th'e 

preceding Chapter would undoubtedly have come to the 

conclusion that the only way for successfully identifying 

and establishing all "minor"-type phonotactic/phonotagmic 

structures' in S. E. is by logically basing the descriptive 

process on an intricate network of interrela'tedtýcorrelations 

of distributional, realizational and accentual factors and/or 

principles. Since the "Methodology" and "Criteria" bear 

sufficient indications as to the exact nature of this 

specific network of principles, its overall hypothetical 

construction may consequently be envisaged to include direct 

references to the following theoretical and descriptive 

notions: - 
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- Occurrence dependency in bases. 

Po - tentials for oppositions in the nucleus of 

marginal phonotagms. 

Restrictions on the post-nuclear distributional 

I possibilities of phonemes in certain marginal 

contexts. 

The distinction between "open" and "closed" types 

- of phonotagm in non-accentually-prominent conteXts. 

Potentials for under-articulation in the nucleus of 

certain types of marginal phonotagm. 

I-I The'-correlation between "accentual prominence" and 

sPecifictypes of marginal "open" and "closed'I'types 

of phonotagm. 

It should, however, be noted that the loose term 

"marginal" is used in the above formulations to designate 

phonotagms which are not seen to correlate with the locus 

of accentuation in given complex forms, i. e. phonotagms 

which are not associated with a 11+ prominence" value and 

which are not, therefore, entitled to take up a central 

place in complex para-phonotactic units; (c. f. PART III, 

Chapter, l). The decision as to whether all, oronly part-, 

of, the "marginal" phonotactic/phonotagmic phenomena. could/ 

should be properly correlated with "minor"-type base-line 

structures in the system will become clear in the course of 

the discussions. However, in order to locate the issLkes 

invollved in their proper perspectives and at the same time 

avoid any unnecessary complexity in the main body'of the. 

subsequent arguments, we shall initially concentrate on, 
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investigating and corroborating the descriptive significance 

of the postulated dichotomy between "major" and "minor" 

iype's'-'of'phonotactic/phonotagmic construction /structure' 

in S. E. 

The "Major: Minor" Dichotomy - An Essential Basis for, 

Distinguishing Between Two Fundamentally Different Types of 

Phonotactic Construction: - 

One seldom. encounters in phonological descriptive accounts 

of human languages any rigorous and systematic attempts at 
distinguishing between the different types of formal tactic 

construction which are attested in such systems of 

communication. It is of course an error to claim that 

spoken languages, or some of them, are potentially constructed 

of one single recurring type of tactic structure. In fact, 

it makes no odds whether one is discussing a widely spoken 

language like English, Arabic, Chinese, etc., or 

investigating one of those African or North American languages 

which are spoken by a mere handful of people. ' The point is: 

As long as a'given language demonstrates a potentiality for 

generating comple -tactic constructions on the formal level,, 

it is most'certainly incorrect to treat the analyticalý -, 

phonotagms of all such complexes as solely representing a 

single type of base-line structural pattern. Not only would 

such a language violate many of, the-well-established -- 

generalizations about known human languages,, but -it would 

probably be a language which has no para-phonotactic system- 

at all. Though we may imagine such a language as a semiotic 

system in its own right, we would not regard it to be a 
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"natural language" in the strictest sense of the term; 

(c. f. Mulder and Hervey, 1975). To the knowledge of the 

present author, no human language with the aforementioned 

characteristics has ever been reported to exist, or to have 

existed in the past, by any linguist and/or phonetician. 

To start with, ýlet us examine the constructional formation 

of the following set of simple and complex phonotactic data 

from S. E.: - 

Sub-set a Sub-set b Sub-set c 

bash /baX/ abash /rbaN/ basher /baXr/ 

bet /bet/ abet /rbet/ better /betr/ 

top /top/ atop /rtop/ topper /topr/ 

but /brt/ abut /rbrt/ butter /brtr/ 

lit /lit/ alit /rlit/ litter /litr/ 

foot /fut/ afoot /rfut/ footer /futr/ 

(Set 1) 

On close inspection of. the distributional, realizational 

and accentual qualities of the attested lexical items and 

their correlated forms in "Sub-set la", we may note that: - 

a- The six basic nuclear phonemes in S. E. are i 

attested to commute with one another in equivalent 

monophonotagmic contexts; (c. f. Chapter 3 of 

this PART). 

b, - Whenever they occur and commute in such contexts, 

they are noted to be consistently represented by 

the uppe limits of, their distinctive realizations; 
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thus, E-Ee-], E-E-J. [-1-] 9 
E-u-j and [-A-] 

respectively. 

a- This being the case, the establishment of a single 

underlying distributional model can be deemed 

sufficient to account for the distributional 

characteristics of these phonotagms. 

d Since all the phonotagms in question (which a priori 

belong to the same underlying distributional model) 

do not postulate internal juxtapositions with other 

adjoining sub-bases in the same forms, they can be 

automatically presumed to contract positive 

relationships with the para-phonotactic phenomena 

of "accentual prominence"; (c. f. PART III). 

If we novi move into examining the constructional formation 

of the classified complex information in the remaining two 

"Sub-sets",, we are bound to encounter some difficulties. 

In the main", these can be attributed to the inability of 

the phonotactic structures themselves to provide us with 

the necessary clues for distinguishing between the juxtaposed 

types of phonotagm in each attested complex. I. e., there is 

nothing specific about the formal representation of the 

lexical items in Sub-sets "211 and 113" which is likely-to tell 

us that the final and initial phonotagms in the'two Sub-sets, 

should be treated differently from the'precedin and 

succeeding phonotagms in the same Sub-sets. - Faced with 

problems of this kind, we are forced to investigate the 

-possibility of manipulating non-structural means for resolving 

structural ambiguities I For the immediate purposes'of the 
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present argument, the onus for contributing positively, 

towards implementing viable descriptive solutions will be 

considered to initially fall on the realizational aspects 

of the isolable phonotagmic components in each given complex 

form. Now,, if the generalized realizational statements 

(which have been previously established in Chapters 3 and 

5 of this PART) are taken into consideration in this 

context, they are bound to tell us, for instance, that the 

standard neutral realizations of the classified complex 

information in Sub-sets 112" and "3" should unequivocally 

be into: - 

r bbae- 9 baa: 6 6 

EbStbj 

t3 P] 
[abAt] [bAtZ)j 

Olit3 - El i t, 63 
Pfut] 

Efut-al 

By comparing these realizational aspects with one another, 

we come to the conclusion that the Juxtaposed phonotagms 

within the limits of each complex instance cannot be 

distributionally treated as belonging to one and the same 

type of underlying distributional structure. The essence 

of this conclusion is primarily based on the attested fact 

that, in well-formed and self-contained monophonotagmic 

forms, there is no direct opposition in the nucleus between 

and nor between and any of the upper 
limits of the distinctive realizations of the other basic 
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vocalic elements in the system of S. E. In consequence, 

oneýmay probably need to postulate the establishment of 
two subsidiary types of underlying base-line structure to 

account for the phenomena which can not be accommodated 

within the previously referred to and established "major" 

distributional unit. Since these residual phenomena 

figure on both sides of what has been identified as "basic's 

or "major" types of phonotagmic construction in complex 

phonological continua- (c. f. the preceding Chapter), the 

two new types of hypothetical underlying structure may 

consequently be termed "Onset Minor" and "Coda Minor". 

respectively. While an "Onset Minor" structure should be 

understood to refer to any phonotagm which is potentially 

capable of preceding and introducing a "major" type 

phonotagm. in a given complex structural base, the "Coda 

Minor" is used with reference to a base-line phonotagm, which 

succeeds a "major" phonotagm in a form and may, or may not, 

close the overall structure of the phonological complex. 

Granted that -the above approximation to the issues under 

consideration is consistently in line with the theoretical 

framework of A. F., as well as with the other parts of the 

present descriptive account, the strategic distributional 

differences between the juxtaposed phonotagms of the classified 

complexes in Sub-sets 11211 and "Y' may be highlighted and 

brought into focus in terms of the following representational 

table: - 
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Onset-Minor Major Coda Minor 

rb, baX 0 

rb, bet 0 

-'rt top 0 

rb' brt 0 

ri lit 0 

rf fut 0 

0 baX Xr 

0 bet tr 

0 top pr 

brt tr 
. 

bit tr 

0 fu t ;: 7 tr 

(Note that the "two-headed arrows" represent cases of 

"functional amalgamation" on the borders between phonotagmic 

components in complexes, - and the "functional O"9s signify 

the potential absence of any further succeeding/preceding 

phonotagmic. appendages. See the. preceding dhapter). 

It is worthwhile commenting in passing that because the 

operational domain of the concept of "functional amalgamation" 

has been widened to include application to minor-type 

phonotagms on the borders between major-type phonotagms in 

complex forms (c. f. preceding Chapter), the "Onset" and 

"Coda" base-line underlying structures may, in certain 

identified cases, be attested to overlap with one'another. 

In this sense, one single marginal . minor-type phonotagm may, 

distributionally speaking, figure as an "Onset Minor" as 

well as a "Coda Minor" in given formal complexes. The 
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medial minor-type phonotagm /-drb-/ in /rAundrbAut/' 

"roundabout" may, in this context, be said to exemplify 

exactly the theoretical point in hand; thus, 

Maior Coda/Onset Majo 
Minor 

W 
/rAundle 4! *, bAut/ 

Obviously, the lower two-headed arrows designate the 

application of "functional amalgamation" to the totality 

of locked-in minor-type phonotagms between major-type 

phonotagms in. phonological complexes. 

Now, ' if the significant distributional evidence which 
has so far been obtained from examining the specially 

selected corpus of data from S. E. are properly reconsidered, 

we may state that 

all phonotagms whose nuclei are occupied by 

the standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/ 

belong exclusively to either, or both, of the 

two postulated minor-type underlying 

structural models. 

However, since the phoneme /r/ has, on many occasions, been 

attested to constitute a source of many unpleasant 

controversies and encounters, we shall attempt the formulation 

of a limited set of descriptive remarks the'Purpose'of'which 

is to resolve the ambiguities involved once and for ever. 

Note that distributional, realizational and ace entual factors 

have been indirectly taken into due consideration in the "' 

formulation of these remarks. Thus, 
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a- the phrase "the standard neutral phoneme /r/n 

should be understood to consistently refer to 

an /r/ in its capacity of forming the nucleus 

of a major-type phonotagmic component, i. e. EA] 

b- the phrase "the standard reduced, neutral 

phoneme /r/11 will be used to designate an /r/ 

in its capacity as forming the nucleus of a 

bound minor-type phonotagm, i. e. 19; 

c. - the phrase "the standard_pre-nuclear phoneme 

- ', 
/r/11, should be solely taken to imply a clear- 

cut reference to its C-J. ] realization; 

d- the phrase "the standard j2ost-nuclear phoneme 

will necessarily indicate either 

or Eb 7. but no others. 

Though one is probably entitled at this stage to terminate 

the argument and maintain that the sole occupants of the two 

postulated minor-type structures in S. E. are those - and 

only those phonotagms whose nuclei are represented by the 

standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/, it is noticed that no 

strategic purpose could ever be achieved from narrowing the 

scope of the description to accounting for the 
-most 

obvious 

cases in the language. In fact, as the investigation 

progresses and further evidence is brought to the foreground, 

new types of phenomenon will automatically evolve demanding 

due identification and equal recognition in the system. 

The significance of the standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/, 

and its relevance for a consistent and adequate descriptive 

account of those phenomena, will be thoroughly investigated- 
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later in the Chapter. For-the time being, however, let 

us concentrate on developing certain aspects of the previous 

argument one step further. I 

We recall that when the issue of paradigmatic opposi, tion in 

the nucleus of prominent major-type phonotagmic components 

was discussed, it was postulated'and established to 

consistently take place between the uppe limits of the 

distinctive realization. of the six basic vocalic-and semi- 

vocalic phonemes qua oppositional operators in the nucleus. 

Thus, 

/a-e-o-r--i-u/, 

i. e. 

The above being the case, we shall presently go beyond 

the previously imposed limits to investigate the possibility 

of whether the above set of vocalic and semi-vocalic-oppositional 

potentials may, or may not, figure in the nucleus of, some 

adjoining marginal phonotagmic components, i. e. phonotagmic, 

components which - as pointed out earlier - do not correspond 

(in phonological complexes) to loci of accentuation. Perhaps, 

the best way to approach the issue is by examining the 

oppositional and realizational potentials in'the nucleus of 

the underlined phonotagmic components in the following set 

of examples and forms; thus, 

elude - allude /ilIud/ - /rlIud/ 

J- Eblu-. d Eilu: d -3 pentip-pentop /pentip/ - /pentop/ /-i-/-/-o-/ 

Ep-E-ntip7 - [pantoýj E-i: 7 -[-: ): 7 
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handbill-handbell 

beechknot-beechnut 

bathos -, bathers 

- 1, f 

,., 
postmen-postman 

floWerbed-flowerbud 

backwood-backward 

iliac Iliad 

-backshack-backshock 

Iz- etc. 

/handPil/ - /handPel/ /-i-/-/-e-/ 

L"Insendbig - LlhmndbEg E-il -E-E 3 
/bIitNnot/ -/bIitgnrt/ /-o-/-/-r-/ 

[bi: tXn3q - [bi: tXnAl] E-33 - [-A: 7 

/beieos/ - /beiý'rz/ /-o-/-/-r-/ 

Lrb eje. D s7 - 
[bejbf E-: )-3 -[-ý3 

/pOusT-nen/ - /pOusTmrn/ /-e-/ - /-r-/ 

Epowstmf, n7-Epowstm*6ý7 E-E7j-[-67g 
(granted that the /r/ Eb_l in /-mrn-/ 

is not considered a parasitic 
phonetic sound) 

/flAurbed/- /flAurbrd/ 

Eflow6bed] - [flctwobkq] 

/bakuud/ - /bakurd/ /-u-/-/-r-/ 

ae [b 
- kwu(g - bW- kwbq] -E L: -U: 7 - E- 6: 3 

/iliak/ - /ilird/ /-a-/-/-r-/ 

Eilija-3! g - ijbg Eil E- 
/bakNak/ - /baOok/ /-a-/-/-o-/ 

[be-, 114EP-k] - EbaLksy3k -Eej-, -P: j 

etc. etc. 

(S et 2) 1 

(Note'that though the above Set of minimal oppositions may, 

with some extra effort, be extended to include all the 

remaining oppositional possibilities between the six basic 

vocalic and semi-vocalic phonemes in marginal contexts, -the 

Set as it currently sta'nds is sufficient to provide us with 

the necessa 
_ 

information for developing the present argument 

to a fruitful conclusion). 
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The first impression which one obtains from surveying 

the attested paradigmatic oppositions in the nucleus of 

the underlined phonotagmic components in the above Set is 

that, the basic hexadic vocalic and semi-vocalic system 

which figures in major-type phonotagms seems to be isomorphic 

with the vocalic and semi-vocalic system which could, be 

established for some marginal minor-type phonotagmic 

con - structions. Obviously, this tentative conclusion is 

entirely based on the ambiguous nature of the phonotactic 

structures themselves which are incapable of specifying 

whether the terms of the attested oppositions in question 

are a priori 
' 

equivalent with respect to their distributional 

and realizational factors, or not. It is clear from the 

nature of these queries that whichever decision one is 

likely to formulate in this respect, it be 

based on a thorough investigation of the language, but it 

should also be externally and internally consistent and 

adequate, i. e. it should be justified by the theory and in 

complete agreement with the other descriptive statements of 

the facts, However, since no such thorough investigation 

of the marginal phenomena has so far been claimed to have 

been completed, we shall consider the adequacy, of the- 

following abstracted conclusions to be of a temporary nature 

only; thus, 

a the six basic nuclear phonemes in S. E. are opposed 

to one another in some equivalent (non-accentually 

prominent) marginal phonotagmic contexts; 

and b they may also be opposed to the standard reduced 

neutral, phoneme /r/ in some of these marginal 

phonotagmic constructions. 
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In view of this, and pending further corroborating/refuting 

evidence, we shall tactically - and only tentatively, 

assume, that the basic hexadic vocalic and semi-vocalic 

system which figures in major-type phonotagms may also 

potentially recur in the nucleus of some marginal minor- 

type phonotagmic constructions. Of course, the final 

decision as to whether the above types of "marginal tagmic 

construction" deserve to be identified and established as 

"mino7ý-Itype phonotagms" in the system, or not, will be 

formulated in the course of the subsequent discussions. 

This being the case, we shall concentrate in the succeeding 

section on (1) examining the significance of the phenomena 

of'"under-articulation" to the discussion of specific 

categories of1minor-type construction in S. E. and, (2) 

delimiting its operational scope in the totality of the 

S. E. phonological system. Until these issues are clarified 

and resolved, the possibility of formulating consistent and 

adequate generalizations about minor-type constructions in 

S. E. is actually very slim, indeed. 

The Relationship Between "Under-Articulat ion" and Sj2ecif ic 

. 
T, Xpes of Marginal Phonotagmic Construction in S. E.: 

It is, worth emphasizing from the very outset that though 

the subsequent discussions will concentrate on investigating 

the, recently outlined issues, the definitive 'conclusions 

which, are expected to result actually amount to a direct 

and/or indirect corroboration of many of the formulated 

(descriptive) hypotheses in this section as well as some of 
those in the preceding Chapter. In order to achieve these 
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ends, we shall initially focus our investigations on 

examining the constructional formation of the underlined 

marginal phonotagmic components in the following Set of 

examples and forms: - 

Sub set 1 Sub-set 2 

accrescent /akresnt/ semiotics /. gemlotikS/ 

deadpan /dedPan/ degeneration /didNen, rreiNn/ 

sacramental Lsakr I rmentl/ sedimentation /sedimenteiNn/ 

haýidbarrow /handPa3: 0u/ chokecherry /tNOukTgeri/ 

Sub-set 3 

ocellus /oseirs/ 

alcohol /alkrhol/ 

Sub-set 4 

pignut /pigar. 
-t/ 

puppeteer lyr yrtir/ 
0 

nomination, /nomineivsn/ 

oracular /2rakiulr/ 

-Sub-set 5a 

constituent, /krnsTitiurnt/ 
're 

evacuee /ivakiuIi/ 
r 

deadwood /deduud/ 
r- 

uranic /iuranik/ 
r 

ý- Sub-set 6a, 

antihalation /antihrleiXn/ 

behind /bihAind/ 

pinfish piNfiX/ 

subrogation LsrbrrgeiXn 

turriculate /trrikiuleit/ 
"T 00 

Sub-set 5b 

onto /ontu/ 

into /intu/ 

been to /bIintu/ 

Lesotho /lisIutu/ 

Sub-set 6b 

city /Siti/ 

geography /dffiogrrfi/ 
r0 

hypocracy /hipokrrsi/ 
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Sub-set 7a 

ahead /rhed/ 

alchemist /alknnisT/ 

Sub-set 7b., 

better /betr/ 

nippers /nijaz/. 

suburban /srbrrbn/ 

around /rrAund/ 
. "r 

(Set 

mugger /mrgr/ 

However,, b, efore we could start presenting the results 

of our functional examination of the underlined data In the 

foregoing Set, it is necessary for the correct understanding 

of the subsequent descriptive conclusions that the,, 

significations of the symbols which are used in their 

formulation be a priori decided. Thus, 
I 

"1"0" refers to, "any number of attested pre-nuclear 

elements". Theoretically, this number may 

range from 110" to at most '1311 'elements'. "-' 

stands, as usual, for "any nuclear vocalic/ 

semi-vocalic element". 

Ifoll signifies the "absence of any post-nuclear 

extension". 

"C 0-1 11 indicates the "absence/presence oIf, no more 

than a single consonant". 

11-411 and 11+11 represent the type of, -, r'elationship 

which holds between'nuclei and their peripheral 

attachments, i. e. that of "occurrence dependency". 

Now, if the constructional formations of, the underlined 

sections of the classified data in Set 3 are properly 
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considered in the light of the previously developed 

"Methodology" and "Criteria" (c. f. preceding Chapter), the 

following highly important information may be said, to have 

been extracted, namely that: - 

a- The three vocalic phonemes /a, e, o/ and the 

standard neutral semi-vocalic phoneme /r/ can 

never occur as nuclei of final "open"-type 

phonotagms of the form 

/, v >e 0/ 

(given that the accidental occurrence of some loan 

forms is a priori overlooked, e. g. /boma/ "boma", 

/debe/ I'debe". /kIino/ "keno", etc. ). (Sub-sets 

1,2,3 and 4). 

b- In initial and medial phonotagmic components, the 

above four phonemes are attested to figure in the 

nucleus of "open" as well as "closed" types of 

phonotactic construction of the form 

A., -, -. nC 0-1/. 
(Sub-sets 1.2,3 and-4). 

c- Whenever the four basic phonemes in question 

occupy the nuclear positions of certain marginal 

"closed"-type phonotagms, the maximum extension 

of their post-nuclear sections is. restricted to 

-at, most one single consonant phoneme; - thus, IIC6-1 114, 

d- Different from the foregoing are'the identified 

configurations which the two nuclear'phonemes 

/i. - u/ and the standard reduced neutral, phoneme- 

/r/ demonstrate in the system of S. 'E. ' 
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e- Significantly, the three semi-vocalic phonemes 

(mentioned in d) are noted to figure in the nucleus 

of "open" as well as "closed" types of phonotagmic 

construction of the form 

nC 

(Sub-sets 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 7a, 7b). 

f- Whenever they do so, the phonotagmic components 

which contain them may occur initiall , medially 

or-finally in phonological complexes; (c. f.. the 

same Sub-sets as for e). 

g- Though the phoneme /u/ is observed to keep a low 

profile in final "open"-type phonotagms (c. f. Sub- 

set 5b)', there seems to be no phonological reason 

to treat it differently from the other two semi- 

vowels in Sub-sets 6b and 7b. 

Granted that the extracted knowledge is sufficiently 

informative of a general trend in specific types of S. E. 

marginal phonotagmic construction, we shall presently 

pursue'the matter further and investigate the ramifications 

of grafting'the semi-phonological phenomena of-, "under- 

articulation" onto bases of the aforementione-d, -s'ýecifications; 
(c'. f. preceding Chapter). 

Following the deductive method of logical reasoning, we 

shall-essentially launch a hypothesis 2 
and then attempt to 

corroborate its consistency and adequacy. Thus, 

the nuclear elements of all marginal phonotagmic 

components whose base-line structures-demonstrate 

affinity with the form 
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nC 0-1/9 
are potentially reduceable to [b3 -like sounds 
in actual realization. 

It should be noted that these phonotagms will - for, 

explicatory reasons - be phonologically represented by 

what-they. are thoughmarked by superscripted[ag Is to 

highlight their potential under-articulatory status. - 

The significant point of the above hypothesis may be 

visually summed up as follows: - 

/u/ 

E"uT3 

E, 63 < 

[La 
o/. 

(Note that the phonetic symbols "T". "J-119 11-o" and 14-" are, 

used as cues to designate the realizational aspects of each 

under-articulated phoneme; thus, raising". III= lowering",, 

11 -1 = backing" and 11ý- =f ronting") 

11 
(Figure 1) 

Obviously, the above centripetal movement from the 

"distinctive" to the "less distinctive" and finally to the 

"broad" is empirical not only because the EU is the 

weakest of all S. E. vocalic and semi-vocalic sounds 
especially when it occurs in structures of the aforementioned 
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type-(c, -f. PART III), but, also because it is the most 

central towards which all the other basic vocalic and 

semi-vocalic sounds move when subjected to. reduction by 

under-articulation. The consistency and adequacy ofýthis 

descriptive approach to the issues involved are corroborated 

by the fact that all the relevant phonetic parameters (as 

well as the established phonological dimensions) which ý 

apply to the description of the vocalic and semi-vocalic 

el. ements-in-question, i. e. Efront-bac! g, Eclose-open] 

Eround-sprea9, etc., are 
_partially suspended in a 

"centralized"Eb]-like sound (c. f. preceding Chapter). 

However, in order to maintain the strategic descriptive 

differencesýbetween the "under-articulated" vocalic and 

semi-vocalic elements in the system and the "standard 

reduced neutral" semi-vocalic phoneme /r/, the-former will 

henceforth be referred to as "potentially reduceable" 

elements. Thus, while the first phenomena may be considered 

as semi-functional and, therefore, non-obligatoryý,. the, latter 

is decisively functionally distinctive and obligatory., This, 

in fact, boils down to emphasizing that unless the strategic 

distinction between the two types of "reduced" and ,I "I 
"reduceable" nuclei is taken into consideration,, the semi-_ 

phonological phenomena of "under-articulation". 
_would. 

then 

, have to be treated as purely phonetic phenomena of no 

-phonological relevance whatsoever. In other words, if the 

distinctive realizations of each Of the six basic vocalic 

and semi-vocalic phonemes in S. E. are said to include - 

under neutral conditions -a EU realization, then all the 

basic vocalic and semi-vocalic phonemes would necessarily 
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overlap with respect to parts of their realizational 

spectra. This would logically imply treating all [ ý7 

realizations of the six basic nuclear phonemes as 

concomitant phonetic phenomena which are neither relevant 
to the phonological description, nor serve any phonological 

or semi-phonological purposes. Since this is not exactly 
the case, and since the phenomena of "under-articulation" 

only operate over specific contexts where the neutral 

conditions for "upper limit" realizations are neither 
fulfilled nor consistently enforced, "under-articulation" 

can not therefore be treated as concomitant phonetic 

phenomena of no phonological significance. For, what we 

are'dealing with here is that though the "upper limit" of 
the distinctive realization of any given basic vocalic or 

semi-vocalic phoneme has been identified (in previous 
discussions in this Chapter) to be in paradigmatic opposition 

with the standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/ in certain 

marginal contexts, the "lowest limits" of the distinctive 

realization of any of the basic nuclear phonemes are noticed 

twb'e in some form of "free variance,, 
4 

with the realization 

of -the standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/ under the influence 

of-'the phenomena of "under-articulation". If, for*instance, 

the phoneme /a/ is selected in this context to-represent this 

general drive, then the duality of this interesting situation 

may be represented as follows: - 

a- According to the examples and forms of "Set 211, 

we have 

r m-, 7 - r- _. & 
E 
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b- Under conditions of under-articulation, we have 

/a/ E m-] / Fb-7 
(the "slash" reads "either ... or"). 

Note that analogous treatment also applies to each of the 

remaining basic vocalic and sem. i-vocalic phonemes in the 

inventory. 

In view of the above, all the underlined phonotagmic 

components of Sets "211 and "3" (with the exception of those 

in Sub-sets 7a and 7b, of course) may be considered to 

exhibit this significant tendency. However, before the 

modified forms are produced in the present context, it 

should be pointed out that though all "reduced" and "potentially 

reduceable" phonotagmic components will be subsequently 

underlined - for adequacy purposes, only the "potentially 

reduceable" components will - as pointed out earlier - be 

additionally marked by superscripted E'bj Is to emphasize 

their under-articulatoi7 potential. Moreover, each, 

classified phonological complex will be correlated with two 

realizational possibilities signifying the attested 

phenomena of "free variance". Each two oscillating 

realizations (which are a priori due to the application of 

the phenomena of "under-articulation") will be separated by 

a 11slash't (i. e. 11/11). In this sense, a "slash" should-be 

understood to imply an "either ... or" realizational 
I 

relationship. Thus, if we start by-re-introducing the 

phonological complexes of "Set 211, we shall have: - 
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etc. 

/i b lIud/ 

Cilu: d] / ['ö'ý 

/pen 
. 
Li£/ 

[pent ip7/ Epentb]g 
handP iLbl 

Ehandbig/ Lhmrid-b'bb3 

/bIitgno)t/ 

Lbi: tNn: )j7/ Ebi: tvsnbl7 

/beieos/ 

[bejeos /irbe jeb27 

/pOusTmen/ 

Cpowstmenj /[powst-11 

/flAur0d/ 

[f lawb b F-tl -f lC%w -b b6 

/bakuuid/ 

Ebeekwud7 rbmký4bg 

/ilia: tk/ 

Eilijakj [ilijbý7 
ba kga36k/ 

EbakNak / Ebatksbkc 
S7 3 
etc. 

Iud/ 

d_j 

/pentO. 2/ 

Ent: )p Ep g/ Epentbp] 
'bi/ /handPe 

DiandbEil/ L-hmndbbg 

/bIitgnrrat/ 

Ebi: tvsnAt Eb 71: -. t v. tbi 
/beiýrz/ 

Ebejtbg 

/pOusTmrn/ 

-T- I-Powstm 121 

/flAurbrýd/ 

[f: lcvwbbAg/Eflawo bb! g 
/bakurd/ 

Eakwb a3 
/ilird/ 

OT 
Li: lijbg 

/bakNobk/ 

EbsAsok b&lcsi5g 7 

etc. 

(Set 

On the same par, the relevant sections of the complex 

forms in "Set 3" may, by analogy, be equally re-produced in 

this context to demonstrate similar tendencies; thusq 

akresnt/ akWEsbnt7 / &kwiEsbnt3, ! s, E 
/dedPan/ 

br 
[d F-dpmn3 / EdEdpan7 

/sakrrmenti/ [sEek. 46mEntb3: 7 / Esbk%JbmEntbD 
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/handPalrOu/----> Ehandbaioýv7 / [handbFi-jow 3 
42ýrjlotikS/ j[sEmij; )tiks7 / L: s*bmbj3tiks3 

.a 
/didff enrreiNn/----* [didvzEnb%, jejXbnj / fdidvzbnbjejXbn 

b .1*3 /ELeqLmenteiXn/ Cscdi-mcntejXanj7 / L: sbdbMEntejXbn3 
t NO u kT N ebr ia/ tNowktXji j/I: tXowktX6. lo 

/oseirs/ 
4) 

/alkrhol/ Eylkbh: )-lg EEdkbhb, 13 
a 'a /. -iomineiXn/- >En: )minejXbn, 3 / C. nb, -n'bnejXbnj 

o or rakiuilr/ 30. E: ). Ic-ekjuloj / L6-Jakjolý3 

/Pi L: pignAtg / Epignbt7 gar. Lt 

/. RA, rtir/ [PAPbtibg / EP6Pbtib? 3 

/srbrrgeiNn/ LrsAbjbgeiX6n s6bW3gejXbn3 13 F-I 
/trrikiuleit/ [tbjikjulejt tb,. Jikjc'llejt3' 

/krnsTitiurnt/ Ekanstitjuwant7 Ck6nstitjbwbnt7 
00 

.0ba /ivakiuIi/ [iveekjuwi. -7 / Lov6kjbwi:. ] 

/deduuLd/ [drr-dwudl]/ EdF-dubd! 7 

/iýranik/ > Ejuwatnik3 / [jb. Jwiok3 
0 

0 
on t ux'/ -: 0 E3ntu3/ Lr3ntb 

b 
uj /intu7- Lintu3 / [intU 

a /bIintuY 

lsIutuy- 

[bi: ntg Lbi: ntý3 

[lisu: t-ý7 I-lbsu: t9 
6 

/antihrleiNn/ [emtihblejXb127 / [&. ntohblejXbn] 
b /bihAind/ EbihcAjnd7 / [bbhajnd7 

/piNfiL'X/ Lv pinfisg / [pinfavý7 

/iriteiNn/ L: twLtejXanj / L-a Jot ejXan3 

sitil siti, / all Ef 
/(ff a laozm; jýy ao Edvzij. DgjofiL7 / &ýoj: )gwofb] 

t. F /jLi2okr Ehip3kobsi hbpzkjaso7 
.3/ Ll 

/rhed/ 
-, 

[ohed7 
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/alkr-nisT/ 

/srbrrbn/ 

/rrAund/ 
0 

/betr/ 

Ca-lkomist7 

Esbb-3: bZpn7 

Co, iciwnd3, 

Eb st ý7 

/nij2rz/ Lin ip a 

/mrgr/ EMA9ýg 

(Set 5) 

If we now base ourselves on the particulars of the 

latter conclusions in Sets 11411 and '1511, we may emphasize 

that with the exception of some minor-type phonotagmic 

components of certain phonological complexes, i. e. those 

whose nuclei are almost always represented by the standard 

reduced neutral phoneme /r/, each of the remaining underlined 

phonotagmic components are potentially correlateable with, 

two realizational possibilities. Only one of any two of 

such possibilities may be said to Overlap (in equivalent 

contexts) with the single and only realizational possibility 

of another form, or it may, overlap with one of the two 

possible realizations of a third form. This is most 

appropriately demonstrated by the examples and forms of 

"Set 411. For, if the attested realizational possibilities 

of the two complexes /ilIud/ and /rlIud/, for instance, are 

mapped onto a Venn diagram for two classes, we get an 

exemplary case of "proper inclusion" where the overall 

realization of one form is completely included in the 

realization of. the other, e. g. 
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/ilIud/ 

I. I 

IrlIud/ 

(Figure 2) 

However, if the realizations of the two forms /pentip/ and 

/pentop/ are mapped onto an analogously constructed Venn diagram, 

we obtain conclusions which are different from those of Figure 2. 

e. g. /pentJ 

(Figure 

/pentop/ 

Because the two forms in Pigure 3 overlap with 
'respect 

to 

the lowest limits of their distinctive realization (but 

not with respect to their upper limits), they demonstrate 

an obvious case of what may be termed "partial inclusion'to 
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Now, if the realizations of the two previously given 

forms /bihAind/'and /oselrs/ are mapped onto a Venn - 

diagram of exactly the same specifications, a new, situation 

is noticed to evolve which is intrinsically different from 

the aforementioned two cases, i. e. a situation*where no 

intersection of whatever kind could be established between 

the allo- realizational domains of the two globally different 

forms. This clear-cut case of "total exclusion" may be 

represented as follows: - 

/bihAind/ 

[bihcxjndl 

[bohajnd 

[psElb; fl 

C6 El 1) 0 

/oseirs/ 

(Figure 

It should however be pointed out in this-60n, text'that, 

irrespective of whether the realizations of any two (or 

more) phonological forms manifest a tendency to intersect 

with one another, or not, they nevertheless' demonstrate 

(from a functional point of view) different relationst e. g. 
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/ilIud/ Eilu: d3 / Eblu: d7 Rd "elude" 

/rlIud/ Lb lu: d Rd "allude" 

/pentip/ [pEntip3 / Epf-ntbpj Rd "Pentip'l- 

/pentop/, Epi-nt3p7 / EpEntbP7 Rd "Pentop" 

/bihAind/ [bihajnd7 / LbbhcLind7 Rd "behind" 

/oselrs/- LpsubS7 / f6sElos] Rd Ilocellus" 

etc. - etc. etc. 

(In A. F'. tradition, the "R" reads "in relation to" and 

"d" means "distinctive phonological function"). 

Note that because the counter-domains (right-hand sections 

of all the equations) are different, they are therefore 

different relations, and because a "signumt, (formerly "sign") 

is defined in A. F. as a relation (p)Rs 3- they are different 

signa. 
5 (Por further information concerning the, aboveýtype 

of formulae, the reader is referred to Mulder 1968-and 1980, 

and to Mulder and Hervey 1972 and 1980). 

However, before this section is brought to a close, it is 

worth recapitulating in brief the main points of the preceding 

arguments; thus, 

a- when the six vocalic and semi-vocalic phonemes 

figu, re in the nucleus of marginal-type phonotagms 

with the underlying structure 

A%, n CO-l/ 

their realizations may undergo varying degrees'of, 

under-articulation; 

b- marginal phonotagms are identified as "minor"-type 

phonotagms only if. their nuclei manifest reduceable 

realizations (approximating to I: bj ) in actual 

communication; 
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c- if the nuclear element of a given phonotagm is 

not reduceable by under-articulation, the 

phonotagm. is treated as an instance of the "major" 

distributional unit; 

d as an immediate consequence of note "c", one can 

not consider the attested paradigmatic oppositions 

in "Set 2" to be ontologically and distributionally 

justified; 

e- in-the above explained sense, all marginal 

phonotagms whose nuclear positions are occupied by 

any of the six basic vocalic and semi-vocalic 

phonemes in S. E. may consequently be considered to 

form a special class of phonotagms each member of 

which is primarily alignable with the "major" 

distributional unit, but which - under specifiable 

conditions - may also figure in any of the 

established "minor"-type underlying structures; 

(see below); 

f- simming up, we conclude that the six basic vocalic 

and semi-vocalic phonemes which figure in "major"-type 

phonotagms in the system may appear in the nucleus 

of I'milnorl-type phonotagms if and only if they are 

noted to demonstrate reduceable potentials. 

The Establishment of Minor-Type Phonotagmic Components 

Functioning as "Onset" Units and Their Underlying Structural 

Models: - 

The stage is now properly set for the determination, of, 

the exact number of minor-type underlying structures which 
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are necessary for an adequate description of the phonotactic 

constitution of all minor-type sub-chains (loosely 

phonotagms) which, as pointed out earlier, are not capable 

of figuring alone in communication. 

However, in order to keep the subsequent argument as 

simple and clear as possible, it is worthwhile dividing our 

investigations into 

1 examining the phonotactic construction of 1'r"-type 

sub-chains which precede "y"-type sub-chains in 

given IIX"Is and establishing corresponding 

underlying structural models; 

2 examining the phonotactic construction of 1'r"-type 

sub-chains which succeed "y'l-type sub-chains in 

given IIXII9s and establishing corresponding 

underlying structural models. 

Since'llpreceding" ("Onset") and "succeeding"-("Coda") 

minor-type units are noted to be less extensive in phonotactic 

structure than basic (major)-type phonotagms, and since a 

laborious re-investigation of the phonotactic structures of 

the. above units will only bring diminishing results,, the., 
I- 

distribution of phonotactic elements in "Onset'l, and, -"Codall 
6 

units will not be investigated in the present work. 

In, much the same way as in Chapter 4 of this, PART, the 

determination of the maximum extension of a minor-type 

underlying structure functioning as an "Onset" unit requires 

investigating the phonotactic construction of the underlined 

phonotagms in the following Set. It should however be noted 
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that while each (and only each) of the underlined 

components of "Sub-set All will be correlated with two 

phonetic forms, the non-underlined components will be,, 

represented by an ad hoc number of "dots" in the phonetic 

representation. We may cite three reasons for this: - 

The basic "y'l-type phonotagmic components have 

already been treated extensively in Chapter 4 

of this PART. 

2 The discussion concerning the underlined minor- 

type "Onset" units. applies also to all non- 

underlined units which display analogous 

characteristics; (see the "Methodology"). 

It. is necessary to delimit the scope of the 

discussion to immediately relevant issues. 

Thus, the selected set of data may now be arranged and 

presented in terms of the following two lists: - 

Sub-set A 

Minor-type phonotagms whose 

Sub-set B 

Minor-type_phonotagms whose 

nuclei may be under-articulated nuclear positions are always 

in specifiable phonotactic occupied by the standard 

contexts. reduced neutral phoneme /r/. 

stratification /sTratifikeiNn/ strategic /sTrrtIidffik/ 

Es t, -j 8Lt ---7/ Es t -J6 t Is tlýb t --7 handbarrow /handPa3:, Ou/ peppermint /pe rmint/ 2F 

- C .. bEe ... 7 pamo. -7 
strenuosity /sTreniuositi/ substantial /srbSTanNi/ 

-A, 

ýý 

Esbbst.... [st, jEn ... 7/ Es t. )b n ... 73 
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eristic' /erisTik/ dramatic /4rrmatik/ 

EIE- 
- -3 / 0.... :1 

stridulation /sTridiuleiNn/ neologistic /niolrdNisTik/ 

Estaid. .., 7 /[stwbd... g E .. lbdl.. 

antihalation /antihrleiNn/ monasterial /monrsTirrirl/ 
40 01, 

E. nost.., j 
Socratic /sokratik/ nonconductor /noNkrndrkTr/ 

Lrs3k... 7 / [sbk.., 7 k6nd.,. .3 
oracular /orakiulr/ demonstration /demrnsTreiNn/ 

7 E.. mbnst.., 3 

juristic /d9urisTik/ 
ýý 11 

etc, etc. 
-&- v / Ldzb..: ] Ldýu 
... 7z 

superb /suprrb/ 

&uP ... 3 Lsý'P -- i7 
guffaw / for/ 

LgAf. 
- o-7 T-96f - -_9 

turriculate /trrikiuleit/ 

rtA 
... 7 

etc. etc. 

(S et 

On examination of the given forms in "Sub-set All, it 

turns out that the phonotactic construction of all the 

underlined phonotagmic components, i. e. those whose nuclei 

are potentially reduceable to Eb. 3 -like sounds in 

realization, demonstrate a tendency to conform with the 

previously established formulaic structure whose form is 

lx 0-3 ), n e, co-i /. 7 
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(Note that the Im" in the original formulations has. been 

substituted in the present underlying structure for its-, 

attested value, i. e. "x 0-3"" By the latter symbol we, of 

course, imply that the pre-nuclear combinational 

possibilities of tactic elements may range from "011 to the 

maximum of 11311 phonemes in any one instance). 

If the above constructed formula is re-interpreted and 

formally transformed into a proper model of an underlying 

distributional field of relations, we should be able to set 

up anl"Onset" minor-type phonotagmic model which is capable 

of accounting adequately for the distributional possibilities 

of all the forms in "Sub-set All. Thus, 

(Figure 

This model will account for the tactic relationships' 
which hold between the elements of specific kinds of both 
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"closed". and "open" types of phonotagmic construction which 

may precede "major" phonotagms in attested S. E. complex 

bases. The single post-nuclear peripheral position in the 

established unit, it, must be emphasized,, plays, a decisive 

role in determining the type and nature of any given 

phonotagmic construction of the above specifications. it 

is only when this position is filled by a consonant that 

the unit may be pronounced "closed". By implication, in 

all-remaining, cases, i. e. when the post-nuclear position is 

left unoccupied in given contexts, the phonotagms are 

treated as "open". On the basis of this, and with reference 

to the attested instances in "Sub-set All, two highly 

important descriptive statements may be formulated for the 

benefit of the reader. These are: - 

1- An "Onset" minor-type phonotagm is'considered 

"closed" if the under-articulated vocalic/semi- 

vocalic nucleus is immediately succeeded by a 

single consonant in the established post-nucilear 

position. 

2 If the under-articulated nucleus of an "Onset" 

minor-type phonotagmic component is immediately 

succeeded by the E-J-1 realization of the phoneme 

/r/, by an /h/, or by another vocalic/semi-vocalic 

nucleus in a given complex basepthe phonotagmic 

component in question is deemed to be "open". 

By comparison with the foregoing, the instances which 

are listed in "Sub-set B" of the latter Set pose a different 

kind of problem. This is partly because the nuclear 
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positions of all the underlined phonotagmic components 

are - due to distributional restrictions - filled by the 

standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/, and partly because 

the maximum extensions of the post-nuclear sections of these 

phonotagms are at variance with those of "Sub-set All. As 

such, any attempt at forcibly applying the established 

"Onset" underlying model in Figure 5 to the description of 

the forms in "Sub-set B11 will lead to the refutation of its 

adequacy. Since the adequacy-of the established model in 

Figure 5 has been corroborated by direct evidence from 

specific sections of the classified data, the onus of the 

solution to, this new problem ultimately lies in the 

establishment of a second version of an "Onset" model to 

cater for the distributional needs of all the underlined 

phonotagmic components in "Sub-set B11 of Set 5. If the' 

phonotactic-structure of the underlined phonotagms in 

question is properly considered, we come'to the conclusion 

that they comply with a formulaic structure of the type 

/x 0-3 ý, nec 0-3/' 

If this formulaic representation is subsequently transformed 

into a phonotactic model, the second version of the "Onset" 

minor-type underlying distributional field of relations may 

be set up in the following manner: - 
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(Figure 

Though the strategic differences between Figures 11511 and 

11611 are presumed to be evident and require no further 

comment, we, find it necessary, for the correct understanding 

and appreciation of this part of the description, to 

complement the picture by some additional explanatory and 

corroborative information. For simplicity reasons, this 

information will be presented in the form, of interrelated 

notes. Thus, 

a- when the standard reduced neutral phoneme /r/ 

occupi, es the nuclear position of "Onset" minor- 

type phonotagmic constructions, the "pre-" and 

11-postf, nuclear sections of the "Onset" unit are 

noted to be potentially commutable with ? 'zero". 

The section which commutes with its potential 

absence may theoretically be termed a "Peripheral 

expansion", and the one which does not may, by 

comparison, be identified as forming a "bound 

peripheral", section'ý, 
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b- an analogous situation is encountered when the 

two phonemes /i/ and /u/ (in their potentially 

under-articulated realizations) figure as nuclei 

of "Onset" minor-type phonotagmic constructions of 

the form 

/x 0-3 CO-l/ - 
Depending on the specific constructional nature of 

each phonotagmic component, either of the two 

peripheral sections, or both of them, may commute 

with. "zero"-, 

c- the under-articulated realizations of the three 

vocalic phonemes /a, e, o/ and the standard neutral 

semi-vocalic phoneme /r/ are attested (in the 

majority of cases) to figure in "closed"-type 

phonotagmic constructions of the form 

/x 0-3 > n4 C 1/ - 

,, 
In view of this, the peripheral post-nuclear sections 

of such types of phonotagm must be treated as "bound 

peripherals"; 

d_- in a minority of instances, namely when any of the 

foregoing nuclear elements in note "ell figures in 

the nucleus of an "Onset" minor-type phonotagm and 

is immediately succeeded in the same base by another 

phonotagm initiated by the phoneme /r/ in a pre- 

nuclear position, the post-nuclear section of the 

phonotagm in question may be said to constitute a 

"peripheral expansion"; thus, 
., 

/x 0-3 en4, CO/ ; 
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e- because each phonological complex is separately 

judged on its own merits, the pre-nuclear peripheral 

section of all "Onset" minor-type phonotagmicý, 

components may be treated as a "peripheral 

expansion"; (c. f. note "all); 

f- "Onset" minor-type phonotagm may either occur 

initiall in a complex form before a major-type 

.. 
phonotagm, or medially in analogous circumstances, 

e. g. compare the occurrence of /sok-/ in /sokratik/ 

"Socratic" with /-drb-/ in /rAundrbAut/ "roundabout", 

i. e. /sok-/ is an "Onset" phonotagm occurring 

initially in the base /sokratik/ and /-drb-/ is a 

ItCoda/Onset" phonotagm occurring medially (between 

two major phonotagms) in the base /rAundrbAut/. 

With the above notes, we may now move into discussing- 

minor-type phonotagmic constructions which succeed major-, 

type units in attested S. E. complex phonological forms. 

The Establishment of Minor-Type_Phonotagmic Components 

Functioning as "Coda" Units and Their Underlying Structural. ' 

Models: - 

The establishment of the "Coda" minor-type underlying 

structural model (or models) for S. E. should not, by now,, - 

cause any problems since all the relevant issues which are 

related to the establishment of "minor"-type units in general' 

have been sorted out in earlier discussions. The slight--', 

differences between "Onset" and "Coda" units will automatically 

emerge-from the subsequent investigation of the following two 

sub-sets of examples. It should be noted that, the 
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same representational conventions which have previously 

been usedin connection with the phonological forms in. the 

preceding Section apply also to the discussion of the forms 

in the present context. Thus, the relevant information 

which is necessary for the immediate purposes of our 

argument may be presented as follows: - 

Sub-set A Sub-set B 
Minor-type Dhonotagms whose Minor-tyDe Dhonotagms whose 

nuclei may be under-articulated 

in SDecifiable phonotactic 

contexts. 

strenuous /sTreniurs/ 
0 

C.. nju ... 7/C.. njb..., ] 

menstruate /mensTrueit/ 

t-lu ... 71 C--tO6----7 
careful 

... fu+1 E. 
flowerbud 

bAd 

syllabub 

E .. bAbL7 

/kerful/ 

/flAurbrd/ 

/silrbrb/ 

crosscurrent /kroskrrrnt/ 

L .. kA 
... 3 

decagon /dekrgon/ 

" 
E.. 

1. 
gon /E.. gan7 

neutron /niIutron/ 

E .. tJzlg 
noncorrelative /noNkorelrtiv/ 

Lr .. k3 .... 31 E. . kb... 

nuclear positions are always 

occupied by the standard 

reduced neutral phoneme /r/. 

keeper /kIiDr/ 
T 

Lr. --p 6L7 
operator /oprreitr/ f 

E. Pa ... t-7 
stratum /sTrartrm/ 

I- 
- Etb mJ 

breakables /breikrblS/ 

E ... kabbIg 
subsequent /srbSikurnt/ 

kwbnt 

envelopment /iNvelrDmnt/ 

1Zýpmant] Lr 

Williamson9s /uilirmsnz/ 

' I bmsbnz 

spectacles /sPekTrklS/ 

E... tbkb3: z7 
hundredths /hrndrrdgg/ 

T- 

... djbdes7 E 
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debit /debit/ 

L.. bilýr E.. ba 

mating Lmeiti 

t iaj, / t-65-7 

city /Siti/ 

C- - ta J 
decibel /desibel/ 

Lr / E. 

treatable /trIitrbl/ 

E. 0 bbi: 7 

deathbed /deePed/ 

bEd7 E.. W7 
chokecherry /tgOukTgeri/ 

E. .. t 
ý-] / -Eý- --,. W"t7x 

60 
flimflam /fliNflam/ 

f 1=11 E-0 f 16m] 
delamination /dIilamineiXn/ 

J/ [---16m--! 7 
wheelbarrow /uIilParOu/ 

(Set 

If the examples and forms of "Sub-set A" in the above 

list are compared with their counterparts in "Sub-set All of 

the "Onset" minor-type structure, we detect no vital 

differences, whatsoever. In other words, the constructional 

build-up of all S. E. minor-type phonotagmic components whose 

nuclei are potentially reduceable to f63-like sounds in 

actual realization demonstrate a tendency to comply with the 

frequently referred to formulaic representation of 

lx 
0-3 * n, * CO-1/; 
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(of course, 'In" represents in this particular'fonnula the 

under-articulated realizations of any of the six basic 

nuclear elements in the system, i. e. /a. e, o, i, u, r/). 

On the basis of the latter formula, the first version 

of the "Coda" minor-type underlying structural model may 

be conceived to be composed of the following simultaneous 

bundle of positions; thus, 

(Figure 7) 

The material adequacy of the formula and the model are 

directly corroborated by the classified information in 

"Sub-set All of "Set 711. For, as pointed out in, previous 

discussions, the under-articulated realizations of the six 

basic vocalic and semi-vocalic phonemes in S. E. may figure 

in the nucleus of minor-type "open" as well as. "closed" 

phonotagmic constructions if and only if they are never 

succeeded,, in a form by more than one single consonantal 

element. 
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Now-if the examples and forms in "Sub-set B" of "Set 

711 are properly investigated, one may very easily conclude 

that they conform with a foxmulaic pattern of the type 

0-3 *nEc 0-4/; 

(where 'In" represents the standard reduced neutral phoneme 

/r/). In terms of a simultaneous bundle of positions, the 

corresponding self-contained underlying structural model 

may, by comparison with the earlier figures, be set up as 

follows2- 

(Figure 8) 

f 

For reasons analgous to those mentioned and discussed 

in connection with the establishment of two versions of 

an "Onset" minor-type underlying structural model, the two 

versions of the "Coda" minor-type distributional model can 

not be conflated to form one single type "Coda" unit. 
kaý 

Subsequently, one has no other viable alternative but to 

accept the validity of the two versions of the minor-type 

"Coda" unit established above. 
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Summary: - 

Having established three different kinds of underlying 

formal structure to accommodate versions of the two basic 

types of phonotagm, in S. E., we may now take the liberty of 

emphasizing that these established structural models are 

definitel capable of accounting for the distribution of 

all types of phonological construction encountered in the 

language under consideration in a consistent and adequate 

manner. It will also be demonstrated in PART III of this 

work that, in addition to their relevance to the discussion 

of "phonotactic" issues, the basic conclusions which have 

so far been obtained will play a significant role in 

-facilitating the descriptive account of certain sections 

of the para-phonotactic phenomena of "accentual prominence" 

in S. E. 

Summing up, all the previously established types of 

underlying structural model - inclusive of the I'ma - jor" - 

may, for simplicity reasons, be mapped onto an-overall 

skeletal figure. This figure - or rather overall model - 

(which shows in detail the particulars of the'situatibn as 

they currently stand as well as the "occurrence dependency"- 

type of relationship which holds between "major" and "minor" 

types of distributional structure) may be set up in terms 

of the modified mathematical form of "distributive lattices" 

in the following manner; thusq 
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Notes to Chapter 

The following supplementary set of oppositions may al , so 

be proposed to corroborate the validity of the given 

hypothetical statementý, e. g. 

/i/-/r/ (i. e. E63) /Aidli/-/Aidlr/ idly-idler 

/i/-/o/ /zAilil/-/zAilol/ xylyl-xylol 

/o/-/r/ (i. e. [A3) 

/o/-/r/ (i. e. 

/e/-/r/ (i. e-E33) 
/u/-/r/ (i. e. Ea7) 

/a/-/r/ (i. e. [a7) 

/ a/-/c / 

etc. 

/sPri5Pok/-/sPrj5Prk/ springbok-springbuk 

/sPrrmrtOuzOurn/-/sprrartouzOuon/, 
o 

spermatozoan-spermatozoon 

/fo: rmol/-/formri/ 
/dolmen/-/dolmrn/ 

/trrm. inus/-/trrminrs/ 

/formal/-/ f ormri/ 
00 

formol-formal 

dolmen-dolman 
, 

terminus-terrainas 

f ormal-formal 
/zouan/-/zouon/ 

/tikTak/-/tikTok/ 

Zoan-zooný 

ticktack-ticktock 

2- Since the purpose of formulating hypotheses is to explain 

the facts in an adequate manner, they should be definite 

in their conception in order to be put to the proof to 

verify their truth. Verification of the truth of, given 

hypotheses is not only done by comparing the results that 

may-be deduced from them with facts or laws, but also by 

excluding other rival hypotheses by proving them 

inadequate. If. however, hypotheses are formed in a 

way to elude all attempts to test them by facts, then 

they can never be proved by the facts nor add anything 
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to our-understanding of them. Generally speaking, 

if the hypotheses are true, the conclusions are; 'the 

material evidence for both hypotheses and conclusions 
being the same, namely, uncontradicted experience. 

The phoneme /a/. for instance, may be distinctly 

realized as a "half-open, open, (neutral), front, unrounded, 

tight". vowel which conforms appropriately with the first 

type of, speech-speed/style (see footnote 2 to the 

preceding Chapter). However, when this phoneme is 

subjected to a mild degree of under-articulation, it 

assumes a realization which is slightly "centralized" 

and "less tight" approximating a /-67 -like sound. This 

realization of /a/ is in complete harmony with the second 

type/style/speed of speech. Lastly, the phoneme /a/ 

may also be realized as a relativeiy fully "centralized, 

slack" sound overlapping entirely with the Ia-7 ---- 
realization of standard reduced neutral phoneme, /r/ in, 

heavy cases of under-articulation. This type of 

realization, however, conforms most adequately with the 

third type/style/speed of speech. 

4- "Free-variance" is conceived by Mulder (1968, p. 20) to 

account for the "realizations of the same phoneme, 

occurring in the same context, which strikes, us as 

conspicuously different and of which we therefore choose 

to take note". 
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The formula reads: - 
The allomorph of the phonological form of a given 

signum in relation to a specific distinctive 

grammatical function. 

6 In factv, the, present author has investigated the 

distribution of phonotactic elements in minor-type 

units. , His conclusions have confirmed that the 

distribution of peripheral phonemes in such minor-type 

units match to a great extent the distribution of the 

peripheral phonemes in analogous sections of the major 

unit. However, since we are not postulating here a 

one-to-one correspondence between the distribution of 

the peripheral elements in both types of unit, slight 

discrepancies between the two types of distribution may 

be said to have been encountered. Among these 

discrepancies, one may refer to the non-attestedness 

of the pre-nuclear /sPr-/ in the major distributional 

unit, for example, and its attestedness in the pre-nuclear 

section of one of the three versions of the "Onset" minor- 
type underlying structure, i. e. the one whose nuclear 

position is filled by IrlEa7, e. g. /sPrrd3isTik/ 

fsf%, JbdYisti1Y "sphragistic", etc. 

Unless the post-nuclear section of the formula in question 
is restricted to one element only, the operability of the 

concept of "under-articulation" will be curtailed. In 

other words, the presence of two consonants, i. e., 11C 2 it 9 
in the post-nuclear section confirms the "upper limit" of 
the distinctive realization of the element in the nuclear 

position and prevents "under-articulation" from ever being 

activated. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

The Para-Phonotactic System of 

"Accentual Prominence" in S. E. 

Introduction: - 

, 
Of all the much buffeted -but rarely systematized- prosodic 

phenomenain S. E. phonology, 'the phenomenon of "prominence" (i. e. 

"accent"/"stress") is probably the least well understood. , 
For, 

though it hasreceived extra-ordinary treatment at the hands of 

almost, all past. and, present prominent linguistic figures, (most 

frequently-at-the expense of the descriptive adequacy of the 

remaining, -prosodic phenomena), its nature and linguistic function 

seem, to have. remained as ambigious and misleading as they, have 

always been., A brief look at some highly acclaimed literature 

on. the subject will, sooner or later, force us to acknowledge the 

fact that we are actually dealing with a jumble of undefined . 
linguistic terminology where everything merges into everything,, 

else and where linguistic, non-linguistic and extra-linguistic 

phenomena are lumped together indiscriminately and treated alike. 

This is. probably. most noticeable in the synonymous use in most 

theoretical frameworks and/or descriptive accounts of terms/ 

notions like "stress". "accent". "pitch accent",. -"rhythm", 
11rhythmic accent/stress", "prominence". etc., or terms like 

"stress, pattern", "accentual pattern", "rhythmic unit", "tonic 

unit". etc., with reference to, more or less the same linguistic 

phenomenon of "accentuation". i. e. "prominence" and/or, "accentual 

prominence", One may, even emphasize in the present context that 

much of the research-which has been done into the nature of 
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"accent" (or "prominence") has in fact been into, the nature of 

"stress". and most certainly vice versa; thus, Gimson, 1978; 

Gleason, 1969; Abercrombie, 1974; Trubetzkoy, 1969; Simpson, 1981; 

Trager and Bloch, 1941; Pike, 1957, et al; Brosnahan and Malmberg, 

1976; and many many others. It is only on very rare occasions 

that one comes across some promising attempts at approaching the 

amorphous mass of prosodic phenomena from a logical point of view. 

The expressed views of Martinet, 1954, et al; Mulder, 1968'and- 

1974; and to some extent Allen, 1973; Berger, 1955; Stetson, 1945; 

- '1972; Robins, 1971; and some others, may, for instance, be Lyons. - 

considered to ultimately fall within the overall scope of this 

latter category. Be that as it may, since the present 

descriptive account of the phonology of S. E. has, from the very 

outset, conceded to adopt the A. F. theoretical point of view as 

the sole means for tackling the phenomena, only functional ideas, 

criteria and methodology will subsequently be allowed to have a 

bearing on the descriptive process, as well as on its final 

outcome. Explicitly, this boils down to implying that a critical 

appraisal of the theoretical and/or descriptive adequacies and 

inconsistencies of all non-functional approaches to the phenomena_ 

of "prominence" and "accent" in S. E. will neither be contemplated, 

nor performed, on the pages of the present Chapterg though casual 

references to some of them are not a priori excluded. 

A NecessaEZ Reconsideration of Some Theoretical Tenets on the 

Subj ect: - 

For the purpose of basing the subsequent descriptive account of 

the para-phonotactic phenomena of "prominence" and "accentuation" 

in S. E. on solid theoretical bases, it is necessary to 
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re-investigate in"some detail the consistency and adequacy of the 

proposed definitions of the notions "contrastive" and "distinctive 

para-phonotactic features" as defined by Mulder, 1968,1974'and 

elsewhere. 

The reader recalls from earlier arguments (c. f. Chapter 8 of 

PART I)`thaý the two notions of "contrastive" and "distinctive, ' 

para-cenotactic features have been defined in the theory of A. F. 

as: - 

Def. 18a "Contrastive para-cenotactic features" for "para- 

cenotactic features with the function of groupment 

over and above cenotactic groupment". 

Def. 18b "Distinctive para-cenotactic features" for "para- 

cenotactic features that are in a relation of direct 

opposition with one or more other cenotactic features, 

or with 

Though the'suggested. definitions, of the two notions under, 

consideration -as they currently stand- may practically (bu. t,, 
I 

very, loosely) serve to distinguish between two fundamentally 

different types of para-cenotactic phenomenon (c. f. Gabjanda, 1976, 

and Gardner, 1984), they are still somewhat-ambigious and. 

misleading. 

Basically, the first significant set of inconsistencies and/or 

inadequacies which, we encounter in the process of investigating 

the wording of the two definitions stems from the fact that while 

"Def. 18b" takes care of theoretically postulating that 

"distinctive para-cenotactic features" are always in a state of 
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"direct opposition with one another ... 11, I'Def. 18all-does not look 

as though it contains any reference to, an analogous -albeit 

different-type of relationship which holds between "contrastive 

para-cenotactic features". The main issue which the definition 

of the latter concept seems to wish to settle is the type of 

"function", which "contrastive para-cenotactic feature, ' are capable 

of performing in the system., i. e. they add "groupment over and 

above cenotactic, groupment". Yet, it is precisely the question 

of the-. type of "function" which "distinctive para-cenotactic 

features" play in the system which seems to be either missing or 

vaguely implie in "Def. 18b". 

In particular- it is not clear from the formulation of the two 
9 

definitions under consideration whether single para-cenotactic 

features are capable of performing any groupment function over 

and-above complex phonotagmic, bases, or whether this "groupment 

function" is'a monopoly of a simultaneous group of gradiently- 

established paraý-cenotactic features., For the immediate purposes 

of the present argument, it is worth emphasizing in very general 

terms that a single para-cenotactic feature (which is not 

contrasted/opposed to any other feature of the same nature in the 

pattern) is heuristically endowed with a formative groupment 

-function If andý, onl when it co-occurs with the totality of simple 

phonotagmic bases, i. e. non-gradient bases. When-a complex 

phonotagmic base (whiclh,. by definition, is gradient) is involved, 

theýformative groupment function becomes the sole responsibility 

of internally gradient para-cenotactic patterns. ý -(These issues - 

will receiveýfurther attention in due course), ý 
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The above special type of co-occurrence relationship which 

holds between complex phonotagmic bases and analogously conceived 

para-cenotactic patterns -which incidentally belong to two 

different ontological levels of analysis- leads us straight into 

investigating the most serious of all the theoretical critical 

remarks against the way the two notions in 1118a" and 1118b" are 

conceived and defined. The reference here is to the theoretical 

postulations of paradigmatic/syntagmatic "oppositions"/"contrastsit 

between "distinctive"/"contrastive" para-cenotactic features and 

so-called "functional 01". Since our'research into this issue 

has proved otherwise, we find ourselves forced to take a different 

view and refuse to identify such an oppositional/contrastive 

possibility. Our views, reasons and conclusions in this respect 

could be-summed up as follows. If contrastive/distinctive para- 

cenotactic features are allowed to contract contrastive/ 

oppositional relationship with 11011, then the consistency and 

adequacy of the theoretical concept of para-cenotactic 

"complexity" would consequently be open for refutation. 

Functionally speaking, a "complex" para-cenotactic entity -be it 

a base, a pattern, a unit, etc. - is by definition and implication 

an entity which is formed by two or more smaller positive (-valued) 

sub-entities (c. f. Chapter 7 of ? ART I). If any component of 

such a distinctive/contrastive para-cenotactic entity'(which 

barely satisfies the minimum requirement of complexity, i. e. one 

which is made up of two such positive component features only) is 

allowed to be contrasted with/opposed to 11011, we shall be 

auto I matically left with something which could hardly be identified 

as a "complex". let alone as a "pattern" in the strictest sense of 

the term. However, because the individual features of complex 
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para-cenotactic patterns correspond to those of the complex bases 

and co-occur with them, it is inconceivable for any of the- 

individual-members (of either level) to be substituted for a 110" 

and then correlated on the other level with a positive feature/ 

component. . 
Put differently, a para-cenotactic feature is solely 

there be-cause it can be correlated with a certain cenotagmic part 

of the base, and vice versa. Since there is a one-to-one 

relationship between the particulars of complex bases and those 

of the correlated complex para-cenotactic patterns, we may 

emphasize that the occurrence of a base-related cenotagmic 

component is a necessary condition for the occurrence (on the 

other level of abstraction) of an accompanying para-cenotactic 

feature in an analogously constructed correlated pattern, and 

vice versa. And, because para-cenotactic units are 

theorematically conceived and defined in A. F. as being conjunctions 

of "features" and "bases" (note that the "bases" themselves are 

features of a different kind, as well), it is therefore 

theoretically impossible for any such units (no matter how simple 

or complex they may be) to be constructed of one simple positive 

element (i. e. feature) while the other correlated parameter is 

occupied by a 110" (i. e. nothing). In consequence, we find 

Mulder's (1968) postulation of a 11011 para-phonotactic feature for 

Mandarin Chinese to be theoretically and descriptively 

inconsistent and inadequate, i. e. the statement which assumes a 

co-occurrence relationship between a syllable-base like /ma/ and 

the para-phonotactic tonal feature "Oil, e. g. /ma 0 /, can., not be 

considered under whatever conditions to be a well-formed and 

self-contained para-phonotactic unit in the language under 

consideration. 
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In view of the aboveýrefutations aý the consistency and 

adequacy, of the two definitions in "18all and 1118b". we believe 

that we are in a much improved position to propose alternative 

rigorousýdefinitions to the two terms in question. Accordingly, 

we define "contrastive para-cenotactic features" and "distinctive 

para-cenotactic, features" as follows: - 

Def. 18a "Contrastive para-cenotactic features" for "formal 

non-tactic cenological entities which are in 

syntagmatic contrast with one another, i. e. they 

co-occur with complex cenotactic bases only and add 

ordinary cummulative groupment (i. e. unity)' over and 

above cenotactic groupment"; (see below). 

Def, l8b "Distinctive para-cenotactic features" for "formal 

non-tactic cenological entities which are in a 

relation of paradigmatic opposition with one another; te. 

'they accompany simple or complex cenotactic bases 

(depending on the nature of the system) and'confer 

unique formative groupment (i. e. unity) over and 

above cenotactic groupment". (The "uniqueness" of- 

this type of groupment will be discussed further 

down in the Chapter). 

With the above cone., lusions, we shall now move into 

investigating in brief the basic "contrastive" and "distinctive" 

types of para-phonotactic phenomena which are-presently known to 

be manipulated in human languages. Of course, special concern 

will be paid to S. E. -the language currently under description. 

(Remember that "ceno-11 and "phono-11 are equivalent"terms, I except 
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that it is more appropriate to use the latter when we deal with 

spoken natural languages). 

"Contrastive" and "Distinctive" Para-Cenotactic/Para-Phonotactic 

Phenomena with Special Reference to S. E.: - 

. 
Like, all other notions in the theory of A. F., the concepts of 

"contrastive" and "distinctive" para-cenotactic features are used 

as cover terms to designate the various types of phonologically 

relevant para-cenotactic phenomena in given systems of 

commiinication, The most typical -and probably the most 

linguistically significant- of all such para-phonotactic 

phenomena in this respect are the widely acknowledged para- 

phonotactic systems of "tone" and "accent/prominence". This by 

no means implies that these are the only para-phonotactic systems 

which are manipulated by the phonologies of the different, 

languages. Our investigation into the possible types of para- 

phonotactic phenomenon available in S. E. has, for instance, -. 

corroborated a hypothesis concerning the establishment-of-an,:, - 
, 12 auxiliary para-phonotactic system called "permutation/mutation 

The reasonwhy the descriptive account of the system in, question 

will not appear, in. the present work may be attributed-to the-fact 

that it hasvery limited application in the language, under 

consideration3. -- 
Be that as it may, we shall restrict ourselves 

in. this. section to discussing in brief the differences between 

the aforementioned two para-phonotactic systems of "tone" and 

"accent/prominence". 

Functionally, speaking, all natural languages known to-date may 

be roughly divided -from the view-point of the para-phqnotactic 
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systems operable within them- into so-called "tone languages" and 

"accent languages". 

A language is considered to be "tonal" if it utilizes a limited 

set of non-tactic formal differences in tone levels (called "tone 

registers" or "pitch variations", by some) for the sake of 

achieving distinctive differences between analogous forms of 

lexical items in communication. Though tone languages differ 

from one another with respect to the necessary number of tones 

which require establishment and taxonomization, it is logically 

inconceivable for any tone-language to possess less than two such 

relevant distinctive tones, e. g. Serbo-Croat, Norwegian, Swedish, 

etc. For instance, it has been definitely confirmed by many 

linguistic researchers that all Chinese dialects are tonal; thus, 

Lord, 1974. Howeverv it is noticed that the tonal systems of 

these dialects contain substantial qualitative and quantitative 
differences. While Mandarin (or North Chinese), for instancef 

is said to be in possession of four distinctive tones, Cantonese 

is thought to employ seven (officially, more than seven) such 

tones, Amoy-Hokkien has. five, and Chu'an Miao is presumed to use 

nine. It is worthwhile remarking that distinctive tonal systems 

have'also been identified and established in/for a number of 

Asian, African and Algonquian languages; 'ýthus, Lord, ibid; Robins, 

Bloo'mf ield, -1973; Lyons, 1972; Lehiste, 1970; 0 'Connor, 1971; 

1978; Pike, 1957, et al; etc. However, irrespective of the 

number of the established distinctive tones in each system, the 

most Significant issue which should always be rememb. ered is that: 

The tonal features of any given system should'be', 

pdt 1, entially opposable to one another, over constant 
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(or specific sections of constant) phonotagmic bases. 

Of course, the nature and degree of complexity of these 

phonotagmic bases vary from one tonal language to the other. 
These may well be phonotagmically simple, complex, or a 

. combination, 
lof 

both. To put it differently, the phonotagmic 
bases onto which the., distinctive para-phonotactic features of tone 

could be mapped and-over which. they demonstrate paradigmatic 

opposition may.. be formed of one, or a-juxtaposition of more than 

one, syllabic/phonotagmic structure. Unlike Mandarin Chinese, 

for, instance, where. 1the 
four distinctive tonal features have been 

widely atteste4, to, al, ternate and commute most significantly over 

and aboveýsome simple bases (note that Robins, 1971, gives 
instances where the opposition could be performed over complex 
bases in the named language), the tones in some other African, 

European, Asian, and Algonquian languages can only do so-over and 

above. Com2lex bases -most commonly over biphonotagmic bases 

-(though., longer baseline extensions are not a priori, excluded for 

certain languages), The following sets of examples will 
hopefully demonstrate our contention, noting that. slight 

modifications have,.. been applied to the quoted instances to sui. t 

our explanatory purposes. Thus, we have: - 

Japanese: 

"hana", +. "normal (level) pitch on both syllables"= "hanall (noseY 

Ithana", + "higher pitch on the first syllable and normal (level) 

pitch on the second" = "hana" (flower) 

Lonkundo (Con&o): 

(Quoted from Bloomfield, 1973)s 

I'lokolol, + "low tone on all three syllables" = I'lokolo" (dates) 

I'lokolo", + I'low, tone on the first syllable and high tone on, the 
%v* 

remaining two syllables" "lokolon (exorcism) 
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(Quoted from Martinet, 1969). 

Mandarin Chinese: 

"Chun + "tone 1", = "Chu'" (pig, pork) 

"chun + "tone 2" = "chu2ll (bamboo) 

"chu"-+ "tone 3" = "chu3" (master; sir; lord) 

! Ichu" + "tone, 4" = . "chu4. (to. live; to dwell) 

(Quoted-from. Brosnahan and Malmberg, 1976;, see, also Mulder, 

1968 and Bloomfield,, 1973). 

Mixteco: 

/Yuku/ + "two mid level tones" = /yz; ku/ (mountain) 

/Yuku/ + "mid level, and low, tone" = /Yuku/ (brush) 

Iý 
(Quoted from Robins, 1971). 

js significant about the co-occurrence dependency type of What- 

relationship between the "tactic bases" and the "tonal features" 

in all the given. instances is its "uniqueness" -a quality which 

has beeneppecially,, emphasized in the formulation ofl. "Def. 18b". 

but not, in, that of, "Def. 18a". This is because the co-occurrence 

relationship which holds between the "bases" and the "distinctive" 

para-phonotactic features (of whatever kind) is closer than-that 

which holds between the "bases" and the "contrastive", para- 

phonotactic features. Though both types of para-phonotactic 

feature belong ontologically to a different (and higher) level of 

phonological analysis from that of the bases, it seems quite 

interesting to point out that the ontological distinction between 

the-distinctive para-phonotactic features and their, correlated 

bases tends to be more transparent and less stringent than the 

corresponding ontological distinction between the contrastive 

para-phonotactic features and their associated bases. 
, 
In. this, - 
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sense, "distinctive para-phonotactic features" do not merely add 

a simple type of formative groupment over and above phonotagmic/ 

phonotactic groupment, but they also add distinctiveness to the 

lower level phonotagmic bases, i. e. they mark them as being 

potentially opposable entities in equivalent contexts. In fact, 

had it not-been for the rigorous ontological and systemological 
differences between the levels in A. F., the slim theoretical 

distinction between the distinctive para-phonotactic features and 

their phonotactic bases'could have been overlooked and eroded in 

favour of treating all such co-occurrences as unified instances of 

well-formed and self-contained phonotactic structures -albeit of 

a special nature. 

However, though the above discussion of the nature and function 

of distinctive ntones" in tonal spoken languages does not 

precisely apply to S. E., it is nevertheless relevant for the 

description of the marginal distinctive role which "accent" 

performs in the phonological system of the language in question 

On proper investigation of the phonological structures of S. E. 

lexical items, all known linguistic approaches have come to the 

unanimous conclusion that S. E. is in fact an "accent/stress" 

language, i. e. a, language which has "accents/stressesn, but no 

"tones". So far, so good, However, if we go beyong this point, 

we find that the'same linguistic opinions part ways with respect 

to the nature', functions and number of the necessary naccents/ 

stresses" which require establishment in/for S. E. It is - 

precisely on these issues that we also break away as we embark on 

describing the same para-phonotactic system in S. E. from the , view- 
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point of A. F. -' For, though we,. are initially in full agreement 

with the, general trend, ýwhich maintains that S. E. is an "accent' 

language"-in the'-explained sense, we disagree with the majority 

of the views whichýstop at this point and refrain from- , 

contributing further systematic-and-systemic elaboration. 'As, we 

see it, the so-called para-phonotactic feature of "accent" in S. E. 

phonology may 

a-'either-be viewed as a single phenomenon which'is 

entrusted with the function of adding "ordinary 

groupment" over and above phonotagmic bases; 

b- or it may be considered as a single phenomenon which is 

capable of performing the dual function of providing 

"ordinary groupment" and "unique groupment" to specified 

phonotagmic bases; 

c- or it may be treated as representing two different 

theoretical types of para-phonotactic phenomenon each 

one of which is endowed with a specific kind of function 

to perform in the system, i. e. "contrastive accent" which 

adds "ordinary groupment", and "distinctive accent (i. e. 

tone)" which adds "unique groupment". 

Though the last option is probably the most consistent and 

adequate of the three alternatives, -it is unlikely that it will 

ever offer us anything more than a profound insight into a limited 

number of minority lexical items in S. E. However, even if this 

were to be considered a descriptive venture which is worth 

performing, the formal diversity which the hundred or so lexical 

items demonstrate would, most certainly, transform the descriptive 

attempt into an unnecessarily complicated descriptive account. 

We are obviously referring here to the numerous problems which are 
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involved in attempting to describe minimal pairS4 of. thetypes 

mentioned-in the following table, noting, that while the so-called 

"nouns", (designated by "n"'s) are traditionally viewed as, being 

accented/stressed on the, first-syllable In. each case, -the., 

so-called. "verbs" (referred-to by "vl"s) are said to be accented/ 

stressed on the second. --, The dubious instances where a "noun" 

and. a "yerb" are analogously accented/stressed, or where either is 

potentially alignable. with more than. one phonological--form,,, are 

also, referred-to in the table; thus, 

imprint (n) /iNprint/ /iNprint/ imprint (v) 

addict (n) /adikT/ /rdikT/ addict (v) 

permit (n) /prrmit/ /prmit/ permit (v) 

compound (n) /koNpAund/', /krNpAund/ compoun'd, (v) 

compress (n) /koNpres/ /krNpres/ compress (v) 

concrete (n, & v) /koNkrIit/ /krNkrIit/ concrete (V) 

concert (n) /konsrt/ z; /krnsrrt/ 
0 

concert (v) 

/konsrrt/ 

import (n & v) /iNport/ /iNport/ import (V) 

export (n"&' V) /ekSPort/ /ikSl? ort/ export (V) 

etc. etc. 

Of course, an adequate and exhaustive descriptive account of 

the above phenomena would necessarily entail the establishment of 

an 
intricate I 

network of models (or sub-mode , ls) and the fo rmulation 

of long lists of descriptive statements to account for each one 

of them. In this context, we consider the claim -which maintains 

that th ,e "sameness" of the forms in the above table is 

phonotacticall Y comparable to homonyms in grammar (c. f. Mulder, 
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1968 and Martinet, 1969)- to be no more than an imprecise ad hoc 

descriptive statement which lacks appropriate validation, i. e. it 

is descriptively, inadequate and misleading. A proper look at the 

given examples in'the table will suffice-to corroborate our view 

that the probable "sameness" of. some phonotactic structures in 

S. E. is merely an'"accidental" phenomenon, which applies only to a 

dozen or so instances in the language, i,, e. it is not a phenomenon 

which finds general application among so-ýcalled'"distinctive 

minimal pairs". 

In view-of the complexity of the above phenomena and, the 

diminishing rewards'which we are*bound to, obtain from attempting 

to deal with themýseparately in the description, we are of the 

opinion of not recognizing a "distinctive accent (i. e. tone)" 

alongside the "contrastive accent"1n S. E. even though this would- 

probably entail'sacrificing a-slight degree of the consistency and 

adequacy! of the description., Actually, we are confident-that 

this minor'sacrifice could be, tolerated in an-elaborate-and 

exhaustive,, phonologicalýdescription of, the totality-of,, the- 

language,, --`As such, one is-inclined to emphasize that S, 'E. is in 

possessioný'of'a basic "contrastive" type of "accent" (1. e. 

accentual-prominence)ýwhich pervades the whole'of-, its-, phonology*. - 

and that the occasional'--apparently distinctive-cases are no more 

than accidental'by-ýproducts of what is in essencea contrastive. -, 

system. - In fact. -this definitive descriptive statement seems to 

be in-complete harmonywith the explicit, -intentiorý,, of. the, modified 

version of I'Def. 1801, which specifies that "contrastive, para- 

phonotactic features",, co-occur with phonotagmic bases and add 

ordinary formative, groupment, (unity), over and above phonotagmic 
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groupment (c. f.: "option a", above)5. However, in order-to 

appreciate the way "contrastive para-phonotactic features" 

achieve their formative function, -it is worth emphasizing that, 

like-the-, phonotagmic sub-chains onto which they are grafted, the 

participants in a self-contained complex group of simultaneously 

combined para-phonotactic features should, by necessity, be 

conceived, to'be analogously juxtaposed to/contrasted with one 

another in well-4ormed and self-contained contexts, i. e. these 

being the established-"accentual patterns"; (see further. below, 

as, well-as the succeeding Chapter), In other words, the 

"togetherness", of two internally juxtaposed types of feature, i. e. 

that, of the base and the other of the accent group (or pattern), 

constitutes-the necessary framework for the positive creation of 

a higherIevel-para-phonotactic entity called the 

"para-phonotactic unit" 
6. 

This newly outputted entity -which may 

be equivalent 'to the zform of a "phonotagnP, of a "phonological, 

word", or to1hat of a "phrase"-, assumes an entirely different 

ontological existence from-the mere conglomeration of-the bases 

and, the-correlated accentual prominences in given patterns. 

Theoretically speaking, this unit is situated on one of the 
11 

highest possible levels of abstraction available-in the 

phonological sub-system. of the systemology. Since, however, the 

different versions of the "Postulates" are not unanimous in 

identifying or defining the concept of "para-cienotactic unit". we 

shall define it for our purposes as follows: - 

, "para-cenotactic unit" for "well-forined and self-contained, -- 

, formal structure constituted of a conglomeration of one or- 

more, juxtaposed phonotagmic components and a grafted group 

(pattern) ofone,, or-more simultaneous para-cenotactic 

f eatures"7. 
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Of, course, what happens to 'Such a "uni't"'beyond'this point, i. e. 

when it is inputted into the grammatical sub-system, isan 

entirely different, matter whicli'does not concern us iii the 

present work. , 'This immediately leads us towards examining, in 

brief, the nature of the'formal qualities of para-tactic bases. 

The Nature of the, Paraý-Tactic Concept of "Base": - 

Though the di'ScuSsions in the preceding sections have actually 

included references to thi nature of para-phonotactic "bases", 

the information which they' contain does not seem to be sufficient 

for the determination of the exact theoretical status of the' 

concept in question. It*is hoped that the brief argument in 

this section will complement the picture and contribute 

positively towards eliminating any possible ambiguity. 

Probably, the best way to approach the issue is by quoting the 

definition of the notion "base" as it appears in the recent '* 

version of the, "Postulates" (to be included in Mulder, 

forthcoming). Thus, 

Def. 20a - "Base" for "in a para-tactic enti, tyv the total 

complex of those features that corresponds (on 

another level) to tactic entities"a. 

As it currently stan. ds, the above proposed definitio n may 

practically (but very generally) be used in connection with any 

descriptive account of the para-tactic phenomena in natural 

languages, Yet, it is noticed that whenever the notion of "base" 

is being used for such descriptive purposes, the ingenuity of the 

linguist and his competent knowledge of the theory of A. F. 

subsequently intervene to assist him/her deduce the correct 
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meaning which the am'biguous formulation of the definition is 

unsuccessfully attempting to communicate. Put differently, '-the 

wording of the proposed definition of the notion "base" is'vague 

on account of the following: - 

1- The open,., ing words of the'definition 'can be-pronounced 

superflously redundant sinc6(a) one -- 
theoretically discuss nor descriptively 

"bases" on any, 16vel other-than'the two 

ones and, '' (b) the' notion of "base" has, 

no independent theoretical, existence aw 

established para-tactic units/entities, 

neither 

operate with 

para-tactic 

by ijmpli6ation, 

! iy from 

i. e. it only 

-exists by virtue of being an integral part of any such 

"unit/entity". 

- -2- The use of the'terms "features" and "entities" in the 

definitiotfis unsuccessful and highly ambiguous, be'cau'se, 

according to the, way they are defined in the 

"Postulates" (c. f. "Def. le'll and "Def. lc2, t),,, the,,., twa..,,,.,.,, 

terms may, be used with reference to a multitude of 

incompatible phenomena including, among other things, 

"elements"g, "analytical properties of, elements, 19 

"relations between elements". "relations between- 

analytical properties of elements",, etc. , For the 

immediate purposes of the present description,, the terms 

. '"features" and. 1'entities" will, be subsequently. replaced 

by the phrases "analytical entities" and "tactic 

,. e; itities", respectively,, in our proposed modific. ýttion, 

, _o; 
the def inition. 

3--, The definition does not clearly specify on which level(s) 

of analysis the correspondence between "the total .- 
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complex of features" and "tactic entities" could be 

theoretically achieved. (Note in. this context that, one 

- could probýLbly -with some , 'effort- identify"the-, Ievel(s) 

'on-which-the'above postulated correspondence'actually 

takes'place ifone pai4 special attention to the 

presence of the term "tactic" in the definition. 'Though 
this specific critical-remarkýseems to constitute a 

minor"definitional''issue, no harm will be done if it is 

taken into'consideration when attempting to formulate 

a modified version of the definition). 

, In, the'. light of the above criticiBmB and objections to +be- 

definition of the'notion "base" in the "postula'tesllg and in the 

interest of approaching the, phenomena from as clear an angle as 

possible,, we propose re-defining the, theoretical concept, of "base" 

in the following, fashion: - 

Def. 20a "Base" for "the total complex of those juxtaposed 

analytical entities (elements/features) which 

corresponds (on the immediately adjoining lower 

level of analysis) to well-formed and-self-; 

contained simple or complex tactic entities".: - 

The theoretical'consistency, adequacy and clarity of'the above 

proposed alternative-definition speak for themselves and require 

no special comments. However, what is significant about'-the way 

the'above'definition'is Conceived and formulated is that'it 

I provides us with an improved insight into the precise-natureof 

all possible'tYpes of "base". For, according to the definition, 

the "base" of a'given para-tactic unit may be either simple or 

comple -, ' 'If the overall, composition of the base is pronounced 
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comple , then, by definition and implication, it is decomposable 

into a certain number of sub-bases (c. f. Chapter 7 of PART I and 

Chapter 6 of PART II). The relationship which holds between, 

these sub-bases is that of_juxtaposition within the borders of 
the. larger maximal, base., Note, here that though this 

juxtapositional type of relationship is frequently used in such 

contexts by A. F. researchers, no attempt has previously been made 

to define it and incorporate it, in the main body of the 

"Postulates". Since the term in question actually appears in the 

modified definition of the concept "base", we find it 

strategically more advantageous for the correct understanding of 

the para-tactic phenomena if, the term in question is rigorously 

defined. - , Therefore, we suggest defining it as follows: -, 

"Juxtapos - ition! ' for'"non-constructional relationship 

which holds-between isolable analytical entities 
(elements/features) within-a group of such entities". 

It remains"to 'be said that despite the one-to-one 

correspondence between the whole (or parts) of the formof a 

given base and'its correlated tactic/tagmic construction (or its 

parts), the two phenomenaare theoretically different and belong 

to two separate spheres of ontological existence. While the 

former-couid. be viewed as, a mere conglomeration or juxtaposition 

of-analytical entities, the latter necessarily implies the 

presence of tactic relations between its constituent elements, 

Moreover, ' , while a'tactic structure could be pronounced well-formed 

and'-ýelf-contained, the form of a para-tactic base can-only 

acquire such, a status of overall well-formedness and self- 

containedness if it is correlated with a para-tactic feature' 
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(or a group of such fe'atures) to form a para-tactic unit. 

With the above concluding remarks, we consider the stage ready 
for the discussion'and establishment of the para-phonotactic 

phenomenon of "accentual prominence" in S. E. 9. 

The Phenomenon-of "Accentual Prominence" in S. E.: - 

The most immediately relevant notions for a discussion of the 

phenomenon of "accentual prominence" in S. E. are the two much- 

buffeted concepts of "accent" and "prominence" themselves. 

Though these two notions figure in almost every linguistic 

account of the phenomena of "word-" or "phrase-" accentua . tion in 

S. E., they'are by 'and large viewed as undefined and synonymous 

terms within the framework. of each separate description; C-f- 

Gimson. - 1978; Gieason, 1969; etc. - On the rare occasions where 

a phonological distinction is thought to have been postulated 

between the two concepts, only one of them is usually defined* 

while the other, is left floundering about; thus, Crystal, 1969. 

Alongside the aforementioned -and almost parallel to them- we 

encounter attempts at resolving the controversy by means of 

assigning the two concepts in question to two'different 

ontological levels, i. e. "phonological accent" and "phonetic 

prominence"; thus, Robins, 1971. However, the picture becomes 

even more'Complicated when the phonological/phonetic status of 

either of, the two'concepts (or of both of them) is either totally 

ignored, substitU'ted'for some other concept (or concepts), or 

treated as-'ari'ancillary phenomenon. to those of "rhythm"10, "tone' 19 

or some other fancy label; 

Simpson, 1981; Pike, 1967, 

c. f. Schane, 1979; Giegerich. 1985; 

et al-, Kingdon, 1939,1949 and 1958; 

and many others. 
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In view of, the above, we believe that much of the confusion 

which is involved, in the treatment, of the two phenomena of 
"accent" and "prominence" has most certainly evolved from 

attempting to reconcile linguistic. ideas and ontologies which 

are a priori, irreconcilable for various, theoretical. reasons. 
As one expects from, such encounters, the obtained conclusions are 
"as weird as if a Newtonian physicist were to come across 
Einstein, admit that relativity was probably a factor of some 
importance, and then attempt to carry on as before, under the 

impression that occasional acknowledgement would absolve him from 

the necessity of further thought about it". (Jones, 1972). 

Obviously, views and descriptions which fall within the scope of 

such a conception -and they are in abundance- not only confuse 
the most competent of scholars, but they rarely contribute 

anything which could help in understanding the para-phonotactic 

phenomena in question. 

In our opinion, the identification of either of the two 

phenomena of "accent" or "prominence" necessarily entails and 
logically implies the identification of the other. It is 

descriptively inconceivable for an adequate discussion of the 

"accentual" system of S. E. not to include references to the 

phenomenon of "prominence". as much as it is impossible and 

implausible for "prominence" to assume a separate identity in 

S. E. ;f there 
_'is-. no contrastive type of "accent" in the 

language. Since, howeverp every newly introduced notion 
I 
is 

expected to-be rigorously definedq the following definitions will 

hopefully reflect the theoretical signification of the two 

concepts as well as their affinities. Thus, 
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"Accent""for "the degree. of prominence functioning in the 

capacity of a, para-phonotactic feature". 

and . 
"Prominence" for "the intensityand4or loudness andLor 

segmental length of a phonotagm as part or whole of a 

phonotagmic base". 

However,, since the above two concepts are noted to overlap 

with*re'spect to much of their theoretical scopes, they may be 

lumped together to form one type of para-phonotactic phenomenon 

called "accentual prominence". As a neutral cover term which 
designates the totality' of the foregoing concepts (and their 

definitions), "accentual'prominence" does not seem, to require 

either a sep'arate definition or any further discussion. Suf fice 

it 'to point out that it is what the joint significations of the 

original two notions-are. 

It'-is worth remarking in passing that it is theoretically and 

ontologically inconsistent and inadequate to stipulate any 

"overall groupment function" for the feature of "accentual 

prominence" over and above phonotagmic bases. This is because 

the postulated 11groupment function" is solely associated with the 

linguistically establisheii "accentual (prominence) patterns" in 

the system; (see further below, as well as the succeeding' 

Chapter). 

Let us now concentrate on discussing the phonetic correlates 

(or parameters) of"the phonological concept'of ? 'accentual 

prominencelf. 
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The Phonetic'Correlates of "Accentual Prominence" in S. E.: - 

It is imperative for the material adequacy of any established 

descriptive model in an A. F. description (or any other functional 

description, for this respect) to be supplemented by a sufficient 

number of realizational statements. The function, -of these 

statements., as'pointed out on many occasions, is to link the 

descriptive model directly to the real world of the facts (which 

it'is suppbsed-tO'represent) for actual corroboration. A model 

which-is"not thus'linked should, in the very least, be pronounced 

vacU'ous, and subse'quently rejected. Vacuous models are, by 

logical implication, meaningless. In this explained sense, the 

totality of any functional descriptive act -inclusive, of course, 

of its parts, models and minute details- is required to account 

for'each observed phenomenon in a consistent and materially 

adequate manner regardless of its size or ontological status. 

It is only by virtue of their correspondence with certain se ctions 

of the phenomena, that the establishment of descriptive models 

seems to be justified. This, in fact, ties up logically with 

the present discussion of the phonetic correlates of the 

phenomenon of "accentual prominence" in S. E. 

As a phonological descriptive concept, "accentual prominence" 

is a feature and a model which represents (and is represented by) 

the various types of relationship which hold between a number of 

phonetic factors. ' However, since the discussion of the factual 

correlates of "accentual prominence" logically precedes the 

discussion of theýways these phonetic parameters combine to 

generate different levels of accentual prominence in S. E., we 

shall henceforth restrict ourselves to investigating the phonetic 
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groundwork on which the functional phenomenon of "accentual 

proMinence"-is'eventually based. Following this, the'intricate 

ways in which these phonetic parameters combine with one another 

to produce levels'of-accentual prominence'will be separately ' 

examined'ih the immediately succeeding'section. The climax of 

the para-phonotactic'description of the phenomenon of "accentual 

prominence" in S. E. will understandably be the establishment of 

simple and'complex's , imultaneous bundles of "accentual Prominence 

patterns". These will be established and'corroborated by direct 

evidence from S. E. phonological forms in the following Chapter. ' 

It is worth pointing out from the very outset that the 

subsequent conclusions have been literally extracted from 

surveying a sizeable body of printed literature on the subject of 

"accentual prominence" in S. E. The reader who is interested in 

developing the argument beyond this point, or dissatisfied, wiýh- 

the adequacy of our conclusions, is advised to consult some of. 

the provided referenpes in the "BIBILIOGRAPHY". 

We recall from the discussion in the preceding section that 

the phonological concept of "accentual prominence" has been 

posited-as a cover term for phenomena resulting from the-various 

types of intersection between the phonetic parameterslof 

"intensity". "loudness" and "segmental-length". Though these 

factors are, well-known to the majority of workers in the , 

linguistic field, they have never been previously brought- 

together (as analytical properties -and not as separate 

suprasegmental, systems) in connection with the phenomenon of , 
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"accentual prominence" in S. E. 

N 

Furthermore, 
'because 

the present 

functional account is expected to be intrinsically different 

from all previous attempts at dealing with the same factual area, 
it seems necessary -for the adequacy of, the description- that the 

relevance of each of the three phonetic parameters in question 

for the identification of "accentual prominence" in S. E., be 

briefly investigated. Thefinal results of this investigation 

-as we shall see- will also be used to highlight the significance 

of the established types of interrelationship between the, three 

factual parameters per se. 
, 

Understandably, the totality ofIthe 

phonetic form of the three-term parametrical dimension is 

ultimately equivalent to the sole phonological feature of, 

"accentual prominence". Let us now consider the articulatory 

and/or acoustic nature and/or meaning of each of the three factual 

parameters under consideration. Though it is logically 

immaterial as to which of the three factors is discussed-first, 

it is strategically better if the discussion follows the order in 

which the three terms are named in the definition of the notion 

"prominence". 
_ 

The factor of "intensity" will therefore be 

discussed first. 

Intensity 

The, relevance of this phonetic analytical property. for, the 

identification of the phonological concept of "accentual 

prominence" in S. E. is debated (and corroborated) by linguists 

and phoneticians. 
. 

For, with the exception of the very, few 

(c. f. Mol and Uhlenbeck, 1956; Bolinger, 1958; etc. ). who have 

disputed the value of-this factor as a cue to "accentual 

prominence",, the majority of linguists/phoneticians seem to have 
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come'out in support of its significance to the phenomenon in 

question; thus, Brosnahan and Malmberg, 1976; O'Connorv 1978; 

Taylor, 1975; Berger, 1955; Fry, 1968; Newman, 1946; Lehisteg 

1970; etc. Since we have already taken up a definite position 

in favour, of acknowledging a positive role for the substance- 
factor of "intensity" in the recognition of "accentual prominence" 
in S. E., the subsequent discussion will concentrate on 

investigating the nature of this parameter. The significance of 
the phonetic-factor of "intensity" can only be appreciated if its 

articulatory and aco ustic implications are highlighted and brought 

together in the same context. Basically, from the view-point of 

articulatory phonetics, "intensitytl is used with reference to the 

degree of energy (force/effort) which is employed by ýhe'speakei 

in the process of physically realizing each isolable phonotagmic 

component in actual communication; thus, Jones, 1960, et al; 
Stetson, 1945; Allen, 1973; Gimson, 1978; Potter, 1957; 'etc. 
Obviously, the discussion of the mechanical process which is 

responsible for the production of identifiable degrees, of energy 
is so complicated to be discussed in this section. ' For, 

alongside the relevant role which the speech 'organs play in the 

dete: rmination"of the different degrees of "intensity", the 

investigation of the nature of the phonetic factor in ''question 

must necessarily take into account the valuable contributions 

which the sub-glo-ttal-, abdominal, respiratory, etc., activities 

provide in this respect (c. f. Stetson, 1945; Lehiste, 1970; 'ete. ). 

However, what'is significant about the above articulatory 

conc eption of the "intensity" factor is its "prophetic" insight 

into the hierarchically structured nature of the phenomenon in 

question, i. e. via the presence of the term "degree". ' This view 
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will, of course, 'be exploited to the maximum in the succeeding- 

section. 

As to its acoustic signification. 'the phonetic parameter of 

"intensity" is viewed in acoustic theories as referring to the 

measurable'amount'of energy which is transmitted through the air 

at a particular point in the process of vocal articulation; thus, 

O'Cojinor, 1978; 'Brosnahan"and Malmberg, 1976; etc. Though the 

measurement. of'this energy'flow per unit area, e. g. in watts per 

square metre,, is'possible, 'there is a great difficulty in 

attempting to'cope "with'the'enormous range of sound intensities, 

either by expressing, them inunits of energy or even as ratios", 

(Taylor, 1975)., ' Rather-than directly measuring the "intensity" 

factor-of sounds ('in-isolatibn or in,, combination), researchers 

have got into'the habit of'measuring, the amplitude and/or 

pressure'fluctuations*that-'theýsound*waves create before 

converting, them-into equivalent "intensity" figures. ' According 

to O`Connorý(1978)ý-'"if, the amplitude of a sound is doubled, the 

intensity'will increase four times; if the'amplitude is. trebled, 

the intensity, will increase nine'times, so the intensity of'a 

sound"is proportional to the. square of the amplitude". (Note' 

that analogous'conclusions have also been obtained by Taylor, 

1975)o Of'course, theýmeasurement of-some other related 

phenomena, -e. g. particle velocity, particle displacement, 

particle frqquency and its oscillation, etc., may actually have 

some bearing on the accurate measurement of the intensity factor 

of any given-sound. - Since I have been unable, due to lack of 

access toýequipment to replicate or perform basic experimentalý 

work, I'shall''be'rel ying on the findings of other-'researchersýin 
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this field. Thus, the foregoing brief account will suffice-as a, 

simplistic bird's-eye view of what is meant by the term 

"intensity" in acoustic phonetics-., " The reader is referred, to 

the above cited authors for primary information. 

Pending corroboration from attested instances in SýE. (to. be 

provided"in the following section),, we are in a positionýýto, 

hypothesize phonologically distinctive status for three degrees 

of intensity within the-overall "intensity" parameter of'S. E. 

These-will be labelled as ! intense", "semi-intense" and""lax1% 

Moreover, it will alsoýbe demonstrated in the succeeding section 

that the factual parameter of intensity (inclusive of its three 

degrees) is potentially cap-able of playing a dual role in the, - 

system.. In, the*first instance, it will be used to accountý'for- 

the intensity-distinctions between the phonotagmic'members, of- 

each-separate category. ' e. g. category of accentually"prominent 

phonotagms, category of semi-accentually prominent phonotagmsj 

and,,, category of accentually weak prominent phonotagms. In the 

second instance, -its services will be manipulated in'relation 

to, 
1the 

intralevel distinctions between the-members of all the 

categories, in attested combinations. (Note'that the same dual 

role is also-attested to be performed by the'remaining, two 

phonetic parameters of t1loudness" and "segmental length"). 

These issues will become clearer in due course. 

Loudness 

The-most striking issue about the factor of "loudness" is the 

lack of concensus on, its-significanceýas a factual cue. While its 

phonetic-relevance for the positive identification of naccentual 
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prominence" in S. E. complex phonotagmic forms has. been referred to 

(and at-times ascertained) by many linguists/phoneticians' 

including'Bloomfield, 1973; O'Connor, 1978; Fry, 1968; Lehiste, 

1970; 'Trager, 1941; 1 Bloch'-and Trager., 1942; Crystal, 1969; 

Dinneen, 1967; Laver'and Trudgill , -1979; etc., it has not been 

specifically 6ifigledýout as a separate-factor by others, e-ý'g. 

Pike'. 1971; Bolingei, -'1958,1961, ' et al; Gleason, 1969; etc. 

The'differencesýýof opinion-between these authors, which may"be 

attributed to*the previously'cited reason. 'do not actually 

concern us'in-the present study; The significant point which 

should be emphasized in'this, context -and which has been' 

confirmed, by our investigation into the issue- is precisely the 

fact, "that, the relevance; and-i3idependence of the factual parameter 

of "loudness" to the'realization and identification of "accentual 

prominence" in S. E. actually stems from the fact that it is not 

associated-with' , the articulatory/acoustic activity of sound--', 

production, ''but'with the actual perception/audibility of-the 

product of that activity by the human ear. In'this sense, 

"loudness", -may'be understood to refer to the mass volume of the- 

realization'-of "accentual'prominence" as perceived-by the'hearer. * 

Accordinglyg''lloudness" is not a purely physical-phenomenon (as 

is'"intensityll), -but'an impressionistic physio-/psycho-pereeptual 

factor 11 
which 'nevertheless- can be'empirically-te'sted and 

measured; thusi-'Lehisteg 1970. Unfortunatelyq no such reliable 

measurements have'actually come. our way throughout the period'of 

this''research. The only tangible piece of information which 

seems-to serve our immediate purposes are the experimental 

conclusions Which- , maintain that a human being (in his capacity as 

a hearer)"''can distinguish between more than "250 degrees of ' 
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loudness of a pure.,,. tone" withoutýany inconvenience or, dam ge to 

his hearing,, (O, 'Connor, 1978). ý_If it is-, so, then any British 

subject is expected to be capable of recognizing and positively 

responding to the difference between as few as three attested 

degrees of "loudness" in his language, labelled "loud", "semi- 

loud" and "soft", 
IAs, 

we shall see below, these degrees are 

basically. correlated-with, three different types of phonotactic 

structure, of, the base. . Note here. that the establishment of more 

than two degrees of,, "loudness" should not be viewed as an extra- 

ordinary consequence, but as one which has been anticipated 

-though not rigorously manipulated- by Jones, 1960, et al, and 

many others. It will be shown further down in the Chapter that 

the establishment.,, of, exactly three basic levels of Ifloudness", is, 

not a luxu3: 7,,, but a phonological necessity whichAs dictated to 

us by the material, facts of S. E. as they currently stand...,,,, -, -, 

However, it should-be emphasized that a comprehensive discussion 

of the factual factor of-, "loudness" must necessarily involve- 

investigating the roles, which other phonetic phenomena may, play 

in its creation. The list of the chief contributors of,, "loudness" 

in this respect could probably include the realizational, "quality" 

of the components of complex phonotagmic bases and their 

11frequency" and, 11intensity". the "size" (i. e. "quantity") of the 

segmental structure. of. the phonotagmic component, the amount of., 

the I'muscular effort". which goes into the production of the 

segmental components_,, the "volume" of the "air pressure" (which 

is'proportional with the "muscular effort"), and last.. but not 

least,, the, "amplitudell of the vibration of the vocal cords. 

However, because-the discussion of these subsidiary factors. is so 

compli. cated, jt. musý be omitted from the, present context. The 
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interested reader may be referred to the sizeable body of 

specialized literature on the subject. A specimen of this 

literature is given, in the "BIBLIOGRAPHY". 

Segmental length 

The examination ofIthe significant role which the factual 
I 

parameter of "segmental length" plays in the identification of 

"accentual prominence" in S. E. is probably the oldest and the 

most thoroughly investigated of the three postulated parameters; 

thus,, Trubetzkoy, 1968; Bloch and Trager, 1942; Allen, 1973; 

Stetson, -1945;. Martinet, 1955, et al; Gimson, 1978; to name but 

a. few. It normally appears in the writings of ancient and 

contemporary linguists/phoneticians under headings like "length". 

"quantity", "duration", "weight", etc. Yet, despite initial 

successes, in thisarea, of investigation, the results which have 

been obtained for S. E. suffer from two notable setbacks, i. e. 

a- they are still under the spell of earlier studies- 

into the nature of the prosodic phenomena in Latin; 

b---.,, they'are arbitrarily arrived at via the direct/ 

indirect imposition of an extra-linguistic system of 

"metrical rhythm" onto phonotagmic bases; (c. f. 

"footnote 3"). 

Obviously, considerations like these can not be made to figure 

in, adescription which is entirely based on the theory of A. F. 

Thus, the, only point which seems to be relevant for. our immediate 

purposes concernsthe corroboration of the phonetic significance 

of the parameter of "segmental length's for the identification of 

11, accentual-prominencen in S. E. If, in this context, the factual 

factor of "segmental length" is approached from the view-point of 
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articulatory phonetics, then it will necessarily refer to the 

total length of time which is taken by the organs of speech to 

realize a phonotagmic segment in the process of actual 

communication. However, since experimental evidence has 

positively confirmed that the peripheral segments which precede 

the nuclei in S. E. forms are barely endowed with any significant 

quantitative properties (Abercrombie, 1974; Delattre, 1965; etc. ). 

the phrase "total length of'time" should be understood to refer 

to the'actual time which has gone into the realization of the 
12 

nucleus and the succeeding peripheral elements in a given form 

thus'. Jakobson and Halle, 1971; Berger, 1955; etc. Henceforth, 

we may note that the temporal-spacial length of any given 

phonota gm, will be taken in this description to be equivalent to 

the combined spacial/durational lengths of the nuclear element 

as well as of those peripheral elements which sequentially succeed 

it within the same form. 

Now, if-the phenomenon in question is considered from the view- 

point 01f the'acou6! tic study of sounds-,, we expect to*arrive-at 

analogous conclusions to the above. Basically, the parameter of 

"segmental length" is generally employed in acoustic phonetics 

with reference to the spatio-temporal duration of the realization 

ofa given phonotagm from the time its initial phoneme is 

realized''(under-neutral conditions) by a speaker to the time the 

realization of its final phonotactic element hits the ear drum of 

a hearer. However, 'Since present-day experiments have so far 

failed to' provide us'with precise measurements of the different 

type's 'of syllabic I strue I ture in S. E. (Fry, 1968), we shall 

re-interpret the signification of the above acoustic view as 

follows: 
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"Segmental length" refers to, the impressionistic ' 

identification of, varying degrees of spatio-temporal length 

contrast within the realization of simple or complex 

phonotagmic bases. 

As a matter of fact, it will be demonstrated'in the succeeding 

sectionithat an adequate description of-the simple and complex 

phonotagmic bases, of*S. E. ýstrictly requires the identification of 

no'. less, -and'definitely no more- than three such degrees-of ,ý 

spatio-temporal length'contrast in the language. These will be 

subsequently designated as "long", -"semi-long" and "short". 

respectively., I 

Phonological Hierarchy*of"'Accentual Prominence" in S. E.: - 

We recall from earlier arguments in this Chapter'that the 

phonological phenomenon of "accentual prominence" in S. E. is 

essentially, cOntrastive, and-not distinctive. The phonetic-,, 

correlates of this'contrastive para-phonotactic feature have also 

ýbeen postulated and-discussed in the immediately preceding - 

section. 'In between these arguments, other relevantý'issues have 

either been'raised and resolved, or merely referred-to-at-the 

-time in order to avoid complicating the logical progression of the 

discussion. ', Among the significant issues which have been 

referred to, but not resolved, are the hierarchically structured 

nature of the concept of "accentual prominence" and the 

phonologically established set of "accentual patterns". , If the 

discussion of 'the latter issue is postponed once more to-a later 

stage, we-shall presently devote ourselves in this section to 

discussing the hierarchically structured nature of "accentual 

prominence" in S. E. 
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Before we set out on this, it is worth re-iterating in brief 

that all identified complex entities are constantly conceived in 

A. F. as constructs consisting of yet smaller analytical 

properties. This, of course, holds theoretically and 

descriptively true-for any type of complex entity irrespective 

of its ontology, abstraction or degree of complexity. 

Accordingly, the form of any given. complex para-phonotactic 

entity -be it that of a phonotagmic base, an accentual pattern, 

or the like- is by definition and implication a conglomeration/ 

juxtaposition of a number of isolable phonotagms/degrees of- 

accentual prominence. Obviously. -the number of the functionally 

identified phonotagmic components/degrees of accentual prominence 

in a complex phonotagmic form/pattern hinges, among other things, 

on. the successful identification of the vocalic/semi-vocalic , 

nuclei in the formýin question. In this sense, the number of 

the isolable, phonotagms/degrees ofýaccentual prominence in a form/ 

pattern is always isomorphic, with the identified number of. .-- 

vocalic/semi-vocalic nuclei in the same form. The more nuclei a 

form has, the more- complex it becomes on the structural and 

prosodic levels. A complex form, like /rmiIuz/, "am: use" , -.,, for 

instance, which is decomposableAnto two separate phonotagmic 

components, i. e. /rm/ and /miIuz/, is structurally and -, 

accentually (see further-below) less complex than a-form of the 

/aNplifikeiNn/ Ilamplification" type which is analysable into four 

separate phonotagmsq i. e. /aNp/. /plif/I /fik/ and /keiZn/;,, (, see 

Chapter 7 of PART I). -. Since any complex phonotagmic form of the 

base is by definition made up of a juxtaposition ofzimple 

phonotagms, and since these components are in a one-to-one 

correspondence with, the, particulars-of the. accompanying 
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"accentual pattern", the establishment of the relevant number of 

"accentual prominences" for S. E. must necessarily start from 

investigating the nature of these simple phonotagmic blocks in 

isolation. The results which are expected to emerge from this 

investigatory study will -as we shall shortly see- have 

signifibant bearing on the overall hierarchical structure of the 

"accentual prominence" systemýin S. E. 

Strictly speaking the best way to initiate a scientific 

argument is by launching one or more hypotheses and then attempt 

to corroborate them by direct evidence from actual facts in'the 

universe of discourse. The first set of hypotheses in'this 

respectmay be phrased-as follows: - 
1- Allýmonophonotagmic forms in S. E. are accentually 

prominent*in isolation. 

2- The degree of accentual prominence which is 

assigned to any monophonotagmic form of a base-As 

proportional to the nature of its-phonotactic 

;,, structure. 
Three primary degrees ofaccentual'prominence mayý 

be presently postulated to-account appropriately 

for all monophonotagmic forms in S. E. These are: - 

/P 1 /:, primary accentual prominence of the first 

degree; 

, -12 
2/: 

primary accentual prominence of the second 

degree; 

/p3/:, --. primary accentual prominence of the third 

degree. 

(Note that the concept of "primary accentual 
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.ýI prominence" will be rigorously defined in due, 

course). 

of course, we ! mow from the philosophy of science that any 

formulated. hypothesis should not only fit the facts which brought 

about its creation, but it should also be compatible with the 

rest of-, the body of the science. The most important 

characteristic about a hypothesis -as emphasized by philosophers 

and logiciansr is that it is a "trial idea", a tentative 

suggestion concerning the nature, of things. Until it has been 

tested and verified, a hypothesis should not be confused with a 

law even when it seems to be "plausible'N. Though "plausibility" 

in such a context may truly be a virtue, it is not a substitute 

for evidence and adequate testing; thus, Read,, 1901; Wilson, 1952; 

Hodgds, 1978; ' Ayer, 1971, et al; Russell, 1973; etc. In view of 

this, we shall attempt in the following to corroborate the 

validity (i. e. material adequacy) of the three formulated trial 

ideas for S. E. This being the case, let us now concentrate on 

examining the phonotactic structures of a selected sample of 

attested examples from the language under consideration'. ý "The 

chosen monophonotagmic lexical items may be visually arranged as: - 
123 

a' dean dint din 

b- port pottle pot 

C_ main meant men 

d- sight' sanked sat 

e- robe robbed rot 

f_ý marred manned mad 

etc. etc. etc. etc. 

(Table la) 
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And, their corresponding phonological and phonetic forms may 

be subsequently'tabulated as: - 

23 

a- /dIin/ [di: Q /dint/ Cdintj /din/ [din] 

b- /port/ CPD: tj /Potl/ EP :) ta 1-2 /pot/ [P: )t] 

C_ /mein/ Emejn] /ment/ Emtnt] /men/ Cme-n] 
d- 'ýsAit/' Csajt] /saýt/ Cswjkt] /sat/ Ls att 
e-' /rOub/ [rowb3 /robT/ Erzbd] /rot/ Cr: ) t3 

f- /mard/ Cma: d] /mand/ Emand3 mEed] /mad/ L 

etc., etc. etc. etc. 

(Table lb) 

If, the classified information in "Table lb" is properly 

considered,, we, are. bound to conclude that, 

there, are -para-phonotactically and with regard to 

accentual.. prominence-, three basic types of base which 

correlate respectively with three basic types of 

monophonotagmic, structure. 

These three, types of lbase: phonotagm" correlation may, be 

outlined as follows, 

a the phonotagms in column "l" demonstrate affinity with 

-an underlying base-line structure whose form is 

/'V ý- V/S' <- S' *. - C/ 

(The significations of the abbreviations/symbols in 

this and, all subsequent formulae are analogous to those 

which have been previously used in other contexts); 

b- the phonotagms in column "2" correlate with a base-line 

structure of.. the type 

I:.. -/ ^-, -* --0. V/S v <--- C <-- C/; 
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c- the phonotagms in column "311 are associated with a 
base-line structure, whose form is 

V/S v C/ 

Obviously, the, above conclusions allow us to point out -and 

emphasize- that because of the noticeable differences between the 

para-phonotactic-,, bases of the classified forms. in "Table lb". the 

three types of base-line structure can not therefore be 

functionally equivalent. By the same token, since the degrees 

of accentual prominence which co-occur with these bases have been 

pqstulated-. earl. ier--to,, be proportional with the nature of these 

base-line structures, theycan not be consistenly viewed as 

analogous, either. However, before the proportionality of the 

relationships between the different types of underlying base-line 

structure and the. correlated-degrees of "primary accentual 

prominence" could. bepossibly postulated and established, it is 

worth subjecting theJormulaic shapes of the underlying base-line 

structures, to slighti-though significant- modification. The aim 

of this modification is. simply, to increase the descriptive 

predictability, of the, models by widening the scopes of the*i--r 

ostensive applicability., Thus, the three formulae in question 

could berestated as, follows: - 

a- vsv fE c 0-2/ 
b- V/sv C 2-n/ 
c- / "'. J ) V/Sv IE C 0-1/. 

Suffice it to say that, had not these modifications been_ 

introduced at this stage, the established models in "a" and "b" 

would, have-fallen,, 
-short, of accounting for forms like /botlS/ 

IIbottles"q, /biIuglS/ ! bugles", /sTreitnz/ "straightens", etc. 
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whose peripheral. post-nuclear extensions outweigh the limitations 

imposed on the first rigid set of formulae. On the other hand, 

the, modification which has been introduced to the post-nuclear, 

section of formula "c" allows the model to cater for the 

distributional requirements of attested bound, open-lZpe phonotagms 
in. prominent locations, i. e. 11+ prominence" phonotagmic 

components (in complex phonological words) which figure in the 

major distributional unit with "zero" right-hand dependants; 

(c. f. 
_"Bound 

major" phonotagms in Chapter 6 of PART II). 

In view, of t, he above modifications, we can now set up 

proportional relationships between the structural bases in 

question and the correlated degrees of accentual prominence. 

We postulate thatq 

a- all phonotagms with the structure 

V/S' Sv . (-- C O-n/ 

correlate with /Pl/ when constituting the. whole of a 

para-phonotactic base; 

b- all phonotagms with the structure 

le%-' --> V/Sv <-- C2-n/ 

correlate with /P 2/ 
when constituting the whole of a 

para-phonotactic base; 

c- all phonotagms with the structure 

/11-1 --- 3ý V/Sv <-- C 0-1/ 

correlate with /p3/ when constituting the whole of a 

para-phonotactic base. 

(Note that the above set of formulae apply also to all major-type 

phonotagms', which, for, accidental reasons, are incapable of 

, 
forming, attested monophonotagmic bases by themselves, e. g. 

/-teiXn/ in "citation", /-visT-/ in "atavistic". /-lom-/ in 
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"cephalometer" and /o-/ in "orange"; c. f. Chapter 6 of PART II). 

The adequacy of the postulated proportionality of relationship 

-between the phonotagmic bases and the correlated degrees of 

accentual prominence seems to be materially corroborated by the 

phonetic facts of the phenomenon of "accentual prominence"itself. 

For, if the realizations of the formal constructions in column 11111 

are compared with those of columns "2" and "311, the systemic 

interlevel hierarchical relationships and contrasts between the 

three established degrees of "primary accentual prominence" may 

be expressed by dint of the'following figure. This figure 

, contains the three factual parameters of "accentual prominence" 

and their internal trichotomous offshots. Thus, 
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Though the above Figure is specific for the description of the 

systemic interlevel affinities and contrasts between all /P/ 

degrees of accentual prominence in S. E., its potential adequacy 
is in fact neither exhausted nor restricted to providing this 

type of information only. For, alongside the foregoing, the 

Figure is also potentially capable of indirectly corroborating 

the phonetic adequacy of the previously attested contrasts 

between the three types of base-line structure. Of course, this 

corroborative act takes place on a higher-than-base level of 

abstraction. If, in this context, the first of the previously 

established formulae is reconsidered in the light of the 

phonological and phonetic representations of the lexical items in 

"Tables la" and "lb". and if the conclusions are then mapped onto 

the descriptive information of "Figure 111, we shall definitely be 

in a position to infer and construct a rigorously informative 

diagram which appropriately sums up the most significant issues of 

the whole argument. This diagram may be set up as follows: - 

re 
' 
alized as t,, [r+intense, +loudg +long]l 

correlated with correlated with 

V/, gv v realized as S V/Sv Sv C 0- 
T 

(Figure 2) 

So, far, the previous study has -as pointed out earlier- only 

concerned itself with attempting to resolve the issue of the 

interrelationship between all monophonotagmic forms in S. E. and 

their correlated degrees of accentual prominence in an adequate-,., 
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manner. However, since the totality of S. E. lexicon is not 

composed of items with forms para-phonotactically made up of 

monophonotagmic bases together with associated degrees of primary 

accentual Prominence, it is therefore necessary -for the adequacy 

of the description- to, develop the argument beyond the imposed 

restrictions. In order to do so, we shall investigate in detail 

the relationships which hold between the para-phonotactic system 

of accentual prominence and forms of lexical items whose 

phonotagmic base-line, structures are constituted of 

juxtapositions of two or more isolable phonotagmic components. 

Since the discussion of these issues has -in the past- posed 

serious problems toýthe adequacy of many descriptive accounts of 

the phenomena, we find it methodologically more advantageous if 

the subsequent investigation falls back on the previously 

obtained conclusions and commence the argument from where it was 

terminated. This 
-- se cmz to 

- 
6e w4b- o essential f or the 

logical progression of the, discussion, but is also necessary for. 

the consistencyv adequacy and simplicity of the present 

descriptive account of the para-phonotactic system of llaccentualý 

prominence" in S. E. Yet, before the argument could-be possibly 

initiated, it is expedient that the phonological. concept-of 

"primary accent" (i. e. "primary accentual prominencell)'is, 

rigorously defined in this context. We propose defining it as: - 

"Primary accent" for "the objective, constant and intrinsic 

type of prominence which is assigned to a phonotagm. when it 

functions a6 the whole or as themost'salient part of the 

base, of'a para-phonotactic unit". It constitutes the point 

of'reference a: gainst which the distribution of the 

subsidiary type's of prominence over the remaining phonotagmic 

cqmponentsý, in-'a unit-base are compared and determined. 
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The mostýsignificant issues which the. 'foregoing phonologically- 

orientated definition is trying to emphasize are the nature of, 
this type of'accentual prominence and the linguistic function 

which it performs in'the overall system. ''As to its nature, the 

phonological concept'of "primary accent" has been described'in'the 

definition as an "objective, constant and intrinsic type of 

salience". In simple terms, this amounts to saying that it is 

"objective" because it I is conve I ntionally agreed on and'measurcible- 
in relative terms; it is "constant" because its fixed location is 

unchangeable, and it is "intrinsic" because it is essentially 

correlated with the whole or part of specific types of isolable 

component in complex phonotagmic bases. - In fact, by virtue of 
its attested correlation with whole phonotagmsV this iype, of 

"accentual prominence" may be independently arrived at and 

established in isolation from the rest of the data. On the one 
hand, the type of linguistic function which the definition 

postulates for, "primary prominence" in the system may be said to 

bear an unc , anny resemblance (though a misleading'one) to-that of 

nuclear elements in ph6notactic structures (except that'o 'ýdering 

relations are not implied). In its capacity as'a "go; verning 

entity", it is responsible for the determination'and distribution 

of all other types of accentual prominence (but not their degrees 

which are identified I and established internally)-over and above 

the remaining phonotagmic components of a complex unit-base. 

Let us now -as' we have done before- launch a number of 

hypotheses and then attempt-to corroborate them by direct 

evidence from attested forms in S. E. Accordingly, our (second) 

set of hypotheses may be formulated in the following manner, '' 
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1- every complex para-phonotactic base has one and only one 

ph6notagmic component which is correlated with a (certaiýi 

degree of)''Iprimary* accent"; 

2- the-types'of accentual prominence which could be postulated 

over and above the remýLining phonotagmic components of a 

6omýlex p'ara-Phonota'dtic base are determined by direct 

compiirison with profainent accent as the point of reference. 

Two types of accentual prominence may in this context be 

said to h'ýLve-been identified. These are (a) "medial 

aI ccent" ('represented by an /M, /) and, (b) "weak accent" 

(symbolized by-a /W/); 

the concept'of "medial-accent" may be defined as: 

nMedial accent" for "non-primary type of objective, 

constant'afid intrinsic'prominence which accompanies '(a) 

"closed"-tyýe phonotagmic parts (of'complex-para- 

phonotact ic'bases) that do not figure in minor-type 

phonotagMic structures, (b) "ope "-type phonotagms which 

essentially figure in a major distributional unit, but 

which ma'y'-Under certain conditions-- figure, in minor-type 

structures, and, (c) "minor"-type phonotagmic components 

whose nuclei are succeeded by at least two periphe ral- 

"Medial accent" functions, to mark these consonants". 

I phonotagmic"components as internally well-formed and 

self-contained phonotactic structures/sub-chains; ' , 

the-concept of "weak accent" may accordingly be defined as: - 

"Weak accent"'for "non-primary type of objectives constant 

and intrinsic prominence accompanying closed and ope parts 

ofýcomplex paraý-phonotactic bases which figure only in '- 

minor-t , ype phonotagmic units". "Weak accent" functions-to 
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,, mark these phonotagmic components as internally'well- 

formed and self-contained phonotactic structures/sub-bases; 

the degrees of accentual prominence which couldýbe'- 

identified and established within each of the'latter 

- -types of, prominence are proportionally determined with '" 

respect to-the internal'phonotactic formulation of-their 

underlying base-line structures. Functionally'speaking, 

the-following basic degrees of accentual prominence-within 

1, -thelatter two. types of accent may be said to have been "' 

,, ýidentified and established: - 

/M representing-"medial accent" of the "first degree"; 

/M2/ -representing "medial accent" of the "second degree"; 

/M3/ representing "medial accent" of'the "third degree"; 

/W1 / representing "weak accent" of the "first degreelf; 

/W2 / representing "weak accent" of the "second degree". 

(It is, worth pointing out that the above postulated degrees 

ý of accentual prominence may require further refinement. in 

,,, -order 
to'generalize their ostensive applicability. ' "These 

will'of course be introduced in due course), 

In the rest of this section, we shall attempt. to corroborate 

the material adequacy of the foregoing hypotheses. In order to 

avoid, over-complicating the argument, we shall initially 

concentrate on discussing the /M/-type of accentual prominence and 

its degrees; following that, the /W/-type of accentual prominence 

and its attested degrees will be investigated. 

Probably, the most appropriate way to approach the phonological 

phenomenon of "medial accent" (/M/) in S. E. is by contrasting it 
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-in,, equivalent contexts- with the previously obtained conclusions 

for. "primary accentual prominence". Put differently, the 

determination of, the,, intralevel value of the unknown /M/ logically 

hinges on what is already known about /P/. Not only is this mode 

of-reasoning simpler, ý but it is also in complete harmony with the 

deductive method of logical inference. In consequence, we 

propose selecting a set of monophonotagmic data whose members are 

individually markedýfor primary accent. This marked set of, data 

will be subsequently used as basis for further expansion to form 

specific types of complex para-phonotactic base-line structure. 

The similarities and differences between the juxtaposed marked 

and unmarked components will provide us with the necessary clues 

for'the determination of the accentual prominence values of the 

unknowns-and for the corroboration of the formulated hypotheses. 

If we now resort to, the previously used method of representing 

the data, we should have two separate tables. The first of, 

thpse, will., take care of classifying the selected lexical, items, 

and the second will be concerned with tabulating their correlated 

phonological and phonetic forms. Thus, our first table which 

includes our chosen set of lexical items may be set up as follows: - 

2 3 4' 

a-- arm` armhole armrest armet'-;, 

A b- candle', 'candlelight 'candlepins candlenut' 

cc -- back backache backpend backfill 

a- form re-form inform'_ deform 

B b- tend portend extend pretend 

cc - dress re-dress undress redress 

(Table 2a) 
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The phonological and phonetic forms which correspond to the 

particulars of the above selected set can be arranged in the 

second table in the following manner: - 
1 2 3 4 

Pi Pi Pi Pi 
a- /a: rm/ /armhoul/ /armresT/ /annet/ 

[a: M-j [a: mhowl-I ECI: mjgstl [CL: m F-t] 
p2 p2 p2 p2ý 

A b- /kandl/ /kandilAit/ /kandlPinz/ /kandlnrt/ 
Ekandbl, ] [kandbllajt] [k-mnd'63: pinz] Ekamd6lnAtj 

p3 p3 p3 p3' 
C- /bak/ C /bakeik/ /bakPend/ /bakFil/ 

Ebe6c: l 
- 

[bz&ejk], 
- 

b w-k p F- n dj 
'[I 

b&Jcf i-13 C 

P Pi Pi Pi 
(a- f o, rm/ /riif orm/ /Of o3: m/ /dif orm/ 

If v: m3 [ji: f b: M] Cinfjo: m] Ldifjo: m] 

- ýp2 p2 , p2 p2- 
B b- /tend/ /portend/ /ikSTend/ /pritend/ 

[t f-nd] [pio: tind] [ikstf-nd] Djit End3 

p3 I p3 p3 p3 -, 

c-/dres/ /rIidres/ /rndres/ /ridres/ 
[di t s] [, ji: di r-s] [A n da f- s3 rjidj 

(Table 2b) 

The-reader will undoubtedly have noticed slight, differences 

between the two sub-sets of examples in the tables, i. e. those 

which, are marked by capital "All and capital "B". In the main, 

these differences pertain to the location of the marked 

phonotagmic component in relation to the location of the unmarked 

phonotagmic extensions in-the given examples. While, for 

instance-, the marked components in sub-set "All are constantly 

situated on; the left-hand side of the classified complex base-line 

structures, they are situated on the right-hand side of those, in 
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sub-set "B". On the other hand, the unmarked phonotagms occur 

to the right-hand* side of the marked ones in sub-set "A", but- 

to the left ofthe marked one in sub-set "B"13. Basically, the 

reason why ihes e two sub-sets of examples are used in the tables 

may be attributed to the arbitrary nature of the language itself. 

In other words, the language under consideration does not contain 

sufficient evidence which would allow us to annex specific types 

of phonotagmic segments to the already marked ones in order to 

generate six attested forms of comPlex base-structure alongside 

each horizontal axis. Though a serious attempt has been 

privately carried out on these lines, the resultant tables are 

observed to include a good number of unfilled (albeit potentially 

fillable)"structural gaps, e. g. the non-attestedness of a complex 

base-structure of the type V/S v *_ C+/ rm/"; the 2-n 

non-attestedness of a complex base-structure of the type 
-2 

11/týnd/ + IA.. * --* V/Sv 4-- Sv CO_n/11; etc. Be that as it may, 

the specifics of the latter two tables -as they presently staAd- 

will suffice to satisfy the immediate purposes of the argument in 

hand. 

If we now consider in detail the classified phonotagmic data 

in "Table 2b". we should be able to (1) determine the type'and 

degree of accentual prominence which are correlated with the 

hitherto unmarked phonotagmic components, as well as to (2) 

directly corroborate the adequacy of some of the previously 

formulated hypotheses in this respect. 

It is obvious from the way "Table 2b" is constructed that 

column 111" is specifically aimed at summing up the significant 
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conclusions*which have been obtained for all monophonotagmic, 

forms, in, isolation. It lists these conclusions in a descending/ 

ascending hierarchically structured manner. The highest level 

of primary accentual prominence is lo. cated on the top of the 

scale, and- the lowest is positioned at its bottom. In between 

the two, the medium level of primary accentual prominence is 

found to occur. Thus, 

p1p1 
/arm/ 

2 
Jform/ 

-2 pp 
/. ka: dl/ 3 /tend/ 3 pp 

/bak/ /dres/ 

Of course,,, 
_: 
the same hierarchical structure is manifested 

vertically in., columns "211, "3" and "4", except that these, marked 

components are no more considered in isolation, but as basic 

parts of larger base-line structures. In these latter columns, 

eachýof the-six marked, monophonotagmic base-structures is, 

expanded either rightwards (sub-set "A") or leftwards (sub-set "B") 

to form-complex-base-structures of the classified types. The 

nature of the appended unmarked phonotagmic components is 

deliberately kept constant in each separate, column. While those 

of-column "2" demonstrate an underlying base-structure-of, the 

form V/S' *- S' 4- CO ,n/, those of column display 

affinity with an underlying base-structure of the type 

/A--, --). -V/3,7 .4C 2-n/, and those of column "4", conform most- 

appropriately with an underlying base-structure of the-. 

/^-., ---Yl - V/ SV <---Co_, / type. However, unlike the vertical- 

representation of the hierarchical structure of the marked-, 

phonotagmic components, the hypothesized hierarchical nature of 

the-hitherto unmarked phonotagmic components is horizontally 
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indicated alongside each separate line in "Table 2b". 

Aa- --- hOul/ --- resT/ /--met/ 

0 

Ba- /rIif --- /Of --- /dif 

0 

0 

Thus, 

Now, if the types of base-structure which underlie the specific 

unmarked phonotagmic components are -for the sake of the argument- 

compared, with those which have been established earlier for the 

marked ones in the preceding tables, we should come to the 

tentative conclusion that the two classes -up to this point- 

demonstrate a potential for complete overlap with respect to 

their established types of underlying base-structure. In order 

not to complicate the descriptive account at this stage, the 

validity of the foregoing tentative conclusions will be 

temporarily maintained until further notice. 

We recall from earlier discussions in this Chapter that 

"structural analogy", which is equivalent on this level of 

analysis to the phonetic parameter of "segmental length". 

constitutes one and oniv one of three established factual factors 

in this respect (the other two being "intensity" and "loudness"). 

Accordinglyq the consistency and material adequacy of the 

postulated types and de&rees of accentual prominence which are 

said to co-occur with the unmarked phonotagmic components in 

"Table 2b" can. only be corroborated if the "intensity" and 

"loudness" substance-values of the phonotagmic components in 
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question are investigated and determined. As pointed out 

earlier, the proper. way of dealing with this issue must firstly 

touch upon the interlevel relationships and differences between 

the unmarked phonotagmic components per se before moving on to 

examine their intralevel status within the overall system. 

Obviously, the latter point implies comparing the totality of the 

conclusions which will be gathered from the interlevel 

examination of the components with the already known facts about 

the /P/-type phonotagmic structures. 

If the unmarked phonotagmic components of "Table 2b" are 

theoretically considered in isolation from the marked data, we 

not'ic'e that they potentially exhibit varying degrees of "intensity" 

and "loudness". On the top of the pyramidal structured 

hierarchy, one can easily locate the unmarked items of column 11211. 

Immediately below these -and still within the pyramidal 

structure- the unmarked components of column 11311 are found to-be 

situated. The unmarked components of column "411 occupy the lower 

stratum of this interlevel sub-systemic hierarchy. If the 

results of the previous application of the phonetic parameter of 

Itsegmental length" to the description of the unmarked phonotagmic 

components are added to these latter conclusions, it becomes 

obvious that, 

a- any of the unmarked components of column 11211 has the 

para-phonotactic accentual value 

F+ intense, + loud, + long]; 

b- any of the unmarked components of column "311 has the 

para-phonotactic accentual value 

F_+ semi-intense, + semi-loud, + semi-long3; 
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c- any of the unmarked components of column 11411 has the 

para-phonotactic accentual value 
C+ lax, + soft, + short]. 

If these conclusions are now located within the overall 

perspective of the previously formulated definitions and 

hypotheses in this section, we should be able to provisionally 

correlate the three urrnarked types of pho---iotagmic component 

in "Table 2b" with the three postulated degrees of "medial accent"; 

thus, /M, '/, /M 2/ 
and /M3/, respectively. It is worth 

re-emphasizing that the hitherto obtai4ed hierarchical conclusions 

for the uzr. aarked components in the table solely represent the 

interlevel relationships and contrasts which hold between those 

co. nDonents i--. their capacity as forming/belonging to a separate 

sub-system within the overall system of accentual prominence in 

S. E. In this sense, the particular "plus" substance-values 

alongside any of the /P/ or /M/ degrees of accentual prominence 

are specifically meaningful in the context of referring to the 

interlevel examination of each separate set of data. "When these 

specific phonetic values are employed in the context of any 

intralevel comparative investigation of accentual prominence in 

the overall system, they are noticed to undergo some form of 

transformation for the sake of facilitating their incorporation 

within the overall system. Of course, one should not forget that 

while the attested levels of accentual prominence in S. E. are 

established by direct comparison and juxtaposition between the 

identified types of phonotagmic component, the functionally 

identified degrees of accentual prominence are internally 

established with reference to the nature of the structural 
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formation of the components within each separate type. If this 

methodological difference is constantly kept intact, vie should 

soon be able to determine, and'confirm. the exact intralevel status, 

phonetic values and interrelationships and contrasts which hold 

between all /P/ and /M/ types of phonotagmic component in the 

overall system. The best way to achieve these ends is by 

examining the ramifications of putting all the hitherto obtained 

conclusions i. 11 close proximity, i. e. by contrasting them'in" 

so-called "equivalent contexts". The classified information of 

tables 112a" and 112b" may -in this respect- be considered exemplary 

for these purposes, 

If we firstly start by considering the nature of the juxtaposed 

pho, -iota'gmic/phoneýic-components of the complex lexiC'al item 

"armhole". we notice that the two components in question appear to 

share a co=on base-line structure whose form is 

V/Sv *, - Sv t' C O-n/ In-other words, the phonotactic 

structure of the para-phonotactic bases is not actually capable of 

providing us'with'-any, 'reliable information for the identification 

of the- most significant component in the complex, '" i. e. the-' 

component which assumes a "primary function".. ' However, since it 

is"functionally impossible for two accentually prominent entities 

to be present-alngside one another in the same form (as much as it 

is - impossible for two vocalic/semi-vocalic elements to figure in 

the nucleus of a single phonotagm in S. E. ), one must necessarily 

pursue the'matter beyond the'limitations of the parameter Ofý 

It'Segmental length" and investigate the issue from the view-point 

of the other-two factual factors. It is precisely-in these 

contexts that the difference between the two phonotagmic 
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components of the complex lexical item"larmhole" seems to lie. 

For, if the complex item in question is properly located within 

the perspectives of the two factual parameters of "intensity" and 

"loudness"; one may instantly observe that the "arm-" component is 

manifestly heavier than the "-hole" component in the complex, i. e. 

the component "arm-" is noticeably louder and -more 
intense 

than its rival. The reverse is equally correct, i. e. the rival 

candidate is definitely less loud and less intense Oander neutral 

CI onditions) than the "arm-" component. In view of this, we are 

theoretically and descriptively entitled to conclude that while 

the component "arm-" (in the complex "armhole") assumes the 

status of a (governing) "primary entity", the component II-hole" 

must beta "non-primary entity" (or a "non-prominent entity") of 

certain specifications. As such, the two phonotagmic components 

of the complex in question can not therefore be treated as 

belonging to the same category of accentual prominence., (Note 

that analogous treatment also applies to the complex item 

"re-form". except that the "primary entity" is not the first 

component, but the second). 

However, in order to be capable of abstracting. the exact 

phonetic values of the above components, the juxtaposed 

phonotagms ofýthe remaining complex instances in tables 112a" and 

112b" must be subjected to analogous scrutiny. Since this 

investigation is expected to be carried out on parallel lines to 

the above, 
'it 

seems simpler and more economical. if the results of 

the thorough investigation are abstracted and stated in a clear- 

cut manner. In'this sense, the argument itself needs not be 

re-produced in this context. Accordingly, the following table 

-which may be'said to have been based on such an extensive 
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study of the particulars of tables 112all and 112bll- classifies the 

juxtaposed phonotagmic components of the provided forms in terms 

of two basicýcategories only, i. e. "primary components" and 

"non-primary components". The hierarchically structured nature 

of the individual members of each category and their inter- and 

intra- types of-relations'. 1hip and contrast will also be visually 

accounted for within the same table. Thus, our abstracted 

results may be presented in terms of the following table as 

follows: - 

Primary components' 

Sub- 

set 
A 

kandl- 

/bak- 

Non-Drimarv comDonents 

/rIif- 
/iNf- 

/dif- 

port- 

/ikS- 

/ T4,1- 

/prit- 

rIid- 

/rnd- 

/rid- 

Non-Drimarv comDonents 

-hOul/ 

-resT/ 

-met/ 

-lAit/ 

-pinz/ 

nIrt/ 

-keik/ 

-per id/ 

-f 

Primary' component -s 

I/ 

-dres/, 

Sub- 

set 
B 

(Table 3) 

r/a3: m- 
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If the specific information which is contained in the recent 

table is properly evaluated, it becomes clear that the "segmental 

length", parameter does not-seem to play a decisive role in 

determining the systemic distinctions between, the "primarylt and 

the "non-primary" types of component. For, though it contributes 

positively towards, say, confirming that, the "segmental length" 

of the primaryýcomponents /arm-/ and /-for-n/ are attestedly longe 

than those of /-resT/, /-met/, /-pin. -, /, /-nrt/, etc., it is 

neither capable of highlighting the differences between primary 

components like /arm-/ and /-form/, on the one, hand, and 

"non-primarylt-components like /-hOul/, /-lAit/, /-keik/, /rIif-/, 

etc., on the other, nor is it capable of providing us with the 

necessary logical justification for promoting segmentally short 

phonotagmic components like /bak-/ and /-dres/ to the status of 

"primary components" at the expense of segmentally longer 

phonotagmic components within the borders of the same complex 

forms, e. g. /-keik/- or /-pend/. However, if the proportionality 

of the relationship between the phonotagmic components of each 

category is appropriately re-considered, we may emphasize that the 

parameter of "segmental length" constitutes in fact-the sole 

factor which provides us not only with the functional means for. 

distinguishing between the components of the respective categories, 

but also for arranging them alongside a hierarchically structured 

scale. Furthermore, it will also be soon demonstrated that the 

parameter in, question may also serve to differentiate between the 

flaccentually, weak phonotagms" and all the other types of phonotagm 

in the system from the accentual and distributional points of 

view. 
If we now resume our investigation of the juxtaposed 
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phonotagmic components of "Table 31", we may conclude that in 

complex forms 

-a- the "primary components" are consistently louder and 

more-intense than the "non-primary components", and 

vice versa; 

', b-the "primary components" demonstrate relatively constant 

degrees of loudness and intensit when placed in close 

proximity to "non-primary components"; (the same is also 

noticed, to recur for the "non-primary compo-nents". - i. e. 

they display approximately equal degrees of loudness and 

intezisity); 

c- the factor of "segmental length" is responsible for 

determining the internal distinctions between what could 

- have otherwise been treated as analogous phenomena 

within the scopes of the two categories. 

-It is worth remarking here -before we draw any further 

conclusions- that., when open "major bound" phonotagms like /o-/, in 

/orakiulr/ "oracular", /e-/ in /erisTik/ Ileristic", /a-/ in 

v /arrmatik/ "aromatic" and /sr-/ in /srrrpTiSrs/ "surreptitious" 

figure in accentually non-prominent locations-(as they do in the 

quoted instances), 'they are conceived to fall-within the scope of 

the previously constructed base-line structure for all the 

unmarked 'sections in column 4 of tables 112all, and ! '2b", i. e. -.,, 

V/Sv <- CO-1 /. This amounts to saying that, under neutral 

conditions9-, open-type 'major bound"phonotagms are always 

associated, with an /M3/ degree of accentual prominence in 

non-prominent-contexts. This is because their correlated 

phonetic factors are noted to be analogous in many respects to 
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those which have been assigned to the unmarked sections of the 

classified information in column 4 of the aforementioned tables. 

Suffice it to point out that, it was purely fo 
,r 

simplicity and 

practical reasons that the small residue of non-prominent 

"major bound" phonotagms were neither included in the earlier 
tables, nor referred to in the main body of the discussion. 

Obviously, the totality of the foregoing conclusions only 

pertain to. the. description of the classified complex phonotagmic 

forms in tables 112all. 112b" and "311, as well as to all open 

"major bound" phonotagms in non-prominent contexts. However, 

since the description of the overall structure of the para- 

phonotactic system of "accentual prominence" in S. E. is not 

exhausted -as we shall see- by the mere establishment of a 

two-term dichotomy, i. e. accentually "primary components" and 

accentually "non-primary components". we should be prepared to 

accept the subsequent division of the category of (accentually) 

"non-primary phonotagms" into two further, sub-categories. These 

are 

a- "non-primary phonotagms" which figure in the major 

distributional unit (except one instance to be discussed 

below; c. f. the definition of the concept of "medial 

accent"); 

ý_b- 
"non-primary phonotagms" which figure only in minor-type 

phonotagmic structures; c. f. the definition of the 

concept of "weak accent". 

Por the immediate purposes of the present discussion, the 

hitherto /M/-marked information of the previous argument may be 

said to exclusively belong to the first sub-category, and the C> 
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I 

accentually "weak phonotagms" (see below) may be treated as 

belonging to the second sub-category. In consequence, the 

"comparative" terms which have been used in the formulation of 
the latest set of conclusions must now be substituted for 

"superlat ive" terms. If we may put the cart before the horse for 

a moment, the prop re-formulation of the conclusions in 

question Tmay be, indicated as follows, 

a- the "primary phonotagms" are consistently t'. Iie loudest 

and, the most intense of all phonotagmic components in 

complex para-phonotactic bases; 

b- the-Ilno, -. -prima3: 7 phonotagms" which may figure in a major CO 
distributional unit (and one instance which figures in 

minor-type structures; see below) are noticeably less 

loud and less intense than the adjacent "primary 

phonotagmst, in complex bases; 

c- the "non-primary phonotagms" which figure onl in 

correlation with minor-type underlying structures are 

consistently the least loud and the least intense of all 

the phonotagmic components in complex para-phonotactic 

bases. 

In view of'the preceding discussion and remarks, we are in a 

position to determine (in a consistent and adequate manner) the, 

overall intralevel phonetic values of all /P/ and /M/ degrees of 

accentual prominence in S. E. Thus, we have: - 
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/P l/ 
= ' [: + intense, + loud, + long] 

/p2/, = E+ intense, + loud, + semi-lo, 

/p3/ = E+ intense, + loud, + short3 

/Ml/ = [+ semi-intense, + semi-loud; + long] 

/M2/ [+ semi-intense, + semi-loud, + semi-long] 
/M3/ C+ semi-intense, + semi-loud, + short] 

Now, if these intralevel values are mapped onto a specially 

designed visual device (whose general specifications resemble 

those of "Figure 111). the systemic proportionality of the 

relationships and contrasts which hold between the /P/ and /M/ 

degrees of accentual prominence will become even more evident. 

Thus, we may have: - 
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The connecting lines in the above "Figure" simply-represent 

the phonological/phonetic configurations of the six established 

degrees of accentual prominence and their correlated phonetic 

parameters. Since each circle in the "Figure" is capable of 

emitting/receiving at least two lines, the visual representation 

of the intralevel relationships and contrasts between the /P/ and 

/M, / degrees of'accentual prominence and their phonetic correlates 

may consequently be pronounced consistent and adequate. In 

other words, it complies with the minimum requirement of the 

"functional principle"; (see PARTS I and II). However, before 

one jumps to any false conclusions, it is worth pointing out that 

the relevance of the I'laxIt and "soft" offshots of the "intensity" 

and "loudness" parameters for an. exhaustive and adequate account 

of the para-phonotactic system of "accentual prominence" in S. E. 

will be'Bhortly demonBtrated in the context of diBcuBBing the 

weakest of all'types of accentual prominence in the language. 

However, the questions which have been left unanswered in the. 

preceding discussion will be resolved in due course. 

Since the hypothetical postulations which concern the weakest 

type of accentual prominence have already been formulated earlier 

in this Chapter (pp. 604-605), we should find no difficulty in 

examining the attested information which is included in the 

following two tables. The first table which contains the chosen 

set of lexical items may be set up as: - 
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a- 

A b- 

c- 

,B 

constituent 

antihalation 

await 

2Lape 

evacuee 

dihisce 

armoUry 

cadet 

into 

cily 

sitter 

melters, 

pro rtables silenc ed sacrament 
.C 

l 
fra ility admissible convention 

(Table 4a) 

The corre sponding table which re-introduces the tabulated 

information in terms of the phonological and phonetic types, of 

representation look like the following: - A 

a- '/krnsTitiurnt/ /ivakiuIi/ /JLIýtu/ 
r 

fkbnstitjuwBnt [i-vmkjuwi. -. 3 Cintu] 

A b- /antihrl. eiNn/ /ýftihis/ /siti/ 

[%ntihbIejXon3 [dihis] [S it L3 
c- /rueit/ /armrri/ /sý tr/ 

j 
[6wejt3 Ca: - Mai 13 [sitb] 

/. Meip/ /. Lrdet/ /meltrz/ 
B 

[73gejpj [k6 d ct3 Cm fa tb Z] 

/portrblS/ /sAilrnsT/ /sakrrmnt/ 

Epio: tbbblz] [pajIbnst3 [saekj8mbnt3 
C 

-ýdffiliti/ /, Lrr /rdmisrbl/ Lk: rNvikNn/ 
[fjbdYistik] CbdmisWa3 Ck*6nvikXbn2 

(Table 4b) 

(Note that the realization of the phoneme /l/ is alWays "dark" 

when it figures post-nuclearly in isolable phonotagms, but, "clear" 

otherwise). 
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The reason why the overall set of examples is divided into 

three sub-sets will become clear Jnk-, the course of the, argument. 

Moreover, it should be bornein mind that the subsequent 

inve_stigation will specifically concern itself with examining 

and determining the para-phonotactic status of the underlined 

phonotagmic components of the classified information, only. This 

restriction is necessary in order to preserve the concentrated 

nature of the argument and restrain it from running loose. 

If we firstly concentrate our attention on examining the 

phonotactic structures of the underlined phonotagmic components 

which are mentioned alongside the letters "a", "b" and "c" 

(sub-set "All), we may conclude that these structural units comply 

with an underlying para-phonotactic, base-line structure whose, 

form is 

pv --+ Sv <__ C 
0/; 

(the signs I'S v 11 and "C 0" represent "semi-vowels" and- 

"zero consonants". respectively). 

Since the phonotagmic components in question, overlap with 

respect to their base-structures, they must be functionally 

treated as equivalent from the view-point of the "segmental 

length" factual parameter. 

Now, if the same phonotagmic components are subsequently 

projected onto the other two phonetic factors in the postulated 

dimension. -or alternatively, if the factors are projected onto, 

them-, they are seen to demonstrate very low and insignificant 

differences in terms of "intensity" and "loudness". In other 

words, the "intensity" and "loudness" phonetic values of the 

phonotagmic components of sub-set "A" seem also to match and 
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overlap. In view of this, one, has no other option but to treat 

all the underlined phonotagmic components of sub-set "A" as being 

functionally equivalent and intrinsically different from th9se, of 

sub-set. "B", let alone those of sub-set "C". For, if the 

underlined phonotagmic components of sub-set "B" are analogously 

investigated from the view-point of the three factual parameters, 

we should obtain the following conclusions, 

a-, the "segmental lengths" of all the underlined , 
phonotagmic components of sub-set "B" are analogous 

to one another and noticeably longer than those of 

sub-set "A"'. They unequivocally conform with a 

,, 
base-line structure whose form is 

/ AJ ý' Sv tC1/ 

and, whose nuclear position is always occupied, by the 

neutral reduced (non-under-articulated) phoneme /r/ 

Iý, (i. e. Eb3 ).; 
b- the degrees of "intensity" and "loudness" which are 

associated with the above type of phonotagmic 

components are, internally analogous but attestedly 

higher than those which could be assigned to the 

underlined components of sub-set "A".. 
'' - 

However, before we could possibly correlate the foregoing 

results with any of the previously postulated degrees of "weak 

accent" in neutral realizations, the nature of the underlined 

phonotagmic, components which are tabulated alongside 
'the 

capital 

letter "CII-(sub-set IICII) in the latter tables should be 

considered. 

The. remarkable character of the phonotactic formation of the 
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underlined"comp'onents of sub-set "C" actually stems from their 

potentiality to be associated with'an underlying base-line 

structure which'is -in many resp -e- cts- analogous to the one which 

has been I postula'ted'and established for all /M2/_type of 

phonotagmic components. The only difference which may''be 

detected between the-'underlined components' of sub-set IICII and 
2 those which co-occur with an /M / degree of accentual prominence 

is virtually restricted to the nature of the vocalic/s6nd-vocalic 

element which figure'in the nuclear position in each case. 

However, since it is the totality of the phonotactic, base 

structure which finally counts in the present descriptive account 

of the para-phonotactic system of "accentual prominence", the 

element`s"'whichýfigUre in the nuclear position are only 

significant when they occur-in equivalent isolable phonotagmic 

contexts. To put it differently, it is the phonotagm as a 

unified whole (inclusive, of course, of the nucleus and all the 

succeeding peripheral appendages, if any) which is of primary' 

interest to our present investigation of the phenomena on'the 

para-phonotactic level of analysisl4. 

Having made our point, let us now approach the underlined 

phonotagmic components of sub-set "C" from the "intensity" and 

"loudness" angles. on close inspection of the phonotactic, 

structures of these components it turns out that the 

distributionally weak nucleus /r/ ((ý]) -which figures in all the 

components in question- can only be made loud and intense by 

virtue, otthe presence of two or more peripheral consonants in 

each case. The degrees of "intensity" and "loudness" which 

could-be, associated with the underlined phonotagmic components 

of sub-set "C" are therefore noticeably highe than those which 
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could either be-correlated with the, underlined phonotagmic 

components of sub-sets "A" and "B", or with thoseýwhich have been 

previously1inked to an, /M3/ degree of accentual Drominence. but 

approximately equivalent,, to those which co-occur with an /M 2/ 

degree of prominent accentuation. This conclusion 
-, 

not - only 

seemsto be-consistent with-the other parts of the descriptive 

account, but, it also looks as, though it is materially adequate 

with respect to the facts of the, language as they present-, -, 
themselves. - This result is, of course, predicted and covered 

by the previously formulated definitions and descriptive 

postulates. 

Inýview of the above, we may now confirm that all the 
- 

phonotagmic components of sub-set "C" are descriptivelyý 

correlated with an /M2 degree of accentual prominence; thus, 

M2 M2 M2 
--- lrnsT/ /--krrmnt/ 

22 2- MMM 
/frrdN ----- ---- srbi/ /krNv---- 

0 
This leaves'us'with the minor issue of deciding the phonetic 

correlates of'the underlined phonotagmic components of'sub-sets 

"All and "B" (and their degrees of accentual prominence) on both 

the sub-systemic and systemic levels of juxtapositional'analysis. 

These are, of course, necessary not only for the corroboration of 

the previously postulated two. internal degrees of weak accent, ' 

but also for confirming the overall "weak" status of the 

components in question in the system as a'wholes 
If the underlined components of sub-sets "All and "B" are 

re-considered from the view-point of their interrelational 

kinshIpSand'contrasts, we may note the following, 
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a- the contrastive significance of the phonetic qualities 

"intense: semi-intense". "loud: semi-loud" and "long: 

semi-long" are suspended, on the sub-systemic level 
for all the underlined phonotagmic components of 

sub-set "B"; 

- b- the phonetic value of any phonotagmic component'which 
belongs to sub-set "B" would therefore be 

[+-intense/semi-intense, + loud/semi-loud, + long/ 

semi-long]; 

c- and, the phonetic value of any of the phonotagmic 

-components which are classified in sub-set "A" would 

consequently be [-+ lax, + soft, + short]. 

Accordingly, the phonotagmic components of sub-set "B" may be 

correlated with the /wl/ degree of "weak accent", and those of 

sub-setý"All may be said to co-occur with the /W2/ degree of 

"weak accent". 

Ifow, if the foregoing interlevel substance-values are 

projected onto the previously constructed Figure on page 621 for 

all the attested and established intralevel relationships and 

contrasts between the established levels and degrees of accent 

and their phonetic correlates, it becomes clear that, 

a- the phonetic factors which are associated with the 

phonotagmic components of sub-sets "All and "B" are 

drastically lower in degree than all the, other types of 

phonotagmic structure in the overall system; 

b-'the two types of phonotagmic components in sub-sets 

"A's and "B" overlap with respect to their "intensity" 

and "loudness" degrees in the context of the overall 

system; 
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c- the parameter of "segmental length" which remains 

unscathed carries the distinction between the two types 

of weak phonotagmic structure over from the interlevel 

to the intralevel and confirms it. 

In conseque. -rice, the re-adjusted intralevel content-values of 

the 1Wl1 and the /W2/ types of phonotagmic component would 

necessarily have to be: - 
/Wl/ =, [+ lax, + soft, + long/semi-long3 

/W 2 E+ lax, + sof t, + shorta. 

If, for the sake of -the argument, the above conclusions are 

grafted onto the representational device in "Figure 3". the 

connecting lines. which were not indicated at the time ma Iy now be 

added, 'to fil1up the gaps and complete the picture. With the 

addition of'this new information, the functionality of the 

aforementioned "Figure" may be strongly emphasized. Thus, 
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(Figure 

However, before this section could be brought to, a fruitful 

ending,, and before we could claim to have hypothpsized what we 

believe to be a consistent and adequate descriptive account of 

the para-phonotactic system of "accentual prominence" in S. E., 
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it is. necessary for the exhaustiveness of the description to 

investigate in some detail the roles which the semi-phonological 

concepts of "under-articulation" and "free-variance" play in 

affecting the standard neutral realizations of certain types of 

phonotagmic component and their co-occurring degrees of 

accentual prominence. Since the theoretical significations of 
the two concepts have already been discussed in sufficient detail 

in Chapter 6 of PART II, it seems superfluous to re-introduce the 

particulars of the arguments once again here. 

Perhaps, -the best way to investigate the types of pressure 

which the theoretical concepts of "under-articulation" and "free- 

variance", may exert in due course of communication on the 

para-phonotactic system of "accentual prominence" in S. E. is by 

examining the underlined phonotagmic components of the classified 

complex information in the following table. The established 

linguistic, levels and degrees of "accentual prominence" which are 

correlated with all the phonotagmic components of the'complex 

bases will als'o be indicat'ed for the convenience of thereader'. 

It should'also be noted that our selected set of datd (whi6h the 

succeeding table will contain) has actually been used previously 

in the context of discussing the overall structure of I'minor'l-type 

phonotactic'components in S. E. Our immediate and ultimate aim in 

operating with the same set of instances may be attributed to our 

interest in facilitating the argument and preserving the logical 

unity of the entirety of the present descriptive account. In 

view of this, our proposed table -inclusive of all the neces-sary 

information- may be arranged and set up as follows: - 
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M3 p2 
accrescen't ýakresnt/ 

EakiEsbnt3 

d 
2, %3W2 pl 

N eg; Leneration /didgenrrei n/ 
Cdi7dýcnijejhn3 

p2W2 M3 
alcohol /alkrhol/ 

[Etlkbhil-I 

p3 M3 
deadwood-. '/deduud/, 

[dEdwud] 

p3 M3 
pinf i'sh /pilLf X/ - "H f 

[pinf iX] 

M3W1 pl 
ZuRpeteer /Zrprtir/ 

[PAPbtib] 

(Table 

M3jvlp3M3 
aromatic /arrmatik/ 

[aa5mmtik] 

M3p2 M3 
eristic Leristik/ 

EE4istik] 

M3 p3M3, IV2 
oracular /orakiulr/ 

' [zj&kjLb3 

p2W2 
into /intu/ 

[intu] 

p3W2 
cily /Siti/ 

Es it1.3 
M3 M2 p3,, Vl - 

surreptitious rrpTiXrs/ /Lsr 
r [SA, JiptiýbS3 

Let us now'c'oncentrate our attention on investigating the 

ramifications of applying the semi-phonological concepts of 

"under-articulation" and "free-variance" to the description of 

the underlined phonotagmic components of all the classified 

complex information in the preceding table. We basically recall 

from the previous arguments in Chapter 7 of PART-II that, 

a- "minor"-type phonotagms may either be 'lope 11 or 

11 clo s ed" -, 

b- the nuclear position of all minor 'lope '-type 

phonotagms is potentially fillable by " 

(1) /u/ or /i/ (or by their reduceable. realizations)-, 

(2) the reduceable realizations of /a/, /e/, /o/ and 
/r/ (i. e. EA3 ) in the context of a succeeding E03 
realization of the phoneme /r/i 
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the neutral reduced phoneme /r/ (whose realization 

is as lb3 ); 
c- the nuclear position of all minor "closed"-type 

phonotagms may either be filled by the neutral reduced 

phoneme /r/, or by any of the six basic vocalic/ 

semi-vocalic elements in the inventory if and onl if 

these-vocalic/semi-vocalic nuclei demonstrate 

tendencies for potential reduceability to C63-like 

sounds in realization; 

d- "minor"-m-type phonotagms are not attested as being able 

to figure alone in communication. 

However, on further re-examination of the foregoing conclusions, 

two significant facts are noted to emerge; primarily thdt, 
v 

a- minor I! open"-type phonotagms can neither figure alone 

in monophonotagmic forms, nor (because of the reduced 

or reduceable nature of their nuclei) appear in the, 

"major" distributional unit; 

b- the same is_ also true of minor "closed"-type 

ý- phonotagms whose nuclear positions are either"occupied 

by the neutral reduced, phoneme /r/', or by any of the 

under-articulatedrL-61-like realizations of all the six 

basic vocalic/semi-vocalic phonemes. 

Furthemore, we also recall that whenever/i/ and /u/'figure 

as nuclei of minor ". open"-type phonotagms, they are generally 

manifested -under neutral conditions- by the lo, ýest levels of 

their-distinctive realization. The same situation-seems to 

apply to the rest of the vocalic/semi-vocalic phonemes'l. 'except, 

that the'lowest levels of the distinctive realization'of'the 

phonemes,. in question can only be identified as 'such'under 
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non-neutral conditions. On many occasions, these lowest levels 

of distinctive realization are found to approximate to (and 

largely overlap with) the realization of the neutral reduced 

phoneme /r/ with. which they may stand in direct opposition in 

minor-type contexts. The partial overlap between the lowest 

levels of the distinctive realization of the different nuclear 

phonemes in specific phonotagmic circumstance has logically been 

attributed to the influence of the semi-phonological phenomenon 

of "under-articulation". In fact, by virtue of their 

distributional and realizational qualities, all minor "open"-type 

phonotagmic components legitimately belong to the established 

minor-type models which are mostly associated (on the 

para-phonotactic level) with the lowest degrees of weak 

prominence in the whole system. 

It should be pointed out at this stage that, the descriptive 

account of minor 7open"-type phonotagms in S. E. complex 

phonotagmic forms can,,, no t be pronounced complete unless the 

phenomenon of "over-articulation" is equally investigated in the 

same context. Though the two phenomena of "under-" and "over-" 

articulation seem to represent each other's opposite, ' they are 

by no means equivalent with respect to their linguistic status. 

While "under-articulation" has been shown in previous discussions 

to be of a semi-phonological nature (which contributes positively 

towards the identification and establishment of some "minor"-type 

phonotactic structures), the phenomenon of "over-articulation" 

can... not be demonstrated to serve any linguistic purpose. Its 

inclusion, in a phonological description is merely a matter of 

convenience which is not at all obligatory. Qua its purely 
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non-significant phonetic nature, it is*normally associated -to a 

certain extent- with the subjective phenomenon of "emphatic 

stress"'-in S. E. It most frequently affects the realization of 
lower-level phonotagmic components and provides them with 

non-linguistic significance on both the phonotactic and 

para-phonotactic levels of analysis. Thus, a form like /siti/ 

"city" which co-occurs -under neutral conditions- with an 

accentual prominence pattern of the form /p3 W2/ may be realized 

under "non-neutral" conditions either as Esitib3, or as Csiti(: )]. 

It is obvious from the foregoing that the realization of the 

"open! '-type phonotagmic component /-ti/ -which is almost always 

accompanied by the /W2/ degree of accentual prominence under 

neutral conditions- has been stretched, emphasized and over- 

articulated to the extent that it seems to overlap partially with 
the realization of the /M /-type of phonotagmic components. In 

other words, the standard and neutral realization of the 

phonotagmic . component /-ti/ becomes indeterminate and fluctuant 

when it is subjectivelZ and deliberately over-articulated. When 

such a phenomenon is attested to take place, free-variance may 
be postulated on the realizational level if and only if 

neutralization is a priori excluded as a possibility. 'Following 

the A. P. method of reasoning, this could only be demonstrated by 

showing that the elements in question are potentially opposable 

to one another in given equivalent contexts. Though this 

approach seems to be logical and straightforward, "we have 

encountered throughout the process of this investigation ambigious 

A. F. claims which mix between "free-variance,, and "neutralization". 

To quote Mulder (1968, p. 203) "Such words as "merry'19 "marry" and 

"Mary" have the forms /mer(R)i, mar(R)i, merr(R)i/ respectively 
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(there is no opposition between /Ri/ and /i/; nor in fact 

between /rr/ and /r/, in unstressed-syllablesyl,, - (Recall that 
/R/ is. relativelyfequivalent to /I/ in this work). The ambigious 
formulation of-Mulder's descriptive statement is obviously, not 
free of theoretical and. descriptive inconsistencies and 

inadquacies. 
, Actually, as it currently stands. - the statement 

is somewhat misleading and uninformative. The whole ambiguity 

may be attributed to the fact thatýthe statement in question, is 

not certain as to-whether "free-variance"-(due to "over- 

articulation"), or "neutralization" (due to lack of paradigmatic 

opposition) should be postulated and established in such contexts. 

To out a long story short,, we may, emphasize that, 

a- the oppositions /i.: Ii/ and /r : rr/ can never be- 

corroborated in equivalent contexts since they are 

mutually exclusive and phonotactically inequivalent; 

b- unless this type of opposition is conceived as 

occurring between the totality of certain kinds of 

phonotagm (and not merely between the nuclei), it is 

hard to foresee how this type of opposition could 

either be corroborated, or refuted; 

c- if the oppositions between /i : Ii/ and /r : rr/ in 

so-called minor-type phonotagms are viewed 

phonotagmically, then Mulder's emphasis on the lack 

of any opposition between the aforementioned 

phonotactic nuclei could very easily be refuted by 

the following oppositional evidence from S. E., i. e. 

11glossyl, /glosi/ - /glosIi/ "glossae" 

"reform" /riform/ - /rIiform/ 'Ire-foimP 

Itbutterer" /brtrrr/ - /brtrbrr/ "butterburr" 
"00 

"a bane" /rbein/ - /rrbein/ "urbane"; 
0 
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d- even if the above oppositions in "c" are pronounced 

valid, they basically belong'to the "phonotactic" level 

of analysis and not'to the "para-phonotactic" one, 

simply because the'phonotagmic components of the 

complex base-structures are merely juxtaposed to one 

another on the para-phonotactic level and not opDosed 
to one another in established 'paradigms. (This view 
is, of course, completely embedded*in and entirely 
bas'ed on the contrastive nature and function of the' 

para-phonotactic system of "accentual prominence" in 

1. e- if the above phonologically opposed phonotagmic 

components are mapped onto the previously'established 
I system of "accentual prominence", one may immediately 

conclude that the types and degrees of accentwhich 

correlate with the components in question-are similarly 

inequivalent, i. e. 

32 /glosi/ + /P w /= 
p3 W2 

/glosi/ 

Iglos, il, + /p3 Ml/ 
3 '1 pm 

= /glos, i/ 

M3pl 
/riform/ + /M3 pl/ = /riform/ 

ml p1 11 /rIiform/ + /M P /rIiform/ 

p3W2 W2 322 /brtrrr/ + /P WW /brtrrr/ 
0 

31 /brtrbrr/ + /P W 

0& 
p3 WlMl 

M /brtrbrr/ 
a 0 

11 glpl 
/rbein/ + 1W P /rbein/ 

41 P1 
/rrbein/ + /Ml p /rrbein/ 

00 
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(Thes'e'specific conclusions are sufficient'to 

demonstrate that the'phonotagmic components in 

question belong a prior "to different tactic and 

-para-tactic categories). 

In-view of the foregoing, we are left with the only 

functionally valid alternative solution of "free-variance". 

However, " since the'attested cases of "free-variance" which ensue 

from the application of the phenomenon of "over-articulation" are 

so numerous and diversified, their inclusion in the descriptive 

accOuni'is somewhat marginal and optional (see above). If'all 

such cases were to be referred to and discussed, the description 

could"turn'out to be too complicated to be co I mprehended. 

Accordingly, we shall content ourselves in this work by solely- 

identifying'and establishing one type of "free-variance" on the 

paraýýhonotactic level. This type of "free-variance" accounts p 

only for the potential realizational. overlap (on the para- 

phonotýLctic level) between final /W2/_ type phonotagmic components 

and'"/M /-type components in the system, but not vice versa'. if 

the realizational possibilities of the form /siti/ "city" are 

re-considered'in the light of the aforementioned explication, 

we get: - 32 
PW 

/Siti/ + /p3 W2 /siti/ 

standard neutral over-articul'ated 

realization realization 
32321 pwpw /M 

Esitt Esiti(: )3 
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By the same token, analogous treatment may also. be postulated 
for /-r : -rr/ -and probably for /-u : -Iu/- in forms like 

_ 
/tIitgr/ "teacher", /dNendr/ "gender", /intu/ "into'19 /lisIutu/ 

"Lesotho", etc. 

Thus, the symbol , W2/Ml" will be specifically used on this 

level of analysis to represent the marginal realizational overlap 
(i. e. free-variance) between the "weakest" degree of accent in 

the system (i. e. "W 2" ) and the first degree of "medial accent" 

(i. e. "Ml"). '. ' In this sense, the phonetic substance-value of 

this indeterminate realizational phenomenon is equivalent to 

[+ lax/semi-intense, + soft/semi-loud, + short/long]. The readei 
is required in this context to keep this type of free-variance 

(which is due to "over-articulation") constantly distinct from 

the more significant type of free-variance which results from the 

application of the phenomenon of "under-articulation" (see below). 

While the first type of free-variance -which is purely subjective- 
is not endowed with any linguistic function, the second type is 

semi-phonological and., therefore, functional. However.. we recall 
that the establishment of minor-type phonotactic constructions/ 

models owes partial credit to the phenomenon of "under- 

articulation"; c. f. Chapters 6 and 7 of PART II, This, in fact, 

logically leads us into considering in brief the ramifications 

of conflating the significant theoretical and descriptive 

conclusions which have been obtained from investigating the 

phenomenon of "under-articulation" in S. E. (Chapter 6 of PART II) 

onto certain sections of the linguistically established 

para-phonotactic system of "accentual prominence". If these 

conclusions are now applied to the underlined "closed"-type 
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phonotagmic components of "Table 5" (but not to their correlated 

degrees of accentual prominence for the time being)q the following 

picture will necessarily come into existence: - 
2 p 

accrescent /akresnt/ 

Wlp3M3 
aromatic /arrmatic 

------ 3/ [6 
2W2p1 

deý f,, eneration /did3enrrei n/ 

[--dYtn 
------ dYb n 

p2 M3 
eristic /erisTik/ 

p2W2 
alcohol /alkrhol/ 

-p3M3W2 
oracular /orakiulr/ 

p3 
deadwood /deduud/ 

[, ---wudý / [----wbd3' 
p2 

into /intu/ 

C--tu3 / &-tb3 
p3 

pinf ish /piNf iY/ 
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p3 
City /Siti/ 

wipi 
Zu2peteer- r rtir/ 

[PAP ---- I/ [pap---- 

M2 p3W1 
sUrreptitious /srrrpTiXrs/ 

(Table 

The most important issue which the particulars of the 

classified information in "Table 6" are attempting to communicate 

and emphasize may be wimmed up as follows, 

the lower limits of the distinctive realization of all 

non-primary phonotagmic components which (1) figure 

in the major distributional unit and, (2) whose 

underlying base-line structures are of the form 

VISv<-- CO_l/ may -under pressure from the 

phenomenon of under-articulation- partially overlap 

with the distinctive weak realization of the neutral 

reduced phoneme /r/. 

Obviously, when such an overlap is attestedg the distinctive 

(neutral) realizations of the non-primary phonotagmic components 

become relatively indeterminate and uncertain. These 

realizations fluctuate between what they "should have beeWt and 

what they "have actually becomelf. Since "neutralization" is 

priori excluded as a viable possibility (because of the attested 

oppositions; c. f. Chapter 7 of PART II), "free-variance" could be 
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postulated to account for and accommodate this semi-phonological 

realizational phenomenon. Accordingly, the two alt ernative 

realizations, which are associated with each of the underlined 

phondtagmic components of "Table 6" may be said to stand in an 

"either ... or" or "both" type of realizational relationship with 

one another. This specific phenomenon is, of course, responsible 

for postulating an interlock between the established "major" 

distributional unit and some of the "minor"-type phonotactic 

structures on the lower level of linguistic analysis, i. e. that of 

liphonotactics". By doing so, it creates a precedence whereby 

certain sections of the facts may figure in "either" of the two 

basic types of phonotagm, or in "both" of them, simultaneously. 

The decision as to whether a certain phonotagmic component 

belongs to the one, to the other, or to both of the established 

underlying distributional structures is based -to a great extent- 

on the criterion of potential reduceabilitY of phonotagmic nuclei 

to Eaj-like sounds by "under-articulation". By implication, ' 

the term. "reduceable" (or any of its derivates, except "reduced") 

applies most significantly to phonotagmic components which are,,, 

a priori located in the "major" distributional unit., Only-when 

their nuclear elements demonstrate potential tendencies for . 

reduceability to rb]-like sounds under specifiable conditions, 

can their affiliation with a minor-type structure be-tolerated. 

In this sense, any of the underlined phonotagmic components in 

"Table 6" may be considered to exhibit this duality of potential. 

A descriptive result of such characteristics could be visually 

accounted for by means of the following representational device: - 
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llxll phonotagmic component 
- r-, 

(if reduceable) '(if not reduceable) (if reduceable) 
I 

w Onset minor Major distributional Coda minor 

structure unit structure 

(While the symbol "x" designates any "non-primary" phonotagmic 

component whose underlying structure is of the form 
a,, o, e 

<- C /,, the "solid arrow" reads llalignaýle u, r9j 0-1 

with if ... " and each of the "dotted arrows" means "potentially 

alignable with if 

Of course, one does not expect the foregoing phenomenon to 

recur on the para-phonotactic. level without bringing about some 

alterations to the neutral realizations of certain established 

4s of accentual prominence which are levels and degre 

linguistically correlated with the respective phonotagmic' 

components. The only possible way to identify the exact nature 

Of this type'of'alteration which is expected to accompany the 

Oscillating phonotactic overlap on the para-phonotactic level is 

by investigating the results of mapping the obtained conclusions 

onto the established system of "accentual prominence", or vice 

'versa. If this grafting process is successfully performed, the 

following set of remarks may be subsequently formulated: - 

a- any "non-primary" phonotagmic component whose 

underlying base-line structure correlate with either 

of the following two types, i. e. 
a, e 

-4 

to, 

rL41<- 
CO-l/ or 

ti, 
uj, 0, - 'Cl/. is 
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phonologically associated under neutral conditions 

with an /M3/ degree of accentual prominence'; thus, 
M3 

a. e <_ CO_J/ + /M3/ a. e 
o. r 

EXII to, 
CO-l/ 

3/ M3 
and, ti, u3 *, - C+ /M Li, Uý 4- C 

b- ifthe nucleus of a "non-primary's phonotagmic component 

is momentarily incapable of maintaining its distinctive 

realization under pressure from the phenomenon of 

"under-articulation". then it becomes very difficult to 

ascertain whether the postulated correlation between 

the phonotagmic component in question and the /M3/ 

degree of accentual prominence still holds; 

c- when such a'situation is attested in a given case, the 

nucleus of the phonotagmic component is said to 

approximate a [b]-like sound in actual realization; 

d- since the comparable phonotagmic components'wfiose 

nuclear positions are solely occupied by the neutral 

reduced E-6] realization of the phoneme /r/ have been 

postulated to correlate with either a 1Wl1 or*a-'/W 
2/ 

degrees of accentual prominence, it-looks as though 

analogous degrees of weak prominence should also be 

assigned to any of the reduceable phonotagmic 

components which are referred to in "b"; 

e- however-, because it is not methodologically'feasible'_- 

for two degrees of accentual prominence'to be 

separately correlated with a single base-line 

phonotagmic structure, it becomes clear that-the 

proposed solution in I'd" is not viable; 

f- the only logical possibility which seems to remain 
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functionally open is the identification and 

establishment of two cases of "free-variance" between 

the realizations of the /M3/ and the /Wl/ and /W2 

degrees of accentual prominence in the system. These 

Ii , M3/Wl" and , M3/W2, t will be represented by the sybols 

respectively; 

g, the phonetic substance-value of these two established 

cases of "free-variance" will consequently be: - 

nM3/Wln = F+ semi-intense/lax, + semi-loud/soft, 

short/long-'semi-long]- 

nM3/W2,, =& semi-intense/lax, + semi'loud/softv 

+ short3; 
h- while the , M3/Wl, t case of free-variance designates the 

realizational indeterminancy of non-primary closed-type 

phonotagmic components, the , M3/W2,1 case refers to an 

analogous situation in relation to non-primary. 2pen- 

type phonotagms. 

In view of the preceding argument, the underlined "closed"- 

type phonotagmic components of "Table 6" may-now, be most 

adequately re-produced in the following fashion,. noting., 

especially that while the "arrows" point out towards the phonetic 

realizations of the phonological forms and their, correlated 

accentual patterns, the inserted Itshwas" highlight the reduceable 

nature of certain vocalic/semi-vocalic nuclei; thus, we have: - 
32312 MpM ýW F 

accrescent Lakresnt/ 0F et kj F- sbnt ] 

_4W2 
Wl M3Wlp3M3 M3 p3 M3 

aromatic /. arrmatik/----> aj 'b m ez tik 
0L 
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M2 M3 W2pl M2 M3/Wl W2 pl 
deaeneration /didNenrreiXn/----* [didY nb .j ejXn] 

M3p2 M3 M3/W2p2 M3/Wl 
eristic /erisTik/ J is t' I Pk] 

P 1W2 M3 pl W2 M31, Nl 
alcohol /alkiýhol/---+ [mlk"ý h 3013 

M3p3M3W2 M3/W2p3 M3/WlW2/Ml 
oracular 4orakiulr/ ---------- * C2.6 J ak juzI lb(: )]' 

p3 M3 p3 M3/Wl 

, 
deadwood. /deduud [d F- dwJ d] 

22 Pw 221 Pw /M 
into /iqu/ [int u 

p3 M3 p3 M3/, Wl 
pinf ish ,' 

/p ilu 
-ix ---> [pi. nf iýX] , 

p3W2 p3 W2/Ml 
Ci! Z /siti [Sit 1-(: ). 3 

M3 Wlpl M3/Wl Wl P 1, 

. 2u2peteer /Zr 
_prtir/ 

U. 2 6 t163 
M3 M2p3Wl M3/W2 M2 p3 Wl. 

surreptitious /. ErrrpTiXrs/ [2 Ajb pt, ix b, 
ý S3 

(Table 

With these latter conclusions in mind, our proposed final 

modified version of the para-phonotactic system of "accentual 

prominence" . for, S. E. (inclusive of all the details that have so 
far been obtained) may be graphically represented as: - 
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I f. (Figure 

(Note that while the "boxes" in the Figure surround cases of 

realizational "free-variance" between specific levels and degrees 

of accentual prominence, the "solid lines" represent intralevel 

phonetic values and the "dotted lines" signify interlevel phonetic 

values). 

Before we end the argument in this Chapter, it is worth 
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recapitulating,, in brief, some of the most significant issues which 
have so far been discussed and, established in the foregoing 

arguments. 

Firstly, according to our developed and established "accentual, 

prominence" system for S. E., the phonotagms in the language may 

be divide4 into three basic types of linguistic entity. These 

are: - 

a- Accentually prominent phonotagms (represented, by the 

symbol /P/). These are "primary, phonotagms". 

b- Accentually medial phonotagms (represented by the symbol 

These are "non-primary phonotagms" of category "All 

c- Accentually wea phonotagms (represented by the symbol 

IWI)., These are "non-primary phonotagms" of category "B" 

Moreover, within each of these types, different degrees of, - 
accentual-prominence have also been postulated and established; 
thus, 

a- /P /P 2/ 
and /p3 

b- /Ml/v /M2/ and /M3/; 

C- IW'l and /, W2 /. 

In addition to the above, three further cases of realizational 

free-variance between certain levels and degrees of accentual 

prominence have also been identified and established. While the 

first two are semi-phonological and somewhat obligatory, the 

third is subjective and optional. These are: - 

a- tM3/Wllv ; 

b- , M3/W2, v; 

C_ IW2 /M111. 

. 
Secondly, even if the established levels/types (or their degrees) 
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seem to intersect with respect to some of their phonetic 

parameters, no complete overlap between them is either possible 

or permissible under the present system of "accentual prominence" 

and its methodology. They are a 
_priori 

inequivalent categories. 

Thirdly, the developed and established system of'"accentual 

prominence" in this Chapter is deemed consistent and adequate 

to account exhaustively for all formal structures on the 

para-phonotactic level irrespective of their degrees of 

complexity. 

With the above remarks, we come to the end of this discussion. 

In the succeeding Chapter, however, we shall demonstrate in 

detail how the particulars of the established system in question 

combine to form "pattern" of accentual prominence. Each 

established "pattern" will be correlated with a single instance 

from S. E. to justify its postulation and corroborate its adequacy. 
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Notesto Chapter 1. 

1- It is worth pointing out that, 

a- the absence of any clear and specific indication as to 

what is potentially commutable with "zero" in such 

contexts is, in fact, directly responsible for 

intensifying the ambiguity of the definition and 

rendering it totally unintelligible. Put differently, 

it is not obvious from the formulation of "Def. 18b" 

whether it is the totality of a complex distinctive 

para-cenotactic pattern which is commutable with 

or whether it is only Darts of such a pattern which are 

so privileged; and, 

b- nowhere in the published literature of the theory of 

A. F. do we find any logical justification, for not 

recognizing or explicitly postulating parallel 

"juxtapositional"/"contrastive" relationship between 

"contrastive para-cenotactic features" and "0" in a,,, 

given complex para-cenotactic pattern; c. f. "Def. 18a". 

2- The auxiliary para-phonotactic system of "permutation/ 

mutation" actually operates on "phonotactic bases", on 

"accentual patterns". or on "both". leading in the final end 

towards the identification and establishment of a third 

type of econo which could be called "permutational/ 

mutational economy". This type of economy is only operable 

on the para-phonotactic level. 

Our thorough functional investigation of the different 
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possible types of para-phonotactic phenomena in S. E. has also 

proved the futility of establishing the much-talked-about 

system'of "linguistic rhythm" as an independent and separate 

para-phonotactic system in S. E. The results of our 

extensive and lengthy research into this specific issue could 

be briefly summed up in the following statement: 

"Rhythm is no more than the external aesthetic 

manifestation of linguistically established accentual 

patterns". 
However. ' beca'use of the negative character of the entirety 

of the extensive study, it has been decided not to include 

it in the present volume. 

Though a complete list of all so-called "distinctive-minimal 

pairs" in S. E. has actually been set up and examined, the 

obtained results will not be included in the present' 

descriptive account. The reasons are simple: The 

conclusions have very little significant information to add 
to our understanding of the phonological system of the 

language under description. 

Note that the reason why "option b" need . not be seriously 

considered may be attributed to the fact that it is 

functionally inconceivable for any single linguistic entity/ 

feature to perform two different functions in the system at 

the same time on the same level of analysis and abstraction. 

It should be noted that while the notion of "para-tactic unit" 
has actually been identified and defined in the 1974 version 
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of the "Postulates", it has been replaced, in the, forthcoming 

version of the "Postulates" by the two ambigious terms of 

"para-tactic entities" and "complex para-tactic entity". 

Needless to say that this substitution has brought about with 
it a good deal of redundancy, ambiguity and overlap not only 

between the wording of the definitions of the two terms' in 

question, but also between them and the definition of the 

notion "entity" in the "Postulates". An-even more complex. 

picture (whi6h also abounds with superfluity and overlap) 

is offered by Gardner (1984). In her attempt to project 

-what is thought to be- a neater version of the 1974' 

"Postulates", Gardner has unnecessarily introduced a huge 

number of concepts, among which one can mention the'following: 

"Complex par atactic unit". "Paratactic entity". "Para- 

cenotactic entity", "Parasyntactic entity", "Paracenotactic 

unit". ' "Parasyntactic unit", "Base", "Simple base". "Complex 

base". Be'that as it may, the interested reader is advibed 

to consult the given references for further information. ' 

The reader is invited to compare the consistency and adequacy 

of our definition with Gardner's (1984) proposed modification 

of the same concept. 

8- In the 1974 version of the "Postulates". the same'definition 

of the notion "base" appears alongside "Def. 20blo 

The reader w,; Il. have noticed the absence of any reference to 

the'-formal phonological representation of distinctive 

"intonation" in S. E. This could be primarily attributed to 
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the fact that "no useful purport is served by dealing with 

these, forms under the heading of 
_phonologV11, 

(Mulder, 

forthcoming). The validity of this statement has in fact 

been corroborated by our initial research into the system 

in question. However, though it is not our intention to 

get ourselves involved in any polemics, it may probably be 

useful to casually point out in this context that we find 

Harris's (1969) and Gardner's (1984) basic approaches to the 

para-syntactic phenomenon of "intonation" in S. E. to be 

somewhat questionable and argumentative. 'What seems to be 

particularly unsatisfactory about such approaches is that the 

presumed descriptive consistency and adequacy of any 

established functional/structural set of "non-decomposable" 

intonational pitch-contours (or patterns) ultimately depends 

on the successful preservation of the "closed" character of 

the system. In this sense, the mere introduction of just 

one more new intonation/pitch-contour to the set would - 

understandably lead to (a) the refutation of its "closed" 

nature and, (2)-the total collapse of the whole established 

system. - If, however, the "intonation" phenomenon is 

conceived to be "decomposable" into gradiently established 

pitch-levels which combine to form different types of pitch- 

contours, then, t#e immediate threat of refutation, could, be 

relatively, minimized. Yet, this course of action leads to 

the problem of "how do we scientifically identify-these 

pi t ch-1 evel s? 

10- The reader is advised to refer to footnote '13". 
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The treatment of "loudness" as a "physio-perceptual" issue 

may be at variance with the predominant conception which 

considers it to be a purely perceptual phenomenon. Our 

view in this respect may be briefly summed up as follows: 

Since the recognition of "loudness" is entirely 

based on the materialistic presence in the particles 

of the atmospheric air of mass volumes of actual 

physical sound in progress, then the perception 

process can only be activated if and only if 

these'mass volumes of physical sound (which are 

measurable) hit a human ear. In other words, if 

something has no mass volume, it is neither 

measurable nor perceivable by a hearer. This, in 

fact, confirms the thesis that "loudness" is a 

physio-perceptual, phenomenon, and not an entirely 

"perceptual" one. 

12- The reader recalls that our previous investigation into the 

nature of "minor"-type phonotagms in S. E. ha's actually -and 

independently- come to analogous conclusions. However, we 

have seen from previous arguments in PART II that the 

phenomenon of "under-articulation" can only operate in the 

context of certain types of phonotagmic component. The 

significance of the phonotamýphonotagmic component as a 

basis for the phonological description of the para- 

phonotactic phenomenon of "accentual prominence" in S. E. 

has also been postulated, emphasized and corroborated 

earlier in this Chapter. 
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13- Though the respective location of an appended phonotagmic 

component may involve considerations which could affect the 

actual realization of the component itself (and probably 

that of the phonotagmic component which bears a primary 
degree of accentual prominence), these considerations are 

noticed to be functionally insignificant for the phonological 
description of the phenomenon. Por instance, the 

realization of the appended phonotagmic component whose 

underlying base-line structure is of the type 

V/ ISvSv t- CO-n/ is impressionistically shorter 

when it occurs to the left of a /P/ phonotagmic component 

than when it occurs to its right in analogous complex 

base-line structures, etc. 

14- Of course, we are not denying here the fact that the nature 

of the nuclear vocalic/semi-vocalic element may play a 

significant role not only in classifying the phonotagms in 

S. E. into "major" and "minor" types of phonotagm, but also in 

determining the para-phonotactic status of some types of 

phonotagmic component. Nevertheless, this role should not 

be emphasized since some of these nuclear elements may lose 

their significance and status when they are slightly or 

heavily under-articulated. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

"Accentual Prominence Pattern*S": 

Establishment, Corroboration and Statements-of 

Realization 

As the title indicates, the discussions in this Chapter 

will be primarily concerned with the postulation, establishment 

and corroboration of some "accentual prominence patterns" which 

are attested to correlate with bases corresponding to, forms of 

simple and complex phonotactic structure. By implication, 

therefore, no reference will'be made - and no attempt will be 

carried out - to account for the "accentual prominence patterns" 

which co-occur with bases underlying higher-than-phonological- 

word-level entities/units, e. g. forms of "phrases". "syntagms". 

"clauses". "sentences", or the like. However, before we 

could possibly start introducing and corroborating our exemplary 

set(s) of linguistically established "accentual prominence 

patterns", it is necessary for the consistency and adequacy of 

the descriptive account to settle and resolve certain definitional, 

representational and realizational issues. The first of these 

issues, and probablythe most persistent and signiticant,, is the 

determination of the exact nature and function of the descriptive 

para-phonotactic concept of "accentual prominence pattern" itself. 

As we know from previous experiences, this could only be, done if 

the concept in question wtvtadequately covered by a rigorously 

formulated definition. In consequence, we propose defining the 

concept of "accentual prominence pattern" as-, -, - 
"Accentual prominence pattern" for "a simultaneous 

bundle of one or more contrastive degrees of non- 

tactic feature correlating with the whole or any 
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simple-or complex phonotagmic-base and'marks, '' 

it as'being equivalent to a simple or complex 

para-phonotactic unit. " 

On proper, investigation of the wording of the suggested 

definition of the concept in question, we may arrive at some 

significant conclusions; namely, 

a- "accentual prominence patterns" may potentially 

CO-occur with "simple" as well as "complex" 

phon6tagmic base-structures; 

b- when a phonotagmic'base-structure is' "simple", 

the correlated "accentual'prominenc6 pattern" is 

analogously "simple"; 

c- when a phonotagmic base-structure is "complex" 

.ý, 
(which is, by, implication, also "gradient"), the 

correlated "accentual prominence pattern" is 

analogously "complex" and "gradient"; 

,, 
d- the occurrence dependency type of relationship 

., 
which holds, between phonotagmic base7structures 

and accompanying "accentual prominence patterns" 

logically leads to the creation of higher-level 

"complexn. phonotactic entities called "para-, 

phonotactic units". (Remember that any such "unit" 

is theoretically conceived in A. F. to be composed 

of -kwo,, types of feature, i. e. the feature "base" 

and the feature "accentual prominence pattern"); 

e-, irrespective of the degree of complexity of any 

established, "para-phonotactic unit". it isq by 

. 
definition, envisaged as constituting'a "well- 
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fomed and self-contained entity" on the para- 

, phonotactic level of analysis; 

f- in view of the foregoing, the establishment of 

the traditional phenomenon of "external juncture" 

(which is normally entrusted with the function of 

marking the borders between well-formed and self- 

contained lexical- items) may consequently be 

pronounced redundant and unnecessary. This is 

logical since the postulated function which. justifies 

the existence of the concept in question in the,,, - 

system is tacitly implied in the definition of the 

concept,, of, "accentual prominence pattern".,, 

With the above conclusions in mind, one may remark that it 

is not required of phonotagmic bases to be themselves complex 

in order to figure on the para-phonotactic level of analysis. 

The reader will recall from preceding arguments that all simple 

monophonotagmic base-structures and their /P/ degrees, of 

accentual prominence are conceived to constitute the essential 

corner-stones on which the totality of the phonology of S. E. 

and its varying degrees of tactic and para-tactic complexity 

are ultimately based. Yet, because none of the 
_simple 

monophonotagmic base-structures in question - and none of their 

accompanying degrees of accentual prominence - demonstrates any 

potential for internal juxtaposition, we are logically permitted 

to preclude them from being classified alongside the other 

"para-phonotactic units" in the system. (of course, the 

reference here is to those "bases" and "patterns" which 

demonstrate internal juxtaposition, i. e. "complex para-phonotactic 

units"). In consequence, we may categorically emphasize that 
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"para-phonotactic units. " which are constructed of sim2le 

bases and correlated simple accentual prominence patterns 

belong to a 
. 
2rimitive para-phonotactic sub-system which is 

directly attached to the overall system of accentual prominence 

in two ways (a) via the /P/ degrees ofaccentual prominence 

which solely accompany all simple base-structures and, (b) via 

the potential , ity of these base-structures to figure as components 

in phonotagmi6''complexes of different extensions. In this 

sense, the simple monophonota'gmic base-structures will be 

accounted for in the'succeeding lists under the title of "primitive 

accentual prominenc"e patterns". As we shall shortly see, only 

three such primitive accentual prominence patterns are required 

to cater for all the attested simple monophonotagmic bases in 

S. E.; (c. f. preceding Chapter). 

This leads us into explaining the representational method 

which will be used in this Chapter for introducing and 

corroborating our established set of "accentual prominence 

patterns". 

Basically - and in very simple terms - the phonological form 

of a postulated "accentual prominence pattern" will be firstly 

launched and then correlated (by means of a "+" sign) with the 

phonological form of a certain base-structure from S. E. Since 

this is merely a simple "addition" equation, it must necessarily 

be followed by an "equal" sign (i-, e. "=") before the result of 

the equation is indicated. Logically speaking, unless there 

is something faulty'about either of the two sides of the equation, 

the product of the togetherness of the two phenomena will, by 

the nature of things, lead to the establishment of attested 

"para-phonotactio units" of certain specifications and complexity. 
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If the. neutral realization of a given "unit" constantly 

approximates t. he idealized standard norm, and if it does not 

undergo, any form of "under-" or "over-" articulation, then 

the phonetic realization of that specific "unit", will be 

totally, ignored. Alternatively, the reader may, if he/she 

wishes, map any of the resultant "units" onto a specially 

constructed realizational scale-like grid (to be shortly 

discussed and established) for the sake of pin-pointing the 

phonetic realizational correlates of any given "unit". 

Of course, the "bases" and their "patterns" are realized in 

actual communication as internally ordered spatio-temporal 

sequences, 

However, the cases where the realizations of certain sections 

of'an established "para-phonotactio unit" fluctuate between 

alternative realizations - due to "under-" or "over-" 

articulation - will form an exception. In these cases, the 

I standard phonological norm will be firstly indicated and then'. 

supplemented by the alternative indeterminate realizations-'ý' 

Only when this task is completed, may the different types of'- 

realizat I lonal possibilities (which'are connected with a certain 

unit) be consequently grafted onto the provided realizational 

scale-like grid for further corroboration* 

The shape of the proposed realizational, scale-like grid - 

as we conceive it - is fundamentally based on the idea of 

equating each phonological degree of "accentual prominence" 

with a realizational "curve movement" (represented by an "arrow") 

between two and only two - points on the scale. As such, 

,a 
realizational "curve movement" may be visualized as starting 
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from a certain identified point and moving on until it 

terminates at the point where another realizational "curve 

movementn takes over; and so on. Of-course, a "curve 

movement" which is not succeeded in the pattern/grid by' 

another. "curve, movement" starts to dip, gradually into complete 

silence after asserting itself. This is symptomatic of the 

completion of, the form, pattern, realization and message. 

However, it may well happen that instead of one "curve movement" 

moving away-from a certain point, two "curve movements" may-be 

noticed to leave in two different directions and terminate-at, 

points which are situated alongside the same colilmn. Whenever 

such, a. phenomenon isýidentified, it is indicative of tb: e-active- 

presence of the phenomena of "under-" or "over-" articulation 

over and above certain phonotagmic components of a complex base. 

(As pointed out in the preceding Chapter, this branching of 

specific "curve movements" actually represents a deviation from 

the standard neutral realization of certain degrees of accentuftl 

prominence), Now, if all these realizational "curve movements" 

(which correspond to established degrees of accentual prominence) 

are identified as being "locative curve movements" (for being 

associated with single degrees of accentual prominence), -then-, - 

the sum total of a complete set of such realizational "locative 

curve movements" may be understood to represent a sinEle 

realizational curve movement called the "overall unified curve 

movement" (which intuitively corresponds to one "accentual , 

prominence pattern"). In its turn, this latter type of, "overall 

curve movement",, is solely associated with the realizational 

manifestation-of the totality of a given "para phonotactic unit". 

However, before, the realizational scale-like grid could be set 

up, some of the conventions which will be used in its construction,, 

require explanation. 
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Intrinsically. - the grid itself is merely a mesh of 

intersecting straight. lines. Its utmost left-hand column 

will be reserved for the classification of the intralevel 

hierarchically structured phonetic substance values-of the 

established degrees of accentual prominence. Each set of 

attested and established values - which explicitly corresponds 

to a-specific degree of accentual prominence - will be located- 

inside a box of its own. A upara-phonotactic unit" - inclusive 

of, its "base" and accompanying "pattern" - will be indicated-, at 

the bottom of the grid, and the "grid" itself will be divided- 

into squares/rectangles. The phonetic value of any degree 

of accentual prominence which is correlated with any one 

juxtaposed phonotagm in the base will be represented by a 

respective circle inside a corresponding square/rectangle in 

the realizational grid. The "locative curve movement" between 

any two points/circles will - as pointed out earlier - be 

symbolized by an arrow moving upwards, downwards or sideways.. 
The identified realizational cases of "over-" and "under-" 

articulation will, of course, be represented, as expected, by 

means of two alternative arrows leading to two-circles situated 

alongside the same column. If a solid arroii and a solid circle 

are taken-to imPly "neutral realization". then a dotted arrow 

and a dotted circle will necessarily come to refer to the 

alternative "non-neutral realization". With these concluding 

remarks, we consider the stage ready for the constraction of 

our proposed realizational scale-like grid. The best way to 

justify its construction and corroborate its potential 

capability to account for the facts in an adequate and 

straightforward manner is by simply attempting to project a 
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pair of established "para-phonotactic units" onto its 

structure. For the immediate purposes of the present argument, 

we shall firstly attempl to project the established "para- 
P- 41 

phonotactic unit" of /armhOul/ "armhole" onto the structure 

of the g5m. Pollowing that, the "para-phonotactic. unit" of 
Wl p2 MM 

/rprokSimei, t/ "Approximate (v)" will be analogously mapped onto 

the particulars of the same grid. The differences between the 

realizations of the two established "accentual prominence 

patterns" could be very easily calculated and abstracted from 

directly comparing the two grids with one another. Thus, the 
P1 Ml 

result of projecting the "para-phonotactic unit" /armhOul/ 

"armhole" onto the realizational scale-like grid may look as 

f ollows: - 

intense, loud, 
long. 

intense, loud, ' 
semi-long. 

intense, loud, 
short. 

semi-intense, 
semi-loud, long. 

semi-intense, 
semi-loud, 
semi-long. 

semi-intense, 
semi-loud,, short, 

lax. - mild, long/ 
semi-long. 

lax, mild, 
short. 

P1 
/a r 

mi 

0 
(Figure 
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And, the realizational-manifestation. of the "para-phonotactic 
W1 p2m3 ml 

unit" /rprokSimeit/ "approximate (v)" on a similarly 

constructed scale-like grid may be represented as: 

intense, loud, 
-long. 
intense, loud, 
semi-long. 

intense, loud, 
short. 

sQmi-intense, 
semi-loud, long. 0 

sem i -intense, 
semi-loud,, 
semi-long. i 0 
semi-intense, - 

, semi-loud, 
short. 

lax, mild, long/ 
semi-long. 

lax, mild, 
short. 

wl p2 
/r p- roks 

(Figure 2) 

M3 Mi 
im eit 

As the two latter Figures indicate, there is an obvious 

correlation between the complexity of the "para-phonotactic 

unit" and the complexity of the realizational "scale-like 

grid". The more complex the "unit" is, the larger the size 

of the "grid" becomes. This, of course, has direct 

consequences on the realizational "overall unified curve 

movement" which is associated with the totality of the "unit". 
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In this sense, the "curve" becomes analogously more complex 
z 

and more diversified. 

Some "Accentual Prominence Patterns" for S. E.: - 

It has been referred to earlier in the Chapter that the 

overall set of. "accentual prominence patterns" in S. E. may 

be divided into two categories, 'i. e. (a) "primitiveaccentual 

prominence patterns" and, (b) "complex accentual prominence 

patterns". While any pattern which belongs to, the former 

category is conceived to be composed of a simultaneous bundle 

of one single'degree of /P/ accentual prominence, a "complex 

accentual prominence pattern" must, by definition, be 

constructed of a simultaneous bundle of at least t*o degrees 

of accentual prominence. Moreover, our attempts at the 

establishment of the maximum extension of a "complex accentual 

prominence pattern" for S. E. phonotagmic complexes have 

consistently led to futile conclusions. This is primarily 

due to the fact that any so-called "common noun" in S. E. is 

virtually expandable to reach infinity by merely adding'and 

alternating prefixes like "anti-", "pro-", "non-", etc. to 

the beginning of any such noun-base. In view of-this,,, we shall 

consider a simultaneous bundle of eleven degrees of 

accentual prominence to represent the maximal. extension. of a 

"complex accentual prominence pattern" in S. E. The-, adequacy 

of this postulated pattern can very easily be corroborated if-,,., 

the following two lexical items from the language are 

successfully mapped onto its structure: - 
"antidisestablishmentarianization" 

and, "dichlorodipenyltrichlorethane", ' 
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Thus: - 
M2M3M3 M2M2 M2 Ml W2W1 mi p1 

/antidisisTablismnterrirnAizeivsn/ 

ii i. e. Evnt(a)d(, )sist-&bliXmbntE*6jijbnajzejXbn] 
b 2M3M3M2 m2m2m1w2 wi m1 Pý7 / 
Im 2M3/WlM3/WIM2M2M2MlW2 w1m1 PI] 

I ml ml ml ml ml ml ml -ml ml p1 ml 
and either /dAiklori-OudAifIinAiltrAiklorrOuIieein/ 

Ml Ml Ml Ml M3M2 Ml Ml Mlpl ' Ml 
or /dAiklorrOudAifeniltrAiklorrOuIieein/ 

i: Qj 
i. e. Edo J klo: w owdaj f(9 )n(i )ltjcxjklo:, jowi: eej! ] 

6b 

1 mi m11 
M M1M1M1 (M3) (M2) M1M1M1P M 

imimlml( mi mi )m1M1M1P1M LM 
M3/wl) (M2 11 

Now, if the totality of the developed methodology in this 

PART is constantly borne in mind, we can start introducing 

and corroborating our exemplary sets of "accentual prominence 

patterns" for specific types of S. E. form. The taxonomic 

lists in these sets will only include the "accentual prominence 

pattern" which are positively attested to correlate with forms 

of certain lexical items in the language. By implication, 

the "accentual prominence patterns" which are not attested to 

correlate with forms of existing instances will be ignored 

and excluded from the description. Since the subsequent sets 

of "pattern" are only given for the purposes of exemplifying 

the present approach, the reader who is interested in pursuing 

the matters beyond the imposed limits may very easily do so by 

basing himself/herself on the particulars of the preceding 

arguments. 
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"Primitive Accentual Prominence Patterns" 

P1 
1- /Pl/ + /dIin/ =, /dIin/ "dean" 

2/ p3 
2- /P +, /dint/ = /dint/ "dint" 

p3 
3- /p3/ '+'/din/, = /din/ "din" 

"Complex Accentual Prominence Patterns" 

A) Complex Accentual Prominence Patterns in Relatidii to Bases 

of Two PhonotagMic Com2onents: - 

P1 Mi 
1--/Pl"Ml/ +, /horlmark/ (hallmark) /horimark/ 

Pi M2 
2- /Pl Ml/ + /arralisT/ (journalist) = /arrnlisT/ 

40 
plýM3 

3-ý /P1 M3/ + /beilit/ (bailiff) /beilif/ 

i. e. ZEejl(j)ff + LT1 Mýr LT 1M 3/ Wý7 

Pi W1 4- /P1 Wl/ + /lOurd/ (lowered) /lOurd/ 

5 /Pi W2/ + /lOuli/ (Jowly) 
pl W2 

/lOuli/ 

i. e. Llowl (': )7 + LY1 W27 ILT1 W2/Mýjr 

p2 M2 
6 /p2 Ml/ + /iNplarnt/ (implant) /iNplarnt/ 

p2 M2 
7-. /P 2 M2/ + /makSiml/ (maximal) /makSiml/ 

p2 M3 
8- /p2 M3/ + /endloa / (endlong) /endloa 

i. ZE-ndl (? ) a7 + fp-2 M37 / Ly2 M3/WI7 

/p2 p2 1 
Wl/ + /sentrd/ (centred) = /senYrd/ 
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p2 W2 
lo_ /p2 W2/ + /sentr/ (centre) = /sentr/ 

A. e. fs_Ent(3.. ff, + Lp2 W2] / [p2 W2/Mj 

3 p3 Ml 
11- /P Ml/ + /napuIid/, (knapweed) = /napuIid/ 

, p3 M2 
12- /p3 M2/ + /givrbl/ (giveable) = /givrbl/ 

p3 M3 
13- /p3 M3/. + /akrid/ (acrid) = /akrid/ 

0 

i. e. Cmkj(ý) g +Ep3 M3 7/ rp3 M3/Wlj 

p3 Wl 
14- /p3 Wl/ + /hazrd/ (hazard) /hazrd/ 

p3W2 
15- /p3 W2/ + /Siti/ (Cjtý, ) . /Siti/ 

rsit(i + [p3 W2_7 / Ep3 W2/, Ml7 i. e. L L7 
Ml P1 16- /Ml Pl/ + /hiIumein/ (humane) - /hiIumein/ 

2 M2 pl. 
17- /M pl/ + /elsuer/ (elsewhere) = /elsuer/ 

is 
M3 21 

_ /M3ýpl/ + /setIi/ (settee) - /setli/ 

q+ EM3 pi I/ LrM3/Wl p i. e. Es(I)ti 11 
wipi 19- 1Wl Pl/ + /rbeit/ (abate) = /rbeit/ 

W2 pl 
20- /W2 pl/ + /krhIutS/ (cahoots) = /krhIutS/ 

Ml p2 
21- /Ml p2/ + /grOutesK/ (grotesque) = /grOutesK/ 

M2 
, 
p2 

22-,, /M2 p2/ + /grvnmenti/ (governmental) = /grvnmentl/ 

3 2/ M3p2 
23- /M P+ Amens/ (immense) /imens/ 

e. mfns7 + LM3 1,2 
_7 

/ CM3/Wl' p2 I 

Wlp2 
24- /Wl, p2/ + /rbaXT/ (abashed) = /rbaýT/ 
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W2 p2 - -' 1 
25- /W2 p2/ + /kuiesnt/ (quiescent) = '/kuiesnt/ 

p3 
26- /Ml p3/, +, /hOutel/ (hotel) - /hOutel/ 

2 p3/'+ /- 
M2, 

ý 
p3 

27- /M pasTel/ (pastel) /pasTel/ 

3 M3 p3 
28- /M P /bifel/ (befell) /bifel/ 

b) f r-J. + LM3 p33 EM3/Wl p3 'i; e. Lrb(, 
' 

..: 
7 

Wlp3 
29- 1Wl ]p3/,, +,. /rbak/ (aback) = /rbak/ 

W2p3 
30- /W2 p3/ + /: Freg/ (areg) = /rreg/ 

Complex Accentual Prominence Patterns in Relation to Bases 

of Three Phonotagmic Coml2onents: - 

P1 Mi Mi 
1- /Pl Ml Ml/ + /mAik3: 0usKOup/ (microscope) = /mAikxOusKOup/ 

pi klM2 
2- /pl Ml M2/ + /hIudIuizm/ (hoodooism) /hIudIuizm/ 

pl Ml M3 
3- /pl-Ml, M3/, + /mkikTOudot/ (microdot) /mAid. TOudot/-, - 

i. e. 2, V+ [pI M1 M3 7/ [pl Mi, M3 EmcQkaowd(3) /w! 7 
pi mlW1 4-, /P1 Ml'Wý/ + /IivldIurz/ (evildoers) = /IivldIurz/ 

plý, -, MlW2 
5- /pl, Ml W2/ + /nOuturrti/ (noteworthy) = Aouturrti/ 

00 

i rpl Ml W2J / Lpl Mý - 2/ i. e., Enowtw3: t(,: )3 + L_ -w Mýl 
/pl_ M2 Ml/ + /gormmdAiz/ 

/21 M2 M2/ ý+ /klAirntig/ 
0 

pl M2 Ml 
(gormandize) = /go3: ýmrndAi, %/ 

pl M2 M2 
(clientage) = /klAirntid. N/ 

41 
pl M2 3 

8- /pl M2 M3/. + /bartendiý / (bartending) = /bartendl; 

i. e., Eba: t *-: nd(a) + Epl M2 M3 7/ Epl M2 M3/W13 
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1 M2 Wl' 
P1 M2, ý"'Wl 9-"'/P + /orkisTrrz/ (orchestras) /orkisTrrz/ 

2 2/ pi M2 W2 
10' /Pl mw /garnitffr/ (garniture) /garnitgr/ 

+ [pl M2 W2 ý2 W2/Mlg i. e. Ego: nit'g(,: )3 7/ Eýl m 
1,3 '1 pý M3M1 

11- /P MM+ /barbikiIu/ (barbecue) /barbikiIu/ 

i. e. [ba': b(b')kju. 3 + [pl M3 1 3/Wl -mj m3 / Epl m 
1132 

pl M3M2 
12- /P MM/+ /beisitikST/ (basifixed) - /beisifikST/ 

,1 '3 M23 fpl 3/Wl M2 i, e. , Ebe'js(a)fikst3 + EP' Mm19 

pl M3 M3 
13- /pl M3 M3/ + /bleiNfulnis/ (blamefulness) = /bleiNfulnis/ 

ui, 13313131 i. e. [bl ejmf (&) In(a) q+ LP MM3/ EP M /W M /W 3 

13 pl M3W1 
14- /P M Wl/ /dAuNkrmrz/ (downcomers) = /dAuNkrmrz/ 

(A 
b)MOZ 

1 M3 W17 E i. e. Edciwnk 
.3+ 

EP Vl M3/Wl Wý7 
1 '3 2/ Pi I M3 W2 

15*'/P MW+ /dAunsuiDr/ (downswinger) = /dAunsui 

i. e. dctwns, 

16- /21 Wl M1/ + 

17 ,- /21 Wi M2/ + 

18- /F' Wi M3/ + 

i al 

N(S) 5(3'. 17 

/hAibrneit/ 

/harmrnisT/ 

/hiIumrtul/ 

[pl M3 W2ýj / Ell M3/" 121 ww /mj 

p1 wiml ," (hibernate) = /hkibrneit/ 
1wl 2 pm 

(harmonist) = /harmrnisT/ 

pl WlM3 
, (humourful) = /hiIumrful/ 

iIe. Ehju: m*bf(U, ))t] + LP1 wl M3-1 / EP1 wl M3/WJ 

1- 11 Pi Wiwi 
19- /P WW/+ /hiIumrsrm/ (humoursome) = /hiIumrsrm/ 

1 Wl W2/ + 
pl Wl W2 

20- /P /sAitrtri/ (citatory) = /sAitrtri/ 

)7 + E21 Wl W2 i. e. [sajtbtJ(, ': E21 Wl W2 1 
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12 Ml/ 
p1w 2M1 

21- /P W /sPAidrurrt/ (spiderwort) = /sPAidrurrt/ 

12 2/ p 1W2 M2 
22- /P WM /eiaiizm/ (atheism) = /eiaiizm/ 

000o 
p1 W2 M3 

23- /P 1 W2 M3/ + /kardiak/ (cardiac) = /kardiak/ 
41 0 

i. e. Eka: dij(Ebý)k7 + [, Pl 

24- /P 1 W2 Wl/ + /dgýrnirz/ 
000 

25- /P 1 W2 W2/ + /bartrrr/ 
001 

W2 M3 Ep 1 W2 M3 /W 3 
. 
1-7 

1 W2 Wl 
(Journe'Zers)'= /dirrnirz/ 

plW2Wi 
(barterer) = /bartrrr/ 

617 + Epl W2 W2 7 Epl W2 W2/M17 i. e. - Eba: t6j(3,2 
2 Ml Ml, 

26- /p2 Ml Ml/ +' /insOuleit/ (insolate) /insOuleit/ 
P2 Ml M2 

27- /P2 Ml M2/ + /intrrnisT/ (internist) /intrrnisT/ 
p2 Ml, M3 

28- /p2 Ml M3/ + /pensAiinis/ (pensileness) - /pensAilnis/ 

i) S7 + E132 132131 i. e. [pEnsj3jlnQ m M3 ILP mm lwg 

P2 MlWl 
29- /p2 Ml Wl/ + /takSPeirz/ (taxpayers) = /takSPeirz/ 

p2 Ml W2 
30- /p2 Ml W2/ + /grrbSTeikr/ (grubstaker) = /grrbSTeikr/ 

00 

i. e. EgjAbztejk(6, j7 + Ep2 Ml W2 21 W2/ml !7/ Lp mj 
31- /p2 M2 Ml/ + /konteNpleit/ 

32- /p2 M2 M2/ + /prinsiplNipS/ 
0 

33- /p2 M2 M3/ + /prakTiklnis/ 

P2M2 M1 
(contemplate) = /konteNpleit/ 

P2M2 M2 
(principalships) = /prinsiplripS/ 

0 
P2M2 M3 

(practicalness) = /prakTiklnis/ 

iekktikbln( i )SI + E22 M2 M3 
.1/ 

EP 2 M2 M3 I-P /wl-7 
p2 M2 Wl 

32 21 34- /1 MW+ /grandSTandrz/ (grandstanders) = /grandSTandrz/ 
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/p2 M2 2/ p 2ýM2 W2 
35- w+ /iNfrnsi/ (infancy) = /iNfrnsi/ 

i. e. [infons(' +2 M2 W2] 2 M2 w2 i: )] EP EP 1m! 7 
231P2 M3 Mi 

36- /P MM+ /plantigreid/ (plantigrade) = /plantigreid/ 

i. e. LpleL nt gjej 9+ E]p2 M3 Mi 2 3/Wl ý7 /CP m M! 7 
232P2 M3M2 

37- /P MM+ /pontifekS/ (pontifex) - /pontifekS/ 

i. e. 2nt(')fe-ks7 /Ep2 M3 M2 Ep2 M3/Wl M27 Ep 

2- 33 P2 M3 M3 
38- /P MM /-+ /plekTognae/ (plectognath) = /plekTognae/ 

i. e. EplektQ)gn(j)? ] +Ep2 M3 M37/ fp2 M3/Wl M3/WI7 

231P2 M3W1 
39- /P MW/, + /pendiulrm/ (pendulum) = /pendiulrm/ 

00 

i. e. EpF-ndi(u)lbm3 +[p2 M3 Wl 23 3/ [P m /Wl W11 
2 3,2 p2 M3W2 

40- -/P MW+ /piNXPeni/ (pinchpenny) - /piNXpeni/ 

f- 

: 
)3 + Ep2 M3 W2 23121. i. e. intXp( )n(' m /W w /MY Ep aij IEP 

41- /p2 11 p2 WlMl 
WM+ /plazmriAiz/ (plasmolyse) = /plazmrlAiz/ 

, /p2 Wi 2p2 WlM2 
42- M+ /glipTrdont/ (glyptodont) = /glipTrdont/ 

p2 WlM3 
43- /p2, Wl M3/ + /pentrgon/ (pentagon) = /pentr*gon/ 

i. e. Epfntbg(: 3)n +2 Wl M3 21 M3 a !7 Ep ý7 /Ep w /W'J 
Pý wlwl 44- . /p2 Wl Wl/ + /gosPrlrz/ (gospellers) = /gosPrlrz/ 

2, Wl 2p21 W2 
45- /P W/+ /kantrbri/ (Canterbury) = /kantrbri/ 

00 

i'e. LkELntbboJ(')j +Ep2 122121 
i: w w3/LrP ww /m 3 

46- /p2 W2'MI- P2 W2M1 
+ /flrkTiueit/ (fluctuate) = /firkTiueit/ 

09 
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p2 W2MI 

47- /P WM+ /alkrhesT/ (alcahest) /alkxhesT/ 

2 W2M3 
48- /p2 W2 M3/ + /tgaNfrriB/ (chamferring) - /t? a; frri 

00a -Y 

i. e. LtXmmfbj(')33 + Lr22 W2 M37/[1)2 W2 M3/Wlý7 a- 

22 W11 + Isjoi 
P2 W2W1 

49- /P W 'rrrl/ (sphincteral) - /sFi. 5'ýrrrl/ 

22 W2' 
p2 W2W2 

50- /P W+ /katgir/ (catchier) = /katgir/ 

bg 22222 W2/M13 i. e. Dcvt6ij(3* +pwW: 31EP -W 311 
51- /p3 MI Ml/, + /dffenousAid/ (genocide) /d?? enOusAid/ 

p3M1 M2 
52- /p3 M1 M2/ + /redouirnt/ (redolent) /redOulrnt/ 

31.3 p3M1 W1 
53- /P MM/+ /mon0uhrl/ (monohull) /mon0uhrl/ 

3133 1- 3 i. e. [m3nowh(S)3: 7 +[p M Mglfp mm /Wlj 

3 Ml Wl/ 
p3 Ml Wl 

54- P+ /haNbrrgrz/ (hamburgers) = /haNbrrgrz/ 

p3 Ml W2. 
55' /p3 Ml W2/ + /kuitKleimr/ (quitelaimer) = /kuitKleimr/ 

00 
a3 MI W2 3121 i. e. EkwitkleJm(3:? 3 +E]p EP mw /m ý7 

321p, 
ýM2 Ml' 

56- /P MM+ /ilrsTreit/ (illustrate) /ilrsTreit/ 
3M2 M2 p 

57- /p3 M2 M2/ + /nolidffrbl/ (knowledgeable) /nol-idFrbl/ 

58- /p3, M2 3p 
3M2 M3 

M/+ /onisTnis/ (honestness) = /onisTnis/ 

13 M2 M37 / EI, 3 M2 M3/W13 i. e. E3nistn(ý)s 7+ EP 

321p 
3M2 Wl 

59- /P MW+ /banisTrz/ (banisters) = /banisTrz/ 

3' 212 p3M2 W2 60--/P MW+ /imid. Nri/ (imagery), = /imidgri/ 
a 11 

i. e. midlj(' 3 M2 W2_1 / Ep3 M2 W2/Ml I-i W3 + EP i 
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33 
3ýM3, Ml 

61- /P MM+ /peninAit/ (p4nninite) =-/peninAit/ 

e'. iE3 ji3 M17 3,3 Epr-n(a)najt7' +pfEPm /wl m17 
332 p3M3M2 

62- /P MM/ +'/homilisT/ (homilist) = /homilisT/ 

i. e. [hom(l')list [p3 M-3 M2 E p3 M3/Wl M2j + 
p3M3 M3 

63- /p3 M3 M3/ + Jbitiumin/ (bitumin) = /bitiumin/ 

bitj(u)'(')g + Lrlp -33 3/Wl, M3/WI7 i. e. Em3m mg/E: P 
3m 

33 Wl/ 
, p3M3Wl 

64- /P M +"/pla'tinrs/ (platinous) = /platinrs/ 

i +, Ep3 M3 W17/Ep3 M3/Wl W17 i. e. Eplw- t (a) nb! ] 

65- /p3 M3 W2 ,- 
p3M3W2 

ý/ + /platinr/ (platina) = /platinr/ 

Z: plee-t(')n( 21 
17 3 Ep3 M3/Wl W2/Ml + Ep3 M3 W2 

66- 3 W1 /p Ml 
p3WlMl 

+ /rezrlIut/ (resolute) = /rez-rlIui/ 

6 7-- /--3 Wl P M2 
p3W1M2 

+ /hazrdrbl/'(hazardable) = /hazrdrbl/ 

68- /p3 Wl M3/ + /bekrniB/ 
p3Wlm3 

(beckoning) = /bekrni 

i. e. [bLkbn(')Bj + Ep3 Wl M37/Ep3 Wl- 3/' 1 M Wý7 

69- /p3 W1 Wl/ + /hazrdrs/ 
p3WlW1 '(hazardous) 

= /hazrdrs/ 

70- /p3 Wl W2/ + /hilrki/ 
p3WlW2 

(hillocky) = /hilrki/ 

i. e. Lr 
. hilbk(i 

id-7 + 
[p3 Wl W2 3121 91L Pww /m ý7 

71- /p3 W2 Ml/ + /rtruer/ 
p3W2M1 

(otherwhere) = /rtruer/ 

72- /PýW2 M2/'-+, /hobiisT/ 

0 
p3W2M2 

(hobbyist) = /hobiisT/- 
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323 p3W2 M3 
73- /P WM+ /gradiuit/ (graduate (n. )) /gradiuit/ 

#000 

i. e. EOEV-djuw(')! 7+ [p3 W2 M3 L: p3 W2 M3/Wl 3 

P 3, W2W1ý 
74- /p3, W-2, Wl/ + /vakiurs/ (vacuous) /vakiurs/ 

322 p3W2W2 
75- /P VW/, + /kopir/ (copier) = /kopir/ 

*0 

i. e. Ekopij(3ý-fl+Ep3 W2 W27//- 1,3 W2 W2/M! 3 

mi mi. pi v 76-/M MP+ /dIimarkeiNn/ (demarcation) '= /dIimarkeisn/ 

Ml, M2 pl 
M im 2p11 

77- /hirrntIu/ (hereunto) = /hirrntIu/ 
00 

Ml M3 pl 
78- /Ml M3., pl/, +jarbitreiXn/ (arbitration)= /arbitreiXn/ 

') tJejXbg M3 ýpý] / EM1 M3/W1 ply i. e. Lo: b(I + Eml 
Ml W1 ýl MlwlPl 79-, / + /bAirdir/ ý (bayadere) - /bAirdir/, 

eMi 
W2pl 

80_ /M1 W2 pl/ + /sIuprhIit/ (superheat) = /sIupihIit/' 

Ml Ml p2 
Ml Ml P2 

81- /dIipartmentl/ (departmental) = /dIipartmentl/ 

122 Ml M2 p2 
82-, /M MP /dIirisTrikT/ (derestrict) ., /dIirisTrikT/ 

M1 M3p2 
83-/Ml M3 p2/ + /artifiXl/ (artificial) /artifiXl/: 

i. e. 5 M3 p23/[Ml M3/Wl p2_7 t-c,: t(')fivsb9 + Eml 
Ml W1 p2/ + /frrmrmenti/ (firmament 

Ml wlp2 
84- al) /frrmrmentl/ 

Ml W2p2 
85- /Ml W2 p2/ + /a: rbrresnt/ (arborescent) /arbrresnt/ 

3 Ml Ml p3 
a6- /Ml M"P /+ /rIitrarnsmit/ (retransmit) = /rIitrarnsmit/ 

MlM2 p3 
87- /Ml M2 p3/ + /klIiontel/ (clientele) - /klIiontel/ 
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Ml M3 j3 
88_ /Ml M3 p3/ + /rIisrbmit/ (resubmit) = /rIisrbmit/ 

i. e. C%ji: s( 
A) 

bmij7+ fMl M3 1,3 / rMl M3/W1 1,37 L 
1 89- /M 1 W 3 P+ /rIiprzes/ (repossess) 

ý1 
, 
W11,3 

= /rIiprzes/ 

* M1 W2p3 1 90- /M 2 w 3/ + P Is rrviet/ (serviette) 
00 = /srrviet/ 

MiPiM1 
91- /Mi Pl 1 M+ /AidirlAiz/ (idealize) = /AidirlAiz/ 

M1 pl M2 1 92- /M 1 P 2 M+ /meinteinrbl/ (maintai nable) /meinteinrbl/ 

ý1 ', pl M3 
93- /Ml Pl M3/ + -/meinteinia/ (maintaining) = /meinteinia/ 

i. e. fm-ejntejn(')U7 + [Ml pl Mý] /[Ml pl M31W! 7 

11 MY W: l 
94- /M Fl W+ /hAieitrs/ (hiatus) = /hAieitrs/ 

Mi p1 W2 
95- /Ml pl W2/ + /sKrIuteitr/ (scrutator) = /sKrIuteitr/ 

i. e. fskju 

96- /Ml p2 Ml/ + 

97- /Ml p2 M2 + 

98- /Ml p2 M3/ + 

[Ml 1 [Ml 12 17 tejt(.,, 21 +pwpw /M 
_ 

Ml p2 Ml 
/hAidrokSAid/ (hydroxide) = /hAidrokSAid/ý 

12M2 
/d. NAigantizm/ (gigantism), = /d? Aigpantiym/ 

1p2 M3 - 
/dNAigantik/ (gigantic) = /d? Aigantik/,, 

vi+ rMl 2312. M3/Wl i. e. [dzctjgw-nt(, ))g PM ýIlfm p 3" 

12 Ml, 22 W1 
99- /M IP Wl/ + /dIikripTrz/ (decrypters) = /dIikripTrz/ 

ýl 22M, p1 wi 
100- -'/M PW+ /grOutesKli/ (grotesquely) - /g3: 0utesKli/ 

i. e. . Jowtf-skl(' 2 W2 EM 1p2W2 /M 11 19 
idl + Eml P 

13 Ml/ + /marNmalou/ (marshmallow) 
M1 Al 

10l-, /M p mar malOu/ 

132 Ml p3M2 
102- /M PM+ /harmonikS/ (harmonies) = /harmonikS/ 
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13 3/ 
+ /harmonik/ (harmoni 

Ml p3M3, 
103- /M PM c) - /harmonik/ 

i. e. Eha-. m=(')k] + ]Mll, 3M3 p3 M3/Wl b3 1E, ml -7 Ml ]p 3W1 
104- /Ml, ]p3 Wl/ + /dgrrmanrs/ (germ nous) =, '/dgrrmanrs/ 

132 Mlp3W2 
105- /M IP W /,, + /hAuevr/ (however)_. /hAuevr/ 

i. e. , Ehowf-v(,, rml : 5t 17- +L 
lo6- /M2 Mlýpl/, + /indorsIi/ 

107- /M 2 M2 Pl/ + /egSrlteiXn/ 

108_ /M2ý M3 pl/ + /iNplikeiNn/ 

p3 W21 Ml 

M2 
endorsee) /in 

(exultation) 

(implication) 

321 pw /my 

ml P1 
dorsIi/ 

M2 M2 p1 
/egSrlteign/ 

M2 M3pl 
/iNplikeiXn/ 

i. e. , 
[impl(')kejXan] + [M2 M3 pi E M2 M3ý- 11 

.a3ýIW P3 
211M2 wl P1 

109- /M WP/+ /halbrdir/ (halberdier) /halbrdir/ 

22100M2w2P1 110- /M wP/+ /flrkTiueiNn/ (fluctuation) = /flrkTiueiNn/ 

212M 
2' M1. p2 

111- /M MP/+ /koNpartmentl (compartmental) /koNpartmeijtl/ 

M2 2 p2 
112- /M2 M2 P2/, + /lodgisTiNn/ (logistician). = /joYisTiNn/ 

232M2 M3p2 - 
113- /M 'M P+ /insidentl/ (incidental) - /insidentl/ 

123 2j / [M2- M3/Wl 1,2 i. e. Cins(b)dFnta&j + [M MPI 

212M2 wlP 2' 
114- /M W F/ + /noNkrmitl/ (noncommittal) /noNkrmitl/ 

222 M2 W2p2 
115- /M WP/+ /koNprihend/ (comprehend) /koNprihend/ 

213 M2 Ml p3 
116- /M MP/+ /landorlet/ (landaulette) /landorle, t/ 

223M2, M2 p3 
117- /M MP/+ /iNkandes/ (incandesce) = /iNkandes/ 
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233m2 M3p3 
118- /M MP+ /srbSrkrs/! E(subsuccuss) - /BrbSrkrs/ 

i. e. 23323 37 EsAb s (A 
- , b) kAs] + [M MP JILM M /Wl P 

M2 WIp 3 
119_ /M2 Wl p3/ + /obSrles/ (obsolesce) /obSrles/ 

M2W2p3 
_ /M2 120 2 W 3 P/+ /kolrret/ (collarette) /kolrret/ 

M2 pl Ml 
_ /M2 121 Pl 1 M /-+ /iNfrrnOu/ (inferno) - /iNfrrnOu/ 

pl M2 2 122- /M Pl 2 M/+ /iNpartrbl/ (impartable) = /iNpartrbl/ 

2 1 3 M2 pl_M3 
123- /M P M/+ -/grandIiXip/ (grandeeship) = /grandIi6ip/ 

i. e., %jaL ndi: X(') pj + CM2 pl M3 LrM2 pl M3/Wýj L9 

_ /M2 12p 
iwi 

124 P Wl/. + /XaNpIurz/ (shampooers) /? 
SpIurz/ 

_ /M2 12 M2 pIW2, 
125 PW+ /iNpAur/ (impower) = /iNpAur/ 

0 

i. e. Limpaw( b J, + EM2 1)1 W! 7 / Em 2P1w2 IMý71 3 

M2, --p2 M1 
126- /M2 P2 Ml/ + /iNposTiIum/ (impostume) = /iNposTiIum/ 

M2 P2 M2 
127_ /M2 p2 M2/ + /iNpalprbl/ (impalpable) --/iNpalprblf 

223 
223MP, M 

128- /M PM/+ /asPesTos/ (asbestos) = /asPesTos/. ', -, 

i. e. M2 p2 M37 EM2'p2 M3/W17 EmspF-st(absl +E 
/M2 2 Wl/ +m 

2- p 2-Wl 
129 p /iNkrNbrd/ (incumbered) /iNkrNbrd/,, 

222 M2 p2 W2_ 
130- /M PW+ /abSKondr/ (absconder) /abSKondr/ 

i. e. Cetbsk3nd(b)3 + EM2 p2 W27 / EM2 p2_W2 /MlJ 

M2 p3,1 
131_ /M2 p3 ml/ + /antenIi/ (antennae) = /antenli/ 

M2 p3M2 
132- /M2 p3 M2/ + /pontifiXl/ (pontificial) = /pontifiYl/ 
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2 3' 3 M2 
- 
p3M3 

133- /M PM+ /broNkitii/ (bronclAtic) = /broNkitik/ 

2-332,3 -3 i. e. Eb,. j3nkit(, a) k 7' + [M PM[. M PM /W 

23A M2 p 3W1 
134- /M PW+ /iNpresrz/ (impressers)-= /iNpresrz/ 

M2 p3W2ý 
135- /M 2 p3'W 2/ +I /misKopi/ (miscopy) /misKopi/ 

12 p3 W2 M2 p3 W2/M i. e. [misk: )P(i _7 E id-7 + IM 13 
311 M3M1 pl 

136- /M MP+ /rePartIi/ (repartee) = /repartIi/ 

3 3/Wl M1 pl i. e. [. j (s) p a: ti-. 21 1+ [m mP Em ý7 
321 M3M2 p1 

137- /M M IP + /okrlteiNn/ (occultation) = /okrlteiXn/ 

32112 f3)kAlteJX6g MPg/ LM31W M pl, i. e. j 

33 M3M3pi 
138- /M MP+ /defileid/ (defilade) = /defileid/ 

i. e. [d("'-)f(')lejd7 + [M3 M3 p13 / EM3/, Wl M3/Wl plj C) 
311 mwp 

139- /M3 Wl pl/ + /sabrtrr/ (saboteur) = /sabrtrr/ 

i. e. Es(ýý )bbt3q. 7 + rM3 Wl p17 /E M3/Wl Wl, pl7 
321 

140- /M 3 W2 Pl/ + /dekrreiXn/ (decoration) = /dekrreiNn/ 
00 

i. e. ' Ed(f-)AJejXbn7 + 
EM3 W2 pýy EM3/jl W2 p17 

M3M1 p2 
141- /M3 Ml P2/ + /akorlesnt/ (acaulescent)'= /akorlesnt/ 

-A 3 Ml p23 / EM3/' 112 i. e. E(b)ko: lEs*ant3 + [M wm P] 

1, 
A2 P2, 

142- M2 p2/ + /inigSakT/ (inexact) = /inigSakT/' 

i+ EM3 M2 p27 -ACM3/Wl M2 '2 i. e. [-(ý)nigzal-ký] P9 
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332 M3M3]p? 
143- /m MP+ /obilisKl/ (obeliscal) /obilisKl/ 

e. Eý M3 M3 -p27 / &3j%ý M3/Wl p! 7 j3)b(')liskb-13- + 

312 M3 Wlp 2 
144- /M WP+ /sakrrmentl/ (sacramental) = /sakrrmenti) 

00 

i. e. fs(m-)kj6mfntol, 7 + tM3 Wl p27/ ' 3'Wl Wl'ýp2 Irm /ý -7 
322 M3 W2 p2 

145- /M WP+ /reprihend/-'(reprehend) /reprihend/ 

e. f- 1322J "l `2 `2 E%J( pOihF-nd3 +" EMWPM /W '- Wp 

313 M3Mlp3 
146- /m mP+ /silIuet/ (silhouette) /silIUet/ 

i. e. 3 Ml 1,37/£M3/wl Ml 1,33 ES('ä) lu: at, 3 +1M 
M3M2p2ý, ý 147- /M3 M2 p3/ + /disiNkai/ (diseneash) =, /disiNkavs/ 

i. e. Ed(b') siUkmX3+ E M3 M2 p3_7 /EM3/Wl M2 pýj",, 

333 M3M3p3 
148- /M MP+ /midinet/ (midinette) = /midinet/ 

i. e. &('6)d(I)nF-ý7 + EM3 M3 p37/-EM3/Wl. M3/Wlp3j 

313 M3 -- Wlp 3 
149- /M WP+ /nrntries/ (nonetheless), /nrntries/ 

i. e. Lrn(ý)JrblES3 + CM3 Wl p37/EM3/Wl 3' Wl'P3 
323 

323mwp, 150- /M WP+ /soirret/(solleret) = /soirret/ 
00 

Es(3)j6,, jr M3 W2 p37/EM3/Wl W2 p3j i. e. ty +E 
331 M3 - p3M1 

151- /M PM+ /libretOu/ (libretto)-= /libretOu/ - 

i. e. [1(')baEtow EM3 p3 M13/EM? /Wl, p3 M17 3+ 
332 M3p3 M2 

152- /M PM+ /beletrisT/ (belletrist) = /beletrisT/- 
0 

M3 p3 M2 3/Wl p3 M21 i. e. Eb(f-)Jstwist7 +E 3 /Cm 
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333 M3 p3M3 
153- /M PM+ /inhibit/(inhibit - /inhibit/ 

13 +EM3 p3 M3 7/ EM3/W1 p3 M31W13 i. e. [(J)nhi, b(, b)t 

M3p3 j1 
154- /M3 p3 Wl/ + /kolatrrl/ (collateral) /kolatrrl/ 

00 

i. e. Lk(a) lm- tb. J613- E M3 p3 W13 / rM3lWl p3 WlJ 

33 2/ M3p3W2 
155- /M PW /inamr/ (enamour) - /inamr/ 

ýC M3 p3 W2 rM31Wl 1,3 W2/M13 i. e. E(') nap- m6 7+ 
311 M3pl Ml 

156- /M PM/+ /dikeinAi/ (decani) = /dikeinAi/ 

_7 
+_ [M3 pl Ml I/ LM31, wl pl Ml i. e. Lrd() kejnoj I 

312 M3pl M2 
157- /M PM+ /dibeitrbl/ (debatable) = /dibeitrbl/ 

i. e. L: d(')bejtbb63: 7 + EM3 pl M2 7/C M3/Wl pl M2 

M3plM3 
158- /M3 pl M3/ + /sabeioe/ (Sabaoth) - /sabeioe/ 

i. e. Es (g) bej e. 3 +E M3 pl M3 7 IC M3/W1 pl M3/Wl7 

31 M3 plW1 
159- /M P1 W+ /bitreirl/ (betrayal) = /bitreirl/ 

i3 pl Wlj / CM31W1 pl Wlj i. e. Eb(a)taeja3j + CM 

M3pl W2 
160- /M3 pl W2/ + /dikeinli/ (decanally) = /dikeinli/ 

i. e. Ed(I)kejnbl(' 3 pl W2: 7/CM3/Wl pl W2/Ml] 1: )3 + EM 
321 M3 p2 Ml 

161- /M, PM+ /salýOkiz/ (salpinges) = /salpiN Iiz/ 

a32 31W1 p2 M17 i. e. Es(b)IpindYi: z3 + EM P Mlj /[M 
M3p 2 M2 

162- /M 3P2M 2/ + /rizeNblrns/ (resemblance) = /rizeNblrns/ 

3223122 ie. E-J()ziEmbalbns7 + [M p M'171EM /W PM 4) 
i7 
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3 2' 3 M3p2 M3 
163- )M PM+ /ilekTrik/ (electric) - /ilekTrik/ 

00 

i. e. j: (ý) 1- kt. K ') k rM3 p2 M3)r /£M3/Wl : p2'M3/W 

3 2' l' M3 p2 Wl 
164- /M PW f+ /dibeNird/ (debentured) = /dibeNXrd/ 

i. e. fd(')bF-ntX6d rM3 p2 32 W17 aJ+ WlJ 1E M3/Wl 1 

32 -2 M3p2 W2 
165- /M PW+ /dibeNXr/ (debenture) = /dibeNXr/ 

+C M3 p2 W2g M3/Wl p2 W2/M17 i. e. Ed(j) bEntX( a) 30. L7 
11 wiml Pi 

166ý- 1Wl MP/+ /rpointIi/ (appointee) = /rpointIi/ 

1' 21 WlM2 pl 
167- 1W MP/+ /rbandnIi/ (abandonee) /rbandnIi/ 

31 WlM3pl 
168- 1wl mP /-+ /rlotIi/ (allottee) - /rlotIi/ 

i. e. , Lbl(3)ti----7 + 1: Wl M3 pl_7/, rWl M3/Wl. pl3 

wl Pi ml 
169- /W PM+ /srguarrou/ (saguaro) = /srguarrOu/ 

Wl pl M2/ +-/srbIir'n 
WlplM2 

170- z/ (Sabaeans) - /srbIirnz/ 
0 

11 -3 
Wlpl M3 

171- /W PM+ /rforsed/ (aforesaid) = /rforsed/ 

i. e. Ofo-: s(S)dj + EW1 pl M37/CW1 pl M3/Wl: 7 

wl p1v 1ý 
172- /Wl Pl Wl/ + /srgeivsrs/ (sagacious) = /srgeisrs/ 

12 
112 wlp w 

173- /W PW/+ /sr]. Ainr/ (salina) - /srlAinr/ 

i. e. [sbictinGb. ) + [Wl pl W2 2 
3" 

J 

-7 
Wl Pl w M17 

1 '2 2-w 
1M2 P2 

174-/W MP+ /frrrzm t3/ (foreasmuch) = /frrrzmrt3/ 

11 21 Wlp2'Ml 
175-ý /W PM+ /prsentAil/ (percentile) = /prsentAil/ 

122 
122wPM 176- /w PM+ /brlisTikS/ (. ballistics) = /brlisTikS/ 
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1 ý-2 3 WP m 
177- /W PM+ /srdisTik/ (sadistic) - /srdisTik/ 

i. e. Es8dist(i )k 1 p2, M3 1P2 M3/W a9 +L: w -7 
1E w 1ý7 

1ý 21 Wlp 2 Wl 
178- /W PW+ /krdasTrz/ (cadasters) /krdasTrz/ 

wi F2 W2- 
179- /Wl p2 W2/ + /krkeýSi/ (cachexy) - /krkekSi/ 

1 )7+ Wl p2 W2 rWl,: p2 W2/Mj i. e. Ek6keks(i: 
_ 

Wl Ml p3 
180- /Wl Ml p3/ /d=uarzel/ (demoiselle) = /d-rmuarzel/ 

WlP3Ml 
181- /W1 p3 Ml/ + /rtaXei/-(attache) = /rta3-ei/ 

Wlp3M2 
182 /Wl p3 M2/ + /Srbatikl/ (sabbatical) = /srbatikl/ 

wlp3m3 
183- /W 1 P3 M3/ + /brzilik/ (basilic) = /brzilik/ 

Zil(i i e'. Ebb p k7 + EW1 p3 M3 r 1,3 M3 1 3/1- WP IW3 

w1p 3W1 
184- 1Wl p3 Wl/ + /rfilrs/ (aphyllous) = /rfilrs/ 

132 Wip3W2 
185- 1W PW/+ /rnrtr/ (another) = /rnýtr/ 

i. e. EanA'ý(3ý 3, W2 13- 2ij13 L7 + Ew p J/Ew Pw 
W2m3, pl, 

186- /W2 M3 pl/ + /iriteiXn/ (irri'tatio n) /iriteisn' 
0e00 

23 pl: j / rW2 '3 1 i. e. EivJ(B)tej? fbn7 + J: W mm /W P17 
211 

2WlPl 
187- /W WP+ /XirrlIi/ (shiralee) irrlIi/ 

211 W2 p Iml 
188- /W PM+ /eiorbOu/ (theorbo) /eiorbOý/ 

212 W2 p1 'M2 189- /W PM+ /bihAindhand/ (be-hindha'nd) /bihAindhand/ 

W2pl M3 
, go_ /W2 pl M3/ + /bihOuldiU/ (beholding)"='/bihOuldia/ 

i. e. I: bihowld(' 2 Pl M3 7/ CW2 pl M3/Wl Val + Ew j 
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211 W2pl Wl 
191- /W P W, / + /tiarrrd/ (tiaraed) /tiarrrd/ 

00 

212 
212wP 192- /W PW+ /biheivir/ (behaviour) =, /biheivir/ 

09 

i. e. [bihejvj(6 )] +fW2 P1 W2 7 W2 pl W2/Ml 31 

W2m3p2 
193- /W2 M3 p2/ + /iriliciNn/ (irreligion) = /irilidgn/ 

000 go 

i. e. EL4j(')lidY6n7 + EW2 M3 p2 7 /fW2 M3/Wl p2 7 

w212 
194- 1W 2 W1 p2/ + /pluriprezns/ (pluripresence) = /pluriprezns/ 

0* 

/W2 p2 1 W2 P2m1 
195- M/+ /prihensAil/ (prehensile) = /prihensAil/ 

W2 P2m2 
196- /W2 p2 M2/ + /rialffnizm/ (reactionism) = /riaOnizm/ 

w2P2 M3 
197- 1W 2P2 M3/ + /riakTiv/ (reactive) = /riakTiv/ 

00 

i. e. E-jiepkt(a)v7 + CW2 p2 M3 2p2 M3 1 

-7 
/ Ew /W 7 

22 Wl/ + 
W2 p2 Wl 

198- /W p /riakTrz/ (reactors) = /riakTrz/ 

222 w2P2 W2 
199- iW PW/+ /TrisTr/ (arista) = /rrisTr/ 

000 
ist( )3+ 1: W2 13 2 W2: 7 /C W2 p2w21 /M 

,, 2u, 1, n3 2 Wl p3/ + /sTiurdes/ (stewardess), = /sTi"r; r 200- /W u 
-es/- 

/W2 W2 p3/ + /piruet/ 
W2 W 2p3 

201- (pirouette) = /piruet/ 

2 p3 Ml/ + /pianOu/ 
W2p3Ml 

202- /W (piano) = /p: lanOu/, 

2 p3 M2/ + /eiatrikl/ 203- /W 
0 

204- /W 2 p3 M3/ + /bihedid/ 

W2p3 M2 
(theatrical) = /eiatrikl/ 

W2p3M3 
(beheaded) = /bihedid/ 

[bihlcd()d7 + EW2 p3 M37 IL: W2 p3 M3/Wl3 a- 
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23 W2p3Wl 
205- /W P Wl/ + /nielrs/ (niellos) = /nielrs/ 

232 W2p3W2 
206- /W PW/+ /bihedr/ (beheader) - /bihedr/ 

i. e. Eb ih F-d W2 p3 W27/j: W2 p3 W2/Ml 
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